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THE EARTH AND

ITS INHABITANTS.

NOETH-WEST AFRICA.
CHAPTER

I.

TRIPOLITANA.

HE

portion of the African continent designated on the maps by the
name. of Tripolitana is a territory destitute of geographical unity.
vast region over 400,000 square miles in extent, it comprises

A

several distinct countries separated

or even uninhabitable solitudes.

from each other by uninhabited

Here the

desert, or at least the

The space
it, reach the Mediterranean at the Syrtis Major.
comprised between Cyrenaica on the east, and the Ghurian highlands near Tripoli,
forms a land of imperceptible transition between the coast and Sahara zones, while
steppes leading to

the whole of Southern Tripolitana already belongs to the desert, properly so called.
little but rocky, stony, argillaceous, or sandy tracts, except in

Here we meet with

some depressions, where a few springs afford
groves.

Hence Tripolitana

political fiction

oasis,

water

for

man and

regarded as a geographical unit rather

than on account of

comprised under this name

Thus the Kuf ra

is

sufficient

its/

physical conditions.

his date-

through a

The whole region

not even politically subject to the Sublime Porte.
although usually included amongst the possessions of Turkey,

has hitherto maintained

its

is

independence, while in several oases lying nearer to the

coast the Sultan's authority is purely nominal.

BARKA.

West

of

Egypt and

its

dependent northern oases stretches the Barka plateau,

often called Cyrenaica, from the famous city of Gyrene, built here by the Hellenes.
Politically it forms part of the regency of Tripoli, and it is consequently, at least
in appearance, directly subject to the Turkish

Government.

But geographically

it

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
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is

entirely distinct

shown how unstable

from the
is

rest of Tripolitana,

and contemporary events have

the present political equilibrium.

in the near future the partition of Africa, already

It

may

well happen that

begun by the European Powers,

from their present Ottoman
may cause both Gyrene and Tripolitana to be transferred
de
masters
of the land are not
the
now
Even
facto
rulers probably to the Italians.

The religious order of the Senusiya, which was first
those appointed by Stambul.
whose
and
established in Algeria,
capital is at Jarabub, in the Faredgha oasis, ie
the true ruling power throughout the whole region comprised between the Egyptian
Here the Turkish officials are tolerated only on
frontier and the Gulf of Cabes.
the condition of conforming themselves to the mandates addressed to them by the
and all persons invested with magisterial or
agents of the head of the order,
The summons to arms issued by the
offices belong to this community.

municipal

of Jarabub would even now be instantly obeyed by a regular army of
and
cavalry, already organised independently of the Turkish Government.
infantry
The region of the African seaboard comprised between Egypt and Tripoli,

"Mahdi"

is at present of all Mediterranean lands the least
frequented by
the
most
and
in
the
basin
of the great
thinly peopled country
European traders,
inland sea. Three hundred thousand persons at most, possibly even not more than

properly so called,

two hundred and

fifty thousand, are scattered over the space limited eastwards by
the Egyptian frontier, westwards by the depression stretching from the Faredgha
oasis towards the Great Syrtis, or Gulf of Sidra
that is, a proportion of less than
;

The steamers navigating the Mediterranean in
the ports on the Barka seaboard hence this
strip

ten to the square mile.
tions seldom call at

;

which extends for about 1,200 miles, from Alexandria
any commercial relations with the outer world.

to Tripoli,

all direc-

of coast,

maintains scarcely

But on the other hand, the expansive power of the European nations is everywhere followed by inevitable consequences
nor can there be any doubt that
will
again become a flourishing colony, attracting, as it did some twentyCyrenaica
five centuries ago, industrious settlers from Greece and
The projecting
Italy.
coastline of Barka
to
within
240
miles
of Cape
in these
approaches
;

Matapan
and central Mediter;

waters, forming the zone of separation between the eastern

ranean basins, Africa seems, as
strange

if

the throbbing

felt in this

life

of

it

were, to meet Europe half-way, and

Western

civilisation failed to

"
neighbouring region of the Dark Continent."

make

it

itself

would be
ultimately

Hitherto, however, European influence
which, following the great maritime
highways of the globe, has become dominant at the Antipodes themselves has been

almost imperceptible in this Libyan land, which,
nevertheless, for a period of over
a thousand years, formed an integral part of the Hellenic
world, the centre of
ancient science and art.

During the Roman period, Cyrenaica was still regarded
it even constituted, with the island of
Crete,

forming a dependency of Greece, and
a single administrative province.

as

HISTORIC RETROSPECT.
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HISTORIC RETROSPECT.

On

the North African seaboard the rounded mass of the plateau of Barku
corresponds with the region of Tunis, which limits the Gulf of Cabes towards the

and projects

in the Carthaginian headlands in the direction of
The
Sicily.
resemble one another in their geographical position, their climate,
and products. They also played their part in the history of the old world, one
through its Hellenic colonies, the other through its Phoenician republic. In

west,

two

territories

comparing Cyrene with Carthage, observers have dwelt on the natural advantages
it never rose to the same
pitch

of the former, and have expressed their surprise that
of commercial prosperity as

its

western

rival.

It

however, to be observed that

is,

for the purposes of international trade Carthage really occupied a
position far
superior to that of the maritime cities of Cyrenaica.
Forming no part of the Greek

world,

it

did not reach the same standard of general culture

lacking great thinkers,
the arts and sciences.

it

and although not

never exercised the same influence in the development of

But on the other hand. Carthage played a
commercial world.

;

Being hemmed

far

more considerable part

in the

in on all sides

by the wilderness, the plateau
of Cyrene drew from the interior a very limited quantity of supplies,
imported by
the difficult and tedious route of the oases hence its natural trading relations were
;

rather with the Hellenic islands and peninsulas facing it on the opposite side of the
Mediterranean. But the more favourably situated city of Carthage necessarily

became the chief outlet of a vast and populous region stretching far into the interior
of the continent.
Almost within sight of Sicily, and standing on the great
where converge the main water highways from Greece and
commanded the central position of the whole maritime basin. Over the

Mediterranean
Spain,

it

strait,

Greek

cities it enjoyed the further advantage of being situated nearer to the
" Columns of
Hercules," and its vessels were the first to plough the waters of the

boundless ocean.

Wasted by the Arabs,

invasion in the middle of
during their second
the eleventh century,
the inhabitants of Barka lost their trade and culture
the
v
land lapsed into barbarism, its ruined cities and its burial-places became the haunts
especially

;

'

of wild beasts.

Greek

The myth

of Hercules

and Antaeus

personifies the struggles of the

settlers against the natives of
Cyrenaica, the

Libyan giant drawing fresh

But, notstrength from the ground each time he touched his mother, Earth.
the
it
was
which
records
the
of
Antaeus
who
Hercules,
fable,
withstanding
victory
triumnhed in the end. However, the type of the ancient Berber population does
not seem still to prevail.
Diversely modified by crossings with Greeks, Xegroes,
and Turks, the Libyan stock has been further replaced, or almost entirely transFuture immigration will give the political ascenformed, by Arab intermixture.

dancy to the Europeans but the local element will doubtless always remain the
most numerous here, as elsewhere throughout North Africa.
;

The pending annexation
sufficiently

of Cyrenaica to the cultured world has already been

prepared by the researches of modern explorers.

At

the beginning of

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
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the eighteenth century the French traveller, Lemaire, was already studying the
Greek cities. Sections of the seaboard were surveyed by Paul

ruins of the old

Lucas, Shaw, Bruce, Granger, while in 1811 and 1817, the Italians Cervelli and
Delia Cella penetrated into the interior, and for the first time recorded systematic
observations on the

soil,

climate, products,

and antiquities of the country.

Then came the brothers Beechey, who occupied themselves chiefly with the
maritime districts, and the artist Pacho, whose attention was directed mainly to the
ruined cities of the plateaux.
Bourville,

Cyrenaica was also traversed by Delaporte,

Porcher, and of late years

Fig.

1.

it

has been successively visited by a great

many

travellers,
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PHYSICAL FEATURES OF BARKA.
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starting-point of the line of demarcation officially laid down between Egypt and
The headland commanding tli Gulf of Soloum was ever regarded by
Tri|Mi]itaiia.

Mela, and oilier anrirnl authors as the angular limit between
In-ing considered by 1 hem as belonging to the eastern

Sallu*;i, I'i'mpoiiius

Africa and A-ia, Egypt
continent.

At

this point the highest

summits of the plateau exceed 1,000

feet,

surmount a projecting ridge by means of a graded track,
whence the promontory, as far as the Ilas-el-Melah, took its Greek name of Katabathmos Megas, or "Great Descent." At present the Egyptian Arabs give it the
and the coast route has

to

of Akabet-el-Kebir, or " Great Ascent," and to El-Edrisi
or " Graded
whence the

title

Akabah-el-Soloum,

Ascent,"

It is easy to understand

bouring gulf.

how

it

was known as the

present name of the neighand caravan traders at all

seafarers

times looked upon these abrupt declivities, and the deep indentation formed by the
Gulf of Soloum, as a natural limit, although farther inland the plateau is continued
on either side without any great differences of level.

From the Gulf

of Soloum to the great bend, whose western extremity is occupied
seaboard
is divided into two nearly equal sections by the so-called
the
by Benghazi,
Gulf of Bomba, which is limited westwards by the Ras-et-Tin, or " Fig-tree Cape."

already marked out as the site of a future naval station
analogous to that of Spezia, the coast district coincides with the ancient Marmarica,
to the west is developed in a graceful curve the shore-line of
or Marmaridis

East of this deep

inlet,

;

The two territories are clearly separated by the bed
Cyrenaica, properly so called.
of the Wady Temmim, which, however, is dry for several months in the year.

Some 60
mere

miles long,

On

the only torrent in Barka which is anything more than a
few hours after each rainfall.

either side of this intermediate depression, the heights present different

natural features.
less

it is

ravine, flushed only for a

The Miocene plateau

than half that of Cyrenaica, and

shore, are

mere

its

of

Marmarica has an average elevation

depressions, nearly all parallel with the

folds in the rocky surface rather than true valleys.

In the west,

on the contrary, the hills of Cyrenaica constitute a veritable highland, the so-called
Jebel Akhdar, or " Green Mountains," some of whose crests exceed 3,300 feet in
altitude.
This term, however, is more specially restricted to the western group of
uplands, which, notwithstanding their rounded outlines, bear a closer resemblance
Apennines than any other African district. The same trees overshadow

to the

the same undergrowth
a mean temperature differing little from that of Italy
over
hill
and
dale
the breeze wafted over the thickets is charged with the
prevails
;

;

same perfumes

the same blue waters sparkle at the foot of the escarpments.
across
the land of Barka, visitors from Italy fancy themselves still surTravelling
rounded by the scenery of their native homes.

The Greeks

;

also

had converted

enthusiasm here they placed the

this region into

first

their daring navigators, pushing

of those "

still

au African Hellas.

In their
"

Gardens of the Hesperides which
westwards, had scattered, so to say, from

utmost verge of the mainland. The Arabs in their turn bore
" Green
testimony to their admiration for its natural beauties, by the title of
Mountains," which they gave to the Barka highlands. Whether they arrived from
Cyrenaica to the

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
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the south-east or west, they had

still

to traverse bare

and waterless

solitudes.

Hence,

the sudden contrast naturally caused them to regard as earthly Edens the green
and purling brooks of these pleasant uplands.
slopes

of Cyrenaica is largely indebted for its inviting aspect to the
outlines of its hills, which develop their highest summits in the very

The plateau
graceful

The coastlands, in some places presenting the
neighbourhood of the seaboard.
form about a third of the whole mass, are skirted by
pink tint of the corals which
rocky walls broken
wind
the
which
paths obliquely scaling their steep
by narrow gorges, through
Above this limestone pedestal tower the crests of the Jebel Akhdar,
sides.
the traveller finds himself already on the verge of the desert. Here
which
beyond
tracts sloping gently to the foot of the vertical cliffs, or abrupt

the beds of dry wadies open southwards to the wooded hills succeed the nerit'8, vast
stony wastes, or extensive plains clothed with a scant vegetation of alfa and other
;

grasses.

The colour of the soil changes with its relief. The Barka highlands are covered
with a reddish humus, whence the designation of Barka-el-Hamra, or "Barka the
But southwards the fertile red clays of
red," applied by the Arabs to this region.
upper Cyrenaica gradually merge in the grey and white tints of the sands and bare
ro^ks characteristic of Barka-el-Beida, or " Barka the white." Still farther south,

where the arid

soil no longer supports the scantiest vegetation, the desert wastes
bear no geographical name.
Here nothing meets the eye except the shifting dune,
or
hard
traversed
rock,
by caravans, whose track is marked only by
clay wearily

wells of brackish water, occurring at long intervals.

CLIMATE OF BARKA.
section of Barka, beyond the serirs and dunes of the " white "
an
Italian climate.
At sea-level the normal annual temperature
region, enjoys
from
70
to
73
F.,
ranges
according to the latitude an isothermal mean several
above
that
Southern
of
But on' the uplands, exposed to cooler
degrees
Italy.
marine breezes, the temperature falls to the level of that of
On
Sicily and Naples.

The northern

the plateaux of Cyrene, 1,600 feet
high, the heat during the day varies
in winter to 84 in summer.*
At night the

from 54 F.

temperature, although considerably
lowered by the effects of radiation in a cloudless
sky, seldom falls to the freezingpoint.

Altogether, for

Here the

its soft

and equable climate, Cyrenaica stands almost unrivalled.
from the extremes either of heat or cold. He

traveller rarely suffers

also easily

change from one zone

may

to another, for the
plains, plateaux,

are all alike clothed with that rich red

and highlands

humus on which flourish all the cultivated
"
plants of temperate regions. As long ago pointed out
by Herodotus, the territory
of Cyrene has three admirable seasons.
The- coastlands abound in fruits which
first arrive at
Then
follow
the
harvest and the vintage, and the crops
maturity.
are scarcely garnered when the fruits on the hills
are ripe enough to be gathered.
Hamilton,

"

Wanderings

in

North

Africa'."

FLORA AND FAUNA OF BARKA.
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those of the culminating region reach maturity, so that the

consumed when the

Thus

last arrives.

first

harvest

is

months the Cyreneans are always

for eight

*

harvesting."
"
"

Red

is

Barka belongs

to the

also frequently refreshed with

Mediterranean zone of winter rains, although it
autumn showers. Its almost insular position

exposes Cyrenaica to all the moisture-bearing winds, except those from the south
and south-east and the humidity being arrested by the lofty heights, often descends
;

down

At

times the torrents rushing through the mountain gorges
to the coast towns have converted into mud and swept away the hovels, and

in copious rains.

undermined the more substantial dwellings. Still the yearly rainfall is less than
in most European countries, ranging, according to Fischer, from 14 to 20 inches, or

from half

to two-thirds that of France.

From Alexandria

to

Gyrene

it

increases

gradually westwards. Much, however, of the rain water disappears at once in the
But lower
fissures of the limestone ground, and is thus lost for the higher lands.

down

it

reappears on the plains, welling up in copious springs at the foot of the

In many places, and especially in the vicinity of Benghazi, west of the
Jebel Akhdar, the subterranean waters would reach the coast through hidden
channels, if the ancients had not contrived to arrest their course and bring them to
cliffs.

the surface.

which fall on the uplands, Cyrenaica has not a single
" White "
while
Barka, the region of sands and bare rocks, has
permanent stream,
nothing but its waterless wadies, and at long intervals a few wells from which
In

spite of the rains

oozes a brackish fluid.

FLORA AND FAUNA OF BARKA.
The

vegetation, being regulated

from the clouds or

by the quantity

of rain water, either received

through ground in flowing streams, naturally
A careful exploration
increases in exuberance in the direction from east to west.
of the district about the port of Tobruk, in Marmarica, yielded to Schweinfurth not
directly

filtered

more than two hundred and twenty plants, whereas Ascherson has enumerated as
many as four hundred and ninety-three for Western Cyrenaica. The upland
region of the plateau, where the rain escapes rapidly through the surface fissures,
beyond greyish species, whose scanty foliage is parched by the summer

offers little

suns.

Here and there the monotony of the barren wastes is broken by a stunted
But on all the slopes and in all the depres-

acacia or a solitary turpentine- tree.

where the rain water

any length of time, the laurel, elder,
myrtle, mastic, eglantine, and other southern shrubs cluster round the evergreen
oak and tall cypress, of freer growth than those of Itdy, and rising at times to a
sions,

is

retained for

height of over 160 feet.
These dense thickets of trees and shrubs, which never lose their verdure, explain
the designation of Jebel Akhdar, the " Green Hills," applied by the Arabs to the
highest uplands of Barka.

The

forest trees

Book

no longer supply much more than fuel

iv., p. 199.
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and timber for the coast towns.

make

w. iv used to

so highly prized

But

in former times the thuyas of Cyrenaiea

those costly "tiger" and "panther" grained tables, which were
the Romans, and the exquisitely perfumed wood of which was

by

Circe in her incantations.
supposed to have been employed by
clothed with forests of the wild olive, whose
are
seawards
The slopes facing

The carob,
branches are shaken for the berry, greedily eaten by sheep and goat.
when allowed to grow in the open, throws off such a mass of young sprouts that
their residence during the summer months
whole families of Bedouins take
up

Like the
beneath this vast canopy of verdure, sheltering them from all eyes.
streams of Greece, the wadies of Barka are fringed with oleander plants dwarf
fruit-trees of the Italian zone,
palms grow in clusters along the sea-coast;
dominated here and there by the tall stems and branches of the date-palm, flourish
"
Barbary
in the well- watered gardens now usually surrounded with hedges of the
from the New World, which has already become so common
an
;

immigrant

fig,"

in the Mediterranean flora.
of the fertile valleys opening seawards are stocked with as many species
"
" Garden of the
itself, described in the
of plants as the ancient
Hesperides

Some

Periplous of Scylax.

Berenice

but Scylax

;

This marvellous land was situated according to Pliny near
states expressly that it was not far from the Ras-Sem, the

headland

of Cyrenaica.
a
natural
A ccording to the description of the Greek writer, it occupied
gorge or
an ancient quarry, like the latomia of Syracuse. The brothers Beechey believed
to the east of
they had discovered its site airid the now flooded precipices
described by
Benghazi, but none of these present the dimensions of the garden as
idea
of
its exquisite beauty may be had by visiting the chasms now
Some
Scylax.

the

of

Phycus

ancients,

that

is,

the

northernmost

with verdure which open abruptly in the stony plateau near Syracuse.
Orange, citron, medlar, peach trees, all struggling upwards towards the blue

filled

vault of heaven, rise to heights of from 50 to 60 or 70 feet.

The stems

of the

by leafy shrubs, their branches entwined by wreaths of creepers,
the paths strewn with flowers and fruits, the -foliage alive with song of birds.
Above this elysium of fragrant and flowering plants rise the grey rocks, here

trees are enclosed

and there clothed with

The

every crest crowned with verdure.

ivy, their

silphium, or laserpit iitm, at one time one of the

main resources

of Cyrenaica,

and whose very name had passed into a proverb implying the most precious of
treasures, is now found only in the wild state on the cliff, if indeed it is the same
plant.

The

amongst

old writers tell us that

the

modern

observers,

it

had already disappeared in their time, and
Oersted, Ascherson and others, have

Schroff,

expressed the opinion that the plant so highly valued by the Greeks and Romans
for its curative virtues, was a species of asafoatida.
Nevertheless most naturalists
accept the hypothesis of Delia Cella, the first explorer of the country, who supposes
that the silphium was the drias or adrias of the natives
that is, the thapsia
garganica

of

what

The Cyrenian coins represent this umbellifer with
although its form is somewhat enlarged and its fruit of some-

botanists.

sufficient accuracy,

too cardiform a shape.

Like the hardened sap of the silphium, \which

1

Ml. MUTANTS <]

BABKA.

and which was preserved in the State treasury, the
liquid extracted from the present adrias is regarded by the natives as a pain
and is employed esjx-cially in the treatment of wounds inflicted 1>\ animals.

hed

its

weight

in

silver,

In Europe the researches of Ilein/nianii have also proved that this plant
be accepted in the modern pharmaoOfMM, on account of its purifying
>*(>
apparent difference can be discovered between the Algerian and
properties.

should

yet some difference there must be, seeing that the
Cyrenian thapsia garganica
On the other hand, camel-;
Algerian species has scarcely any curative virtues.
;

may browse on

it

without danger, although the drias of Barka

was formerly the silphium.*
At present the land of Ba:ka contributes but

little to

is fatal to

them, a-

the general increase of

no longer exports either medicinal drugs, the essence of
or the white truffles for which it was formerly renowned.
Wheat, barley,

wealth in the world.
roses,

It

cucumbers, tobacco, a few vegetables form, with the garden fruits, the only products
The wild bee gathers an exquisite honey from the
of the local agriculture.
nor do the wonderful crops
of wheat mentioned by the ancients as yielding a hundred and even three hundredfold, appear to have been witnessed in modern times.
Occasionally want even
Tillage

flowering plants.

prevails,

Jebel

is

in a rudimentary state

and as a rule about every

Akhdar

fifth

year

is

;

The

unproductive.

are best adapted for the cultivation of the olive,

slopes of the

and the

oil supplied
farmed
the
the
few
Italians
is
of
excellent
olive-groves
by
by
quality.
However rich in vegetation, the " Green Mountains " are extremely poor in

animal species.

The only wild

beasts here seen are the hyaena

and

jackal.

But

the thickets of the depressions are infested by the wild boar, while the gazelle,
hare, and rabbit, abound on the plateau.
Reptiles, birds, insects, belong almost
The budding vegetation
exclusively to the same species as those of Mauritania.
occasionally devoured by the locust, and the wild bee deposits its burden of honey
in the fissures of the rocks.

is

scanty fauna gradually diminishes, until it disappears
altogether beyond the zone of oases. After crossing the "\Vady Fareg, the traveller
He no longer
discovers that he is no longer accompanied even by the flea.
In the villages
crushes a shell under foot, or perceives a single bird on the wing.

Southwards

this

and encampments of Barka the domestic animals differ in no respect from those of
There as here they are still the ass and mule, sheep, goats, and
Mauritania.
horned
Pindar,

The horses no longer belong
when singing of Cyrenaica famed for

cattle.

superb race described by
"fine steeds." But if small,

to that
its

heavy, and ungainly, they are at least sure-footed and endure hardships well

IXHAHITAXTS OF BARKA.

The land of Barka is peopled exclusively by Arabs of more or less mixed stock,
who, however, claim to be of pure descent, and who speak the language of the
i'rophet according

to

the Egyptian standard, slightly affected by Maugrabian
*

83

AF

Mamoli, "Esploratore,"

vol. v., 1881.
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h nvnts.

Hellenic

No feature in
or Roman blood,

the Arabs, that

it

seems to betray any trace of

their physical appearance

while the Berber type here so closely resembles that of
would be difficult to distinguish the races in so mixed a popula-

tion.

In Derna, Benghazi, and other towns subject to the influences of external
commerce, the usages differ little from those of the Egyptian Arabs, and the
not appear unveiled in public.
Here, also, the inhabitants are grouped,
not according to their tribes, but according to their trades and pursuits. But in
the rural districts distinct territories are occupied by the ailets, a term collectively

women do

The Aulad-Ali of the Egyptian Libya are
the tribes of Cyrenaica.
on
the
Barka
west
the
from
highlands, where they already possess
encroaching
Here they are replacing the Marmaridae, who gave
extensive grazing-grounds.
their name to the country under the Ptolemies, and who subsequently followed
applied to

all

the general

movement

of migration

and conquest in the direction from

east to

west.

The Zwiyas lead a wandering life in the section of the plateau in the vicinity of
Derna, whence they descend southwards as far as White Barka, south of BenThe more numerous Abeidats, jointly with the Berasa, the Hassa and
ghazi.
Dorsa, occupy the districts of the Jebel Akhdar, lying east and west of the ruins
The Eshteh dwell in the western part of the range above Benghazi,
of Cyrene.

while immediately north and south of them are the camping- grounds of the
Bragtas and other clans of the Awaghirs, the most powerful of all the Barka
tribes.

This

ailet

is

tribes

war time altogether 10,000
The Harabi, Mogharba, and other less important
lands comprised between the Barka highlands and

said to be able to muster in

infantry and 1,000 horsemen.

occupy the lower terrace

the desert.

All these Libyan Arabs are fond of painting the breast, arms, and face with
antimony. The women, who never go veiled, always dye the lower lip black, and
encircle the eyes with the

same extract of

koJtcul.

Both sexes wear the

hauli,

a

kind of toga, to which Europeans give the name of barnkan. During youth the
daughters of Cyrenaica are comely, but proportionately much smaller than the
men. The national diet is a
of "
known as basina. It was
species

barley-bree,"

"
" bubonic
amongst the Arabs of Merj, the ancient Barke, that the
pestilence
broke out in the year 1874, and Cyrenaica is said, with the West Persian highlands

and those of Assir, in Arabia,

to be one of the three regions

where

this disorder is

endemic.
Since the middle of the present century, thanks
especially to the establishment
of the order of the Senusiya in this part of
Tripolitana, the Arabs of Barka have
made
some
in
material
culture
and moral cohesion. Manners
certainly
progress

have undergone a great change, and certain questionable laws of
hospitality
described by all travellers from Herodotus to Barth are no
On
longer practised.
the other hand, the natives have become less
kindly and cheerful,

more

sullen

and

surly to strangers.

In the year 1843, the Algerian Sheikh Seiiusi
el-Mejahiri, being compelled

to

INHABITANTS OF BAHKA
quit Mecca, where he had

made some powerful enemies by

11

mode of life and hia
Then he founded at

his

rigid principles, sought a temporary refuge in Benghazi.

Fig.

2.

ZAWYA or MAZUVA,

el-Beidu, west of Gyrene, a

first zatrya,

n

THE ALGERIAN DAHRA.

at once a monastery,

military stronghold, and centre of culture.

Other

mosque, school, hospital,

fugitives,

mostly Algerians, like

'
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the " saint,"

who summoned them

standard and were well received.

New

"

flocked to his
w;iy of salvation,"
monasteries were established in other parts

to follow the

the character of guests for that
of the country, and their inmates soon exchanged
that
already in 1831 the traveller
of masters.
They soon became so powerful

At present the
defend himself against their fanatical followers.
in
even
and
of
Barka,
Benghazi, where the
most important person in the province
consuls are hoisted, is not the mutessarif, appointed by the
flags of the European
of the Senusiya, to whom the GovernSultan, but the wakil, or agent of the Sheikh
ment has even granted the right of exercising justice. In the district over 25,000
are at his disposition, over and above the Khwan, or brethren
and
Hamilton had

infantry

cavalry

and

to

their retainers,

Everywhere are met

who

reside in the twenty

slaves

zawyas scattered over Cyrenaica.

and animals branded with the name of Allah, the mark

of the brotherhood.

Yet the Sheikh himself no longer resides in the country. In 18-35 he prudently
withdrew beyond the range of European influence to the Faredgha oasis, which,
a borderland surrounded by solitudes,
although officially belonging to Egypt, lies on

Here he

where neither sultan nor khcdive exercises any authority.
his abode in a necropolis excavated in the live rock.

But

first

took up

in his capital, Jarabub,

he is now master of convents, barracks, arsenals, depots and other extensive
Here
tures, which are mirrored in the brackish waters of Lake Faredgha.
centre of the religious empire, which stretches on the one

strucis

the

hand

as far as Senegal,
" in
than
less
1,500,000 subjects, all
on the other to Mesopotamia, comprising not
the hands of their Sheikh, as the body is in the hands of those who lay out the

dead."

The son
in

of the founder,

him

;

succeeded
all

sect,

the power of Islam.

aim

who

him

the

in 1830, has

Khwans

of the

become the undisputed

Moslem world, who

see
blindly obeyed by
"
to
restore
destined
well guided,"
the Mahdi, the "guide," or rather the

head of the

Doubtless the Senusiya aspire outwardly to no special political

their ideal is to confederate all the orthodox religious orders in a single

theocratic body, independent of all secular authority.

and recommend
from the

They discountenance

to their oppressed brethren, not revolt, but voluntary

districts subject to Christian

violence,

banishment

sway, and withdrawal to the independent

But while ostensibly condemning political agitation, the Senusiya none
zawyas.
the less aim at absolute independence, and their compact organisation has rendered
them

far

more formidable enemies than many restless tribes always ready to revolt.
solidarity has brought them more conquests than they could have

The Mussulman

Thus they have already secured Wadai by ransoming a
gang of slaves en route for Egypt, and sending them back to their homes as
missionaries of the holy cause.
At present the Sultan of Wadai is a mere
hoped

to achieve

lieutenant of the

But

it is

by arms.

Mahdi

probable

and all his subjects are affiliated to the order.
are
in store for these zealous Panislamists, and
days

of Jarabub,

th'it evil

European influences make themselves
by the open or disguised occupation of the land of Barka. The official
the Turk and secret
authority of the Senusiya run the risk of a joint

that their troubles will begin as soon as
directly felt

sway of

v
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faithful adherents of the order, und especially
are
to
have relaxed considerably in the rigour of
said
of
the citizens
Benghazi,

During recent years the

collapse.

their religious professions.

It is

no rare sight

observances
nity openly violating the
.-ilkcn

>f

garments embroidered in gold and

to behold

the law

members of

the confrater-

by smoking tobacco and wearing

silver.

TOPOGRAPHY OF BARKA.
European Powers is directed especially to the local seaports,
which could be defended by no native force, and the possession of which would
In the eastern disenable them to command all the routes leading to the interior.

The

attention of the

Marmarica the port of Harm Tobruk, known also as Tabarka, seems to present
At this point a
the greatest advantage as a convenient naval station and arsenal.
with
the coast in the general direction from northpeninsular mass running parallel
trict of

its eastern
extremity in two sharp headlands, and
with
mainland
connected
the
by a low isthmus. An inlet some
limited northwards by this peninsula, and southwards by the

west to south-east, terminates at
at the other

end

is

two miles long is
cliffs and escarpments of a plateau furrowed by ravines, in which are occasionally
seen the foaming waters of cascades some 500 feet high.
Vessels drawing over
#3 feet can ride in perfect security in this spacious natural haven, sheltered from all
winds except those from the east and south-east.
breakwater constructed at the

A

entrance of the bay might arrest the swell from the east, and thus convert the port
of Tobruk into one of the best and at the same time one of the largest harbours of

refuge in the Mediterranean basin.
The ruins either of Antipyrgo* or some other Greek city at the neck of the
peninsula, and those of a Saracenic castle on the north side of the port, show that this

convenient harbour was never

lost sight of,

although the surrounding regions are

In former times Tobruk was probably the station where
landed
en
It
route for the shrine of Jupiter Ammon in the Siwah oasis.
pilgrims
was also a port of call for vessels plying between Rome and Alexandria. At

almost desert wastes.

by the neighbouring pastoral
tribes to the markets of Alexandria, and especially of Jarabiib and the other
zawyas of the Senusi Khwans.
Round the bay of Tobruk Schweinfurth has detected signs of local upheaval.

present

it

serves as the outport for cattle supplied

At a height

of

160 feet and a distance of nearly half a mile from the beach, he

noticed the shells of the surrounding waters still preserving their natural colour.
At some points farther west, near Gyrene and Benghazi, Hamilton thought he

observed traces of the opposite phenomenon of subsidence.
The Gulf of Somba, more frequented than the Bay of Tobruk by the small local
coasters, enjoys the advantage of being situated immediately east of Cyrenaica
But it is
proper, in the vicinity of a fertile and relatively well-peopled district.

much more exposed than Tobruk, and less accessible to
obliged to cast anchor a long way from the coast small
;

anchorage

boliin:!

the islets at the entrance of the bay.

large vessels, which are
craft,

however, find safe

NORTII-WEST AFRICA.
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"
But it
lies to the north of the roadstead.
port of 3fenelau
and all the old Hellenic towns of the
comprises merely a small group of huts,
without
almost
district have disappeared,
leaving a vestige by which to determine
The establishment of a European colony, often proposed in the Italian
their sites.

The

press,

Wady

so-called

"

would be greatly imperilled by the malaria prevalent on the coast, where the
Temim loses its waters in stagnant pools. In this district the marine inFig.

TOBRUZ.

3.

Scale

1

:

85,000.

2358
Depths.

to S3 Feet.

32 Feet and upward*.
3.EOO Yards.

shore current, which sets from west to east,
mean velocity of nearly two miles an hour.

To reach Dcrna, the
the traveller

must

ancient Darnis, the

when not
first

obstructed by the winds, has a

town on the

east coast of

Barka,

skirt the north foot of the red

escarpments of the Ras-et-Tin,
and follow the north-west coast for a distance of 30 miles. This
place, which was
re-occupied in the sixteenth century

by Andalusian Moors, comprises a group of
divided into two sections
by the bed of a torrent.
here surrounded
a
trellised
or
overshadowed by a, dateby
vine,

five villages, or distinct
quarters,

Every house

is

CYHKNK
family gathers after the

pulin, hciiruth whii-h the

Dema

of Cvrrnaica those of

16

<l,iy'>

the old

best <lr-T\.

Of

the gardens
"
of the
HesperideH."

\\ork.

name

Watered by two streams flowing from the neighbouring

hills

all

and ramifying in a

thousand channels, the dense foliage of their verdant groves presents a striking
contrast to the grey and bare rocks of the ravine.
They yield figs, grapes, dates,
oranges, citrons, and choice bananas, which with the wool, corn, wax, and honey
brought from the interior, the sponges fished up in the neighbouring shallows, and

some woven goods of local manufacture, contribute to maintain a small export trade.
The olive groves, which date from Roman times, no longer yield any products, and
should be replaced by fresh plantations.

The merchants

of

Derna keep up some

relations with Benghazi, Malta, Canea,

vessels of small tonnage,

Alexandria, employing
from the town in a roadstead exposed to

which

cast

anchor at some distance

all winds except those from the west and
in
weather
the
winter,
rough
they seek shelter in the Gulf of
During
States
sent
an
Bomba. In 1815, when the United
expedition against the corsairs

south.

of Tripoli, a detachment of marines seized Derna,

of the town, the remains of which are

construct a harbour at the

mouth

still visible.

of the ravine

;

and erected a battery to the west
The Americans also began to

but their stay was too short to

complete these works, and since then no further improvements have been attempted.

The

place has even fallen into decay, and in 18:21 the plague is said to have
reduced the population from 7,000 to 500. A large portion of Derna was at that
time abandoned, and since the beginning of the century it has lost fully one-third
of

its

inhabitants.

West

of

Derna the

first

harbour occurring along the coast still preserves, under
name of " Port Saviour," given to it by some Greek

a slightly modified form, the
authors.

This

is

the Mursa

Sma, or

Apollonia, of the Ptolemies.

Thanks

to its

small harbour well sheltered behind a chain of islets and reefs, Susa at one time

enjoyed considerable importance, as is attested by the remains of monuments still
visible within the circuit of the old walls, and beyond them on a narrow chain of
rocks running eastward.
But the port has mostly disappeared, probably through
the effects of a local subsidence, by which the coastline has been considerably modi-

now found below the level of the Mediter"
"
baths of Cleopatra
at Alexandria.
ranean, like the so-called

fied.

Some

old tombs and quarries are

CYRENE.
Apollonia, however, never enjoyed an independent existence, having been
merely the marine quarter of the far more famous Cyrenc, which stood about 10

miles to the south-west, on the verge of the plateau, whence a view was
of the plains stretching

Dorians of Thera,

away

to the coast.

who founded Cyrene

centuries ago, abandoned their
rli-vated inland position,

incursions of pirates.

first

this

understand

Throne

"

why

at that

commanding

the

over twenty-five

settlements on the coast and selected this

although they had

From

It is easy to

" of the Golden

commanded

more

time nothing to fear from the

point they were betler able to over-
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awe the populations of the uplands on whom they depended
here also they found a fertile soil, abundance of timber, and
fountain,

whence the

was consecrated

for th<;ir supplies

;

especially a copious
like
the marine station,
and
which,
name,

city itself took its

to Apollo.

In the eyes of the natives the chief glory of the ruined city
nial source welling

up

at the foot of the

cliffs.

Hence

is still

this peren-

Krenuah, the little-used

Arabic form of Cyrene, has been replaced by the expression Ain-et>h-Shehad, the
"eternal spring," which has also been applied to the surrounding district. Nevertheless the quantity of water has diminished not only since ancient times, but even

since the beginning of the century, as

Fig.

sufficiently evident

is

left

CYRENE.

4.

Scale

from the marks

1

:

'25,000.

&l48'30"
1,100 Yards.

on the rock above the present level of the stream.
surrounding thickets had been carved into the
surface of which are

still

The

clrff

whence

it

flows to the

shape of a wall, on the white
visible the traces of the roof of a
temple, which sheltered

the stream at

its outlet in the mountain.
The gallery whence it escapes has been
excavated
for
a
distance
of
artificially
about 440 yards but Europeans were
long
prevented from entering it by the natives, who
pretended that it led to a wheel Mt
with knives
continually revolving, and guarding the approach to a treasure.
Besides the great fountain associated with the
myth of Cyre", daughter of the
;

king of the Lapitha), Cyrene possessed other
springs, such as that by the Arabs
now called Bu-Gadir, or Father of
Verdure," which flows through a wooded dale

CYRKNE.
to the north west.

largest

On

17

the plateau the colonists also excavated u cistern, one of the

and best constructed that

hsivo survived

from ancient times.

On

a

.>till

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
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more elevated

terrace south-east of the ruins stands another cistern, that of Safsaf,

which has the form of a canal about 300 yards long. Throughout its entire length
feet.
it is faced with enormous slabs measuring nearly 20
whose name has been applied to the whole region, preserves a few

Gyrene,
remains of the monuments erected during its flourishing period, when it held the
a bold front to Egypt, and diffused Greek culture far
Libyans in check, presented
Aristotle wrote a history of Gyrene,
Continent.
African
the
and wide throughout
which has since been lost, and amongst its famous citizens were such men as the
the poet Callimachus, and the astronomer Eratosthenes.
philosopher Aristippus,
Since the time of Pacho, the first European traveller who visited the place in the

have become less distinct, and many sculptures have been
present century, the ruins
sites
But
the
carried off.
may still be recognised of temples, theatres, the stadium,
colonnades, and the walls enclosing a portion of the plateau, with a circumference of
Towards the plain the ground occupied by these remains terminates

about 6 miles.

in escarpments, separated

had been

levelled

by abrupt and deep

and the intermediate

foundations for the public buildings.

furrowed by the ruts of chariots.
But what most surprises the traveller
that of the living on the west,

Gyrene would appear

to

east,

fissures filled in to secure

The plateau
is

is

more convenient

traversed

by routes

still

the vast city of the dead, which encircles

and south, for a distance of several

have been, above

other Hellenic towns.

rivalling all

In many places the rock

ravines.

all,

miles.

a vast necropolis, in this respect

The neighbourhood and subsequent sway

of

the Egyptians had evidently influenced the Greek settlers, who instead of burning
In certain ravines the yawning mouths
the dead, buried them in caves and tombs.
of these sepulchral caverns are seen in thousands,

and here and there the

be distinguished of their polychrome decorations.
Most of the tombs rest on crypts cut in the limestone

traces

may

still

cliff,

which being of a

porous nature, was easily worked, and thus converted into a vast underground city.
monastery of the Senusiya brotherhood has even been established in one of the

A

At the foot o the spurs projecting from Gyrene
great mausoleums of Krennah.
on the route to Apollonia, large storehouses had also been excavated in the rock,
which may have afterwards served as tombs. Of the old route itself nothing but
a few traces has survived. Smith and Porcher had it partly restored, or rather
had a new road built for the purpose of transporting the fine sculptures collected

by them
natives,

for the British

who

Museum.

reflected that a

But

this

work met with

little

favour from the

good highway gives ready access to troops and to the

tax-collector.

Some 60
and from 6

miles to the south-west a depression in the plateau about 18 miles long
7 broad, is known to the Arabs by the name of Merj. Here nothing

to

except a solitary palm-tree, serving as a familiar landmark to the wayBut on the old lacustrine bed stands the site of the ancient city of Barke,

is visible

farer.

which was
"

the Hellenic rival of Gyrene, and afterwards the first in rank of the
whence the country received its name of Pentapolis. It marks the

first

five cities

"

extreme western point of the continent reached
by the Persians under Darius, four-

BENGHAZI.
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The Greek Burke became the Barka

and-twenty centuries ago.

of the Arabs, and,

like Gyrene, gave its name to the whole region from the Egyptian frontier to th<>
Greater Syrtis. Although, unlike its rival, possessing no imposing ruins of the

enjoyed great importance during mediaeval times, us the chief
At that
military station for the Arab expeditions between Alexandria and Tunis.
time it was the centre of a large trade in provisions and supplies of all sorts. But
Hellenic period,

it

of those prosperous days

some extensive

cisterns,

Barka has preserved nothing but the ruins of a castle, and
to husband the water, the place being

which were needed

destitute of the perennial springs

found at Cyrene.

Under the Ptolemies Barka was eclipsed by its marine neighbour, Ptolemait, a
name still surviving in the slightly modified form of Tolmitah. The town itself
has disappeared, but traces remain of several edifices, and of its enclosures, which
had a circumference of over 4 miles. Other ruins are occupied by the Agail tribe,
a Marabut community, which through professional jealousy long resisted the Senusiya propaganda, but

sand, the port

60 miles

still

was

at last compelled to yield.

affords

Although nearly choked with

As far as Benghazi, over
good shelter to small craft.
no other inlet along the coast offers equal facilities for

to the south-west,

landing.

The

ancient Teukhera, another seaport, which with Cyrene, Apollonia, Barke,
and Hesperides formed one of the five cities of Pentapolis, has preserved its name

But the

under the Arabic form of Tokra.

official titles

of Arsinoc,

and

Cleopatris,

by which it was known under the Ptolemies, have long been forgotten. Here are
neither temple nor port, and little beyond a few huts and some tombs in which the
Arabs

reside during the

summer

;

but the walls are amongst the best-preserved

ramparts bequeathed to us by antiquity. Although rebuilt by Justinian, they
stand on far older foundations, several fragments dating from the Macedonian epoch.
These magnificent enclosures are flanked by twenty-four square towers.

BENGHAZI.
Benghazi is the modern representative of Euhcspcrides, Hesperides, or ffesperia,
named probably because it was situated to the west of the region of Cyrenaica.
Later it took the name of Berenice, in honour of the Cyrenian princess married to

so

"
saint," whose
Ptolemy Evergetes while its present designation comes from a
tomb stands on the sea-coast a little to the north.
;

Benghazi, capital of the province of Barka and of all eastern Tripolitana,
occupies the whole site of the ancient Hesperides, except a portion of the headland

crowned by the
ing to

fill

castle,

which was washed away by the waves, the debris contributThe town lies at the southern extremity of the rocky

the old port.

up
promontory enclosed south and west by the sea. Eastwards stretches a salt lake
which, even during the historic period, still formed part of the Mediterranean, and
which, in stormy weather, is even now occasionally encroached upon by the waves.
In summer it presents nothing but a muddy bed covered with saline efflorescences.
The isthmus between lake and sea is commanded by an eminence supposed to be
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of the harthe island mentioned by the ancient writers as standing in the middle
of Venus, now replaced by the tomb of a Marabut.
a
bour and crowned

by temple
Other lakes or morasses stretch north and south, separated from the Mediterranean
Yet Benghazi is less insalubrious than most other
of coastline.
a narrow

by

strip

BENGHAZI.

Fig. 6.
Scale

1

:

30,000.

Depths.

Bund* flooded during
imrt hern gales.

to 18
Feet.

16 to 33

Feet

80 Feet and
upwards.

32 to 80
Feet.
1,100 Yards.

places on this seaboard, thanks to the winds which carry off the

miasma

rising from

the surrounding lagoons.
But the houses swarm with insects, and Benghazi
"
known
as
the
kingdom of flies."
proverbially

Being

in constant relations with the oases of the interior,

whence,

till

is

recently,
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tt

continuous stivim of
i

1

to this point, tin- c-ipilal

of

population, in which the Ne^n.es are strongly represented

daiits nf Ii.Thei-s
lari:'

sl,-,\

The

and Arabs.

the inhabitants of

'section of

own

anterior to their

Harka has

amid the

,i

<1.

remarkable for their beauty, also form u
Set tied in the count ry from a time
n<rha/i.

.lews,
I'M

traditions, they descend, probably,

from those Hebrew* who,

under the Ptolemies, emigrated to Berenice with their national constitution and
rulers, and who afterwards became powerful enough to revolt and massacre the
<J recks.
Immigrants from Mauritania are ulso numerously represented in B< ngha/i. since the moral conquest of the land has been achieved by the religious order

officials.
(J

indirectly

Lastly, the Kuropean
is

reeks,

who govern

through the tribal chiefs and Turkish
colony, chiefly formed of Maltese, Italians and
yearly increasing in importance, already numbering about 1,000 in a

of the Sennsiya,

total population of 15,000.
1

M'nghazi

is

century.

It

mud and

no longer the agglomeration of

the few European travellers

now

who

straw huts described by
beginning of the

visited the place about the

boasts of solid two-storied stone houses, a

lighthouse, some

But of the past not
religious edifices, such as mosques, churches, and synagogues.
a single trace remains, beyond a few blocks here and there indicating the position
of quays and piers.

But from the ground have been recovered valuable

sculptures,

which was secured for the Louvre by
Recently a few improvements have been made in

vases, inscriptions, medals, a large share of

the explorer Vattier de Bourville.
the port, which, however, during the lust two thousand years has become less extensive,
more exposed, and shallower. Vessels drawing over 7 feet can no longer enter the har-

and in winter the Benghazi waters are almost entirely abandoned by shipping.
But in spite of these disadvantages the town has made great commercial pro-

bour,

gress, especially with France.

It imports cottons, sugar, wine, timber

;

but

its

former export trade in ivory, gold-dust, and ostrich feathers has been mostly
replaced by live stock and cereals to Malta, wool, butter, hides, salt from the sur-

rounding lagoons, and sponges from the shallows along the neighbouring seaboard.
The sponges are now seldom gathered by divers, the Greek and Italian tishers now
usually employing diving-bells in this industry.

The Benghazi district is generally very fertile, especially along the north coast,
which curves round towards Tokra. But it is still so thinly inhabited that the land
is

at the disposition of the first comer.

A

palm-grove, the only one occurring on

the coast of Cyrenaica west of Derna, occupies a portion of the peninsula north of
the town, and the lakes are skirted by a few gardens, which require special cultivation in order to obtain good crops of fruit and vegetables.
The surface soil is first

removed and matting laid down, after which the mould is replaced, mixed with
manure. The matting is supposed to prevent the saline particles from rising to
the vegetable humus, while also serving to retain the fertilising substances.
Farther east some old quarries and natural cavities have been reclaimed and
cultivated by the peasantry.

These plots resemble the " gardens of the Hesper-

ides" spoken of by Scylax, and those that
cuse.

Some

of the

still

exist in the

neighbourhood of Syra-

chasms are flooded, either temporarily after the

rains, or
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About five miles east of the town an underpermanently from perennial springs.
a deep gallery, which may be reached by a large
ground rivulet flows through
This mysterious stream is the famous
drain and followed for some distance.
"
for a moment and then disappearing
seen
Lathon or Lethe, the river of oblivion,"
a fissure
Nevertheless a rivulet flows from these hidden waters through
for ever.
This swampy lagoon
rock to the shallow lake stretching east of Benghazi.
in the

famous in legendary

is itself

unknown authors

lore.

According to Pindar, Strabo, Lucan, and the

of "Peutinger's Table,"

it is

a lake Triton or Tritonis, like that

situated west of the Syrtes.
coast continues to trend first towards the south-west, then

Beyond Benghazi the

south and south-east, before describing the long semicircular curve which forms
the gulf of the Great Syrtis.
Along the shores of this vast southern basin of the
Mediterranean no towns or habitations are met, beyond a few groups of hovels and

Bedouin encampments. Not even the ruins have survived of Ajabia, which, in
mediaeval times, was a populous and flourishing place as an outport for the products
The coast, especially in the neighbourhood of Benghazi, is defended
of the oases.

some mere towers of Arab construction,
These form square enclosures
Cyclopean blocks.

by a considerable number

of little forts,

others old bastions built

of

with earth, so that the wall forms a sort
of breastwork for the defenders.
Beyond it is a deep moat, with bold counterscarp,
cut in the live rock, all evidently defensive works erected by civilised peoples in

rounded

off at

the angles, and

filled inside

pre-Mussulman times.
A few cultivated tracts, which become continually rarer the farther we advance
from the capital of Barka, alternate with the grassy steppes and saline pools skirted
by swampy margins. Low hills scored with ravines, the haunts of jackals and

Here and there the coast is fringed with
hyenas, project in headlands seawards.
Not a single palm raises
reefs, while elsewhere sandy dunes line the open beach.
its

leafy stem above these dreary, surf-beaten wastes, which are the terror of the
Here the only haven is the little port of Braiga, formed by a chain of

mariner.

and

visited by a few vessels engaged in the sulphur trade.
This mineral is
some distance inland, south of the extreme southern bend of the gulf, which
sometimes known as " Sulphur Bay." In the same neighbourhood is a saline

reefs,

collected
is

lake,

whose

level has been reduced

At Mnkhtar,

by evaporation below that of the Mediterranean.
the point where the road from the mines reaches the coast, a few

heaps of stones serve to mark the frontier between the Benghazi district and

Near here, according to the commentators, if the
not altogether fabulous, took place the famous meeting between the
young

Tripolitana, properly so called.

story

is

Cyrenian and Carthaginian runners, who, starting from their respective territories
same time, were to fix the frontier at the place of meeting. But the two

at the

who represented the interests of Carthage, fraudulently gained
an unfair advantage in the race, and having to choose between death on the
spot
and a fresh contest, preferred to be buried alive under the monument erected to
brothers Philoeni,

mark

the

common

limit

between the two

states.

Henceforth the shrine of the

Philocni became a hallowed
spot for the Carthaginians.

CHAPTER n.
THE AUJILA

ROM

the crest of the Jebel

OASES.

Akhdar

the land falls southwards, not in a

gradual slope, but rather through a succession of terraces, or terraced
plains intersected by wadies, whose beds were excavated by the

running waters at a time when the climate was more humid than at

But

present.

besides the traces of ancient rivers, here

may

also be

seen those of a marine inlet, which

may be regarded as the natural limit of the
land of Barka in the direction of the Libyan desert. West of the Siwah and
"
Faredgha oases, both studded with bitter lakes," which were also old arms of the

tea, the valley

still

probably

continues at a lower level than that of the Mediter-

The ground is here covered by myriads of shells of the oyster, pecten,
The old level of the plain eroded by the waters
and
other marine fossils.
urchin,
isolated
eminences surrounded by sand.
is here and there indicated by

ranean.

This depression, known to the Arabs by the name of Gerdoba, is interrupted by
But if the preliminary measurements taken by Rohlfs
and his associates can be trusted, it begins again farther west under the form of a
the high dunes of Rhat.

connected with the oases of Jalo and Aujila. The level of
these depressions varies, according to Rohlfs, from 100 to 170 feet below the sea.
East of the group of oases the broadest valley, known specially as the " wady,"

winding wady, which

is

presents a general direction from south to north and north-west, probably merging

Bir Rassam, another marine bed, which Rohlfs found to be from 330
Here the ground is abundantly strewn with
to 350 feet below the Great Syrtis.

in the

fossil plants, especially

"
palms and the mastic, forming extensive

petrified forests

"

like those of Egypt.'

the point where the Bir Rassam depression was crossed by the German
traveller, it turns north-westwards, probably to form a junction near its old mouth
with the Wady Fareg, another dried-up basin which, according to the Arabs, is a

At

five
hills,

days' journey
is

long.

mouth, now closed by dunes or, perhaps, rocky
Ain Kebrit, a place nearly 120 miles south of

Its

by the
The Wady Farcg

indicated

demarcation
is usually regarded as the line of
Benghazi.
between the habitable lands and the desert. Travellers for the first time ascending
the southern escarpment are expected to treat their companions to the " feast of

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
"
otherwise the caravan folk heap the surrounding stones into a cairn to
the valley ;
"
This is a kind of " anathema
serve as the tomb of the niggard.
analogous to that
by the (ireek peasantry against the tax-gatherer,
Thus limited southwards by the Wady Fareg, the Bir Itassam, the "NVadyof the

raised

and MarAujila oases, Gerdoba and Siwah, the limestone plateau of Cyrenaica
marica would seem to form a large island almost detached from the rest of the
There can be no doubt that the whole of

continent.

this depression of the wadies

After their
and oases was formerly flooded with the Mediterranean waters.
the
marine
of
basins
from
the
sea
coastlands,
separation
by intervening strips
gradually evaporated under the fierce sun of Africa. But the waters have left

banks of recent

clear traces of their existence in the

gypsum,
extremity
Fig.

saltpetre,

magnesia,

to the other

and numerous

" bitter

shells,

the deposits of

lakes."

salt,

Thus from one

of the Gulf of Sidra, there is an exact parallelism, in the

REGIONS SOUTH OF BABKA LYING BELOW THE LEVEL OF THE MEDITEEEANEAN.

7.

Scale

1

:

8,000,000.

Tracts below the level of the Mediterranean, according to th'
Survey of 1869.
- 120 Miles.

physical aspect and relief of the several regions, and in the natural phenomena of
which they have been the scene. On both sides
tracts stretch

farmland,
have formed marine inlets at

low-lying

some of which

lie

below

sea-level,

and are supposed

to

some more or less remote period. It has been
proposed to convert both basins into
an " inland sea," through which the Mediterranean waters
might penetrate into the
interior of the continent.

thought that

After his

first

explorations in the Libyan oases, Rohlfs
sill on the Gulf of Sidra, it
might be

by simply piercing the riverain

possible to flood a large part of the continent as far as the

22 north

Kufra

oasis,

under the

"

whereby the largest vessels might reach Fezzan, perhaps even
the oasis of
Wajanga." But more recent surveys have shown that the geographical
latitude,

changes produced by these projects would be far
in

less

important than was supposed
must be awaited before

any case, the results of more accurate measurements
"
there can be
any question of creating an inland sea."

;
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TOPOGRAPHY,
In the part of the territory lying south of the Barka plateau, there are neither
towns nor permanent villages, except in the group of oases occupying the depresIn a bee-line the
sions in the desert below the level of the Mediterranean.

130 miles between

and the

point on
the Gulf of Sidra where formerly stood Ajubiu, the old outlet for the caravan
trade of the interior. The track usually followed by caravans across the desert still

distance

is

at

least

tho

Aujilu

oases

On an average, travellers tuke about ten days
between Aujila and the seaboard. During the journey they
"
have to traverse vast solitudes, where even the flea forsakes the wayfarer," and
reaches the coast at the same point.

to cover the distance

where the only procurable water is a nauseous and brackish fluid often refused by
In many places the traces of preceding caravans are soon covered
the camel itself.

by the

Here the only

sands.

indication of the proper route to follow are the so-

On the eastern
called alleim, or heaps of stones raised at intervals as landmarks.
route, towards the Faredgha oasis, the sands conceal the dried bodies of forty
The

who

perished of thirst after being abandoned by their guide.*
eastern oasis of Aujila, which during the Hellenic epoch gave its

travellers,

name

to

Some 12 miles long
neither the largest nor the most populous.
with a breadth of little over half a mile, it is developed in the form of a crescent

the whole group,

is

convex side facing eastwards. A solitary spring, as in the time of
Herodotus, wells up in this depression, which is enclosed on all sides by the stony
with

its

terraces of the serirs.

The Jalo

which occupies the centre of the group, is perhaps ten times
more extensive than that of Aujila it is about the same length, but in some places
oasis,

;

has a width of from 6 to 7 miles.

But

it is

absolutely destitute of fresh water,

possessing nothing but a saline fluid, which serves to irrigate the palm groves;
hence all the drinking water has to be brought from the almost uninhabited oasis
of the wady lying farther east.
The western part of the group of oases is the
most thickly peopled, and in proportion to its extent Aujila is one of the most
Jalo presents extensive waste
densely inhabited districts in the whole world.

spaces and ranges of dunes interrupting

its

palm groves.
Batofl or Battifal, lying to the south-east, at the southern extremity of the
wady, forms a badly watered depression, dotted with a few cam ping- grounds, and
But beyond this point the whole
fringed with reeds on which the camels browse.
zone of eastern depressions has been abandoned, except the small oasis of Leshkerreh,
which is isolated amid the moving sands. Vegetables raised in the gardens of the
oases, cereals,

and

dates,

form the chief food of the inhabitants, who however

also

keep a few flocks of sheep and goats, some poultry and pigeons. But they have
neither asses nor oxen, and not more than half a dozen horses.
The dog, although
rare, is

not

unknown

in the country.

occupying the Aujila oases do not belong all to one stock. The
Wujili, who claim to be aborigines, and who descend perhaps from the Nasamons

The

tribes

*
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speak a Berber dialect closely related to the Tamasirht
surrounds
of the Tuaregs.
Inhabiting the western oasis and the part of Jalo which
work the
also
in
are
the
agriculture.
They
Li'Mtn,
engaged chiefly
capital, they
suit is
inlets
marine
in
these
old
for
saline beds of the neighbouring depressions,

mentioned by Herodotus,

still

every where found, associated with
camels, which

They have an excellent breed of
them along the desert routes

gypsum.

they hire to the caravans, conducting

as far as Benghazi,

Murzuk, Siwah, and Kufra.

The Mojabras, who

also claim

Berber descent, although now speaking Arabic,
and especially in the district of El-Areg in

dwell in the eastern part of the oases,
the Jalo depression.

This tribe despise agriculture, but, like the people of Ghaand like them also have founded commercial centres

daraes, they are born traders,

Fig.
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ATTJILA OASES.

900,000.

orpenwicn
12 Miles.

t

hroughout

all

the Libyan oases.

Travellers praise their courage, temperance, and

Burckhart, to them

due the discovery of the route
leading from the coast through Kufra and Wajanga to Wadai.
The little Leshkerreh oasis is inhabited by the Zwiyas (Swayas), a tribe of
jx'rfect honesty.

Arab

origin.

and Zwiyas

all

According

to

But whatever the

is

differences in speech

closely resemble each other physically

;

and

race, Mojabras, "Wajilis

and their almost black com-

plexion attests the importance taken by the Negro element in the crossings of the
races.
The marriage tie is very lax amongst the inhabitants of Aujila. According
to Hamilton, men are not
unfrequeutly met who have successively contracted

twenty or thirty unions, the price of a bride varying from twenty-five to thirty
But the establishment of the austere Senusiya sect in the country cannot
shillings.

Toi-o.i i;\riiv
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.nnation in this ropeet, by rendering divorces less frequent, and
icting the consumption of palm wine.
The trade of tin- Aujila oases with the states of the interior, and -pcrially with

fail to ell'

\Vadai and Dar-Fur. app-ars to have acquired ><>me expansion >ince the route of
tli.
Nile has Ix'en closed ly the revolt of the Egyptian Sudanese.
In 1*-V> the

hrtwern Aujila and Wadai was emnpletely suspended for some year> in consequence of the action of sunn Maltese traders, who, at the instigation, as was suid,
traffic

of the 1'asha of TrijM)li, attack* d a caravan near Aujila, killed several persons,

curried

oil'

put Vogel

was

thirty captives.

It

to death,

at the

vowing

to avenge this outrage that the Sultan of

same time

and

Wadai

to slay all Christian travellers falling

into his hands.

The
official

religious order of the Senusiya virtually rules throughout the oases/but the

representative of authority

issues his
to the

mandates

in the

name

is

a inudir

of the

who

resides in the Jalo oasis,

and who

Governor of Benghazi. His power is limited
and Zwiya tribes, to the number

levying of taxes, the various AVajili, Mojabra,

of twenty, enjoying local independence in all

was

communal

matters.

When

Pacho

hands of an old French drummer,
from
the
and
who after a scries of remarkable
who had escaped
Egyptian expedition,
adventures at last found himself at the head of a petty state surrounded by the
visited the Jalo oasis, the authority

wilderness,

in the

and forgotten by his fellow-countrymen.

CHAPTER
THE KUFRA

HE

III.

OASES.

archipelago of green oases forming the Kufra group, lost amid
is one of the least acces-

the sands and rocks of the Libyan desert,
sible regions in the

to

Hence

whole of Africa.

it

remained unknown

modern explorers till the close of the last century nor is it at all
it formed a part of the world known to the ancients,
;

certain that

although undoubtedly inhabited by relatively civilised communities. Hornemann
was the first to hear of these oases during his visit to Aujila. But neither
Hamilton nor Beurinaun, who attempted to penetrate to the mysterious land, were

and when in 1874 Rohlfs,
accompany them
and Jordan started from the Dakhal oasis on the direct route for Kufra, with

able to procure guides willing to
Zittel,

;

the compass as their only guide, they were compelled to abandon the project after
a six day's march.
Although followed by a whole convoy of camels laden with
iron water-tanks, they were obliged to turn northwards in the direction of Siwah.

Here they had the advantage'of a

relatively easy route

between parallel chains of

whereas in the direction of Kufra, for a distance of 240 miles, they would
have had successively to cross a series of shifting dunes ranging in altitude from
sand-hills

350

to

;

500

feet.

In 1879 Rohlfs, penetrating from the Aujila oasis southwards, at last succeeded
in reaching Kufra, where, however, he ran a
great risk of being massacred, with all
his followers.

the

first

But the

From

the last

encampment

in the Jalo oasis at the Battifal wells to

springs in the Kufra district, the whole distance is no less than 210 miles.
track does not follow a
straight line, and, especially in the night, caravans

often retrace their steps.
The route taken by Rohlfs is estimated at 240 miles, a
space of absolutely desert land, covered by an uninterrupted march of 106 hours.
The surface of the plateau
comprised between the two groups of oases presents
nothing but a narrow zone of dunes at its southern extremity, while towards the
centre it is intersected
by a bahr bela-ma, a "waterless river," or

depression

destitute of vegetation,

which was

so little noticed

only on the report of the natives.
Nearly the whole space traversed

by him

by Rohlfs that he mentions

consists of

perfectly uniform in appearance, and strewn with a

serirs,

fine grit

it

stony plateaux

which Iooke4 almost

TTTE
like a

mass of

KUFRA

Not a

petrified lentils.

OASIS.
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single well affords refrohmrnt to carav;m-

in this frightful solitude, and the inhabitants of Kufra take care that none are
gunk.
They are anxious to keep aloof from the rest of the world, for they are a

"fit-Mr

i'nlk,"

than a thousand souls altogether, and they would hu\e
independence had the Turkish troops been able easily to reach
less

probably

lost their

long ago
the depression.

But although wrongly marked on many maps
Tripolitana, the

Kufra oases have none the

that of the Senusiya brotherhood.

Khwans have become

Through

less

as included in the

government of

been conquered by a foreign power,

their religious propaganda, the Algerian

the true masters of the district

;

and were the mother-house

at

Jarabub threatened by any Christian or Osmanli forces advancing from the coast, they
would endeavour to establish the centre of their power farther inland, in their great

At

of El-Istat.

Zawya

observing how

absolute

the time of his

was

visit,

Rohlfs had ample opportunity of
Threatened by them, he

their authority in the place.

escaped with his life only by flight but as soon as he found himself protected by a
formal order of the Hahdi of Faredgha, he commanded the homage of all, and his
;

property was strictly respected.
The Kufra oases do not lie below sea-level, as was supposed when the series of
depressions was discovered which stretches from the Egyptian oases to the Gulf of

From

the Aujila oasis, which stands below the Mediterranean, the ground
imperceptibly towards the Taiserbo oasis, the northernmost of the Kufra group,

Sidra.
rises

where

it

already attains an elevation of 830 feet. Kababo, southernmost of the
is 1,300 feet high, and the land
probably continues to rise in the

same group,

southern desert as far as the

Wajanga

oasis.

While an ocean

of shifting sands

and north-east, dunes are everywhere rare in the Kufra
away
West
district, except towards the centre, where they enclose the Buseima oasis.
and south they disappear completely, and here is everywhere visible either the bare
to the north

rolls

rock or the marshy

The

hills rising

of masses

consist

soil

constituting the ground of the oases.

abruptly above the palm groves and the surrounding steppes
Nubian sandstones and limestones overlaid with lavas.

of

Separated one from the other, these hills appear to be the remains of a formerly
continuous plateau, which has been mostly weathered or eroded by running waters,
leaving nothing but detached fragments as proofs of its former existence. They
except that the ideal plain connecting all the
summits, and probably coinciding with the ancient surface of the plateau, gradually
ascends in the direction from north to south.

are of almost uniform height,

Rohlfs nowhere discovered any fossiliferous rocks, but the sand contains a large

number

of vitrified tubes, products either of electric discharges or of organic secre-

tions.

Here and there the surface

is

also strewn with

iound sandstone masses of

producing the effect as if the plain were some vast arsenal stored with
Of these concretions some are hollow, while
balls, and bullets of all kinds.

all sizes,

shells,

others have a solid core or are filled with loose sand.

Good water

exists in

superabundance in the Kufra oases, and may be everywhere
In ihis respect Kufra is

reached by sinking wells to a depth of from 3 to 10 feet.
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favourably distinguished from nearly
Fijr.

9.

all

the Libyan oases.

This abundance of

THE Krniv OASI.

moisture seems surprising in a region where some years pass without any. rains.

KI,<>1:\

AND FAUNA INHABITANTS.
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thut the highlands lying to the south of the plateau are
to intercept the moi-t uu-bearing clouds.
Mitlicieiitly ele\ated
All the (* B, \cept perhaps that of Sirhen (Xighen), situated in the north-east

Hut

may be presumed

it

oi the district,
i>

ha\e

in the

at least
marshy sebkha, where
Lake Buseima, in the oasis of like

centre either u lake, or

collected the overflow of the surface waters.

name,

e\t n

proents from

a distance the

;i

appearance of a highland lacustrine busin.

'(nnnanded by the crested esearpments of the surrounding cliff*, and reflecting in
its blue waters an isolated crag of pyramidal form, it winds through the palm groves
(

for a distance of about

(i

The

miles.

saline efflorescences

breaking on the beach. Near the margin of all
may be sunk which yield fresh water, and the

around

its shores,

where

waves
foamy
the lakes and saline marshes wells

the columns of air whirl in incessant eddies, resemble the

soil is

crests of the

everywhere clothed with an

arborescent and grassy vegetation at least sufficient to afford pasturage for the
camel>.

FLORA AND FAVNA.
Although distinguished from most other groups of oases in the desert by the
wealth of their vegetation, those of Kufra present but a limited number of forms-

A

or talka, covers extensive
single species, such as the alfa, the tamarisk, acacia,
horizon.
miles
the
Rohlf 's explorations,
for
tracts, stretching
beyond
many square
interrupted, however, too suddenly to have yielded all the results that might have been
expected, discovered only thirty-nine species, of which twenty-six were cultivated
One of the characteristic features of the flora of Kufra is the multitude of
plants.
wild figs, which form dense thickets infested by countless snakes. These reptiles,

which are not poisonous, have the habit of coiling round the branches of fig and date
trees, and watching with head erect for the little birds coming to perch within their
But they are preyed upon in turn by other birds, which appear to be
reach.
of Kufra.
specially characteristic of the avifauna

the marshy tracts wild duck and geese swarm in myriads a few storks are
also seen in the neighbourhood of the waters, and the oases are visited by flocks of

On

;

Gazelles are rare, except in the Erbehna oasis, towards the
south-west of the group ; but multitudes of little rodents are met, as well as certain

migrating swallows.
species of lizards,

nowhere

to

spiders,

and

termites.

As

in the Aujila district,

snails are

be seen in Kufra.

INHABITANTS.
" Land of the UnThe term Kufra, derived from Kafir, is explained to mean
believer." At the same time, it no longer deserves the title since the first half of
the eighteenth century, when the pagan Tibbus were expelled by the Mohammedan
X\\

This tribe reached the Kufra territory mostly from the Leshkerreh oasis, and
maintain friendly relations with their fellow-countrymen of the Aujila group.

iyas.

still

at present seen in the country are barely tolerated, and would appear
where they form a distinct community,
to be found
only in the southern oasis,

The Tibbus

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
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Numerous

confined to a solitary hamlet.

structures, however, attest the former

ancient inhabitants, as well as of their forefathers or precursors,
presence of these
the Garamantes.

Numerous worked

flints also afford

in this Libyan
proof of a prehistoric period
of the Jebel
crest
On the
in Europe.

that of the Stone Age
region analogous to
that the cabins might be
Buseima, an ancient village has been so well preserved
of
roof
a
palm-branches above the
rendered inhabitable
spreading

by simply

again

circular walls.

The

and outer ramparts all remain just
The rocky eminence rising in the middle of

posterns, defensive towers,

were originally constructed.
Lake Buseima is also crowned with a citadel of the same type as those erected by
There are even some ancient burial-grounds,
the former inhabitants of the country.

as they

which the Mohammedans

suffer to be profaned

with impunity, the bodies, deposited

in a sitting attitude, being those of "reprobate Kafirs."
The Zwiya Arabs, now masters of the land by right of conquest, claim to be

amongst the most zealous

disciples of the

A

Prophet since they have accepted the
Zwiya sheikh will never present himself

brotherhood.
teachings of the Senusiya
before the people of his tribe except on horseback, shaded by an umbrella, bearing
He is always armed
a falcon on a small cushion, and followed by a greyhound.

with a long matchlock provided with a rusty bayonet. The Zwiyas leave to the
the use of their primitive weapons, such as
despised Tibbus of the southern village
the long heavy iron club tipped with steel, which describes a whirling motion in
its flight

through the

air.

TOPOGRAPHY.

The Kufra group comprises
the

largest, is

salt.

which the most important,

Here Jrangedi, the old

if

capital,

not

and

crowned by the remains of a castle built with
The name of Kufra, now applied to the whole territory, appears to

residence of the Tibbu sultans,

blocks of

five chief oases, of

Taiserbo, in the north-west.
is still

But the political pre-eminence
to Taiserbo alone.
name to be extended to all the other members of the group,
mean distance of about 60 miles from each other. Sirhen, in

have been originally restricted
of this oasis caused its

although lying at a
the north-east, is almost uninhabited, and here the Zwiyas have not even planted
date-palms, although extensive groves might soon be developed with a little cultivation.

it

Nevertheless,

excellent pasturage

it

forms a very important caravan station, thanks to the

affords for camels.

Buseima, in the centre of the group, is noted for its lake,

and for the Jebel

Buseima, Jebel Sirhen, and Jebel Nari ranges enclosing it on the north, north-east,
The latter, under various names, and interrupted at several

and south, respectively.

points, develops a total length of about

120 miles in the direction from east to

west.

In the south-west, Erbehna

about the same size and presents analogous
features to those of Buseima, consisting, like it, of a circular zone of palms enclosing
a lake, which

is

is

dominated northwards by the abrupt escarpments of a mountain

TOPOGRAPHY.
Lastly, in the 8outh-ca>t. Wretches the largest

83

member

of the group, the

which has a total length of no less than 120
concentrated nearly the whole population of Eufra, and about the
middle of the oasis has been founded the village of Jof, or the " hollow," which has
civ-cent -shaped mid evergreen Kel>;ilx>,

mil*

>.

Hi if

now become

is

Here
The Zauya-el-Itat
Above its lofty white

the largest agglomeration of huts in this region of Africa.

also stands the

monastery where reside the masters of the land.

or " Convent of Purity," presents the aspect of a fortress.

Fig.
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Limits of vegetation.
.

60 Miles.

which are strong enough to sustain a siege, nothing is visible except the roofs
But no longer dreading an open attack, the Senusiya
brethren, who reside within the enclosure to the number of two hundred and fifty,
walls,

of the terraced houses.

Close
nearly all in separate cells, have laid out garden plots beyond the precincts.
to the convent itself they have planted an orchard several acres in extent, where are

Of the million of
cultivated nearly all the fruit-trees of the Tripolitana oases.
date-palms owned by them in the Kufra territory, nearly a third were received from
the piety of the faithful.

CHAPTER
TIIK

IV.

GREAT SYRTIS AND TRIPOLTTANA SEABOARD.

TIE maritime region of Tripoli, bounded east by the extreme bend of
the Great Syrtis, west by the southern headlands of the Tunisian
coast,

terranean,

is

forms a distinct territory both in an administrative and geo-

The belt of coastlands, varying in width, and
graphical sense.
intersected by a thousand mostly dry wadies draining to the Medidominated south and south-west either by chains of rocky hills and

mountains, or by the rugged scarp of a plateau which runs mainly parallel with
This zone constitutes Tripolitana in the stricter sense of
the shores of the Syrtes.
the term.

The

vilayet of the

same name

also comprises the portion of the plateau stretch-

Algerian frontier. But this forms
a separate geographical area, sloping, not seawards but towards the west, in the
In the south yet another natural region is formed by the
direction of the Sahara.
ing through Ghadames south-westwards

to the

from the Mediterranean basin by hills, plateaux,
Excluding Cyrenaica, Fezzan, Ghadames, and Rhat, and

scattered oases of Fezzan, separated

and vast desert wastes.

disregarding administrative divisions, the surface of Tripolitana, within the waterparting between the marine and inland basins, may be approximately estimated at

110,000 square miles, with a total population of probably not more than 650,000,
or about six persons to the square mile.

GENERAL SURVEY.
Farther removed from Europe than Mauritania, and possessing but a small
extent of arable lands, the seaboard of Tripolitana could never have developed much
commercial life throughout the historic period. Vessels doubling the projecting
headlands of Numidia and Cyrenaica, and sailing southwards, found the desert in
many places already encroaching on the marine waters. For some hundreds of
miles the const

is

low and sandy, or

else fringed

with

reefs,

while swamps and

from the sea by narrow strips of coastlands.
be distinguished from the surface of the water, and the

lagoons stretch far inland, separated

These are often scarcely to
Syrtcs were especially dreaded by mariners, owing

to their surf-beaten shores, the

\L sri:vi:v
exhalations from the surrounding lagoons, ami

tin-

savage

<lii

racier of the local

tribes.

The scanty population
movement

of Tripolitana,

its

slight share in the

gem

uf tin- Mediterranean, the trilling revenue yielded to it^

ral

commercial

ji-iiitical

rulers,

two thousand years the country has remained in a more
Its importance has in fact dimini-hed on the M-alxianl,
or less stagnant state.
where great cities formerly flourished, and in the regions tra\er-,.,l by the main

show

that

highways

The
t*till

to

during

tin-

la>t

to the interior.

exploration, one

bo achieved.

might almost say the discovery, of Tripolitana, remains

Although since the journey of Hornemaun in the last century,
men as Lyon and Ritchie, Denham, Oudney

the country has been veiled by such

Fig.
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two Syrtes, which forms a bight in
the contour of the continent of a mean depth of about 300 miles, the journey

Thanks

Western Sudan.

to the gulf of the

across the desert to the fertile regions of the interior

is

reduced by one-fourth.

due south, is relatively
at tolerably short intervals by the Fezzan and other oases.
easy, being relieved
Neither the hills nor the dunes present any serious difficulties to modern engineers,

Moreover the route from

Tripoli to

Lake Tsad, which

lies

while the scattered populations of the oases, long familiar with their European
to the construction of highways of
visitors, would certainly oppose no obstacle
" To the future master of
communication.
Tripoli belongs the Sudan," exclaims
He
the traveller G. Rohlfs, when urging Italy to take possession of Tripolitana.
the port of Tripoli or from that of Braiga, at the head of the
proposes, either from
Great Syrtis, to construct a railway in the direction of Kuka, near the west coast
of

Lake Tsad.

Even

this line

might perhaps be shortened by about 120 miles by
on the west side of the Syrtis, somewhere near

creating a harbour in deep water
the Marsa-Zafran creek.

Not only

is

this the shortest route for the line destined

one day to connect the

basin of the Mediterranean with that of the great inland lake, but it also seems to
be the most convenient for the continental trunk line, terminating on the Atlantic
coast at the head of the Gulf of Guinea, between the

Niger and Congo basins.

Hence there can be no doubt that the railway penetrating from Tripolitana southwards must sooner or later become one of the great commercial highways of the

But even

world.

this can scarcely exceed in importance the

more westerly

route,

intended to connect the already developed network on the Algerian coast
through the Wed-Messaura with the great bend described by the Niger below
Timbuktu. In this direction both termini would offer an immense advantage in

which

is

of natural resources, and commercial activity.
respect of population, abundance
Here also it would be a mere question of continuing lines either already opened, or
for

which concessions have been granted south of Algeria

to a

more southern

latitude than Tripoli.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.

The Tripolitana highlands take their rise eastwards in an unexplored region of
the desert, where the Haruj -el- Aswad, or Black
Haruj, so called from the colour
of its lavas, forms a chain of volcanic origin with a mean direction from south-east
to north-west.
Hitherto Hornemann is the only traveller who has crossed the
eastern section of this range, although
nearly a century has lapsed since his visit.
More recent explorers have only seen these mountains from a distance, or heard of

them from native

report.

The Black Haruj, which

is also covered with much reddish
scoria, lighter than
the black lavas, consists of small low
ridges and isolated peaks with abrupt sides

furrowed by deep fissures and crevasses. These hills, which have a mean elevation
650 feet above the plateau, itself about 2,000 feet above
sea-level, are perhaps
the volcanoes which
formerly lit up the shores of the Mediterranean or of tlje lakes
of

PHYSICAL FKATfKKS.
IJut tin- system is also
;it
their foot.
largely composed of the sandstone
limestone formations which have been piereed \>y tin- cnij)t i\e la\a-.
South
all
extensive
caleareous hamada, or plateau, terminatof tin- Blaek Hariij >tretehes
>trett -hed

aii<l

ing north-east of the

Mur/uk

"
Haruj-el-AI>iad, or

depression in a group of

cliffs

and

hills

known

as

White Haruj."

Here, according to the Arab reports, are
found the perfect skeletons of lar^e marine animals.
Beyond the pass, which affords communication between the Zella and Fogha
tin

Fig.
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respectively, the

Haruj-el-Aswad

is

westwards by the Jebel-es-Soda, or "Black Mountains," already by

Pliny designated by the synonymous expression, Mons Atcr.

According to the
explanation of the Roman encyclopaedist, this appellation, which has persisted for
at least two thousand
of these uplands, which look
years, is due to the appearance
as

if

blackened by

wrapped

in flame.

fire,

although,

when

lit

up by the

solar rays, they

seem

to

be
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The Black Mountains, the highest range

in south

Tripolitana,

normal direction from east

to west, while describing a slight

side facing northwards.

It is divided into

curve with

follow the
its

convex

two sections of different aspect by a

" a continuous series of
broad breach, or as Duveyrier describes it,
ravines,"
The very
traversed by the caravan route between Murzuk and the Jofra oasis.

Soda Shcrkiyah and Soda
indicate their respective positions east and west of this commercial
Gharbiyah
The
Soda Sherkiyah, or " Eastern Soda," stands at but a slight elevation
highway.
"
whereas the " Western Soda attains considerableabove the limestone plateau

names given

to each of these sections of the

range

;

Kalb-Warkau, ono of its summits, having a height of 3,000 feet,
At its western extremity, where it merges in the
to
some
authorities.
according
" Red
Plateau," the
great stony hamada known as the Hamada- el- Homra, or
be
said
to
feet
its
is
even
another
of
4,330
According
high.
Naber-el-Jrug,
peaks,
to Rohlfs, who, however, was unable to take any accurate measurements in the
altitudes, the

there are also in the eastern section of the system other crests

Jebel-es-Soda,

reaching an altitude of 5,000

The statement

feet.

of Ilornemann, that the Jebel-es-Soda

is

to a large extent of

by Duveyrier, who has brought back
which the geologist Dcscloizeaux regards as coming
very probably from an ancient submarine eruption.
Various spurs branch off northwards from the main range, sinking gradually
volcanic origin, has been fully confirmed

fragments of a basaltic lava,

down

low-lying coastlands. Several other projections have also become
from the rest of the system. Such, for instance, are those

to the

completely isolated

running towards the Jofra oasis, where they rise from 650 to 880 feet above the
wady, which has itself a mean elevation of about 650 feet above the sea. The

Lokhmani, one of these isolated groups,

up

is

clothed with palm groves half

way

its sides.

North

of the oasis the plain is

dominated by the Jebel-Tar, a mountain mass

from the Soda range, and consisting of tertiary formations
which contain thick fossiliferous beds.
But its moderate elevation, not exceeding

completely distinct

1,330 feet,

is

not sufficient to arrest the moisture-bearing clouds, so that on the

In
slopes of the Jebel-Tar nothing is found except springs of bitter water.
memory of the explorer Nachtigal, who has done such excellent work in the
Sahara and Sudan, his friend Rohlfs has given to the culminating point of the Tar
" Mount
system the appellation of Jebel Bulbul, or
Nightingale" (Nachtigal).
West and north-west of the Jebel-es-Soda stretches the interminable " Red

From
Plateau," whose superficial area is estimated at some 40,000 square miles.
north to south, where it was traversed
Barth
in
between
1850,
by
Tripoli and
Muxurk, it is over 120 miles long, while extending through the Tinghert plateau
for

420 miles

east

and west

to the south of the

Ghadames

oases

and of the region of

"
the hamada
"
in a superlative sense
the
burnt" region which, owing to the absence of water, is
most dreaded by caravans.
On the edge of the cliff leading to it, each wayfarer
" father of the
religiously casts a stone on the busajfar, or
journey," a cairn or

Algerian dunes.

This Hamada-el- Homra

is

of all the African " hamadas
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raised

from century

to
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century by successive generations of

travellers.

Herbage, brushwood, mid living things are rare

in this desolate waste,

which

is

avoided by the very birds, that fear to wing their way across solitudes more
Nevertheless camels find here and there a
formidable than the seas themselves.
little

nourishment

in

the scanty vegetation oll'ered by a lew depressions along

track across the plateau.

Barth even came

tin-

^>me stunted palms in one of

ujion

these hollows, where the water collected after the rare storms soon evaporates,

In many places
place except a thin saline efflorescence.
channels have been formed by the wadics, although the running waters have not
leaving nothing in

its

been sufficiently copious to excavate a complete river bed in the rock, so that

beyond the

The
atones

last basin of erosion

plateau

and sand.

is

the depression

is

again closed.

on the whole remarkably level and uniform, free alike from
In altitude it varies scarcely more than 150 feet, from 1,500 to

1,650, the highest point along the route followed

indicated at a distance

by a heap of stones.

by Barth being 1,700

At first

feet,

and

sight the surface of the ground

might seem to be formed of basaltic slabs, so black and parched is its appearance.
But it really consists of sandstone layers overlain with clay and gypsum, and still
more frequently with marls, limestone, and silicious strata, in which numerous
fossil shells

have been collected.

Southwards the ground

falls

through a succession of terraces and

cliffs

scored

with deep ravines.
The limit of the northern desert is marked by the copious
Hassi wells and other springs, which ooze up from a depth of 7 GO feet below the
plateau.

South of this point begins the region of oases inhabited by the Ilamatic

(Berber) communities.

The observer

asks in

amazement how the Roman armies,

poiaonsing no camels like the caravans of our days, were able to traverse the Red
Hamada, as stated by the old writers, and as attested by the richly sculptured tombs

occurring at intervals along the line of march, and especially on the crests or
Some of these sepulchral
summits commanding extensive views of the country.
monuments, the sancm of the Arabs, are graceful little shrines, whose correct style

shows that the architects and sculptors of these remote regions scarcely yielded
artistic taste to those of the mother country.

In modern times the direct route over the hamada was

in

first

explored by Barth,
having followed the more
Overweg, and Richardson, other European
There can be little doubt that during the
easterly road across the Jebel-es- Soda.
travellers

two thousand years the whole region has gradually become drier, and thus
would be explained the relatively easier access to the interior formerly afforded

last

by

"
the western route, pneter caput saxi*

by the head of the rock/'
North-eastwards the Red Plateau, furrowed by numerous wadies,

is

broken into

Some of
narrow promontories, which are again cut up into secondary headlands.
detached
these segments of the great rocky tableland have even been completely
from the hamada, thus forming small distinct ridges limited on either side by
watercourses.
Such are the Kaf Mugelad, the Jebel Khadamia, and the Jebel
*

Pliny,

v.,

ch. n.
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Ergenn, whose moan elevation
hrad

oi

ihr

paMM

broad ravines,

rugged

all

district

intersecting

is

A

about the same as that of the plateau.

them a

distant view

is

commanded

From the

of the system of

In this
.In.inin- east and n>rth-east towards the Mediterranean.
with
headland is crowned, like the summits of the hamada,

every

the ruins of tombs and of other
carvings.

AFlt K3A.

structures, embellished with

Roman

columns and

is urgently
methodical survey of the whole of this part of Tripolitana

and recover
demanded, says Rohlfs, in order to study the interesting inscriptions
of an
establishment
The
abundance.
the more choice bas-reliefs here found in
which
at Tripoli might help to preserve valuable ornaments,
archaeological museum
Fig.

13.

JEBEL GHTTOIAN.

Scale

1

:

1,000,000.

24 Miles.

become mere heaps of

else threaten soon to

raised here

North

stones, like the allems or

landmarks

and there by the Arabs in the midst of the sands.

of the

Red Hamada

follow several chains or rather risings in the plateau,

most part in the direction from east to west, parallel at once with
running
the edge of the hamada and the sea-coast.
These are the' ranges of hills, normally
more elevated than the great sandstone tableland, which arrest the clouds borne by
for the

the moist winds, and thus divert the moisture from the surface of the vast plateau
stretching southwards.

"
Altogether this upland northern region, known generally as the Jebel," the
Cilius Mons of the ancients, may be regarded as a terrace
standing at a higher
than the Hamada-el-Homra, but far. less uniform, and furrowed
throughout
whole thickness by deep river gorges.
Its mean height may be about 2,000
feet.
The Jebel Ghurian, which forms the north-eastern rampart of this hilly

level
its

tract,

and whose blue

crests are seen

from Tripoli rising above the surrounding

WT&

i
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palm-groves, has some points 2,250 feet high. Barth even mentions the Bibel, one
"
very high mountain," whose approximate altitude, however, ho omits to give.
In tin.' direction of the hills and lowlands which slope seawards, and which are

known

in fact

iluces in
]

as the Jefarah or

commanded on

of dark basaltic rocks.

Flats," the terrace of

The ravines

abrupt escarpments.

fruit-trees, are

now

"

either side

Ghurian terminates

in

many

at its foot, often filled with verdant

by bare

walls,

now

of white limestone,

On

the edge of one of these almost vertical precipices
stands the citadel of Kasr Ghurian, flanked with round towers at the four angles of
its

enclosure.

From

this eagles' eyrie the

Turkish garrison commands an extensive

prospect of the region entrusted to its charge.

West
as the

of the Jebel Ghurian the scarp of the great terrace, which Barth regards
" true
continental coastline," maintains throughout nearly its whole extent

the same abrupt declivity.
vertically at

ndge

Along the Wady

one point to a height of 1,630

of the terrace

is

crowned

Sort in the Jebel

feet.

One

Yef ren the

cliff rises

of the summits on the outer

at its culminating point (2,180 feet)

by a stronghold

even more formidable than that of Ghurian, to which the appellation of Kasr-el" Hill
The side of the
Jebel, or
Fort," has been given in a pre-eminent sense.

open cirque at the foot of the citadel is a stratified formation of surprising regularity. Diversely coloured gypsum and limestone layers, the latter forming projecting
cornices between the softer
to

bottom of the

cliff

and more weathered beds of gypsum, alternate from top
by an architect.

in a perfectly uniform series, as if planned

The culminating point of the whole district, exceeding 2,830 feet, is indicated from
a distance by the remains of a Roman tomb.
West of the Jebel Yefren follow other still little known ranges, the Kef usa and
beyond

it

the Dwirat, which continues to run parallel with and at a distance of

about 60 miles from the coast, to which farther west

it

gradually approaches,
All these outer ranges
ultimately disappearing in Tunisia, near the Gulf of Cabes.
of Tripolitana are almost everywhere covered with a
vegetable humus like those of
the Algerian Kabylia, and the fruit-trees, cultivated
by the Berbers with the same
care in both regions, thrive equally well in Tripolitana.
Not a village is here
without its groves of dates, olives, pomegranates, figs, apricots, and other fruits.

Facing the Jebel properly so-called that is, the rugged escarpment of the
Even in the midst of the
plateau stand a few isolated volcanoes now extinct.
uplands the limestone rocks are pierced with crevasses, through which basaltic
lavas have burst forth.
Some of these cones would seem to have forced their way

upwards through the sedimentary rocks of the Jebel Dwirat.

North-west of the

Jebel Ghurian rises the twin-crested Mantcrus volcano, and farther east

Mount

Tekut, perhaps the highest point in North Tripolitana (2,840 feet).
North-east of the terminal rampart of the Ghurian system stretches a lower
terrace studded with shabus or

streams,

M>id,

its

s/iabfits,

that

which are now overgrown with
summit crowned with an Arab

is,

volcanic chasms surrounded by lava

alfa grass.

Farther on the sacred Jebel

castle of the thirteenth century, lifts its

round grassy cupola far above all the surrounding eminences.
Beyond this point
stretches seawards the upland Tar-hona plain (1,000 feet), whose
argillaceous
86
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here and there broken by a few volcanic heights, which, however, do not
form a mountain range, as is usually represented on the maps.
North-eastwards another Jebel Msid, also highly venerated and crowned with a
surface

is

on the one hand and on the
zawya or moslem monastery, limits the Tar-hona plain
One
other the Bondara and Mesellata hills, whose spurs terminate on the sea- coast.
of these advanced eminences, whose summit is disposed in three distinct crests,
Barth is disposed to identify with the mountain of the Three Graces mentioned by
Herodotus, who, however, places

it

much

farther inland.

HYDROGRAPHIC SYSTEM.
Although more than half the

France, Tripolitana, properly so-called, has
But during the rainy season superb cascades are

size of

not a single perennial stream.
down the rocky sides of Ghurian and

seen tumbling

Yef ren

into the lower gorges,

:md the muddy waters are frequently copious enough to force their way seawards
through the sand accumulated in their beds. Barth reports, on the authority of the

1806 the Wady-el-Ghasas, flowing from the Jebel Yefren,
united with the other torrents of the valley in a powerful stream which reached
natives, that in the year

the coast across the Zenzur palm-groves west of Tripoli, and discoloured the sea
its alluvia for 120 miles, as far as the island of Jerba.

with

Most

of the watercourses have broad channels confined between high banks, a

proof of the large

volume sent down during the

usually take the winding

beds of these wadies

Nevertheless travellers

floods.

when

their route lies in the

same

and except in the rainy season they have little occasion to regret the
ruined state of the Roman bridges met here and there along the more frequented

direction,

tracks.

/

Far more useful than the

restoration of these bridges

would be that of the dams

and dykes, which retain the temporary waters of the inundations at the outlets of
the upland valleys.
At the foot of tKe Jebel Ghurian, Barth saw one of these
reservoirs, of

caravan route.

Arab

construction,

The only

receptacles at present

are the mayens, or stone cisterns,
for the

dry season.

In several

so-called fogamts, or

whose ruined ramparts are now traversed by the

known

to the people of Tripolitana

whose gates are carefully kept under lock and key

districts the art is also

understood of excavating the

which the

fluid is collected, and
underground
which communicate with the surface through wells sunk at intervals in the ground.
These galleries are similar to the kanafs met in the arid districts of Persia and
galleries, in

Afghanistan.

Amongst the "extinct" rivers which formerly rolled down considerable volumes,
but whose beds have now for most of the
year to be excavated for a little brackish
fluid,

there are several whose course has been
completely effaced before reaching

the seaward area of
On the Mediterranean slope of Tripolitana all the
drainage.
wadies, whatever be the quantity of water flooding their channels after sudden

downpours or protracted rains, reach the sea, or at least the sebkhas on the coast.
Some of them have even vast basins, in comparison with which those of the Italian
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rivers, flowing over against them on the opposite side of the Mediterranean, would
be regarded as but of slight importance. Thus the wady debouching at Mukhtur,
that is, on the frontier of Barka and Tripolitana proper, has a whole network of

secondary wadies, draining a district 120 miles in length along the northern slopes
of the 11 aru j and .Icbel-es-Soda.
her west, the Wady-esh-Shegga also receives the waters of an extensive
The Wady Um-esh-Sheil has its
is included the Jofra oasis.
territory, in which
1

art

source in the very heart of the plateaux between the Black Mountains and the Red
Hamada, and reaches the west coast of the Great Syrtis after a course of at least
300 miles. Of smaller volume, but more famous, is the Wady Zemzem, as shown by

very name, which is that of the sacred spring in the temple of the Eaaba. So
highly esteemed are the waters collected in the cavities excavated in its bed, that
its

they are supposed to rival those of the Mecca fountain itself. The Sufajin (Suf-elis fed by all the torrents of the plateaux
Jin), the most copious of all these wadies,

comprised between the Jebel Ghurian and the Jebel Khadaima.

Going westwards,

the last in Tripolitana of any considerable extent, being estimated at
about 8,000 square miles. The Wady-el-Kaan, which is crossed in the neighbourbut it has been
hood of the Leptis mines, has a course of only a few miles
its

basin

is

;

identified as the Cynips, so

watered by

it.

It is also

famous in ancient times for the

known

fertility of the valley

" River of
as the Wady-el-Mghar-el-Grin, or

But its waters, which were formerly of excellent quality, and which
Abysses."
were conveyed by an aqueduct to the inhabitants of Leptis, have become for some
unknown reason so bad that travellers carefully abstain from drinking them.
In the west of Tripoli the only streams of any extent are the wadies Haera, ElEthel, Beidha, and Segsao, all flowing from the hills and escarpments of Earth's
" continental coastline."

COASTLANDS.

A

very large section of the seaboard, east and west of the hilly district which
terminates at Cape Misrata at the angle of separation between the Great Syrtis and
the coast of
sions in

Khoms,

is

occupied with the so-called

which the waters of the wadies are

scbk/tas,

collected.

shallow depresOccasionally, also, the

that

is,

marine currents penetrate into these lagoons across the intervening

strip of coast,

But for the greater
or through temporary canals opened during stormy weather.
natural
more
than
salt-pits, whose
part of the year most of the sebkhas are nothing

muddy margins

are overgrown with alkaline plants.

The longest of these coast lagoons begins at Cape Misrata and extends south-cast
and east parallel with the shores of the Syrtis, from which it is separated by a line
of dunes.

This

is

the

Tawagha sebkha,

into

which the wadies of the

interior

formerly communicated with the

It
season.
discharge their floods during the rainy
remains
of the
the
from
as
and
was
sea,
appears
navigable,

"Roman"

canal, as it is

still called.
In certain places the outlines of the sebkhas, as well as those of the
arable lands and oases, have been modified by the sands of the beach, which are

carried

some distance inland, and which are disposed

in successive ranges of dunes.
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Such are the sands which encircle the date-palm plantations of Tripoli, and which
"
are docrilw d by travellers as already forming part of the
great desert," although
this region lies hundreds of miles distant, beyond the Jebel Ghurian.

Along the shores

of the Great Syrtis

and of "Western Tripolitana the

so little felt that their existence has been denied

tides are

several observers, such as Delia

by
and
even
the
During syzygy the water
Cella, Pezant,
experienced Captain Beechey.
fierce
northern gales, as high
when
and
rises about two feet,
impelled by
occasionally,
It is difficult to form an adequate idea of the enormous power exercised
as five feet.
by the surf along the crescent- shaped shores of the Great Syrtis, which have at ail
times been dreaded by seafarers, and regarded by them as irresistibly attracting
vessels to their destruction.

According

to Sallust, this

very attractive force

is

indicated by the term Syrtis.

Possibly, also, the terrible Lamia, that devouiing
monster said by the Greeks to dwell in a cavern on this seaboard, was nothing
more in their eyes than the spirit of the storm and whirlwind.

At

Zafran, near the ancient Medineh-es-Sultan, the coast

by huge
first

blocks, lashed

is

fringed, as

it

were,

and piled up by the waves in the form of breakwaters.

sight they in fact present the

At

appearance of the remains of colossal quays,

although the vast development of these formidable sea walls shows that we are in
Nevertheless this natural structure had formerly
presence of some work of nature.
been utilised as a support for an artificial pier erected to shelter the port of Zafran.
The coast of Tripolitana is one of those where, right or wrong, indications are

supposed to have been observed of a slow subsidence of the ground, or else of an
At Tripoli, the movement is said to have proceeded at
upheaval of the sea-level.
the yearly rate of about half an inch during the last half century.
Thus the
Mediterranean would appear to be slowly but incessantly working gradually to
recover its ancient inlets, which, although now dried up, still lie below sea-level.

CLIMATE.

The climate of Tripolitana resembles that of the other regions along the North
African seaboard, except that here the
southerly deflection of the coastline gives it
a higher average temperature, and on the whole a more continental character.
The
maritime district

comprised within the isothermals of 68 and 72 F., whereas
heat is higher on the low-lying districts, lower on the
uplands.
( )n the sands
at noon it exceeds 154, and even 170 F., and Rohlfs'
dog had in
some places to be shod with sandals before he could follow his master across the
is

in the interior the

burning

soil.

as high as 86

According to the same

traveller, the normal yearly temperature
F. in the Jofra oasis at the foot of the Jebel-es-Soda.
But

is
it

should be added that these intense heats are far more
easily borne in the dry
regions of the interior than would be the case on the coastlands, where
perspiration is checked by the excessive atmospheric moisture.
The impression produced by the heat along the seaboard
be
to that felt in a Turkish

may

compared

bath.

Between the extremes of

heat, exceeding 105

and 112

F.,

and of

cold, the

CLIMATE.

i

is enormous, for it of ton freezes on the
plateaux.
him- fallen in the Jofra oasis, as well as on the neighbouring

difference

On

Snow

is

:,

even said to

hills.

the coast the heat and dryness of the air are daily tempered, at least from
by the marine breeze, which blows regularly from the north-

April to October,
east in the

same direction as the normal trude winds.

It deflects

gradually east-

wards, and after an interval of culm the land breeze springs up, lasting the whole
night, but towards the morning veering a little round to the west.
Occasionally

storms arise in this season,

when the marine

gerous to the shipping along the coast,

breezes become violent gales, dan-

on which the surf beats with great fury.
coincide with the rainy season, the winds

During the winter months, which also
blow usually from the west, north-west, or north, and these also are accompanied
by storms. But far more dangerous, owing to their sudden appearance, are the

abrupt transitions from north-east to south-west, generally followed by thunder

and heavy

rains.

Of frequent occurrence

are the calms, during which vapours accumulate in the
such abundance that the sun becomes obscured, and the firmament is
everywhere overcast by a white veil of mist. In the Mediterranean basin there are few

air in

other regions where grey tints prevail so generally in the
To catch a
atmosphere.
glimpse of the blue aerial spaces, the traveller must penetrate far into the interior

Here the vapours, instead of spreading in a uniform veil over the
whole sky, are condensed into thick layers of dappled cloudlets. Nevertheless the
skies of Tripolitana never acquire the serene azure which is so much admired in

of the country.

the temperate regions of Europe.
The dust raised and dispersed throughout the
atmosphere by the desert wind, at times in the form of the simoom, is held for

weeks and months

in suspension, always imparting to the

heavens a slightly leaden

Vessels anchored in the port of Tripoli often find their decks strewn with
sand by the storm, during which the town and the shore become wrapped in a
effect.

thick fog or cloud, dry and parching rather than damp.

the sandstorm,
liberated.

write his

commonly

Sheltered in his tent,

name

Under the

influence of

"south wind," electricity is freely
yebli,
the traveller Stecker was on one occasion able to

called

in streaks of flame

or

on the canvas covering.

In the province of Tripolitana proper the mean annual rainfall is estimated at
about eight inches, a proportion far exceeded in Mauritania and Cyrenaica, that is
to say, the two regions projecting northwards to the
right and left of the depres-

In its pluviometric conditions Tripolitana thus belongs rather
zone than to that of the coastlands. Heavy showers occur most fre-

sion of the Syrtes.
to the desert

quently and in greatest abundance on the northern slopes of the Jebel Ghurian and
of the other chains forming the scarp of the
Hence in wealth of vegeplateau.
tation these tracts rival the
Algerian Kabylia itself, and might easily afford
sustenance for a population of many hundred thousand souls.
But in the oases of
the plains it sometimes happens that
tillage
absence of rain.
Even moist fogs are rare,

suspended for years, owing to the
although here and there developed on
is

the cultivated plateaux before sunrise, or
spreading a fleecy veil over the palm
of
the
oases.
But however intensely dry the atmosphere usually is,
proves
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always able to absorb a

is

vegetation

little

of the latent moisture, for

survives

it

Thus the gelgelan (mathiola licida) a sjx i< >
a
few
of crucifer, distils every morning
drops at the tip of its leaves, although no
round about. The very rocks themselves must
appearance of dew can be detected
of the humidity present in the atmosphere ;
some
of
the
have
attracting
power
else whence those perennial springs, such as the inexhaustible well of Ghadames,
in the oases, where ten, or even twenty, years sometimes
which continue to ooze
for yours \\ithout receiving

any

rain.

<

up

to moisten the surrounding
pass without a single shower
limpid fountain never fails ?

cliffs,

at

whose foot the

FLORA.

Although the botanical survey of Tripolitana
already be concluded that

its

flora is

is

far

new

it

may

relatively very poor, thanks partly to the

slight relief of the land, partly to the scanty rainfall.

thirteen

from complete,

With

the exception of

species or varieties, all the plants round the shores of the Syrtes

and

Fezzan belong to the flora of Mauritania, Egypt,
few Italian species, which do not occur in Tunisia, are met in

in the inland districts as far as

or

A

Sicily.

Tripolitana, a land of transition between the desert

Nearly

the fruit-trees of

all

fruits.

The almond

and the Mediterranean

temperate Europe grow here, but do not

basin.

all yield

thrives admirably, forming magnificent groves even at

good
Ghadames, on the very verge of the

desert.

The

quince, pomegranate, and fig also

flourish in the oases, while
is

not used for

everywhere the vine gives good returns, although the
making wine. The apricot grows to a great size, but in the

grape
southern districts produces an indifferent fruit.
Even the peach, plum, and apple,
in
the
oases
beneath
the
shade
of
the
date
growing
palm, are no longer much more
than ornamental plants.

The apples gathered

walnuts, and are quite tasteless.
the idea of the "
fruit,

although

in the oases are no larger than

In these sultry latitudes the orange is also a poor
"
is found associated in legend with
golden apple

that of those " gardens of the Hesperides," many of which were placed by the
ancients in the vicinity of Tripolitana, properly so called.
The citron also scarcely
flourishes

beyond the seaboard

districts.

In the Ghadames

oasis there exists only a

solitary specimen.

The

characteristic fruit-trees of Tripolitana are the olive and the date.
As
the
the
coastlands of the Syrtes belong to the same zone as Sicily
former,
regards
and South Italy, while by the latter
they are connected with the oases of the
interior.

Around many

seaboard the palm and olive are intermingled
shady groves, presenting a charming picture by their varied forms,
the hundred details of the
undergrowth, and the aspect of houses and ruins
villages of the

in

scattered

amid the surrounding verdure.

But the

natives of Tripoli lack the skill
required to extract the oil

olives, so that this plant possesses little

from their

importance in the general movement of
Their chief resource are their
date-palms, although certain oases south
of the Great Syrtis have
nothing but the wild plant, which grows in clusters and
an
indiiferent
the animals.
yields
In these districts are
fruit, consumed
trade.

chiefly

by

FLORA.
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met a few dftte-palmi with bifaFMtmgtton,

also represented

in the flora

<>i

like that of the

South Tripolitana.

those yielded by the plantations of Ghariu, in

The

dum-palm, a plant

finest dates are said to

be

upland valley of the Wady
inferior to those of the Suf district in
Algeria and

/ in/mi, although these are still
Wady Draa in the south of Marocco.

of the

tin-

The number of

dates cultivated in

th<-

whole of Tripolitana may be estimated at about two millions. Whether in the
oases of the Jebel-es-Soda or of the Red Hamada, or on the
steppes skirting the
Mediterranean seaboard, the plantations are
everywhere formed of trees set close
together, the groves thus producing at a distance the effect of verdant islands.

Fig. 14.

OASES AND ARABLE LANDS OF TKIPOLITAXA.
Scale

1

:

7,800,000.

Depths.

Feet.

320 to 3,200
Feet.

3,200 Feet

and

upwards.
120 Miles.

The requirements

of irrigation and of the fertilisation of the female plant by the
male pollen, in many places also the necessity of common defence against the attacks
of marauding tribes, have caused all the dates of each district to be grouped in a

After leaving certain groves containing a hundred thousand plants
in the closest proximity, the traveller does not again meet with a solitary specimen

compact mass.

during a march of several hours, or even for days together. During the expedition
of the brothers Beechey, a single palm was visible on the coast of the Great Syrtis
near Cape Misrata, and when Barth visited the same district fifteen years afterwards, the tree had disappeared.
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beds of its wadies, vast forests of
Tripolitana also possesses, especially in the
which
the talha, or Arabian acacia,
always grows in a scattered way, but none the

emerging from the bare and stony
Some of these acacias attain the proportions of almond trees, but on the

less presents a pleasant spectacle to travellers

hamadas.

outskirts of the forests,
to

and especially on

The gum

mere shrubs.

that of Senegambia, but

The

distilled

sites

by them

with a northern aspect, they dwindle

is

of excellent quality, fully equal to

used in the country.
so common that it has given the

it is little

sodr (zizyphus lotus),

name

of Sodriya to a

west Tripolitana, the mastic, batum (pistachio), and most of the
thickets of Southern Italy, also belong to the wild flora of this
in
the
shrubs found
the hills with a dense mantle of
region, where they often clothe the slopes of
The tamarisk and the rtem or rctama grow on the slightly saline lowverdure.

whole

district in

The shi, or wormwood, to which camels are specially partial, is
lying grounds.
and the lecanora desertorum, a species of
dotted in tufts over the stony steppes
here
and
there on the plateau of the desert.
tracts
edible lichen, covers certain
;

Characteristic of these plateaux

from the
for the

European paper-mills.

is also

The

by transferring them

their ailments

the beshna, a species differing in no respect

and which,

alfa grass of Algeria,

like

it,

has also begun to be exported

natives have a notion that they can get rid of

Camel-riders are sometimes

to this plant.

seen dismounting and kneeling over a tuft of alfa, which they carefully knot
together, hoping thereby to secure their maladies to the stalk.

FAUNA OF TRIPOLITANA.
The fauna
far as

from that of the surrounding regions only so
Wild and domestic animals are here less numerous

of Tripolitana differs

it is less

rich in species.

than in Mauritania.

The uplands

are infested neither

by

lions

nor panthers, while

the lack of permanent rivers has caused the crocodile to disappear, just as in the
interior the disafforestation of the country has proved fatal to the elephant.

steppes would be admirably suited for ostrich farming

;

but

it is

The

uncertain whether

it can only be in
ostriches
have been
a
few
Recently
from
and
have
turned
little
some Italians, although with
Burnu,
success,
imported
"
their attention to the breeding of this
winged racer," which could thrive nowhere
better than on the extensive plains of Jefara.

this

animal

still

survives in this region.

the less accessible districts of the

If

any are

to

be found,

Red Hamada.

In some

districts, notably the Jofra oasis and the coastlands around the Great
the
carnivora
are represented neither by the hyaena nor even by the jackal,
Syrtis,
the only wild beasts of this class being the fennec and the fox.
Hares, rabbits, a

few species of gazelles and antelopes, marmots with long white-tufted tails, the
African moufflon or wild sheep, such is the game that most abounds in Tripolitana.

The stony hamadas

much narrower than

are intersected in every direction by the tracks of gazelles,
the paths laid down by man, and thoroughly cleared of any

sharp stones, that might wound the delicate feet of these graceful creatures.
Amongst the reptiles more commonly met is the sand gecko, which is furiously
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attacked wherever mot by the unlives, who think it not only poisonous but also
endowed with magic powers. The cerastes. ,.r horned viper, is also much dreaded,

although never d;i nacrous in winter, or when the sun is not at its full strength.
It is a very timid animal, cowering in the sand, to which it has become assimilated
But few birds are
in colour, and numbed at the least lowering of the temperature.
in the thickets of Tripoli tana, except during the few days of migration north
in spring and autumn.
southwards
and
Of domestic animals the most useful are the camel and ass, employed as pack
Both cattle and horses are rare and of small size. In some oases scarcely
animals.

met

two or three steeds are
very proud

pashas, whose policy

it

tranquillity.
is

and these are reserved for the

This absence of horses

is

chiefs,

who

are

largely due to the Turkish

has been to deprive the restless Arab tribes of their cavalry.
"

way of clipping their wings," and reducing them to a state of
Nor are dogs at all numerous; except in the coast towns, scarcely
to be met besides the sluyhi, or Arab greyhound. The fat-tailed sheep,

This was a sure

any breed

to be met,

of their mounts.

the only variety in Tripolitana, still wears a woolly coat, notwithstanding the heat
The fleece does not disappear until we reach Fczzan, south of the
of the climate.
Much more common than the sheep are the goats, to which the
Jebel-es-Suda.

scrub affords a sufficient nutriment.

According
on the retama plant give an intoxicating milk.

to native report, those that

browse

INHABITANTS OF TRIPOLITANA.

As

in the other "

Barbary States," as they were formerly called, the population
and Arabs, the latter name comprising all the

of Tripolitana consists of Berbers

descendants of the invaders

who

settled in the country at the time

of the first

Mussulman conquest, and again during the great Hilaliau immigration in the
eleventh century.
The Berbers are probably the more numerous, representing as
they do the aboriginal element.

But

in several districts they have laid aside their

primitive dialects, having become assimilated to their conquerors in speech, as well
as in religion and usages.
Hence many tribes of undoubted Berber descent pass
This incessant process of assimilation was already noticed
nevertheless for Arabs.

by Ibn-Khaldun in the fourteenth century. Even in most of the oases and rural
districts, where Berbers and Arabs constitute distinct ethnical groups, each with
its

own name and

alliances that

them.

In

or Caucasic

all

it

have become so intermingled by family
between

special organisation, both

becomes impossible

the tribes alike are

features.

to detect the least physical difference

met persons characterised by Negroid, Semitic,

But the colour

of the skin

is

almost without exception

yellowish or bronzed, the hair black and kinky, the body alim, with shapely limbs.
As amongst all North African peoples, the women are relatively of much smaller

than the men, the discrepancy between the sexes being in this respect
greater than amongst Europeans.*

size

The Berbers

of

Tripolitana proper

who appear

Gerhard Rohlfs, " Kufra

;

to

much

have best preserved the

Querdureh Africa."
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and Yefren highlands; of all
primitive type are the inhabitants of the Ghurian
tlu> native tribes these have also most valiantly maintained their independence.
The Jebel Yefren is still the hotbed of all IHMH nrtionary movements, and these
natives are fond of relating with pride the heroic deeds of their forefathers, notably
those of their last hero, Ilhuma, who maintained for years a guerilla warfare

against the Turks.

on their

fields

"

"

Kabyles

In military prowess, as well as love of work, the care bestowed

and orchards, intelligence and natural

The

of Tripolitana.

contrast

is

the

very striking between them and the

sluggish peoples of the lowlands.
The Jebel Nefusa, north-west of the Jebel Yefren,

whom

vivacity, these are

is also

inhabited by Berber

tribes,
speak a dialect closely allied to that of the Tuaregs. But
most of the natives are probably descended from those Luata or Liuata, that is, the

some of

still

ancient Libu or Libyans, who were the masters of the land before the Arab invasion, and who, like the Arabs themselves, came originally from the east to seek new

homes

in north Africa.

In one of the Jebel Nefusa

tribes, as

amongst the Aulad

Nail of Algeria, the young women are in the habit of migrating to the surrounding
oases and towns to earn their dowry by the sacrifice of their virtue.
Tank, con-

queror of Spain, was a Nefesi, or Berber of the Jebel Nefusa, and he belonged
perhaps to one of those tribes which had become mingled with the Christian populations,

but professed the Jewish religion.

Hence

possibly the favour he showed to

the Spanish Jews at the time of the conquest.
At present the inhabitants of the
Jebel Nefusa, although adherents of Islam, belong to the " fifth sect," being Ibadhites, like the

Bcni-Mzab

of Algeria.

the Berber highlanders, some tribes

dwell in underground villages,
and according to Duveyrier, these troglodytes have given their name to the Jebel
" Cave
Garian, or
Mountains," commonly but wrongly called the Jebel Ghurian.

Amongst

A

square space 25 to 30 feet deep

on either
reside.

excavated in the sandy or limestone rock, and
opened the vaulted chambers in which the inhabitants
well sunk in the enclosure supplies them with water, which usually lies
is

side of this pit are

A

within a few yards of the surface.

by means

still

of a

winding

Communication

is

effected with the outer world

end by a strong gate, and
their retreat, with their animals

passage protected at either

this the people return

through
and poultry.

every evening to

Before the arrival of the
raised altars to the gods.

Arabs and the spread of Islam, the troglodytes
In the vicinity of the mountains, and especially round

about the Jebel Msid on the upland Tar-hona
plains, religious monuments have
been preserved, dating undoubtedly from pre-Arab times, and attributed to the
ancestors of the Berbers.

They

are constructed of megalithic blocks resembling

those of Britanny, Andalusia,
features.

and South Algeria, but presenting some distinctive
The Berber monuments of Tripolitana take the form of porticoes

averaging 10 feet high, made of two square pillars resting on a common pedestal
and supporting a quadrangular block, which exceeds in
height the vertical stones

on either

side.

Between the

latter the

opening would be too narrow, says Barth,
he was extremely thin.

for a single person to
squeeze through, unless

Till:

At the western
cromlechs, some
almost

Roman

foot

still

ih-

if

.Jel>el

Msid
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of Mescllata, there are six of these

standing, others overturned, near

tin-

ruins of a temple.

The

style of the building leads us to suppose that the archin cts of the

me^alithic. structures
tin

AEAB8 OF TB1POLITANA.

li\d

Italian conquerors,

at

und

a

time

when

the country was

still

under the sway of

a sculptured animal on one of the j)ortic

K

-s

recalls the

"

Nevertheless some authorities, far from regarding these " biliths
and "triliths" of Tripolitana as religious edifices, look on them merely as the

Koinan wolf.

framework of gatcwuys constructed, us was usual, of materials far more durable
than the walls of the houses. Hence the latter, mere earthworks, crumbled away
to the level of the ground, while the

former remained standing, and thus assumed

the form of cromlechs.

THE ARABS OF

TRIPOLITANA.

If the Berber element prevails on the highlands

and plateaux, the Arabs, of

These
stock, have acquired the ascendancy on the plains.
nomad tribes naturally prefer the vast steppe lands, where they can move about

more or

less

with their

mixed

changing their camping-grounds at pleasure, according to the
abundance of water and pasturage. The Arab has no love of the forest, which he
flocks,

fires, in order that timber may give place to herbage, and his glance be not
obstructed by the leafy branches. Thus the Tar-hona plateau, between the Ghurian
highlands and the Mesellata hills, has been completely wasted, not a single tree

being spared.
Like all other nomad populations, which by their very dispersion break into a
multitude of distinct groups, differing in their traditions, customs and interests,
the Arabs of Tripolitana are divided into a

number

of tribes, differing

another in some respects, although preserving for generations the

common

from one

memory

of their

by
ancestry. Some
tribes is that of
most
the
In
the
east
one
of
and
noble
descent
important
power,
the Aulad Sliman, zealous members of the Senusiya brotherhood, who roam the
warlike
steppes round the shores of the Great Syrtis, and who have pushed their
of these communities arc distinguished

expeditions to the Tsad basin beyond the desert, like the
mentioned by Herodotus.

their numbers,

Nasamon wanderers

Farther south the Aulad Khris have partly taken possession of the Zella oasis,
and in the neighbourhood of the Ilaruj gorges have afforded a refuge to kindred
The Urfihjs,
tribes escaping from the oppressive measures of the Turkish pashas.

who occupy

the hilly districts at the eastern foot of the great plateau,
It
are the most formidable fighting element amongst the Arabs of Tripolitana.

or Orfcllas,

not long since they were even accused of kidnapping children to devour them.
They call themselves Arabs, and speak Arabic but it is evident, from the style of
their dwellings, their agricultural practices, and the names of their sub-tribes and
is

;

villages, that the

To

fundamental element of the population

is

Berber.*

the north- west, in the direction of the capital, follow less numerous and more
Lyon,

" Narrative of Travels in Northern Africa."
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peaceful tribes, such as the Kedadifas, Aulad Bu-Seifs, Sfradnas,

Haraadats, and Tar-honas.
Bu-Seifs.

who

Of

all

Aulad Yusefs,

these kindred clans, the most respected are the

reside chiefly about the

Wady

Sufejin and

In order

its tributaries.

no strangers

to preserve intact their social usages, the Bu-Seifs allow

to

remain

encampments, but assign them a separate tent in the vicinity,
where, however, they are entertained with perfect hospitality. This tribe breeds
overnight in their

the finest camels in the whole of Tripolitana, and in

all their tents

the younglings

are treated like the children of the family.

West

of Tripoli, towards the Tunisian frontier, the chief tribes are the

Fig. 15.

Wershe-
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Scale
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Feet.
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3,200 Feet
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fanas, Ben-Ajelus,

and Xuails.

lands between the two states,

and

upwards.
Miles

were frequent in the border
and the victorious or defeated clans were continually
Till recently conflicts

displacing their camping grounds according to the vicissitudes of battle.
Although the art of writing has been lost among the Berbers of Tripolitana,
most of these communities are designated on the ground or the face of the cliffs by

complicated marks or signs, which must be regarded either as abbreviated names, or
symbolic marks, analogous to the totems of the Xorth American Indians.

There are also some Arab tribes held in great veneration, not on account of
any special merit, but in consequence of the pretended sanctity

their pure morals or

THE NEGROES.
of

their

These are the so-called

origin.

68

Shorfu* that

is,

descendants of the

It is enough
Prophet, although the family genealogical tree is seldom authentic.
for a woman to marry a Hlinrif, oven though immediately afterwards repudiated

by her husband, for all her children, and children's children to tuke this honoured
"
title.
The "Maralmtir families of Tripolitana also claim to have come from the
west,

whence the Shorfa are

quite certain that a great

board during the

first

said to

have migrated. Anyhow, it appears to be
tribes advanced as far as the Atlantic sea-

many Arab

years of the conquest.

Since that epoch a general movement

in the opposite direction has been effected, so that those tribes are regarded as of

noblest blood who during their migrations have twice traversed the route between
Mauritania and the eastern provinces of North Africa. Such groups are even

more esteemed than

At

if

they had come straight from the holy cities of Arabia.
movement is more active than ever. The Algerian

present this retrograde

Shorfa clans, with their wives, children, and herds, have already emigrated in
thousands to Tripoli, in order to escape from the yoke of the " infidel." The
Khwansof the religious brotherhood of the Senusiya, who have become so numerous

from the same region.

in the oases of Tripolitana, are also immigrants

occupation of Tunisia

After the

by the French troops, several unsubdued tribes sought a

refuge on the plains of Jefara, west of Tripoli.

THE NEGROES.
Next

Berbers and Arabs, the largest section of the population is
the
element.
certainly
Negro
Amongst those who call themselves Arabs, or even
there
are
who
thousands
Shorfa,
betray their black descent in the colour of their
to that of the

skin and hair, the form of their features alone attesting mixture with the white

Semites.

Commercial

relations are so frequent

the interior of the continent, that there

is

and regular between Tripoli and

nothing surprising in the presence of

numerous Nigritians on the Mediterranean coastlands.
The great majority,
however, of those now living in Tripolitana have been forcibly brought thither as
Formerly not a single caravan arrived from Sudan unaccompanied by a
gang of captives. We must therefore reckon by hundreds of thousands the number
of blacks who have thus been imported into Tripoli, either to remain in the country

slaves.

or Turkey.
Although at present no longer
carried on openly in the capital of the vilayet, the slave trade has not yet by any
means totally ceased. On hearing of the arrival of a caravan in the southern

or to be forwarded thence to

oases, the dealers in

human

thoir living merchandise,

Egypt

flesh instruct their

which never

agents to obtain the best terms for
At the same time
purchaser.

fails to find a

both Negroes and Negresses, at least in the capital, may at any time demand a
letter of emancipation, and this document is never refused.
Many of these freed-

men remain

in the houses of their former masters,

patrons and protectors even by those

who

are

who withdraw from

still

looked up to as

their roof

to live

* Shorfa or
Shurafa is the plural of Sharif, properly a noble or grandee, but usually restricted to
the real or presumed descendants of Mohammed.
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On

independently.

festive

all

occasions

they return to share in the family

rejoicings.

The great majority

of the

Negro population

resides neither in the capital nor

Faithful to their racial instincts, they
in any of the other towns of the province.
have grouped themselves in small hamlets, where they live in huts made of palms,
Neither the houses of the civilised Turks nor the tents of
branches, and reeds.
the

nomad Arabs

suit the habits of

as their fellow-countrymen

life

communities

Although familiar with Arabic, most of them

From

Niam-Niam

the

still

on the banks of

following the same mode of
the Niger and Lake Tsad.

speak their native dialects.
the regions of Central
territory to that of the Fulahs, all
still

Africa are represented in Tripolitana by their respective languages, although the
majority, or about two-thirds of the population, converse in the Haussa already
current throughout Western Sudan.
it

had

also

In

districts a stranger

might fancy
owing to the incessant
voluble Arabs and Berbers.

many

become the prevailing language

of Tripolitana,

chattering of the Negroes, as contrasted with the less
But it is not likely that the Haussa tongue will maintain itself for
tions in the country

;

however correct the

for

social life of

munities, however touching their devotion to their families, the
rarely very prolific, while infant mortality

the

women would appear

many

genera-

the local black com-

Negro women are

very high. Yet in other respects
than the men, and many even

is

to resist the climate better

live to a great age.

THE TURKS AND KULUGLI.
The Turks, who

1835 enjoy not only the sovereignty but also the effeceven in the capital. Nevertheless their language
has gradually become predominant amongst most of the " Tarabulsiyeh," the
preponderating influence of the administration having caused the official idiom to
since

tive power, are in a minority

prevail over the Arabic.
aloof

from the

Yet the Turks

"
distinguished as

are

still

strangers in the land, holding

whom

they are already somewhat
Malekits" in the midst of " Hanefite " populations. They are,

rest of the inhabitants,

from

moreover, careful to follow the fashions of Constantinople, and by an affected
dignity of carnage they endeavour to sever themselves from the populace, to

which as judges and administrators they nevertheless condescend to sell justice
and protection.
But for all their airs of superiority, tlbeir passion for strong
drink has rendered them the most degraded section of the
community.

More

respectable

Moorish or other
castes

are

women

the

Kulugli, that

is,

the descendants of Turks and

of the country, whether black or white.

These half-

pay no taxes, but are required

to serve as irregular troops at the first
Since the immigration of so
many Algerian families, escaping
from French rule, the Turks usually select their wives
amongst the women of this

summons

clas*,

to arms.

who

are distinguished from the rest of

and correct morals.

the population by their honesty,

sobriety,
Many
young Algerian women are, moreover,
noted for their personal charms, in this
respect contrasting favourably with the

of the

Toru<Ji:.\riiY.
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native Moorish girls, whoso reputation

is also so bad that an alliance with one of
almost
as
a
But ho\v< \. T n -j< -ctcd the wives
upon
disgrace.
of the Turkish officials, their sons are seldom destined to hold
high positions in
the ;i(lniinistration.
After serving in the gendarmerie or some other
most

this class is looked

corps,
of these Kulugli^ withdraw to the rural districts surrounding the capital, where
they gradually merge in the rest of the population.

THE JEWS, MALTESE, AND EUROPEANS OF
In Tripolitana, as in the other Barbary

TRIPOLITANA.

the Jews are essentially the
Yet they are amongst the oldest inhabitants of the country,
despised race.
settled
here
under the Ptolemies. During the early years of the Roman
having
states,

administration they had secured the special protection of the Emperor Augustus.
An encampment west of Mukhlar, on the coast of the Great Syrtis, still bears the

"
Yehudia, or
Jewry," in memory of the Israelites who peopled the
country before the arrival of the Arabs.
In the Jebel Ghurian the Jews occupy, like the Berbers, certain underground

name

of

villages, in which, according to Lyon, their dwellings would appear to be cleaner
and better excavated than those of their neighbours. These troglodyte Jews, the

only artisans in the country, are exempt from the abuse and bad treatment to
which their co-religionists are elsewhere subjected in Tripolitana. In the capital,

where they number about 8,000, they occupy a separate quarter administered by a
"
political rabbi," ignorant of the Pentateuch and of the Talmud, but armed with
the right to impose taxes, fines, the bastinado, and even issue interdicts against
Twice enslaved, the Jews of Tripoli are very inferior to those
private families.
of Mauritania in intelligence, hence adhere far

more tenaciously

to the old

orthodox

and hereditary customs.
few Koptic families, who arrived with the Arabs, have maintained them-

practices

A

selves in distinct groups in Tripolitana, where, however, they are not
sufficiently

numerous

to

exercise

the least

social

influence.

More

although also
numerically weak, are the Jeraba Berbers, immigrants from the Tunisian island
of Jerba.
These are the richest dealers in the bazaar of Tripoli, although obliged
active,

compete with 4,000 Maltese, who are Arabs by descent, Christians in religion,
British subjects politically, partly Italians in speech, and French in education.
to

This half European colony is yearly reinforced by true Europeans, mostly Italians,
guests who hope soon to be masters, and who are meantime establishing schools to
diffuse their national speech.
In 1884 the Italians numbered 800 out of a total of
1,000 continental Europeans.

TOPOGRAPHY.

West

of

Mukhlar, on the Tripolitan shores of the Great

Syrtis, there is not a

single town, or even a permanent village comprising more than a few hundred
huts.
For a space of some 300 miles nothing is to be seen except groups of tents,
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But

at least one

"

"

formerly stood
on this seaboard, the place in nn-dia-val times by Abu Obeid Bakri named Sorf,
whose ruins are still known to the Arabs under the appellation of Medinet-ex"
was formerly the starting-point of
Sultan, or
City of the Sultan." Sort, or Sirt,
a few cabins and shapeless ruins.

large city

caravans bound for the interior of the continent through the oases of Wadan and
But being unable to defend themselves against the attacks of the
Murzuk.

merchants were compelled to choose another route to the east
of the plateaux, traversing oases which were inhabited by settled agricultural
communities. Amongst the ruins of Sort are the remains of some Roman struc-

nomad Bedouins,

its

aqueducts and reservoirs still in a good state of repair.
Like the coastlands themselves, the whole of the steppe region stretching thence

tures, as well as

southwards

is

destitute of towns, although here the wells

wadies, where water

collects in greatest

and depressions in the

abundance, serve as natural trysting-places

Towns, properly so called, are found
where the running waters are
only at the foot of the Haruj and Jebel-es-Soda,
Even the
and
the
feed
irrigate the cornfields.
palm groves
copious enough to
natural oases following in the direction from east to west under the same latitude

for the surrounding

as those of Aujila

nomad

pastoral tribes.

and Jalo are uninhabited.

and Abu Nairn, farther west,
spontaneous vegetation seems most likely

Jibbena, to the east, Marade, in the

are the three chief

centre,

depressions whose

to attract future agricultural settlers.

All these districts stand at least about 150 feet above the level of the sea.

Towards the north, in the direction of the Great

Syrtis, as well as

on the

Haruj, the surface is broken by limestone
former
rocks, witnesses of a
plateau, weathered or perhaps eroded by running
waters, and worked in all directions into the form of columns and fantastic struc-

opposite side towards the spurs of the

tures.

These rocks abound in

fossils, in

many

places constituting the whole mass,

while the sands of the oases are strewn with countless shells and foraminiferae.

In the

east,

towards the Aujila

oasis,

the view

is

obstructed by dunes which are

amongst the highest in the whole region of the desert, some rising to a height of

The three oases abound in palms; which, however, with the
few thousand, all grow wild, or have lapsed into the wild state,
In the Abu
springing up like scrub, and yielding a poor fruit without kernel.
Nairn oasis there are probably no male dates, while the female plants are not

about 530

feet.

exception of a

All three oases produce a species of crab or wild apple-tree, whose fruit
no bigger than a walnut.

fertile.
is

The neighbouring
oases.

bands of marauders roaming over the steppes, come
date&and graze their camels in the grassy hollows of these

tribes, or

occasionally to gather the

Jibbena and Marade were

still

inhabited

down

to the

middle of the present

1862 only a solitary person remained in Marade, a slave left to
century
watch the raiders, and report their depredations at the annual visit of his masters.
;

but

in

The establishment

of a colony at the fountains of

Abu

Nairn

is

prevented chiefly by

the bad quality of the water, which is
very sulphurous, or charged with the sulphate
of magnesia.
Doubtless the time will come, says Rohlfs, when a visit to these

sulphur baths of east Tripolitana will be recommended by European physjcians as
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highly efficacious. Sulplnir beds an- numerou^ in thi- region, and a little to the
north iif tin- na>is an- situated the mines whose produce is exported 1'rom the little
ot

|M.rt

J!,-t

The

mjd.

oasis of ZcHa, or Znllu, lying in a rock-enclosed cirque ut the northern foot

of the Black Haruj,is one of the must densely peopled in the whole of Tripolitaiia.

contained ahont twelve hundred persons, meml>ers for the moM part of
The cirque has a length east and west of
the Aral) tribe of the Aulud Khris.
In

S 7!)

1

it

7 miles, with
north,

owing

With

o north and south.

the Tirsa oasis lying farther

At

Tirsa was

the time of Beurmann's

inhabited, but has since been abandoned, probably
to the dangerous proximity of the Orfella Arabs.

in

visit,

a breadth ot

contains about a hundred thousand date-palms.

it

l.^li'J,

still

tribe, say the Aulad Khris, arrived ten centuries ago from Egypt, and after
out
the Christian populations, became the guides and escorts of caravans
driving
bound for Central Africa. Edrisi relates that their town was the chief station

This

But the

between Sort and the Zwila oasis in Fezzan.

was

called,

country

has disappeared, and

lies

much

"

City of the Sultan," as

it

at present the chief outlet for the exports of the

The people of Zella take no
the time of Rohlf's visit, in 1879,

farther west, at the port of Tripoli.

part in this traffic except

by devious ways.

At

they had for several years been compelled to avoid the direct route to Tripoli,
fearing the vengeance of the Orfellas, whose territory lay across their path, and
some fifty members of which tribe they had killed in a fray.

On
them

the other hand, they venture freely far into the southern wilderness, and to
been due a real geographical discovery, that of the

in recent times has

inhabited oasis of Wau-el-Namus, which no European has yet visited.
Of all the
the
inhabitants
of
Zella
are the richest in camels.
Tripolitan Arabs,
They are also
the only tribe

Hamilton

still

occupied with ostrich farming, although since the journey of
In 1879, two of these birds, fed on dates,

this industry has fallen off.

yielded to their owner a net yearly profit of from

6 to

Although larger and more populous than that of
rich in cultivated palms.

prising

its

whole area

is

8.

Zella, the Jnfra oasis is far less

Scarcely a twentieth part of the 800 square miles comIts very name
dates, corn, or fruits.

under cultivation for

form of the oasis, which is an elongated
cirque stretching east and west, and everywhere encircled by hills rising COO feet
above the plain.
range of heights, running north and south, that is, in the
of Jo/t'd, iromjof, stomach, indicates the

A

direction of the short axis of the cirque,

and interrupted

at intervals, divides the

two equal parts, each with its gardens, palm groves, grassy steppes, stony
wastes, and saline lakes.
Sandy gorges, in which water is rarely seen on the

oasis into

surface of the ground, converge towards the north of the twin oases in the
MissJlVr, which,

Wady

under another name, winds through the plain as far as the Great

Byrtu,

Although situated on the Mediterranean
the

province of Fezzan.

slope, Jofra belongs administratively to

Its inhabitants long maintained their independence,
no
taxes
either
to
At that time they constituted a
paying
Tripoli or to Murzuk.
small but sufficiently powerful
republic, which a Horded a refuge to the oppressed

86-A*
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The population, at present estimated at six
surrounding lands.
thousand, was then much more numerous.*
In some of the Jofra palm groves the water is of exquisite flavour; nevertheless
from

all

the

the towns have been founded in the vicinity of the saline springs.

Notwithstanding
one of the healthiest in the desert region. Ague is
unknown, and ophthalmia rare, while other maladies common in the oasis of
Fezzan never penetrate to Jofra. But although healthy and vigorous, the natives,

this disadvantage, the oasis is

whether Berbers or Arabs, have a sickly look, with yellow parchment skins. Men
are seldom met amongst them distinguished by the regularity of their features.
"
"
Although the Arabs, in their quality as the chosen people and followers of the

Fig. 16.
Scale
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Prophet, regard themselves as superior to the Berbers, they none the less recognise
the rights possessed by them as the first possessors oi the soil.
This position of

landowners has been maintained by the Berbers so exclusively that the Arabs are
able to acquire possession of the trees alone; hence at times feuds and
frays,

The races
requiring the intervention of the Turkish troops stationed in Fezzan.
are doubtless so
intermingled that it is difficult any longer to discriminate between
the two elements in Jofra.
Nevertheless, a traditional convention enables the
Berbers to safeguard their primitive
proprietary rights.
origin of his mother,

is

The gardens surrounding the towns
yield in

abundance

The

son,

whatever the

always regarded as belonging to his father's nationality.
of the oasis are admirably cultivated, and

cereals, tomatoes, garlic, onions,
*

Lyon, "Travels

in

and other vegetables.

Northern Africa."

During

TOPOGRAPHY
harvest time the
the crops,
a

;iiid

urms

of the cultivators
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and their slaves are

insufficient to

garner

then immigrants from 1-Y/xan conic to lend a hand a* labourers for

Knriched by agriculture, the inhabitants of the oasis take no part in
the natives of Mur/uk, Ghadaiues. mid Ghat
but the produce of their

few weeks.

trade, like

;

fields finds a market through the

medium

of other

Arab

tribes.
Ostrich farming,
with
at
the
success
of
this
has
since
been
pursued
beginning
century,
given up.
The present capital of the oasis is the walled town of Sukmi, which contains

about one-third of the whole population, and at times gives its name to the whole
Its inhabitants belong almost exclusively to the Berber race, and still
speak the old language, mixed, however, with many Arabic expressions, lion,
district.

situated nearly in the centre of Jofra, in the eastern section of the oasis, is shared

by Berbers and Arabs in common. It is the most populous town
and at the same time owns the greatest extent of cultivated lands.

in the country,

Wadan, lying
"
a
name,
holy city," thanks to its
Shorfa inhabitants, who enjoy the twofold honour attached to the descendants of
the Prophet and to the families that have emigrated from Marocco.
Built in
farther east at the foot of the hills of like

is

cliff, Wadan presents a very picturesque appearance.
mentioned centuries ago by the Arab geographers, and
name to the whole oasis. According to Rohlfs, its walls would

amphitheatrical form on a

It is an old place, already

formerly gave its
appear to stand on

Roman

foundations.

Following the route which leads from the Jofra

oasis towards Tripoli around
the eastern foot of the spurs of the plateau, the caravans have selected as their

chief station the village of Bu-Njeim, occupied

by a few Orfella Arab

families,

who

by trading with the passing merchants and the surrounding pastoral tribes.
The wells of Bu-Njeim, lying in a deep depression of the steppe at a height little
above sea-level, are visited by the herds of camels for a distance of 60 miles round
live

These animals are well acquainted with the roads leading to the wateringplace.
Every month, and more frequently during the hot season, they proceed in
long processions to the Bu-Xjeim wells, where they have at times to wait patiently
about.

hours, and even days, for someone to water them.

All the other wells of the

country, as far as the Bcni- Ulid oasis, belong also to the Orfella tribe.

In
olives

this extensive oasis,

and other

some

and hamlets, scattered amid groves of
permanently inhabited. Seen from the hills, the
of limestone escarpments overlaid with lavas, and
fifty villages

fruit-trees, are

valley of the wady, which

is

ranging from 450 to 550 feet in height, looks like a river of verdure over half a
mile in width, and stretching east and west beyond the horizon.
The olive groves
are divided into innumerable plots
by dykes of large stones, which arrest the
overflow of the inundations, and at the same time serve to retain the vegetable
humus. The walls of the Wady Beni Ulid are sunk in some places to a depth of
over 130

feet.

A

few groups of huts in the gorges of the plateau at the foot of the hamada,
may perhaps deserve the name of towns. Such are both Ghat'las G/iaria-ca/t-S/ier"
western," situated in the depreskiya, the "eastern," and Gharia-cl-Gliarbiya, the
sion of the

wady

tributary of the

Zemzem.

These two places, built at a distance

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
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of about

PJ

miles from each other, and at an altitude of over 1,660 feet, were

The
formerly fortified, as indicated by their name, which means "fortress."
western Ghana still preserves a superb Roman gateway, dating from the time of
the Antonincs, and presenting a singular contrast to the wretched Arab hovels
The

resting against its massive buttresses.
dates, yielded

ground

eastern

town

is

noted for

its

excellent

by plantations irrigated with a brackish water from the under-

galleries of i\\c foganttx.

upper valley of the "Wady Sofejin, although

Mi'xda, lying farther north in the

containing scarcely five hundred inhabitants, is, nevertheless, a more important
on a much-frequented caravan
place than either of the Gharias, owing to its position

At

route.

this point the road

the south-west, where

it

from Tripoli branches

ascends the

hamada

off

in one direction towards

in the direction of

Ghadames, in the

other southwards, across a series of ridges skirting the eastern edge of the Red
Hamada in the direction of Murzuk. The inhabitants of Misda, of Berber origin,

but largely assimilated to the Arabs, although still preserving traces of the national
At the time of
speech, belong entirely to the religious order of the Senusiya.
Barth's visit, in 1850, the convent possessed no wealth of any kind at present it
;

owns vast landed

In the surrounding
ruins of tombs and other Roman monuments.
estates.

districts are scattered

numerous

Although, comparatively well peopled, the Jebel Ghurian and the mountains
forming its western prolongation have no towns properly so-called, unless the
subterranean dwelling of Zenthan be regarded as such. In this place the plateau
furrowed in every direction by ravines of slight depth, which serve as streets,

is

on either side of which
cliffs,

habitations have been excavated in the rocky
where the white limestone alternates with yellow marl deposits. The softer

parts are

artificial

removed in such a manner as

to give the

group of caves the disposition

Moorish houses, with their courts and lateral chambers. But here the different
apartments of the several stories communicate by means of an outer ledge or rocky
projection, reached either by natural breaks and landings in the cliff, or by flights

of

made of superimposed slabs.
These underground dwellings number altogether from one thousand to one
thousand two hundred, giving an. approximate population of about six thousand

of steps

to the

town of Zenthan.

Above and round about the caves

are planted the olive

groves, which form the chief resource of the inhabitants, arable lands being rare
in this part of the plateau.
The fertile soil, which might be washed away by the
rains, is retained by walls round the roots of the trees.
During field operations
and harvest, the troglodytes leave their abodes and camp out, a change which often
cures them of maladies contracted in their damp
rocky retreats. Next to Zenthan,

the two most important centres of population on the Jebel Ghurian, are the hamlets
grouped round the Turkish castles of Kasr Ghurian and Kasr-cl- Jebel. The whole
district is relatively well
peopled, containing,

according to native report, as many as
" a hundred
and one " villages.
But before meeting a city worthy of the name, the traveller must descend to
the coast here stands the capital, Tripoli, which, however, is the
only t&wn found
;

TOPOGRAPHY.
wren Tunisia and

1

K\en

upland Tar-hona
whose fertile si.il formerly nourished u vast population, has nothing now to
plain,
sho\v except scattered hamh-ts and Aral) camping-grounds, hesid.-s Mi*,-utii, chief

aloni: the seaboard

town

of the

In

maritime

-t

districts.

(

'yivnai-;i.

Tl.is place,

however, which

forming the western limit of the Great Syrtis,

is little

tin-

lies

near the headland

more than an ohscure hamlet,

M

A

stone
the headquarters of forty-four villages.
house, a modern lighthouse, two or three irregular lanes lined with hovels, and u
few huts lost amid the palms and olive groves, make up the town of Misrata, which,

Ithough

officially

described

nevertheless, possesses

some importance as a market

Fig. 17.
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for the surrounding towns.
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Carpets, matting, goat and camel-hair sacks are amongst the

of the local industry.

In Misrata

is

more valued products
found the mother-house of the famous order

of Sidi-el-Madani, whose founder emigrated from Medina in 1833. In the sixteenth
It
century Misrata was a wealthy place, enjoying a lucrative trade with Venice.

was the starting-point of most of the caravans bound

for

Fezzan, and even

till

recently those of Tripoli followed the coast route as far as Misrata in order to avoid
the dreaded hostile tribes of the Ghurian highlands.

Misrata follows SUtcn, a town or rather a group of villages scattered
amid the palm groves, and partly inhabited by Marabuts and Jews. Then comes
the village of Khonis or L<-h-lu, humble heiress of the ancient Lejtti*, whose
Y\Y-t

of
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splendour and extent formerly earned for

it

the

title

of Jfaynff.

The

site 01

the

headland bounded eastoriginal Leptis, founded by refugees from Sidon, is a lofty
wards by a rivulet, the peninsular bluff defended landwards by three lines of

The breakwater, protecting the city from
constructed of huge square blocks, like those at the island
In this part of Africa, remains of the ancient
of Ruad, on the coast of Syria.
Phoenician architecture are still found in a perfect state of repair. Within the
fortifications

forming the acropolis.

the fury of the waves,

is

quay walls occur at intervals vaulted recesses about 100 feet long, which
liarth thinks must have served as dry docks for the Sidonian shipping.

line of

South of the
the

new

citadel,

city of Neapolis,

tion in the

together,

Old World.

and the

on the

which

left

bank

at last

Hundreds

edifices of this

of the rivulet,

was gradually developed

became one of the largest centres of populawere here grouped

of thousands of inhabitants

African

city, partly

constructed with the surround-

But their
ing marbles, yielded in richness and beauty to those of Rome alone.
of
these
monuments
the
and
lie
invaded
been
have
ruins
sands,
many
by
very

A

buried under dunes GO or 70 feet high.
triumphal arch, the date of which is
but most of the buildings of
still legible, was here erected by Marcus Aurelius;
such
as
basilicas
and
which any traces survive,
mausoleums, were constructed

during the reign of Septimius Severus,
ferred many privileges on the place.

who was

A few

a native of Leptis, and

columns

still

lie

who

con-

scattered about, but

most of those recovered from the ruins have been removed to England or France,
and several now adorn the church of St. Germain des Pres in Paris. Amongst the
debris of Leptis have been found three beautiful cameos, besides a trilingual inscrip-

and Latin, a monument bearing witness to the multitude of
one time resorting to this great African city.
Along the east bank of the rivulet stretched another quarter of Leptis, and on
the low point of land at its mouth stands a fort, which has often been rebuilt,
tion in Punic, Greek,

strangers at

and which commands an extensive view of the ruined

palm and

tions, in close

five

city, and beyond it of the
and amphitheatre of McseUata hills, crowned with fortificaThe' whole place occupied a superficial area
proximity to the sea.

olive groves

times more extensive than that of the modern Tripoli.

Although nearly

choked with sand, the port of Leptis continues to be frequented by vessels of light
draft, nearly all English, which during the fine season here take in cargoes of alfa
grass from the neighbouring steppes.
According to the natives, olive culture dates
back to Egyptian times, and an olive grove on the Mesellata heights containing
some enormous trees still bears the name of " Pharaoh's Wood."

A

carriage route connecting Tripoli with the Mesellata district at many points
an ancient highway, which may be still recognised
by the ruts worn in the
hard rock by the chariot-wheels of Carthaginians, Greeks, and Romans.
Along
skirts

this route, the largest

group of villages is that of Tajurah, whose industrious
inhabitants occupy themselves at once with tillage,
weaving, and dyeing. Tajurah
was formerly a bellicose place, constantly at war with the Knights of Malta.

Tim

M.I.

<;;',

TRIPOLL

The

Tripolitana has long ceased to rival the ancient Lq>ti>
in population or wealth.
Tripoli is little- more nowadays than a third-rate
present capital

ui'

amongst those even of the Mediterranean seaboard, although of late years it
has been much improved and enlarged. Like Leptis, it is of 1'htt'iiician origin.
city

1'nder the

name

of

1'tti/nt,

Latinised to Oca,

it

was dedicated

to the

god Melkart.

greatest of Tyrian divinities, and during Carthaginian times rose to considerable

Of

power.

the three cities of Leptis, Sabratha and Oea, the last having been chosen

for the capital, ultimately took the general designation of the

Under the form

whole country.

Turks have preserved the Greek name of Tripoli,
however from its Syrian namesake by the epithet of El-Gharb,

of Tarabo/os, the

distinguishing it
"
that is, the " western
Tripoli.
few ruins of Oea ttill exist, including deep cisterns and the foundations of
ramparts dating from the Phoenician times. There is even one fine building

A

perfectly preserved, besides a triumphal arch dedicated to

This monument might be easily cleared of the sands in
and of the wretched structures encumbering its

Lucius Aurelius Verus.

which

it

Marcus Aurelius and

at present lies half buried,

which are formed of huge blocks of marble.
A chain of
sea, the town of Tripoli presents a charming sight.
partly emerged reefs projects in the blue waters nearly two miles from the beach,
Westwards
bearing at its landward extremity a massive tower and fortifications.
pillars,

Seen from the

from

sweeps round in a crescent form, separated from the shore
by a line of ramparts, which are overlooked by a row of white terraced houses, and
limited at the eastern extremity of the harbour by the solid buildings, gardens,
this point the city

and palm groves of the governor's

Above the mosques and surrounding
palace.
houses are visible minarets as slim as those of Turkey, and the flagstaffs and
banners of the various European Consulates.
Above and beyond all are seen the
citadel

and the " French Lighthouse," completed

in 1880.

Leo Africanus, who wrote about the beginning
a tradition according

of the sixteenth century, relates

which Tripoli formerly occupied a more northerly site, and
in his time the foundations of the vanished city were said to be still visible beneath

the devouring waves.

to

But

supposed subsidence of the ground can be

this

more than a simple phenomenon

partly on the foundations of the old walls of

The modern town, which

is

little

of local erosion, for the present ramparts rest

Oea

itself.

surrounded by broken ramparts dating from the

Charles V., presents specimens of the most varied styles of architecIn the inner labyrinth of narrow tortuous streets, most of the houses, here
and there connected above the roadway by vaulted passages, have preserved their
-iine of

ture.

Arab physiognomy with

their bare white walls

and courts enclosed by arcades.

the structures erected by the Government barracks, hospitals, prisons,
Nearly
magaxines recall the vast Turkish establishments of like order in Constantinople ;
the Maltese quarter in its turn resembles the suburbs of some small Italian town ;
all

while the Marina

is

lined

by sumptuous mansions

like similar thoroughfares in the

NORTlI-WIXr AFRICA.
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Even

the architecture of the Niger regions is represented
in this Mediterranean city, in several of whose ruins are grouped huts roofed with

large European seaports.

The Bedouins

branches, like those of Western Sudan.
this style of building

from their Negro

of Tripolituna have learnt

slaves.

a very dirty place, muddy and dusty in turn, or both simultaneously, Tripoli has been much embellished since the middle of the present
The ham, or Jewish quarter, still remains a labyrinth of filthy lanes and
century.
now intersects the old town from end to end the
alleys ; but a central boulevard

Although

still

;

bazaar, occupied by Maltese and Jeraba dealers, has been enlarged, and
TRIPOLI.
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Artesian wells have even been sunk to
developed amid the surrounding gardens.
the
of
supply
deficiency
good drinking water, the contents of the cisterns being

But hitherto
usually insufficient for more than six or seven months in the year.
the borings have yielded nothing but a brackish fluid.
The urban population has
considerably increased, now numbering about thirty thousand souls,
whom are comprised four thousand or five thousand Europeans,

amongst

mostly Italians

and Maltese.

The

natives of both sexes wear nearly the same costume, the only
difference being the different arrangement of their hnnli or toga.
Three of these

togas

gauze,

silk,

and wool

are

commonly worn by the women one over tfie

other.

TRIPOLI.

The

Mcshiva, a

so-called

b.-lt

of

05

palm-groves

<

r

nrirclinx

the city,

with an

miles,
populous district, rontainint:, according to
average breadth of
Hire the emancipated NegTOM horn
Krail't, ahout thirty thousand inhabitants.
!)

Bornu and the Niger

i

states

it>rlf a

have K -nmed the same mode of

hamlets; here are also nomad Arabs,

some holy shrine;

\\

life

as in their native

ho pitch their tents beneath the palms near

Maltese dealers, whose

stalls

or inns are usually established at

retired Europeans or Turks occupying sonic pleasant country seat
the cross roads
amid the verdant and flowering thickets. But in some places the Meshiya is
;

threatened by the sands of an ancient marine inlet.
Many gardens are already
covered with dunes from 100 to 130 feet high, and elsewhere the trunks of the
trees have been swallowed up, leaving nothing but the topmost branches mournfully

beating the sands in the breeze.
To this zone of dunes the people of Tripoli improperly give the name of
"
desert," through a sort of vanity leading them to fancy themselves near neigh-

bours of the Sahara, from which they are nevertheless separated by the wholo
At the same time Tripoli and
region of steppes and by the Ghuriah highlands.
respects the aspect of an oasis,

beyond which the
caravans have at once to follow the track of dricd-up watercourses. In the Meshiya
itself innumerable wells have been sunk to an extensive underground reservoir,
its

outskirts present in

many

which has never been pumped dry by the irrigation works, and which near the
coast lies within 3 or 4 feet of the surface.

The water

wells up spontaneously
low
neap tides.
through the sands left exposed during exceptionally
For the internal trade with the Tsad and Niger basins, Tripoli is more

favourably situated than more western

such as Tunis, Bona," Algiers, and
Oran, inasmuch as it communicates directly with the regions draining to the
Two main routes, one through Mur/uk, the other through
Gulf of Guinea.
cities,

Ghadames, and connected together by intermediate byways, enable Tripoli to
maintain constant relations with the towns of the Bornu and Haussa states.
Before the year 1873, the caravan traders of Ghadames enjoyed a monopoly of the
but since then the Jewish merchants of Tripoli

commerce with these countries

;

have organised a caravan traffic from their very doors, based on the principle of
co-operation with the tribal chiefs escorting the convoys, who receive half profits

on

all

the transactions, and

who on

their part render a faithful account of all their

operations.

During the year from Tripoli are usually despatched from six to eight large
caravans, each comprising from one thousand to three thousand camels, and always

by hundreds of armed Arabs, who venture fearlessly into
The journey generally takes between two and three months to the

escorted

north of Sudan.

common

hostile territories.
first

towns in the

Several merchants are associated to a greater or less extent in the

speculation but they are seldom able to realise their respective shares in
the profits under two years, for it takes a long time to negotiate on advantageous terms
an exchange of the cotton goods, Maria-Theresa crown pieces and other European
;

objects for such native products as ostrich feathers, ivory, gold dust, and slaves,

and the Tripoli dealers have often

to send their

wares to

many markets

before
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The return

finding purchasers.

mounted on

couriers

ineharis,

trip is reported

from Sokna or Ghadames by

and fresh negotiations are then opened with the

European dealers in anticipation of the approaching convoy.

Wadai has

voluntarily suspended its commercial relations with Egypt,
and especially since the revolt of the Upper Nile provinces from the Khedival
rule, a fresh current of traffic has been established across north-east Africa through

Since

from which, instead of from Alexandria, Kordofan
supplies and materials of war during the rebellion of the late Mahdi.

Dar-For and "Wadai
procured

At
its

its

to Tripoli,

same time the chief source of prosperity for Tripoli of late years has been
export trade in alfa grass, of which about thirty-six thousand tons were shipped

for

the

Europe

in 1875.

Besides

its

monopoly of the

direct commercial exchanges with the interior of

the continent, Tripoli also enjoys the advantage of a favourable geographical
position at a central point on the Mediterranean seaboard in proximity to Malta,
Sicily,

and Southern

Nevertheless

Italy.

that of the whole of Tripolitana in 1825,

its trade,
is

much

although six times more than
inferior to that either of Tunis

or of Algiers, towns which have to supply the needs of a far larger local population, and in which the European element is much more strongly represented.

Great Britain, mistress of Malta, with which Tripoli is in almost daily comshe
munication, enjoys more than one-half of the whole trade of the place
;

all

the cotton goods, here

known

as " Maltese,"

from the name of

supplies nearly
the neighbouring insular depot, taking in exchange the great bulk of all the alfa
The Italians, represented in the town by almost all the
grass of the country.

European immigrants, occupy the second position in the movement of exchanges.
Till recently France ranked even after Turkey in the general trade and shipping
;

but since the seizure of the neighbouring province of Tunisia, her share in the
traffic has considerably increased.

But the importance
what precarious
winds.

and

of Tripoli as a great

until its harbour has been

During the month

of

emporium

of trade

must continue some-

deepened and sheltered from dangerous

January especially the approaches are much dreaded,

at this season vessels are often driven ashore

by the prevailing north-westerly
The
natural
barrier
of
reefs
gales.
urgently requires to be raised some feet higher
in order more effectually to break the force of the surf, while other reefs obstructing the entrance will have to be cleared away. The channel
feet deep at low water, and very little over 20 at the flow

more than 13 or 14

is
;

only from 16 to 20
but vessels drawing

feet cannot venture to cross the bar without risk of grounding.

"West of Tripoli the monotony of the Mediterranean seaboard

is relieved
by
where a few permanent villages have been founded. But
farther inland the naturally fertile and
abundantly watered plains of Jefara are

some pleasant

districts,

inhabited almost exclusively by nomad communities.
They might easily be
into
a
second
richer
that of Algiers.
The
than
Rohlfs,
changed, says
Mitija,
coast route traverses Zcnzur and Zauya, chief town of the eastern division of
Tripolitana,
nicians, that

beyond which appear the ruins of the ancient Sabrat/ia of the Phoe"
is, the
market," one of the three cities which took the collective

TRIPOLI.

numc

of Tnjtolis.
'.^hth

The decay

century of the

:inl final

nc\v era.
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extinction of this place date>
probably from
the ruins of Sabratha and of the little

To

hamlet resting under the old wulls, tho Italians have given the name of 7V//W/
Vcrc/n'o, or "Old Tripoli," a title unwarranted by history and without anv Arabic
lies the little port of Zonrah, whose palm-groves, like those of
threatened by the encroaching sands. Zoarah is the lust town of

Farther on
Tripoli, are

Tripolitunu in this direction.

A

has become famous for the vast

neighbouring strip of sand, the Ras-el-Makhbaa,
beds it serves to protect.
In the thirteenth

salt

from the Emir of Tripoli the exclusive privilege of
\\orking the sebkha of the Ras-el-Makhbas, or Zoarah, and so important became

cent in v the Venetians obtained

this industry that the

Republic appointed special magistrates to regulate its operations.
Every year at a stated period a Venetian fleet cast anchor in the Bay of
Ras-el-Makhbas, and shipped cargoes of salt for the whole of North Italy, Switzer-

and Dalmatia. But in the eighteenth century the Venetians were
ousted by the Genoese as farmers of these salines.
South and south-west stretches the frontier zone, which was long a sort of
land, Tyrol,

borderland, given up to lawless and marauding tribes.

After the recent occupation
about
Arabs
the
the
of Tunis by
of
southern tribes took refuge in
French,
75,000
this almost desert region, and being unable to procure any sustenance from the
took to raiding in all the surrounding territories. At present most
of these fugitives have returned to their native steppes, leaving the wilderness
thankless

soil,

again in the possession of the Nuails and a few other nouiad trib

CHAPTER

V.

FEZZAN.

'OLITICALLY
by

its

Fczzan belongs

to the

Turkish province of Tripolitana;

position to the south of the Jebel-es-Soda, as well as its

forms part of the zone of the Sahara
by its prevailing
more
even
on
the
it
region of Sudan
depends
Negro population
than on that of North Africa. At the same time, the relative large
climate,

it

;

and their easy access by the routes from Tripoli, constitute it an
In former times the
intermediate region between the seaboard and the Sahara.
Roman occupation had attached this territory of "Phazania" to the Mediterranean
extent of

its oases,

They were succeeded by the Arabs, who arrived as conquerors during the
Then came the Turks, heirs of Rome through
half century of the Ilcgira.

world.
first

Constantinople, whose authority was finally established early in the present century
after a long scries of wars, promoted not by a love of freedom on the part of the

by the rival ambitions of families aiming at the sovereign power.
At present the products of Europe are introduced to a large extent through

inhabitants, but

Fezzan into the heart of the continent, and thus is gradually brought about the
work of assimilation between its various races.
But whatever importance it may
commercial
as
the
to
Central Africa, Fezzan counts for little in
possess
gateway
respect of population, which, according to Nachtigal's detailed statistical statement,

amounts

at

most

to forty-three thousand,

and

to thirty-seven

thousand only

if

we

exclude the inhabitants of the oases lying north of the watershed. Even accepting
Rohlfs higher estimate of two hundred thousand for the whole region, the propor-

would be considerably less than two persons to the square mile for within its
natural limits between the Black Mountains to the north, the spurs of the Jebel
tion

;

Ahaggar

to the west, the

Libyan desert
miles.
it

to the east,

advanced escarpments of Tibesti to the south, and the
Fezzan has a superficial area of at least 120,000 square

But the administrative circumscription

of

Fezzan

is

far

more extensive, as

includes, north of the Black Mountains, the oases of Zella and Jofra, and

lands draining to the Mediterranean as far as
Bu-Njeim.
During the last hundred years, Fezzan has been visited

all

the

by many European
In 1798, Hornemann, one of the missionaries sent
by the African
Exploration Society, traversed both the Black and the White Haruj by. a track

travellers.

PHYSICAL
which has Keen followed

ii"

FI:ATU:I.<.

>-,:>

subsequent western explorer.

Twenty years later
Lynn surveyed the chief trade mute connecting Tripoli through Jofra with
Mur/uk, and determined a i'ew ast ronomical points, which wen- afterwards extended
by the researches of Oudney, Denham, and Clapperton. The expedition of the
year

liy

l*~>i. associated witli

the direct

highway across

the

names

of Barth,

the Red Hamada

Overweg. and Richardson, followed

wilderness.

Then came

the important

explorations of Vogel, Duveyrier, Beurrnunn, Ilohlfs, Vou Bary, and Nachtigal,
who have not only laid down the network of their own itineraries, but have also

supplemented them with many others, on the authority of numerous Arab informers.
Thus, to mention one instance, Rohlfs has published an account of the discovery of
one of the Wan oases by Mohammed-el-Tarhoni, an Arab of Zella.

In its general outlines, Fezzan presents the form of an amphitheatre gradually
inclined towards the east, and on the other three sides encircled by plateaux.
Its

mean

is about l,6oO feet, the lowest levels of the oases nowhere
probably
below
050
feet.
falling
According to Barth, the deepest depression occurs at the
Sharaba wells, east of Murzuk, where a lacustrine basin receives the drainage of an

altitude

extensive area, and remains flooded for months together.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.

The vast region enclosed b}' the escarpments of the plateau is itself a somewhat
broken country, the general relief of which, as well as its mean elevation, shows
that it has not certainly formed a marine basin during recent geological times,
notwithstanding the theories lately advanced to the contrary by some eminent
Nevertheless
geographers, not only for Fezzan, but for the whole of the Sahara.
in many places traces are visible of the former presence of salt water, and the

Gubmergence of the land
undulating

at

some very remote period is attested both by the
winds on the western plateau,

lines of shifting sands driving before the

and by the polished pebbles of diverse colours strewn
of the eastern serirs.

The space

like mosaics over the surface

by the surrounding plateau consists in
great part of secondary terraces, whose main axis runs in the direction from west
to east, and which are
separated from each other by crevasses with a mean depth of
encircled

feet.
These narrow, tortuous intermediate depressions take the name
"
of
wadies," like the beds oi temporary watercourses in the northern parts of
Tripolitana, but as they are never flushed by any freshets, a more appropriate
"
ditch," which in fact is applied to one of
designation would be that of Lofra or

about 100

these depressions in the

Murzuk

district.

Some

are

mere ravines of sand or hard

glens shaded by overhanging
a
fluvial
not
palm-trees.
Although
system properly so called, they
forming
generally converge one towards another, without, however, always reaching the
clay, while others present the aspect of verdant

common bed

towards the east of Fezzan.

In this direction the unfinished channels

by sands and reefs.
The southern slopes of the Jebel-cs-Soda and of the Black Ilaruj present a
gradual incline. They are prolonged southwards by the spurs and terraces of

are obstructed
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plateaux of slight elevation strewn with stones and shingle,
South of the crest of the
which greatly iini>cde the progress of the wayfarer.
Jebel-es-Soda a space of about 80 miles has to be traversed before reaching the
the Ben-Afien

serir,

escarpment at the foot of which begins Fezzan properly so called. In this almost
absolutely desert district the stony surface is broken wnly by a single green depres-

The base of the Red Iltiruj is abruptly limited by
the Fogha oasis.
few trees are here
the "Wady Ileran, the first occurring in Fezzan proper.
wells
moist
near
the
but
met
in
the
depressions
throughout nearly
occasionally
sion, that of

A

;

the traveller's wearied gaze beyond
Nevershifting sands interspersed with sandstone blocks blackened by the heat.
its

whole course the wady presents

little to

ROUTES OF THE CHIEF EXPLORERS IN FEZZAN.

Fig. 19.
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thcless, the aspect of the valley

changes at its confluence with a broader wady
on the north by the escarpments of the spurs of the Black Mountains.
The bed of this Wady-csh-Shiati, as it is called, is covered with a layer of humus,
skirted

through which the roots of the palm-trees penetrate to a mean depth of 10 feet
before striking the moist sands underneath.
According to the measurements
taken by different explorers, the altitude of the wady varies from 1,150 to 1,650
feet,

but from these data no idea can be formed of the real slope of the valley,

which may possibly be even more elevated towards the centre than

at either

extremity.

South of the Wady-esh-Shiati, which

White

Haru.j, the

ground merges

is lost

in a terrace

eastwards amid the

cliffs

of the

which in some places has a breadth

LAK!> \M
of about 60 miles; but its surface
d.

j>iv

Wady

\VAIHKS.
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broken hero and there by small verdant

is

inns, mostly inhabited, and by some narrow wadies.
Amongst these is the
Xelaf, a remarkable fissure in the ground overgrown with a forest of palms,

whose delicious
forbids

them

fruit is the

to carry

common

away any

property of

supplies,

,-ind

all

Custom, ho\\
consumed on the spot by

wayfarers.

\\hat is not

passing caravans is gathered by the inhabitants of the Ivsh-Shiati.
The western part of the plateau intersected by the wooded Zelaf watercourse is
occupied by the so-called ctlfi/en, that is, in the Temahaq dialect of the eastern

Tuaregs,

" sandhills."

According to M. Duveyrier, who traversed it at two
480 miles in the direction from

points, this sea of sands stretches for a distance of

west to
crossed

east,

by

with a mean breadth of 50 miles.

Towards the part of the plateau
Murzuk, the hitherto

the main caravan route between Tripoli and

uninterrupted sandy surface becomes decomposed into a number of low eminences
archipelagoes of sandhills, which are nowhere disposed in regular
but
rise
in some places in completely isolated heights.
North of Jerma,
ranges,
Barth's caravan found the winding lines of dunes so difficult to cross, that the men

and

distinct

were obliged
footing.

to level the crests

But the

with their hands before the camels could gain a

sandhills attain a

still

greater elevation farther west, where by

trigonometrical measurement Vogel found one eminence rising 540

feet

above a

small lake occupying a depression in the plateau.

LAKES AND WADIES.
The explorer

often surprised to meet in this almost rainless region permanent
or intermittent lakes in the midst of the dimes.
In a single group north of the
is

Murzuk hamada

there are as many as ten, nearly all, however, of difficult access,
the
hillocks
of fine sand encircling them, in which the foot sinks at every
owing to
Two of these basins contain chloride of sodium and carbonate of soda, like
step.

the natron lakes of the Egyptian desert; hence the designation of Bahr-el-Trunia,
or " Sea of Natron," applied to one of the Fezzan lakes.
Several other lacustrine
basins are inhabited by a peculiar species of worm, highly appreciated by the

The lake yielding the most abundant supplies of this
known
as the Bahr-el-Dud, or " Sea of Worms," and the local
delicacy
specially
fishermen take the name of duwada, or " worm- grubbers." This sheet of water,
epicures of the district.
is

fringed by palms and almost circular in form, has a circumference of about GOO
But owing
miles, with a depth in the lowest part, measured by Vogel, of 2G feet.
to the almost viscous consistency of the excessively saline water, it appears far

deeper to the natives,

Fe//an frequent

it

who regard

it

as fathomless.

Invalids from

in crowds, first bathing in this basia,

some neighbouring freshwater

pool, in

which

is

all

parts of

and then plunging

in

dissolved the incrustation of salt

covering their bodies.

The worm, known

to naturalists by the name of artemia Otulncyi, is the larva
whose -erpentine body, one-third of an inch long, and of a gold-red
colour like^jiiaiof the cyprinus of China, flits about like a flash of fire, with surpris-

of a diptera,
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amid the animalcule swarming on thr surface of the lake. By meanof fine nets the larva is captured, together with other larvae which prey on it, and
The whole is then kneaded into a sort of paste,
the fucus on which it feeds.
velocity

" a
which has a flavour resembling that of shrimps

little

the

Wady

Lajal, which runs mainly

in the direction

The mess

is

by the depression

of

gamy."

mostly used as a sauce or relish with other aliments.
The plateau of dunes is abruptly terminated southwards

from west- south- west

to east-

north-east for a total distance of nearly 300 miles between the deserts separating
But the
Rhat from Fez/an, and those stretching towards the White Haruj.

depressions in this

for a space of not

miles altogether,
Towards its source in the west, the

miles.

wady are occupied by oases
with a mean breadth of about 5

Wady

more than 120

Lajal has an elevation of 2,000 feet
it merges in the eastern deserts.

the point where

above sea-level, falling to 1,300 at
The most striking contrast is presented by the opposite banks of the wady, those
on the north side consisting of gently rounded sandy heights, while on the south
rise

abrupt

cliffs,

a continuation of the partly Devonian Amsak range, which
Near the centre two corresponding sandy
of the valley.

commands the entrance

and rocky headlands projecting towards each other divide the depression into two
sections, respectively known from their geographical position as the Wady-el-

The

largest, is connected eastwards

"
or " eastern
wady, which

is

the

with the palm-groves of Sebha, beyond which

it is

Gharbi and Wady-esh-Sherki.

latter,

interrupted by the desert, reappearing again in the small oases of Temenhint,
Semnu, and Zighen. The position of these oases seems to indicate the existence of
a former tributary between the
is now obstructed by sands.

Wadies Lajal and Esh-Shiati

Like that of other depressions in Fezzan, the

soil of

the

;

but the whole valley

Wady

Lajal

is

formed

is, a very light humus saturated with salt and swollen by the combined action of heat and the underground waters. Saline efflorescences in many-

that

of heisha

places develop a central zone skirted on either side
of the cliffs

and

about 12 feet

hence

;

it is

by cultivated

tracts at the foot

Wady Lajal the mean depth of the water is
unnecessary to irrigate the palms, which derive sufficient

sandhills.

In the

moisture through their roots. But the water required for the cereals and vegetables is obtained from the wells, into which is plunged an apparatus made of date-

wood, looking at a distance like shears for masting of ships, or the cranes mounted
Notwithstanding the statement of Rohlfs to the

on the wharves of seaport towns.

contrary, there appear to exist in Fezzan the so-called foyarats, or systems of
which was visited by M. Duveyrier on the slope of the

irrigation wells, one of

southern

cliffs

of the wady, not far

from Jerma.

The Murzuk hamada, which
specially

known

separates the Wady Lajal from the depression
as the Hofra, or " Ditch," forms an extensive plateau almost

except on its northern verge, partly skirted by the abrupt Amsak
range, and at a few other points furrowed by crevasses either occupied by oases or

uniformly

level,

at least containing artificial wells.

the caravans between

Murzuk and

Such

is

the

Tripolitana.

Godva

oasis,

traversed by most of

Narrowing towards

its,

western

or FK//AX.

<>ASKS
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extremity to a space of not more limn ;i day's inardi in breadth, the Mur/uk
"la broadens out eastwards, gradually merging in tbe
stony serirs and the
deserts
.kirted
the
north
on
the
limestone
terraces
of the White
unexplored
by

Haruj.

In

its

western section

Alterju^h, beyond

limited southwards

is

it

which recommence the stony plateaux.

by the narrow AVadv
These desolate wa-tc

,

which are continue<l

indefinitely southwards in the direction of the Tibbu territory,
are destitute of any vegetation beyond a few straggling gum-trees in their depressions.
Hut towards the east is developed the vast semicircular basin of the Hofra,

the great central cavity in which is situated Mur/uk, present capital of Fezzan.
This low-lying region is divided by waste and stony tracts into two clearly defined
sections : to the west the Murzuk oasis, to the east that of Esh-Sherkiya, or " the
Fig. 20.
HcaLe

OASKS OF FKZZAN.
1

:

7,000,000.

^
The towna and

villages aie surrounded

-_^__^_^____
Eastern."

The

latter consists in reality of

by oases.

120 Mile*.

a long narrow chain of oases sub-

divided into numerous secondary depressions, which are separated from each other

by sandy

ridges, without presenting

anywhere any regular

slope.

OASES OF FEZZAN.

The

various oases vary in altitude from 1,000 to 1,650 feet, and Temissa, the
The bed
last in the direction of tl e east, is everywhere surrounded by solitudes.
of the Hofra, like that of the other depressions in Fez/an, consists of heisha ; here,
however, containing rather more argillaceous soil than elsewhere. But this clay is
saturated with salt to such an extent that the unbaked earthen bricks of the houses

are dissolved during the heavy rains.
87 AF

The water drawn from

the deep wells

is
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it
very unpalatable. In several places it rises
sebkhas
or swamps, which are usually fringed by
out
in
to the surface, spreading
a crystalline zone of salt.

also so brackish that strangers find

The

llofra,

with

its

great oasis in Fez/an.

eastern prolongation, the Sherkiya, lies south of the last

Along the route towards the

plateau, 2,500 feet high,

which

meet nothing but a few wells
separates this region from the Tibbu domain, caravans
Eastwards, in the direction of
Tejerri.

and the two small oases of Gatroun and

even more dreary than towards the south. Serirs, dunes, saline
depressions follow in succession for a space of over 120 miles before the traveller
" the Great
reaches a first oasis, that of AVau-el-Kebir, or,
Wau,", which was
Kufra, the desert

unknown

to

is

geographers before the journey of Beurmunn in 1862.

down to
who made it

by a Negroid Tibbu population

by marauding Arab tribes,
The Tibbus attempted in vain
was expelled

members

in its turn,

march westwards there

Wau,"

able to

to recover this oasis,

at the time of

of the Senusiya brotherhood,

to reside in the place.

little

and

or

It

was occupied

the year 1841, when they were driven out
the centre of their raiding expeditions.

although the conquering tribe
visit "Wau was held by

Beurmann's

who, being

all celibates,

allowed no

women

Beurmann was informed that at a distance of three days'
was another oasis, known by the name of Wau-es-Serir, " the

Wau-Namus,
show him the route to

"

Mosquito

Wau

"
;

but no one in the district was

follow, the only person acquainted with the oasis

having recently died at an advanced age.
This lost depression is the same that was rediscovered in the year 1876 by the
Arab Mohammed Tarhoni, aided by a few voluntary explorers from Zella. Unlike
uninhabited, although numerous potherbs and palm groves cleared
undergrowth show that until recently it supported a small population,
Besides date-palms, its flora comprises acacias and
probably of Tibbu stock.

Great Wau,

it is

of their

In the rocks is found a deposit of
tamarisks, as well as shrubs of smaller growth.
" fine
a
while
small
lake
in
the
centre
of the oases accounts for the
yellow sulphur,"
of winged insects, whence it takes its name.
The former inhabitants had
"
on " a very high mountain
above the lake and the clouds of mosquitoes.
According to local tradition, there exists to the south-east another oasis, the

swarms
settled

Wau-IIarir, a valley clothed with a rich vegetation, and inhabited by a large
of animals, such as moufilons, gazelles, and antelopes, which have not
yet
learnt to fear man, and allow themselves to be attacked and speared.
Camels

number

which have lapsed into the wild state are also said to herd beneath the shade of the
palms along the banks of the streamlets watering this mysterious oasis.

CLIMATE OF FEZZAN.

Lying under a more southern

latitude than Tripolitana, properly so called,

Fezzan has naturally a higher temperature, ranging from 81 to 83 F. Nevertheless the cold is more intense, both on account of its
greater distance from the
sea,

which always exercises a moderating influence on climates, and

consequence of

also

in

the greater purity of the atmosphere causing at night a free

FLORA OF
radiation of heat into >iaee.
a/iire of temjM-rate

the sky

Still

is
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seldom perfectly cloudless, the
lovely

zones bring here rej.laeed by milky white tints and the striated

In Deeember, and during the

the upper atnio-.pherie regions.

cirri of

1-1. /./.\N

January, the thermometer at sunrise seldom rises above 42

or

jart> of the plateau water often freezes at night.

even said

Snow

is

\-'>"

1'.,

first

and
to

hall of

many

in

have

h.

<

n

rved on the mountains encircling the country.
On the other hand, the ex revive heat is almost intolerable for strangers. If,
according to Lyon, the summer average is already 90 F. at Murzuk, Duveyrier
I!)-M

here twit, ivn.rdrd in July a temperature of 110 F. in the shade, while in the
F.
In the sun it
desert, properly so called, the glass often rises to over 121
J
exceeds 170 and even 187 F.
Fezzan
to
the
climatic zone of
Altogether
belongs
the Sahara, in which the extremes of temperature suffice, in the
of

language

Herodotus, to consume the very heart of the country. Where are the rocks capable
of resisting the expansions and contractions caused by extremes of heat and cold,

whose mean annual discrepancy amounts

The

to

198, and possibly even 208

F. ?

rainfall also is all the lighter in Fezzan, that the moisturebearing clouds

from the north are arrested by the Jebel-es-Soda and Black Haruj ranges.
id

even a complete absence of

de\v,

owing

to the dryness of the air.

There

Yet, strange

to say, the inhabitants of the
country

only because

it

injurious effects
irrigation

water

do not themselves desire rainy weather, not
washes away their earthern cabins, but also on account of its
on the palm-trees, by interfering with the normal system of

from the subterranean

supplies.

"Rain water

quickening," says the native proverb.

is

is

death, underground

Heavy showers fall usually in
April, when the northern winds

winter and spring, that is, from December to
contend for the supremacy with those from the south.

FLORA OF FEZZAN.
The great extremes

of heat

correspondingly impoverished
severe colds and intense heats,

and cold have as their natural accompaniment a

flora.

all alike

Plants unable to adapt themselves to the
perish in this climate.

Even

in the sheltered

depressions of the desert there are scarcely any spontaneous growths, beyond a few
talha acacias of scanty foliage, pale tamarisks, the thorny alhagi, on which the

camel browses, the sandy colocynth, alt'a grass, some scrub, a species of salsola, and
two or three herbs. The cultivated are perhaps more numerous than the wild
of the gardens of the oases there

a great lack of
In some of the wadies are grown wheat, barley, and several other kinds
variety.
of cereals, the gombo, whose
fruit is highly appreciated by the Arabs, some
species,

although in

many

is

pulpy
enumerated by Nachtigal, amongst which are comprised
nearly all those growing in European gardens. The fig and almond yield excellent
fruit, but most of the other fruit-trees of the temperate zone are rare, or represented
thirty species of vegetables

few stunted specimens.
no farther south than the "Wady Otba, to the west of Mumik.
Tobacco, cotton, and indigo flourish in the gardens of Fezzan, but the supply is

only by

The

a

olive reaches
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The gum-tree, especially in the "Wndy Lujal round about the Ubari
when there is a
oasis, yields an excellent gum, by no means despised by the Targui
But of still more importance in the economy of the
dearth of other aliments.
very limited.

and several varieties
country are the plants yielding fodder, such as luzerne, clover,
of melilotus (sweet clover).

In Fezzan the date finds a thoroughly congenial home.
According to the
in
the
oasis in the centre
and
Hofra
the
best
in
district,
especially
natives, it thrives
of

which

lies

Nowhere

the town of Traghcn.

else is it

found growing in greater
less than three hundred

No
of foliage.
profusion, or with such dense masses
over
which
of
varieties are reckoned in the whole country,
thirty occur in the single
oasis of

Murzuk.

Forests springing spontaneously from the scattered date-stones
In the oases the
is left to the gazelles.

are so numerous that their produce

cultivated palms are crowded together in prodigious quantities, in that of

Murzuk

alone no less than a million being claimed by the Turkish Government, which also
In a country so destitute of other
possesses large numbers in other plantations.
of this marvellous plant,
plants, it is impossible to overrate the economic importance

branches, sprouts, fibre, sap, are all turned to account.
Dates and cereals form the staple food of the settled communities, while for the

whose

fruit, stem,

nomads the date, with camel's milk, yields an all-satisfying and perfect nourishment.
The domestic animals, including even the dogs, also consume this fruit, either as
It has been
their chief food, or in the absence of their more customary aliment.
noticed that nearly all the inhabitants of Fezzan suffer from decayed teeth, the
cause affecting them being attributed to the too exclusive use of the date, which,

although greatly superior to that of the Tripolitan seaboard,

Egyptian and Algerian

is still

inferior to the

varieties.

FAUNA OF FEZZAN.
The absence of pasturage prevents the native populations from occupying
themselves with stock-breeding in a large way. The domestic animals are of
extremely small size, and relatively no more numerous than wild animals, which
find but a scanty supply of herbs

and water.

The

" lion of the desert " does not

prowl over the solitudes of Fezzan, where the wayfarer meets neither the panther
nor the hyaena. Not even the jackal's nightly howl is heard round the villages
and cam ping- grounds, which are infested only by the long-eared fennec fox.
Gazelles and antelopes, described by

Lyon under

the

name

of " buffaloes,"

must be

very
game being nowhere exposed for stile in the market-places.
A few vultures, wall falcons and ravens, swallows and sparrows, everywhere the
rare, this

constant associates of man, are almost the only birds seen in Fezzan, except during
the summer months, when doves and wild duck arrive in large flocks from more

southern regions where they have passed the winter.
In the courts and farmyards are seen neither poultry nor pigeons. Goats and
sheep degenerate, and nearly all those bred in the country are characterised by

long bony frames,

stiff

tail,

small head, and fine coats.

The horned

cattle,

INH A
introduced from

lion*

tin-

1'.

IT A NTS

OF FEZZAN.

mirth, arc ull of small si/e,

nid only in the stables of chiefs

and
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iv-i>t

the

climate badly.

and grandees, and scarcely

fifty are

whole country.

said to e\i>t in the

The only quadruped exten.-iu-ly employed in the service of man is the camel,
which is of the Arab species, differing little from the variety common in the
Tuareg territory. The largest and finest breeds are found in the Black Mountains
and the Haruj district.
Here they are clothed in winter with a dense coating of
hair, which is shorn once a year, and employed for weaving carpets and tent-cloths.
According to most authorities, the camel was not introduced from Egypt into the

more westerly regions of Libya before the first century of the vulgar era, before
which time the Garamautes made use of oxen, of horses, and wheeled carts in their
journeys across the dunes and

This circumstance indicates a great change
serirs.
of climate during the last two thousand years, for at the present time it would be
The rock
impossible to traverse these solitudes without the aid of the camel.

carvings

still

seen at Telissarhe, in the south-western part of Fez/an, represent with

great accuracy herds of cattle on their way to the watering-places.
have also been recognised sketches figuring a horse and an ass.

On

these rocks

INHABITANTS OF FEZZAN.

The inhabitants of Fezzan belong to all the races of North Africa, constituting
an essentially mixed population, in which the primitive elements appear to be the
fair Berbers and the dark Ethiopians, the oldest occupants of the laud.
In more
recent times the Arabs, especially the Aulad

Sliinan

family from Egypt and

Cyrenaica, have also largely contributed to renew or modify the local population.
Formerly, when the Barbary corsairs still scoured the Mediterranean waters, a

number

Murzuk

of

captives were regularly introduced into the harems of the
thus supplying an additional ethnical element possessing a

Italian

sheikhs,

certain relative importance in a region so sparsely peopled.

Amongst the natives of Fez/an is seen every shade of colour, from a deep
black to an almost fair complexion.
Rohlfs even tells us it frequently happens
that, by a phenomenon of which the inhabitants of Spanish America offer many
examples, individual members of the family have spotted skins white on a black,
The blacks of Fezzan are also often seen with long,

or bluck on a white ground.

sleek hair, while that of the whites

whole the predominant colour

may

On the
on the contrary short and woolly.
be said to be that of the yellow Malays,

is

although the hair and features are those rather of the Negro stock.
Besides that of the Tuareg Berbers, several languages are current amongst
these mixed communities.
The most prevalent is Kanuri, the speech of the
of Bornu
and several local names of villages, wells, and other places
a long residence in Fezzan of the Bornu Negroes, descendants probably of
the Garmnantes. All the adult men understand Arabic, the language of commerce;

kingdom
att<

;

-t

and the dialects
cabin.--

of the

\

Haussa, and other parts of North Africa, are also heard in the

Fe/zan Negroes.
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The Tuaregs

of this region, a smaller

and feebler race than those of the Jebel

the most part in the south-eastern
Ahuggar, in the south of Algeria, roam for
These
Rhat.
belong to the Tizilkum group, free
districts between Murzuk and
are members of the
men, who despise the Arab, base "payer of tribute." They
brotherhood of Mohammcd-el-Madani, whose mother-house is at Misruta, and they

about
According to Richardson, they number altogether

generally speak Arabic.
a thousand.

the original population of
Slavery, which has so largely contributed to cross
the country, has scarcely diminished, notwithstanding the formal edicts against
The exportation
the traffic issued in Fezzan by order of the Osmanli authorities.
the seaports of
to
forwarded
no
the
but
slaves,
has doubtless fallen oft

longer

;

Egypt, tend only to increase
the local enslaved class. According to Nachtigal, from five to eight thousand slaves
towards the middle of the present century but
passed every year through Fezzan

the Aujila
Tripolitana, or through

and Siwah oases

to

;

in 1870 the gangs

had been reduced

The blacks who remain

to

about one- third of that number.

in the country have seldom occasion to regret their lot.
as members of the family into which they have

Here they are absolutely regarded
entered, and those amongst them who return

to their native

homes usually do

so

not as fugitives, but as commercial agents in the interest of their late masters.
mild disposition but morality is at
of a
The Fezzanese are

remarkably
altogether
children
and
low
a very
ebb,
perish abandoned on the threshold of the
many
Whoever chooses to pick up one of these foundlings
mosques and convents.
;

adopted father, and never fails to treat it as one of his own children.
has hitherto been replaced by no other more legitimate
The
The only important article of export is soda from the " Natron lakes," a
trade.

becomes

its

traffic in slaves

few tons of which are yearly sold in the Tripoli market. The time has gone by
when gold dust, ivory, and ostrich feathers contributed, with slaves, to enrich the
who, however, were never able to compete successfully with their
commercial rivals of Ghadames, Jofra, and Aujila. Although the produce forwarded from Sudan to the coast passes through their territory, they derive little

Fezzan traders

profit

from

Mojabras

;

this transit trade.

Even

in

Murzuk

itself

the chief merchants are the

of the Jalo oasis.

The vast distances required to be traversed between the scattered oases oblige
the Fezzanese to rely mainly on their local resources.
The regular commercial
relations established in Mauritania between the inhabitants of the Tell and those
of the oases, the former
latter, scarcely exist

exchanging their cereals for the wool and dates of the
between the tribes of the Tripolitan oases and the people of

Fez/an.

Nevertheless a few palm groves in the Warly Shiati, south of the Black
Mountains, belong to the Arabs of Tripoli, who yearly cross the hills and plateaux
to collect their crop of dates.

In general the land

is distributed in fair proportion
has his plot of ground and palm-grove
but they are weighed down with
heavy taxes.
Being unable to breed live-stock
owing to the dryness of the climate, and the industries being scarcely sufficient

amongst the inhabitants, each of

for the local wants,
they have

whom

no means

;

of procuring

any supplies

fro*m abroad.
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Since the middle of the century they have even grown jxxnvr,

young men taring emigrated to Sudan to escape militan
KichanUon, the men are con-iderably less numerous than
Il.uuo in

M-arccly exceeding

:t

t<.tal

e-t

imatcd

l>y

him

tlie

more vigorous

>er\i-c.

According to

at

the

women

in

]',

no more than

'.Mi.iMJO

In certain villages visited by I)uveyrier the able-bodied men liad been
to
about 1'J percent., foreign rule having here also
reduced
depopulated the country

adults.

and caused

a relapse into barbarism.

TOPOGRAPHY.

North Fezzan, there are two
places ranking as towns: in the east Brak, residence of the mudir or governor, in
the west 7iV*ri, standing on an eminence and surrounded by fortifications.
Jcditf,
In the

Wady

the "

Shiati, the

New,"

in the

most important

more southerly

oasis of

oasis of Sebha, despite its

name, is at
and
has
a
by walls,
population
Like the neighbouring town of Karda, it was formerly
of about a thousand souls.
peopled by a branch of the Aulud Sliman Arabs, who, however, were driven out
that

is,

hundred years

least three

It is also enclosed

old.

by the Turks and dispersed throughout the surrounding countries, even as far us
Wadui. To the north-east follow the three towns of Tcmenhint, Scmtiu, and Ziyhen,

name

the last mentioned, a mere collection of hovels grouped
round a central castle, and exclusively inhabited by Marabuts from the Fogha oasis.
in the oasis of like

In the

Wady

Lajal, south-west

of Jedid, the largest

Towards the western extremity of the valley lies the little
Jerma, near the ruins of Garama, which 2,500 years ago was the

Ugraiifeh,

and Ubari.

village of

New

capital of the powerful nation of the Garamantes,

Libyan oases as far as the region

"Old Jerma,"

places are Tekertiba,

now known

who

held sway throughout the
Of Jerma Kadim, or

as Marocco.

remain the enclosures, 2$ miles in circumference and
Not far from the palm groves of Jerma stands a
flanked by broad earthen towers.
well-preserved monument, noteworthy as being the most advanced Roman structure
there

still

To this point during the reign of Augustus hud
Cornelius
Balbus
Gaditanus,
conqueror of Garama and Cydamus, or
penetrated
in the interior of the continent.

Ghadames. Hence the

special historic interest attaching to this square tomb,

which

four angles with Corinthiun pilasters.
has
the advantage of being situated in the
Jfurzuk, present capital of Fezzan,
centre of the country.
Nevertheless, it seems strange thut its rulers should hnve

is

in the

form of an

altar,

decorated at

its

selected such a malarious place for their residence.
all strangers,

even the Negroes, are attacked by ague

were allowed to reside

town only during the three winter months, not through
health, but from the prevalent idea that their bodies

in the

any solicitude for their
fomented and rendered more
the east of the

made

town

;

In the hot season nearly
and till recently the whites

is

fatal the

shown the

miasmatic exhalations.

tomb

In the cemetery to

of the traveller Ritchie.

But the

choice

on the track of the caravans traversing the southern
Sudan, has heljH'd to make it the most populous city
plateaux
in Fezxan, the number of its inhabitants being estimated by Nachtigal at six thouof

Murzuk, which

lies

in the direction of
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at an
hundred, and by Rohlfs even at a still higher figure. Standing
an
area
covers
of
Murzuk
altitude variously estimated at from 1,520 to 1,600 feet,
and flanked by
over a square mile, within an earthen wall, strengthened by bastions
salt
and
of
a
zone
stretches
marshes,
sand,
beyond
Round the enclosure
towers.

sand

five

which are the gardens and scattered palm groves. The streets within the walls,
are intersected by a broad lendal, or boulevard, running
mostly at right angles,
At its
from north-west to south-east, and dividing the town into halves.
north-west end stands the citadel, a massive gloomy building over 80 feet
of the town regular porticoes give access to the bazaar,
high, and in the middle
The mean annual value
where are heard all the languages in North Africa.
of the exchanges in this

mart

is

estimated at

20,000.

On
MUHZUK.

Fig. 21.
Hcale

1

:

the route to Rhat, west of

the oasis of

the capital,

17,000.

Tessatta,

Negroes from Haussa,
district

Otba or

an ancient settlement of

containing

population.

the only
any groups of
is

Beyond this point
met except a few wells,

nothing is
such as that of S/iaraba, near which

Miss

Tinne*, the

"King's daughter,"
was called by the natives, was
In the Hofra
assassinated in 1869.
as she

district

of

Murzuk

lies

the

decayed town of Trayhrn, in the
For centuries
oasis of like name.

~T-^3 ""'

&>
^^v/Jil

<*^3'

east

'rV?.

this place

was the

capital of Fezzan,

nnd residence of a Negro dynasty,
whose sepulchral mounds are still

shown near the town.
14

iO'

E

,

550 Yards.

of which

is

now

little

But

as the

population decreased, the magnificent palm groves of Traghen developed into a vast forest, the produce

of Greenwich I4i0'0"

used except for the fabrication of lakbi, and a liquor prepared
The most copious spring in all Fezzan wells
sap.

from the fermented juice of the

Traghen but this source of Ganderma became
war, and now oozes into a marshy depression.

up near the crumbling walls
obstructed during a civil
Zuila and

of

;

Temissn, the former occupied

by Shorfa, or reputed descendants of

who still speak the national idiom, are both
Like Traghen, Zuila was also at one time capital
In
of Fezzan, and the whole region is still known to the Tibbus by this name.
"
"

Mohammed,

the latter by Berbers

" Eastern " oasis.
situated in the

another oasis near the southern frontier
learned Marabuts,

who monopolise

lies

the

holy

city of Gatron, held

the trade with the Tibesti uplands, and

by

who claim

have come from Marocco three or four centuries ago. But their mixed descent is
sufficiently betrayed by their Negroid features, and even now they seek their wives

to

Tol'OCUAHIY.
chiefly

among

yield

all

sides

by

<lun

the best dates in Fox/an, and

exported to all tin-

Gatron

Gutron

the natives of Tibesti.

sion, surrounded on

lies at

-,

and

<
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lies in a luittit/n,

lilfs.

the b:i^kcN

or

swampy

depres-

Its vast palin forest is said to

made by

the native

women

arc

districts.

surrounding
northern extremity of u chain of oases which stretches as far

tin-

as Tejerri, the last inhabited place in 1-Yxxan, on the verge of the desert.
also are seen the last date-palms,

and the

first

dum-palms

in

II.

i.

the direction of the

Rohlfs was unable to determine the slope of the wady, which is perhaps
more
than a depression in an old lacustrine basin.
nothing
South of Tejerri, where the Negro element already greatly exceeds that of the
Sahara.

Fezzanese people, nothing farther is met on uie caravan route to Sudan except the
Sir Meshru well, which has been frequently choked by the sand. Round it are shown
the skeletons of

men and

animals

still

clothed with their sun-dried flesh.

Groan-

ing under the lash, worn out by the march across the arid plateaux, burnt by the
torrid and dusty atmosphere of the desert, the gangs of slaves trail their chains
with difficulty to the brink of the well. Here they often fall prostrate for the last
time, and are left by the caravans to perish of hunger in the scorching rays of the
sun.

CHAPTER

VI.

i

GHADAMES.

LTIIOUGII

included within the political and administrative frontiers
of the Turkish possessions, the group of oases of which Ghadames is

the centre forms a distinct geographical region, differing in

its

ethnology, history, usages and commercial relations from Tripolitana
While the latter forms part of the Mediterproperly so called.

ranean seaboard, the Ghadames

district lies within

the area of drainage of the

whose waters never reach the great inland sea. The intermittent
stream which rises north-west of the Red Hamada, and which under diverse names

desert, in a basin

Ghadames

course of about 150 miles, has no longer any
perceptible channel in the region of dunes stretching beyond that point to the
Igharghar basin. The other parallel wadies descending farther north from the

reaches the

oasis, after a

southern gorges of the Jebel Nef usa also run dry in the same zone of sands, leaving
nothing to indicate their course at a period when they were still running waters.
It is probable, however, that all converged in a vast fluvial basin, tributary of the

great southern sebkhas of Tunisia.
In this region of the Sahara slope,

Ghadames

is

far

from being the only, or even

the most important oasis, as regards either the abundance of its waters, or the extent
of its palm groves.
But its special importance is due neither to its agricultural
resources nor to the local industries, but to the commercial enterprise of

its

inhabi-

tants, who have long been the chief agents in furthering the exchanges between
From time immemorial
the Mediterranean seaports and the markets of Sudan.

Ghadames, the Cydamus of the Romans, has been the starting-point for caravans
traversing the sea of sands in the direction of Lake Tsad and the river Niger.
This commercial pre-eminence of a small oasis endowed with no exceptional advantages, must be attributed to its position precisely at the converging point of the

Cabes and Tripoli route, on the very verge of the desert, between two inhospitable
inaccessible regions
to the west the shifting sands, to the east the

and almost

rocky terraces of the

Red Hamada.

The advanced station, forming a sort of pass
become the necessary head-quarters of caravans
Thanks to the
the Tw&t and Wed-Draa oases.

penetrating far into the desert, has

bound

for the

Tuareg

territory,

Rhat on the route to Sudan, it has also been able to comwith
Sokna
and
the
towns of Fezzan for the trade with Central Africa.
pete
intermediate station of

riIY>H.\I.
Since the French coixpi
order toaxoid the territory ,.f
the

t<>

(

ihadames
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\lu"-ria,

tranv-Saharian

tin-

has heen deflected from

tin- Iluini,

route, lying

most of

8:5

!"

scarcely

mile-,

froift

its

traffic, in

natural channel

the conventional frontier

\vri-n the French and Turkish
Further jKilitical changes, and espei>osscs>ioiiv.
the
of
tlu>
nm>t
necessarily involve a still greater
development
cially
railway system,
of
the
old
commercial
displacement
highways.
IM

-i

Ghudames

lies

coast towards the

exceed*

'J

10

only 300 miles from Tripoli, and to the nearest point on the
frontier of Tripolitana and Tunisia the distance
scarcely

common

miles,

an ordinary caravan of ten or twelve days.

a journey for

Throughout nearly the whole of

its

moreover easily traversed, and

little

extent, this much-frequented trade route

exposed to the raids of the

GHADAXES

Fig. 22.

Scale

1

:

is

Urghamma

DISTRICT.

2.450.000

.

:

.

*

of Greenwich
30 Miles.

marauders on the Tunisian border.

Hence Ghadames haa been frequently

explorers since the time of Laing,

who

visited

reached this place in 1826.
by European
Richardson, Dickson, and Bonnemain followed each other towards the middle of
first

Duveyrier resided here in 1800, ajid two years later a French mission
under Mircher studied its geographical features and commercial relations. During

the century

;

Sudan in 1805, Rohlfs made a detour to visit Ghadames, and
and
several other French explorers have traversed the neighLargeau
bouring frontier to survey the oasis, which the French annexation of Tunis has

his journey to Central

since then

brought into

still

closer relation with the

European world.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.

The sandy

plain of

ryp-um where Ghadames stands

at

an altitude of 1,170 feet

according to Duveyrier, or of 1,300 according to Vatonne, would present a most
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forbidding aspect, but for the green fringe of palms partly concealing the town,
and pleasantly contrasting with the surrounding yellow plain, furrowed here and
The powdery soil, in which the camel sinks at
there with grey or reddish strips.
is strewn with blocks of sulphate of liine, occasionally forming polyhedric groups, which are interspersed with gypsum and quartzose sand iu nearly
In the midst of the plain stand the so-called gura or kefa,
equal proportions.

every step,

eminences 130 to 160 feet high, and terminating in a table of white chalk,
the remains of an upper layer which formerly covered the whole district, but
which has been gradually eroded by the ceaseless action of outward and subter-

isolated

ranean physical agents.

It is easy to detect the

work

of destruction

going on.

still

The superimposed strata of sandstone, carbonate of lime, gypsum, marl, or clay,
resist in different degrees the influence of heat and cold, which oscillate between
such great extremes in these solitudes

;

hence follow irregular movements of

expansion and contraction, producing faults in the

strata.

Water

also infiltrating

through the porous soil expands and disintegrates certain rocks, the
pressure causing fractures in the surface layers.

Throughout the whole of the Ghadames plateau

upward

this action is evident.

The

covered with small cones upheaved by the thrust of underlying formaground
between these irregular eminences rising in fantastic disorder above the
tions
is

;

the rocks present
still visible the uniformly superimposed strata
from
solid
strata
to
the
and
one of the most
most
varied
the
aspects,
compact
complete disintegration. Certain hills still preserving their upper table have been

normal level are

on one

;

discharging through the rent a stream of
sand from the inner rocks, which have been gradually triturated by the alternating
fissured

side, like burst flour-bags

Thus the plateau, at first cut up into isolated eminences, is being
temperature.
transformed into a system of dunes, some of which remain for ages disposed round
a more solid central core, whilst in others the rock becomes completely ground to
under the action of the winds and merging in the lines of dunes,
whose long undulations cover certain parts of the desert. The rocks which best
resist these weathering influences are the ferruginous sandstone deposits
hence in
dust, drifting

;

many
is still

places the surface, already denuded of the limestone and

gypsum

formations,

covered with hard and blackish sandstone masses, which yield a metallic

sound under the wayfarer's footsteps.

The Ghadames

oasis is encircle^

by an earthen rampart 3| miles in circum-

against the marauding tribes of the desert, but now
no
defensive
value.
Broken here and there by broad gaps at some
possessing
ference, formerly raised

points, especially on the west side, it serves to accumulate the sands,

blown by the winds into the
quarters, lies

which the inhabitants depend for their supply of water.
vast basin of

which are thence

and gardens.
The town, comprising several
in the south-west part of the oasis, where have been sunk the wells on
streets

Roman

construction.

Usually known

The

chief spring

fills

a

as the fountain in a superlative

and tit in Berber), it is more specially named the Ain-el-Fers,
the "Mare's Spring," or, in the local Temahaq dialect, the Arsh-Shuf, or "Crocosense (ain in Arabic,

dile's

Spring."

Its slightly

thermal water (85

to

86

F., or about 17

tigher

PHYSICAL FEATURES.

Bfi

natural reservoir lyin^
thnn the mean temperature of tho oasis) eomes from
below the smiaee; and although containing about
t.
probably at a depth of
twenty grains of salt to the pint, it has no disagreeable ta>tc when allowed to get
;i

I

cold.
I'M

''>'>

.

t

Multitudes of leedie^ swarm amid the surrounding aquatie jilants.
-id* s this spring and the other artesian wells, seyen or eight ordinary wells
J

deep yield a liquid with a temperature of not more than G.J F., but so
With every economy, the water from all
charged with suit as to be undrinkable.

some

()")

I'eet

Fig. 23.

THE GHAIUMKB
Scale

Uate

1

OASIS.

18400.

Tower

Wells
Waterless wells

Uate and tower

Springs, wells of hot water

_

.

560 Yards.

sources scarcely suffices to irrigate some hundred and eighty-five acres, in which
are crowded sixty-three thousand palms, and where are also cultivated various

and vegetables, all of poor quality except the melons and pistachios.
whole space of four hundred acres comprised within the ramparts
the
Formerly
was under cultivation ; but during the course of centuries the water supply has

fruit-trees

fallen off, or else the natives

have

rel.ixed their efforts,

wearied with the incessant

struggle to preserve their lands from the ever-encroaching sands.
In few other districts is the land more subdivided than in the Ghudauies oasis,
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where every head of a family has

his separate plot, be

it

only a single palm, or the

B'l'f.
M

.-

mtet

s'&

f

i
-

*

i

v

ground on which it grows hence all land capable of being irrigated commands a
price far higher than its productive value.
;

TOPOGRAPHY.
ToiMH.

The town

of (lluiildine* presents the

It
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M'HY.

same constructive features

as Si wah, aiid

The streets are vaulted passages,
intervals
at
rare
the
admitting
through apertures in the walls of the
light only
are
men
and female >laves alone; but so dense
used
tinIIMIIM-S.
These pussago
by
tin-

is

ancient Berber cities reaching as far a> \ubia.

the gloom that to prevent collision a warning voice or sound

is

needed, the

men

The
stamping on the ground, the women uttering a sort of plaintive murmur.
The houses, either of stone or
better <-la
never go abroad without a lantern.
adobe, consist mostly of a ground floor, serving as a store, and of one story comThe general disposition
prising a central apartment encircled by smaller rooms.
is the same as in the Moorish houses, only instead of being open to the air the

All the terraces, although
dwellings are lit through a hole in the flat roof.
enclosed by low parapets, communicate with each other, so that the women, for

whom

this space is exclusively reserved, are able to

quarter to the other

;

real streets are

tunnels, set apart for the

men and

walk from one end of the

even laid down along the houses above the
On the terraces a special market is

slaves.

daily held for the barter of jewellery

and

textiles,

but inaccessible to the men.

Grown-up children pass the night abroad, boys in the gardens, on the seats of the
cross-roads or in unoccupied houses, girls with some female friend or relation whose
husband

The

is

from home.

Ghadames

arc fundamentally of Berber stock, and the current
speech closely resembles that of the Tuaregs and of the Si wah, Aujila and Jofra
natives of

very mixed, both features and complexion betraying strains of Arab and Negro blood. The people, who, like the Tuaregs, go abroad
either wholly or partly veiled, have regular features
but they lack the strength

Nevertheless the race

oases.

is

;

and

lithe figures of their

Algerian neighbours.

Most

of

them are of a lymphatic

or nervous temperament, and the stranger is surprised to meet so many with glossy
Yet the women are
skin, flaccid flesh, lustreless eyes, thick lips, feeble voice.

distinguished by really noble features, and a graceful form enhanced by a charming

costume.

As

in most Berber towns, and in the mediaeval cities of Italy, the population

is

divided into hostile factions, whose rivalries appear to spring, to a very slight
The Beni-Wasit, themselves subdivided into four
degree, from racial differences.
shuera* or secondary groups, hold the southern and eastern parts of the town ; the
Beni-Ulid, or Tescu, with two shueras, the north and north-west, the latter devoted

Before the
mainly to trade, the former chiefly householders and agriculturists.
Turkish occupation, both factions often engaged in mortal combat, and although

now dwelling

peaceably together, such is the force of tradition that they still
remain confined to their respective quarters, never exchanging visits or intermarrying.
They meet only on the market-place, or outside the ramparts in the
convents of the religious brotherhoods. But many natives of Ghadames will
recognise each other as fellow-countrymen only in such remote places as Tripoli,
Kano, Timbuktu, visited by them during their trading expeditions.
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Besides the civilised Berbers, the population of

members of the neighbouring Arab
Algerian

Siif,

Ghadames

also comprises

immigrants from the
the Upper Niger.
and
even
Fullahs
from
from
West
Sudan,
Negroes
tribes

:

Suafas,

or

The descendants of the black slaves constitute a separate group, that of the Atriya,
who commonly speak the Haussa dialect, but do not enjoy full civic rights. A
branch of the A/jar Tuaregs encamp in large numbers on a plateau near the southBut for their
west side of the town, of which they are the most faithful allies.
co-operation all trade relations between

Ghadames and the Tsad and Niger

basins

would be suspended, and in some respects the inhabitants consider themselves
of the Tuareg confederacy.
A Targin chief reduced to want is supported

members

at their expense

;

and every Targin, whether

free or slave, receives hospitality

during the time of his residence in the town.

But the prevailing

influence

amid

all

Arab
Ghadames. The

these diverse elements

is

culture,

traders,
although the Arabs themselves are far from numerous in
all polyglots, and sufficiently instructed to read and write, use Arabic in their

correspondence, and their Berber dialect itself is largely affected by words and
No traces have survived of the old Berber
expressions drawn from the Koran.
alphabet, although there is a local system of numeration by fives, by means of
which commercial transactions with distant towns can be kept secret.
The produce of the surrounding gardens would scarcely suffice for the require-

ments of the seven thousand residents in Ghadames for a single month nor do
the few local industries contribute much to the wealth of the people, who depend
for their support chiefly on trade.
Thanks to their relations with most of the
;

markets in West Africa, they had acquired a certain affluence when the Turkish
Government began to hamper their relations with vexatious regulations. Like

Murzuk and the other intermediate marts between Tripoli and Sudan, Ghadames
has lost much of its prosperity since the restrictions imposed on the slave trade
and on the direct traffic with Algeria and Tunis. The native dealers, who have to
pay the Turkish Government a yearly impost of 10,000, enjoy a high reputation
for probity; their word is always enough, even in the case o transactions involving

When

a caravan loses any camels along the trade routes
kept open by the friendly Ajar tribe, the loads are left on the spot sometimes for
over a year, without any danger of being carried off by casual wayfarers.
a credit of several years.

unwarlike character of the people, their caravans, like those of
the ancient Carthaginians, are always escorted by mercenaries.
At the time of

Owing

to the

Largeau's second

1878, a guard of ten invalided Turkish soldiers sufficed
the authority of the Sublime Porte.
On their trading
expeditions meeting people of all beliefs Mohammedans of diverse sects, Christians,
Jews, and Pagans the Ghadamesians have in general acquired a broad spirit of
visit in

to enforce respect for

tolerance, although still strict observers of the Melekite rites.
Jews, however, are
not suffered to settle in the place, probably owing to professional jealousy. No
branch of the widespread Senusi confraternity was established in the oasis till the

year 1876. Polygamy is rarely practised in Ghadames itself, although the traders
have taken wives in the various cities where they have to reside for any kngth of

TOPOGRAPHY.

murriagc ceremonies is (he imposition of absolute
bride for the first seven davs
of the union.
v

time.

Amongst

silt-nee

on

tin-

The only

89

tin-

p

-uliar

local antiquities are the already described

Roman

reservoir, a bas-

betray Egyptian influences, a few columns and hewn blocks, be-ide"
a ruined tower with an inscription in Greek and unknown characters,
perhaps in
ivlief said to

the Garainantine language,'' lut
mercial relations established

at

in

least

any ease a precious monument of the comtwo thousand years ago between Cydamus and

Outside the walls Duveyrier discovered a Roman inscription
dating from the time of Alexander Severus, a monument of great historic importance, showing that Cydamus, at that time attached to the administration of Lamthe Hellenic world.

bessa,

remained at

least

two hundred and

fifty

years under

Roman

rule after

its

conquest by Cornelius Balbus in the reign of Augustus.
On the plateau forming the camping-ground of the Axjar Tuarcgs stand some
" The Idols."
According
shapeless columns, by the natives called El-Esnamcn, or
to Duveyrier, these pre-Roman ruins are the remains of Garamantian monuments,

In the neighbourhood a space of some square miles is covered by
the cemetery of Ghadames, in which the older monuments are always respected,
and amongst these Roman sepulchral inscriptions may yet be discovered. To the
perhaps tombs.

north the isolated dolomitic eminence of Tukut

whose inhabitants have escaped

to Algeria in

is

crowned by the ruins of a town,

consequence of a standing feud with

their neighbours.

The Derj

lying over GO miles due east of Ghadames, in the same area of
drainage, might hope to become the commercial centre of the district, if the local
traffic depended entirely on the abundance of water and vegetation.
Derj, or the
oasis,

"Step," so named because it occupies the first stage on the Red Hamada route, is
surrounded by plantations containing some three hundred thousand palms, and
yielding a far greater supply of dates and other fruits and vegetables than is

needed for the local consumption. Hence the Ghadamesians, who from remote
times have owned more than half of the trees, draw much of their supplies from
Derj.

The inhabitants

of the oasis, grouped in four villages, claim

some

to be Berbers,

mixed by crossings with slaves, that they look
or Hamites.
Semites
than
In every house a state room is
Negroes
decorated with copper vases representing the price paid for their wives, who pride
themselves in displaying all this glittering treasure.
others Arabs, but are in fact so

more

like

North-east of Ghadames, on the slope of the plateau facing the desert, lie the
palm groves of the Sinaun oasis, one of the caravan stations on the route between

(ihadames and Tripoli. But this oasis is being gradually devoured by the pitiless
sands, which are invading the plantations and gardens, filling up the ditches, and

A

encroaching upon the two villages, whose enclosures are already in ruins.
large
number of the inhabitants, the Aulad-Bellil, a noble race proud of their descent,
have already emigrated to Ghadamca.
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CHAPTER

VII.

BHAT.

HAT

(Ghat), a trading place like Ghadames, also forms a Berber

community, which since 1874 has been officially brought under
Turkish rule, so that any European power occupying Tripoli would
doubtless claim this district as an integral part of the conquest.
Lying much farther from the coast than Ghadames, 540 miles in
a straight line from the Tripoli seaboard,

by the

Red and Tinghert

it is

also separated

from the coastlands

other plateaux,
(" Limestone") hamadas and by

as well

by the region of lofty dunes.
But even more than by nature, Rhat was defended from the prying curiosity of
Ismail
the whites by the fanaticism and commercial jealousy of its inhabitants.
as

Bu-Derba, the first explorer who visited it in 1858, was chosen for this mission
but since then the mysterious land has been
because of his Arab nationality
reached by Richardson, Ovenveg, Barth, Duveyrier, Von Bary, and Csillagh the
two last named here died. In 1869 Miss Tinne was assassinated on the route
;

;

1874 Dournaux-Duperre and Joubert met the same fate within one
or two days' march of the En-Azhar wells,,between Ghadames and Rhat. In 1881
also the three French missionaries, Richard, Morat, and Pouplard, were murdered
thither,

and

in

by the Tuaregs and Shaambas, a day's journey south of Ghadames, while attempting to reach the same place. Duveyrier was compelled to stop within half a mile
having threatened him with death if he attempted to
From this distance, however, he contrived to make a
penetrate into the town.
sketch of the place from his own observations, supplemented with data supplied by

of Rhat, the inhabitants

some

of the natives.

Standing at an approximate altitude of 1,300 feet above the sea, Rhat lies, like
Ghadames, on the slope of the basin formerly watered by the great River Igharghar
;

but the valley occupied by it is now choked by sands, and the rare flood- waters are
soon lost amid the northern dunes. Like Ghadames, Rhat also is indebted to its
Its narrow valley affords the
geographical position for its commercial prosperity.
most convenient route between the highlands and plateaux, which in this part of
the continent form the waterparting between the Atlantic and Mediterranean
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rise the volcanic heights of Tasili, at whose foot wind* the
"
or
Passage," followed by the main caravan route from Rhat to
Aghelad,
(Jhadames, and continued northwards by the Wadies Titerhsin and Ighargharen,

Westwards

basins.

To the east stands the almost inaccessible
Akakus
and sandstone
range, which in a whole generation has scarcely been
two
three
than
.or
more
by

the latter a tributary of the Igharghar.
schist

scaled

venturesome Tuareg mountaineers.
..
...
At its northern extremity this rug-

Scale 1:716,000.

by the path
Fezzan, which through

ged chain

skirted

is

leading to

the arid Tanezzuft valley reaches
the Murzuk plateau by the Khalle

i

"

yjp:

?'
<K

:*.

pass and the stony Taita wastes.
Southwards the Rhat valley rises
gradually in the direction of a hill

about 4,000 feet high, which marks
the northern verge of the Sahara.
Here, amid huge blocks and pillars
of sandstone, and within sight of

domes and pyramids, ends
the long narrow defile, where the
granitic

traders have established their chief

depot between Ghadames and the
Sudan.
Barth, who has named
this section of the waterparting the

"Adzjar Uplands," identifies them
with the Jebel Tantana of mediaeval

Arab

writers.

Rhat stands on a

slight

eminence

at the north-west foot of a rocky

Within

hill.

almost

in

many

the

it

geometrically divided

six quarters

at as

the ramparts

by

those of

streets terminating

The houses

gates.

same

smaller

style,

and

is

into

less

are

but generally
numerous, than

Ghadames.

Within the

of Greenwich

|Q*3O

I0'0'

enclosures the

population scarcely
ds four thousand; but outside

are a

number

of villages,

intervening space

is

and

Springs.
12 Miles.

in the

held the annual

fair,

on which the prosperity of the plain
here and there dotted over with clumps

The surrounding plain is
!y depends.
of palms and other trees ; but the oasis nowhere presents the continuous stretches
of verdure seen at Ghadames.
Yet it would be easy to extend the area of culti-
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vation,

abundance of water lying at a slight distance below the surface.

Artesian

wells sunk at several points yield a copious supply for irrigating the surrounding
tracts.

TOPOGRAPHY.
According to the local tradition, Rhat is a relatively modern town, having been
founded some twelve or fifteen generations ago by the Ihajenen Berbers, jointly
with a few neighbouring

tribes.

Amongst

these were the Kel-Rhafsas, in

whom

Duveyrier recognises the descendants of those who in Roman times occupied the
town of Rapxa. This military and trading station must doubtless have stood some-

two slopes of the
But in any case the Ihajenens and other neighbouring Tuaregs have long
Sahara.
been the masters, or at least the protectors, of the district. In the town, however,

where

in the vicinity at the entrance of the defile connecting the

nomads have gradually been replaced by the descendants of traders from other
Nevertheless the family is still regarded as belonging to
parts of North Africa.
the

the old stock, so long as the descent is maintained through the female line for the
are
or " Children of the
whom rank
;

Beni-TJmmia,

Mother," amongst
Ihajenens
and property are transmitted not from father to son, but from uncle to nephew.
Hence at Rhat the Berber law reserves to the women, representing the old rulers
of the land, the administration of the inheritancy.

They

alone dispose of dwell-

ings, springs, and gardens, in administrative capacity and commercial enterprise
showing themselves in no respects inferior to the men. In some families the

children succeed to the movable and real property but the eldest son of the sister
alone can claim the seignorial rights over the serfs, and the traditional dues levied
;

on

travellers.

Most of the non-Tuareg inhabitants come from Ghadamcs and Twat, or
are of the hartcties class

route

their husbands.

by
by the Turkish garrison

that

But

is,

all

the children of

else

Negro women abandoned on the

these various ethnical elements, recently increased

troops, are sufficiently subject to the local traditions to

adopt the native Berber dialect.

Most of the inhabitants also wear the Tuareg
and
veil
and still adhere to the old trading tradipantaloons, blouse,
For centuries the same routes are followed, fixed by custom
tions of the place.

costume

and the exigencies of the tribes claiming transit dues in return for their protection.
Thus in order to reach Timbuktu, the caravans from Rhat have to make an
enormous detour by the Twat
possessions

is

also interdicted

oasis.

by

Direct intercourse with the French Algerian

the Turks and the fanatic Senftsiya brotherhood,

which has been very powerful in the oasis since the middle of the century. For
its support the town is thus reduced to the
profits of its trade with the distant
Sudanese markets between the Niger and Lake Tsad. The produce of the local
industries and agriculture is even less important than that of Ghadames.
The
surrounding district nourishes scarcely three thousand date-palms, amid which the
Tuaregs have set up their stone or earthen houses, their huts of branches, and skin
tents.

In the oasis the only other centre of population

is

Al-Barkat (Baraktt, Ibcrke),

00\

1
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The clean and pleasant
a small Tuareg village lying some 6 miles farther south.
l>ett<T watered and more fertile than llhat, presents on agreeable
.v|..t.
picture to
the traveller, such as he will not again meet for hundreds of miles along his
southern route.

show

that these

inhabited.

Yet the ruins occurring here and there in the surrounding districts
now arid and almost inaccessible uplands were also at one time,

Even

in the Jebel

Akakus

the natives point to the site of the ancient

where are seen the myrtle, necessarily introduced by a civilised
city
and
people,
sculptures carved on the face of the rock.
A few domestic zebus in the llhat oasis are all that now survive of a species
<>f

Tcntici'dil,

formerly abounding in the whole of Tripolitana, at a time when the rains were
more abundant, and the now dried-up wadies veritable rivers.

North of llhat the

isolated crescent-shaped

Idenen range

jagged crest
between the narrow Aghelad defile and the valley skirting the western foot of the
Akakus highlands. Idenen is known also as Kasr Jenun, or " Castle of the Jins,"
the evil spirits for thousands of miles round about being supposed to assemble here
raises its

Richardson nearly lost his life when
Worn out
scaling these rugged heights, and .Barth failed to reach the summit.
and
devoured
with
the
fell
at
the
foot
of a tree,
fever,
by fatigue
daring explorer
for the concoction of their maleficent spells.

where he remained seven-and-twenty hours before he was discovered by his
His failure naturally confirmed the dread felt by the natives in
attendants.
these
Yet their mean altitude seems to be
dangerous mountains.
approaching
little

over

isolated or

2,

JOO

:

feet,

grouped

in

above which

frowning

rise,

200 or 300

feet higher, sandstone towers

citadels.

GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF TRIPOLITANA.
The portion of Tripolitana annexed to the Turkish empire constitutes a vilayet,
like the other Ottoman provinces in Europe and Asia. The authority of the Sultan
is,

therefore, exercised directly, not

through a vassal sovereign, as was

The

till

recently

usually chosen
among the superior officers of the army, generally ranking as a nnwhir, or marshal,
and commanding a body of troops which at times scarcely exceed five thousand,

the case in Tunis, and

is still

in

Egypt.

vali, or governor,

is

Under this
but which are at present estimated at about three times that number.
are
the
mutaserifs
who
and
at
once
of
the
civil
military authority,
pasha,
disposes
and kaimakans, administrators of the secondary provinces, while the kazas or
who have replaced the former kaids. But each

cantons are ruled by mudirs,
tribe

and Arab commune

takes the title of

still

sheikh-el-beled.

gratuitously, are. in reality the
justice is dispensed, for the

of the vilayet is estimated

120,000 to

own headman, who

towns and villages
Their functions, supposed to be exercised

retains its

most burdensome

to the unfortunate people, for

most part venally, by the sheikhs. While the revenue
by the Minister of Finance in Constantinople at from

160,000, probably ten times that

form of taxes and

in

amount

is

actually raised in the

fines.

In the Berber communities, where the democratic instinct

is

much more
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developed than amongst the Arabs, the general interests are in the hands of the
jemaa, or assembly, at whose deliberations all take part freely.
By it taxes are
imposed, criminal charges heard, fines regulated, and in serious cases sentence of

banishment pronounced. But in important places, such as Ghadames and Rhat,
the local constitutions have been modified to the profit of the Government, which

In
appoints a mudir, whose almost exclusive mission is to look after the revenue.
or
of
a
the
a
is
assisted
sheikh-elhe
this
mufti,
council, consisting
by
mejeles,
beled,

and four notables chosen by

their peers

and confirmed by the pasha, on the

The assembly occupies itself chiefly with comspecial communal interests are managed by a jemaa

recommendation of the mudir.
mercial matters, while the

of the different quarters.
a
or
rather
naib, or lieutenant of the cadi of Tripoli, decides all cases
cadi,

elected

A

by the inhabitants

of inheritance, marriage,

and divorce.

The

zaptiehs, or police,

armed with

staffs,

are responsible for the maintenance of order in the towns, although they are themselves usually convicts condemned to exile by the tribunals of Constantinople.
At

the same time most of the higher officials in Tripoli and the provinces are banished
to this African region mainly at the pleasure of the Sultan.

In

east Tripolitana nearly all the populations are

governed by chiefs belonging

to the religious order of the Senusiya.

They are the real rulers, administering all
affairs either directly, as in the Kufra oases still independent of Turkish authority,
or through the medium of officials, whose functions are mainly limited to receiving
their share of the local revenues.

In Fezzan the chief functionaries, as well as the garrison
Turkish nationality, the sheikh- el- beled alone excepted, who

officers, are all

of

always chosen in
clan.
The
ancient royal family, which comprised about two hundred
the same
members, has been completely exterminated.
is

CHAPTER

VIII.

TUNISIA.

ITHIN

its

distinct

present limits, Tunis dees not form a geographical unit
rest of Mauritania.
Its highlands belong to the

from the

Algerian orographic system, while its chief rivers take their rise
beyond the frontiers which are themselves frequently displaced, and
which, since the French occupation, have acquired a purely conventional value.

Hence

of Tunisia apart from

it

becomes impossible to study the main physical features
which it forms little more

the rest of the Atlas regions, of

than a special geographical division. Nevertheless, certain natural limits may be
traced along a line of rugged and almost uninhabited hills its historic evolution
;

also differs in several respects

grouped under a distinct

Taken

from that of Algeria, while

its

inhabitants are

still

political administration.

in its broader sense,

and not in

its

more

restricted historic acceptation,

Mauritania forms one of the best defined natural regions in the world. It comprises
the portion of North Africa which embraces the whole of Tunisia, Algeria, and
Marocco, and which was designated by the Arabs under the general appellation of

Gharb, or Maghreb, that
"
el-Maghreb, or the

and

Italy, to the

is,

the " West," in a pre-eminent sense, and even Jezirat-

Western Island."

Mediterranean zone,

Belonging, like Spain, the south of France,
is far more compact than those south

it

European lands, presenting a surprising simplicity of outline instead of a contour
broken by deep bights, headlands, and peninsulas. Its general form is that of a
east and west by
regular quadrilateral, limited northwards by the Mediterranean,
the Gulf of Cabes and the Atlantic, south by another ocean of sands, clays, rocks,
and shingle. This very desert space, or at all events a great part of it, may itself

one time been a marine basin, as Bourguignat has endeavoured to
But this Sahariau sea, dry
show, and as has since been asserted by many writers.
land at all events since the early Miocene period, has left no fossils to attest its
hayi> possibly at

former existence, and it is now known that the proposed attempts to restore the
inland basin could result in nothing more than a chain of lakes flooding the shotts
standing at a lower level than the Gulf of Cabes.

But however
perfectly isolated

still remains, from the geographical standpoint, a
connected
by no rivers or great natural or artiupland region,

this be,

Maghreb
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highways with the fertile and thickly peopled districts of Central Africa.
must remain a simple dependence of Southern Europe until it becomes attached

It

the Senegal and Niger basins by such routes as modern industry may yet create
a word, until the vast obstacle of the intervening desert has been suppressed.

in

firial

THE ATLAS GEOGRAPHIC
The Atlas Mountains, which
would justify

its

being called

SYSTEM.

constitute the backbone of Mauritania,

name

by the

:

to

and which

of Atlantis, apparently applied to

it

about the dawn of written history, forms a continuous orographic system from the
But they do not develop themselves in a
Atlantic Ocean to the Sicilian waters.
Fig. 26.

ANCIENT FORM OF MAUBITANIA, ACCOBDINO TO BOUBGUIGNAT'S HYPOTHESIS.
Scale

1

Meridian

:

34.000,000.

I2ao'

of. >G-*eenw!ch

600 Miles.

single range, as formerly represented on the maps, for they rise in distinct ridges

or confused masses, and at

The western

section, to

stitutes a true

13,000

feet.

many points

are replaced

which the term Atlas

is

by slightly rolling tablelands.
more specially applied, alone con-

Alpine chain, whose highest peaks probably attain an elevation of over
Hence they were described as the loftiest mountains in the world by

the early Phoenician and Greek navigators, who beheld their alternately blue and
snowy crests standing out against the grey or azure background of the firmament.

Herodotus speaks of Mount Atlas as the "Pillar of Heaven," an expression not
unnaturally applied also to Mount Etna and other lofty summits constantly wrapped
in cloud

But

and fog, which

to the ancients

seemed

to represent the true celestial vault.

in reproducing the reports of explorers, legend could scarcely fail to personify

the Atlas, giving to the word a sense different from

its

primitive meaning..

On its

THE ATLAS
brawny shoulders

now

OROUKAI'Ii:
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bears the world

itself, and sculptors r< j.resent it as a
giant
brm-ath (he huge mass of the terrestrial
Butaccordglobe.
ing to most authorities, the term Atlas is simply a softened form of the Berber

straining ev

word

i

it

y IHUM

Ailrar, or

!

"Mountain."

more simply, Deren, the
is,

In Marocco the range is still called Idraren,
or,
Mountains," so that for the last two thousand years that

"

since the time of Strabo

the

the same Berber populations

name has undergone no change,

still

dwell at

doubtless because

its foot.

Although now separated from Spain by the Strait of Gibraltar, the Atlas belongs
none the less to the same system as the Sierra Nevada and the other sierras of the
Iberian peninsula.
anti- Atlas spurs

and secondary

off shoots,

same rocks, disposed

consist of the

from west-south-west

occupy a greater superficial area; but they

in the

same

to east- north east

is

order, while their general direction

maintained almost parallel with the

Like these

also the Mauritania!!
highlands are partly interrupted
elevation.
of
east
of
the line of the Atlas is
Thus,
Marocco,
great
plateaux

Spanish ranges.

by

are certainly loftier, and, with the southern chain of the

They

continued throughout Algeria and into Tunisia by the zone of the great plateaux
at a mean altitude of over 3,300 feet.
The Algerian ranges are in fact for the
most part merely border chains skirting the plateaux north and south. The

northern or coast ranges have the greatest mean breadth, about oO miles, those on
the south being scarcely 30 miles broad, from the edge of the plateaux to the
verge
of the Sahara.

But, towards the

on the Tunisian

east,

frontier, the

two highland

zones converge and develop fresh chains, which continue in the normal direction of
the whole system.
Even the extreme peninsula of Dakhla-el-Mahuin, projecting

between the gulfs of Tunis and Ilaminamat, runs south-west and north-east

in the

direction of Sicily.

Between the Marocco

and Central Algeria none of the summits attain
but in Jurjura and the Jebel Aures, west of Algiers, the
Farther east the hills gradually fall, the loftiest
highest peaks exceed 7,500 feet.
crests in Tunisia rising to a height of not more than 0,000 foet.
From one
an elevation of 6,600

feet

frontier

;

extremity to the other, the system has a length of no

Owing

less

than 1,400 miles.

to the parallel disposition of the highlands, plateaux,

and

plains, in the

long Mauritanian quadrilateral, the whole region from the Atlantic to the Gulf of
Cabes is distributed in narrow zones, differing from each other in physical appearance, climate, products,

The

and inhabitants.

fertile coastland valleys

agricultural population, while the upland steppes are peopled
their flocks

;

support an

by nomad pastors and

in the southern oases, encroaching on the desert, tillers of the soil

again constitute the bulk of the community. Thus are developed in parallel lines
a number of distinct zones, whose inhabitants differ in iheir pursuits, character,
traditions,

and often even

in

takes place between the various zones
tribes often

An

origin.
;

interchange of necessary commodities

but the relations are not always pacific, and

contend for the conterminous territory.

neighbouring
This natural distribution of Mauritania into longitudinal sections, each with its
distinctive ethnical conditions, is certainly one of the chief causes of the political

dismemberment

of the laud.

The

liitoral zone,

stretching from Cape

Bon

to Cap*
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Spartal,

was

far too long for its slight breadth,

and thus became broken into several

But the form
those which destroyed the unity of Italy.
fragments, analogous to
on
the destiny of
and outlines of countries have a continually decreasing influence
tending more and more to reduce the importance
Tunis is at present
of distances and diminish the contrasts of climate and relief.
associated with Tangiers in the extreme west than it formerly was
more
their inhabitants, the

work

of

man

intimately

with the adjacent

districts of

Bon and

Cabes, separated from Goletta

Bay by stormy

headlands.

In their hydrographic systems Tunisia, Algeria, and Marocco present analogous
The northern slope of the Atlas, facing the Atlantic and Mediterranean,
conditions.

Hence only a small number of
too narrow to develop large fluvial basins.
fed by affluents from those
least
or
at
the
on
watercourses, rising
upland steppes,
in forcing their way through the border ranges seaward,
regions, have succeeded
a
thus
analogous to that of the European rivers falling

is

presenting

development

into the Mediterranean.

Thus the Maluya

of Marocco, the Algerian Shelif,

and

the Mejerda of Tunis, are exceeded in length only by the llhone and Ebro.
On the Sahara slope there would certainly be no lack of space for the running

waters to excavate long channels in the direction of the Niger, the Atlantic, or the
rainfall fails, and the streams have no volume corresponding
Syrtes. But here the
to the 'extent of their basins.

of the

Marocco Atlas, but

Except the Draa, which

fails to

rises

on the southern slope

reach the Atlantic opposite the Canary Islands,

there is not a single stream in the Sahara region which flows freely on the surface
from its source to the sea. The beds formerly excavated, when the rainfall was

be traced in spite of the shifting dunes, and it
is evident enough that they formed water systems rivalling in extent that of
the Euphrates. One of these old streams, rising in the Atlas, flowed southwards to

more abundant, may, however,

still

mighty Igharghar with its vast system of affluents, formed
and
Jebel Tasili, took a northerly course to the depression
Ahaggar
the Algerian shotts but within the present geological period it has had no outlet

the Niger

;

another, the

in the Jebel

of

to the
miles,

;

Gulf of Cabes.
is

Its area of drainage, probably exceeding

scarcely inferior to that of the

320,000 square

Danube.

ETHNICAL ELEMENTS.

Owing to the substantial uniformity of the physical, hyclrographic, and climatic
conditions throughout Mauritania, the local flora and fauna must also
everywhere
betray a certain resemblance, although in many places the migrations have beeii
checked by natural obstructions, thus giving rise to many gradual modifications of
Between Capes Bon and Nun are met representatives of the same races
species.
of mankind, differing in their distribution
according to the endless variety of the
environment and the chequered course of events. Everywhere in Mauritania the
Berber element, of unknown origin, constitutes the fundamental stock, and. according to Faidherbe still comprises at least three-quarters of the present population,
estimated at about ten millions between the sea and the desert.

But although

ETHNICAL ELEMENTS.
forming the great majority, the Berbers have at
plains to the uplands.

Peaceful

tillers of

the

all

soil,

'.''.

points Keen driven from the
too

slu^Mi

to progress, too

slow to combine together, they have been fain to yield to the more warlike

Arab

tribes.

The Arabs

themselves, forming probably less than a sixth of the Mauritanian

population, are found either in settled or nomad communities scattered over the
whole region as fur as the Atlantic seaboard. But while more numerous in the
central districts, they diminish gradually from east to west, according as they

recede from the Arabian peninsula.

intermixture have also tended much to modify the other
were
ethnical elements,
everywhere originally introduced as slaves or mercenaries.
But they are naturally most numerous in those districts which maintain the most

The

blacks,

who by

frequent relations with their native land hence they prevail chiefly in Marocco,
Kven the
which enjoys constant commercial intercourse with Western Sudan.
;

imperial family, although claiming descent from the Prophet,

is

more Negro than

Arab.
"
All the towns throughout Mauritania are largely peopled by
Moors," that
is,

an endlessly mixed

race, resulting

from the fusion of Roman, Vandal, Arab,

If the
Berber, Italian, French, Spanish, and other Mediterranean elements.
to
of
the
land
the
one
end
Moors present a somewhat uniform type from
other,
this is assuredly due, not to racial purity,

but to their

common

historic evolution,

to the similar surroundings and pursuits of more or less civilised urban com"
The term " Moor is, however, one of those vague expressions which
munities.
has often been used in different senses. According to Tissot, it originally meant

"

Western," while Sabatier thinks it was at first applied to the inhabitants of the
Mauritania would thus mean " Highlands," as would appear
upland districts.
from the root tnaur, miir (Amur}, still met with in all parts of the country. But
the Spaniards, and after them European Christians generally, applied the term
Moors, Moor, in a much wider sense to all Mohammedans, and in ordinary language
even to all pagans. At present its use is restricted to the Mohammedans of the
Mauritanian towns, distinguished by their settled life and higher culture from the
Arabs of the rural districts. Relatively speaking, the Moors are most numerous in
Tunisia.

the intruding Arab
Although numerically inferior to the indigenous element,
and from them the French met with
people were long the rulers of Mauritania,
It is noteworthy that
the most obstinate resistance in the conquest of Algeria.
over all the open plains and
they have spread with a certain uniformity, especially
the
successive
due
to
a phenomenon
least rugged plateaux
migrations pressing the

tribes continually forward,

and thus producing

at diverse epochs a general dis-

the Hejira, Mauritania had already
placement from east lowest. Even long before
been invaded by Arab tribes, such as the Luata, or Ruadites, who settled in
new era, and who under different names
Cyrenaica during the first centuries of the
Then followed the
of Mauritania.
districts
eastern
gradually advanced to the
also left a certain
period of conquest and conversion, which

number

of

Arab

tribes
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in the country,

later the great

and four centuries

the stream of

of migration,

whence

in the

Arab nomads at present encamped
migration was reversed, and many tribes

are descended most of the

Then

movement

Barbary states.
that had reached

the Atlantic retraced their steps eastwards.

Throughout Mauritania, Tripolitana,
the longest genealogies and claim the
those that for a time
title of Shorfa, or descendants of the Prophet, are precisely
before starting on the return journey towards Arabia.
sojourned in Marocco
"
Another reaction was that of the so-called Arabs," who had overrun the Iberian

and the eastern

oases, the tribes

who show

but these conquerors were mainly Berbers, who during their long residence in Spain had become intermingled with Ligurians, Iberians, Kelts, Visigoths,
Most of these fugitives, known in Mauritania as
and other local populations.
settled in the towns, where they blended with the Moors,
Andalus

peninsula

;

(Andalusians),
thus adding a new factor to the tangled web of local interminglings.
In a region peopled by such diverse elements, not yet fused in a single nationit would be vain to look for a spirit of patriotism such as prevails in longerality,
settled and more homogeneous European communities.
Amongst Berbers and

Arabs the sentiment of solidarity

is

restricted to the family or the tribe, so that

the consciousness of forming a single people, with common interests and aspirations,
As Mohammedans rather than kinsmen, the Mauritanian Arabs
is entirely absent.

combine against the Christian, who has hitherto always been able to rely on intesNevertheless it
tine quarrels and tribal feuds to hasten the work of conquest.

was a slow
to

process, in

Algeria especially, because the country remained long
Even after its reduction, the

the incursions of the southern tribes.

exposed
seaboard continued to be threatened by the neighbouring highland peoples and
when these were subdued, the inhabitants of the plateaux had still to be conquered.
Until the parallel geographic zones were all defended by fortified towns, agri;

and military outposts, the new conquest, destitute of a solid
southern frontier, presented a thousand weak points to the restless border tribes.
cultural settlements,

But the

situation

was

different in Tunisia,

which being enclosed on two

sides

by the sea and on a third by a chain of fortified stations, was limited southwards
by lagoons and the desert. It was, moreover, already traversed east and west by a
line of railway, so that a protracted resistance

was nowhere

possible,

even

if

the

French invasion had been preceded by a formal declaration of war. But on the
pretext of frontier tribal disturbances in the west, the country was suddenly
invaded east and west by overwhelming forces, all strategical points rapidly seized,
capital occupied even before diplomatic relations were interrupted between

and the

Thus the Bey had no option except to sign a treaty presented at
the point of the bayonet, which practically converted Tunisia into a French province.

the two states.

The

undetermined towards Tripolitana and Algeria,
be
can
extent
superficial
only
approximately estimated.
According to the
of
recent
calculations
it
has
a
total
area
of from 46,000 to
planimetric
geographers,
limits of Tunisia being still

its

47,000 square miles, including the lagoons and sebkhas, which occupy extensive
tracts in the central and southern districts. But the triangulation now in progress
must soon reduce the discrepancies still existing between the extreme estimates.

RETROSPECT.
Although comprising not more than
of Mauritania, the relati\e
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a thirteenth or a fourteenth of the

of

whole

diiiMty
population gives to this region an
of
all proportion with its actual extent.
out
Doubtless the population
importance
ii-i-li' must remain somewhat doubtful,
accurate
official
returns, and recent
pending
estimates have varied as much as from one to two millions; but since the French
its

occupation there is a general consensus that one million five hundred thousand is
But even accepting the lowest estimate, of one
alxmt the most probable figure.
a relatively much larger population than either
would
still
contain
Tunisia
million,

Algeria or Marocco.

HISTORIC RETROSPECT.
Nevertheless, even allowing for the consequences of a capricious Government,
for the general displacement of political power, it still seems strange that a
country so fortunately situated as Tunisia should have so greatly retrograded, and

and

should have been almost completely effaced as a factor in the historic
Placed at the very centre of the inland
evolution of the Mediterranean lands.
that

it

the eastern extremity of Mauritania over against Sicily, possessing a long
coastline with deeper inlets and better ports than those of Algeria and Marocco,
sea, at

endowed

also with a healthy climate

and

Tunisia enjoys natural
advantages which formerly enabled it to take a leading part amongst the Mediterranean states.
In the interior the relief of the land is no less favourable than its
fertile territory,

general outlines. The longitudinal zones, elsewhere sharply defined in Mauritania,
here lose their abrupt contrasts, while the great inlet of the Gulf of Tunis completely turns the rugged coast range, giving access to the inland plateaux through
the Mejerda and Melleg valleys.
On the east coast, also south of the Gulf of
the
marine
basin
Hammamat,
penetrates far inland towards the central regions of
Algeria, while the great trade route across the desert has

its

terminus on the Gulf

of Cabes.

Through these very gulfs and eastern plains, Phoenicians, Romans, Byzantines,
Greeks and Arabs found access to the interior, Asiatic and European influences
thus penetrating beyond the seaboard into the very heart of Mauritania.
On the
very shore of the Gulf of Tunis, commanding at once the central channel of the

Mediterranean and the natural approach to the Libyan continent, stood the city of
Carthage, which became the emporium of the Old World, and which long arrested
the destinies of Rome.

European settlement, by

name

Even
its

to be applied to the

"
after its reduction, the province of
Africa,"

commercial, industrial,

and

intellectual

life,

now a

caused

its

whole continent.

period of culture and prosperity. To
a near future therefore belongs the duty of restoring it to the place amongst the
nations to which its geographical position naturally entitles it.
For the Mediter-

Again,

in mediaeval times, Tunisia

ranean trade

it

is

had

its

better situated than Algiers, better even than Naples or Messina

;

while for the communieations with the Niger basin the Lesser offers greater advantages than

the Greater Syrtie, thanks to

dangerous navigation.

its

more advanced

position

and

less
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PHYSICAL FEATURES.

The mean

altitude of Tunisia diminishes gradually

from west

to east,

although

the culminating points, ranging from 4,000 to 5,000 feet, are distributed irregularly
One of the loftiest ridges occupies the north-west
over the face of the land.
corner of the country towards the Algerian frontier, where it is disposed in the

may be given the name of "Khumir
tribes, who raise their crops of barley,

To

direction from south-west to north-east.

range," from the now historical group of
maize, and tobacco in its upland glades.

it

Suth- west wards it is continued through
and by those of the Beni Salah, which are

the scarcely less elevated Ushtetta hills,
limited southwards by the rugged gorges traversed by the Upper Mejerda in the
department of Constantino. Most of their slopes are clothed with forests of leafy
trees,

and from many of the kefs-, or summits, nothing is visible to the eye except a
These hills are furrowed by a labyrinth of steep ravines

boundless sea of verdure.

and narrow glens watered by streamlets, which flow either south

to the Mejerda,

west to the Wed-el-Kebtr, or north to the Mediterranean cirques.

Here

lofty

headlands project far seawards, such as Cape Roux, whose abrupt escarpments and
ruined forts mark the frontier between Tunis and Algeria.
Farther west the Jebel

Mermal develops another promontory, opposite Tabarka Island, which still bristles
with Genoese fortifications, and which was formerly connected with the mainland
by a dyke, now replaced by a tongue of sand flush with the water.
East of the Khumir Mountains stretches the

less elevated

but

still

hilly district

Mogod, terminating north-west and north of Bizerta in several capes, such as
the Ras-Dukkara, Ras-el-Kerun, Ras-Engela, Ras-el-Abiod, or " Cape White."
These northernmost headlands of the African continent advance 20 geographical
of

miles beyond the thirty-seventh parallel, thus approaching 90 miles nearer to the
Pole than the point of Ceuta, opposite Gibraltar.
Here the Tunisian waters are
studded with a few islets and reefs, amongst which are the Fratelli, or " Brothers,"
known to the Romans as the Altars of Neptune. Further seawards, in a line with
the Sorelle, or " Sisters," the island of Galita, over 1,000 feet
high, and consisting
of trachyte rocks analogous to the andesites of Ecuador and the blue
porphyries of
Esterel, can scarcely be geologically connected with the

from which

neighbouring mainland,

separated by an abyss 170 fathoms deep. . Pliny asserts that the
soil of Galita kills the
scorpion, a fable still repeated in another form by mariners,
who tell us that these volcanic rocks harbour no venomous reptile. The absence of
it is

snakes might serve as an additional proof that the island is not a detached
fragment
it has
yielded some land shells of the same species as

of the continent, although

those found on the opposite coast.
South of Mejerda, the region

orographic system.

Broken

ents, the hills here follow the

along the Algerian frontier presents no distinct

into distinct sections

main

by the Wed Melleg and its afflufrom south-west to north-east,

line of the Atlas

leaving everywhere broad breaches mostly accessible to wheeled traffic.
This
region in fact forms the eastern prolongation of the upland steppes separating the
two Algerian border ranges, which slope towards the Mediterranean and the Sahara

PHYSICAL FEATURES.
respectively.

The Tunisian

>:

are dotted with isolated eminences,

the remains of

108

.ruling a continuation of the

whose summits tt-nninate

Aures

pluti-uu,

in tables represent in**

older formations that have been eroded by the action of water.

1
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served as a refuge
Several of these flat-topped precipitous heights have frequently
Such, north-east of Tebessa, is the Kalaa-esfor whole tribes and their flocks.

" Castle of
Idols," 4,830 feet high, approached by a dangerous path
Senara, or
the Hanensha tribe, the most elevated group of habitations
leading to a village of
in Tunis.

Farther

east,

towards the geographical centre of the country, the plateaux are

and uniform enough to have received the name of hamada, like the stony
Here the whole region culminates in the Jebel Berberu
desert.
plains of the
Ras Si Ali-bu-Mussin (5,050), and the Jebel Haluk (4,810). Kes(4,920 feet), the
of the hamadas, whose summit consists of an enormous table
the most
laro-e

regular

sera,

Fig. 28

HAJIADA-EL-KESSEKA.
Scale

958

L

1

of-

:

180,000.

Greenwich

9*46-

3 Miles.

10 square miles in extent, contains a small sebkha in one of
precipitous slopes are almost everywhere densely wooded.

its

depressions,

and

its

North-east of the central hamadas the uplands develop a regular mountain
range, which comprises the Jebel Jugar and the superb Zaghwan, which during
the

Of

Roman epoch gave
all

pyramidal crest (4,470
hills

the

name

the Tunisian heights, none

Carthage drew

modern

its

of Zeugitana to the
is

whole of

feet) is visible

from Tunis.

supply of water,

this

highland region.

Zaghwan, whose blue
From the Jugar and Zaghwan

more famous than that

of

and these sources are

still

utilised

by the

A

capital.
conspicuous feature of the landscape is also the Jebel Ressas,
or " Lead Mountain," to the south-east of Tunis, from which it is separated by the
Melian. Another steep mountain, the Bu-Kurnein,
intervening valley of the
or " Father of the Two Horns," rises immediately above the southern shore of the

Wed

Gulf of Tunis, where

it is
recognised far seawards by
massive foundation of reddish rocks.

its

twin peaks resting on a

TUNIS

E

(f

Greenwich

6"

uncfrr
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East of these

hills the
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broad depression, through which will
railway intended to connect the shores of the (i nil's

ground

probably soon pa>s tin- line <t'
of Tunis ;md ilaiiimunmt.
Ueyond

fulls to u

tliis

point the landuj^ain rise* in the Uikhelat-

Here the lias l'urta> stand*
el-Mahuin peninsula to a height of over 1,000 feet.
over aguinst Cupe Carthuge on the opposite side of the Gulf of Tunis, while ut tinextremity of the peninsula the various spurs of the lias Addar (Cupe Bon) command the eastern entrance of the great gulf. Its western approach, some 40
miles distant, is indicated by the Ras-cl-Ehair, more generally known as the Bat
Sidi Ali-el-Makki,

crouching

lion.

whose form,

like that of the rock of Gibraltar,

The western headland, formerly consecrated
Fig. 29.

THE JKHKL

resembles a

to Apollo,

and the

ZAOHWAJT.

=*5fc

eastern, on which stood an altar of Mercury, are both fringed with islets and reefs,
and the former is continued seawards by the island of El-Kamala (Plane). Near
it is the islet of Pilau, so named because its form resembles the dish of rice
(pilau)

commonly served at Eastern meals.
West of the Ras Addar rise the two
and Simboletto),

Jamur-el-Kebir

ancients, both inhabited,

About 24 miles due
Pantelluria,

and

in

Zembra and Zembretta (Simbolo

and Jamur-es-Sebir, the vEgimures of the

Zembra attaining an

east of this coast

which however depends

the European geological system.
89 AF

islands of

is

elevation of over 1,320 feet.

the better-known

politically

on

Italy,

volcanic

island of

and apparently belongs

to
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South of the central Tunisian plateaux the uplands diminish in height, and are
and limited eastwards by extensive plains, where
interrupted by broad valleys,

But beyond these
have been collected the brackish waters of the sebkhas.
seawards
in
a
semicircle
the Sahel, or "seaboard," which advances
depressions
between the Gulfs of

Hammamat and

Cabes, merges in a rugged plateau which

terminated by vast plains and sharp headlands.
West of the sebkhas, southern Tunis preserves

its hilly aspect,

the great depression of the shotts
following continuously as far as

is

mountains here

which forms the

natural boundary between Mauritania and the Sahara.
Nearly all these ridges are
to north-east, in the same direction as the section
south-west
from
disposed normally
of the coast of the Lesser Syrtis lying

between Cabes

arid Sfakes.

Here

rises the

remarkable Jebel-bu-Hedma, commanding the saline waters of the Manzuna or
En-Nuail sebkha, north-west of the Gulf of Cubes. Its peaks, over 4,300 feet high,
rise majestically

above a broad region of arid steppes, and in its gorges are still
Roman mines, where auriferous ore has been discovered

visible the galleries of the old

by Fuchs.
Farther west, in the neighbourhood of Gafsa, stands the Jebel Arbet, from whose
summit (3,660 feet) a panoramic view is afforded of the surrounding plains, highThese uplands are limited southwards by an
lands, seas, oases, and sandy wastes.
abrupt ravine, through which will run the future railway from Constantino to
But beyond this gorge the plateau again develops a series of terraces
Cabes.
gradually falling towards the Faraun sebkha.
South of the low-lying region of the sebkhas are seen a few

which

hills,

the advanced

continued south-eastwards through the Metmata and
in
the
direction of the Jebels Nefuza and Yefren belonging
Urghamma highlands
From the summit of the narrow Urghamma crests are
to the Tripolitan system.
spurs of the range

is

Mediterranean and the great desert. They are separated by
steppelands from the dunes and rocky heights of the seaboard.

at once visible the

HYDROGRAPHIC SYSTEM.
The Tunisian hydrographic system is
readily explained by the relief of the
"
" ironbound
land.
the
coast
Along
stretching from Cape Roux to the Ras-elAbiod there is no space for anything
from the
beyond small torrents

descending
but farther east,
the
slight local rainfall,
notwithstanding
rivers of considerable size have been
developed, thanks to the broad depressions
here occurring between the
ranges and on the plateaux of Mauritania.

neighbouring

hills

;

"
Wed-el-Kebir, or Great River," better known under the
Ahmor, the northern slope of Tunisia does not boast of a single

Notwithstanding

name

of the

Wed

its

stream exceeding 60 miles in
The most copious is the Wed-el-Tin, which
length.
into
the
Eshkol
or
Eskel
discharges
basin, whose level and salinity vary greatly
to
the abundance of the rainfall and
It has a mean depth
according
evaporation.
of

from 2 to 6 or 7

that

it

was

feet,

and the

reefs

abounding in the

at one time a salt or brackish reservoir,

fossil

cardium

edtile

show

probably a marine inlet
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separated from the Mediterranean by a local upheaval of the coast.
During the
floods the Eskel has an area of over 80 square miles, and its emissary, the Wed-et" River of the
Tinja, or
Lagoon," sends down a largo volume to feed the neighThis is the Lake of Bizerta, which communicates
bouring Tinja Benzert basin.

through a long channel with the
Fig. 30.

Covering an extent of about GO square

sea.
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it has a far
greater depth than the Eskel, even near the banks varying from
Were it connected by a broad
10 to 10, and in the middle from 40 to 50 feet.

miles,

navigable channel with the sea, it would form a spacious harbour, lar<;e enough to
accommodate all the shipping in the Mediterranean. While the water of Lake

Eskel

is

nearly fresh during the rainy season, that of Bixerta

is

scarcely less
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saline than that of the sea,

here captured in large quantities all
The alternating current of its emissary, setting now

and the

fishes

belong to the marine fauna.
towards the sea, now towards the lake, as already noticed by Pliny, is due to the
marine currents, and winds. After the heavy
changes of level caused by the rains,
but
rains the channel is converted into a river discharging its overflow seawards
;

when the evaporation exceeds the volume contributed by its affluents, the deficiency
The outflow usually coincides with the east
is supplied by the marine floods.
winds, the inflow with those from the west.
The mouth of the Mejerda, the chief river in Tunis,
Fig. 31.

is

separated from

Lake

GORGES OF THE MIDDLE MEJEEDA.
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Bizerta only by the range of hills terminating on the coast at the sharp headland
The Mejerda, the Bagrada of the Romans and Makarath

of Sidi Ali-el-Mekki.

of the Carthaginians, rises in the same Algerian uplands that send northwards the
waters of the Seybus. Following in all its thousand windings the normal direction
of the Tunisian coast, it plunges south of the Suk-Ahras plateau into a meandering
gorge, now traversed by a railway, and by a road which crosses the torrent no less

than twenty-seven times.

At Ghardiman,

within the Tunisian frontier, after

receiving the contributions of numerous torrents, it enters an old lacustrine basin
enclosed some 12 miles farther down by the projecting bluffs of two mountain

ranges advancing in

opposite

directions.

Through

this

gorge the river has

HYDROGBATHIC SYSTEM.
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excavated a deep channel to the Dukhla plain, an old lacustrine basin at least 300
square miles in extent, which has been filled in by alluvia of the Mejenla, Melleg,

and other

affluents.

To

a height of

70

feet

traces occur of the sedimentary deposits

Fig. 32.
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lake had cut through the rocky

sill

above the upper bed, which

dammed up

the

lacustrine waters.

In the Dakhla plain the Mejerda is joined by its largest tributary, the Melleg,
is at least 00 miles longer than the main stream.
Rising near T -be a. in

which

Algeria,

it

flows mainly north-west

and south-east, but

loses

much

<>!'

its

volume by
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whence the brackish character of its waters. The course of the two
modified within
streams across the plain does not appear to have been perceptibly
this alluvial
the historic period, for the old Roman highway runs directly through
evaporation,

windings along the left bank.
At the confluence of the Beja descending from the north, the Mejerda enters
the
the series of narrow tortuous gorges by which it has forced its way through
it
encountered
the
But at the junction of
Zerga
surrounding chalk formation.
is
here
it
Hence
to
unable
it
was
abruptly deflected
harder rocks, which
pierce.
basin, at intervals touching the

southwards to

its

confluence with the Siliana, where

Below the barrage constructed

towards the north-east.

finds

an easier outlet

in 1622

by Dutch engi-

it

neers the Mejerda flows by the west foot of the Jebel Ahmor to the alluvial plain
shallow El-Bahira (Ghar-el-Melah) lagoon.
through which it discharges into the
"
in Barbary,"
seventeenth
the
in
This basin, which
century was the finest harbour
channel
accessible to
and which still communicates with the sea through a small
Its
filled in by the alluvia of the Mejerda.
fishing-smacks, has been gradually
been
diminished
have
to
6
5
or
feet, appears
depth, which now nowhere exceeds
It will probably disappear altogether
hundred
last
the
30
feet
years.
during
by
Gulf of Utica in the same delta has
older
the
as
before the end of the century, just
the last one thousand six hundred years into the marshy
been converted

depression of
also

during
Mabtuha.

The Er-Ruan sebkha and other lagoons

being slowly effaced, while the shore line between Cape

the hills of Carthage

is

continually advancing seawards.

in this district are

Sidi Ali-el-Mekki

According to

and

Tissot, the

land has here encroached on the sea to a probable extent of 100 square miles in the
course of the last two thousand one hundred years.

During the

Mejerda has often shifted

historic period the

aid of the old writers
to reconstruct the

and a careful survey of

map

of

its

delta at

its

lower course,

different epochs.

its
it

bed,

and by the

might be possible

In the time of the

Carthaginians, the Makarath or Bagrada skirted the north foot of the Jebel Ahmor,
leaving on the left a ridge of insular rocks from 100 to 150 feet high, and reaching
the sea at a point just north of Cape Carthage.
The old bed can still be traced by
the sands and gravel, in which now grow a few oleander bushes.
Subsequently

two other beds were excavated farther north, both of which had
in the gorge at the north foot of the Jebel

Ahmor.

But

also their origin

'the present channel runs

due north along the depression of the old Lake of Utica, terminating just south of
the headland at the northern extremity of the Gulf of Tunis.
South of the Mejerda there are no permanent rivers, their mouths being closed
by a bank of sand for at least several months in the year. But communication with
the sea is effected by one lagoon, the Lake of Tunis, a second Bahira, similar to
that into which the Mejerda falls

;

it is

somewhat

larger, however,

and attains a

Its approach is formed by
greater depth, being some 6 feet in the deepest parts.
an artificial canal, which has replaced a natural channel farther south, and which
will admit vessels drawing over 4 feet of water
but its waters are rendered
;

impure by the sewage of Tunis, and hence the banks are unhealthy.
of the Mejerda delta, this lake, which was
crowded
the
formerly

by

Like those

Roman and

HYDROORAPHIC SYSTEM.
Carthaginian vessels,

is

losing in volume, an.l

is

bordered throughout

Ill

its

circumfVr-

to

s

ence by hollows,
beaches.

The

left

\Vt<l

by the receding waters, whirh have become swamps or sandy
Melian, a term which probably conveys the sense of "Full
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no longer merits, is not a tributary of the Bahira it descends
the water at present
from the Zaghwan mountains, and its volume, increased by
round a low eminence which
collected by the aqueduct of Tunis, flows southwards
River," a

name

;

it

bounds the lacustrine depression.

THE TUNISIAN SEBKHAS.
On

the eastern shore of Tunis, the coast

is

skirted

by numerous sebkhas, which
But at some distance
sand.

are separated from the Mediterranean by strips of
several rivulets, whose waters
inland, depressions are also found into which fall

Such are the sebkhas which follow in
saline clay beds.
quickly run dry in their
of
south
and
Susa, and which are alternately vast
succession west, south-west,
sheets of water

and

saline plains.

During winter time Kairwan has often been

At the very comof Tunis by these quagmires.
completely cut off from the rest
is
transformed
into a
of
the country
mencement of the rainy season a large portion
veritable slough, leaving no other route available to the caravans except the ridges
running between the hollows. The most extensive lagoon is the Sidi-el-Hani
sebkha, or Lake of Kairwan, whose surface at the period of the floods is at least
200 .square miles in extent, and whose central depression, in rainy years, always
completely cut off from the coastlands by the Sahel
hills, whilst Lake Kelbia, not o extensive but always filled with water and even
waters into the lowlands over a
bearing boats, occasionally discharges its surplus
retains a little water.

It

is

When the rainfall is very abundant that is to say, on
ledge some GO feet high.
an average every eight years the emissary called the Wed Menfes attains a coastland lagoon, the sebkha of Jcriba, which is connected with the sea by the Halk-elTravelling at this part of the coast is rendered dangerous on account of
soil, and till recently, before the construction of the causeway,
not a winter passed without the caravans losing some of their men or animals.

Mengel.

the looseness of the

According to MM. de Campou and Rouire, Lake Kelbia, whose surface varies
from 20,000 to 32,000 acres according to the season, forms the basin of a fluvial
system as vast and even more important than that of the Mejerda. The Wed
Bagla, which flows into this basin together with its tributaries the Wed Fekka,
the Marguelil, and other rivers flowing 'from the heigh tsof Central Tunis, appears
on the maps recently drawn up to have a far less extensive area of drainage than
the northern rivers.
In several essays M. Rouire has also attempted to prove the
identity of the Bagla with the river Triton of the ancient writers.

But how

is it

with certainty a river which, according to Pliny, forms the
source of the Nile, and one of whose branches is lost in the Niger ? And the lake

possible to identify

same name which M. Rouire

with Lake Kelbia, may in fact have
been that mysterious basin which different writers have sought in various places
along the southern shores of the Mediterranean, Strabo placing it at Berenice, to
the west of the Great Syrtis, whilst Diodorus seeks it in the
vicinity of the

of the

identifies

"ocean which surrounds the world."
endeavour to reconcile

all

It would assuredly be a hopeless task to
the assertions that ancient writers have made about the
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and Lake Triton, more especially as not one of their statements harmonises

ri\. r

with the present conditions.

one or ainther pas>a^e
taken

]>lac(;

in

these authors,

now

It suffices to
vainly sought by the commentators.
say that,
unacceptable on other heads, M. Ilouire's hypothesis concerning the

graphical detail

although

All the proposed identilicat ions are contradicte<l lv

and beyond doubt numerous changes ha\c
the physical geography of the country, effacing
many a topo<>!'

Wed

identity of the

Bagla with the river Triton,

is

at least so far in accordance

with the writings of Ptolemy, that this watercourse really rises in the ravines
Mount Ussalet, the Ussaleton of the Alexandrine geographers.
Moreover,
throughout the whole eastern shore of Tunis, the Bagla is the only wed which,

of

some distance inland, flows on in a perceptible bed, if not as far as the
Lesser Syrtis, at least, according to M. Kouire, as far as " A little Syrtis," to which
it brings a small quantity of water.
Lake Kelbia, on the other hand, is, in circumalmost
the
thousand
stadia (111 miles) which Scylax assigned to
ference,
exactly
Lake Triton. At the same time, the extent of this lake would seem to be much
rising at

too great,

the statement of Herodotus

true, that the

Libyan virgins, after
"
having engaged in a combat in honour of Athene, bore the most valiant round
if

is

The prolonged cry which the women uttered

the marsh."

at the feasts of the

synonymous with the zayrit, tulut'l, or yu-i/ii, which the Libyan women
modern Berber tribes give vent to, tapping their lips to give effect to
the sound, on such occasions as feasts, weddings, funeral processions, and warlike
goddess

is

of all the

expeditions.

To

the north-west of Sfakes, another depression contains the saline lake called
Mta-el-Grarra and farther south, near the regular curve described by the Gulf
;

another depression,
called the Manzuna, or Sebkha-en-Xuail.
of Cabes, there

is still

filled

But

with water or a saline efflorescence,
these survivals of former lakes are

a mere nothing in comparison with the partially inundated plain which forms the
"
" Isle of
natural boundary between the
Maghreb and the Sahara. For over a
space of 240 miles from east to west, a succession of sheets of water, saline basins,
marshes, and hollows filled with clay, stretch south of Tunis and Eastern Algeria.
It is probable in

some part of

this depression, so

remarkable in

all

respects, that

most ancient geographers located the sacred waters near which Minerva and
Bacchus were born.
Shaw, towards the end of the eighteenth century, was the first to put forward
the hypothesis that Lake Triton was identical with one of the Tunisian sebkhas.
separating two natural regions, two faunas, and two races, and from
a hydrographical point of view appealing to the imagination both by its vast

As a zone
size

and by

its

divers phenomena, this region ought to prove of much greater
on the eastern coast, north of the islands.

interest to geographers than the little lake

The

vast basin of the Igharghar, whose waters formerly flowed into the chain of
" Tritonic "
lakes, presents a surface of at least 320,000 miles, forty times superior
This basin, however,
to that of the Tunisian weds which run into Lake Kelbia.

has been completely separated from the Mediterranean for a period long antecedent
to all historic record*.
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the marine inlet or the fluvial bed between the
Judging from the fossil shells,
was definitely closed about the
Mediterranean and the lacustrine basin of the Sahara,
struck by the
Nevertheless, the riverain peoples of the shott,

postpliocene period.
maintained that
inlets presented by these basins, persistently
aspect of dried-up
sea and the sebkhas, but that Alexcommunication formeily existed between the
" two horned " closed the outlet by his enchantments.
ander the

the country, the Isthmus of Cabes,
Before the geographical exploration of
was
merely considered as one of those sandy
between the sebkhas and the sea,
Fig. 34.

SILL OF CABES.
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beaches such as are found on every shore before the mouths of rivers whose current,
even when aided by the ebb and flow of the tides, is not sufficiently strong to clear
a passage seawards.

was supposed that sandhills had gradually raised the bar, which had itself
probably been elevated above the sea-level bv the eifect of some inland disturbance.
It

M. Fuchs, by measuring the height

of the

sill

feet,

the

with a barometer, at

last

discovered

the true state of the case.

From

a mean elevation of 330

little

chain of

hills

revealed

t\\<>

breaches from 190 to 200 feet high, whose geological formation he ascertained to

THE TUNISIAN 8EBKHA8.
consist of eocene x.n

Mone and

The

chalk.

which visited the shores of the Gulf of Cubes

Italian
in

I
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expedition under Antinori,
found that the sill wan

S 7\ a No

partially composed of rocky layers, and not merely of sand heaped up by the winds.
Thr lowest point found by the expedition on the waterparting between the streams
which run to the sea and those which flow westwards towards the sebkha, is over

170 feet above the sea-level.

Since then, Roudaire, a French officer, bus
carefully
a
detailed
of
the
whole
between
the
Gulf
of Cubes
prepared
map
region comprised
and the Algerian " shotts," and has definitely cleared up all uncertainties. The

bar of Cabes

offers at its lowest elevation u height of over

still

150 feet

;

the

sebkhas, which it separates from the Mediterranean, are themselves situated at a
height of from 50 to 80 feet above the sea-level, and terminate westwards at

another ridge more than 300 feet high.
Beyond this point begin the depressions
The total breadth of laud required
lying below the level of the Mediterranean.
ZOXE OF THE

Fig. 35.
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"
to be excavated in order to connect the basin of the " shotts
with the Mediter-

ranean would be over 100 miles.

The whole system

and wadies or, retaining the Arabic form, shtuts
"
be
called
the " Tritonic
may
system, according to the hypotheses of most urchucologists, was at one time probably a fluvial basin commencing

and widans

of shotts

which

But

hydrogruphic system has long been
blocked
by dunes, and the secondary
many places
Thut of the
depressions have been separated from it by ridges of upheaved rocks.

at the source of the Igharghar.

broken up.

The

this

river bed is in

east especially, the largest of

all, is

bounded by

hilly ridges

which

effect a junction

From the ridge of Cabes to that of Kriz
follow in succession north of the basin a series of abrupt cliffs, called the " Lips"
(Esh-Sherb), as if the plain of the ancient lake was compared to un immense mouth.
with the southern Tunisian chains.

The sebkha, known

at its east

end by the name of Shott-el-Fejej,

ut first is

but gradually broadens out westwards; then, beyond u promontory

<>n

narrow,

the southern
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Shott Faraun, suddenly
bank, a long rock continued by dunes, the basin, here called
or " the Shott of the
the
forms
and
times
Shott-el-Jerid,
three
becomes
larger,

Palms."
western extremity this huge lacustrine plain is called by various
It is no less than 120 miles long from east to west, with a breadth,
other names.

At

its

The riverain people say that
to south, at the widest part, of 45 miles.
of
the Shott-el-Jerid but this
central
in
the
remains
water
part
permanently only
which
a
saline
crust,
water is not visible, being hidden by
suggested to the Arab
from north

;

authors

its

comparisons to a silver

the footsteps re-echo as

its

leaf,

a crystal sheet, a bed of camphor.

On

it

on the stones of an archway.

Besides the deep waters of the lake properly so called, which is concealed under
saline covering, the lowest parts of the lacustrine depression are usually filled

Fig. 36.

TRACKS OF TRAVELLERS IN THE SHOTT-EL-JERID.
Scale
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with water, at times of sufficient depth to reach the girths of horses crossing the
scbkha, and which under the influence of the wind
of the depression.

When

the water

is

displaced from side to side
driven on to the saline crust over the hidden
is

becomes partially dissolved, and the level of the waters of the shott
thus often becomes changed.
It occasionally happens that the crust of salt is
springs,

it

forced upwards by the pressure of the water, or of the inflated gases, into the shape
if a
Thus are
subaqueous volcano had sprung into existence.

of a cone,
just as

formed Islands which, thanks to the
mirage, when seen from afar appear like
veritable hills, and, indeed, are so called

One of
is

by the riverain peoples.
the largest of these islands, called Jcbel-el-Melah, or " Mountain of Salt,"

scarcely twenty p:i<rs in diameter

and

rises

no more than about 3

feet

above

THE TUNISIAN SEBKIIAS.
the level of the sebkha.
filled

In the middle of this

up, which has procured for the

islet

Numerous springs

Central Wells."

flat

the further

rise in the

space
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an ancient well,

is

title of

now

" the
Bir-en-Nsof, or

hard tracts of land found

in

many

but the water they yield is us brackish us thut of the fountains
parts of the sebklm,
Four islets lying near the southern bunk of the Shott
in the surrounding oases.
termed
Nkhal Furuun, or " Pharaoh's Palms," thanks to a
arc
Faruun,
collectively

legendary report of the passage of an Egyptian army through this lacustrine busin,
which the local traditions confound more or less with the Red Seu. The palms

by Phuruoh himself, in place
of the olive-trees which previously covered the now inundated pluin. These palms
belong to none of the varieties known in the Jerid, and the dates they yield never
found on these four

islets

are said to have been planted

attain a complete state of maturity.

The great Tunisian sebkha

is

crossed

by numerous caravan

connect the oases on both sides of the basin.

routes,

which

Tissot enumerates nine of these

routes, but there are others not so well known, more especially in the eastern
or " the Routes," on
portion of the basin, which is hence called Shott-el-Fejej,

account of the roads which traverse

it.

Some

of these tracks are perfectly free

from danger, whilst others must be crossed with the utmost caution, owing to the

which the wayfarer might suddenly disappear. On commencing the
the guide always admonishes the travellers to follow carefully in his

fissures, in

transit,

footsteps, so as to avoid this danger.

than the

Runn

to west, whilst

The sebkha

of Tunis

of British India, presenting a slope of
it

is

also

much more

is

from 30

perilous to traverse.

A

much more
to

36

feet

inclined

from

east

cloud of dust, or u

on the part of the guide,
or a stampede of the pack animals, might hurl the caravan into the midst of certain
certain traditional agreements amongst the tribes, the course to be
death.

mirage which hides or

distorts the landmarks, a mistake

By

followed should be indicated by stones on one side and trunks of palm-trees on
the other, a space of a few hundred yards intervening between these landmarks.
most of the
This
however, is not observed with sufficient attention
;

arrangement,

in their proper place, or else have been
guiding marks, are no longer
sides of the road connecting the oasis of
The
camels.
of
replaced by the remains
Kriz with those of the southern promontory, are bordered by abysses filled with a

ytnairs, or

" more bitter than that of the ocean," and of such a vast
greenish-coloured water,
reached by the sounding lines. According
depth that the bottom has never been
to the ancient Arab stcries and traditions, the earth has often given way under the

and animals composing it have been swallowed
weight of the caravans, and the men
closed over the heads of its
up by these abysses, whose mouth has immediately
South of the lake, in the neighbouring region of Nef/awa, in which
victims.

numerous hot springs take their source, there is another natural well of unknown
name of Tawerga, and of which the tribes in
depth, which is called by the Berber
the vicinity say, that it demands an annual sacrifice of a human being. According
to a local tradition, several centuries ago the site of this abyss was displaced by u
violent earthquake.

North-west of the great Tunisian scbkha, the

cliffs

of the

"Lips" are continued
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which
by an irregular escarpment,

at one point

forms a

hill

some 570

feet high,

This chain,
undulations.
before losing itself in the sands in almost imperceptible
a
barrier
forms
of
Jerid,
separating
whose depressions contain the pleasant oases
the
eastern
to
similar
a
basin
sebkha,
Shott
the
from
Gharsa,
the Shott-el-Jerid
but of

much

like a crescent

The Shott Gharsa, shaped

less extent,

much

side facing northwards, is

lower than the Shott-el-Jerid.

with

its

convex

It lies entirely

ever a canal should be opened to establish communications between this depression and the Mediterranean, its banks would be
The western
under water for some C miles beyond the present water-mark.

below the level of the sea, und

if

into Algerian territory and stretches on
extremity of the Shott Gharsa penetrates
like a hu^e arm of the sea in front of a labyrinth of much more extensive shotts,

Melghigh (Melri'ir). The two basins are separated from
each other by low-lying ridges and intermediary depressions. According to the
of Roudaires is connected, it was the Shott Melghigh
project with which the name
which, together with all the adjacent land, w as destined to form to the south of

known

collectively as

r

"
"
which, in the imagination of its projectors, was one day
Algeria that inland sea
of the neighbouring countries, to attract moisture-bearthe
climate
to revolutionise
to fill
ing clouds to the Aures Mountains, to increase the amount of rainfall,
and
to
beds
of
the
at
watercourses,
bring forth
present, dricd-up
permanently the,

But although it may be
springs which had long ceased to exist.
difficult to imagine the formation of a navigable course leading from the ridges of
Cabes to the oases of the Algerian desert, it may at least be understood how useful
from the

it

soil

would be

to restore the ancient route

which skirted the southern face of the

Maghreb, between the Lesser Syrtis and the valley of the Draa.
Like those of the eastern coast of Tunis, properly so called, the weds of the

island of

Tunisian Sahara are almost always without water. The most important in volume,
if not in the length of their course, are the Wed Akarit, Wed Melah, and Wed

Wed

The

Cabes.

vessels can sail

up

Cabes
it

is

hardly 6 miles long, although at high water coasting
The hypothesis has been put

as far as the oasis of the town.

forward that the shallow current of the Akarit or Cabes
" river Triton " of the ancients

;

nor

especially as the Libyans, as is proved

is

Cabes

in*

of Africa,

the region of the sands.

an indisputable fact that the basin which receives the Akarit and
of considerable extent above the springs where the water wells up very

it

is

identical with the

by the legendary hydrography

readily believe in the existence of subterranean rivers

Besides,

is

this supposition altogether improbable,

copiously.

is

Hence

it

may

be questioned whether some fissure in the rock

may

not

an

outlet, through the streams flowing to the Mediterranean, to the deep
waters concealed beneath the saline crust of the Shott-el-Fejej.

afford

THE TUNISIAN COAST AND

ISLANDS.

"
"
Although the mountains which continue the Tripolitan Jebel approach the
coast in southern Tunis, sufficient space has

still

been

left

for the formation of

sebkhas, amongst others the Sebkha-el-Melah, or "Salt Lagoon," the Bu-Guerara,

THK TI'NISIAN COAST AM. M.ANDS.
and tho Baliiivt-il-Biban, or

"

Lake of

tin-

<!atr-."

This
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!

formation to those found in Languedoc, is
a narrow strip of land known as
Thr Dog's Nose."

prrlVrtly .similar in
l)y

portion of this strip of land are two inlets, one of which

obliged to

swim through

is

so

-<
\<

in <l

In

tin-

swamp,

from

u-.itrd

tin-

narrowest

deep thut horses are

it.

An islet at this point of the coast, lying between the two channels, is occupied by
the fortress of Biban, or " the Gates," so called on account of the marine
passages
which

it

protects,

and

also because it

guards the approach to Tunis from the

Tripolitan frontier.

,

This portion of the coast seems to have been greatly modified within historic
Edrisi places at about a mile fcom the beach of the IJiban fortress an
times.

which is no longer in existence, unless, as many writers believe,
has become merged in the strip of land between the sea and the lake. But in
this case it would have changed its shape, and the sea would have gradually eaten
island called Ziru,

it

away, for in the time of Edrisi, in the twelfth century, it was covered with
villages surrounded by vines and palm groves.
Forty miles long by half a mile
it

broad, this island

must

in

any case have been a sandy tongue of land which has
The site of this vanished land is probably

effected a junction with the coast.

marked by the reefs and sandbank of Zera. At this point a piece of land still
stood high and dry in the sixteenth century, and here was assembled the fleet of
the Duke of Medma-Coclis, when on an expedition against Jerba island in the
year 1560.

The

islands of Southern Tunis are not of independent origin, like the volcanic

of Pantellaria, off Cape Bon, but are merely fragments detached from the
neighbouring coast by the erosive action of the water or by the subsidence of the

cliff

land.

The Kcrkennah

islands, the Cercina

and Cercinitis of Strabo, which form

Sfakes the northern limit of the Syrtis Minor, or Gulf of Cabes, present the
It is even very
appearance of a mass of soil incessantly eroded by the waves.
off

probable that the archipelago of the two islands and the adjacent reefs has been
gradually diminished within historic times.
Scylax speaks of but one island, of
which the two present islands are probably no more than a mere fragment and the
;

measurements which Pliny and Herodotus assign to Cercina (Cyraunis) and
Cercinitis are no longer correct.
They have diminished, and the northern portion
has been partially demolished by the waves, although the strait which separates
the two islands has scarcely changed for the last two thousand years.
There arc
still

to

be seen the ruins of a causeway, some 4,000 feet long, which connected the

two banks, and which might be

easily rebuilt.

At

the southern extremity of the Gulf of Cabes, the large island of Jerba, the
ICeninx of the ancients, which tradition points out as " the land of the Lotophagi,"

has apparently better preserved the shape
times.

However,

it is

it had at the beginning of historical
from
the mainland, from which it can be
scarcely separated

by fording the intervening channel. The island terminates southtwo points towards which arc directed two promontories from the
mainland, and on both sides the coast has been eroded between these capes in such
easily reached

wards

in
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a

manner

as to

form a kind of

lake,

very similar in appearance .to two neighbouring

lakes, the Sebkha-el-Melah and the Bahiret-el-Biban.

According to Wood, this
on the neighbouring coasts.
broad, and commanded by lofty

marine lake is the river Triton, so long sought for

The western branch

of the strait,

some 8,330

feet

the only one which is navigable for shipping, the passage
hills and cliffs,
The eastern
excavated by the action of the tides being from 10 to 50 feet deep.
and at
obstructed
is
islets,
sandbanks,
reefs,
branch, although broader,
by
partly
is

Fig. 37.

ISLAND OF JKEBA.
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ebb there remains scarcely 2 feet of water in the deepest parts.

by the caravans, which bears the
winds

to the

west of a

some remains are

name of Trik-esh-Jemel,

or "

The ford followed
Road of the Camels,"

Roman

still to

bridge spoken of by ancient travellers, and of which
be seen. Two castles, the Borj -el-Kan tara, or " Castle of

the Bridge," on the shore of the island, and the Borj-el-Bab, or " Castla of the
Gate," in the very centre of the strait, recall the ancient viaduct, worthy of being

compared

to the

works of modern engineers,

if

not for boldness of design, at least

mi: SYKT;
Another insular

for its grout length.
to

tin-
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castle protects the

Camel Road.

According

statement of an ancient traveller, the eastern channel ot the strait was

Viewed from u distance, .Icrha Island
navigable during the Carthaginian period.
seems to continue the mainland into the sea in the shape of a long flat point
covered with palms and skirted with strong castles, formerly raised against the
Spaniards or the Knights of Malta. The highest elevations of the land, towards
the centre of the island, are but a few feet above sea-level.
No rivulets wind

through the plains of Jerba, and the natives have no other water than that of their
Nevertheless the whole island is densely wooded, and the olive here attains

wells.

a size

unknown even

in the Suhel.

THE
The Gulf

SYRTES.

of Cabes, which extends in a semicircular shape between the Kerisland of the Lotophagi, was as much dreaded
by the

kcnuah group and the

ancients as the Greater Syrtis

itself.

As long as

the Carthaginians monopolised the

trade carried on along the shores of the Lesser Syrtis, they were careful to describe
the navigation of these coasts as highly dangerous, so as to scare away sailors of

and those foreigners who were the first to venture into these
unknown regions might well have supposed at first that the jealous Carthaginians

other

nations

;

had not deceived them, when they were surprised by the treacherous tides which
distinguish the Lesser Syrtis from all the other seas of the Mediterranean basin.

The

first

Roman

fleet

which penetrated into

this gulf,

more than one hundred and

twenty centuries ago, ran aground in the shallows at low water, and

when

floated

by the incoming tide, the sailors had already lightened the vessels by heaving the
provisions and merchandise overboard, and being thus deprived of their supplies,
they were compelled at once to return to Sicily.
Opposite the mouth of the AVed Cabes, at the extreme end of the Syrtis Minor,
the water alternately rises and falls over 6 feet, while on the shores of Jerba Island
the average swell of the tide is not less than 10 feet. In the port of Sfakes, at the
other extremity of the gulf, the average rise of the tide is nearly 5 feet, but at
the period of the equinoxes the difference between ebb and flow is a little over

8

feet.

The phenomenon

of such considerable tides at this spot

is

accounted for by

The liquid
the funnel-like shape of the gulf and by the gradual slope of its bed.
volume coming from the open sea collects in the Syrtis Minor much more readily
than in the almost landlocked
as the Syrtis Major.

But the

seas,

such as the Adriatic, or in more open bays, such

tides of

Cabes being now thoroughly understood, are

divested of their terrors, and vessels of small tonnage visit these shores without
encountering any of the dangers which were formerly so greatly dreaded. Armed

with sounding

lines, the coasting vessels

which cross the gulf

the sailors standing by the anchor, ready to let go the
that there is not a sufficiency of water under the keel.

wreck, then-

is

very

little

danger

AF

cautiously along,
the lead indicates

And even

in case of ship-

to be run, the sea for a distance of

being so low that the crew could easily make to shore.
never attain a very great height. On the vast banks of
40

sail

moment

6 miles out

The waves on

this coast

mud which

surround

soft
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the

Kerkennah

Islands, the surface of the water calms

the winds rage
waters vessels can find a

down,

let

hence in these still
ever so furiously on the open sea
The Syrtis Minor is known
sure haven of refuge, even in the roughest weather.
to Italian sailors as the mare morto, or Dead Sea, in contrast to the deep waters of
;

the mare

vivo,

or open sea.

great changes which have taken place in the contour of the islands and
continental coastline of Tunis have, by some travellers, been attributed to local

The

Like those of Tripoli, the beaches of Jerba and Kerkennah are said
Grenville Temple endeavours
to have sunk and consequently diminished in extent.
to prove that within the historical period the Kuriatein Islands still formed a

oscillations.

On the other hand,
portion of the coast between Monastir and Cape Dimas.
according to Roudaire and the geologists attached to his expedition, the plateau of
Cabes was produced by some internal disturbance, which at the same time upheaved
the Shott-el-Jerid above the level of the sea, and changed its slope from facing

The coast of Tunis does undoubtedly show in many
of ancient beaches that may still be easily recogabove
the
traces
sea-level
places
nised.
Thus, throughout the plateau of Cabes and along all the windings of the
eastwards to westwards.

coastline as far as Sfakes, as well as
coast,

Fuchs discovered,

from 40

to

50

feet

in 1874, a

above the

sea,

on the other side of the headlands on the Susa
sandy beach, now lying at a uniform height of

although

it

contains organisms which are

still

existing in the Mediterranean.

But although the existence

of these elevated beaches is a sufficient proof that a
has
taken
in
the
relative heights of the land and sea, it in no way
change
place
shows that the subterranean impulse is still active, as many travellers believe
themselves justified in stating. The silting up of the ports of Malidiya, Carthage,
Utica, and Porto- Farina is quoted as a proof of the upheaval of the coast, whereas,
in all these instances, the change may be accounted for
by the depositing of marine
sands or of alluvia brought down by the rivers.
Besides, we must not lose sight
of the fact that a port which afforded access to the
galleys of the ancients, thanks

draught of about 4 feet, would now be inaccessible to an ordinary
even were it not choked by sand. Nowhere along the Tunisian coast has

to their slight
vessel,

there been found any inland building
showing traces of having at any time been
washed by the waves. On the other hand, several islets and reefs mentioned by

the Greek,

Roman, and Arab geographers still remain almost flush with the water,
The ports of Carthage, which Beule has had cleared of sand

as in former times.

down

have been found precisely at the same level at which they
stood some two thousand years ago.
to the sea-level,

CLIMATE

The

JOY

TUNIS.
'

situation of Tunisia, at the eastern angle of the island of

the two basins of the Mediterranean,

and

at

Maghreb, between

one of the approaches to the Sahara,

gives two special characteristics to the climate of this country. Washed fjy the sea
on the east and south-east as well as on the north and north-west, Tunis naturally

<
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Ieing, moreover, destitute of
enjoys a much more equable climate th:in Algeria.
lofty mountains <.r e\!en-i\e plateaux, whilst its upland region* terminate in
wide valleys \\cll exposed to the sea hree/e, tin- temperature far inland is much

milder than that of the central regions of the Maghreb.
As yet no exact meteorobeen
have
made
observations
for
the
inland
Neverthelogical
regions of Tunis.

from the nature of the vegetation it is easy to determine the general characteristics of the climate, and observe the contrasts that it presents with that of the
less,

conterminous regions.

Thus

that the east winds, which are hot and dry in
the Sahara, carry a certain quantity of moisture into
it

is

the Algerian portion of
the Tunisian part of this desert, and nourish plants which are never found in the
western solitudes. Although on the average higher than that of Algeria, the
temperature of Tunis is at the same time raoister and less variable.

Nevertheless, the northern and coustland regions are more exposed to the
scorching southern winds than the Algerian Tell, and it occasionally happens
that,

under the

118 F. in the

fiery breath of the

streets of Tunis.

simoom, the thermometer

On

rises to

113 and even

to

the other hand, the atmospheric currents which

down

the cold air from the Apennines, have occasionally produced
weather as cold as any experienced in Southern Europe. Ferriui states that in the
in winter bring

month

of February, 1854,

The

seasons in

snow

fell in

Tunis for the space of one whole day.
other with extreme regularity.

The

Tunis succeed each

which bears the same name

winter, which coincides with the rainy season, and

of

not quite two months. This is
csh-shta,
"
"
or spring season, which is also very short, whilst the
followed by the
green
summer lasts six months, from May to October. The autumn is ushered in by
usually commences

in

January and

lasts

the normal return of the rains, although showers are common throughout the
whole year on an average the Tunisians calculate that rain falls on !H) days out
;

The winds

of the 365.

usually blow from off the sea,

i.e.

from the north-east

to the

The

north-east current, which is the normal polar wind, usually
the
summer months whilst the north-west wind, a continuation of
prevails during
"
These sea breezes
the beneficent
mistral," predominates for the rest of the year.
north-west.

;

arc the most salubrious, and are those which are accompanied by rain

;

but they

are not so regular as the trade winds, and are often subject to sudden changes.
At the period of the equinoxes, violent atmospherical disturbances often arise;

towards the middle of September the Gulf of Tunis is almost always thrown into
a commotion by a violent gust, which the Christians of the first centuries called
" the
of the
Cyprian wind," because it generally appeared on the anniversary
is
winds
of
the
death of Cyprian, bishop of Carthage. The full fury
usually most

around Cape Bon ; several aerial currents meet at this angle of the
"
Hence the name of " Bon
continent and struggle furiously for the supremacy.
or " good," which the Carthaginians gave this promontory, with the intention of
The Arabs
his goodwill.
Mattering the genius of the cupe, and thus securing
"
instead
of R&M
the Treacherous
often
or
to be dreaded

call it

Addiir, or

cape,

Has Ghaddar,
Good Cape."

" the

and form

Promontory,"

The marine

currents also meet ut the base of

as violent a disturbance below as the

winds cause above.

So

thit*

po\\i

i
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ful

and

so lashed

by the winds are the currents of water running from the western

waters into the sea of the Syrtes, that vessels sailing westwards would be unable to
cross it were it not for the south-east winds, which usually blow off the Syrtes
towards Malta, and thus assist them to double this dreaded headland. When the

Fig. 38.

CAPE BON AND ZEMBKA ISLAND.
Scale

E

.

of Greenwich
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Feet.

160 to 320
Feet.

S20 Feet and

upwards.

6 Miles.

unobscured by clouds, a view can
occasionally be obtained from this promonof
the coast of
tory
Sicily, and the horizon has often been seen illumined by a ruddy
light caused by the eruptions of Mount Etna.

sky

is

It is

somewhat remarkable that on the coast of Tunis
tempests are rarely
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accompanied by lightning. Thunder is scarcely ever heard, except on the mountains, and Ferrini assures us that there is not a single instance on record of its

having been met with
thought unnecessary
however, the case

is

in tin- plains.

At Tunis and

to protect the
buildings

the suburbs

it

has been

by lightning conductors.

and M. Guerin

quite otherwise,

in

states that a

AtSfakes,
tower in this town

-vend times struck by lightning in 1882.
altogether, the climate of Tunis is one of the finest throughout the whole
Mediterranean coastline. The military statistics between the months of
August,
>

Taken

1883, and March, 1884, show that fewer soldiers were received into the Tunisian
hospitals during that period than in

in France itself.

M. Bertholon

any of the Algerian provinces, or even than
considers that the coast of Tunis can boast of as

fine a climate as Australia,

but that in the inland valleys, where the atmosphere
not renewed by the north winds, endemic fevers are
justly dreaded.

is

FLORA OF TUNIS.
Belonging to the Mediterranean zone by the nature of its geological formations,
rocks, and climate, Tunis is also comprised in the same geographical area, thanks to
its flora and fauna.
Like Algeria, the Iberian coast, Lower Languedoc, and Lower
Provence, Italy, and Greece, Tunis forms a part of the olive region, which Columella considers to be " the first of all trees." The investigations of botanists show
that the Flora of Tunis

is

almost identical in

its

special characteristics, with that of

and the climate have resulted
Algeria still,
in a far greater
intermingling of species in the eastern than in the western region.
In Algeria the boundary lines are clearly defined between the flora of the coast
the differences in the relief of the land

;

and of the uplands of the plateaux, and of the Sahara, whereas in Tunis they intermingle in the utmost disorder. The species common to the Sahara, following the
coastline along the Gulfs of Cabes

dunes close

to

Tunis and Bizerta.

and Hammamat,

Wherever sand

is

finally reach

the maritime

to be found, the botanist is

sure to observe ten or twelve varieties which he has seen in the Saharian ergs.

Conspicuous amongst these

is

the drin, or arthraterum ptinycns.

On the other hand,

there are found south of the Shott-el-Jcrid, in the same latitude as the southern-

most

oasis of the Algerian Suf,

some plants belonging

to the

upland plateaux of

Setif.

Cabes seems to form the meeting-point of the most diverse floras, comprising
varieties from the sea-shore, from the sandhills of the desert, from the clayey beds
of the weds and their alluvia, from the argilo-calcareous plain, which skirts the
foot of the mountains, and from those oases characterised by a Mediterranean and

almost a European flora.
Thanks to its position opposite Sicily, Tunis also posa
OSBOD
certain number of species common to Sicily and Italy, which are nowhere

found

in Algeria.

and western basins of the Mediterranean,
forms a barrier between two regions whose resjH-etive floras present some

Cape Bon, the boundary
also

of the eastern

points of difference in detail.

The

entire flora of Tunis, which I>e-f'ontaines in
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the last century calculated at 300 species, consists, according to M. Cosson, of
From west to east, i.e. from
1,780 varieties, of which a few only ore indigenous.
Tunis to Maroeco, the special varieties of plants gradually diminish, a fact due to
the gradual lowering of the land.
there are only 25 which are not to be
these plants are so

Amongst
met with

numerous that they impart

the 563 species found at Cabes,
Some of
in the Algerian Sahara.
their colour to the plains,

hence are visible for a distance of several miles.

tracts covered

Large

which

with bind-

weed, and other pule blue flowers, appear in the distance like extensive lacustrine
basins.

The mountains

of the

basin,

Mejerda

and those which command the Mediter-

ranean watershed between Bizerta and Calle, are

covered with vast forests.

still

found huge oaks, amongst
others the zcen (quercus Mirbeckii}, whilst the holly flourishes in the midst of the
If the Mejerda has
brushwood, and the wild cherry amongst the fruit-trees.

Thanks

to the relative moisture of the climate, here are

plenty of water throughout the year, it is due to the woods which clothe its sides.
But in central Tunis, and in the vicinity of the Syrtes waters, the country is almost

The only

entirely deforested.

the

fig,

trees to be

found in this region are the olive and

which grow round the towns, overtopping ihe hedges of nopal, as in Algeria,
wormwood and alfa grass, which

the plateaux having no other varieties than the

In some spots the ground is completely naked, and
humus, the hard rock ringing with a metallic sound
under the foot of the traveller. However, in these barren regions, at the southern
base of the Bu-IIedma mountains, there lies a forest of gum-bearing acacias, which
is

used to manufacture paper.

has even

lost its superficial

covers a space of some 18 miles long by 7 broad.

which

of Africa in

But they

xttyal.

far distant

but the

gum

is

scarcely

from each

gum

is

the most northern region
species of these gum-bearing trees, viz., the wacia

met one

amount

other.

in

This

round numbers

is

to 40,000, the trees

being so

are occasionally used in the preparation of food,

They

allowed to run waste, and serves as food to wild animals.

which exudes from certain

The

varieties of mastics, as in the island of Ohio, is not

employed in the manufacture of mastic or other perfumed essences.
The banks of the great shotts, which are separated from the Syrtis Minor only
a
narrow isthmus, are covered with the beautiful " groves," as the natives call
by
"
them, of the Beled-el-Jerid, or
Country of .Dates," which contain over a million
to
more
than
150
varieties.
The dates vary in taste in a most
palms, belonging

Whilst the palms at
astonishing manner, according to the climatic conditions.
Sfakes and Jerba island are little more than ornamental trees, whose fruit is mostly
given as food to the animals, those at Cabes produce excellent dates; the fruit
yielded by the El-Hamma oasis is excellent, while that obtained in Jerid and Suf
is

even

still

better.

of

as

The cause
to

the

of this

different

is

doubtless due not so
of

much

to the difference

the atmospheric moisture.

temperature,
proportion
all the varieties of dates, a
great difference in taste is noticeable according
to where they are grown.
In the Jerid the finest is the dcglet-nnr or " luminous

Amongst

date," so called

on account of

its

show dates which are preferable

transparent appearance the Suf, however, can
it.
The inhabitants of the oases love their

to

;

FAUNA OF TUMi-s

as if they

were domestic

I'rii

mU.
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Th-y ne\er

"
kill,"

/.<.,

cut down, a pulm

-iryptis of the ancients, except on vrv imsuch
as
the
u child, a marriage feast, or on the arrival
of
birth
portant occasions,

for the purpose of

of

tt

making

lukl>i, tin-

<

greatly respected guest.

Formerly Jerba, the ancient Meninx, the "Island of the Lotus-eaters," was
famous for the lotus plant, which is not known with certainty to have ever since
been found in this region. What was this fruit, of such an exquisite taste that

when

had eaten of it they forgot their native land
Does this Homeric
some mysterious product symbolical of peace and happiness ? or else
does it apply to a veritable fruit which seemed so attractive to the Greek marinertP
The descriptions given by the ancient writers seem more especially to indicate a
travellers

J*

legend refer to

variety of the jujube-tree (zizyphus

lotuis),

the

xerier

or sidra, which

is still

found in

Jerba Island, as well as on the neighbouring coast, and as far inland as the Tuareg
country. Its berries are made into a very pleasant acidulated drink, although the fruit
itself, of an insipid sweetish taste, is no longer much appreciated. Mohammed speaks
of the zizyphus lotus as an accursed shrub, which in the Saba country has taken the
place of the delicious fruit-trees which formerly flourished in the gardens of that
The first Greek explorers, who related to their countrymen the wonders
region.
of the distant kinds they

had

visited,

may

possibly have tasted the tine dates of

Beled-el-Jerid, without having seen the tree, and hence they would have attributed
this fruit to the jujube-tree;

or else the taste of the fruit

may have been

modified,

El-Bekri relates

of which

Egypt presents an example in the fruit of the sycamore.
that the apple-trees of Jerba were unrivalled for the excellent and beautiful fruit
they bore ; but its plantations were destroyed because the Christians used to take the
apples without paying the islanders for them.

FAUNA OF

Trxis.

from that of Algeria and Tripoli in but
few varieties, being somewhat richer in animal forms than the neighbouring desert
rich as Western Mauritania.
lauds which skirt the
Major, and not quite so

The fauna

of Tunis, like its flora, differs

Syrtis

A

number of species takes place in the direction from east
in Tunis, as in the conterminous regions, the fauna has been contaken place in historical times.
siderably modified by the great changes which have
The destruction of the forests has caused certain species of animals to disappear, or
gradual increase in the

to west.

But

has reduced the extent of the zone inhabited by them. On the other hand,
domestic animals have been imported, and also probably wild animals, such as deer,
else

for according to the ancient writers, these animals

were not

to

be found in this

region before the arrival of the Carthaginians, who introduced and kept them in a
half domesticated state to offer them up as sacrifices to Baal-IIammon. At present a

few deer are

to

be seen in the western uplands of Tunisia, notably south of Tabarka,

Khumir and I'shtetta hills.
The bear, which is believed to have been very common, judging from the

in the

numerous geographical terms

in

which

it>

nam-.- occurs,

appears to have become
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The baboon is no longer to be
extinct about the beginning of this century.
Lions
the southern shotts.
on
in that angle of Tunisia bordering
with,
except

met
still

hills on the frontier of Algeria, and more especially in
Ushtetta tribes, and in the Jebel Bu-Ghanem. But they
the
Khumiriu, amongst
are not nearly so numerous as they were in the time of the Carthaginians, when they
outskirts of the towns, and when the
peasants and travellers in the very

exist

in

some of the

preyed upon
roads wore lined with gibbets on which these animals were crucified. According to a
still contained a few thousands of these
popular legend, the Bft-Ghanem territory
centuries
few
some
beasts
ferocious
ago, and the reigning sovereign gave the
that they ate no other flesh than that of
country to a certain tribe on the condition
the lion.

but
Elephants have disappeared with the forests which they devastated,

it is

in this country in the early period of local
exterminated
were
during the Roman sway. In Pliny's
probably
history they
" from
time elephants were already brought in captivity
beyond the solitudes of
satisfactorily

shown that they existed

;

"

the Syrtcs

but a Spanish writer

;

states,

on mere hearsay authority, that this

pachyderm was seen in Tunis as late as the latter end of the sixteenth Century.
More fortunate than the elephant, the buffalo has not been completely exterminated,
a few herds still roaming round Lake Bizerta, and even in the island of Eshkel, in the
middle of the lake of the same name

A

of the country.

few moufflons

still

but they are no longer found in any other part

;

survive in the southern hills of Tunis, but in no

other part of the country.
But, as in the rest of North-west Africa, the domestic
fauna has been enriched by the acquisition of that most valuable animal, the camel.

animal has for at least fifteen centuries been indispensable
as a beast of burden to the inhabitants of the Barbary States and Sudan.

According

to Tissot, this

The reader

is

doubtless familiar with

the accounts of the ancient authors

concerning the struggle which the army of Regulus had to sustain on the borders
of Bagrada against a serpent more than 116 feet long.
But at the present day
the
whole
of
Tunis
there
is
not
a
snake
attains
which
one-fifth of these
throughout
proportions.

The

varieties of the ophidian family

although there are probably
other hand,

many

still

of the reptiles

many

have also decreased

species as yet undiscovered

which the ancient writers describe

;

in

number,
on the

while,

as

sprung from

the blood of the Gorgon, must be classed amongst the fabulous animals.
One of
the districts most infested by serpents is the mountain region which skirts the

Tunisian Sahara

the natives have even been compelled to quit the Jebel Telja,
north-east of the Shott-el-Gharsa, on account of the multitude of snakes, of the
;

Farther east, towards Sfakes, the
tugarya family, which swarm in this place.
nomads of the steppes have a great dread of the zorrctg (rc/iis carinata), which
twines itself round the branches of the tamarisk-trees growing near the springs,

and thence darts down upon

its
prey. It is probably the same species as ikejaculus,
"
or
recent expedition, under the direcwinged serpent," of the Latin authors.
" hooded "
tion of M. Doumet Adanson, has resulted in the
snake,
discovery of a
called bit f'tira, the naja of naturalists.
The scorpion, another reptile common in

A

Tunis,

is

extremely dangerous,

much more

so

than the Algerian or Marocco

FAUNA OF
IK

varieties.

>tin^ often pi-ove^ fatal.

of f'.-silifrrous -and-tone placed at

huilt

is

According

the threshold

jetting into the hoists; they are said
theatre, which

TUNIS.

never

with these stones.

120
to tin- natives, a
peculiar

to he

found

Clouds of locusts

kind

prevent scorpions from

siitlices to

in the
vi>it

Kl-.Jem amphi-

the Tunisian Tell.

and destroy the harvest; those which devastated Algeria in I84o were hut
Butterflies are
according t< tin* statemt nt of I'ellissier, near the Tunisian Jerid.
extremely rare in Tunis; the chief charm of our fields is denied to those of
Northern Africa, but u few of these graceful insects are to be seen hovering over
This scarcity of lepidopteru is due to the
the flowery slopes of the mountains.

numbers of

great

birds,

which destroy the

caterpillars.

Tunis possesses a few special varieties of birds, amongst others u sparrow from
" father of
the Jerid, called the bu-hubibi, or
friendship," which flies from palm
to palm uttering a shrill note like that of the cunury. This elegant bird, celebrated

looked upon as a sort of good genius, and the
but all attempts to introzealously against foreign sportsmen
The
failed.
salt lakes are covered
have
hitherto
into the town of Tunis

songs of the country,

in all the

natives protect

duce

it

is

it

;

with blue and pink-coloured flamingoes, which, from a distance, look like soldiers
Above the fields wheel flocks of starlings, at times dense
clad in bright uniforms.

enough

The

to cloud the skies.

seas

which bathe the shores of Tunis swarm with

fish.

Around Jerbu and

the Kerkeuna Archipelago, which even ancient writings describe as "environed by
stakes," the shallow water is divided into irregular compartments formed of palms

which

and

rise

fall

with the

tide,

and which enclose channels and chambers into

which the fish swim at high water, but from which they are unable to extricate
The islanders arc thus enabled to capture a great
themselves at low water.
quantity of
coast,

fish,

and even

which they cure and export to the towns on the neighbouring
The cuttle-fish, which are obtained chiefly on a bank

to Italy.

situated between Sfakes

and the

islands, are dried in the sun

and nearly

all

exported

The Jerba and Kerkenna islanders also fish for singes, either in
winter by means of long hooked poles which they drag over the rocks, or in
summer by wading in the shallows and feeling for them with their feet.
The shores of Cape Bon, less rich in animal life than those of Kerkenna, are

to Greece.

visited

other.
fish,

fish migrating from one basin of the Mediterranean to the
Enclosures erected along the shore at equal distances entrap the tunny-

by shoals of

which are the most highly prized of

all

Bizerta, which, according to a legend related

these migratory fishes.

The Luke

of

by El-Edrisi furnishes exactly twelve

one for each month in the year, is also an important fishingground, chiefly for mullet, which are caught by a very ingenious device, dating proFrom side to side of the channel is stretched a rope,
hahly from the Tunic period.
varieties of fish,

along which runs a ring retaining a female mullet, who swims easily in the water;
the male tMi Hock round this enticing bait, and are thus caught in shoals with nets.
Palisades of reeds and willows are erected in the middle of tin- current, through

which the

fish

can easily enter, but are unable to retreat.

coast of Tunis, towards Capes Serrat

Finally, on the wc-tirn

and Negro, the coral bunks stretch from the
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the Algerian coast; although no\v somewhat
bay of Tuburka westwards along
banks were till recently visited by hundreds of vessels from
impoverished, these
a
Torre del Greco. The fishing for those shell-fish (the murex) which supplied

been abandoned since the time of the Romans. The enormous
purple dye, has
similar to those on the beaches of Sidon, still seen on
heaps of mure* and purpitra,
of this
the shores of Jerba and Lake Biban, are a proof of the great importance
colonies along the African seaboard.
industry to the old Phoenician

INHABITANTS OF TUNISIA.
the territories of Tripoli, which are mainly deserts, and offer along the
coast but few ports, a narrow cultivated zone, and oases few and far between, Tunis

Beyond

must naturally have proved pre-eminently a land of promise to invaders coming
Its fluvial basin, the first occurring in Africa
either from the sea or from inland.
it is separated by such vast wastes, its
which
from
the
west of
Egyptian Nile,
fertile plains, its lakes

and gulfs teeming with

fish, its

ports so excellently situated

both for commerce and for the military command of the Mediterranean basin, were
this region into a
advantages calculated to attract warlike nations, and convert
battlefield for rival states.

Stations covered with the scattered remains of stone

rare in
implements and weapons, besides megaliths, menhirs, dolmens, cromlechs,
recall
the
in
still
certain regions of Tunis but very common
others,
presence of

or the same religion as the primitive inhabipeoples having either the same origin
Andalusia.
and
tants of Brittany

In the very beginning of written history, the Phoenicians had already estab-

whence they could command
and those of Crete on the other. Then the

lished themselves at the very angle of the continent,

the waters of Sardinia on one side

Romans, become powerful, desired in their turn to conquer this African foreland,
without which none of their Mediterranean possessions, Sicily, Sardinia, or Italy

Thus for more than a century the known
itself, would have been free from attack.
world was shaken by the struggles of these two powerful rivals, until the Phoenician
city was levelled with the ground, and succeeded by a flourishing Roman settlement. The Vandals and the Byzantines afterwards contended for the possession of
Tunis, which
circle

of

many successive
the Mohammedan

invasions of the Arabs brought at last within the
world.
The Turks merely succeeded in giving

governors to the country, and the invasions of the European Christians, under
Louis IX. and Charles V., did not last long enough to produce the slightest per-

change in the

civilisation of Tunis.
But, on the other hand, piracy, by
a
constant
stream
of
slaves
into
the
introducing
country, led undoubtedly to a considerable modification of type amongst the urban populations.

ceptible

THE BERBERS AND

ARAI;S.

The ancient Carthaginian and Roman masters
ruled over

it

for

many

centuries and covered

it

of this region, both of

whom

with towns, fortresses, and monu-
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ments, have imparted nmie of their physical cliar.ictrri-.tic-> t< tho
people, &B far at
as ran now \- d. tcct. .1
n<>r have
traditions
of
their
former
any
;

survived amongst the local communities.
failed to detect aiivti.i

Tin-

m<t

careful

or Vandal influences in

tlie

ol>xervers

out

supremacy
huvo aim

ward apjMarance,

languages, or usage-* of the present inhabitants of Tunisia.

The only two ethnical
element^ represented in the eountry, apart from the Jews and
foreigners who have
are
the
various
or
immigrated,
recently
groups rightly
wrongly known by the
terra
of
"Berbers," and the descendants of the Arab invaders.
comprehensive
These

latter, to

judge by their speech, and the ascendancy which they owo to their
them as the conquerors and reformers of the country,

traditions representing

But those peoples who in the
apparently compose the largest part of the nation.
time of the Carthaginians constituted, under various names, the
very basis of the
population, are in reality still by far the most numerous, however much they have
become mixed with those other elements which, by a succession of
crossings, have
become gradually merged in the native type. The ancient language has not
entirely died out,

and even wrote

and the inhabitants of Jerba Island
at

one time.

A

still

book written in Berber

yet
speak a Berber dialect,

be preserved
ancient Libyan characters were probably
employed in its composition, because the Jeraba, as the islanders are called, recognise the letters of their own alphabet in the
copies of Libyan inscriptions which
it

in one of the villages of this island.

have been shown them.

is still said to

The

The powerful Urghamma

tribe,

who

are found in those

parts of Tunis near the frontier of Tripoli, also speak a Berber dialect closely related
to that employed by the Jeraba.
The mountaineers of the Jebels Dwirat and
"
"
who
to
the
same
Metmata,
belong
Kabyle group as the Tripolitan Berbers of the

Jebel Jefren, also speak this dialect. But it is not true, as was till recently believed,
that the Drid or Derid clan in the northern portion of Tunis on both banks of the

Mejerda, still speak the Berber language. All the northern and central Tunisian
even those who have jealously preserved their Berber traditions and genea-

tribes,

logies,

have become assimilated

to the

Arabs

in speech.

Besides, these two ethnical

elements have become so closely connected during the

last thousand years and
name
consists in reality of disa
collective
a
tribe
single
bearing
many
tinct fractions, some of their clans being of Berlx.T others of Arab extraction.

more, that

Thus the Khumirs, who

are usually considered as forming a homogeneous group, are
divided into four secondary tribes, of which one is of pure Berber origin, whilst

the three others are said to be of Arabic descent

Maugrabin

dialect.

Still,

;

but

all

the traditional descent of a tribe

alike
is

employ the

not a reliable

guarantee for the purity of its origin, because from geneiatiou to generation the
It is a recognised fact that,
race may have been greatly modified by marriage.
been
almost merged in one by
in Northern and Central Tunis, the two races have
these crossing; Arabs and Berbers have become mutually assimilated one to the
other.
The relatively low elevation of the uplands and the breadth of the valleys,
which
far into the interior of the country, have facilitated this ethnical

ramify
and the abrupt contrasts that are met with in Algeria and Maroco. lx-t\\e< n
the Kabyles and Arabs, who still dihVr in appearance and customs, are seldom seen

fusion,
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in Tunis.

The pure Berber type

is to

be found only amongst the southern highit has been noticed

Here, as in the Algerian Jurjura,

landers and in Jerba Island.

have shorter and broader features, that

to the Arabs, the natives

compared
their skull and
that,

the glance
are
that
altogether of a
frank, and
they

facial outline are less

animated, the expression more

regular, the hair lighter,

cheerful and enterprising disposition.
the two races
Although the difference between

more
more

very clearly defined, that
more strongly marked. Both townsis

between their several modes of life is much
men and nomads, be their origin what it may, present the strongest contrasts, and
as if they belonged to two different nations.
According
mutually treat each other
the " men
between
divided
is
Tunis
of
the
latest
equally
census,
to the
population

"

and the " dwellers in the tents."

In the northern regions the
nomad tribes, surrounded on all sides by towns, villages, and cultivated lands, have
whilst in the south they possess the whole extent of
a somewhat limited

of the houses

range,

the steppes as their free camping-grounds.
Besides, families which are but half nomad reside in all parts of Tunis, at one
time cultivating the ground in some depression, at another following their herds to
Famine, civil strife, and war often break up the
the upland pasture lands.
the tribes, and the groups composing them often remove
between
relations
friendly
Not a single generation
to a distance of hundreds of miles from each other.

which are analogous to those handed down to us
Thus it is that the Drids or Derids, who forby history and by
"
"
as taxgatherers, have
Bey of the camp
merly followed in the train of the
Tunis
on
both
banks of the Mejerda
of
various
scattered
become
parts
throughout
while the northern Ulad Sidi-Abid tribe, neighbours of the Bejas, have sent an off-

these migrations,
passes without

local traditions.

;

According to M. Duveyrier, the
the
tribes
one
of
Dedmakas, or Tademakkas,
composing the Khumir group, are
now incorporated with the confederation of
closely related to the Kel-Tademakkct,
shoot into the Nafta oasis, near the Shott-el- Jerid.

the Tuareg Auelimmiden, on the banks of the Niger, and all the other Khumirs,
even those who call themselves Arabs, came from the south and from the west

some centuries ago.

The

Tarabelsi also,

who

cultivate the land in the suburbs of

Tunis, are evidently descendants of immigrants
to indicate.

On

it is a common
who have become such

the other hand,

Arab

from

Tripoli, as their

name seems

tradition in Tunis that the

fervent Catholics, are closely
related to the Ulad Said who roam throughout the environs of Siisa.
At a still recent period a great many nomads lived by war and pillage, either as
Maltese, those

islanders

The Urghammas, on the frontiers
number some thirty thousand individuals, representing an armed force of

soldiers ot the Bey, or as professional brigands.

of Tripoli,

men, and were exempted from all tribute, for the exbut they were officially entrusted with the
cellent reason that they refused to pay it
defence of the border lands against foreign marauders. Hence, under pretence of
at least four or five thousand

;

carrying out the Bey's instructions, they crossed into the neighbouring territories at
their pleasure, killing the men and carrying off the women, children, and provisions.

The Urghammu

warriors, proud of their sanguinary exploits, were accustomed to
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guns for ev TV enemy they hud killed, and these
wen covered with note lies from the butt-end to the
muxxlc of the barrel. The Hanenshas of Kalaa-es-Senam, entrenched within their
upland stronghold, held the Jley's soldiers in such contempt that, when advancing
a notch in the stock of their

weapons are

to be

still

to collect the tuxes, the troops

accompanied by

were often received with the present of a dead dog,
and cries of " There is our tribute to your sove-

derisive cheers

The Hamamma, who roam over

the steppes in the vicinity of Gafsa, claim
to bo faithful subjects of the Bey, mainly, however, because they can thus rob
with the greater impunity. Every male of this tribe is taken by his father, the
reign."

very day of his birth, placed upon a horse already caparisoned, and welcomed
with the following traditional words: "Saddle and bridle, and life on Islam."
That is to say, that the child's only inheritance would be a horse and weapons,

bread by plundering his Mussulman
At the present time the
brethren, inhabitants of the vast Mohammedan world.
sons of these bandits, finding it no longer profitable to gain their living by

and that

it

would be his duty

plunder, emigrate to the

employed

to earn his daily

cities,

more

chiefly as porters.

often surprised to meet

especially to Bone and Tunis, where they are
Travellers crossing the Urghamma territory are

members

of this tribe familiar with the

These are emigrants who have become rich and returned
Till recently, before the occupation of the country

French language.

to their native land.

by the French troops had

powerfully modified the internal relations, the whole of the Tunisian tribes as well
as the other communities, were split up into two sof, or hostile leagues, which
frequently changed sides according to the assessment of the taxes or the exactions

One

of the cadis.

that of the Bey.

two great parties, that of the Ahsimiya, claimed to be
In Central Tunis this faction was more especially represented
of these

Hamamma tribe,

by the great

whilst the Beni-Zid were at the head of the Bashiyas,

or the party of the independent Arabs.

French renegade, and on
giving him

the

title

this

They claim

ground they welcomed the explorer IVllissier,
The Ulad-Ayars of the Kef district, the Zlas

of "cousin."

of Kainvan, the Nefets of Bu-IIedma, the

Tripolitan frontier,

to be the descendants of a

were the

allies of

Urghammas, and the Akkaras

of the

the Ilammamas, whilst the Metalits of Sfakes

the Suas of Susa, the Majers, the Frashish of the Algerian frontier, and the
Hazems of Cabes, were numbered amongst those Beduins who recognise no masters.

Some

years ago, by a skilful stratagem, the Beni-Zid obtained possession of the
Kasbah of Sfakes, and did not evacuate it till they liberated all the prisoners of

whom

the Bey's government had imprisoned in this citadel.
The
Mahadcbas of the coast, between Sfakes and the Syrtis Minor, are respected by all
alike as a tribe of Marabuts or
The Bey has exempted them from all
priests.
their faction

on the condition that they afford protection and hospitality to the caraThe Nefzawa, who occupy the peninsula of the same name between the
Shott-cl-Jerid and the Shott-el-Fejej, are divided between two hostile factaxes,

vans.

The

tribes composing the independent party attempted to resist the
but
after
a few desultory skirmishes they fled into Trijwlitan territory.
French,
These fugitives, estimated at more than thirty thousand, found it extremely
tions.
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difficult to

the southern tribes, and the majority returned to
get a living amongst
The ringleaders of the insurrection belonged to the tribe of the

sue for peace.
Nefet.

Amongst

the town Arabs, often spoken of as Moors, like their fellow-country-

Fig. 39.
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men

and Marocco, the numerous ethnical elements of'which
they are composed have become so intimately intermingled that it is no longer
Even the Moors who were driven out of Spain, some
possible to recognise them.
in the towns of Algeria

THE
in the fifteenth,

whom

others at the

P.KIM'.KRS

AND

commencement

ARA1'.-.

t>f

tin-

I!r,

sev ntcrtith e -ntiirv,

cultivated land in the suburbs of the cities \\a- a

i^iied

and to

a- -p-i-ial quart

but few towns and villages descendants who can bo distinguished from
other Aral* townsmen.
Some few noble families, however, have preserved their
or
have
even
retained the keys of their mansions in Seville or Granada
genealogies,

have

left in

;

"
spoken of as Andtifos or Anitatov, that is to say, Andalusians."
Moreover, a few towns and villages are mentioned where workmen of Spanish
origin carry on a special industry, and where the traditions of their trade have
these are

still

enabled them to keep alive the memory of their origin.
The skilful gardeners of
Testur and Teburba, on the lower Mejerda, know that their fathers dwelt on the

banks of the Jenil and Guadalquivir; at Nebel, on the east coast, the pottery
industry is maintained by these exiles, who have retained the name of Andalusians,

and who, from father to son, have religiously transmitted the fictile vases brought
from Malaga by their fugitive ancestors.
At the time of Peyssonnel's voyage, a
hundred years after their expulsion from the Iberian peninsula, they still spoke
Spanish and dressed in the ancient Andalusian fashion. A certain portion of the
"

"

population of Tunis is also composed of renegades of all nations, who
were brought into the country as slaves at the time of the slave trade.
The town peoples, and especially those called Tunsi, or Ulad Tunes, i.e.

Moorish

" Children of
Tunis," are

much

lighter in colour than the

nomad

tribes

some

;

few are even of an olive colour, the general hue of the skin resembling that of the
The face is usually olive, the nose long, the
Spaniards and Southern Italians.
eyebrows thick, the beard dark and scanty they are of middle height, with wellshaped figures, and graceful and dignified in all their movements. Individuals
;

are never seen amongst

them with the

slight

development of the calf so noticeable
few

amongst the Semites of the Arabian peninsula as well as amongst the Hindus

;

met who present such an obese appearance as their fellow-citizens, the
Spanish Jews. The majority of the Tunisians are religious, but perfectly free
from fanaticism. They are staid, dignified, and benevolent in disposition
and

also are

;

however much they may be corrupted by a commercial career, they are, as a rule,
far honester than their Christian and Jewish rivals.
In the days when piracy and
the slave trade flourished, the Tunisians were noted for the kindness with which
"
very probable that the captive maidens of Tunis
and Bixerta," who passed their time spinning yarn in the dwellings of the
Christian pirates, were less happy by far than the Christian women who became

they treated their slaves.

It is

Except amongst the merchants, there are very few
themselves of the Prophet's example to espouse more than

the prisoners of the Tunsi.

Tunisians

who

avail

In industry, taste, aptitude for business, and finally in education and literary culture, the Tunisians are considered to be the superiors of all
Before the
the other Moors, who, however, can claim the palm for better morals.

one wife at a time.

rule, and when the southern tribes encamped on the commercial routes
had not yet become brigands, Tunis was the great market for exporting the goods
of all the peoples of the Sudan.
The Negroes of tho Niger and Lake Tzad con-

Turkish

sidered all merchandise other than that

manufactured by the Tunsi as unworthy
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" Tunis
invents, Algiers prepares, and Oran destroys," says an
but for physical energy and love of
proverb quoted by Theophile Gautier,
The Africans of Tripoli are
the proverb must be read in an inverse way.

of their notice.

Arab
work

the most indifferent
those of

workmen

those of Tunis are preferable, although inferior to

;

Algiers, who, in their turn,

have

to yield the

palm

to the natives of

Marocco.

THE TURKS.

for

are

The Turkish element, formerly represented by the Beys and Janissaries, has
some time past been on the wane in Tunis, and now Turks, properly so called,
no longer to be seen in this country. The Osmanli, and together with them

the reigning family, by intermarrying have all become Kulugli, and are gradually
" Moors. "
The Malekite
race of the Arab
being absorbed in the predominating

which they belonged, is gradually being replaced by the Hanefite
are practised by the bulk of the Maugrabin Mussulmans.
which
ceremonies,
a large number of followers in the towns of
Religious heresy has, nevertheless,
religion,

Tunis.

to

The Beni-Mzab, who regularly emigrate

and firemen at the baths, are

Khamsiya

all

to Tunis as charcoal merchants
" Dissenters."
or
Kharejites,
They are also called

or " People of the Fifth," that

of the four orthodox sects.

is to say, that they do not belong to
any
Like the Beni-Mzab and the Berbers of the Jebel

"
Xefusa, the Jeraba are also
People of the Fifth," and practise
the Ibadhite persuasion.
They wear the sheshia, the gandura

all

the rites of

made

of

cloth

embroidered with brilliant coloured designs, look upon the cat as an unclean beast,
The rites of their religion oblige them to take
and hold the chameleon in awe.
off their

nether garments when they prostrate themselves to say their prayers.
religious brotherhoods are represented in Tunis more especially by

The orthodox

the Tijaniya, the Madaniya, the Aissawa, and in many tribes live holy families
"
composed of Shorfa, or Sons of the Prophet." As a general rule, more fanatics

townsmen than amongst the nomads.
According to
due to the kind of education which prevails in the Mussulman

are found amongst the
Pellissier, this is

"
those
world, where

Besides,

many

who

are the most learned are also the most narrow-minded."

practices anterior to the advent of

The

Mohammedanism

are

still

extant

strands of wool to certain trees pointed out
by their traditions; they have a great dread of the evil eye, and protect their
dwellings from it by the marks of their five fingers, the numeral 5 the symbol
in this country.

natives

still tie

The father of a large
being considered as especially favourable.
"
I have five children," so as not to
family contents himself with the remark,
mention other numbers of less propitious or even fatal influence. In times of
of the fish

"
the
drought, the natives have recourse to charms and witchcraft, so as to open
When the rain is very tardy in coming, and their young
gates of the clouds."
crops and harvests are in danger, the people occasionally seize hold of their kaid

and plunge him into a spring, taking care
beard.

" This

is

to let the water trickle

through his

their fashion of celebrating rogation
days," says Beule.
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Tin.

In proportion to t)ie Mohammedan population, tin- J<-\vs an m,,!,. numerou* in
of Tunis than in Algeria.
They an* grouped together in iinjxirtant
communities, not only in the city of Tunis, but al.so in tin- other towns of the
tin- ivL'fiiry

and

<M-t

in

Jerbu Island.

Many

of these Israelite* are the descendants of

settled in the country before the conquest

whether these families,
elements
(

a

i

the

of

by the Arabs, and

it

may

!<

\v

-

be asked

recently looked on with contempt, do not contain some

till

ancient
FiS-

-thuginian musters of the

40.-TuwnA

JBWMS.

The Jews driven
country.
out of Spain and Portugal,

H

well

us

who

those

ull

have immigrated within the

few hundred years, are

lust

p-nerally known by the name
of

Grana, that

natives of

or

is

to

suy,

Gurnu,

Leghorn

having been

Leghorn,

the principal market of the

Jews expelled from the Iberian peninsula.

The Grana,

whom hal

most of

placed

themselves under the protection of the Italian conor the representatives

sul,

of other foreign powers, had

cause

rarely

to

complain

of the Tunisians, whilst the
"
Old Jews" were denied all

rights to appeal against

any

injustice or extortion they

had hud to submit

many

great

to.

A

families were

compelled to abjure their
f.iith

to avoid persecution

;

but although they willingly
have remained Mussulmans.

have become modified.
saints,

as

There are

Such are the

and show great veneration

lNi s

.

venteen

Tunisian

pursue the murderers,

with

consort

who

for

-leu-

got off

their

also

Jews

co-religionists, they
Tunis whose doctrines

in

of Jerba Island

who worship

Mussulman murubuts.

So recently

Israelites

the

ancient

were assassinated, and no one dared

A
whom

with impunity.

sjK-cial

to

headdress distin-

no one dared to niol. >t
guished the Jews who hud no rights from those
a
without the permission of the consuls.
By singular irony of fate, the majority
41
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of the Spanish

Jews

in Tunis,

remembering that

their ancestors

came from the

as to obtain the protection of
Iberian peninsuln, have laid claim to their origin so
the annexation of Tunis to
before
same
the
In
way,
their ancient persecutors.
who had quitted Algeria to evade submission to the
France, a number of refugees,
hated conquerors, claimed to be* Algerians, with a view to obtaining the support of
the French Consul against the Bey's Government.

All the Tunisian Jews, whether of native or extraneous origin, follow the
and saying their prayers in Hebrew ; neverSpanish rite, reading the Pentateuch,
in
is
Arabic, and this, according to Maltzan, is pretheless, one of their invocations
cisely the

one most frequently uttered, and indeed the only one that the

women use.

" let loose his
This ancient prayer of the persecuted people beseeches the Lord to
wrath upon Spain, as well as on Ismael, Kedar, and Edom," the three latter names

Mussulmans of every race, and Christians.
being figuratively applied to the Arabs,
an
to
In spite of these requests addressed
avenging Deity, the Tunisian Jews are
mild and very pacific by nature nor do they appear to merit the reputation for
;

all the rest of their brethren
greed which they share in common with
are very adroit in seizing the opportunity for developing new industries.

increasing rapidly, the

number

;

but they

They are
For

of births being far in advance of the deaths.

some time past they have crossed over the boundaries of the Tunisian hara, or ghetto,
to which they were restricted, and have spread throughout all the quarters of the
In certain parts of the bazaar they have actually driven out the Arabs,
gaining ground shop by shop. They are no longer distinguished by a special
town.

costume,
forbade

many

them

of

them dressing

European fashion, as the laws which
But
the Mussulmans have been abolished.

in the

to clothe themselves like

by the type of physiognomy, by their bearing, and
the
often by their obesity,
Spanish Jews of Tunis having a singular tendency to
Till quite recently, young girls were subjected to a special
become corpulent.
they are easily distinguished

nature in making them "substantial
members of society."
These young girls are not considered "presentable" till
their arms and legs have become
large enough to retain the rings and bracelets
fattening process, art stepping in to

which their mothers had worn.

assist-

Whilst in nearly

all

other countries of this world

distinguished by the relative purity of its morals, the Jews
of Tunis contrast forcibly with the other inhabitants'
precisely by their gross

the Israelitish race

immorality

;

is

in fact, they

may

be looked upon as the chief source of

all

the vice

of this city.

THE EUROPEANS.
Like the Jews, the Europeans residing in Tunis form two distinct classes, the
families of the merchants settled in the country for several generations, and the
immigrants of recent date, who still look upon themselves as foreigners. The class
of the "
lies, till

Old Tunisians," which comprises a few hundred French and Italian famirecently constituted a kind of nation within a nation, like the Levantines

of Constantinople

and Smyrna.

Their nationality conferred privileges upon them

TOPOGRAPHY OF TUNISIA.
Grouped round

of whicli they were proud.

the extortions

to

!;,'.

their rrsjxTtive consuls,
they escaped

which the natives were exposed, and

this privileged
position

naturally the etYect of binding them to their native land.

Hut

in spirit

they dilVer strikingly from their fellow-countrymen Ix-yond the seas.
families of these merchant

princes

is

;|

n->tle->

had

and morals
B-l<,w the

crowd of hungers -on, mostly im-

The English consul might surround himself with a
immigrants.
veritable army, because the Maltese are much more numerous amongst the

I>overished

Europeans
applied to

however the name of European can properly be
these Arab Catholics. The vicinity of the Maltese archipelago, which is
settled in Tunis,

if

but 20 miles from the port of Tunis, enables the poorest to seek their fortunes on
the mainland, where they settle down as porters, watermen, merchants, innkeepers,
and gardeners. Certain streets in Tunis are entirely occupied by Maltese, and even on

the most distant routes from the capital these island traders are to be seen tra-

versing dangerous highland regions on foot, with their wives and children, and
driving before them horses laden with various kinds of merchandise. The Calabrians

and

Sicilians also

now be added

form a considerable section of the population, and

to these

must

the ever-increasing colony of the Northern Italians.

Although till recently inferior in numbers to the Italians and Anglo-Maltese, the
French colony was the most important, thanks to its numerous Beni-Mzab and

The annexation of Tunis to France has naturally resulted
other Algerian allies.
in a proportionate increase of French immigrants, and they are settling, not only in

The railway which
the capital, but also in the commercial towns along the coast.
crosses the whole country from east to west, the telegraph stations scattered
throughout the territory, the camps and fortresses occupying the strategical
positions, and the tracts of land bought up for cultivating vines and olives, all
attract to the interior a continually increasing stream of

French

clerks, merchants,

call
speculators, and workmen of every description, as well as the Kabyles who
themselves Frenchmen, and who come to offer themselves as reapers and harvesters.
The social and economic possession of Tunis was much more rapidly accomplished

This country, after having been so long separated from
history become connected with the Asiatic world, is evidently

than that of Algeria.
Europe, and by

its

resuming in the western basin of the Mediterranean the position which
hold from the nature and relief of the land, its flora, and its climate.

it

should

TOPOGRAPHY OF TUNISIA.
town near the Tripolitan coast, would be of some strateand commercial importance were the two straits, which it overlooks at the

El-liiban, the frontier
gical

entrance of the Bahiret-el-Biben, or " Lake of the Gates," of sufficient depth to
p-rmit vessels of large size to enter this vast basin.
way for the fishing- boats to anchor before the fort.
i-

As

it

is,

there

is

scarcely

export and
to the harnorth-westwards
transferred
been
has
but
slight,
any time

import trade, at
bour of Xar/.is, or Jerjis.a to\\n consisting of
amongst cornfields, palm and olive gro\es

Besides,

live distinct villages,

its

which are scattered

This region was at one time so

fertile
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that, according to a local

tradition, a canal, excavated in the plains of Zian, or

to the port of Zarzis a
Mftlinft-Zian, an inland town now in ruins, carried down
But the
and
barrels
exported.
stream of olive-oil which the natives collected in
and Urghamma Beduins have effectually dried
plundering hordes of the Akkara

Roman

inscriptions,
up this river of oil by cutting down the olive groves. Statues,
and other valuable antiquities have recently been discovered at Zian. According
to Barth, the Copts had at one time very numerous colonies on this part of the

coast between Tripoli

and Jerba Island.

Westwards are the towns
groups of the

Urghammas,

of

Metamer and Kasr-el-Mudcnin, inhabited by
on fortified mounds in the midst of the

built

Fig. 41.

tribal

plain.

HOUSES AT KASE EL-MUDENIN.

Before the occupation of Tunis by the French, the Kasr or Castle of El-Mudenin
sustained a siege against the bey's army.
In these towns may be seen the gradual
transition

from the cave architecture to that of houses, properly so called. Buildings
manner as to resemble cliffs, in which oval apertures made at

are erected in such a

various heights represent the openings of caves and grottoes.
these artificial caves, some of which are five or six stories high,

hewn

The

natives reach

by means of ladders

In the neighbouring mountains,
and more especially in the Metmata range, many such dwellings hollowed out in

or steps roughly

in the face of the wall.

these beds of ,soft chalk are very similar to those of the Tripolitan troglodytes.
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\

which serve us dwellings for men and enclosures

for domestic animal-,

arc hollowed out laterally at the bottom of a kind of pit open to the
vertical sides. A slightly inclined passage, defended by a closed ^

.skv,
;

,te,

and with

leads

}'r.,m

below to the surface of the earth.

In the surrounding plains there are also
larger
excavations to be seen, similar to those made by the (iauls, and which are still uw-d
in the

country of the northern

when

They were

(Jallas.

doubtless used

b\- tlie

nati\

s

was overrun by hostile tribes.
Sepulchral
monuments in the shape of truncated pyramids have also been found in this region
of Tunis
they are encircle by an enclosure of stakes, menhirs, or other megaliths.
as places of refuge

their country

I

:

Jerba Island, some 100,000 acres in extent,

is

the most populous part of Tunis;

was nearly as densely peopled as France, until, a few
proportionately speaking,
were
families
Its
swept away by the cholera.
ago, many
forty thousand
it

inhabitants look upon their island as a kind of large town, and all its numerous
groups of houses, protected by forts of Spanish construction, are termed hitmt*, or

"quarters."

Most of the Jerabas dwell

in

cottages standing in their separate enclosures.
tion,

and although

cisterns,

it

is

Beduins who

all

island is under cultiva-

extremely productive, thanks to the ceaseless labours of the patient
till the land.
Jerba Island of all other Tunisian regions possesses

The other

and almonds

hamlets, or else in isolated

The whole

the water for irrigating purposes comes from wells and

the finest olive-trees, the
land.

little

from which

oil

which

is

greatly preferred to that of the main-

apricots, pomegranates, figs,
while the vine, cultivated mainly by the Jews,
compared with those of Samos and Santorin. Clumps

are also excellent

yields a golden wine

is

from the orchards

fruits obtained

;

of palm-trees, dispersed in the midst of the gardens, are protected by law and

yield dates which, although better than those of Kerkenna, are far inferior to those

These trees are often used for the manufacture of palm-wine,
obtained by means df incisions made at the base of the trunk.
The agriculture to which the Jerabas pay such great attention is, however,
The seaside communities
insufficient to give employment to all the inhabitants.

of Beled-el-Jerid.

which

is

are engaged in the capture of fish, octopuses, and sponges, while the potters manufacture a peculiar vessel, which acquires its white tint by being immersed in the

Numbers
coverlets

working in his own hut, manufacture those
wool, and cotton which are so greatly admired in

of weavers, each

and materials of

silk,

the bazaar of Tunis, and which are exported to considerable distances, even as far
as the markets of Bornu.
The Jeraba men em ignite in crowds to the large towns
are found
Tripoli, and, like their co-religionists, the Beni-Mzab, they
as
well
as in
of
the
markets
in
inland
even
the
remote
continent,
everywhere,
U
are
Maltese
to
Nevertheless, the
L'inning
comjH'tiConstantinople and Egypt.
of Tunis

and

with them in Jerba
in

itself.

In 1860, as

many

as three hundred had already settled

the principal town of .Jerba.

The ancient

capital,

which

like the entire island bore the

name

of Menhur,

situated on the shore of the eastern strait, at the head of the bridge which conn

the island with the mainland.
8

mile-,

in circumference.

The
In

all

remaining ramparts of
parts of the island, which

still

this great city
in

the time of
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the

Romans was

of ByuKena, are found
a health-resort for the rich merchants

other ruins of towns and villas, but no traces of any buildings remarkable for
On the site of Meninx all that is now to be seen is one of
their architecture.

TOPOGRAPHY OF TUNISIA.
those halt-ruined borj, or old

The only

inland.

the lluntt

is

14B

strongholds, which an- dottc<l round

the whole
which merits the name of town,
(-t.ru strait, which is practicable

Itnmt on the .southern shore

standing close to the

Ajini,

\\

to ships.

The

present capital of .lerha stands on the northern side, in u

]>o*itioii

ver\

unfavourable to trade, for large vessels are obliged to anchor toine miles from tinshore.
This town, or rather this collection of scattered houses, is merely known
"
by the name of the

rendezvous of

all

m.irket

"

it

;

is,

in fact, the lltnnt Suk, or &/-<-/- AW/i>, the

The Jews, who

the Jeraba merchants.

are very numerous,

and are the only persons grouped together in a compact community, inhabit
dirty, unsavoury, and dilapidated houses. They claim to have arrived in the island
at the time of the

Babylonian captivity.
In the centre of the Catholic cemetery, a column perpetuates the memory of the
ancient Borj Rins, or " Castle of the Heads," a pyramid of bones which the Turks

by heaping up the skulls of the vanquished Spaniards. About
the year 1850, the Tunisian Government caused this ghastly monument to be
demolished, as a mark of international courtesy.
erected in 1560,

On

the side of the Syrtis Minor facing the continent, the largest group of
houses is that to which the name of Cabes has been given.
It is not a town, but a
collection of villages

from the

and hamlets scattered

in the midst of the palm-trees.

Viewed

an island of verdure through which glare the
white walls of the buildings here and there
a streamlet, whose upper bed is
and
at low tide, winds between the
blocked
sands
occasionally dry
nearly always
by
sea, the oasis looks like

;

villages,

the

ramifying in

all directions like

wed stands the Boiy Jedid,

of a

village

of " Mercanti,"

"

Many

Coquinville."

or "

canals of irrigation.

Near the mouth of

New

Castle," surrounded by the wooden huts
to which the soldiers have given the name of

a great city has, nevertheless, sprung from a

much humbler

beginning than this.
Farther up, both banks are covered by the houses of Jura, the principal town
of the oasis. By the very course of the irrigating trenches, disposed in broken
lines, like

the ramparts of a citadel,

the site of a fortified city.

town

It

it

is

at

once evident that this was fojmerly

was doubtless the

citadel of thy ancient Carthaginian

which was successively occupied by the Romans, Byzantines
and Arabs, and whose name may still be traced in its present form of Cubes, Gabes,
of Ta-Capa,

The

Roman

buildings have been employed in constructing the
villages of Jura and Menzcl, the latter situated over half a mile further south, on
the right bank of the wed, in the central part of the oasis, where the market is

or Gabs.

ruins of

held.
Still

further west ure

many

other villages dispersnl amongst

the palm gr<

Altogether the various villages of the oa>is have- a collecti\e population of about
The small
ten thousand souls, amongst whom are included a few hundred Jews.

Muropean colony

h..s

IK -en

by a French garrison. Cabes having
military circle; a Franco-Arab school has also

recently increased

leen selected as the capital of a
Before the arrival of the French, feuds were of

been opened here.

constant
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occurrence between Jara and Menzel
hence, as has been jocularly remarked, the
"
been given to the province.
has
which
name of Arad, or Discord,"
Thanks to their orchards and fields, the people of Cabes may be looked upon us
:

The land, rendered
the most highly favoured of all other Tunisian communities.
into
countless
fruitful by the irrigating works, is divided
plots, separated from each
other by hedges of cactus, earth walls, and thickset palms.
Fig, almond, orange,
fan-like
leaves of the
the
beneath
in
wild
and other fruit-trees grow
profusion

the vine twines its slender tendrils
palms swaying in the breeze above them
around the branches of the trees, and barley ripens in the shade of the overhanging
;

foliage.

But neither the banana nor the sugar-cane, which composed the wealth of
Cabes in the eleventh century, are any longer cultivated, and of its ancient forests
few specimens now remain. The fertility of the surroundthe most important port of call along this portion of the
exports the alfa grass coming from Central Tunis, and it is, moreover,

of mulberry-trees but a

ing lands has
it

coast;

also

made Cabes

of considerable strategical importance.

Situated at the eastern extremity of the

depression which, through the Shott-el-Jerid, penetrates far inland, Cabes enables
caravans and expeditions, by journeying from oasis to oasis, to skirt the southern

mountains and plateaux of Tunis and Algeria. During the Algerian
insurrections, it was through this town that weapons and supplies were obtained.
A large smuggling trade thus sprang up along this route, which threatened to
foot of the

become extremely dangerous

French power on the Saharian
frontier.
By taking possession of Cabes, the French have thus secured one of the
of
But Cabes has, unfortunately, no port.
gates
Algeria.
to the security of

The ancient creek

of Tacapa, which, however, was only available to small
has been choked up by the sands, and depths sufficient for vessels of heavy
tonnage must be sought at some distance from the shore. The creation of an artivessels,

by means

of jetties and dredgitfgs has recently been proposed
its
" Salt
has
been
the
mouth
near
of
the
Wed
or
selected,
probable
Melah,
already
Udref. An
River," which receives the waters of the mineral springs of
ficial

port

;

site

Am

sunk near the "Wed Melah, about half a mile from the
over 400 feet deep, and supplies an abundant stream of water,

artesian well recently

Mediterranean,

is

which

rises 13 feet above the
ground. This projected harbour is to be completed
a
which
will
be
with the Algerian system through Gafsa,
connected
by
railway

Tebessa, and Suk-Ahras.

Bona and Cabes would thus become two corresponding
between which would be directly conducted overland, and the
merchants would be no longer compelled to skirt the Tunisian promontories to the
north.
When Cabes is able to receive vessels of heavy tonnage, no other town of

ports, the traffic

all

the French possessions will present
greater advantages as a terminus on the
Lake Tsad. From the same place will

coast for a
railway crossing the Sahara to
also start the
longitudinal line running

from sea to sea south of the island of

Maghreb. The new town already enjoys a considerable
dates, and henna by a regular service of steamboats.
West of Cabes, and near the southern shore of the

trade, exporting alfa,

Shoft-el-Fejej, several
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villages, scattered in tin- midst of plantations like those oi ('..!-. constitute a centre

of imputation

known

collectively as Kl-IIninmrt, or

tin-

" Hut
Springs."

springs an- the A<pi;e Tacapitaice of the ancients.

The

bY8 given their name to the oasis, have
and are still used by the natives, who Inve

an e-tahli>hni.

'!'),,

four hot spring, which
a tmij>erature of from !i:', t<i 1J:{
I-'..
re-ere.-te<l

nt

on the

>ite

of the ancient hot baths.

Kl-Hanmia ou-U, \\hich is environed by smds and -t<.ppe> overrun
Heni-Xid Berbers, the traveller must pursue his way between the
escarpments <f the .lebel Tehagu and the shores of the great sebkha before reaching the
Heyoii<l ;h,.

by the

j)alm grovt

-

of \<fz -tint, about

number, standing

in the

^6 milrs

distant.

These palm groves, some fortv in

midst of the sands or encircled by rocks, occupy the lower

portions of the triangular peninsula which stretches north-westwards between the

The most numerous follow in succession
Shott-el-Fejej and the Shott-el-Jerid.
the
shore
of
the
shott
on
the
southern slope of the chain of hills and
along
great
dunes. In many places they form a continuous forest of palms, very picturesque
in appearance but very dangerous to live in, on account of the miasmas
arising
from the surrounding lagoons.
In Nefzawa it is by no means rare to see ten
or twelve date-trees springing obliquely from the same root, in such a way as
to

form a vast framework of verdure encircled by graceful clusters of pendent

fruit.

Most of the villages are enclosed by walls and ditches, which would be sufficient
them from the attacks of the Beduins, but not against- those of an

to protect

organised force.

KcliilH,

near the north-east extremity of the Shott-el-Jerid,

principal village of Nefzawa,

and in a neighbouring hamlet,

is

the

to the west, are to be

seen some inscriptions which afford grounds for believing that, in the time of
Hadrian, the chief Roman station stood on this spot. The settled population of
the Nefzawa oasis,

now

assimilated to the Arabs in religion and speech, belong to

two primitive races merged

in a

common

nationality of half-breeds.

One

of these

elements was a tribe of Negro agriculturists, the other the Nef/awa Berbers, a
branch of the great Luata tribe, originally from Marmaridis.
Around these
inhabitants of the oasis are the encampments of the

Arab

tribes,

most of

whom

are

of a peaceful disposition.
Amongst them are the Merazigs, who feed their flocks
to the south of Nefzawa and frequent the market of DHS ; they occasionally push
on their trading expeditions as far as Ghadames.
Farther south, in the few

OMM

and around the wells skirting the southern part of the Shott-el-Jcrid, is the
powerful Ghorib tribe, which is allied to the Algerian peoples of the Wed Suf,
from

whom

it is

separated by the region of sandhills.

A

-nuch smaller tribe, but

very dangerous on account of their plundering habits, is that of the Ultul
Yakub, or "Sons of Jacob," who are not to be confused with another of the same

still

mountains south of the Mejerda. These I" lad Yakub of the
wander to the south-east of Nef/awa over upland steppes, whence they command the routes between Tunis and Ghadames. These are the nomads who have
Kike the Tuaregs,
stopped the din <t caravan trade between Tunis and Nigritia.
name, encamped

in the

the people of the OAKS, both

nomad and

settled,

wear the

litz'im,

or

veil,

which
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conceals the face from below the

M.

root of the nose.

In the Nefzawa

district

Teisserenc de Bort has found numerous polished stone implements.

West

of Nefzawa, on the other side of the Sebkha-el-Faraun, rise the hills

is known by the special name of Belud-el-Jerid,
" The Palm Grove." a
or
designation
merely as Jerid, i.e.
Country of Palms,"
The Jerid is, in fact,
often extended to the whole region of the southern oases.

of the
"

narrow isthmus which

Surrounded as it is by shotts and sands, and
pre-eminently the date country.
protected from the north wind by the mountains which rise to the north-east, the
"
"
which is so essential to the life of the
Jerid undoubtedly possesses that
fiery air
to
its abundant springs, it can supply these trees with all the moisture
Thanks
palm.
they require; while the water, slightly warmer in temperature than the atmosphere,

Fig
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forms veritable thermal rivers which stimulate the growth' of the
of the Jerid are, as

M. Duveyrier

expresses

tropical plants such as flourish in the

cultivated

West

it,

trees.
The oases
" natural
hothouses," in which

Indies and the

Sunda

but the natives are content with their exquisite dates

;

might be
the best of which
islands

were formerly reserved for the bey's own table their no less highly appreciated
Their existence would be one
oranges, fruits of all kinds, vegetables and cereals.
of perfect ease

and comfort were they not weighed down ly the heavy

The Jerid has nearly a million palm-trees
0,000 acres

The women

;

taxes.

in a superficial area not exceeding

visit this oasis annually, and depart laden with fruit.
themselves
in weaving and making burnous, hai^s, and
employ

20,000 camels
also

which are greatly sought after throughout the whole of West Africa.
But the inhabitants of Jerid no longer enjoy the profitable direct trade which they

coverlets,
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carried on with the seaports and with the towns of the Sahara
during me<l
time*, when they were the purveyors ,f dftYW ir the
IJarh;iry St;tt. s. Agi-ntM and
brokers who h:ive scttlcl in the country, ni-.n- especially the Jews and the
M/ahitr*,
no\v export the products of the oases far and wide.
The Nalfa oa>i> ha-. I...-M
mimed Mar^it-o-Suhura, or the " Port of the Desert," and the
place is still shown
whence the vessels are said to have set sail, and where the remains of a
are
.ship

even

.stiite.l

to

have been found.

"
Throughout the whole of the Palm Country," the Arab towns have been preceded by those of the Roman period, the remains of which are still to be seen in
many places, although the greater part of the materials nave been utilised in

In the oasis of Tozer, the distribuilding convents, mosques, and defensive works.
bution of the water is still, regulated by Roman dykes.
As in most of the other

Fig. 44.
Scale
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oases, the

towns are not compactly

surrounding plantations.
religious pre-eminence, a

built,

but consist of quarters scattered amid the

The western oasis of N<(ft<i, which enjoys a
" Sons
certain number of its inhabitants being

sort of

of the

Toza' the largest
Prophet," comprises nine distinct villages and four convents.
into
nine
all the oases, is divided
quarters, and serves as the
t

and most populous of

political capital of the Jerid

;

Kl-Udian, the eastern group of oases, consists of

which are some distance
"
from each other lastly, an oasis called El-IIrimma, or the Baths," like that in the
The
sheltered by the palms.
vicinity of Tabes, comprises four groups of cottages,

many

villages,

amongst

others, Dyfix/i, Iiriz,

and

Sedtlmia,

;

C
into a basin
copious hot spring (96'8 F.), from which it has received its name, falls
of Roman construction
it is slightly sulphureous, and the natives endow it wiih
to
the merits of a saint buried in a neighbouring tomb.
due
astonishing virtues,
;

A

rock, standing north of Kriz in the Kl-l'diun oasis, is pierced with ancient
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"
"
From the
und with a cavern called the grotto of the Seven Sleepers
summit of this hill, commanding the narrowest isthmus between the Shott-elJerid and the Shott Garsa, an admirable view can be obtained of the chain of oases
quarries,

and of the two vast basins of lacustrine origin, which stretch away to the east and
In the north rise the mountains whence the Hamamma
west beyond the horizon.
the approach of caravans or of solitary travellers to the marauders
spies signaled
Not far from Kriz, on the north margin of the
in arnbush by the roadside.

lying

Shott-el-Jerid, there

be seen a round figure surmounted by a crescent, carved
According to Tissot this device, representing the moon, is a

is to

on the face of a rock.

remnant of the old Libyan religion. In some respects the inhabitants of the Jerid
differ in their manners and customs from the surrounding tribes, who accuse them
of eating the flesh of the dog.

In the valley of the

wed which, under the name

of Tarfawi, or

"River

of the

Tamarisks," ultimately runs dry in the sands at the eastern extremity of the Shott
Garsa, follow in succession a few oases, between which intervene wild solitudes.

Towards the source of the wed, here called Bu-IIaya, occurs the first oasis, that of
Feriarifi, whose two distinct hamlets constitute a zawya or religious establishment
for the

nomads

in the vicinity,

form a kind of brotherhood.

who belong to
The wretched

the Ulad Sidi-Abid tribe, and

who

buildings of Feriana are a poor

monuments of the Roman city, probably Tlielcjitc, which formerly
The ruins explored by M. Guerin occupy a space of at l^ast
vicinity.

substitute for the

stood in the

three m'iles in circumference, and nearly all the blocks of stone used in erecting the

public buildings, baths, theatres, and even private houses, are of enormous size.

The mountain whence

this stone

entire strata have disappeared,

was obtained has been quarried to a vast depth
is now crowned by an ancient castle.
;

and the summit

Besides the ruins of Jtfcdinet-cl-Kni/ima/i, or the "Old City," numerous Roman
remains, especially tombs, are also found on both banks of the wed, now almost
.

uninhabited.

whence

South of Feriana

its iv.une

of

is

Hajar Soda,

a rock which has been blackened as if by fire,
or " Black Rock."
Another rock of similar

appearance has been discovered near the El-Hamma oasis by M. Guerin,
"
Black Rocks
are aerolites.
supposes that these

who

'

The Gnf*a

looked upon as belonging to the Jerid, although
it is separated from the isthmus of Kriz
by a waterless desert zone of a day's
inarch in extent, is situated on the principal bend of the "Wed Beyash, which is a
oasis, occasionally

continuation of the upper course of the Bu-IIaya and becomes the Tarfawi farther
down. The town, which of all those in southern Tunis has the largest number of
inhabitants living in a compact group of houses, stands on a terrace surrounded

a circle of rocks and mountains a few miles distant.

One

by

of these mountains

is

Founded
pierced by deep quarries, which branch off into labyrinthine passages.
"
"
the
or
or
Walled
the
Town
of the
Kafaz,
by Melkart,
Libyan Hercules,

Roman

whose name has hardly changed during the
Mannert, synonymous with the /;ity of
according
famous victory during the second Punic
his
Hecatompyltc, where Hanno gained
war.
The strategical importance of an oasis situated on the extreme verge of
Phoenicians, and the

course of centuries,

is,

C'lp-sa,

to

WAKKs.
the cultivable region,

Aamra and

tin-

cutlet
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of (In

mountain*. Ix-twivn the sandy plain of
approaches to the doerl. was n\er at any time lost sj^ht
;it

tin-

,

forms the converging point of two /..no, dim-ring from cadi oih r loth in
appearA k-i-l.ah, defended l,y ^un-, protects this frontier town
ance and populations.
against the incursions of
replaced by those of
subdivision.

The people

tin-

I'rancc,

llaniamma tribe; but the Tunisian soldiers are now
and Gafsa has become the capital of a military

town are well educated and, as in the Jerid, sj)cak a much
Columns, inscriptions, end
pun-r language than that employed on the coast.
recall
the
ancient
Roman
and
a
ramparts
C'apsa,
many modern structure contains
of this

blocks of stone obtained from these ruins.
tion

South of the town stretches a plantaof over a hundred thousand palms, whose dense foliage overshadows an

These palms are loftier than those of Nafta, and
undergrowth of fruit-trees.
The water which nourishes the plantation yields a
yield a no less exquisite fruit.
constant and copious supply, sj that the people of the oasis have no need to fight
for the possession of this precious stream.
The three principal springs, ranging
in temperature

known by

the

from 84

name

to

89

into basins of

F., fall

of termil, and frequented

waters, utilising the

chambers excavated

waters contain a large quantity of

construction,

by the Arabs, who bathe

in the

fish

Roman

surrounding

walls.

still

in its tepid

These thermal

of the chromi* species, which by their

characteristics are apparently related to exclusively

marine

varieties.

Tortoises

and black serpents, of the newly discovered tropitloiiotim family, are also found in
the basins and streamlets of Gafsa.
Like the other oases of southern Tunis, Gafsa
is a
centre
of
the
weaving industry, and its linen and silken haiks, which
busy
Jewish traders, are justh' admired in the Tunis market.
The flocks of the Hamamma tril>e supply the people with the raw material from
are exported

by the

local

which they manufacture rugs and burnous.

A Roman road, rediscovered by Messrs. Rebatel and Tirant, connects Gafsa
with the shores of the Syrtis Minor, traversing the fountains and the small oasis
of El-Gwettar, the country of gum-trees, and the mineral springs of Bu-Hcdma.
Along the coast north of Cabes, follow in succession at long intervals camping"
grounds and hamlets, in the territory of the Mehadebas, who are the peaceful
descendants of a venerated marabut." The most important village on the coast
whose inhabitants, scarcely a thousand
neglected little port of Maln-cz,
in number, are mostly engaged in making esparto gtass into mats and brooms.
in the midst of the ruins of the
Beyond this point stands the village of Bognira,
I'unicn-Romsm city of Girt/m.
is

the

now

SFAKES.

The second

largest

town of Tunis

is

Sfafa

(Sfaks, Sfaj), situated

on the margin

of the strait, about 30 miles broad, which separates the Kerkenna Archipelago from
which !Vlli>.-ier calculated at eight thousand souls
Its
the mainland.

population,

The people are
1848, appears to have more than tripled -im-e that time.
of the city,
narrow
the
skirt
itfWtl
which
crowded together in the lofty houses

in
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and overflow into the new quarter which has been built along the beach outside
Viewed from afar, all that is visible of Sfakes are
the south-western ramparts.
the white walls of

The

quadrangular enclosure and the

its

tall

minarets of

towers, battlements, and angular bastions give the whole

its

mosques.

more of a mediaeval

presented by any of the other fortified Tunisian towns. At the
southern angle of the ramparts stands a citadel said to have been built by
Situated as it is, at a considerable elevation on a sloping ground,
Christian slaves.

aspect than

is

Sfakes has no permanent streams, nor even springs or wells, and all the water
used in the town is drawn from numerous cisterns within and without the
fortifications.

A

Roman

remains are to be seen in the suburbs, but no inscription has
enables this town to be identified with any of the Roman
yet been found which
mentioned
stations
by classical writers, although it most probably stands on the
site of

few

Some 12

the ancient Taphrnro.

the gulf,

Romans.

miles to the south-west, on the shores of

the ruined town of Tltint, evidently identical with the Thinaz of the
This place stood at the extreme point of the ditch which Scipio the

is

younger had excavated in the south of the
it from the country of the Numidians.

Roman

territory, in order to separate

Some two or three thousand Jews and Europeans (Maltese, Italians, and French),
dwell in Sfakes, nearly all in Rabat, or the lower town, where the trading interests
are chiefly concentrated a recently planted boulevard now connects this quarter
with the camp situated north of the town.
The Mussulmans live in the upper
"
The
the
or
within
town,
Sfaksika,"
ramparts.
people of Sfakes, differ in some
respects from their Tunisian co-religionists, with whom they are unwilling to be
;

identified.

Hence they may be

at once recognised

by

a special costume,

although

They are more enterprisand altogether more active and solid

the chief difference lies in their mental characteristics.
ing, fonder of work,

much more

than their neighbours.

They

intelligent,

are said to be zealous Mussulmans, the very children

frequenting the mosques, and the women never, as elsewhere, neglecting their
At the time of the occupation of Tunis by the French troops in 1881,
prayers.
the Sfaksikas also gave proof of their patriotic spirit
almost single-handed they
resisted the invasion, and fought desperately during the bombardment, which
:

they might have easily avoided.
Many of the institutions of Sfakes show the
extent of the public spirit of the people ; not only have they founded mosques and
Outside the walls a central
convents, but also a hospital* which is well supported.
"
"
"
reservoir, called the
Help," is due to the munificence of one citizen. The 365
secondary cisterns which surround it, disposed like the crypts of a necropolis, also
bear witness to the brotherly feeling by which the rich are animated towards
their poorer Mussulman brethren.
Other vast reservoirs have been constructed
in the suburbs of the town,

and some houses are provided with an apparatus

which enables the wayfarer to quench his thirst by drawing through an open pipe
the water of a hidden cistern. A project is now in hand to construct an aqueduct

some 36 miles long, which

Bu-Hedma

heights.

intended to supply the town with water from the
The people of Sfakes show their love of work by their
is
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agricultural labours, which, beyond a zone of sand surrounding the town like a
under cultivation an extent of land varying in breadth

circular road, have brought

from 4
tin-

to

Some years ago over 1,000,000

miles.

1'J

town, and

1*7

in

I

the total yield of

oil in tin-

olive trees

were

plant,

,1

round

Sfake< district was estimated

at

upwards of 5,500,000 gallons.
In the outskirts there are said

to be from eight to ten thousand
enclosures, all
from
each
other
cactus
separated
by
hedges, above which rise fruit-m** and a
borj, or square tower, in which the proprietor keeps his implements, and which

strong enough to resist the attacks of marauders. The plain, bristling with
thousands of these little forts, resembles the cultivated districts in North Persia,
is

which are kept

summer nearly

in a state of defence
against the raids of the

Turcomans.

In

these landowners dwell in their
respective enclosures, leaving
the town almost deserted.
ull

on the natural boundary between the olive and
palm regions. These
two trees are not found here in such great numbers as they are in the north and
Sfakes

lies

south respectively.
But there are nil the more fruit-trees of other varieties, such
as the almond, fig, apricot, peach, pistachio nut, and vine
however, for some
the
culture
of
the
olive, more profitable than all the others, has been on
years past
;

The zone

the increase.

of the olive plantations is yearly extended by several
the same rate of progress continues, the Sfaksika will soon
absorb in their gardens nil the isolated clumps of olives which, having no recognised masters, are known as the " Bey's trees."
Their plantations will then reach
as far as El- Jem.
Owing to the frequent rains, the fruit of the palms seldom

hundred yards, and

if

ripens thoroughly, hence is mostly used as food for the animals. The vegetable
most generally cultivated in the gardens of Sfakes is the faku*, or cucumber, a
word from which the name of the town is supposed to be derived. According to

"
equivalent to the
City of Cucumbers."
Besides agriculture, the Sfaksika are also very actively engaged in industrial
and commercial pursuits. They do not despise any description of work, like the

Shaw, Sfakes

is

Mussulmans of

so

many

other

cities.

The market

of Sfakes

is

as well supplied

with provisions as that of Tunis itself.
The chief imports are wool, leather, and
European merchandise, taken in exchange for oil, fruits of all kinds grapes, figs,

and almonds
late years

which

is

sponges and driod

fish,

obtained from the Kerkenna fishermen.

Of

English vessels also visit this port to take in cargoes of alfa grass,
gathered in the western plains and valleys inhabited by the peaceful
Arab tribes. Unfortunately, Sfakes has no port in which to

Met&lit and Nefet

ships of large draught are compelled to anchor
at a distance of nearly 2 miles from the shore.
Smaller crafi arc able to approach
close to the town with the rising tide, which at ebb leaves them high and dry on
receive vessels of

the mud.
east winds

any

size.

Hence

The harbour, however,
l>y

is

perfectly safe, being well protected from the

shallow* and the Kerkenna Archipelug

This group has no centres of population beyond
Hannibal and M irius foun

inhabited by fishermen.
islands,

.

a

few villages and hamlets

a

temporary refuge in these

which were used as places of exile under the

Roman Government, and

1
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until recently

by that of the Bey. For some time past the natives of Kerkenna
the vine, and freely drink of its fruit, notwithstanding the

have cultivated

precepts of the Koran.
While the coastlund route runs north-eastwards, skirting the
the most easterly promontory

Roman

ancient

Metalit tribe.

road

of Tunis, the route

from Sfakes

to

Has Kapudiah,

Susa

that

is,

the

pursues a northerly direction across the territory of the
this route stood the two important towns of
"
have now become the henahir or " farm of

Towards the middle of

Ruya,
T/iysdrus, which
and the wretched village of El- Jem. The ruins of Bararus cover a space of about
3 miles in circumference, and comprise the remains of a theatre, a triumphal arch,

Ha ranis and

and other

edifices,

whilst Thysdrus

possesses one of the finest

still

monuments

in

the whole of Africa, the best-preserved amphitheatre which has been left us by
When this region
the ancient world, not even excepting that of Pompeii itself.

supported a numerous population, the
one of the best sites for celebrating public

of Tunis, at present almost uninhabited,

central position of Thysdrus rendered

it

and games. From all parts visitors flocked to its great amphitheatre, which
supposed to have been, if not built, at least founded by Gordian the elder, in

feasts
is

The amphireturn for having been proclaimed emperor in the city of Thysdrus.
theatre was also the spot where the chiefs and delegites of the southern Tunisian
tribes

met

in 1881

and decided on a general rising against the French. Visible
from all points of the compass, this vast pile towers above

for a distance of 6 miles

a broad isolated eminence

itself

rising 615 feet above the surrounding plain.

at a distance like a mountain of stone, on a nearer approach it disbehind
the thickets of tall Barbary fig-trees, between which the path
appears
winds
According to the measurements of M. Pascal Coste, the Coliseum of

Looking

Thysdrus, one of the vastest of the
in its

longer axis,
due north and south.

and 430
It

feet

Roman

in

its

world, has a total length of 500 feet

shorter axis, which

was probably modelled

is

disposed nearly

after the Flavian amphitheatre in

Rome. The elliptical facade, formerly composed of sixty-eight arcades, supported
three stories ornamented with Corinthian columns, and presents in its general design
a great unity of style.
But it is no longer complete. In 1710, after an Arab
insurrection,

Mohammed, Bey

of Tunis, blew

since then the breach has been incessantly

up

five arcades

widened by

tlie

on the east

side,

and

Metalit tribe of El-Jem,

who

use the materials of the amphitheatre in the construction of their wretched
Inside,
dwellings, besides selling them to the builders of the surrounding district.
the rows of seats have mostly disappeared, and their remains have fallen in confused
This havoc has been attributed to the transformation to
heaps on the arena.

which

it

was subjected by the famous Kahina, or " Priestess," who converted

it

Arab invaders in the year 689. The traditions of
the neighbouring tribes, which commemorate the
glories of the Priestess, although she
into a stronghold against the

was

hostile to the Arabs, relate that this heroine,
probably a Jewess, like so many
other Berbers of that period, placed herself at the head of her fellow-countrymen
and of their Greek allies. Forced to shut herself up in the amphitheatre, which
from her toolj the name of Kasr-el-Kahina, she here sustained a siege of three

8FAKBS VIEW TAKEN IN THE LEONEC STREET.

HFAKES

1

.V.

A

subterranean passage by which the arena wa> fl -.K|.-<I for the naval
engagements of the Roman ^;inn s is pointed out by the Aral)-* a- the n main* of a

M

<!(!

Cillery

by which the garrison communicated with the

coast

and

re<

its supplies.

The town

itself

columns of vast

has

size,

left

but few ruins, but excavations have brought to light

and deep

cisterns.

According

to

M.

Ilouire, the

this region are gradually displacing the settled populations.

by

its

inhabitants

their chief

is

to the Metalit people, the sandstone

Fig. 45.

of

Every village deserted

immediately seized by the native Beduins, who make

market and remove thither the shrines of their

According

nomads

it

saints.

employed

in the construction of

THE AXPIUTHEATRE OF EL-JEM, VIEWED FHOM THE ROTXED

SIDE.

the amphitheatre was obtained frcm the quarries of Bu-Ry'itl, situated on the seathe "City of the Mahdi,"
shore, not far south of MaMiya (Mahdia, Jfr/WiVi),
the
in
Obeid
Allah,
so called after its founder or restorer,
year 91'2. Mahdiya soon

The Christian
r;mie an important place, thanks to its strong military position.
M-afaivrx for a long time called it Afrika, regarding it as pre-eminently the
1..

In
ITonce it was subjected to frequent attacks.
stronghold of the continent.
1147 the Norman, Roger of Sicily, obtained possession of it, but it was retaken by
In 1557 Churl.- V. captured the place
the Mohammedan* thirteen years later.
to IK- dismantled.
after se\eral sanguinary assaults, and caused the ramparts
From that time forward tho walls have never been repaired and the breaches have
42

AF
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which defended the narrow isthmus connecting the
The two inlets are said to have
the mainland, is now a mere ruin.
peninsula with
excavated by human hands,
been formerly united by a canal. The ancient port,
with
choked
now
is
rubbish, and the vessels
like those of Utica and Carthage,
which come to take in cargoes of oil, fruits, and sponges are obliged to anchor in

The

grown wider.

fort,

A

as in all the other coastland towns, of
foreign colony, composed,
at Mahdiya, and is engaged
established
has been
Maltese, Italians, and Frenchmen,
Over two hundred boats are now
in the export trade and the sardine fishery.
From
harbour.
in the
May to July the sea on this coast
occasionally crowded
teems with fish to such an extent that each boat takes on an average from two to

the roadstead.

In order to fish in the
three hundred kilogrammes of sardines in a single night.
the
on
mats of alfa grass
water, beneath the shadow
day, the native sailors spread
The fishermen then cautiously approach and cast
of which the fish flock in shoals.
round the space covered by the mats and the

their nets

fish

concealed beneath

them.

To the

south-west, in a well- cultivated district, some distance from the sea, stands

a larger place than Mahdiya. At this port is
the merchants of the ancient " Afrika."
shipped nearly all the produce exported by
few miles west of Mahdiya, covering a space of several square miles, stands
the villa o-e of Kur-es-Sef, which

is

A

an ancient necropolis, whose tombs, hollowed out of the rock, have been compared
by M. Renan to those of Arad in Syria nor can there be any doubt that a Phoe;

town once stood on

nician

this spot.

The surrounding region

is

one of those in

proximity together. Some two
the
site of Sgllcctum, and farther
miles to the south the HensJnr Sckkta occupies
on, near the Ras Kapudiah, the Caput Vada of the Romans, a borj now stands

which ruined

cities are

found crowded in the

closest

where was formerly the Byzantine city of Justinianopolis. To the north, on the
promontory of Ras Dimas, where there is a port protected by the remains of a jetty,
ancient stone ramparts, cisterns, and the elliptical wall of an amphitheatre, whose
arena

is

now

cultivated, indicate, near Bokalta, the site of the Carthaginian city of

T/iapsvs, celebrated for the victory which Caesar here gained over Scipio

and King

Juba.

Beyond

this point,

on that part of the coast which faces the Kuriatein Islands,

the villages of Tcbulba and Moknin, surrounded by secular olive-trees, also occupy
the sites of ancient cities.
The coastland route then passes on to Lemta, a village
which has succeeded to Leptis Minor, or " Little Leptis," so called in contra"
distinction to the " Great Leptis
of Tripoli.
Still, Leptis Minor was once a considerable city

here are

still

:

ruins stretch along the sea-shore for nearly three miles, and
be seen remains of an aqueduct, an amphitheatre, quays, and

its

to

The ancient port is now a mere wed, known as the "Wed-es-Sak, or
Valley of the Market." The most populous town of this district at present is

jetties.

"

Jemal, built farther inland, to the south-west of Lemta.
Moneutir, or Mittir, by

monastery
Ruspina,

;

i.e.

its

name

recalls,

perhaps, what was once a Christian

been a Carthaginian and Roman town, probably
"
the Head of the Promontory."
Like Sfakes, it ic surrounded by an
but

it

had

also

8FAKES.
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embattled wall flanked with towers; above the ramparts appear the domes and
miniirrtH of numerous mosques, surrounded by a magnificent olive grove.
It was
also

till

Mussulman

recently peopled by

religion in their

town but

own

their

but,

;

MAHDIYA.

Fig. 46.
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It is the cleanest and
colony of Europeans is slowly increasing.
best regulated town in the whole of Tunis.
Not far from the promontory, of which Monastir occupies the western angle, is

of steamboats,

its

a small group of

islands,

one of which

is

pierced with some fifty artificial grottoes,
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probably of Phoenician origin.

as places of shelter to the
recently served
and
been used as places for keeping sailors

They

mv-nshers, and have occasionally
Islands which i
Farther east, the group of Kuriatem
travellers in quarantine.
to Tissot, t
a submarine bank, is, according
connected with Cape Dimas by
which was still in existence at the Punic
of land,
remnant of a considerable tract
on which
however, the documents

period;

enough

definite

much

to lend

founded are not

this hypothesis is

value to the statement.

KAIRWAN.

SUSA,

Tunisian Sahel, is considered to be the second
SUM, the principal city of the
surits inhabitants, being in this respect
town of Tunis, if not for the number of
Fig. 47.
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passed by Sfakes, at least for

surrounding territory
abodes.
city

Susa, which

is

all

A

large part of the
the natives dwell in fixed,

strategical importance.

Kairwan, the principal
at one time, also a capital

of PhoDnician origin, is the port of

and military centre of the

Under the name

its

under cultivation, and nearly

is

of

interior,

and was

itself,

was in the time of the Romans the chief

Hadrumetum,
town of the province of Byzacenae, and its wealth and military position exposed

city.

it

it

Sl'SA.
to frequent attacks
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from foreign invaders.

Vandals, Arabs, Spaniards, and French
(!,
it, and the ruinsof different periods
have thus been piled up in successive heaps. Blocks, and other remains, covered
with carvings and inscriptions, have been used in building modern houses but there
suct-c

assaulted, <K

i\r|\

>t

or

ro\

bombarded

;

are no traces to be found of the great edifices, such as the amphitheatre spoken of
"
by the Arab authors of the Middle Ages. The Hajar Maklubah, or Overturned

Stone," once a magnificent temple, is now a mere heap of rubbish, while the
"cothon," or circular port of the Carthaginians, which was similar to those of

Carthage and Utica, can be recognised only by the remains of

Scale 1

.

of Greenwich

two extreme

KAIEWAN.

Fig. 48.

E
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:

20,000.
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huge blocks of masonry which at a distance look like rocks. The greater
As in
part of these works has been pulled down and turned into an esplanade.
more
than
all
other
the
ancient
towns
of
all
the
cisterns,
Tunis,
precious
nearly
clulce-gates

have been alwajjs either kept up or repaired under every change of
Government.
The necropoli of various periods form an almost complete circle
structures,

round the town.

The most

ancient, in

which sepulchral chambers are

still

to be

seen hollowed out of the soft limestone, are similar in the internal arrangements of
their galleries to the caves used as

supplied with water by a

Roman

tombs in Phosnicia and Palestine.

cistern.

The

city

was
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Like other towns of Eastern Tunis, modern Susa
lateral ramparts, flanked

kasbah.

is

surrounded by huge quadri-

with towers, and commanded at one of

Altogether, the city

is

about one mile in circumference

network of winding

;

angles by a
but outside the

its

a newly opened quarter in
the north-east, near the beach, which, however, lacks the picturesque appearance of

enclosure, comprising a

the old town.

streets, is

Here are the depots of the Jewish and European merchants, with
oil, which is exported to Marseilles for the manufacture of soap.

their reservoirs of

Olive-trees can be counted
tions could

even be

still

by the million

in the Sahel of Susa,

farther increased, although in

allowed to encroach on the cultivated districts.

"Fig. 49.

Till

and the planta-

some places the sand

KASBAH OP SrsA, VIEWED FBOM THE FBENCH CONSULATE.

which the Susa merchants supplied to the vessels in the roadstead were
towed down by flat boats in long convoys.
thrown overboard, washed ashore
the

floated,

and

On

the return voyage the casks were
surf, and recovered by their owners.

by

Now, however, a small

is

recently, the casks of oil

jetty receives the travellers

and merchandise landed from

the boats or rafts.

Sicilian sloops fish for sardines off the coast of
Susa, and the
produce, as abundant as in the waters of
is
to Greece and

Mahdiya,

exported

Dal mat ia.

and Maltese,
always very numerous at Susa, till recently constituted nearly
the European
but the majority of the non-Mussulpopulation of the town

Italians
all

;

mans were Jews, who numbered some two
thousand, and who enjoyed a monopoly
of the inland trade.
Hundreds of Negroes, the sons of former slaves,
on the
carry

KAIRWAN
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and house painters.
Algerian riflemen, Kahyles and Arabs, have

Since the French occupation, former
also come to seek their fortunes at

trades of

ni.i-diis,

joiners,

Susa, where, thanks to their knowledge of French, they readily find employment
The Susa Mussulmans, amongst whom fair types
us interpreters and foremen.

with blue eyes are by no means
but natives of Susa.

Amongst
in

vehemently declare that they are not Arabs,

rare,

the flourishing towns of the environs there are some which contain,

their scattered quarters, a population equal or but slightly inferior to that of

Susa

One

itself.

of these places

is

Kclaa Kebira, some 8 miles to the north-

Mxaken, about 6 miles to the south-west, and surrounded by a
dense forest of olives. This latter was, till quite recently, a holy place, which Jews
west

;

another

is

and Christians were forbidden

to enter.

A tramway on the Decauville system, laid over rugged wastes, hills,

valleys

and

sebkhas, connects the shores of Susa with Kaincan, the religious capital of Tunis,
which stands on a terrace commanding an extensive view of a slightly undulated

Founded by the conqueror Okbah in the year 671, at the period
Arab invasion of Maghreb, the city of the " Double Victory " has

treeless district.

of the

first

retained a great prestige in the eyes of the Mussulmans, and pilgrimages made to
the pretended tomb of its founder are considered to have a special efficacy in
Kairwan is one of the four " Gates of
the souls of the Faithful.

Para-

purifying

dise,"

and " seven days' stay

entitling the pilgrim to

Kairwan are equivalent to one day at Mecca,"
be called a haji. The legend relates that, before founding
at

the town, Sidi-el-Okbah proclaimed to all the beasts of the field that a sacred city
was about to rise on this spot, and for tliree days the lions, panthers, wild boars,

and other wild animals, both great and small, quitted the place in
free to the followers of the Prophet.

The

troops, leaving

it

men cannot

legend also says that impure

holy city, the spirits of the blessed would destroy them if they ventured
near the mosques.
The Jews being forbidden to reside in the town, their hara, or

live in this

quarter, stood at a distance of over a mile from the walls.

A

certain

number

of

Christians, however, protected by a letter from the liey, were admitted into
Kairwan and politely received by the sheikhs, but they were never allowed to enter

visited

by

While

the cities of the Tunisian coast had been successively
victorious foreign armies, Kairwan was captured for the first time in

the sacred edifices.

all

1881 by the French. On this occasion, however, the town threw open its gates
without attempting a useless resistance. Since then it has become the capital of a
military government, and
pleted

Of

by new
all

depressions,

bastions.

Tunisian
is

its

cities,

commanded by a kasbah, have been comnow fieely enter its mosques.

ramparts,

Christians

Kairwan, surrounded by ruins, barren

tracts,

one of those which nature has favoured the least

running waters nor springs,

all

;

it

and

saline

has neither

the water coming from cisterns, some of which are

Wed Mcrg-el-Lil, whose current
has
no shady gardens, being surThe city

flushed at the period of continuous rains by the

becomes clearer from basin

to basin.

rounded by more cemeteries than cultivated lands. Thanks to its central position,
it nevertheless
presents at first sight an imposing and even pleasing appearance.
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Viewed from

afar, it

numerous cupolas of

nun 111:1 nils the surrounding space with its lofty walls, the
its mosques, and the superb three-storied minaret which stands

north-east of the town, above the
boast of such wealthy

mosques and

edifices.
eighty of these religious

mosque

of Sidi-Okbah.

Tunis

itself

does not

which possesses over
"
Great
the Jriiiaa-rl-Kebir, or

convents as this holy city,

Amongst them

is

than seventeen double parallel naves, and more than

Mosque," which has no less
400 columns of onyx, porphyry, marble, and other precious materials.

Still

more

"
that of the

Companion," so called because it
famous than the Great Mosque is
marvellous
with
arabesques, the tomb of a corncontains, in a recess ornamented

Fig. 50.

panion of

Mohammed,

KAIEWAN

his barber,

:

THE MOSQUE

and

OF THE SWOEDS.

also a still

more precious

relic

three hairs

from the Prophet's beard.
The most powerful brotherhoods at Kairwan are those of the Aissawa, the
Like so many other "
Tijaniya, and the Ghilaniya.
places," Kairwan is also
holy
one of the most corrupt, and the class of the Tunisian
dancing girls is mainly
recruited from this city of mosques and
The inhabitants
confraternities.
religious

of the city of

Okbah glory

in living, as parasites, at the expense of the Faithful

;

they have consequently greatly degenerated, and are mostly afflicted by zymotic
diseases.
Cancer, scrofula, and infirmities of every description give the people a

KASRIN.
appearance
to

resist

the
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they have no strength for work, just as they had no energy
However, the town 1ms a few industries, more esjM-eially

;

I-'iviirh.

manufactories of emliroidnvd -addles, chased copper vases, and attar of roses; its
baxaars arc amongst the l>est stocked in Tunis.
Hut provisions () f all kinds ha\i-

brought from a great distance
Hainmumet, some 60 miles distant.

to be

There are no other towns in the

;

\e^etal)Ies

and cereals hein^ imported from

district of Kaii \\an,

and

all

that remains of the

ancient Sabra, which stood about a mile to the south, are two pink columns, which
" shed blood " under the saws of the workmen.
The traveller passes, without transi-

from the scenes of

Alf the surrounding peoples
are partially or completely nomads, either of Arab or Berber stock.
Amongst the
latter is the
Zlas
south
and
west
of
who
are
said
to number
tribe,
Kairwan,
powerful
tion,

thirty thousand,

city to those of rural

life.

and who occupy the western suburb of that place.
live to the east, around the depressions in which are collected

The Susa Arabs

the waters of the Sidi-el-IIani sebkha, whence they extract large quantities of salt.
This is piled up in great heaps, on the top of which they burn brushwood, in

order by the fusion of the upper layers to form a solid crust, which prevents the
salt from being dissolved
by the rains. To the north-west are the camping-grounds
of the

Ulad Yuhiya, and

to the west, near the sources of the rivers falling into lake

Kelbia, those of the Major tribe.

The region now traversed by

these semi- Arab Berber

nomads

is

one of those

most densely inhabited by settled communities some two thousand years ago. The
upper basin of the Wed-el-Fekka, a watercourse which changes its name at each
successive confluence, lies in a district of Tunis where

The huge

greatest abundance.

where

left

cities

and

their

Roman

remains occur in the

sumptuous monuments have every-

ruins which, throughout eastern Maghreb, are called

equally applied to all lands

under cultivation.

licnsliirs,

a term

Kaxrin, the ancient Scy/tium, whose

preserves a three-storied mausoleum with Corinthian
pilasters, besides a triumphal arch and many other buildings, which have not been
so well preserved.
Near this spot the railway from Cabes to Tebessa will pass

remains cover several

hills, still

under two ancient triumphal arches.
East of Kasrin the Sbeitla henshir, commanded by the Jebel of the same name,
and traversed by the Wed Menasser, an affluent of the Fekka, has also preserved

some magnificent monuments of the Roman period. When M. Guerin visited this
henshir it was inhabited by a solitary priest, who, to the traveller's surprise, proved
to

be a Frenchman

!

Several thermal springs which rise in a dried-up bed near

Sbe'itla, are sufficiently copious to form a clear streamlet, as large in volume as the
The water yielded by it suffices for a considerable population,
springs of Zaghwan.

and everything, in fact, tends to prove that this now deserted region was very
populous some two or three thousand years ago. The ancient Siijfcfn/a, that is, in
Carthaginian,

" the

town of the Suffetes," was an important

government of the province

till

the

invasions.

The

and the

seat of the

temples, colonnades,

and tombs with inscriptions have enabled
An imposing temple, with
discover the ground-plan of the town.

triumphal arches, ramparts, towers,
archeoolpgists to

Arab

city
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two projecting wings surrounded by elegant columns, crowns a neighbouring
before the triple sanctuary was approached through a
eminence. The

space
like the temple, with beautiful sculptures, similar to
arch
ornamented,
triumphal
The whole of this region, covered with
the decorations of the temples of Baalbek.
of olives near each building are
forest
Roman ruins, appears to have been a vast
settlers took refuge at any
also still visible cisterns and fortalices, whither the
olive
this
time
At the present
country, over which roam the
sudden alarm.
Frashish tribe, yields no other produce except the wool of its sheep, which, how;

ever, is the

most valued in

Tunis.

all

North of Susa the coast

route,

traverses the village of Herg/a,

confined between the lagoons and the sea,

which now shows no traces of the

Roman

period,

and some shapeless ruins. The surface
covered with dolmens for a space of about one square

except in its ancient name
of a neighbouring plain is
mile.
Beyond this spot, near the peak of Takruna, on which stands the village
" the
of the same name, lies the farm of Dar-el-Bey, or
Bey's Palace," centre of
the vast Enfida domain belonging to the Iliad-Said tribe, which was so long
of Horrea Coelia,

backed up by their respective governdisputed by rival speculating companies,
ments. The annexation of Tunis to France terminated the contest to the advantage
of a society from Marseilles, to

which other domains have

also

been conceded.

tract, which although not yet surveyed, can scarcely comprise
than 800,000 acres, includes lands of a very varied nature, some arid, others

This immense
less

but on the whole constituting one of the most favoured regions of Tunis.
Under the Roman government, this portion of Byzacenae is said to have contained
fertile,

no

less

than seventeen towns, whose ruins are

ing brushwood.

At

present not

still

met scattered amid the surround-

more than three hamlets, peopled with Berber

peasantry, occupy the crests of the hills, and a Maltese village has been recently
miles to the north of Dar-el-Bey.
Certain parts of this region
established
are planted with

olive groves stretching

away beyond the horizon

;

and other

Extensive plains are here
tracts, abundantly watered, might be utilised as gardens.
covered with cereals
forests of pines and thuya clothe the slopes of Mount
;

The
Xaghwan, and the pasture lands are pre-eminently fitted for sheep-breeding.
efforts
have
been
made
to
this
greatest
recently
promote
industry, by introducing
Algerian stock, and also to increase the vine plantations but unfortunately this
work of improvement has its drawbacks, due to the interference of managers and
;

foreign capitalists, which have not failed to arise in this region of Tunis as well as
in all the other latifundia.
of commission, the

The

employment

interest exacted

by money-lenders, the expenses
and

of useless middlemen, the dearness of labour,

the hostility of the injured natives,
always ruin enterprises of this description, or

prevent them from producing in a proportion equal to that of small
To prevent the failure of their specuproperties cultivated by the owner himself.
lation, the grantees of the Enfida estate have been obliged to give up personally
at

least

directing the

work

Arab suzerains, they content themselves
with letting their lands to the
surrounding peasants and shepherds. The rent of
these lauds is little more than Is. 8d.
per acre, a deduction being made for tracts
of cultivation; like the

i:\FIDA
covered with scrub.

SBE1T1. A

The work, which had been
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hailed as the

commencement

m
A-

new era

in the civilisation of Tunis,

the rent.

Knfida

is

is

now confined

very rich in mineral

to signing leases

and thermal springs.

of a

f.

and collecting
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"

" the
on account of
called
City of Pigeons
village of Uannntnnct,
the
rocks
of
the
in
neighbouring mounthe innumerable ring-doves which nest

The

tains,

little

has given

Monastir Point.

its

to the broad gulf

name

It

owes

this

between the Cape Bon peninsula and
to its antiquity, since it was founded

honour neither

-

52.

Sf'SA

Scale

1

:

AND ENFIDA.
330,000.

Depths.

Oto32
Feet.

32 to 80
Feet.

80 Feet and
upwards.
6 Miles.

only in the fifteenth century, nor to its wealth, for it has but a small population,
while the surrounding district is
badly cultivated, but rather to the effect produced
its
white
walls
flanked with square towers partly built into the masonry, and
by
to its position,
exactly at the southern extremity of the route

which traverses the

NABEL KELTBIA.
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nock of the north-< ;iMrrn peninsula of Tunis. These advantages have endowed it
with a certain strategical importance, and made it an indispensable station for
traders and travellers.

shores of

tin-

extern

At
sea,

this point travellers coming from Tunis reach tinand they have naturally named the bay after the place

where the inland route terminates.

But

industrial

und commercial

has moved farther east to the town of

life

Nabcl, which dates from pre-Arub times, as is indicated by its slightly modified
Greek name of Neapolis. Notwithstanding this designation of " New Town," it is
In the ruins of Nabel-eLKeditn, or " Old Nobel," are
a place of vast antiquity.

found traces of Carthaginian structures, and the Periplus of Scylax already
"
mentions this African " Naples." The soil of the plain, where a " new town
still

constantly sprang up on the ruins of its predecessor, is strewn with potsherds and
broken vases, and at the present time numerous workshops are still surrounded

with broken utensils, similar to those rejected by the old potters of Neapolis,
showing that the local industry has undergone no change for the lost two thousand

From Nubel more

years.

especially

come the

waterbottles, pitchers, jars, flower-

pots, perfume- vases, and terra-cotta lamps which are sold in the markets of Tunis,
and which even find their way to Algeria and Tripoli. Nubel also manufactures
textile fabrics, while the flowers of its

gardens are used in the preparation of

essences.

Nabel has acquired a certain reputation as a " winter retreat "
Well protected from the northern winds by the hills
for consumptive patients.
of the north-eastern peninsula, it faces the Gulf of Hammaraet, which is seldom

Of

late years

Hence the
tempest-tossed like the waters on the northern side of the headland.
streets are seldom exposed to the furious blasts which raise clouds of dust on the
"
the Vandal
of Tunis.
North of
had a " Paradise
Ilammamet,
highroads
kings
but where once stood those magnificent pleasure grounds, scarcely a tree is now
to be seen.
The sand daily encroaches more and more upon the surrounding
;

plantations and cemeteries.

One

of the most populous regions of Tunis

peninsula terminating the

Has Addur

is

is

called.

the Dakhclat-el-Mahuin, as the

Small towns und large villages

surrounded by gardens, orchards, and olive groves, follow in succession along the

high

cliffs,

at

some distance from the eastern

coast.

The shore route

traverses

Beni-Khriar, Kurba, Kurxhin, Mcnzel-Tcmin, and Kelibia, this latter the successor
of the ancient Clypwa, in Greek Aspis, so called from the shield-shaped hill on

which stood the

Situated near a cape, at the point where the coast
curves to the south-west, thus offering a refuge for vessels against the north winds,
Kelibia was always of some maritime importance, and, although its two ports are

now choked
The north

acropolis.

by tempests still seek shelter under its
washed by the waters of the Gulf of Tunis

up, small craft overtaken

side of the peninsula

walls.
is less

densely peopled than the opposite side, owing to the narrowness of the cultivable
zone comprised between the hills and the sea.
So/iman, and the menzel or
" station " called
of population, are situated in
centres
Mcnzrl-Bn-Zulfu, the largest
the northern part of the plain which connects the shores of the Gulf of Tunis
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with those of the Gulf of
lusiau

those

like

origin,

Hammamet.

Dakhelat-el-Mahuin, and,

names

of Spanish families.

138

F.)

is

Ilammam Kurbes

whose temperature
higher than any others in Tunis, rise on the coast not

The seven thermal springs
to

many

retain the

still

Anda-

1819 swept away more than two-thirds of the population of

The plague of
Soliman.
(from 77

inhabitants of Soliman are of

several other towns of

of

Grenville Temple,

according to

The

A.

of

(Gorbua],

from the promontory called Ras Fortas, exactly opposite Cape Carthage.
About a dozen other boiling springs, visible froln afar by the columns of steam
On the
arising from them, also bubble up from the sea not far from the shore.
far

beach forming the extreme concave curve of the gulf, at the base of the escarp"
ments of the " Two-horned Mountain, flow other hot springs (104 F.), those of

Ilammam Lif

Hammam-el-Enf, which are used in an ancient palace of the Bey,

or

soon to be replaced by a modern establishment, replete with every luxury and
comfort. Autumn is more especially the season in which strangers, chiefly Jews,

Hamman

Lif

already included in the extensive municipal
Both places will ere long be connected by a railway, which
jurisdiction of Tunis.
is to be continued to Hammamet, and a small port is soon to be constructed at
visit these waters.

Ilammam

The Mountain

is

of the

Two Horns

contains beds of argentiferous
lead, which are not being worked; but the Jebel Ressas, or "Mountain of Lead,"
which rises a little farther south, is being honeycombed by hundreds of miners,

nearly

all

The

Lif.

of

whom

are Italians.

basin of the

Wed

Melian discharges into the Gulf of Tunis near Hades,
hill on which it stands.

an ancient village which faces Carthage from the top of the
Zayhican, the only

town in

this basin,

may,

like

as a

Hammam

Lif, also

be considered

dependency of the neighbouring capital.
between the heights of 530 and 780 feet,

Situated directly south of Tunis,
Zaghwan is the health-resort of the

Tunisians, thanks to

its pure air, its
running waters, gardens, and groves of trees,
which
are
amongst
many European species. From this place the capital obtains its
supply of water. In the near future it will become the
of Tunis, from a

outpost

and commercial point of view,
by oneans of a railway which will command the towns of the east and south, such as Susa, Kairwan, and Gafsa. The
newly
opened routes have already transformed Zaghwan into a provisioning station and a
strategical

traffic.
A well-preserved triumphal arch and some inscriptions prove
town had been occupied by the Romans.
At the time of the immigration of the Andalusian
Moors, a colony of these
fugitives was established at Zaghwan, which is still
the descendants of

centre of
that this

peopled by
they are more especially engaged in cultivating the
gardens, dyeing caps, or s/ies/iias, and dressing skins.
The water of Zaghwan is said
to have peculiar
properties for contracting tissues and preparing them to take the
colours hence the
caps of Tunis are preferred throughout the Levant to those of
France and other countries. From the summits of
these industrious artisans

;

;

commands Zaghwan,

a splendid view can be

the rugged mountain which
had over the whole of north-eastern

Tunis, from the coast of Susa to the headlands of
Carthage.

On

one of the

/Ad II WAN
this eminence,

advanced spurs of

MM.
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Rebate! and Tirant have discovered a

prehi-tnric necropolis, comprising nearly three

the direction from

east to west.

In a

near

defile

hundred dolmens,

Mount Zughwan

all disposed in
isthe pausof the

"Sa\v," in which the mercenaries

were massacred at the

close

of

atrocious

that

Fig. 53.

AQUEDUCTS OP CAETHAOB.
Pcolc

war

1

:

733.000.

which threatened the existence
of Carthage.

Imposing or pleasant views
follow in succession along the

mountainous

skirts

of

mass

but the most charming

;

prospect
district

this

is presented by the
which surrounds the

nyinphanim of the great founwhence the aqueduct of

tain

Carthage drew its chief supply. This temple, standing on
a terrace over a mile south of

Zaghwau, and half-way up the
mountain's side, is built on
the solid rock, and

with
basins,

peristyles,

is

finished

and

steps,

whose dazzling white-

ness contrasts vividly with the

green trees and the various
colours of the boulders scat-

tered

over the slope of

the

mountain.

is

The aqueduct of Zaghwan
connected with that of Jebel

Jughar, which carries a

less

copious stream, and the two
currents unite in the
stored

now

re-

Roman

stretches

aqueduct, which
northwards in the

direction of Tunis

and Goletta
Feet.

for a total distance, including
its

branches,

of

80

______

_____

80 Feet and
upwards.
12 Mile*.

miles.

parts of the aqueduct have been to a largo extent utilised for the
new canal, but wherever the depressions of the ground were crossed by long rows
of arcades, the arches have been replaced by underground pipes disposed on the

The subterranean

South of the passage of the Wed Melian, a section of
the ancient aqueduct can be followed uninterruptedly for more than a mile, some

principle of the siphon.
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arcades rising to over 80 feet in height ; but almost everywhere the ruins
detached fragments, utilised as
of the aqueduct present little more than short
their
angular stone facing. The
the local builders, and stripped of
quarries by
the aqueduct have destroyed the finest fragment
very engineers who repaired
raised by Adrian and Septimius Severus:
monument
that still remained of the
of

its

Wed

thev have pulled down the bridge over the
of their

modern aqueduct, which

Melian to form the foundations

would have been easy

it

to

have carried in

another direction without increase of expenditure.
The remains of the aqueduct, as well as those of the ancient

Roman

city of

Udna (Udina), have been used to build the walls of farms, the huts, and now
abandoned palaces of Mohammcdia.
Huge megaliths are scattered around the
for
ruins of Udina, and the cisterns have been converted into dwellings and refuges

The mean discharge

cattle.

feet daily,

and

area of supply.

of the springs

this quantity will soon

When

still

utilised

was

in 1885, 175,000 cubic

be increased one-half by enlarging the

these works are completed

will be 425,000 cubic feet, the
daily discharge
275,000 cubic feet.

it is

expected that the greatest

mean ranging from 250,000

to

TUNIS.
Tunis, capital of the

was second

Regency and one

of the largest cities of the continent,

to Cairo alone in population at the

Now,

beginning of this century.

however, it is surpassed by Alexandria, and probably by Algiers, if the total
population within and without the ramparts be taken into consideration. Although
more advantageously situated in many respects than the capital of Algeria, it has
not outstripped, at least equalled, in consequence of the political, military,
administrative, and economical centralisation which more than half a century of

been,

if

French occupation has

effected in the

geographical .standpoint, Tunis

still

town

Viewed from a general
those great advantages which

of Algiers.

possesses a

few of

Maghreb, between
Carthage enjoyed
of the great
near
the
mouth
the two basins of the Mediterranean, and lies also
valley of the river Mejerda, which with its numerous ramifications penetrates into
;

it is

situated near the projecting angle of the

the heart of the Mauritanian mountains and plateaux.

Moreover,

it

healthy climate, thanks to the free circulation of the north winds.
thousand years ago, or even at the possibly still more remote period of

has a very

Some
its

three

founda-

the land, offering commercial advantages
and facilitating its defence against attack, must necessarily have had a decided
influence in the choice of this site for a new Phoenician settlement.
At this point
tion, certain local features in the relief of

chain of low limestone hills cuts off the great plain facing westwards in the
direction of the Mejerda; and this
strategical position is all the stronger, that both
a

sides of the
rocky ridge are enclosed

by vast

lacustrine depressions.

These are the

Sebkha-el-Seljuni to the south-west, which. increases and decreases with the rainy
and dry seasons, and the Bahira, or " Little Sea," to the north-east, whose level
never changes, thanks to the " channel "
connecting this lagoon with the Mediter-

TUNIS.
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was almost impregnable on two
of its sides, while it also commanded the vallc y which connected th* valleys of the
Moreover "the Little Sea," although not very
Mejerda and the Wid Mdian.
rancan.

Thus the town

of the Tunisian isthmus

deep, was sufficiently so to receive vessels of light draught. Sheltered from rough
weather, they could safely discharge their cargoes on the beach of Tunis. At the

same time, certain conditions which were at one time favourable have, during the
The low-lying lagoon of the Bah'ra, into
course of centuries, become the reverse.
which our modern

heavy tonnage cannot penetrate, has changed into
Thus Tunis now enjoys but a
a vast open drain flooded with foul stagnant water.
it has
small share of the advantages usually associated with a maritime situation
vessels of

;

become an inland town, endeavouring, by an
with which nature had formerly endowed it.

artificial port, to

regain the privileges

Probably of an origin anterior to Carthage, Tunis, or Tunes, had its periods of
When mention is made of it for the first time, it had already
great prosperity.
been eclipsed by its powerful neighbour, Carthage ; but, after the destruction of its
rival, Tunis became for a short time the most populous city of that region. Carthage,
however, was soon rebuilt by the Romans, and again took

its

place as mistress of

the country.
At the end of the seventh century of the vulgar era, Carthage, again overthrown,
ceased to exist, and since that period Tunis, one of the centres of the Mussulman

power, has remained the capital, in spite of constant civil dissensions and foreign
wars.
Throughout a period of twelve centuries it once alone fell into the hands of
the Christians.
In 1270 Louis IX. succeeded only in gaining possession of the
" castle " of
Carthage, dying on his bed of ashes before Abu Mohammed, King
But in 1535 Charles V., assisted by
of Tunis, was forced to sue for peace.

twenty thousand slaves, who had revolted against Kheir-ed-Din, entered Tunis,
which he gave to a vassal prince, at the same time erecting the fort of Goletta, so
as to

command

the communications between the capital and the sea.

But before

the year had drawn to a close it was retaken by Kheir-ed-Din, and from that time
it remained under the
government of beys, vassals of the Turk, till 1881, when the
official suzerainty ceased to belong to the Sublime Porte, and passed into the hands

Before the Turkish rule, Tunis, "the white, the odorous, the
of the west," was looked upon by the Mussulman world as a city
the
bride
flowery,
without equal. It was the " rendezvous of travellers from the east and the west,
of the French.

and

it

contained

all

the advantages that

man

could desire.

Whatsoever the whim

man might

Its power and glory placed it as
fancy could be obtained in Tunis.
a sovereign above its rivals, the capitals of the east and west." Tunis might well
have said, " I am the ladder of the temple, by which the faithful mount up to

of

the present day Tunis is still considered by all the North African
Mussulmans, except those of Egypt and Marocco, the city of good taste, literature,

heaven."

At

and fashion

in short, a kind of African Paris.

Covering a superficial area of over one square mile, and yearly increasing in
M/I Tunis slopes eastwards on the gentle incline of the hills commanding the
.

western bank of the Bahira.
48

AF

It extends about a mile

and a half from north to
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mean hivadth from

south, with a

The

east to west of over half a mile.

central

"
which the people still drsignate as Medina, the Town," in a pre-eminent
quarter,
axis running due north and south
sense, is of an irregular oval shape, its long
its
circumference; it is still surrounded by an
throughout nearly the whole of
The northern suburb
ancient wall connected with the fortifications of the kasbah.

and the southern quarter of Bab-el- Jezira (Bab-ez-Ziruh) are also
surrounded by an enclosure consisting of a broken line of ramparts, which, from
the quadrilateral kasbah standing on the hill, stretches from bastion to bastion; but
these walls have disappeared, yielding
that is, on the side of the Bahira
to the east

of Bab-es-Suika

as

it

were

to the pressure of the population,

new quarter has sprung up along both
as this quarter

is

which overflows

its limits,

sides of the central avenue.

and quite a

The Marina,

called, runs in the direction of the platform, skirted

by

jetties,

where begins the navigable channel of the lugoon. Since the first years of this
the Bahira has increased by at least 2,330 feet; it daily
century, the border zone of
and excavations
grows larger, thanks to the alluvia brought down by the drains,
made in the lands covered with buildings. The low level of the soil renders this
"

"

but this place, where
stand the two railway stations and the port, and where one day will rise the town
hall, the law courts, theatre, and exchange, has the advantage of presenting to

Xew

Tunis

the most unhealthy quarter of the town

;

the builders an unlimited space, and already long rectilinear perspectives have been
developed at right angles between the white houses of the European quarter.

This perspective will no doubt be one day prolonged across the network of the
thirteen hundred streets of the old town.

In the vicinity of the kasbah the work of demolition has already begun, leaving
open avenues between the public monuments. The circular boulevard, which is now
"
Medina," properly so called, is the forerunner of a system
being made round the
of thoroughfares planned in the

European

style.

As

in so

many

other towns, this

be feared, will be accomplished in a somewhat reckless fashion. Few
of the picturesque Moorish houses will gain the benefits of fresh air, light, and
change,

it is

to

comfort, without

sacrificing

their characteristic

features,

such as

arcades and

However, the
arabesques, and thus becoming mere formless blocks of stone.
art
of
the
house
decorator
has
not
and
it would be
been
exquisite
yet
quite lost,
deplorable to allow

it

to perish.

The streets of Old Tunis are naturally much more picturesque and less formal
than the regular thoroughfares of the
European quarter. None of them are laid
down on straight lines, but everywhere present gables,
and
angles, projections

curves, radiating in all directions.

The

streets are crossed

overhead by roofed

arches of various heights, some mere arcades
uniting two houses facing each other,
others bearing two or three
on
their
interlaced
Some of these
stages
groinings.
arches are long enough to form veritable
like those of the Berber towns
galleries,

in the oases.

Columns of marble, brought from Carthage, support these arcades,

or else enframe the doors of the houses with their
"Wild
endlessly varied capitals.
flowers grow in the crevices of the
arches, while trees have sprung up at the

corners of the streets,
overshadowing some shop, or the seats of a restaurant.

TUNIS.
Towards the upper end

the town, helow the kasbah and the

I'alare," are the labyrinthine

ft

I',

\vliich,

>!'
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ramifications of the

vaulted or surmounted by woodwork,

inhabited

is

"

Dar-<

1

Snk-," eaeh street of
people of the same

l>y

and jM-rfumers.

trade, such as saddlers, linen-drapers coppersmiths, jeweller-.,

In

.posed for sale;
many an alley the workshop adjoins the l>ooth where the \vai>
the linen is wiven, the wool carded, the she-hias dyed, the copper hammered, in fidl
view of the purchasers and passers-by. Here and there is seen a flight of stairs,

and through a half-open door a glimpse can be had of an almost

<lt

-

1

1. <1

court,

a religious school it may be, or a mosque, or some other
of the surrounding turmoil.
retreat
in
midst
Few animals except some
the
tranquil
the
of
bazaars
but
in
the suburbs the streets
the
aaoo are to be seen in
quarter

by arcades

encircled

;

leading to the gates of the

town are blocked with

horses, mules,

which the carriages, jolting over the stones and

ruts,

and camels, through

make

their

way with

difficulty.

The types

of different nationalities predominate according to their respective

In the upper town

quarters.

live the Tunisians, properly so called,

with

whom

are intermingled, in the suburb of Bab-es-Suika, the descendants of the Andulusian

Proud

Moors.

of their ancient reputation as the leaders of fashion in Mauritania,

the elegant Tunisians excel in the choice of the stuffs of which are

garments, in

which bright hues always predominate.

The

made

their

haik, light blue, delicate

But
pink, peach, or cream-coloured, flows in graceful folds over the shoulders.
the women, amongst whom stoutness is greatly admired, contrast unfavourably with
the men as regards the style of their costumes.
In spite of the beauty of the striped
suppress a feeling of disgust at the sight of those ungainly
figures swaying heavily in their broad and short blouses, showing the narrow
drawers and the loose stockings. The black veil, with nothing but a slit for the
silks, it is difficult to

appearance of negresses, who, however, have at
least the redeeming features of a glossy skin and white teeth.
Side by side of the richly dressed Moors are the more numerous poor Mussul-

eyes, gives

them

at a distance the

mans, clothed with their simple burnous of grey wool or with coarse brown caped
cloaks embroidered in white.
It is only by long observation that amongst all these
types the stranger is able to identify the Jarabas, or merchants from the island of
Jerba, the Suafas or immigrants from Suf, the Mzabites, the northern Algerians,

and the natives of Marocco, who have become very numerous since the arrival of
the French.

The Jews, who

are grouped together

Bab-es-Suika quarter, are divided

The

more

into

two

of the
especially in the eastern part
classes, according to their origin.

Italian Jews, or " Grana," that is to say, the people of

Gurna, or Leghorn,

wear the European costume, whilst the others are dressed very similarly to the
Moors their women, however, who are as stout as the Moorish ladies, go unveiled,
;

and wear a gold-embroidered peaked bonnet.

The Maltese, who have given

name

form, both by their language and
who represent a large portion of

to

one of the busiest streets of the

city,

their

customs, the link between the Arabs and Sicilians,
the local Italian proletariat.

The Tuscans

are

now

represented only by the Jews,
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although Leghorn formerly disputed with Marseilles for the commercial supremacy
in Tunis, at a time when the whole of the Mediterranean was even known to the
" Sea of Gurna."
Tunisians as the

The French, whose numbers have more than

of 1881, almost exclusively occupy the new town, near the
tripled since the events
"
Marina," a promenade where meet people of all nations and costumes Mussulmans with hats, and Christians with turbans, hybrid beings produced by the contact
:

of two civilisations.

The transformation
sanitary respects.
is

collected in

European city is much less advanced in
having no drains, the refuse from the houses

of Tunis into a

Most of the

streets

open ditches, and removed by scavengers at stated times.

It often

happens that for several days the streets are obstructed by heaps of earth and sand,
on which all manner of filth is thrown, so as to harden it by exposure to the air,

The drains of the town, sloping
it easier to be carried away.
towards the Bahira, run into seven open kanrtaks, or canals, which discharge into
These trenches, never being cleaned, emit an unbearable
the neighbouring lake.
and thus render

which the natives formerly attributed the exceeding healthiness of Tunis,
But the districts watered by
which, however, is probably due to the north winds.
these foetid streams are precisely those on which the new quarters are to be built.
stench, to

Hence the urgont necessity of a main drainage system for the collection of the
sewage, and its chemical treatment at some distance from the town.
Although
not yet a sufficient supply of water for all requirements, there is still enough
an
end to the abominable smells which, no less than the perfumes of its
put
" the odorous."
flowers, have procured for Tunis the surname of
there

is

to

The question

of rendering Tunis, and more especially the French
quarter,
connected
with that of the new port, which it is proposed to construct
healthy,
in the neighbourhood of the present " Marina."
On the solution of this problem
is

depend the future prospects of Tunis. Large ships are at present obliged to anchor
oft' Golctta, about half a mile from the
shore, and passengers and merchandise have
to

be landed in steamboats or

discharging their cargo on the

rafts,

which penetrate up the narrow

canal, either

quays of Goletta, or proceeding to Tunis across the

shallow lagoon.
In rough weather, the passage from the vessel to the shore is not
without danger, and the cargoes are
very often damaged by the sea water. Masts
above
the
water
mark the sites of sunken vessels, whose keels obstruct the
rising

approaches to the coast.
port and the

The heavy charges

for passengers

and goods between the

offing are also a great obstacle to the development of trade.

Since

Tunis has been connected with Bona
by a direct line of railway, and a double stream
of traffic established with the interior
through the custom-house station of Ghardimau, the commercial movement has been largely diverted to Algeria, thanks
especially to the superior advantages of the port of Bona.
Even from Tunis itself
goods have been forwarded direct to Europe through this port.
Hence the urgent
importance of re-establishing the natural balance by creating a well-sheltered and
commodious harbour at this place.
For this purpose it is proposed to form a deep
in
the
roadstead
means
of
entry
by
jetties/and to continue this channel by a cutting
south of the town, and of the narrow
passage

now

followed by the boats, which

is

i-J

+

-I

,.

-
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In the middle of the Bahira a navigable way is
probably the work of man.
a
to be formed by dredging to
depth of about 20 feet, which would suffice for the

itself

vessels

now frequenting

of about 25

acres.

the port of Goletta.

Fishing

is

The

future basin would have an area

very productive in the Bahira of Tunis, the thirty

boats employed in this industry yielding a yearly supply valued at fifteen hundred
Some speculators have proposed to drain the Bahira; but in any case it will
tons.

be necessary to empty the Sebkha of Seljum, which during the floods covers a space

TUNIS.

Fig. 54.
Scale

I0e

L.

--

.

oT

1

:

60,000.

Greenwich

10. i-

Undergrounu Conduit.
2,200 Yards.

Standing about 20 feet above sea-level,
drained
be
this malarious slough might easily
by a simple cutting south to the

of 6,250 acres south-east of the capital.

neighbouring gulf.
Tunis does not rank as a " learned town," and much will have to be done before
it can again merit the praises bestowed upon it in the Middle Ages, when the title
of El-Tunsi, or " the Tunisian," was synonymous with a

man

of science and letters.
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one hundred and thirteen are
doubt, of the five hundred schools in the regency
are always
"
Koranic," and the large schools or medreast attached to the mosques
" sciences
the
learn
the
recite
who
from far and near,
Koran,
frequented by students
of traditions," and, like the students of the University of Cairo, repeat grammatical

No

medical formulas, astrological spells, and magical incantations.
"
Zituna, or
Mosque of Olives," the finest religious edifice in Tunis,

The Jemaa

rules,

is

frequented

Those who come from the
hundred students, Tunisians and foreigners.
by
so
as
to evade military service
students
become
interior of the regency nearly all
The Tunisian scholars study more especially law and
the
and
six

escape

poll-tax.

grammar, so as

diploma which will enable them to become either proThe mosque possesses two libraries of ancient Arabic com-

to obtain a

fessors or notaries.

venerated works, which can only be borrowed by those authorised
of the University.
by the Sheikh-el-Islam, the head
But the movement that is to give renewed life to science must come from

mentaries,

much

abroad, and this extraneous influence

is,

fortunately, not wanting.

Besides the

primary Italian and French schools and establishments founded with religious
motives, such as the Jewish schools and the Catholic College of Saint Charles,
there are also institutions

and the rudiments of
has a hundred and

where the Mussulmans can study the French language
The Sadiki College, founded in the reign of Sadok,

science.
fifty

pupils,

many

of

whom

have already been

sufficiently

A lawi

College, a normal school of recent foundation, where
the pupils are trained as masters for the future schools of the regency, and where
In 1885 the
the young Mussulmans and Europeans are seated on the same forms.

advanced to enter the

number

of

Mussulman children who were receiving a French education was

while the Franco- Jewish schools, founded by the
Israelitish Alliance, were instructing over twelve hundred children in the same

calculated at six hundred;

But, although possessing valuable private collections of books, Tunis
language.
has as yet no public librar}r or museum, and the works which have been presented
The historian Ibnor left to the town still (1885) repose in the packing-cases.

Khaldun was

a native of Tunis.

Outside the fortifications there are no straggling suburbs, and the desert begins
at the very city gates
the bluffs of the chain separating the Bahira from Lake
;

The
Soljum alone bear a few dilapidated forts and two Mussulman convents.
of
the
which
in
the
stands
north
of
the
Bardo,
palace
plain,
Seljum depression, is
not an isolated structure, but quite a separate quarter, with ramparts and towers,
set apart not only for the prince but also for the whole court,
garrison troops, and a

The royal apartments, covered
with ornaments, hangings, embroideries, painted flowers, alabasters, marbles,
offend the eye with their tasteless mixture of forms and colours, and all this sham
large population of provision-dealers and artisans.

luxury appears

crumbling

Some country

more repulsive in association with the torn tapestries, the
warped timber and furniture, revealing the poverty of the place.

all

walls,

the

houses,

which stand farther west

north of Tunis in the Ariana and Belvedere

Marsa

valley, without

in the

Manuba

districts,

olive groves, or else

and on the sea-shore in the

being so showy as the Bardo are in reality much finer

MARSA.
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more gracefully decorated, and surrounded with more luxuriant vegetaThe Bey's usual residence is at Marsa, and near his palace are grouped the

buildings,
tion.

LA

Fig. 65.
Scale

1

:

GOLETTA.
74,000.

Depths.

0ol6
Feet.

16 Feet

and

upwards.
3,300 FardB.

houses of the French minister, the English consul, and other dignitaries.
summer the beach at Marsa is crowded with bathers from Tunis.

In
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This rural retreat
(tulrttti,

a small

is

directly connected

town of

Tunis and with
by a short railway with

Italian appearance,

occupying the western bank of the

On the eastern bank the only
canal by which vessels enter the Lake of Tunis.
a
a mosque,
manufactory, and the gate leading to
buildings are the harraeks,
distinct quarter, are built farther
Hades. The new houses, which already form a
of the sandy spit of land known to the ancients as the
west, at the narrowest point
or the " Fig-trees," forms
Still farther on the military hospital of Kram,
Kgula.
hills.
On these heights
the nucleus of a new district at the foot of the Carthage
the same name,
suburb
of
ancient
the
of
Carthaginian
Malka occupies the very site
built with the
are
and its houses, like those of Sidi Daud and Duar-esh-Shott,
on the
remains of the old cisterns, ramparts, amphitheatre, and circus. Finally,
visible
amid
are
Bit-Said
of
Sidi
houses
of Cape Carthage, the white

highest point

the surrounding olive groves.
Christians were
Tunisians.

It is

This town was formerly a sacred place, which

forbidden to enter, but it is

now much frequented by

commanded, from an elevation of about 430

and during the hot season
atmosphere of the plains.

it

feet,

by

all classes

of

a lighthouse,

above the stagnant
enjoys a fresh sea breeze blowing

CARTHAGE.
Phoenician colony was probably built at the extremity of the cape,
sea
and the lake, at the spot where now stand the Kram hospital and
the
between
But Kotnbeh (Kambi or Kaccabi), the
the half-ehoked-up basins of the port.

The

first

town of the Sidonian immigrants and, together with Hippone, the oldest colony on
the coast, does not appear to have flourished until the arrival of the Tyrian

was founded under the name of Kiryath-IIadcshat
The plateau on which the first
or Kartadash, whence the Roman form Carthago.
outside
the
their
excavated
tombs,
city, and where they afterwards
Tyrian colonists

new

immigrants, when a

built the citadel of

city

liyrxa,

has been clearly identified by archaeologists. Situated
a lower elevation than the

to the south in the Carthaginian hills, it stands at

Bu-Said headland, but

Sidi

for extensive buildings.

it

offers a

The work

much more advantageous and

regular

site

of nature ,also appears to have been perfected

by the hand of man, by a levelling process similar to that which the Athenians
In the centre of this platform stood
executed on the summit of the Acropolis.

Eshmun, and, under the Roman sway, Esculapius was worshipped
Since 1842 this
representing the same divine force under a different name.

the temple of
here,

commanded by

by Louis
French
embraced
According
king
Islam before his death, and the Arabs still worship him under the name of Bu-Sa'id,
or the " Father Lord." A beautiful garden surrounds the chapel, in whose walls
tract of land, presented to France, is

Philippe to St. Louis.

are

embedded thousands

a chapel dedicated

1o the local tradition, the

of old remains

Punic, Roman, and Christian inscriptions,

fragments of sculptures, Wols, statues of saints and martyrs,
and tombstones. The buildings of the great college which skirts one of

busts, bas-reliefs,

altars

the sides of the Byrsa terrace contain, on the ground-floor, fhe most valuable
inscriptions of the collection, urns, sculptured stones, glass and metal objects.
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This museum, mainly of local origin, is rendered all the more valuable by the
marvrlloiis panorama which unfolds itself to the view of the ohx-m T from the
lolly terra (.-I- of

of Goletta,

Hvisu.

At

his feet lie the lake, the

Mount Hu-Kurnein

shimmering

recalling the outlines of

Vesuvius,

the town

the distant

CARTHAOB.

Fig. 66.
Scale

sea,

1

:

96,000.

Depths.

to 16
Feet.

16 to 3*2
Feet.

82 Feet and

upwards.

BYodft

peak, and, in the immediate vicinity of the plateau, the sparkling and
of the former Carthaginian ports.
waters
winding
On the steepest side of the rock of Byrsa, now covered with vegetable mould,

Zaghwan

Beule has brought to light the remains of walls in some places still 16 feet in
A bed of
height, and similar in construction to the so-called Cyclopean walls.
cinders, filled with metal fragments, pieces of glass, and pot>licr<ls, is probably a
remnant of the fire which preceded the capture of Byrsa by Scipio. The wall
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which has been

laid bare is

no

less

than 33 feet thick, affording room for five or

Recesses were hollowed out in the
six chariots to pass abreast on its flat top.
thickness of the wall, which doubtless served as magazines and retreats for the

The whole

garrison.

Roman

of this structure

is

as hard as the

walls erected on Punic foundations are

much

most compact rocks the
and are easily
;

less solid,

The other relics of those days, even those hidden
blown up by gunpowder.
recent
more
of
under heaps
ruins, have also been destroyed or converted into
"
Tunis and its environs have no other quarry than
In fact,
shapeless masses.
The Arabs

Carthage.

are as industrious as moles in undermining the ground

;

and follow along the walls which
they proceed beneath it by subterranean passages,
they demolish and carry away without thinking of what they are destroying."
There

Ages

In the Middle
existed quite recently a corporation of "stone- seekers."
the Italian republics caused the ruins of Carthage to be systematically
still

excavated to provide building materials for their own edifices. According to a
tradition the city of Pisa was built entirely of marbles brought from this Punic
The materials now used in building the surrounding towns and villages are

city.

procured from the vast brickfields of Carthage, which

Bu-Said

lie

at the foot of

the

hill.

East of the Byrsa terrace, on the gentle incline of the hill, are the best preserved of all those cisterns which served as reservoirs for the water brought down

by Adrian's aqueduct. Unfortunately deprived at their eastern extremity of the
earth embankment which protected them from the inclemency of the weather, they
are on this side partly choked

up by the remains

of vaults, but to the east they

The

rain water which percolates through the soil is here
quite perfect.
and
from this source the Arabs still draw their supplies.
preserved perfectly pure,

are

still

The project

of repairing the cisterns of Carthage has often been mooted, with a
view to provide Goletta and JVIarsa with water, and this work, of such urgent
The whole of the
necessity, will doubtless be undertaken in the near future.

Byrsa reservoirs would hold 750,000 cubic

feet of water,

capacity of all the others situated along the

Mulka have been changed
The old Carthaginian

Zaghwan

more than the combined

aqueduct.

ports,

are also easily recognised, although the entrance is obliterated

port

no

The

cisterns of

and -caves by the Arab troglodytes.
constructed on the site of the first Punic colony,

into dwellings

communicates with

the

and the military

commercial

basins.
Archaeologists
walls and quays, by which their original form
may be conjectured, and the island on which the admiral resided is still to be
seen in the centre of the northern basin.
But it would be quite useless to
attempt to restore the port of Carthage, because modern shipping needs basins with

longer

have discovered in the alluvial

soil

wider entrances and far
greater depth than the old galleys.
Hence, were Carthage
ever rebuilt, as has often been
proposed, a new port would have to be constructed,
not inland, but in the
sea.
open
jetty, based on the last spur of the rocky hills

A

at Goletta,

way

would stretch directly southwards

as to enclose a vast sheet of
water, which,

to depths of over 30 feet, in such a
even without artificial shelter, would

be always calm, thanks to the
protection afforded

by the Bu-Sa'id headland from

CAI:TIIA<;K.

the west and north winds.
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At

the time of the French occupation, it might have
been possible to have transferred the capital to Carthage by a bold stroke ; the

plan of the Roman town still shows the streets cutting each other at right angles,
so that the modern houses might be raised on old foundations.
In healthiness,

picturesque beauty, and commercial advantages, no less than in the glory of

Fig. 57.

its

AKOIENT POBTS OF CABTUAOK.
Scale

10* 19' 10'

i

.

1

:

9,000.

6f Greenwich

l.ono Foot.

name, the new Carthage might have been far superior to Tunis but no one has
ventured to interfere with vested interests, or modify the trade routes. Moreover,
the greater part of Carthage having, like the hill of Byrsa, become the property of
;

the Church,
difficulty.

its

The

would have been attended with great
circumference of the enclosure is said to exceed 16 miles,

acquisition for secular purposes
total
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hill of Kamart, or Jebel Khawi, at once the quarry and
including, to the north, the
The soft limestone of which it is composed is pierced
the necropolis of Carthage.
with hundreds of thousands of Punic, Roman, and Christian tombs. At the foot

of the hill stretch the Bukhara lagoons, the ancient anchorage of the Punic
worked, the saline lakes of Sukhara nevertheless yield

Although very badly

fleet.

more

than any other in the regency.
Although the present capital, Tunis, like the ancient Carthage, lies at the natural
and upland valleys of the Mejerda, the basin, properly so called,
issue of the
salt

plains

of this river has no towns
cities, such as

whose population can be compared to that of the coastland
On the banks of the tributaries of the Wed Meleg,

Sfakw and Susa.

the longest river of the basin, nothing occurs except Arab encampments
This region, which at first sight seems to
nestling amidst the ruins of vast cities.
the
because
be completely deserted,
dwellings of the people are almost merged with

which

is

the ground on which they stand, was in the time of the Romans one of the most
populous countries of civilised Africa. As on the upper affluents of the Wed Gafsa

and of the rivers flowing east

to

Lake Kelbia, the

traveller here also

meets with

imposing ruins covering vast extents of land. One of these ancient towns, situated
near the Algerian frontier, some 24 miles north-east of Tebessa, appears to be the

These ruins, known

to the

Arabs by the name of Haidrn,

Amniffdam

of Ptolemy.

are about

miles in circumference, and include a citadel, a triumphal arch of the

3

time of Septimius Sevcrus, a theatre, and several Christian basilicas. About 12
miles to the north-east, on the bank of an affluent of the Meleg, stands the still
inhabited town of Thala, surrounded by the extensive remains of the opulent city
of the same name, where Juguvtha vainly sought a refuge for his family and
treasures.

After forty days of repeated assaults the town succumbed, but

its

defenders withdrew to the royal palace, to which they set fire, and perished with all
their effects, thus defying the anger of the Romans and baffling their cupidity.

Not

far

from Thala are the remains of another town, whose thermal waters are

by the surrounding tribe of Major Arabs,
or " the Warm Bath," to these remains.

visited

mam,

who apply

the

name

El-Ktf, the chief town in the Meleg basin imd in Western Tunisia,

of

is

still

El-Hamlikewise a

It was already famous at the Phoenician
epoch, and had
a sanctuary dedicated to Astarte, whither
from
all
came
people
parts to worship

place of great antiquity.

this goddess.

for centuries

This worship was continued under the
still

visiting the temple of Venus,

Roman

government, pilgrims

whence the name

of Sicca Veneria,

long preserved under the corrupted forms of 8/a'kka Senaria or Shalcbanaria.
"
This was turned by the Arabs into
Shok-ben-Nahr, or Fiery Thorn," which gave
rise to the unfounded belief in the existence of
volcanoes in this district. At the
present time the town

is

known merely

as El-Kff, or " the

Rock." Built in the
on the slope of Jebel Dir, at a mean
height of 2,650 feet,
importance to its strategical and commercial position, at the

shape of an amphitheatre
i-Kef owes its

converging point of nearly all the main routes of Western Tunisia south of the
It is
Mejerda.
extremely rich in springs, a feature of paramount importance in
these arid regions.
One of the springs issues from a cavern decorated with Roman

EL-KEF

SIIEMTU.
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which can be followed for some distance into the interior of the rock.
\, <1.
The French have chosen
splendid Roman cisterns have also been pr<-

arcades,

Some

i

El-Kef as their military centre, from which to command the whole region comprised
between Kairwan, Tebessa, and Suk Ahras, and the garrison they have stationed
El-Kef

connected with the Tunis railway
by two rough carriage roads which pass through Neber, a small hamlet surrounded
geographical and archaeological society has been recently founded
by gardens.

has greatly increased the local trade.

is

A

at Kef.

In the Mejerda valley, the rising village of Ghardimau, the present frontier
military station and custom-house, stands at the mouth of the gorges through

Fig. 68.

PLAIN OF GHARDIMAU.
Scale

1

:

286,000.

6 Miles.

which the river emerges from the Algerian plateau on the rich central Tunisian
In spite of the natural importance of this position, which is defended by a
plains.
fortress,

Ghardimau

is

a

still

mere

collection of wretched hovels.

Far

different

was the Roman colony of Simittu, whose ruins lie north-east of Ghardimau,
between two rocky bluffs commanding the plain.
Simittu, the Shemtu of the
present day, was one of the principal stations on the route from Carthage to

Hippo

;

its site

is

indicated

by the ruins

of its amphitheatre

and of the bridge

which here spanned the Mejerda, continuing the route from Sicca Veneria to the
The cliffs which tower above Shemtu are composed of beautiful
port of Tabarca.
pink,

yellow,

green, and

purple-veined marbles, which

the

Roman emperors
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The quarrying works have been resumed
their palaces.
largely used in decorating
has been established
for some years past, and quite a colony of Italian workmen
soil is calculated to
the
above
amid the ruins. The mass of marble which projects
The blocks

contain about 875,000,000 cubic feet.

of marble are taken on a branch

In Roman times
line to the main railway, and transported to the port of Tunis.
Khumiria.
of
mountains
they were conveyed directly to Tabarca, across the
Below Ghardimau, and connected with it by rail, is the market-town of Suk-elof the Mejerda, and in the
Arbd, or "the Wednesday Fair," on the right bank
centre of the extensive corn-growing

Dakhla

From

plain.

a strategical point of

being traversed by the route which
view Suk-el-Arba
Draham in Khumiria.
between El-Kef and
engineering skill has constructed
also of capital importance,

is

Am

established at this place to command the passage
The future value of this position is
been
not
of the river, which has
bridged.
yet
so well understood that the railway company have made it the central station of

A

small fortified

camp has been

the service between Tunis and Suk-Ahras

mere

;

yet Suk-el-Arba itself

still

remsains a

encampments, almost hidden

collection of miserable huts in the midst of large

from sight by the surrounding vegetation. On Wednesdays an immense crowd of
which radiate around Suk-el-Arba, and the
buyers and sellers swarm on the roads
directed north-eastwards to another
following day this commercial movement is
"
station on the plain, called Suk-el-Khmi* or
Thursday Market." The old Roman

African region was centered,
on the western spur of a little chain of hills, now
lay north-west of Suk-el-Arba,
All
that remains of this town are the ruins of its
Larbeah.
Jcbel
known as

city of Bnlla Reyift,

fortresses, of a

where the

traffic of

this fertile

triumphal arch, a theatre, and a bridge.

Its hot baths

by a copious stream which has been recently diverted towards the
el-Arba.

BEJA

UTICA

were supplied
camp of Suk-

BIZERTA.

of
Beja, the largest inland town in the district bounded south by the course
OT
But of the old Roman Vacca
the Mejerda, is also of ancient origin.
Vagn,

whence

it

takes

its

name, scarcely any remains have survived. Beja is built in the
on the eastern slope of a hill, above a verdant valley

shape of an amphitheatre

through which winds the wed of the same name from all parts towards its gates
converge broad roads, here and there enclosing small patches of verdure, and scored
;

throughout with blackish ruts formed by the Roman chariot wheels.
Beja is
surrounded by crumbling walls and commanded by a g'rey and red kasbah, now
The lower part of the town, whose appearoccupied by a small French garrison.
ance

is still

to the

unchanged by the introduction of European buildings, presents nothing

view except the irregular terraced roofs of

its

white houses.

The

principal

" the

Lord Jesus," is An ancient basilica, as
mosque, consecrated to Sidi Aissa, i.e.
appears from an inscription on the wall, discovered by M. Guerin. According to
the natives, it is the most ancient
religious monument in the whole of Tunisia.
Except a few dozen Maltese, there are scarcely any foreigners to be met in the
streets of Beja, and
Europeans rarely visit the bazaar. Nevertheless this town will

DUGOA.

BEJA
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soon bo connected with the main Tunisian railway system by a branch
will tap a rich and extensive agricultural district.
During the fairs

by

dealer**

from

all parts,

and

its

population

ing district bus retained the sjK-cial

Koman
hand

province

;

i^

name

t

lien

lino,
it

i^

which
\i-ited

The surround

nearly doubled.

-

of Frikiti, formerly apj)lied to the whole

thus by a curious contrast this term of "Africa" is on the one
whiNt on the other it has been extended to

restricted to a small rural district,

The numerous mines,

the whole continent.
will soon

situated in the hills north of Beja,

be traversed by the railway running to Gape Serrat and Tabarka.

The basin

of the

Wed

Khallad, which falls into the Mejerda

at.

the

mouth

of

tho gorges, is one of those Tunisian districts which most abound in the finest
Roman remains. In the upper valley of the tributary are Zcnfur, the ancient

and Mesf, formerly Miwli, with their remains of temples, theatres,
triumphal arches, and mausoleums. Farther down Dar/f/a, the ancient Phoenician

Axxuras,

and Roman Tlniyya,

is still

for here are

be seen nearly the whole series of public monuments which

still

to

usually ornamented the

more interesting from an archaeological point of view,

Roman

great cities under the

Empire.

The famous

bilingual (Punic and Libyan) inscription, discovered in 1631 by Thomas d'Arcos,
and the study of which led to the reconstruction of the Berber alphabet, has been

detached from the superb mausoleum, of which it formed one of the faces, and
But the Arabs employed by Read to carry out
deposited in the British Museum.
this work have unfortunately demolished a large portion of the building, and the
entrance of the sepulchral chambers is now obstructed by heaps of overturned
About 3 miles north of Dugga lies the little modern town of Tebiirsnk,
blocks.

which yield the best oil of this region. Here also stood
a Phoenician city, restored by the Romans, and many ancient ruins ure still to be
seen, more especially around the copious spring near which stood the town of
in the midst of olive-trees

Thibursicum Bare.

West of Tebursuk

rise the

escarpments of the Jebel Gorrha, said
but these mines, pierced

to be one of the richest in veins of argentiferous lead

;

many hundred galleries by the Romans and Carthaginians, are no longer
worked, although they could be easily connected with the main Tunis railway by a
branch line.
with

The

fluvial basin of the

Wed

Siliaua,

which

falls into

the Mejerda north-east

than that of the Wed Khallad.
"
"
The site formerly occupied by the mysterious Zania is sought for in this basin
Not far from the
as well as in those of the Meleg and of the Wed Khallad.
of Tebursuk,

is

scarcely less rich in old

Kessera plateau, which

is

ruined

cities

covered with numerous dolmens, are the

ruins of the oppidum Macfaritanwn, the Mnkfcr of the present day.

still

tiiiIc-i-l-Jem<ia, situated on a neighbouring plateau, has been selected as

mediate station between Kef and Kairwan.

This spot

is

imposing

The camp
an

of

inter-

the strategical centre of

the whole of Tunisia south of the Mejerda.
Below the confluence of the Wed Siliana. Tcxtur, a small town of great anti"
quity, standing on the right bank of the Mejerda, is mainly peopled by Anda-

lusian" Moors, whose industry has surrounded it with well- cultivated gardens and
fields.
Farther down on the same bank the hamlet of Shtghia is peopled with
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river and assist the passage
merchants and guides who point out the fords over the
Still lower down Mcjez-el-Bab, also on the right bank, guards
of the caravans.

"
it takes its name of
Ford," or
the entrance to the lower valley of the Mejerda ;
stood
at the
of the Gate," from a triumphal arch which formerly

"Passage

remains except a few
northern extremity of a Roman bridge, but of which nothing
modern
bed.
bridge spans the new channel
blocks scattered over an old river
and Jede'ida, which next
excavated by the Mejerda. The little villages of Teburba
to
the outskirts of Tunis,
of
the
banks
river, already belong
succeed along the
Andalusian
be
of
to
claim
of whom
origin, supply
which their inhabitants,

A

many

with vegetables and

They have both a bridge over the

fruit.

Fig. 59.

river,

a railway

RUINS OF UTICA.

Scnle

1

:

23,000.

550 Yards.

station,

and a few small industrial establishments.

of the ancient

Roman Tuburbo

an amphitheatre whose arena
has changed
a

its

site, as the

is

Minus, and here are

Teburba
still

is

now overgrown with brushwood.

Roman

modern form

the

to be seen the remains of

But the town

colony stood farther west on the slopes of

hill.

North of

Mejerdu, which winds through the lowlimds and marshes,
The city of Utica, the elder sister of Carthage,
banks.
"
"
mouth, is now indicated merely by a kubba, the marabut

Jede'ida, the

has no more towns upon

which commands
of Eu-Shater, a

its

its

name meaning the "Father

of Skill" or tho

"Wise Man,"

BIZEBTA.

1-v,

possibly in reference to the famous Cato of Utieu, so renowned for his high virtue-,
and calmness in tin- presence of death.
thorough examination of the ground

A

has brought to light the acropolis, aqueduct, cisterns, amphitheatre, theatre, hot
baths, quays, and military port of Utica. By examining the relief of the land, the
plan of the town, with

its

ramparts and Imildings, has almost been reconstructed,
ruins, none of which arc-

and many objects of value have been found amongst the

now visible above the ground. At the extremity of the rock of Utica flows a
mineral spring whose waters are exceptionally rich in arsenical suits. East of the
headland, on the opposite side of the plain now watered by the Mejerda, rises th<
cape on which stood the Castra Cornelia, or winter quarters of Scipio during his
campaign against Carthage. The town of Rhar-el-Mclah, called Porto Farina by
the Italians, is no longer a port, the alluvia brought down by the Mejerda having
almost completely closed the passage by which
with the high sea.

its

lake formerly communicated

form of the ancient Phoenician Hippomainly on the western bunk of the shallow cunul

Bizerta, or rather Bcnzcrt, the corrupted

Zaryte (Hippo-Diarrliytuti), lies
whence the town took its name of Diarrhyttts, or the " Pierced." The houses of
the European quarter stand on an islet between the two branches of the canuj, and
a castle to the south of the bank

is

culled Borj-el-Ze>iz<'!n or "Castle of the Chain,"
t

from the chain which formerly barred the passage at this point. Bizerta presents
a fairly imposing appearance, thanks to its walls flanked with towers and its
quadrangular kasbah, which stands at the very mouth of the canal. Should its
aspirations ever be realised, it will become a considerable city, and the chief arsenal

French possessions in Africa. Except the strait of Messina, no other harbour
could be more advantageously situated than its lake both for sheltering the navy
of the

and for guarding the most frequented passage of the Mediterranean. Vessels of
more than twenty tons burden are now obliged to anchor in the offing of Bizerta.

The

coral fisheries,

which were conceded

to the

French Government long before

the annexation of Tunisia, formerly guve employment to some twenty Sicilian
barks trading under the French flag.
There are now scarcely a dozen boats

engaged in

this pursuit

;

but fishing, especially for mullet, and the preparation of

employment to a great many sailors. The fisheries are monopolised
a
Marseillaise
by
company, who rent it annually. The Andalusiun Moors, who
occupy a separate quarter outside the walls, and the Maltese immigrants, impart a
botargo, gives

is not yet of sufficient importance
which
was conceded to them in the first
justify France in laying the railway
year of the conquest. Some of the villages near Bizerta are surrounded with well-

certain animation to the town, which, however,
to

"
amongst them is the charming Menzcl-el-Jeinil QT the Pleasant
Retreat," situated on an escarped hill north-west of the lake.
The Tunisian shores west of Bizerta are an " iron-bound coast," shunned by
cultivated lands

;

t

With the exception of Beja, there are no inland towns the Mogod,
Amdum, and Nefza populations were still nearly independent some years ago, and
mariners.

;

the Khurairs had frequently repulsed the troops which came to collect the taxes.
Tdbarka, the Tnbraca of the Romans, a few miles from the Algerian frontier, is
44

AP
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visited

by a few coasting

vessels, and,

thanks to

its

position

midway between Bona

,

\
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m
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TJP
.

.
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;

pq
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\

and Bizerta, bids

fair to

become a busy port when

its jetties

and quays

offer the

TAUAKKA
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necessary accommodation, and \vhen the routes running inland an- bordered by towns
I
and villages.
Miring the invasion of Khuinirin, the operations of the French fleet

commenced

in the

roadstead of Tabarku, where the plan of a

new town has been

traced out near the shore, at the south-east base of the steep Borj Jedid hills, and
south of the islet \\here Mill stands the castle occupied by the Genoese Lomellini

TABARKA.

Fig. 61.
Scale

1

:

800.000.
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family from 1040 to 1742.

which

A

few ruins of

when

Roman

buildings attest the importance

was connected by broad roads with
enjoyed
the marble quarries of Simittu, and along the coast with Hippo and Hippo-Zarvtus.
Two modern routes now lead into the interior one running from Tuburka to Calle,
this place

at the time

it

:
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the other penetrating to the camp of Ain-Draliam, in the
by the Um-Tebul mines,
A single line of railway will soon bring down to the
In-art of Khumiriu.
vi-ry
timber from the neighbouring forests, and the iron,
quays of Tabarka, tannin, cork,
second line, starting from
and silver ores from the Nefza highlands.

A

lead, zinc,

the same mining region, which

is

one of the richest in the world, will run to a small

Ancient shafts and piles of
well sheltered by the rocks of Cape Serrat.
"
"
" hills of iron
and mounds of steel," show that many of these
rubbish, called

port,

A

number of families,
mines were probably worked in the time of the Romans.
time of the capture of Tabarka by the Tunisians in
who
captivity at the
escaped

Fijr.

62

CORK -TREE OF FERN AN A

1742, have settled in various parts of the coast, where they are

Tabarkans

still

known

as

hundred fugitives also succeeded In reaching the island of
About nine hundred persons were reduced
San-Pietro, near the coast of Sardinia.
to
and
even
till
this
trade in Tabarkan men and women is
slavery,
quite recently
said to

;

nearly five

have been carried on.

At Tunis these refugees remained

for nearly a century,
deprived of the rights conferred upon Europeans, until, in 1816, the Sardinian
consul took them under his protection.
,

To the south

rise the metalliferous and well-wooded mountains, whose
products
must one day prove a source of wealth to Tabarka, although large tracts of forest
have already been wasted, and have
disappeared altogether to the south of
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much

frequented on market days,
stands a splendid cork-tree, an isolated giant, whose broad spreading branches cover
This try sting-place of the surrounding trills, under
a circumference of 3#3 feet.
i

iifina,

u.

place

whose shade the delegates of the Khurairs formerly assembled
of peace or war,
,liis

is

the last survivor of a vanished forest.

to discuss questions

Ain-Draliani, capital of

importance from the presence of the French garrison
But even were the soldiers withdrawn, it may still survive as a convenient

district, derives its chief

troops.

market town for the
famous shrine of

tribes of north-western Tunisia.

Sidi

Near

this spot stands

t

In-

Abdullah Ben-Jemal, which continues to be visited by

thousands of Ehumirs on the feast-day of the patron saint.

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL CONDITION OF TUNIS.
Tunisia

and

is at

present in a state of transition between two irreconcilable political
Although officially a Mohammedan power, it is in reality a

social systems.

province of the French colonial empire, and those who are called the masters of
the country are really subjects, upon whom the burden of subjection weighs most
Decrees are still dated according to the Mussulman era, and are preceded
heavily.

by antiquated Oriental formulas but a new era has dawned upon the country, and
the vital force and power come now from the West.
Everything changes visibly
;

under foreign influence: the populations, the appearance of the towns and country,
the roads, trade, and the industries are all being rapidly modified.

The

tide of immigration is almost entirely

because those Frenchmen themselves

composed of Mediterranean peoples,

who emigrate

to this

regency belong mostly
were by far the most numerous of all
foreigners before the French occupation, and since then they have retained, and
even increased, their numerical superiority, thanks to the proximity of their country,
to the watershed of this inland sea.

Italians

and

to the advantages which long-established currents of trade give to new-comers.
In 1885 these Italian immigrants were numbered at about twelve thousand. The
ranks of those engaged on the public works, agriculture, and the smaller industries

The French
much more difficult to

are of necessity recruited from amongst these Italian proletariats.

immigrants look for better-paid occupations, which are
The Maltese, however, who are relatively very numerous, soon break up
into two distinct nationalities.
Nearly all their poor are devout Catholics, zealously

obtain.

obeying the orders of the French primate of Tunisia, whilst the middle class
Maltese, who habitually speak Italian, are naturally connected with Italy in customs

and

It cannot be disguised that very hostile feelings are
political sympathy.
harboured towards each other by the local French and Italian colonies. The latter

have not yet resigned themselves to the present state of affairs they look upon
themselves as the natural inheritors of the land, because of its geographical situation,
;

nnd of the
that

it

which they have here created for themselves, and feel aggrieved
has been wrested from them by the French.
Even in Tunis itself, the
interests

struggle for supremacy between these two foreign elements has assumed the
character of national animositv.
Two railwavs, the Italian line from Goletta, and
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that of the French from Bona-Guebna, both stop short in the European quarter,

and remain unconnected even by a

lateral

branch running towards the Marina.

Nevertheless, the occupation of Tunisia, as a complement to the Algerian terrihas tended to modify the situation to the advantage of the French element.

tory,

predominating European language was Italian even in the
French families the children, accustomed to converse with young playmates from

Till quite recently the

;

ended by speaking Italian in preference to their own mother
Now, by the reverse process, French is predominating in the European
tongue.
and Maltese circles. In the civil and religious schools, as well as in all public
Sicily or Naples,

places, both

Jews and Mussulmans learn

to converse in French, which, after Arabic,

has become the language of the country.
Regular schools have already been
founded in most of the large towns, and Tunis, Cabes, Sfakes, Monastir, Susa,

Kairwan, Bi/erta, and El-Kef,
teachers.

assimilate

all

possess normal schools for the training of native

The preponderance of the commerce with Marseilles also contributes to
the country more and more to France.
Finally the garrisons, and

numerous employes scattered through the territory and journeying from place to
place, cliff use the use of the French language around Ain-Draham, El- Kef, Kairwan,
Susa,

Cabes, and other military and administrative centres.

The land

is

sold

There can be little
almost exclusively to the profit of the French speculators.
doubt that, from the side of the western plateaux, a considerable tide of immigration must set in, and thus introduce French elements, such as those already
developed in Algerian territory.
Great changes are also taking place in the Mussulman world of Tunisia. The
place of those tribes who, accustomed to independence, quit the country in order to
evade the rule of the hated " Rumi," is filled by the Algerians who come in great
numbers, nearly all with the hope of making their fortunes in the service of the new

In every town they are to be met with in the position of coachmen,
porters, and servants.
During the harvest the Kabyles also arrive in shiploads of
hundreds at a time, and from them the Tunisians have learnt the art of mowing
masters.

their

The

meadows.

natives of Marocco,

who

are

much more vigorous and

energetic
the local Arabs, are also strongly represented, and together with the
Sicilians they clear the ground and plant vines on the various properties which the

workmen than

The Mussulman population

French have recently acquired.
kept down by

of Tunisia, hitherto

wars, the raids of plundering tribes, and oppressive taxation,
will
to
increase under the new administration.
But, judging from
probably begin
the experience of Algerian towns, where the death-rate* of the Arabs
civil

normally
be feared that in the long run the same result
may be produced in the Tunisian towns, in consequence of the very intimate
relations of the Europeans with the Moors.
The social state, so intermingled with

exceeds that of the births,

vices,

which we

it is

call civilisation,

to

would seem under such conditions

to

develop

its

worst features, by placing the elements of corruption within easy reach of the weak,
without at the same time giving them the .power of resistance.

The property around the towns and railway
hands.

Since 1861

stations is continually changing
have
many foreigners
purchased land from the Mussulmans,

SOCIAL AM> I'nuTICAL CONDITION OF
notwithstanding the uncertainly of

many

fre^h jurcli;i-.

-

will
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probably be
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and

made

in
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A

lawsuits.

great

near future, when hy the
the Australian colonies, the

the

adoption of the "Tort-ens" Act, introdueed from
formalities for the transfer of land will he greatly simplified.

The beginning

of

the French occupation of Tunisia presents a remarkable contrast to that of Algeria,

ly the rapidity \vith which the French obtained possession of the agricultural
domains. The total urea of the land which, in Tunisia, yearly passes into the hands

The cause
of French proprietors, is already greater than in the whole of Algeria.
of this difference between these two conterminous countries is due to the fact that
in Tunisia the purchasers
in

Algeria

it is

buy the land

directly from the native proprietors, whilst

by the Government after tedious administraBut although the French property has increased much more

assigned to the colonists

tive formalities.

rapidly in Tunisia than in Algeria, it is much less democratic in its essential
In Algeria there are veritable colonists, that is to say, men who

characteristics.

themselves handle the spade, bring up their children in the furrows, and mount
guard over their crops. They form, even more than the soldiers, the real strength
of

French Algeria, for they have settled there of their own free-will, and made it
home. Instead of these sturdy colonists and small landed proprietors,

their second

the European purchasers in Tunisia are chiefly representatives of financial companies, agents of absentee capitalists, or else, in the most favourable cases,
enterprising

men who

are in charge of vast tracts of land cultivated by foreign

The work of colonisation, properly so-called, by the French peasantry has
hands.
no chance of success except on the western plateaux, where the similarity of the
physical conditions on both sides of the frontier tends to produce analogous social
conditions.

The important work

commenced

of replanting the country has been

In the Jerid
only in the Jerid dunes and along the railway from Bona to Guelma.
the object has mainly been to solidify the shifting sand-hills, whilst the railway

engaged in the acclimatisation of new plants. Of the four hundred
thousand trees which they have had planted in their domains, the majority are

company

is

Australian acacias, which yield an excellent tannin, and also a species of eucalyptus
known as the " blue gum-tree."
new oasis is being developed near the Wed
in
the
Cabes
thanks
to the artesian wells sunk by the explorer
Melah,
district,

A

Landas.

But on the other hand, the

disafforesting of the country

still

continues,

and the work of destruction by far exceeds that of restoration. Entire pine forests,
near thehamadi of El-Kessera, have been destroyed solely for the sake of the bark.

The

contrast between the two kinds of property in Tunisia

and Algeria,

is

Whilst at the commencement of
equally striking in the methods of cultivation.
the colonisation, and up to a recent period, the Algerian farmers followed in the
steps of the French peasants, endeavouring to obtain from their land the various
kinds of products necessary for the support of man and beast, such as corn, roots,
fruit, and fodder, the Tunisian planters devote their attention almost exclusively

Agriculture has thus changed its character and become mainly an
industrial pursuit, and the evolution which has tnken place in the economic world,
to viniculture.

in consequence of the concentration of the capital, is

shown

in Tunisia

by

agricul-
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methods different from those of the first half century of the French occupation
since 1842, even before it was officially done
Slavery was abolished
Algeria.

tural
,,t

awuv with

in Algeria

;

but the

Fig. 63.

native

many

day labourers, the Khammes, or

- RAILWAYS AND HIGHWAYS
Scale

1

:

OF Tuwis.

8,500,000.

Carriage Road.

Railway.
CO Miles.

colonists of the poorest class,

arc veritable slaves

serfs

who

cultivate the

domains of large landed proprietors,

bound down by the advances made to them by their
at exorbitant interest from the share of the harvest

masters, and which they repay
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Hen'-.- it is not surprising thut,
notwithstanding the great
have
the
of
Tunisia
of ton been decimated
the
land,
populations
fertility of
by

allotted to them.

famine.

The

industries, properly so culled,

have hardly changed since the foreign colony
this country.
The result of the commercial

h;i-> attained such great importance in
annexation has been more especially to diminish the productiveness of the Tunisian
workshops to the profit of foreign industries. Although the Jacquard looms have

been introduced, the Lyons textiles are gradually driving the local products from
The large steamship companies, especially those
the markets of the regency.
assisted by the State, maintain a regular service along the coast, shipping the

France enjoys the

produce of the interior in exchange for European wares.

which is rapidly increasing.
largest share of the foreign trade,
The railways are producing in the interior of the country changes similar to
are
those effected by the substitution of steamships for sailing vessels.

They

abolishing the old method of transport by caravan and changing the direction of
The line from Tunis to Bona and Guelma, which traverses the
the trade routes.

gorges of the Upper Mejerda, formerly avoided by the Roman highways, has
In the same way the projected
diverted to Bona part of the trade of the capital.

Northern Tunisia, via Beja, terminating at the port of Tabarka, will
open a new route for commercial enterprise. Another and more important line,
from Suk-Ahras to Cabes, rid Tebessa, will skirt the whole of the peninsular region
line across

of Tunisia,

running directly from the Algerian ports

At present the construction of railways
much importance, the company, which

oases of Tripoli.

nor

is

to the Jerid district

the traffic of

is
is

and the

proceeding slowly
guaranteed a return

;

State, having no interest in developing a local trade by
no way benefitted. The railways most likely to be first constructed are the northern line, from Jedeida to Mater, and later on to Bizerta the
eastern line, continuing that of Hammam-Lif to Hammamet across the neck of

of 6 per cent,

which

it

by the

would be

in

;

the Dakhelat-el-Mahuin peninsula

;

and the southern

line to

Zaghwan and Kairwan,

with a branch to Susa.

In 1847, long before the annexation, the French Government had established a
The
postal service in the regency, and later on introduced the telegraph system.
chief towns are regularly visited

by postmen, and

in every direction the country

The
is traversed by telegraph wires, connecting those of Algeria with Tripoli.
Arabs scrupulously respect the wires and posts, which are useful to them as landmarks and signposts.

GOVERNMENT OF TUNIS.
The government
of the
rules,

two centres of authority, those
the Bardo Convention, the Bey still

of Tunisia is divided between

Bey and of the French. According to
and even exercises absolute control over

all

affairs of the

interior

;

but

France, who has converted Tunisia into a protectorate, undertakes the defence of
"
" resident
in other
the country and administers its finances through a
general
;
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The
words, she disposes of the capital and military resources of the regency.
is therefore really in the hands of the French, the Bey and his agents being
power
Nevertheless, in certain respects,
invested with the mere semblance oi authority.
It has a political individube said to have remained a distinct state.
Tunisia

may

administration, special legislation, and interests now opposed to
In the small towns the relations
those of the neighbouring territory of Algeria.

ality with its

own

between the French and the natives are regulated by consuls and "civil controllers,"
in the same way as those between two foreign peoples.
Objections are even raised
"
being made naturalised Frenchmen. Both French and
Bey's subjects
is examined by the custom-house with the same rigour as if
merchandise
Algerian
to the

"

came from England or Italy, and is charged with an ad valorem duty of 8 per
The weights and measures are even different, and the French metrical
cent.
hundred millions of people in the two hemisystem, already adopted by some five
it

The civil tribunal of
spheres, has not yet been officially introduced into Tunisia.
the capital and the six justices recently instituted in Tunis, Goletta, Bizerta, Susa,
Europeans and natives according to the
Since 1885 the magistrates are even paid by the Tunisian budget

Sfakes, and El- Kef, decide cases between

French laws.

as officers of the Bey's

Government

Algerian court of appeal.

but they are .under the jurisdiction of the
The consular tribunals of the various nations have been
;

suppressed, and in the rural districts the administration of justice
kaids, assisted

by

the local khalifas and sheiks.

is

entrusted to the

The degrading punishment of the

bastinado, which was always inflicted

by the despised Jews, is no longer applied.
in
which
1885
consisted
of
nine
press,
papers, is subject to official control.
There are no forms of parliamentary representation, but the absolute power of

The
the

Bey

is

held in check by the supreme authority of the resident general, who has
French Government through the Minister

alone the right to correspond with the
of Foreign Affairs.

are under his orders.

The

officers of the army and navy and all the higher officials
The general in command of the troops occupying the country,

as well as the archbishop,

and

who

is

the head of a small

spiritual guide of the whole Maltese

community,

army

of priests

and nuns,

also enjoy considerable influ-

ence in virtue of their respective functions.
At the same time an appearance of
authority is left to the Tunisian ministry, which superintends the finances, the
But
pres*, the administration of justice, the public works, the army and navy.
the

French governor presides over foreign

affairs as

the representative of the
Bey is inherited

to established usage, the office of

sovereign power.
According
by the eldest male of the family, whatsoever

The present
the

heir presumptive

Camp," and

till

is

may

be the degree of his relationship.

the Bey's brother.

His

official title is

"the Bey of

quite recently he commanded the forces which are sent from

province to province to collect the taxes.

The

financial difficulties of the

the occupation of the
country

Bey were one

by the French

of the chief causes
troops.

which led

to

The French and other

who had

readily advanced him large sums at heavy interest, and who held
over
his
mortgages
property, at last assumed the collection of the taxes, and sought

bankers,

farther security in the indirect
possession of the political power.

Thus

arose the

GOVERNMENT OF TUN Iintrigues
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kinds which, together with jxditical complications,
Accordingly, one of the principal clauses of

culminated in the events of 1881.
the

treaty

which put an end

finanrial roorgUUtttioa

to the independence of Tunisia,
stipulate! for a
the regency, "assuring the administration of the
public

<>f

deht and guaranteeing the rights of the creditors of Tunisia."

the country were divided into two portions:
administration, the other

5,500,000.

power

A

to supply

financial

of

and larger portion in security for the public debt of
committee was appointed to represent the creditors, with

deficit

any

The revenues

one for the ordinary expenses of

from the State revenues, which for this purpose were
The Government was even forbidden to make any

placed under their control.
reforms, create or change any taxes, issue

new

loans, or establish

any public service
and although this committee no longer exists, the interests
of the creditors are none the less well protected.
The chief revenues assigned to
without their consent

;

them are the custom-house

duties, the tobacco, fisheries,

and

salt

monopolies, the

market dues in most of the towns, and the taxes on the olive-trees in the Sahel and
other districts.

To

the State is left the unpopular mejda, or poll-tax of twenty-two
shillings a
falls
on
which
the
most
of
the
rich
head,
chiefly
poor,
having found means to evade
it.
Another burdensome tax is the kamin, which is charged on olive-trees, in
In bad seasons the farmers have often cut down their trees to
addition to a tithe.

prevent the officers from claiming a tax they were unable to pay. The considerable
recent increase of trade, the suppression of smuggling, the dismissal of over four

thousand useless

have

all

officials,

combined

that the receipts

and the

strict

enforcement of the custom-house duties,
and it is even pretended

to restore order in the financial chaos;

now more than

cover the expenses, although the cost of the

army

French budget, represent nearly the whole
The habbus, or church property, said to comprise one-

of occupation and other claims of the

value of the public income.
third of the soil, is almost exempt from taxation, paying into the treasury
more than 4,000 a year.

little

In 1885 the French invading

force, considerably diminished by the reinforcements
numbered eleven thousand men distributed throughout the strategical
The three military centre? are Tunis, Susa, and Cabes, and
the country.

sent to Tonkin,

ports of

in the interior the chief garrison

towns

are,

Ain-Draham, El-Kef, Kairwan, and

The conscription is in force in Tunisia, but the native army, modelled
Gafsa.
on that of France, is employed chiefly in parade service at the palaces of Marsa,
In 1884 this army, which on paper consisted of several
the Bardo, and Goletta.
thousand,
officers

numbered

500 infantry, 25 cavalry, and 100 artillery;
are even more numerous than privates in active service.

in reality only

on the retired

But the regular army

list

supplemented by bodies of nwk/tzeri, spahis, and hambas,
In 1884 the Kult'gli, or Hanefiya irregulars, of Turkish
origin, and the Zuawa (Zouaves), mostly Kabyles, were disbanded to the number of

who

is

act as policemen.

4,000.

The

natural divisions of Tunisia are so clearly traced, that there has been little
The whole of the lower Mejerda
difficulty in selecting the chief strategical points.
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Wed Meliun, and the Dakhelut-el-Mahuin peninsula, are
Valley, the basin of the
The quadrilateral group of mountains
the
included within
military circle of Tunis.
bounded south by the course of the Mejerda, has the town of Beja for its
the Camp of Ain-Draham has been established in the centre of this
and
capital,
The mountainous districts which separate
tribes.
region to overawe the Khumir
the Mejerda from the affluents of Lake Kelbia have the town of El-Kef as a

and

hills

the rugged hamada region is commanded by the camp of Sukmilitary centre, while
Kairwan is the natural capital of the plains and valleys which slope
el-Jemaa.

towards Lake Kelbia, and the Sahel at Ras Kapudiuh
one depending upon SQsa, the other on Sfakes.

and

isolated highlands of

is

divided into two sections,

The natural centre

of the steppes

Northern Tunisia, as far as the depression of the

shotts, is

Gafsa, and the whole of the southern region as far as the Tripolitana frontier and
the desert, forms the military district of Cabes, in some respects the most important of all, because it commands the entrance of the Saharian regions, and would

enable an

enemy

to invade Algerian territory

by the southem face of the Aures

mountains.

The regency

is divided
administratively into ittans, or departments of varying
"
a
each
extent,
governed by kaid, assisted by one or more khalifas, or lieutenants,"

according to the importance of the province. The towns, villages, and tribal communities are ruled by sheikhs, who levy their fees directly on their subjects.
Such
fees are known euphemistically as the "price of slippers," the boots worn out in the
public service being looked upon

their extor-

tions.

Goletta, El-

by these officials as a justification of
The municipal commissions which sit in a few communes, such as

Kef, Bi/erta, Susa, and Sfakes, are composed of resident Europeans, nominated by the
Government, and of Mussulmans elected by the notables. The utans have been

At the time of the French annexation, there were
frequently changed in number.
more than twenty, not including those of special tribes, nomad or half-settled, which
were administered separately.

CHAPTER

IX.

ALGERIA.

HE

central portion of Mauritania, this " Island of the

by

as well

its

as its

West," which

climate and products,

formerly
geology,
belonged to the European continent, has been again politically
detached from Africa, and connected vith the opposite shores of
the Mediterranean.
Even from the beginning of history, the rela-

tions of this country,

whether peaceful or warlike, have always been, not so much

with the African lands from which

it is

separated by the Sahara, as with regions

lying to the north or west beyond the sea. Archaeology reveals even in prehistoric
times, the builders of the dolmens migrating from Gaul across Spain to Mauritania ;
then, at the very

dawn

we

of history,

marts on the coast of Mauritania.
that of the

Romans and Greeks

tions of the barbaric peoples

;

find the Sidonians

To the

and Tynans founding their

influence of the Phoenicians succeeded

even during the interregnum caused by the migra-

from the north, the conquering Vandals, advancing

from the shores of the Baltic, penetrated to these southern regions, where they finally
be3ame extinct without leaving any distinct traces of their presence amongst the
the Arabs, mixed with Syrians and Egyptians, spread
here
rapidly throughout Mauritania, followed in their turn by the Turks, who
established a chief seat of their maritime power.

Then

North African nations.

HISTORIC RETROSPECT.

But even when the shores
the east,

its relations,

opposite side of
south, at

first

the

of

Maghreb were being overrun by invaders from

with the
mostly of a hostile character, were still mainly
For over ten centuries pirates from the
Mediterranean.

known

as

Moors or Saracens, afterwards

as

Barbary

corsairs,

maintained a state of continual warfare against commercial Europe, and even
extended their depredations beyond the Strait of Gibraltar. In order to escape
these sudden attacks, the towns and villages along the Mediterranean seaboard

were

built

on

hills, at

some distance from the

shore,

and surrounded by

walls.

In

the warfare which continued from century to century between the Mussulmans and
Christians, the former at first had the upper hand ; they seized Spain and Sicily,
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" Moorish " mountains on the
and even for a considerable time occupied the

French

into the valleys of the
coast, while their expeditions penetrated

the Loire,

to the very heart of the Alps.

and the Rhone,

Yet

Garonne,

in the Middle

Ages

the Crusade of St. Louis,
the war had already been transferred to Africa during
followed
up the conquest of
and although it ended in disaster, the Spaniards

Grenada by seizing Gran, Bougie, Mostaganem, and Algiers; the inland town of
Tlemcen even became tributary to them, and it seemed as if Spain, after being so
Arabs and Berbers, were about to vanquish them in its
long in the power of the
his assumed
turn. But the tide of victory was again arrested, and notwithstanding
title

of

Africanus, Charles

ancestor Ferdinand.

His

than his
proved less successful in Mauritania
was destroyed by a tempest, and from that time

V.

fleet

most of the European powers paid a tax to the Turks of Algiers to protect their
trade and when they refused this shameful tribute, they found it necessary to
blockade and bombard the coastlaud towns of Algeria, or else to pay heavy ransoms
;

to

liberate

the captives of their

respective

The war was continued

nations.

between the Barbary states, and Europe and its outport of Malta, under a thousand
In the end the advantage remained in the hands of the European
different forms.

any footing on the northern shores, whilst
a
many trading place, such as Tabarka and Calle, fell into
the hands of the Christians, and several islets and fortified peninsulas, such as the
nations, for the

Turks

failed to acquire

on the coast of Africa

of Marocco,
presidios of the coast

and even the town of Oran, were occupied by

Spanish garrisons till the year 1791.
The decisive blow was delivered in 1830.

The town

amassed all the treasures of the corsairs, fell into the

of Algiers, in

power

of the

which were

French

;

then

other places on the coast were successively occupied and, by the very force of
circumstances, in spite of the uncertain plans, political changes, and temporary

was gradually accomplished. The whole of
been annexed as far as the border
Algeria, which is much larger than France, has
of the nomad tribes.
Tunisia
the
domain
districts
and
land between the settled

checks, the conquest of the interior

has experienced the same fate

;

and

if

Marocco, separated from the province of

Gran by a badly defined frontier, has not yet become European territory, the cause
is due to the jealousy of the rival Powers.
However Spain, after a long period of
inaction, has again

assumed an aggressive attitude, occupying a strip of territory
while the French troops have often crossed, at Uja, the

on the Atlantic seaboard

;

Shott Tigri and Figuig, the conventional line of the Moorish frontier, in order to
curb the hostile border tribes. Marocco may already perhaps be considered as
politically

annexed

to

Europe, and the people themselves are the

first to

recognise

their inevitable
destiny.

Henceforth connected with Europe, Northern Africa has acquired considerable
importance in contemporaneous history, and Algeria especially participates in the
intense life which now animates civilised society.
After Egypt, Algeria of all
other African regions has been the theatre of events whose influence has been
most far-reaching.
Next to Cape Colony, Algeria is the largest centre of Euro-

pean populations, and in spite of thirty years of almost incessant wars,

it

has,

1

relatively

than

tlu-

immense

speaking, even

1

1

bo

Kngli>h possessions
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n

more rapidly peopled

in

South Africa.

like .lava, or Briti>h

i'arin
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It

is

which are

India,

by European immigrants
field or un

not an industrial
olt(

n

wrongly spoken of as

and too often also held up as examples to the military powers of
Like
Canada, although under other political conditions, it has become a
Furope.
Taken altogether, the work of the conquering
second France beyond the seas.
"colonii -,"

mixed with good and ill and very complicated in its effects, like all human
works, has not had the general result of diminishing and debasing the natives.
There are doubtless men who demand that the historical law of an eye for an eye
nation,

Fig. 64.

GRADUAL CONQUEST OF ALGEBIA.
Scale

183036.

1836-40.

1840-45.

The undeilincd names

1

12,000,000.

:

185056.

18455".

indicate places

who

^

-e

ISto

60.

1860-80.

180085.

the Marseilles traders hud factories.
150 Miles.

" driven " towards
the
should be meted out to the Arabs, and that they should be
mountains.
In
the
Berbers
towards
drove
the
desert, as they formerly
many parts
of the Tell

and the outskirts of the towns these processes have already been even
an indirect but legal way, " by means of expropriation for the

put in practice, in

But most of the Arabs are still in possession of their lands, and
them would be quite sufficient to support them if it belonged
to the peasantry themselves, and not to great chiefs who really own it in the name
In spite of the injustice and cruelties which accompany every act of
of the tribe.
public benefit."

what remains

to
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Arabs has not grown worse, while that of the
:md M/;ibites has even improved, thanks to the stimulus given to
Kubyles, Biskri,
their trade industries.
Algeria has received much more from France than she has
invMsi.ui, the situation of the

sudden

returned, and the people of the country, though not treated as equals, have in
many respects gained more liberty since the period of Turkish rule. Many of the
settlers themselves have endeavoured to vindicate their right to fellow-

European

citizenship with the
in

Arabs and Kabyles by their industrious habits and perseverance
the most adverse circumstances, in the midst of

founding new homes under

fanatical

the land

and

Thanks

hostile populations.

may

to their indomitable

energy and patience,

be said to have been subdued far more by the plough than by the

sword.

In this peaceful, though none the less arduous, conquest of the soil, the nonFrench colonists took at first the largest share, and even still scarcely yield to the
French settlers in agricultural enterprise. With the Provencals, and others from
the south of France, they have helped to solve the vexed question of the acclimatisation of

Europeans

in the

Barbary

Immigrants from the north of France

States.

Europe are less capable of resisting the unfavourable climatic
and
influences,
amongst them the mortality is normally higher than the birth-rate.
If the settlements were recruited exclusively from these sources, the work of
and

Central

colonisation

would have

to be incessantly

But the

renewed.

Catalonians, Pro-

vencals, Genoese, and other southern peoples find little inconvenience in migrating
to the regions south of the Mediterranean, where they still meet the same flora

some respects even the same ethnical elements, as in their
As in the time of the Iberians and Ligurians, kindred races continue

and fauna, and
native land.
to settle

in

on the north coast of Africa, where the difference of latitude

compensated by the greater elevation of the land.

The work

is

largely

of assimilation is

thus being effected by the Mediterranean races, and to them will mainly be due
the development of the

New

general European culture.
At the same time the

Algeria, with

work

its

cities,

highways, industries, and

of civilisation has hitherto been carried out in a

The country might even have been abandesultory and perfunctory manner.
doned altogether, if the monarchy, threatened in the streets of Paris by the
Republicans, had not found

them

to the

of Algeria

1831, the

convenient to get rid of its enemies by banishing
Algerian border-lands. Even before the July revolution, the conquest

seemed

it

to offer a career for

Government succeeded

these unruly elements,

four thousand five hundred Parisian malcontents.
a place of exile before

The conquest
its

itself

some

Thus the new conquest became

developed into a colonial settlement.
continued to tax the resources of the mother country, and

soldiers

and

240,000,000, besides the lives of several

colonists.

It

may even be asked whether

this

men and treasure may not have been the primary cause of the
war with Germany, followed by a rectification of frontier to the

constant drain of
late disastrous

in the year

it

settlement has
already cost at least

hundred thousand

and

in enlisting as "volunteers" for this service

advantage of that Power.
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PHYSICAL FEATURES.
The expressions " V
Algeria, an- in many n >|
;i

acquired

linn

I

<

t>

"

and " African France," often applied to
justified. Tin- French have undoubtedly already

nice

:

fully
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footing in this part of the continent,

when- they have introdueed

French towns and villages have sprung up, nut
their l.injjua-je and their culture.
only along the seaboard, but in (very part of the country, which is now intersected

by highways running to the verge of the desert. The work
accomplished by the French in half a century may be compared with that which
resulted from seven centuries of Roman occupation.
Thanks to the railway,
telegraph, and other appliances of modern science, they have rapidly spread over
in all directions

the whole land, penetrating southwards to the oasis of El-Golea, 180 miles beyond
The political
Jelfa, apparently the last outpost of the Romans towards the Sahara.

annexation of the country to Europe may already be regarded as an accomplished
The native elements, broken into fragments, differing in speech and origin,
fact.

and separated by great distances, have ceased

European population, which,

if

defensive body, commanding
resources of modern industry.

all

still

to be a

serious

inferior in numbers, forms a

menace

to the

more compact

the large towns, arsenals, strategical points, and

From the geographical standpoint, the annexation of Algeria to the known
world has already made considerable progress. Works of all kind- relating to the
colony are reckoned by the thousand, and amongst them are many of great scientific
of which several sheets have already appeared,
works
issued
similar
with
by the European states. Geographical
may be compared
exploration is being continually supplemented by a scientific study of the soil, and
value.

The great topographical atlas,

the provisional geological charts will soon be replaced by more exhaustive sheets,
Some blank
depicting the series of stratified formations in the fullest detail.

But even
spaces are still visible on the maps, especially about the Mzab district.
to
intersect
each
other
in
various
here the itineraries are beginning
directions, and
the work of exploration, begun by Duveyrier, Soleillet, Largeau, Flatters, and
The
others, will soon be systematically continued in the direction of the Sudan.
ancient history of the country is also being restored by a stud}' of the local inscriptions and other monuments that have escaped the ravages of time.

PHYSICAL FEATURES.

The

relief of

Forming

Algeria

is

characterised

by a remarkable simplicity of

a nearly equilateral four-sided figure,

it

outline.

contrasts even with the conter-

minous regions of Marocco and Tunis in the almost rhythmical harmony of its
undulations.
Between Nemours and Algiers the normal direction of the coast is
south-west and north-east, and the same direction is followed by all the mountain
between
ranges, valleys, and plateaux occupying the whole space, 180 miles broad,
At the time of the conquest it was supposed
the Mediterranean and the Sahara.
that this space was traversed
two main ranges, the Great Atlas in the south, and
by

the Little Atlas in the north.
46

AF

But

this

double orographir >yMeni has no existence,
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the surface of the land being characterised not

by continuous well-defined

chains,

but by parallel ridges frequently interrupted by intervening depressions.
In the west a coast range running close to the sea is broken at intervals by
Farther east the work of erosion has
semicircular inlets excavated by the waves.

been

still

more extensive, and here the

coastline runs almost uniformly west

and

ranges running south-west and north-east develop a regular
of which project in a north-easterly direction seawards, and

east, so that the parallel

series of headlands, all

from the north and north-west winds several seaports, such as Dellys, Bougie,
These highlands contract gradually towards the
Stora, Bona, and others.

shelter
Collo,

from a breadth of 210 miles under the meridian of Oran, to 135 under that
The Sahel, as the western coast ranges were formerly collectively
of Constantino.
known, is separated from the other uplands by a broad depression disposed parallel
east,

with the Mediterranean, and stretching with
( >ran to the foot of the Miliana hills.

The escarpments
lines south of this

of the plateau,

little

interruption from the heights of

which on the west follow in uniform parallel

depression, and which on the

east terminate in a series of

headlands along the coast, arc skirted southwards by numerous dricd-up lacustrine
basins, such as Eghris south of Mascara, Beni-Sliman between Medea and Aumale,

Wed

Sahel south of Jurjura.
Increasing in altitude as they recede from the
coast, these plains form the outer terraces of the upland plateaux cf Central
The Jebel, a term applied collectively to the border ranges, nowhere
Algeria.

and

except in the Jurjura district, constitutes, with the maritime
"
"
"
but in these uplands are situated
Tell," or
zone, the so-called
hilly country

exceeding 6,000

feet,

;

the fertile valleys and grassy slopes, whence the absurd identification of the
word teU with the Latin tcllns, as if this region were the productive land in a pre-

all

At

eminent sense.

the same time, such

of the rainfall, that a population of

on the thirty-eight million acres of the

Towards the

is

some

the fertility of
fifteen millions

its soil,

might

and the abundance
easily

be supported

Tell.

Marocco, the plain enclosed between the
northern highlands and those skirting the Sahara is at least 120 miles broad, with
a mean elevation of about 3,500 feet.
Perfectly level in appearance, it really forms
ill-defined frontier of

a slightly depressed cavity, where are collected the
spring and rain waters, replaced
in the dry season by extensive saline tracts.
Farther east, the gradually contracting
upland plain is divided by central ridges into several distinct basins, and towards
the Tunis frontier

it loses
altogether the character of a zone of separation between
the northern and southern highlands.
In this part of Algeria the surface is almost

exclusively occupied with a succession of ridges all disposed in the normal direction

from south-west to north-east.

From Marocco
chains retains

its

neighbourhood of Batna the system of southern border
distinctive character throughout the greater part of its course, and
to the

it was to these
ranges between the upland plateau and the depression of the Sahara
that was formerly applied the title of the " Great Atlas."
Yet their mean altitude
does not exceed that of the northern
highlands, although one of their summits in

the Jebel Aures forms the
culminating point of Algeria.

The

true natural limits

PHYSICAL
of the country should

I

be the Sahara

I:\TI

itself,

i:i.s.

or

tin-

waterpartin^ between the

Igharghar and Niger
r

-trictin^

it

to tin-

basins, or else the Nijjer itself us far as UpjM-r S-iH-^al.
almost geometrical quadrilateral l>etween theseu and the <l

Hut

Aly-ria ha^ an area of about 120,000 square miles, or somewhat less than halt of
Their outposts stretch far beyond
the territory virtually occupied by the French.

the natural limits of the southern uplands, and are distributed irregularly over
Thus El-Golea, which now pays a regular
considerable tracts of the desert.
tribute, is

420 miles

in a straight line south of Algiers,

and 240 from the nearest

mountains of Laghwat. French expeditions have often reached the Ksurs of the
Sahara, and even the Figuig district, without, however, annexing this region, out

Fig. 65.

EBOSIONB OP THE MOUNTAINS NKAB TIABBT.
Scale

1

:

800,000.

'

-:

3 Miles.

of regard for the prior claims of Marocco.

from clearly marked, no natural

The

frontier in this direction is far

demarcation having been followed in
determining the political confines, which by the treaty of Tangier, in 1844, were
line of

down at haphazard across mountains, valleys, and tribal districts.
In the western province of Oran the prevailing formations are Jurassic, which
also form the chief strata
throughout the plateau. In the east especially, these
rocks underlie the chalk, which in its turn is overlaid in the north by Miocene and
laid

Alluvia of various epochs, and of vast depth, occupy the
river valleys, and in a great part of the plateau cover both the Jurassic and
cretaceous rocks.
The Triaseic and older schists are represented by a few isolated

Pliocene formations.
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masses, while in the neighbourhood of the coast granitic peaks crop out above the
Gneiss prevails on the northern slopes of the Jurjura,
Miocene layers.

surrounding

and the headlands projecting seaward consist largely of trachytes and basalts.
Minerals, marbles, gypsum, salt, and thermal springs occur in many places,
of future wealth.
constituting for Algeria a considerable reserve
According to M. Bourdon the coast near the mouth of the Shelif shows signs of

Thus the

upheaval.
terraces

or beaches,

surrounding waters.

near Karuba and at other points are disposed in distinct
strewn with shells of the same species as those of the

cliffs

The

coastlands are also subject to frequent earthquakes, the

Oran, Tones, Algiers, and other towns. Many
of the headlands consist of eruptive rocks, and it seems probable that the whole
effects of

which have been

seaboard, like that of

felt in

Tuscany and Naples, follows a

line of fault in the terrestrial

crust.

In few regions are the traces of former erosion more evident than in Algeria
it is difficult to
say whether they are to be attributed to the action of running
;

but

waters or of snows and glaciers
its

glacial period, of

of the

Jurjura range.

in the

Dahre

district,

for there can be

;

which clear indications are

The work
where the

laceous white clay, without

going on incessantly, especially
are formed of a compact mass of very argil-

of erosion is

hills

no doubt that Algeria also had
on the northern slope

still visible

still

any appearance of

Similar phenomena

stratification.

are also very active south of the Shelif Valley, in the argillaceous and marly hills
But the crests are here crowned with sandstone layers from
skirting the plateau.

30 to 130 feet thick, which
underlying

resist

atmospheric influences

much

longer than the

strata.

North of

the Sahara

the

great

Algerian quadrilateral,

consisting

almost

and highlands, nowhere presents any conspicuous heights
the
dominating
surrounding masses. The four chief groups of the Warsenis and
exclusively of plateaux

Jurjura in the north, and the

Amur and Aures

in the south, are grouped in a sort
none of them constituting a central nucleus distributing the
Thus no river valley is found which, bv
running waters in well-defined basins.
its exceptional
fertility or favourable position for intercourse, might have become

of symmetrical order,

a natural centre of attraction for the whole
Hence Algeria is divided
country.
into as many distinct territories as there are isolated
upland regions and river
basins, and it is this disposition of the land that has at all times rendered its

conquest so

difficult.

At

present a centre of attraction denied

it

by nature

gradually created by artificial means at the city of Algiers, with
routes,

and railways radiating

its

new

is

being

harbour,

in all directions.

THE COAST RANGES.

to

In the extreme north-west the Trara coast
range, whose gorges afford an outlet
the Tafna river, has a mean altitude of less than 1,650
feet, culminating
o in the

limestone peak of

From

this, as

Mount Filhausen

(3,860 feet), to the south-east of Nemours.
well as from several other summits between Oran and the
ijarocco

THE COAST RANGES.
fnmticr, a view

is

QOBBBMlded

opposite coast of Spain,

at

in clear

weather of the crests of the

u distance of no less than

If IX

miles.

on the

ierrus

It thus

possible to connect the network of Algerian triangulation with thut of the

became
II

without passing through Marocco.
The four points eho-en for the
were
.Miilhaeen
the
in
Sierra
Nevada, Tetiea in the Sierra
connecting quadrilateral
jM-ninsula

de

loa Filabres, at the south-east

fig. 66.

angle of the peninsula, Filhuusen

in the

Trara

JUNCTION OP THE GEODETIC LINES BETWEEN ALGERIA AND SPAIN.
Scale

1

:

2,500,00 X

Depths.

Oto320
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320tol,800
Feet.

I,fi00to8,200
Feet.

now

continuous from the northernmost

Gran group.
islet in

(5,4im

Feet.

I M

range, and Msabiha in the neighbouring

Feet and
upwards.

3,2041 to (5,400

;

;.

-

The chain

of triangles

is

Shetland to the 34th parallel of

Algeria, and will soon be extended far into the Sahara, forming the
largest arc of the meridian that has hitherto been astronomically measured on the
latitude in

surface of the globe.
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South of the Great Sebkha, at the foot of the Oran coast range,' stretches the
which is
cretaceous Tessale range, terminating in the Jebel Tufarawi (3,540 feet),

and south by the railway between Oran and Sidi-Bel- Abbes. Farther
round from Arzen
east the coast chain, interrupted by the extensive bay sweeping
with a
to Mostaganem, reappears east of the Shelif river in the hilly Duhra plateau,
skirted north

mean

elevation of 1,600 to 2,000 feet.

The Dahra system,

rising gradually east-

Farther on,
wards, culminates in the two Mounts Zakkar (5,000 and 5,200 feet.)
these uplands fall abruptly towards the Mitija valley, but are continued east of the
Shenua headland (3,000 feet) by a narrow ridge, which is separated eastwards by
the winding Mazafran river valley from the Sahel, or terminal heights of the

Algerian coast range.

THE SOUTHERN RANGES.
South of the coast range, the first important heights on the Marocco frontier are
Here
those of Tlemcen, one of the most regular orographic systems in Algeria.
the highest point is Mount Tenushfi (6,120 feet) but several other crests exceed
;

and the route from Tlemcen

5,000

feet,

level,

maintains an elevation of 4,800

to Sebdu, although following the lowest

feet.

Far

to the south rise the crests of the

Arisha chain, dominated by the pyramidal limestone peak of the Mekaidu, 4,000
feet high.

The

valley of the Sig, east of the Sidi-Bel- Abbes, is limited southwards by the
Beni-Shugran mountains, forming a prolongation of the Tlemcen Atlas, and cul-

minating in the Daya and Beguira peaks, 4,630 and 4,660 feet respectively. This
system is continued eastwards by the Warsenis (Wansherish, Warensenis), one of
the loftiest ranges in Algeria, whose chief crest, terminating in a double peak, rises

These highlands, which are pierced by streams flowing
feet.
and
skirted
on
the east by the deep valley of the Shelif, present a less
northwards,
symmetrical outline than the western groups. Abd-el-Kader had established his

to a

height of 6,600

chief strongholds

amid

have erected fortresses

their inaccessible recesses,

to

command

and in their turn the French

the lofty plateaux and passes leading to the

Tell.

" Little
uniformity of relief is presented by the border ranges of the
These uplands are broken by
stretching south of the Mitija Valley.
ravines, plains, and broad transverse fissures into several 'distinct groups, all disStill less

Atlas

"

Here the Gontas, Muzaia,
posed in a line with the main axis of the Atlas system.
Zima, Bu-Zegza and other rugged masses are approached by military routes winding
through narrow gorges like those of the Shiffa, or ascending their steep slopes in
/igzag lines, like those of the highway between Algiers and Aumale, which attains
a height of 3,300 feet at the
culminating point of the road leading to the territory
of the Beni-Muca tribe.
The famous Tenia, or " Pass " in a pre-eminent sense,

which was the scene of so
many conflicts in the early years of the conquest,
traverses the Muzaia hills at an altitude of 3,470 feet,
For the whole of this
orographic system

M. Niox has proposed the

collective

name

of

the ".Titteri

mi;

KN UANUKS.

Mountains," the old pro\imv of
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they form a part having been to called

\vliidi

before the French occupation.

One

of tho brst-di-tinrd ranges in Aluvria

Kmians, which runs
USD
highest point is only 7,
of

tin-

cast

is

that of Jurjuru, the 31ons Terratun

and north-east of the Tittcri hilU

Although

it*

fret, or somewhat less than the Sheliya of A urea, it
rises to a greater relative height above the plains than any other range in the
Seen from the north it presents an imposing appearance, being here
country.
skirted throughout its whole length by a deep wooded and cultivated valley, whirh

forms a pleasant foreground to its rugged and snowy peaks. In this direction the
snows are more abundant than on the opposite slope, and in the depressions truces

Fig. 67.

ANCIENT GLACIERS OF THE HAIZEB MOUNTAINS.
Scale

L

.

1

:

Itt.OOO.

of .Cree

4*3'

I Mi!

are even seen of avalanches.

gorges of the Hai/er
-still

visible in the

At some former

and Lalla-Khedrija

upper valley of the

geological epoch glaciers filled the

slopes,

Wed

.

and a large terminal moraine

Aissi.

is

Elsewhere also are seen indica-

which once flooded the depressions, but which have since run
the Algerian uplands the Jurjura highlands abound most in running

tions of the lakes

dry.

Of

all

waters, rich vegetation, cool and healthy valleys sheltered at once from parching
southern and cold northern winds.

The mountains

of

Up|xr Eubyliu are disposed

regular seinieirele round the border of this region.

in such a

way

as to form a

Coast ranges, such as the
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and the crests of Azeffun,
promontory of Jinet, the limestone Dellys chain,
which is broken only by difficult passes
complete this extensive orographic system,
and Isser river
and the route opened in the north-west between the Lower Seban
While Great Kabylia from Bougie to Menerville is completely encircled
valleys.
basaltic

Fig. 68.-

GOBGES OF THE
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3,300 Yards.

by

a good road,

which will soon be supplemented by a railway, the heart of the

country is pierced only by a single carriage route, constructed in the year 1885.
East of the Sahel Valley begins the partly volcanic Babor range, a continuation*
of the Jurjura system, over 180 miles in length, with peaks covered with snow till

Ml

TIN: S<>ITIII:I;N RANGES.
the beginning of nummer.
(59.

feet),

Such arc the Tabalxtr
VIEW TAKEN

IK

and farther north the Jebel Adrar

(<>,-V>Oi.

the (Jreat

Bubor (6,560

THE SlIABET-EL-AlCUA ROUTE.

(6,740).

Immediately to

tl

\Vfst

IP!

the
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last

named

Wed

the deep gorge of Shabet-el-Akra, excavated by the waters of the
to a depth of many hundred feet, and utilised by one of two carriage

lies

Agriun

Babor range in the direction of the coast.
nt retching thence northwards to Jijeli and Collo is one of the
routes which cross the

The

hilly region

least accessible in

Algeria.

South of the Jurjura and Babor systems, the Jebel Dira is continued by the
"
Gates," a name due to the breaks through which, during the rainy
Biban, or

Amongst
season, the surface waters of the plateau find an outlet to the plains.
" Iron
as
the
known
Great
the
are
Gates,"
these breaks noteworthy
respectively
Little Gate, the former of which is now traversed by the route and the
The Little Gate, lying nearly 3 miles
between
Algiers and Constantino.
railway
farther east, also forms an easy roadway, and here the geologist may convenilimestone rocks, which assume the appearance of colossal
ently study the black

and the

and other fantastic shapes. East of the Gates rises
organs, buttresses, ramparts,
the Jebel Sattera, an extinct volcano, whose crater is still strewn with scoriae and
pumice.

The highlands lying south of the Biban range have been broken by erosive
action into numerous distinct groups encircled by almost horizontal depressions.
Here the loftiest summit is the Jebel Maadhid (1,630 feet), beyond which point the
heights gradually fall, while the intervening depressions merge in plains extending
towards Constantino. In the neighbourhood of this town the hills reappear, but

seldom attain an elevation of much over 3,000

feet.

Towards the north-east the

northern border ranges terminate in the bold headland of Edugh (3,350 feet), on
whose last spur stands the citadel of Bona.
Cape Garde, which encloses the roadstead, takes the

normal direction from south-west

to north-east,

while the Cape de

Fer headland projects further west in the contrary direction.
But like the Collo
bluff
is
of
volcanic
no
this
of
the general orographic
hills,
origin, forming
part
system.

The ranges

skirting the upland plateaux on the south begin on the Marocco
frontier, some 20!) miles from the coast. North of Figuig, the highlands separating

the plateaux from the Sahara form a series of small groups falling gradually towards
the north-east, and collectively known as the Ksur range, from the now partly

destroyed strongholds guarding their passes.
Kian ("Fort"), or Kelan ("Castle"), has

But each group,
its

several present the appearance of fortification".

(0,170 feet), north-west of Figuig;

Jebel Mzi (7,3'JO) south of
of the Sahara.

by the Arabs
special designation, and in fact
The chief summits are the Maiz
called

Beni-Smir (0,600) north of the same oasis;
all commanding a view of the
sandy wastes

A in-Sfissifa,

Beyond the Ksur groups several parallel ridges, such as the Bu-Derga, Ksel,
and Tarf, form the western section of the Jebel Amur, or " Mountain " in a
preeminent sense, both terms having the same sense, the first in Arabic, the second in
Berber.
Viewed as a whole, the Amur forms a plateau cut up by torrents flowing
some to the Algerian shotts, others to those of the Sahara. It thus constitutes a
true waterparting between the Mediterranean basin

and those of the Jeddi and
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Its central diviHion is occuj>icl by the so-called ga<1a t largo stone
Igharghar.
Round these gnat chalk
tables with steep vertical dill's flanked by long taluses.
masses wind deep gorges communicating with each other by fissures in the plat. -an.

TheTuila Makna,

their culminating point, connecting the

Amur with

the

<i

ryville

t.
lut, if not the highest, the most imposhighlands, has an elevation of
south
above
the terminal spur known as the Kefin
the
arc
those
crests
rising
ing
'

Guebli.

Amur

system the highlands fall gradually in elevation and contract
in width, being reduced north-west of Biskra to a narrow ridge, which scarcely
separates the llodna depression on the north from that of Ziban on the south. Here
East of the

CAPE DB FEB

Pig. 70.
Scale

1

:

110,000.

7'I5
I>ep'hs.

I'

t..

820

320

Fet

and upwards.

-

3,800 Yard*.

the railway from Batna to Biskra

is able to cross the hills without
tunnelling, by
the
of
the
Wed-el-Kantara down to the southern plains. But this
following
gorge
line has to describe a great bond round the western
extremity of the Jebel Aures,
the loftiest range in Algeria. This
system, however, lacks the symmetry of outline

most other Algerian uplands. The highest northern crests deviate
somewhat from the normal direction, being gradually inclined from west to east,
and on the whole presenting the form of a slightly opened fan. In the northern

characteristic of

range towers Mount Sheliya, the giant of the Algerian highlands, whose supreme
peak, the

Kelthum (7,700

feet)

exceeds by some yards the Lallu-Khedija, in the

Nnin'Il- \VKST
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From it8 easily ascended summit a vast prospect is commanded
Jurjura range.
of the northern plateaux and shotts between Batna and Ain-Beida, while on the
southern horixon is visible a long blue streak marking the skirt of the Sahara.
Eastward the Aures system is continued by the Jebel Sheshar and the Nememsha
mountains, which, like the isolated ridges of the Tebessa plateau and Tunisian
frontier, are noted for their natural fastnesses, often transformed into places of
These south-eastern highlands of Algeria have a mean
refuge by the natives.
elevation of from 4,000 to 4,500 feet, the Sheshar range culminating in the Ali-

en-Nas, 6,250 feet high.

South of the Algerian border chains the uplands terminate abruptly in extensive
and forming a sort of strait between
plains covered with Quaternary alluvia,

Southwards the ground rises almost
the Sahara highlands.
towards
the
R:is
Shuab
heights, which run south-west and north-east,
Imperceptibly
in their highest peak attain an elevation
and
which
parallel with the Atlas system,
Mauritania and

of 2,8^0 feet above the

Laghwat

oasis.

Beyond

this point stretches the Sahara,

which here consists mainly of Pliocene formations, originally deposited as alluvia
by the running waters, and afterwards, doubtless, distributed by the winds, like
the yellow earth of North China.
a thickness, according to

In some places the beds of this friable

M. Holland,

of 1,000

feet.

have

Nevertheless, they are here

and there broken by

isolated masses of cretaceous rocks,

considerable space.

The most extensive

is

soil

the so-called

some of which occupy a

Mzab

plateau, which>

although separated from the Algerian uplands by a tract of Quaternary alluvia,
may be regarded as a sort of isthmus connecting the Mauritanian highlands with
the Devonian plateaux of the interior of the Sahara, and with the crystalline rocks
of the Jebel

Ahaggar.

RIVERS OF ALGERIA.
Although

it

receives

equal to that carried

off

single navigable stream.

from the rain-bearing clouds a quantity of water at

least

by such a river as the Nile, Algeria does not possess a
Its internal navigation is limited to a few skiffs and

rowing-boats on the Seybouse.

The development

of large fluvial basins

is

prevented

by the very relief of the land, the coastlands forming a narrow strip between the
plateaux and the Mediterranean, while towards the south most of the streams
flowing to the Sahara have their source on the inla"nd slopes of the border
chains.

The

total area of

Mediterranean drainage

may be approximately estimated at
All the rest of Algeria is distributed over closed basins,
S0,000 square miles.
where the water either evaporates in saline lagoons, or else runs out even before
In fact, nearly all the Algerian streams are dry
reaching the central depression.
for a great part of the
their
beds presenting in the uplands nothing but bare
year,
rock or pebbly channels, in the lowlands
strips of sand lashed by every breeze into
whirlwinds of dust.
closed at their

The rivers, which retain a little moisture in summer, are
mouths by compact sandbars, which present a solid path.to pedes-
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Nevertheless, the weds are not so completely exhausted us
seem to be, for below the dry surface there is often un ondvgKMnd bed, in which
triuns

riders.

the water oozes through the sand and develops small pools above such obstacles as

rocky dp > or artificial dams.
In the extreme north-west, the
1

AjiTuil.

Hut the

first

from Murocco, but

Manxvo

important stream

frontier

is

marked by the

little

Wed

the Tufnu, which receives some affluents

is

whose farthest source

is

in the Tlemcen

hills,

within the

Algerian
Although not more than 90 miles long, the Tafna has succeeded in excavating a channel through a scries of gorges, through the Tlemcen,
frontier.

The

the Trarus, and some intervening ridges.
similar course

from

its

Isser, its chief tributary,

pursues u
rise on the southern slope of the Tlemcen
range to the

confluence.

Formerly the extensive low-lying plain skirted northwards by the Oran coast
ranges was flooded, and of this old lacustrine basin there still remains the great
sebkha of Misserghin, or Oran, besides some other saline depressions and marshy
tracts fed by the Sig and the Habra.
These two streams, jointly forming the
Macta, which flows to Arzen Bay, rise on the northern scarp of the Central
Algerian plateau, and reach the plain through a series of abrupt windings in the
transverse fissures of the intervening hills.
The longest river in Algeria is the Shelif, whose farthest

Wed
After

its

headstream, the

Amur, beyond the whole region of central plateaux.
with
the
Nahr
Wassal from Tiaret, it pierces the northern
junction

Namus,

rises in the Jebel

border chains through the Boghar defile, and flows thence between the Warsenis
to the coast a little to the north of
Mostaganem. But although
it has a total course of at least 420 miles, the Shelif has a smaller
discharge at low

and Dahra ranges
water than

many Pyrenean

The Mazafran, with
which water the Mitija
to their
fertile

its

torrents flowing to the Garonne.

famous

affluents the Shiffu, the Harrubh,

district, are all

mere streamlets, indebted

and the Hamiz,

for their celebrity

proximity to Algiers, to the battles fought on their banks, the towns and
tracts occupying their basins.
More voluminous are the Isscr, whose

lower course forms the western limit of Great Kubyliu, and the Seban, fed by the
snows of the Jurjura highlands. The Wed Sahel, or Summan, which has a longer
course but smaller discharge than the Seban, rises to the south of the same mountains,

In

flowing thence north-east to the Bay of Bougie.
" Great
River," which reaches the
spite of its name, the Wed-el-Kcbir, or

coast between the Jijeli and Collo headlands, is great only relatively to the small
coast streams.
One of its affluents, the Bu-Merzug, or Atnpsagas of the ancients,
for a long period formed under the

of Africa and Mauritania.
rivers bear the

West

Romans

of this

same name, one rising

the frontier line between the province

Wed-el-Kebir of Constantine, two other
Guelma hills, and flowing to the

in the

Mediterranean south of Cape de Fcr, the other descending from the Khumirian
highlands in Tunisia.

Between these two eastern kebirs flows the
which

falls into

the Gulf of

Bona with

a

far

more important Seybouse,

more constant discharge thnn any other
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The sources of the Sherf, its chief headstream, are intermingled
Algerian river.
and its affluent, the
on the Ain-Beide plateau with those of the Tunisian Mejerda
traversed
now
the
by the lower
plain
Wed Meleg. At a former geological epoch
a marine inlet, of which the shallow Lake Fetzara is a remnant.
Seybouse formed
as the Mafrag,
Between the sea and the eastern Wed-el-Kebir, at its mouth known
the
lakes
Guera-(Guraa)the town of La Calle is encircled by a girdle of three
"
" Salt
Guera-el-Ube'ira
freshwater
the
draining
during the
el-Melah, or
Lagoon
" Fish
reaches
which
or
Lagoon,"
the El-Kebir and the Guera-el-Hut,
;

floods to

;

the sea through the sluggish and sedgy El-Mesida.
the Upper Shelif and the Mejerda, with
Except the narrow strips drained by

Fig. 71.

LAKES OF LA CALLE.
Scale

1

:

200,000.

Depth.

to 320 Feet.
6 Miles.

the Meleg, the whole of the Algerian plateau region is comprised
within the region of closed basins, which were formerly united, and which would
again be connected in one system with a more abundant rainfall and less elevated

its tributary',

The larger basins take the name of shotts, less extensive freshwater
temperature.
or brackish depressions being known as dhayas, while the term ghedir is applied to
or meres.
Most of the shotts are encircled by rocky banks or
50 or 60 feet high in some places, but now separated from the lacustrine
waters by intervening saline beaches or strips of crumbling gypsum mixed with

muddy swamps
cliffs

sand.

Such

Marocco

is

the aspect of the Shott Gharbi, or

frontier.

The Shott Shergin

(" Eastern ")

"Western

Shott," on the

has a total length of nearly

nr AI.CKUIA.

i:ivi;i:s

nilcH in tin- central part of the plateau.

two

into

basins, of

It

i-*
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divided ly

which the western has nn extreme breadth

tin-

of

Klu-idor isthmus

!">

mi!

region presents nothing Init small basins, such as
of
the
Ukait
the Dhaya Dakhla, north
range, and south of that range the eastern
and \\oterii Xahre/, which according to one estimate contain some six hundred
,>t

I

of the Shelif

tlie jilateau

North-east of Bu-Sada stretches the extensive Shott-el-IIodna,
Further east
which at a former geological epoch was certainly an Alpine lake.

million tons of

salt.

are some smaller scbkhas, the most important of which is the Tarf, whose waters
attain the highest possible degree of saturation, or twenty-seven percent.

Host of the streams flowing from the southern border chains towards the
Sahara are absorbed by irrigation works soon after leaving the mountain gorges.
Some, however, flow from oasis to oasis for a long distance from the hills. In the
west these wadies take a southerly course but near the Tunisian frontier the vast
;

basin of the now-dried-up Igharghar

is

inclined in the opposite direction towards

the Shott Melghigh depression.
Lofty uplands lying in the Sahara far to the south
of Algeria give to the whole of the intervening region a northerly tilt, and this is
a point of primary importance in the physical geography of the desert. While the
" inland
sea," or
running waters formerly flowed in the east, either towards an

towards the Gulf of Cabes, they drained in the west in a southerly direction either
to the Niger, or even directly to the Atlantic by trending round to the west.
Although the problem is not yet solved, the reports of recent explorers render the

former hypothesis the most probable.
Algeria, all the other streams rising on the
escarpments of the plateau run dry in the sandy dunes which lie some GO miles
farther south.
Such are the Wed Ncmus, which rises in the neighbourhood of

Within the present

Tiut

;

limits of

the Wed-es-Segguer, flowing from Brezina, south of
Zergoun, fed by the torrents of the Jebel Amur the Wed

the Wed-el-Gharbi

Geryville

;

the

Wed

;

;

Lua, skirting the east side of the Mzab plateau. The other streams of this region
flow to the Wed Mzi, the chief branch of the Wed Jeddi, which forms a geological

and the sands of the Quaternary plains.
After a course of about 300 miles, the Jeddi merges in the vast depression of the
Like other rivers of the Sahara flowing over rocky beds, it is
Shott Melghigh.
at the confluence of
subject to sudden and formidable freshets, the dry channel
limit between the cretaceous plateaux

Wed

Biskra being sometimes flooded to an extent of 6 or 7 miles from bank to
bank in a few hours. The Wed Msif, also in the Hodna district, suddenly assumes
the

the proportions of a river nearly 2 miles wide, sweeping away escarpments and

whole flocks of sheep in its impetuous course.
Other wadies coming from the gorges in the Aures and Shcshar mountains, or
towards
rising in the desert itself at the foot of the rocky escarpments, converge
the depression of the shotts, without always reaching

it.

By

far the largest of

the Igharghar, which has its farthest headstreams in
the Jebel Ahaggar, and which develops a vast channel 1 to 6 miles wide, and
In some places it is
large enough to contain the waters of a Nile or a Mississippi.
these dried-up watercourses

is

to such an extent that the
completely obliterated and choked with shifting dunes
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general slope of

its

bed cuu uo longer be recognised.

preserved by tradition and indicated by the natives,

But

who now

its

old course is

utilise it us a

still

caravan

Till:

Its chief affluent, tin-

route.

SHOTTS ARTESIAN WELLS.
Weil Miva, resembles

217

main stream

in its general
appearance, presenting a series of .small basins, depressions, and shotts, interrupted
by shifting sands. JJut tlif- waters still flowing below the surface continually

increase
l>

abundance lowanU the confluence.

in

which a succe>Mon of

Lr ins, in

character of a watercourse.

The confluence

(lihir).

Such

itself

is

tin-

\\hei-r

shntts, wells, jxKils,
is the
valley
indicated by a

\\
ll-markdflpMHioi
and springs, presen'es the
;i

-1

.

now known
number of

as the

Wed

High

perennially flooded

sebkhas, fringed by the palm groves of Temucin.

THE SHOTTS

ARTESIAN WELLS.

The Shott Meruan, which forms the natural
the south,

fig. 73.

is

connected with the Shott

VALLBY OF THB

WED

MIYA, BETWEEN

basin of all these old streams from

Melghigh proper only by a narrow channel,

TO".

GABAA EL-ONKSEB AND THE GARAA T-EL-BEIDA.

and ramifies eastwards in secondary sebkhas, which rise and fall according to the
rainfall and greater or less evaporation.
The Shott Melghigh, forming the
northern division of the depression, terminates eastwards in the Shott Sellem,
IH
yond which follow several others disposed north and south, and separated by a

tongue of land from the Tunisian Shott Gharsa. This basin itself is separated
only by Jerid from the vast sebkhas which stretch eastwards to the Isthmus of
Cabes.

At

lacustrine

first

sight

>y-tem

as

Igharghar discharged
46

AF

it

the
its

seemed natural enough
remains of an ancient

to regard the

whole of

inlet, into which the

this

mighty

waters, and this view was generally accepted l>ofore the
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true relief of the land had been determined

by careful surveys.

It has

now been

that neither in historic times, nor even in the present geological
did
the
Igharghar reach the Tunisian shotts, which are separated from each
epoch,
the sea by two rocky sills, showing no trace of ever having been
from
other and

made evident

The general slope of the land is also opposed to
subject to the action of water.
such a view, being inclined not seawards, but in the opposite direction, towards the
inland lakes.

The

those of sea-water,

salts of the shotts are of diverse composition, differing

and

in certain places containing

Fig. 74.

more sulphate

from

of soda than

SHOTT MELOHIOH AND PBOJECTED IXLAND SEA.
Scile

1

:

1,300,000.

t Artesian Wed.

<f

Ordinary Well.

Rudaire's Surrey.
i

marine

salt.

30 Miles.

Nevertheless saline incrustations are found in some of these basins,

especially the Shott-el-Gharsa, which yields salt of a very fine quality.
The great Algerian shott and surrounding saline depressions lie below sea-

whence the hasty conclusion that by connecting them with the Gulf of
Recent
Cabes, the Sahara itself might be converted into a vast inland sea.
level,

measurements have shown that the area of the whole region lying at a lower
level than the Mediterranean
Hence the idea of
scarcely exceeds 3,300 miles.
flooding the Sahara, advocated especially
days.

by Rudaire, can never be

realised in our

THi:

A

SHOTTS-ARTKSIAN

WKI.I.S.
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more

practical project, already begun with the happiest results, aims at
the
reservoirs of wuter accumulated In-low the surface, and utilising
recovering
them for the extension of the old, or creation of new, oases. Although from the

remotest times the natives have carefully husbanded their supplies,

ABTESIAS WELLS or ZIBAN

fig. 75.

Sad*

1

:

AJCD

THE

many

sources

WED Rum.

3,250,000.

\

'*?
*

}

;*

M^V

55'

Arterian well* flowing.
.-

.,

with

1

n-ncli plantation*.

Well* yielding water
on the surface.

Ordinary tnne and
temporary well*.

"
completely dried up, and numerous places are known as Ain-Mita, or Dead
Springs," indicating the victory of the sands over the fecundating waters of the
oases.
In the everlasting struggle between the elements, incessantly modifying

'have

the surface of the earth, the wilderness has continued to steadily encroach on
the arable lands, and in
districts depressions formerly flooded are now

many

destitute of all visible moisture.

The

local

fauna

itself

shows that the climate has
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become

drier,

and the gradual desiccation of the land is attested by the
unable to survive under the changed conditions of their

remains of organisms

environment.
Nevertheless the local populations, accepting the struggle against nature, have
constantly endeavoured to preserve
their plantations, and "artesian"
Huoz.
Fig. 76.

BARRAGE OF THE
Scale

1

:

wells were sunk in

8^300.

North Africa

long before the practice was introBut none of
duced in Europe.
"
some
these wells " lived
long,

"dying"

in five years, while a

few prolonged their existence,
under favourable conditions, for
eighty or even a hundred years.
Since 1856, however, scientific

methods have replaced the rude
processes of the inhabitants every-

where except in the regions
subject to

still

the influence of the

marubuts of

At a

Temacin.

depth of 100 feet the engineer,
Jus, reached the Bahr Tahtani,

Lower Sea,"

or

which flows

beneath the dried-up bed of the
Wed High, and the inhabitants
of

the

Tamerna

oasis,

north of

Tugurt, beheld with surprise and
delight a spring suddenly well-

ing up and yielding over thirty
This source
gallons per second.
received from the marabuts the

name

of

"Well

commemorate the

of

Peace," to

treaty of friend-

ship henceforth cemented between
the Saharians and the French
creators of living waters.

Since this

first essay,

over a

hundred Artesian wells have been
3,900 Yard*.

sources are

the Sidi

One of the most copious is that of
of Tugurt, which yields nearly
north
High,
The wells have an average depth of 230 feet, with a

being constantly developed.

Amran

fifty gallons

sunk in the hydrological basin
and fresh
the Melghigh,
of

oasis, in the

per second.

temperature varying from 65

Wed
to

78

F.

Sudden changes and even a

total

I.IM

'

Ml. "F ALOE1M

\
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stoppage of tin- MipphVs sometimes oecur, as in the Hodna di-trict, in 1802,
when an undtrgrovnd shock suppressed tuo wells and reduced the volume of a
thinl

liy

onv-lialf.

Thanks

to this increase of irrigating waters,

the oases have In-en
largely extende<l,

and M. Holland alone has planted as many us forty thousand palms in reclaimed
Other fruit trees have In -en doubled the crops have increased in
districts.
;

pro-

New villages have
portion, and new plants have been introduced in the gardens.
sprung up amid the palm groves; the population of the Ituaras has been doubled,
and the tents of many nomad tribes have been converted into fixed habitations
grouped round about some newly created oasis. The same process may also be
places to the development of thermal and mineral springs, thua
the
It might
increasing
already abundant supply of medicinal waters in Algeria.
even be possible to utilise the subterranean sources for pisciculture, the wells of

applied in

many

Urlana, Mazer, and Sidi

Amran having

revealed the presence of several varieties
of fishes, crustaceans, and freshwater molluscs.

made to prevent the waste of the surface waters, which
or
infiltration in the sands and crevices of the rocks.
So
by evaporation
as
the
a
first
was
constructed
in
the
of
the
1801,
early
Meurad,
year
barrage
gorges
above Marengo in the west Mitija plain. Since then large dykes have been raised
Efforts are also being

are lost

in the

Macta

which

is

basin, and for many years an extensive barrage has been in progress,
intended to intercept the waters of the Wed I ami/ south-east of Algiers.
Similar works are being erected in the Shalif basin or its affluents, as well as on
f

other rivers of Algeria.
On the completion of the schemes already projected, all
the streams rising in the uplands will be arrested at their entrance on the
plains
by means of dams diverting the current to lateral channels. But these works,

some of which are stupendous monuments of human enterprise, are not unattended
with danger. The two great reservoirs of the Sig and the Habra have
already
burst through their barriers, the tumultuous waters overflowing on the
surrounding
But
plains, wasting the cultivated tracts and sweeping away houses and villages.
the havoc caused by these disasters

is

partly compensated by the fresh supply of

alluvial matter thus spread over the exhausted soil.

CLIMATE OF ALGERIA.

The

differences of climate correspond to those of the relief, aspect, and latitude
of the land.
Each of the several zones maritime strip, coast range, central

and desert has its special climate, variously modifying
the shifting curves of temperature, moisture, and other
meteorological pheno-

plateau, southern slope,

mena.
Algiers, lying about the middle of the north coast over against Provence, may
be taken as typical of the maritime
On the whole, its climate may be
region.

described as mild and temperate, although very variable, owing to the sudden
changes of the atmospheric currents. According to M. Bulard's observations, ita

mean temperature

is

about 00

F., fulling in

January

to

54

C
,

and

in

August, the
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hottest

month, rising

to

78, thus showing an extreme deviation of not more

than 24.

The

usual division of the year into four seasons is scarcely applicable to
moist and
Algeria, which has really not more than two well-defined periods
temperate from September to the end of May, hot and dry for the remaining

The

position of Algeria on a coast completely exposed
ancmometric regime a paramount influence in the
Here the winds have
distribution of heat, moisture, and atmospheric pressure.
free play from all quarters, even from the interior, where the 'Sahel uplands

three

months of the

year.

to the sea breezes gives to the

The sirocco,
retard their progress without perceptibly modifying their direction.
or hot wind from the south, is tempered by the vicinity of the sea, while

Fig. 77.

RAINFALL OF THE SAHARA IN 1884.
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the cold breezes from the north acquire a certain
degree of heat during their
across
the
Mediterranean.
lies
passage
Algeria
beyond the zone of regular trade
winds but during the fine season light and pleasant land and sea breezes succeed
;

each other regularly along the coast, the former
prevailing at night, the latter
the
during
day.

Elsewhere, owing to the radiation, the changes of temperature from night to
duy are very considerable, the thermometer under the solar rays rising in some
places to 166 F., and falling in the hottest nights to 68 or 69 F., a discrepancy
of 98 within the
condensation of
twenty-four hours. The result is a

great
aqueous vapour, with abundant dews and
frequent fogs during the night and early
The rainfall itself is more
morning, especially along the maritime districts.

I.ORA

i

OF ALGERIA.

copious than is commonly supposed, the winds from every quarter being charged
with some degree of moisture.
Hut the heaviest downpours and most violent

storms are brought by the north-west currents, which form a continuation of the
On the eust coast the annual rainfall varies from 24
fierce Provt*n<;al mistral.

60 inches, while the average, as recorded by the observatory of Algiers for the
years 1862 73, was found to be about 37 inches, a proportion much higher than
to

the

mean

for the

the Sahara

it

But

whole of France.

would appear

to be not

for the

whole of the

more than 22

hill

region north of

inches.

On

the central plateaux, which for vast spaces present no obstacle to the free
play of the atmospheric currents, and where the geological structure of the soil is
everywhere the same, a great uniformity of climate prevails, although the oscillations of temperature
coast.

between winter and summer are much greater than on the
is
very severe, and vast spaces are often covered with

In winter the cold

snow, which in the depressions

lies

heats, although also very intense, are

atmosphere.

Even

to

a depth of

many

feet.

more endurable, owing

But

the

summer

to the dryness of the

in the Sahara, the solar radiation causes a fall of the tempera-

ture during the night from 150 down to 38 F.
Here also dews are abundant,
but rain extremely rare, several years sometimes passing without a single shower,
at least according to the reports of the natives.
But their statements can now

be rectified by the observations of meteorologists, who have recorded a mean rainfall of over 3 inches at Biskra during the period from 1878 to 1883, and six times
that quantity in the exceptional year 1884.

FLORA OF ALGERIA.
Although differing little from that of Western Tunis between Cape Bona and
the frontier, the Algerian flora presents more sharply defined divisions in its
several provinces, divisions

due

to the obstacles presented

by mountain ranges and

plateaux to the diffusion of plants. The greatest variety of species is found in the
maritime zone and on the northern slopes of the coast ranges. Notwithstanding
the destructive action of fires and a reckless system of exploitation, veritable

In the low-lying tracts and
along the riverain districts, poplar, ash, and aspen trees are matted together in
dense thickets by a network of creepers, while on the slopes the prevailing species
forests still

exist in

this

more favoured

region.

are the Halep pine, juniper, and other conifers. Thesuber, zeen (qucrcus Hirbeckii)
and other varieties of the oak also cover extensive spaces, especially on the eastern
seaboard.

The

crests of the hills are often

crowned with cedars differing

little

from those of Lebanon, but approaching still nearer to the Cyprus variety. On the
moist and wooded slopes of Tlemcen the botanist Kremer has discovered a species
of poplar (j)opuln* Eiiphratica) found elsewhere only in Marocco and on the banks
of the Jordan and Euphrates.
hitherto met only in Caucasia,

A

La Calle and Bougie
been more recently introduced by
;

variety of the oak also (quercn* castaneofolia)

found spread over the Babor heights between
while other species, such as the Australian eucalyptus, have
is

man from

distant regions.
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But most of the Algerian

forests, already

wasted in the time of the Romans,

and again destroyed by tli<- charcoal-burners, have been replaced by extensive
and
tracts of brushwood and of smaller growths, such as the myrtle, arbutus,
in Cyrenaica under the name of
bu-nafa, or t/iajw'a gargmuca, formerly so famous
in Algeria.
silphium, and still highly prized
Above the maritime region and beyond the coast ranges, the changes in the

character of the vegetation are due less to altitude than to the aspect of the land,
and the proportion of moisture contained in the atmosphere. The olive, the
characteristic tree of the seaboard and of the slopes facing the Mediterranean,
scarcely reaches the upland plateaux, although
The cork-tree
and in the oases at their foot.

same

altitude as the olive,

FORESTS OP ALGERIA.
Scale
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met on the Jebel Aures

and Halep pine disappear at the
and no evergreen oaks are seen af a higher elevation

Fig. 78.
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than 5,000
feet,

and

feet.

In the Jurjura cedar

this plant attains a

forests flourish at

between 3,300 and 4,000

higher altitude than any other species.

The only

tree

that has adapted itself to the
breezy
their great extremes of

and dry climate of the central plateaux, with
temperature, is the betum (jmtacia atlantica], which at a

distance looks like an oak-tree.

Here are

in the hollows, but

growing
by the colonists round about the
species

also

no other

met a few tamarisks and arborescent

trees or shrubs except those planted

civil and military stations.
The characteristic
vegetation of the plateaux are coarse grasses, especially of the stipa family, which
cover a space of about ten million acres
altogether.
Conspicuous amongst them

are the well-known alfa, or rather halfa
(stipa tcnacissinia), and the shi (artcmma
herba alba), which
extensive
tracts
between the Marocco and the Nile
occupies
deserts, and the dried leaf of which is used as a substitute for tobacco
the Arabs.

by

FLORA OF ALOKIMA.
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eastern plateaux, and especially in the di>tricts frequented

ujil;iiil

Memeiii-ha and Haracta

is

tribes, tin-

by the

theguethaf ('///////, s !,/

pn vailing plant
which supplies an excellent fodder lor the camel. A common species on the
which resembles tin- halfu grass, an<l
plateaux i^ also the dis (ifcMpt&N&tMM ti-mu-),

which

is

used

l>y

^ or white

uplands and

the Arabs for thatching their huts and for
truffle (tnln-r

in the

of edible liehen

Hodna

known

making cordage.

widely diffused throughout

The

the Orun

Together with the parmelia cxcu/enfa,& species

districts.

as

is

nirnuti),

"manna,"

serves as a staple of food

it

amongst the

nati\

Nor is the Sahara itself so destitute of vegetation as is commonly supposed.
Besides the palms and undergrowth of the oases, such as fruit-trees, herbs, and

Fig. 79.

THE ALFA REGION.
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vegetables, hundreds of plants
of the desert.

But there

is

grow on the

clayey, rocky, sandy, and

an absence of European

8jx?cies,

marshy

and the chief

tracts

affinities

are with the flora of Egypt, Palestine, Arabia, and Southern Persia. Altogether
the Sahaiian flora comprises 5GO species, of which about a hundred are indigenous.

But the number might be

easily increased,

and several useful

varieties

have already

been introduced by Europeans in districts where water is available. The sands
themselves might be clothed with vegetation, and several species growing spontaneously on the dunes, help to bind the shifting masses and convert them into
solid hills.

Amongst them

is

the drin (artliralherum puttgcnis), the grain of which

in times of scarcity serves as u substitute for barley.
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FAUNA OF ALGERIA.
forms part of the Mediterranean zone, thus
of Mauritania with Europe.
Nearly all the
attesting the former connection
common to the two regions now separated
are, or at least were at one time,

The Algerian
still

fauna, like

its flora,

species

by the

But as we advance southwards the analogy gradually
In the southern districts a confor mammals, and then for birds.
resemblance is observed, on the other hand, between the Algerian

Strait of Gibraltar.

disappears, first

tinually increasing
species

and those of Nubia, Abyssinia, and Senaar. The intervening desert was
in former times less extensive and more fertile than at present, so that

certainly

Africa to Mauritania. But for
many animals may have migrated from Central
with greater difficulty across unfavourable
shells, which move more slowly and
tracts, the

Hence the

normal distribution has been maintained.

contrast in this

and Sudanese faunas is complete.
respect between the Algerian
north to
According to Bourguignat, six parallel faunas follow successively from
the coast ranges, of the central
of a now-dried-up maritime zone, and lastly, of the
plateaux, of the southern ranges,
Since the separation of the European and North African areas, both have
Sahara.
south,

in Algeria

those of

the seaboard, of

however, by the development of new varieties than through
The loss has been greatest in Europe, where
the disappearance of old forms.
Mauritania also has lost some of its species
but
diffused
was
earlier
civilisation

become modified,

less,

;

even within the historic period.

There can be no doubt that the elephant was cap-

two thousand years ago but it has now disappeared,
together with the bear, which from numerous local traditions and legends appears to
have survived in the wooded heights of the Upper Seybouse down to the period of
tured in the

Numidian

the conquest.

forests

Shaw speaks

;

of the bear as

still

living in the Algerian forests

;

Horace Vernet saw a freshly dressed bearskin and hunters are mentioned who
The deer is also disappearing, while
are said to have recently pursued this animal.
;

the ape family

is

represented only by a single

species, the

pithecm innuus, found

on the rock of Gibraltar.

also

On

the other hand,

wild beasts long extinct in Europe still hold their
Such are the lion, panther, wild boar, hyaena, jackal,
ground in North Africa.
and Barbary wild cat, the two first being numerous especially in the dense thickets

many

of the province of Constantine,

and in the

Shelif river, near the Tunisian frontier.

hilly

and wooded

But the

districts south of the

ostrich, bustard,

and mouflon,

till

recently abundant on the central plateaux, have everywhere become very rare since
the French conquest.
The gazelle, of which there are three varieties, is also
retiring towards the Sahara, although occasionally compelled

by want

of water to

return to the southern highlands.
But although the upland plateaux have thus ceased to be a great huntingground, the local feudal families still keep their falcons as of old, and also preserve
a famous breed of
greyhounds, which are highly esteemed, while other dogs have
remained in a semi-savage state,
prowling about the camping- grounds and Justly
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But of all the companions of the Algerian hunter, none
feared by the traveller.
are held in such estimation as the horse, a breed distinguished by its beauty,
elegance, high spirit, combined with great gentleness, sobriety,
under fatigue and changes of temperature.

In the Algerian Sahara several

reptiles occur of the

same

and endurance

species as those of

Nubia and Upper Egypt. Such are the horned viper, and the large waran, or
Egyptian monitor, some of which are over 3 feet long and look like small crocodiles.

They are much

feared on account of the magic power attributed to them, and like

the chameleon, they are supposed to be the deadly enemies of the horned viper.
Another remarkable saurian is the dobb, a lizard frequenting the palm groves,
whose delicate flesh is eaten by the natives and its skin used for making pouches

and boxes.

The

have entirely disappeared from Mauritania
survives in the running and stagnant waters of the

crocodile, supposed to

since the historic period,

still

It was first discovered by Aucapitaine in the
been found in the upper affluents of the Igharghar.

desert.

Wed

Jeddi, and has since

Insectivorous birds exist in vast numbers, and to this circumstance must be
attributed the comparative rareness of grubs
cntciata),

and

which was one of the chief causes of the

butterflies.

terrible

The

locust, (oedlpoda

famine of 1867, swarms

In ordinary times their numbers are kept
the stork, " the agriculturists' providence."
On the Sctif plateaux the
curious spectacle has presented itself of thousands of storks drawn up in line of

in myriads only in exceptional years.

down by
battle

and attacking a living wall

of locusts.

INHABITANTS OF ALGERIA.

The changes

amongst the human
population of Algeria, are even still greater than those affecting the animal and
But the question at once presents itself, do they, like these
vegetable species.
that have taken place since historic times

common domain comprising both the northern and southern
West Mediterranean ? Is the character of unity observed in the

forms, constitute a

seaboards of the

organic world throughout this region, retained at least in the fundamental elements
of its present inhabitants ?
Although no positive answer can yet be given, there

can be no doubt that numerous migrations have taken place and frequent relations
been maintained between the opposite coastlands. At some epoch before the dawn
of history, the whole region was certainly occupied by peoples enjoying a common

whether they were all of one or diverse origin.
Throughout Mauritania, and especially in the province of Constantino towards

civilisation,

the Tunisian frontier, megalithic monuments are met with similar to those existing in
the West of Europe. Tens of thousands of such remains have already been found,

and others are constantly discovered, although they are too often destroyed to
procure materials for the house-builder and road-maker. In the Mejana plain,
west of Setif, M. Payen estimates at ten thousand the number of menhirs scattered
singly or in groups over the steppe.
They look like a multitude changed into
The sostone, the mean height of the blocks being that of a man of low stature.
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culled kbur-cl-juhala, or

dolmens of

"

like origin still

smaller size than the
pagan graves," are mostly of
from which it has
La
and
in
Vendee,
Brittany
existing

been inferred that the megalithic industry of Algeria was either just beginning

But the officers engaged in the triangulation of the district
or already declining.
between La Calle and Suk-Ahras have discovered sepulchral slabs of enormous size,
of Gavr'innis and Lockmariaker in Brittany.
scarcely inferior to those
raised
and
stones, there occur all sorts of megalithic structures
Besides the slabs

:

the cromlech or circle of stones, the cairn, the barrow crowned with a dolmen,
terraces encircled by nights of steps, underground chambers hewn in the live rock,
or subterranean cells
kmhas, or
cupped stones, sacrificial altars rows of Jianuts,
tombs in the form of cylindrical ovens topped with a large slab basinas, or mounds
In the
the form of step pyramids.
composed of concentric layers rising in
found
mouth
to
urns have been
mouth, the
placed
Algerian Sahara large sepulchral
;

;

;

head and body occupying one, the legs the other.
The remains of resinous wood associated with earthenware, and still more the
worked flints scattered here and there, not only on the heights skirting the Wed
High, but even on the hamadas and in the desert between Tugurt and Ghadames,
are

amongst the

facts regarded

changes in the climate of Africa.

by geologists as undoubted indications of recent
Near Hammam-el-Meskhutin, the Roknia graves,

belonging partly to the bronze age, contain thousands of molluscs disposed in horizontal layers.
According to Bourguignat, many species then living in the country
have ceased to exist, or have become very rare one species even became gradually
;

Since that epoch of worked flints
modified during the period of the Roknia tombs.
and polished hatchets, used by peoples living in a more humid climate, the megalithic industry has been continued throughout the historic period down to recent
times.

In

many

burial-places the rude stone implements of the natives have been

found associated with

Roman

stela?,

shafts of columns, slabs covered with

Libyan

or bilingual inscriptions.

Under the kbur-el-juhalas and kushas, numerous skeletons have been found,
nearly always resting on the left side and with the knees bent up to the breast.
The mode of interment is always the same, whatever be the objects deposited with
the dead
rings and

measured

coarse earthenware, flint instruments, silver, copper, bronze, or iron
armlets.
suffice

to

Not many
show that

skulls

at

this

have been collected
prehistoric

but those already
the arrival of
before
epoch,
;

Romans, Vandals, Byzantines, or Arabs, there existed amongst those now
Both were
collectively grouped as aborigines two perfectly distinct cranial types.
dolichocephalic, or long-headed

;

but one was a

tall,

the other a short race, the

former being further distinguished by the posterior position of the crown and of
the diameter of greatest breadth, as well as by more prominent zygomatic arches,
nasal apophyses, and frontal ridges.
The same cranial conformation still charac-

most of the Biskri and of the nomads surrounding the oases. These men
differ from their neighbours in the structure of the skeleton, which when

terises

also

leaning against a wall prevents them from applying the outstretched arms close
to the surface, a considerable
space being always left behind the humerus.

ARAB MENDICANT, BISKKA NEORR8S, AND EL-KANTARA WOMAN.
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The second type found

-JJ

i

in the old graves resembles that of the present inhabi-

These have a well-balanced cranium, straight features, and
but they are otherwise very slim, and of

tants of the oases.

nrm.s disport d like those of Kuropcans

;

People of the same type are found in the more elevated parts of the
Jurjuru range, where they would seem to have taken refuge, together with the
monkey tribes, that have also retired from the plains to these inaccessible uplands.

low

stature.

During the

first

years of the French occupation,

the natives were confounded

all

under the common designation of Arabs nor is the distinction between Arabs and
Berbers even now always observed. On the other hand, those who clearly recog;

nise the great contrast between the two races,

error of regarding all the

known by

the

non-Arab elements

name

of Berbers.

easily fall into the opposite

might

as

forming a single ethnical group

But these

also present different types,
soon
shows that many peoples of diverse origin have conand a closer inspection
Besides the contrast presented
tributed to form the so-called Berber population.

usually

by groups
is

differing in stature, disposition of the limbs,

also that of the

colour

is

and cranial formation, there

complexion and colour of the hair. Although the prevailing
men are found with light hair, and some even with

brown, in all the tribes

blue eyes. This fair element, first described by Shaw, is numerously represented
in the Aures district, and especially near Khenshela and in the Jebel Sheshar.

According

to Faidherbe,

it

constitutes about a tenth of the whole population in the

province of Constantine.

The Denhajas, who occupy

a

tributary valley

of

the Safsaf south-east of

from subsequent crosshair and eyes.
dark
with
their
of
have
most
them
They
neighbours
acquired
ings
"
call themselves Ulad-el- Juhala,
Sons of Pagans," and until recently they still
raised on their graves huge blocks (suob), round which religious rites were celePhilippeville, claim to be sprung of fair ancestors, although

This circumstance lends some support to the hypothesis attributing the
Algerian megalithic structures to a fair race, which came from the north through
But this race has also
the Iberian peninsula and across the Strait of Gibraltar.
brated.

been identified with the Gaulish descendants of the mercenaries charged by the
Romans with the defence of the southern frontiers, as well as with the Vandals
driven by Belisarius to the Aures highlands in the year 533.
Even the Romans themselves do not appear to be entirely extinct.
remains of their towns and military stations are met by the hundred
;

The

many

thousands of their inscriptions have been collected, and on the plateaux of
Constantine they seem to be still more present in their works than the French
colonists themselves.

Here

their ruined cities are

more numerous and

fur

more

Even in this direction
extensive than the European towns of recent foundation.
they had occupied all the highlands of Aurasius, and penetrated beyond them far
South of the province of Algiers, their monuments are also met
on the verge of the Sahara and farther west they had built many cities, at least on
into the desert.

;

the Mediterranean slope of the Tell.

plateaux of

Their colonists, settled mostly on the upland

Xumidia and the Mauritaniau

Sitifis,

that

is,

in the regions

where the

climate was most suited for the preservation of their race, must certainly have left

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
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The Roman type is even said to be well preserved
descendants in Algeria.
"
amongst the Ulad-el-Asker, or Sons of Soldiers," in eastern Kabylia. Although
" Romans "
still call themselves
good Mussulmans, the inhabitants of Tebessa
"
"
"
Christian," as
nor in their mouths is the term Rumi confused with that of
;

coins were still current in
amongst the other Mohammedans of Algeria. Roman
Of the ten sections of
1842.
in
the
French
taken
was
that
town
when
by
Algiers
two
are
the Amamra tribe, in the northern districts of Aures,
supposed to be of

Roman and

three of Shawia (Berber) descent, while the others were formed under

murubut influences since the Mussulman invasion.

But whatever proportion

of the indigenous population

may

be of

Roman

or

European origin, the local traditions, as well as certain historic evidences, point to
From Asia came the ancient
the East as the home of most of the immigrants.
Libou (Libyans), who gave their name to the whole continent, and who have been
one of the powerful tribes of Barbary at the

identified with the Luata, or Liuata,

Fig. 80.
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time of the Arab conquest. After
reducing the peoples of Mauritania and driving
the aborigines from the
to
the
plains
upland valleys, the Mohammedan invaders
continued to follow the general westward movement of
migration. At the same
time the changes of soil and climate, combined with the
shiftings of population
caused by these events,
tended
to
the
habits of the peoples, in
naturally
modify
one place softening in another
accentuating their mutual contrasts. At their first
arrival the

Berber intruders can have differed little from their Arab successors.
But while wars, invasions, and
marauding expeditions fostered a nomad existence,
defeat and the
imposition of regular tribute compelled many wandering communities to adopt a settled life.
Thus their daily pursuits are not
a
always

certain proof of their ethnical affinities.

Numidians, from
descended, were

Many

ages before the Arab invasion the

whom the present so-called "Berber" population is
partly
themselves "nomads," as is
probably indicated by they- very
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Nevertheless raciul iliiiVrmces are

ii;iiiir.

at leant

still

roughly indicated by the

occupations of the inhabitants, the nomad pastors being mostly Arabs, while the
]>< rber is
ti mi
usually applied iu a collective sense to the settled peasantry.
This old ethnical ap]>ellation of Berber is still borne in a special manner by

one of the Atlas tribes in Marocco.

But

as applied to an aggregate of peoples,

whose diverse origins have been sought
A>iatic regions bordering on Egypt, it has

in

linguistic sense.

It

now

indicates in a general

West Europe, and

way

all

meaning,

the

except in

a

those peoples which speak,

known

to have spoken, languages belongof
This
form
speech, already current amongst the
Libyan family.
figured on the Egyptian paintings, has been preserved under its old name

or which, during the historic period, are

ing

Mauritania,

lost all definite

to the

Tamahu

Amongst the Tuaregsand the various Sahara peoples, it is
still called Tamahag, Tamahug, or Tamashek, and dialects akin to the Targui
are spoken by a large number of other communities from the western oases of
for thousands of years.

Egypt to the Atlantic seaboard.
The Berber linguistic family shows some
vocabulary so

much

affinity

as in its guttural sounds, its

with the Semitic, not in

its

grammar, and syntax.

Although
group of so-called Ilamitic languages, it presents all
the characteristics of an Eastern origin. Relying mainly on these resemblances of

constituting, with Coptic, the

speech, certain writers have in fact endeavoured, rightly or wrongly, to establish a

common

origin for all the indigenous races of North Africa and Western Asia.
differences have been observed even among the two chief ethnical

But great

groups in Algeria itself. The true Semites represented by the Arabs present the
most striking contrast to the various peoples previously settled in the country.
The Kabyles of Jurjura, taken as typical Berbers, have a less oval head and face,
broader and fuller features, less regular and less retreating forehead, less arched
eyebrows than the Arabs. The nose is seldom aquiline and often short and thick,
the chin firm, the

mouth rather

large, the lips strong or thick.

The physiognomy

usually lacks the delicacy noticed in the Arabs, although the expression is more
frank, the eye mere animated, the muscular system more compact, the body less

but more robust and more firmly planted on the giound.
The Kabyles are
also usually of a somewhat lighter complexion, which may be attributed to their
pliant,

more

settled

existence.

On

the whole, they differ but

from Southern

little

Europeans, and by a mere change of costume thousands amongst them might be
taken for natives of Auvergnc or Limoges.

No

marked from the moral standpoint is the contrast between the two
elements, although this may be more readily explained by differences of environment and pursuits. Although comprising many essentially nomad tribes, such as
less

the Saharian Tuaregs, the Berbers show a preference for a settled life wherever
favoured by the physical conditions.
Mostly upland agriculturists, they necessarily
diliVr

plains.
spirit,

in

habits, social

and

political institutions,

from the

restless

nomads of the

The Kabyles arc distinguished by their unflagging industry, enterprising
and common sense.
They are inquisitive, fond of discussion, eager for

information, susceptible of admiration and wonder, while the

Arab

affects

a passive
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indifference to all things.

They

are

little

disposed to mystic contemplation, and
little play to the religious

superstitious, because ignorant, they give

although
sentiment in their daily pursuits and social relations. Hence they lack the figured
the graces of style, the subtle metaphor, and refined
speech of the Semite, despising
On the other hand, their life of toil inspires them
Arab
poets.
expression of the
with a feeling of pride and self-respect, combined with a high sense of individual
worth. They demand above all things to be treated with justice, and those whose
has been respected by the French, regard and treat each other
communal

autonomy

in all respects as equals.

Although, thanks to their agricultural occupation, the Algerian Berbers have
on the whole risen to a higher degree of civilisation than the Arabs, the latter still

Fig. 81.
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As descendants
respects exercise a preponderating influence over them.
still preserve some of the prestige of past triumphs.
By them the religion of Islam was also introduced, and 'to them the Kabyles are
indebted for a
of letters and of the Koran.
Notwithstanding their

in

many

of a conquering race, they

nomad

knowledge
Arabs of the plains enjoy

existence, the

to a larger extent the advantages

derived from a greater relative degree of national cohesion.
Although more
the
a
Berbers
form
nowhere
driven
to
the
numerous,
compact nationality
highlands
capable of resisting the pressure of the surrounding

Arab populations

;

hence in

Berber tribes are found, which have become assimilated to
the Arabs in speech, which have often lost their racial traditions, and which have
even gone so far as to concoct false genealogical tables, tracing their descent to
every part of Algeria

some conquering

tribe

from the Arabian peninsula.

Even

those

that have

KVBVLK FAMILY GROUP.

1

Ml .VISITANTS OF AMJKUIA.

preserved the national idiom, such as the Kal.ylosof Jurjura, thoShawiaaof Aures,
iri-oups

the l>ahra district

,,|

iiuinlxT nt Aral*

and Man-cco

words and form* of speech.

frontier, have adopted a
large
have
also everywhere abandoned
They

the old Tefinugh orthographic system, UM -riptioiiM in wliich
Hence ftll iltttrootioB is conveyed
parts of Algeria.
j

many

Berbers,

of

dcmr

in

various

through Arabic, which is at
but
which no Berber over succeeds
tongue,

once the religious, polite, and literary
in pronouncing with perfect accuracy.

The patronymic Ait

still

South Marocco, Ida) is applied exclusively to the
whose tribes have also adopted the Arabic Bent,
indicating family
(in

relationship; while the term

A utdd,

or more

commonly

Ulad, Ufa/,

Algeria almost exclusively to communities of Arab descent.

Fig. 82.

But

there

is

in

no

ARABS AND BERBERS or ALGERIA.
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Arab*.
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absolute

rule for the

undoubtedly Berbers.

use of these terms, and the Ulad Abdi of Aures are

Hence great uncertainty

prevails regarding the classification

and while some writers estimate the Berber population at
of
two
millions, of whom nearly nine hundred thousand still speak a
upwards
Libyan dialect, others, with Pimel, reduce the whole number to no more than a
of the Algerian races,

The

million.

diversities

and contrasts caused by language and

pursuits,

by

voluntary or forced displacements, render any general description impossible, so
Of the thousand or
that each lowland or highland group must be studied apart.
eleven hundred tribes enumerated in Algeria, some comprise distinct racial elements ;

and even amongst the minor groups of Dwars, Dusheras, Arsh, or Ferkas,
47

AF

dis-
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crepancies

may

be found within the same Kbaila, or federal league.

Many

communities are a mere confused aggregate of families of diverse colour and
and such heterogeneous groups are found in the suburbs of all the large
origin,

towns.

THE ALGERIAN ARABS.
The bulk

of the

Arab

tribes are concentrated in the western district,

where

Mascara may be regarded as their natural capital. Abd-el-Kader, himself a perfect
this place as the seat of his empire, and here
specimen of the Arab type, selected
Arab descent still live under the tent. According to
all the natives of
pure
Fuidherbe, the Arab population, including the Moors of the towns, numbers
But this
or about six hundred thousand souls.
altogether not more than one-fifth,

estimate would be too low

if it

comprised

all

those

who

possess genealogies tracing

their descent from the Prophet's family, or from some noted hero of Islam.
The Algerian Arabs have generally a dull or brown complexion, black hair,

scant beard, fine teeth, aquiline nose, broad movable nostrils, black eyes, prominent
The legs and neck are
rounded brow.
superciliary arches, high skull, open
the
women are all comwhile
and
the
chest
too
narrow,
disproportionately long,
are
Arabs
In public the
grave, dignified, and impassible ;
paratively undersized.
but within the social circle they readily lay aside their assumed air of solemnity,
.

converse and gesticulate with great vehemence.
to whom a settled existence is always repugnant,

They are indifferent agriculturists,
who still love the free life of the

and ever-changing campinggrounds. To understand and sympathise with them, here they must be seen and
studied, for here alone they are happy, hospitable, and genial; here alone they

steppe, with its boundless horizon, shifting mirage,

become

forefathers.

and

glowing enthusiasm the great deeds of their
Descendants of warriors who overran all North Africa, from Egypt

confidential,

relate with

degraded races dwelling in fixed abodes, and
their ideas regarding property are far from harmonising with the niceties of the
code introduced by the new masters of the land. Hence frequent wrangling and

to Marocco, they naturally despise the

aggravated at times by the instinctive hatreds of race. In any case, the
Arabs seldom become landed proprietors. The ground, which has no definite
strife,

belongs in common to the whole tribe but the social organisation being
always feudal, the tribe itself is represented by its chief, who thus becomes the
virtual master of the land.
limits,

;

"As

soon as there are three of you," says the Prophet, "elect a chief."
Religious fanaticism also tends to foster discussion among the Arab tribes, who are

much more

inclined to mysticism than their

are sincere believers,
obeying the precepts of
voice the passages from the Koran which

Kabyle neighbours. Most of them
Mohammed, and muttering in a low

command

the extermination of the

Infidel.

Thus it happens that by his manner of thought and sentiments, as well
and traditions, the tribal Arab feels little inclined to adapt himself

habits

as his
to the

changed conditions developed round about him by the settlement of the land, the

Till-:
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foundation of towns and villages, the construction of roads and railways.
gradually becomes an alien in the land conquered by his forefathers, and in

II.

many

he pines and perishes, making room for men of other races. It may be
stated in a general way that the Arabs re>ist these adverse influences best on the
districts

boundless upland plateaux, \vln-re but l'e\v I'K iidi eivil and military stations have
But in the towns and urban district* they tend gradually to
yet been founded.

Fig. 83.

disappear, killed off

by

AKAB TYPE

:

vice, misery, lack

AOHA OF

Tuotntr.

of confidence in the future,

and the

exactions of their chiefs.

The same

fate is overtaking the so-called Moors, or " Hadri," that

is, the more
Mussulmans dwelling in the coast towns, under the very eyes of their
But their rapid disappearance may be partly due to the
foreign masters.

civilised

instability of a heterogeneous race

comprising the most diverse elements introduced
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bv former wars,

piracy,

slavery,

Thus have been thrown together

polygamy.

Berbers, Syrians, Circassians, Albanians, Spaniards, Balearic Islanders, Italians,
Provencals, Ilaussas, Bambaras, Fulahs, and even groups of Gipsies (Gsaui,

Guez/ani),

who

arrived contemporaneously with the Andalusian Moors expelled

from Spain. The Kulugli (Kur-Ogli), the offspring of Turks and native women,
were also formerly very numerous in the coast towns and in certain inland villages;
but these half-castes have already been almost entirely absorbed in the general

Mussulman population

of the towns.

THE NEGROES, JEWS, AND EUROPEANS.

A

large strain of

Negro blood may everywhere be recognised among the

inhabitants of Algeria, and whole tribes even
clear proofs of crossing

among

the highland Kabyles betray

between the aborigines of the seaboard and the Sudanese

Negroes. Perhaps more than one-half of the Algerians who pass for Arabs or
Berbers are of mixed descent but pure Negroes are now rarely met, owing to
;

the almost complete interruption of direct intercourse across the Sahara between
the Mediterranean seaboard and

Western Sudan.

Hence, since the suppression of
the slave trade in 1848, the local Nigritian elements are gradually disappearing,
while the children of free immigrants from Sudan seldom survive.
The Negroes
in Algeria are all distinguished

settled

ment

chiefly as

agricultural

labourers,

by

their love of work, finding employ-

stone-breakers,

watchmen, or domestic

servants.

The Jews,

far less numerous in Algeria than in Marocco, form nevertheless an
element
of the population, owing to their spirit of solidarity, their
important

money-making

instincts,

and the part they take as French

administration of the country.
part of the whole population,
Algeria.

citizens in the political

The European immigrants,

constituting a seventh

have already become the predominant race in
Thanks to their higher culture, combined with the exercise of political

power, they naturally occupy all the chief civil and military positions, and henceforth control the destinies of the
The French have resumed the work
country.
of the old Roman rulers, but under conditions
greatly modified by the progress of

Except in Western Europe and in Mauritania, where it reached the
ocean, the Roman world was hemmed in on all sides by unknown regions and
hostile populations
foreign pressure was constantly felt on the frontiers, and the
events.

;

equilibrium was at last overthrown by the migration of the barbarians.
the conditions are changed, and the modern
European world, instead of being

political

Now

surrounded, everywhere encircles the less cultured populations, incessantly encroaching on their domain, and transforming them by the introduction of new

and new usages. If they do not become entirely assimilated, they must
same culture, and especially to the French colonists on the
Mediterranean seaboard falls the lot of
carrying on this conscious or unconscious
work of civilisation
the
The results already
throughout
regions of North Africa.
achieved since 1830 are considerable
from year to year the face of the land
industries

at least share in the

;

TOPOGRAPHY.
becomes modified

l>y

the foundation of

development of the network
unit

i>

Mill in

tin-

of

new
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towns, the spread of agriculture, the
Although the European

roads and railways.
its

influence)

already everv\vheiv visible from
upland plateaux and the verge of the desert.

the seaboard to the

minority,

is

TOPOGRAPHY.

The

traveller visiting Algeria

is

surprised at the slight contrast presented

by

towns and those of the mother country.
Hut for the palms and bamboos
the
the
Moors
and
Arabs
adorning
public gardens,
mingling with the crowd on
its

the quays and in the streets, he might find it difficult to believe that he had
really
crossed the Mediterranean.
The quarters built by the French architects seem to
have been modelled on those of Marseilles; almost everywhere the
picturesque
Arab houses are masked by streets with regular and commonplace facades and
;

the stranger

may

modern Algerian town without
dwellings which recall an already

reside for a long time in a

having ever to penetrate into those labyrinths of
antiquated epoch.
But extensive tracts

a single

human

may

by the Mejerda and

still

be traversed for hours together without meeting
plateai'x is the district drained

Such on the eastern

habitation.

Wed

Melleg, and comprising a total area of
about 4,000 square miles.
Standing at a mean elevation of over 3,500 feet,
endowed with a healthy climate and fertile soil, and forming the converging
its affluent

the

point of the trade routes between the coast and the desert, this at present almost
uninhabited region presents one of the most promising fields for future colonisation.

Here the remains

of

Roman

settlements are scarcely less numerous than in the

and since their complete reduction about the
middle of the century, European immigrants have again begun to find their way
neighbouring territory of Tunis,

to these breezy uplands.

groups

the

Nememshas

are at present occupied by three distinct tribal
the south, the Ulad Sidi Yahia-ben-Thaleb in the

They
in

and in the north the Ilancnshas all of Berber stock, more or less mingled
with Arab blood since the invasion of the eleventh century.
The town of Kalaa-cx-Senam, standing on an isolated table of the plateau, is a

centre,

stronghold of the Hanenshas, who since their final reduction in 1871, have
maintained a peaceful bearing towards the new French settlers. But the most

important place in this region is Tebesw, the ancient Tecesfe, whose many natural
advantages seem to ensure it a brilliant future. Although dating only from the
time of Vespasian, its favourable strategic and commercial position soon rendered
T< vestea
flourishing town of some forty thousand inhabitants. Notwithstanding its
destruction by the Vandals and

many

subsequent vicissitudes,

it

still

preserves

some imposing Roman or Byzantine remains, such as the ramparts with thirteen
flanking towers, a magnificent triumphal arch, an aqueduct restored by the French,
numerous tombs, and a temple of Minerva (?) now converted into a Christian
church.
tures,

The French

citadel is entirely built of blocks taken

and the routes converging on Tebessa are

still

the old

from the old struc-

Roman

roads, one of
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which, running through Mascula and Diana towards Sitifis, presents the appearance
"
"
of an
Appian Way with its temples, porticoes, and other monuments.

North of Tebessa there are no centres of colonisation until we reach the
where the vestiges occur of no less than
Mejerda basin. In the intervening tract,
a hundred and fifty Roman towns or hamlets, the only French stations are the
so-called borj, constructed at considerable expense along the Tunisian frontier, and
useless since the line of military defences has been advanced to
rendered

nearly

Kef, in the territory of the regency.

In the upper Melleg valley the chief station

on the route between Tebessa and Constantine
district covered

with prehistoric and

Fig. 84.
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region was covered with olive groves, as
which occur in every Roman farmstead.

is

evident from the oil-presses, remains of

Suk-Afiras, the chief place on the frontier plateau, occupies the site of the
ancient Thagasti', the birthplace of the famous Austin, bishop of Hippo.
Until
185'2 a mere military station threatened by the powerful Hanensha tribe, Suk-

Ahrrs has

since become a flourishing town, as the chief centre of trade and intercourse between the two ports of Bona and Tunis.
Here large tracts have already

been brought under cultivation, and the slopes of the hills, recently overgrown
with scrub, are now under crops or planted with vineyards. Of Roman antiouities

m.tl.in.ir

WTOM

.-,

rx.-.-pi

railway, here const rm -t<

<!

u

and shapeless blocks ; but the line of
a
scries
of
through
deep cuttings and the Fej-el-Moktha
t,

inscriptions

tiinm-1, across the hills and down the
winding Seybouse
monument of modern engineering skill.
The southern plateaux beyond the
gorges of the

Valley,

is

a remarkable

Mejerda river abound in

Roman

remains, such as those of Tagura, now Taura, near Ain-Guettar
Mdauntah,
the ancient J/tntfinra,
birthplace of the rhetorician Apulams
Tifcsh, the Roman
Tipusa; and near the sources of the Mejerda, Khcnmsa, identified with Tliuburn,,
;

;

Nwnidamm.
The northern

elope or the mountains

running north of Suk-Ahras to the
Khumiriuii highlands give birth to several
copious streams collected in the Mafrag
LA

Fig. 85.
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basin, which, although at present almost uninhabited, seems destined to become
one of the most populous districts in
the
town in this
At

Algeria.
present
only
on
a
creek
the
basin
flowing to the
Mafrag
beyond
and
of
from
the
interior
an
Mediterranean,
separated
amphitheatre
steep hills.
by

region

is

La

Ca//c,

which

lies

This seaport, which is connected by a difficult route with JJona, was long a nest of
but a hundred and fifty years before the conquest, the rocky headland

corsairs

;

on which stood the old town had already become French territory. The trading
station founded here in 1500 by Marseilles merchants was removed in 1694 to

which became the port of La Calle, where a small colony, recruited
chiefly from the French prisons, held its ground till the close of the eighteenth
Mers-ct-Kf/crraz,
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During the wars of the Empire the English purchased this station from
Although the oldest French settlethe natives, but restored it to France in 1816.
in its European population,
French
least
still
the
ment in Algeria, La Calle is

century.

three-fourths of

whom

The coral
are Italians, chiefly from Naples and Sicily.
much by the introduction of

fuherv, the chief industry on this coast, has suffered

modern dredging gear, and is now largely replaced by the trade in sardines, large
here cured and exported to Naples and the south of Italy.
quantities of which are
In rough weather the harbour of La Calle is almost inaccessible to shipping
but works have been undertaken or projected which, when carried out, will afford
;

surf.
complete shelter from the winds and
Tunisian frontier
La
the
of
Some six miles east
Calle,

guarded by the fortified
station of Um-et-Tcbul, which occupies the lower slope of a mountain abounding in
worked by about three hundred miners,
argentiferous lead deposits, at present
is

From 2,500 to 3,000 tons of ore are yearly forwarded by
mostly from Piedmont.
In the district
a small local railway to Mcsida, and there shipped for Europe.
found
have
been
the
frontier
the
Tunisian
and
Calle
La
between
largest dolmens
and the most numerous Latin and Berber bilingual inscriptions.
At the mouth of the extensive Seybouse Valley stands the famous city of Bona,
and at the source of the Sherf, its chief headstream, the modern town of Ain Beida
("White Spring"), which dates only from the year 1848. North-west of this
place,

which

lies

important mart of

midway between Constantino and Tebessa, is situated the
Uin-cl-Bmyi, much frequented by the powerful Haracta Berber

tribe.

In the Zenati river valley, usually called Hamdan, forming with the Sherf the
main stream of the Seybouse, the chief centre of population is the commune and

town of Wed

Zenati.
The whole of this district, including Aiu-er-Rvgnda and
has
been
conceded
to a financial company, and constitutes a vast
Ain-el-Abid,
domain of som3 250,000 acres, of which 185,000 are leased to a single tenant.

On

the

Wed Hamdan,

a short distance above

junction with the Sherf, are
the houses and railway station of Hammam-el-Meskhuthin, or " Bath of the
Accursed."
At this point the bed of a streamlet is occupied by a " petrified
cascade," or mass of calcareous concretions over thirty feet high, formed by a

number

of tiny falls charged with lime,

diverse colours

its

which have here deposited incrustations in
and here and there sparkling like fresh-

red, violet, blue, or grey,

These copious springs discharge nearly four hundred gallons per
The concretions, which
second, at a mean temperature of from 220 to 230 F.
fallen snow.

are of a somewhat coarse texture, are so
rapidly precipitated that the position of
the cascade is
continually advancing, and fresh rills have constantly to be formed
for the service of the
ponds established along its sides.

The

and ferruginous thermal waters of Hammam-el-Meskhuthin are
by a military and a civil hospital, the latter frequented especially by the
Jews, and this station is destined sooner or later to become one of the chief
saline

utilised

therapeutic establishments in
Tibilitana:

from the town of

Algeria.

Tibili

It

takes

its

Roman name

or Annuna, whose ruins

lie

of

Aqua

some 6 miles

to the

milMJKAl'HY
south-west, on the route connecting the village* of CUtuzfl and
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Wed

The

Zenati.

.

'

?.!>
i

neighbouring

cliff

of ITajar-ol-Khengn

is

covered with curious sculptures, amongst
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Farther
bo recognised figures of men, dogs, cattle, and an ostrich.
north was the site of Jtokm'd, in a district strewn with dolmens and other pre-

which

may

monuments, including over three thousand graves, to which the natives
"
From these have been recovered some
shop."
apply the term hnintt, or

historic

skeletons of great interest for the study of the various Algerian races.
A hill on the right bank of the Sey bouse, below the confluence of the Sherf

and /enati,

is

occupied by the town of Guelma, heir to the name,

if

not the

of

site,

the
Calama, where Punic was still spoken in the fifth century. Enclosed
bv a verdant belt of vineyards and olive groves, Guelma, which stands on the border
of the Arab and Berber territories, is one of the pleasantest places in Algeria.

Roman

Over its valley are dotted the picturesque hamlets of Ain-Tuta, Heliopo.ls, Petit, and
Millesinio, and in the neighbourhood are the copious mineral springs of Ifammamfl-Beida, in a basin surrounded with Roman ruins embowered in foliage.

commands

the right bank of the Seybouse
of the two railways from Algiers and Tunis.
Thanks to
opposite the junction
the facilities of communication and the fertility of the soil, numerous European

The charming

village of Dueicier

settlements have sprung

Mondoci, noted for

its

up

in the

Lower Seybouse Valley.

tobacco, Dttzereilfe,

Wed

Such are Harral,

Besbes, Mercies or Combes, Zcrizer,

liandon, Morris, and Blandan, and in the neighbouring Mebuja valley the town of

Penthierre.
i

BON A

HERUILLON.

These stations become more numerous as we approach the city of Bona, which,
although preserving the name of the Roman Hippon (Hippo), the Ubba of the
Carthaginians, does not occupy the actual site of that ancient city.

Hippo Regius,

where the famous Bishop Augustine resided for thirty-five years, and which was
overthrown by the Vandals in 431, the year after his death, stood over a mile
from the present town, on a hill commanding a fine prospect of the blue Mediterranean waters and surrounding district.
A few ruins of the Glisia Rumi, or
"

Church of the Romans," are

base

is

Owing

still

scattered

on the

side of the hill,

and near

its

the bridge over the
to the constant

Bujema (Bu-Jemaa) still resting on its old foundations.
encroachments of the alluvial plain formed by the Seybouse,

the city has had to be rebuilt at some distance north of the ruins of Hippo.

The

which two thousand years ago opened at the foot of the hill, has been
and the shipping, instead of penetrating into the
gradually shifted to the north
natural harbour at the river's mouth, has to anchor off the coast, under the
port,

;

precarious shelter of the headland on which

Bona.

The Arab quarter stood on the

now

stands the kasbah or citadel of

slopes of this eminence;

but since the

French conquest it has spread beyond the enclosures over the low-lying plain
which stretches in the direction of the Seybouse.
Between the old and new
quarters a handsome boulevard runs from the sea to a
it is

to be continued farther inland.

and pleasure-grounds, Bona

is

wooded height, beyond which

Thanks to its well-kept streets, shady walks,
one of the most agreeable places in Algeria, and as

BONA
the seat of

tin-

Ml

IIKIUUI.I

Hippo Academy has even become a centre of

scientific

and

literary

activity.
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times by European mariners, who were protected from oppressive
On two occasions, in 11 -V2 and 1535, it even
exactions by special conventions.
in
fell into the hands of the Christians, and after its final occupation by the French
Mediaeval
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1832,

it

from 18

became one of the chief naval
to '20

on this

coast.

feet deep inshore, occupies an area of about

port, protected

space of 175

stations

;JO

The present harbour,
acres

;

while the outer

from the surf by a pier 2,600 feet long, encloses an additional
But its growing trade, especially with Algiers, Marseilles, and

acres.

is now proposed to convert a large
Tunis, requires further accommodation, and it
harbour into a second basin, lined with quays reclaimed from
portion of the outer

the sea.

About one-third

of the motley population of

Bona

are French, after

whom

the

most numerous elements are the Italians and Maltese. There are about one
thousand Kabyles and Mzabites, employed chiefly as porters and labourers, within
the city proper, while several thousand natives reside in the outskirts grouped in
On the neighbouring
the picturesque but squalid village of Beni-Ramaeses.
Mount Edugh is a pleasant health-resort, whose advantages have hitherto been

Fig. 88.
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somewhat neglected.

manded

From

the crest of this eminence an extensive view

is

com-

northwards in terraces down to the coast,
the depression of Lake Fetzara.
On the

of the surrounding hills falling

and in the opposite direction down to
northern slope, between Capes Garde and De Fer, the only group of habitations
the

little

fishing village of

Herb i IIon (Takush)

;

but the southern

is

is

more thickly

which yield an excellent
almost
as
and
as
that
of
ore,
Dalecarlia,
highly appreciated
containing 62 per cent,
of pure metal.
Over a thousand workmen are employed in these mines, which
inhabited, thanks to the iron-mines of Mokta-el-Hadid,

yield about four

hundred thousand tons annually, valued at 280,000, and exported
But the rich deposits of copper
England, and even the New World.
and zinc found at Ain-Barbar, in the very heart of the Edugh district, are no longer
to France,

worked, owing to the extreme difficulty of cartage.
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Less than half a mile south of the Mokta-el-Hadid works,

Ain Mokhrn, which

lies

the important

from
unfortunately exposed
Lake I'Vt/jira.
This lagoon or morass, which has a mean depth of little over 6
feet, is evidently the remains of an old inlet forming a continuation of the present
Gulf of Bona across the now-dried-up plains of the Mafreg and Mebuja rivers.
station of

to the exhalations

is

The question of its drainage has frequently been discussed, and should this project
be carried out, over 30,000 acres of rich alluvial soil will be brought under cultivaIn summer the basin

tion.

is

nearly dry, and

it

might be

easily diverted to the

lower Seybouse by reducing the bed of the Mebuja to a lower level than the present
level of the lake.

The railway connecting Ain Mokhra with Bona

is

soon to be continued west-

wards in the direction of the station of Saint- Chariot, on the Constantine-PhilippeWere it also extended to the coast by skirting the Filfila headland, the

ville line.

works might be resumed in the famous marble mines of
since the time of the Romans.

this district, interrupted

In the Wed-el-Kebir basin, which flows to the gulf sheltered by C.ipe de Fer,
the only important European town is Jontnapes, situated in a rich and wellwatered district. The local Berber tribe of the Sanhejas has preserved the name
formerly borne by the powerful Zenaga nation. The name of the Zenaga or

Senegal River, over 2,000 miles from this place, also attests the former extension of
the Berber race dispersed by the Arab invaders.

CONSTANTINE.
Constantine, capital of the eastern department,

From

Africa.

appears under the

The

interpreted.
K'sant/tiiia,

of the

dawn
name of

the

title

is

one of the famous

cities of

of Mauritanian history this great natural stronghold
Cirfa, that

is,

the

'

fortress," as the

word

is

commonly

of Constantine, preserved by the Arabs under the form of

was conferred on

Emperor Constantine.

it

at the

beginning of the fourth century, in honour

The extensive

ruins scattered over the district attest

the important position of this ancient capital of

dominion in North Africa.

and according

But

its

Numidia and centre

of the

Roman

very strength necessarily exposed it to
it was taken no less than

to the local tradition,

frequent attack,
eighty times. By its capture in 1837 the French secured a solid footing in the
interior of the eastern Tell, and easily crushed all local risings, henceforth deprived
of a

common

rallying-point.

inclined rocky table, whose northern headcity proper occupies a gently
land rises to a height of 2,100 feet, or 360 feet higher than the opposite point.
The whole terrace forms a somewhat regular trapeze, with a circuit of nearly

The

2 miles, and detached by deep ravines from the rest of the plateau on all sides
The steep escarpments facing south-east and
except towards the south-west.
north-east rise precipitously above the bed of the Rummel, which plunges into
Of the five
these gloomy gorges soon after its confluence with the Bu-Merzug.

bridges formerly connecting the two sides of the abyss, four have almost entirely
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disappeared

but the

;

fifth,

at the eastern

angle of the

cliff,

has always been

by the French engineers, at a height of 350
feet above the stream, stands on fragments of masonry of every epoch from the
rebuilt.

The

iron arch constructed

Immediately below this bridge the Rummel disappears
beneath a rocky arcade, beyond which the cliffs again fall vertically to the bed of
the stream, leaving only a solitary pointed arch of remarkably symmetrical shape,
time of Antoninus Pius.

Fig. 89.

COXSTANTINE IN 1836.
Scale
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forming a natural bridge over the chasm.
into three turbulent

330 Yiirds.

Farther down the current ramifies

branches, and at the issue of the gorge plunges in three

successive falls into the lower valley.
Unfortunately it is impossible to penetrate
far into this romantic ravine, owing to the mephitic exhalations
rising from the
llumniel, which serves as an open sewer to the town.
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tho rocky table above the gorge houses and buildings are packed close
Fig. 90.

together.

THE NATUKAL Aucn

or

Cu.s.s

IAN TIME.

In the north are grouped the barracks, hospital, arsenal, and kasbah,
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The Jews aro
south of which run the regular streets of the European quarter.
the centre, and in tl^e south the Arabs occupy a
grouped in the east, the Mzabites in
which few Europeans venture without a guide.
into
and
courts
of
alleys,
labyrinth
Whole streets are devoted to the leather trade, which is the staple industry of
Constantine. giving constant

employment

to

hundreds of tanners, saddlers, and

shoemakers.
Fig. 91

.

CONSTANTINE IN 1884.
Scale

1

:

20,000.

Sff

E

.

of Greenwich

6*37'

1,100 Yards.

Constantine has scarcely any
noteworthy monuments. Few of its ninety-five
mosques have escaped the spoiler's hand, and the citadel is a mere aggregate of
barracks and magazines,
although some valuable inscriptions have been preserved
in its outer walls.

and the
logical

city,

Nearly ten thousand inscribed stones have here been collected,
which is a provincial capital, also contains numerous other archceo-

remains, such

as

Roman

statues,

busts, vases,

sepulchral

and

votive

run UTI. vn.

.ii.m.i

1. 1:

>i:ii!
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The most interesting building is the Moorish palace of the hut
Ahmed, now occupied by tin- French stuff. Near this structure are grouped the
new municipal buildings the Geographical Strict y, and the other learned institute*
In order to make room for the continual
established since the French occupation.
1.

1 1

'Ifts.

growth of the

proposed to level the Cudiat-Ati

city, it is

necropolis at the south-west corner,

hill,

the site of the old

and lay out the space thus acquired beyond

new quarter.
the extensive remains scattered over the lower valley of the

the walls a- a

Amongst

Rummel

are the ruins of the fortified town of Tiddi, near which the right bank of the

Smendu, a tributary of the same

river, is

occupied by the tomb of the Lollius
in Algeria.
The Alsatian colonists

Roman monuments

family, one of the finest

surrounding villages of Rtijfash, Ain-Kerma, Belfort, Altkirch, and
several places been allowed to utilise these remains for the conhave
in
others,
settled in the

struction of their dwellings.

and export trade of Constantino is furthered by
Thus
several railways, all of which, however, have not stations in the city itself.
the junction of the Guclma-Tunis line is at Khrnb (Khorttb), the largest cattle

The rapidly increasing

market

local

in East Algeria, while the

two

between Setif and the Sahara branch

lines

East of this point the Algiers line approaches the Upper
Rummel Valley, where are several centres of European colonisation, such as AinSmara, Wed Atmcnia, Chateaudun, Coulmierx, Snint-Donat (a curious corruption of

off at

El-Guerra.

Saaduna), Faladines, and

Here the Abd-en-Nur nomads have

Saint Antaud.

mostly acquired sedentary habits, and their habitations are now everywhere intermingled with those of the European settlers. Since the middle of. the century
these Berber communities have ceased to speak their native tongue
them are noted for their light hair and blue eyes.

;

and many of

The railway connecting Constantino with the coast winds along the slopes of
the El-Kantur hills down to the plains of the Safsaf, which, till the French occupation,
Jl'xot

Near the

were almost uninhabited.
and Conde'-Sniendu, and the

little

and olive groves watered by the
Charles, Saint-Antoine, Datnremonf,

line follow in succession the villages of

town of El-Harrush, surrounded by gardens

The neighbouring hamlets

Safsaf.

and

Vale'e,

have

all

of Saint-

become flourishing centres

of viniculture.

PHILIPPEVILLE
,

JIJILI

the seaport of Constantino,

is

SETIF.

not such a modern place as

its

name

It occupies the site of the old Phoenician Jtus-Licar, the Rusicada

might suggest.
of the Romans, modified
Berbers.

But

since its

by the Arabs, and to Tanikda by the
occupation by the French in 1838, most of its monuments
to lins-Skikda

have disappeared, having been utilised for the erection of the extensive fortifications which follow the crest of the hills from east to west, enclosing the whole

town and large open
48

AF

spaces.

There

still

remain, however, the ruins of a theatre

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
in the
partly excavated

cliff,

numerous

cisterns,

and some

fine

mosques, besides the

in the museum.
statues, busts, urns, and inscriptions preserved
the
two ridges of Bu-Jala and Jebel
between
a
ravine
The town occupies
Addun, east and west. The main thoroughfare, running along the old bed of a
stream, terminates seawards in an elevated terrace, whence a view is commanded

and of the inner and outer harbour, the former covering an area
and enclosoi by jetties, the latter much more extensive, but insuffi-

of the esplanade
of

50

acres,

Fig. 9 2

PHILIPPEVIT.T.E.

.
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1
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and

upwards.

2,200 Yards.

from the

Before the construction of the present harbour
works the shipping was obliged to seek refuge at Stora, the old " Genoese port,"
which lies 2^ miles north-west of Philippeville, at a point sufficiently protected

ciently protected

surf.

from the west and north winds.

A

somewhat analogous position is occupied by Collo, the CJntllu of the Romans,
of the natives, which is also sheltered by a headland from the west and

and Kulln

IIi!I

north- w;-st \\inds.

during the Middle

HTKYII.LK

JI.JII.I-SKTIF.
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The Romans hud some purple dye-works ut
Ages was much frequented by Italian and

this port,
Krc-nc-h

which

traders.

*!">, Collo has again become a flourishing
occupation by the French in
a
considerable
trade
in minerals, cork, sardines, and other
seaport, doing
export

Since

its

1

local produce.

About midway

and Bougie stands the ancient seaport of Jijili,
which still preserves in a slightly modified form ite Libyan name of Igilgili, handed
down by inscriptions from the very dawn of history. The tombs excavated in the
cliffs

Ix-tween Collo

along the coast are the work of Phoenician colonists, as shown by their perfect

Fig. 93.
Pcale

.

ol

1

JIJILI.
:

2R.OOO.

Greenwich

6e

w

Depths.

16 to 32
Feet.

32 to 64
Feet.

.V4

K. ,t

and upwards.

resemblance to those of the old Syrian necropoli. During Roman, Byzantine, and
Mediaeval times, Jijili continued to enjoy a considerable degree of commercial
the
capture by the Turks in 1514 it fell into decay, and at
French occupation in 1839 was little more than a fishing village. Since 1871, when
the surrounding tribes were finally reduced, it has recovered some of its former

prosperity; but after

its

and the new town, laid out in regular shady streets, has spread within the
fortifications from the old town to Fort Duquesne, erected on a rocky headland
towards the south-east. Jijili, which is one of the healthiest places on the Algerian

trade,

coast, is encircled

by a

fertile tract

cultivated

by Spanish and Maltese

colonists.
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The

from the west, might be easily protected from the north
a coral reef, which stretches from the old town eastwards

sheltered
port, already

up the gaps in
The neighbouring
to an islet, on which a lighthouse has already been constructed.
and Strasbourg, on the route to Constantine, have become
villages of Duquesne

by

filling

colonisation.
independent centres of European
In the Wed Sahel basin the chief place is Setif, the

Roman Sitifis,

which, thanks

to its central position at the converging point of several routes across the plateau,
became in the fourth century the capital of one of the Mauritanias. But for some

time after the French occupation

it

was a mere military

station, affording protection

has increased rapidly, and is now
to a small European
an important agricultural centre, surrounded by several large rural communities.
to a colonising society of Geneva, which has
owe their
Some of these
settlement.

Since then

it

origin

places

land from the French Government.
acquired 50,000 acres of rich
Next to Setif, the largest commune in this district is Ain-Abcssa, which

lies

on

the slope of the Maghris, between the two routes over the hills connecting Setif
with the port of Bougie. One of these routes runs through Takittmt, Kerrata, and

the gorges of the Tababor, the other through Ain-Rua and the Wed Guergur.
Both are remarkable monuments of engineering skill, presenting in their descent

from the plateaux to the coast some aspects of imposing grandeur.
The modern town of Bu-Arrerij, the chief place in the fertile Mejana Valley,
stands at an elevation of over 3,000 feet, near the waterparting between the WedSahel and Hodna basins, and midway between Constantine and Algiers, on the
Before the conquest, Bu-Arrerij held a position of
from the
great strategic importance near the gorges of the Biban range leading
on
a bluff
15
miles
north-west
of
this
About
the
Sahel
to
point,
Valley.
plateaux

railway connecting those

in the

cities.

same range, stands the chief stronghold of the country, the Kalaa (Gala,

" Castle " in a
pre-eminent sense. This citadel of the powerful BeniGuela), or
Abbes tribe also served as a place of refuge for those flying from the wrath of the
Deys and their vassals. Here are woven burnouses highly prized in every part of
Algeria.

AUMALE

BOUGIE.

In the western part of the Wed-Sahel basin, Aumalc, the Roman Auzia, occupies
a strategic position similar to that of Setif and Bu-Arrerij farther east.
After the

French occupation in 1846, its defensive works were restored, and it soon became
one of the chief bulwarks of their power in the interior of Algeria. It has also

become the centre of

a large trade in cereals, wool, leather, dates, alfa, live stock,

Tell.
But lying beyond the network of railways, Aumale
a very quiet place, except on market-days.
Here have been found numerous
and
remains
of the ancient Auzia.
In the
the
sculptured fragments
inscriptions,

and other produce of the
is

neighbourhood are the populous villages of Bir-Rabalu and Ain-Bcsscm, and lower
down the Sahel Valley thefortalice of Beni-Mansur. Of the numerous agricultural
settlements founded in this district, the most important

is

Ak-bu,

officially

known

AUMALE BOUGIE.
by the name of M'tz.
K.ihylia

v

lies

It

at

T the Shellata Pass.

and here stood the

city of

the issue of the route descending from
The whole valley is strewn with Human remain*.
'

7'///>//.v//r///x,

whose

site is still

unoccupied ly anv modern

town.
'

/

'"i/ii't

the Satdteot the

of the century

it

Unmans

u decayed jilacc. although -ince the middle

is

has recovered most of

its

former imputation.

It

was twice a royal

under the Vandals before the capture of Carthage, and again under
the Beni-Hammads at the close of the eleventh and beginning of the twelfth

capital, first

century,

Even

when

it

is said

to

have contained no

less

than twenty thousand houses.
named from one of the

after ceasing to be a political centre, liejnta, so

BOUGIE.

Pig. 94.
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upwards.
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neighbouring hill tribes, continued to enjoy considerable commercial prosperity,
thanks to the advantages of its port, one of the most sheltered on the Algerian
coast.
At this point Mount Lulla Guraia, over 2,300 feet high, advances seawards
in the direction from west to east, the bay thus enclosed being
completely protected
from the dangerous west, north-west, and north winds. Its relations with Europe
became so frequent that, at the beginning of the fourteenth century, Bougie placed
itself

under the protection of the kings of Aragon,

against the other seaboard towns.

But

in order to

contend successfully

the period of legitimate trade

by one of piracy, during which Bougie became a nest of daring
in 1009 by Pedro of Navarre, it was retaken by the Turks in

I

was followed

corsairs.
'>'>'>,

after

Iteduced

which

it
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lost all its trade until its recent revival

extensive than in

its

the Bab-el-Bahr, or

under the French.

But

it is still

prosperous days, of which its most interesting

far less

monument

"Sea Gate," a Moorish archway forming part

is

of the old

Bougie, which lies at the natural issue of the vast basin stretching
Aumale, is connected by a regular service of steamers with Marseilles,
will
soon
and
enjoy the advantages of railway communication with Algiers through
ramparts.

from Setif

to

Beni-Mansur, and with the interior by a line running through the Babor and
Biban hills to Setif.

KABYLIA.

The

by the rivers Sahel and Isser
of " Great Kabylia," in contradistinction to the " Little

section of the Jurjura highlands enclosed

name

usually takes the

which comprises the rugged Biban and Babor uplands. The terra
"
Kabylia itself has no ethnical value, being simply the Arabic kabila, or tribe,"
In Mauriapplied in different districts to populations of the most diverse origin.
Kabylia,"

it was
applied by the Mussulman invaders to all the non-Arab peoples driven
them
from
the plains to the uplands.
It thus gradually acquired a degrading
by
and
the
more
Arabs
now
sense,
Algerian
usually designate their own tribes by the

tania

On the other hand, the Berber Kabyles of the Jurjura
equivalent word amh.
descendants
of the ancient Sanheja confederation, call themselves
highlands,
"
or
that
a word identical with the
of
Imazighen,
Herodotus.

Amzigh,

is,

Freemen,"

Maxyes

The

great bulk of the Kabyles, whatever their origin, certainly seem entitled
to this name, for to preserve their freedom they took refuge in the mountains,

where they successively
invaders.

The

resisted the

Roman, Vandal, Byzantine, Arab, and French
moun-

" Hostile
Bled-el-Adua, or
Land," as the Arabs call these

tains of Kabylia, although

now one

most densely peopled regions in North
epoch to have been but sparsely inhabited.

of the

Africa, appears during the early historic

Every fresh wave of conquest contributed a fresh contingent of

fugitives,

who

Thus is
gradually took their place side by side with the previous occupants.
explained the great diversity of types, ranging from the Negro to the Caucasic,
Of
represented by the present inhabitants of the Jurjura highlands and valleys.
more or less mixed Negro blood are the Abid, or " Slaves," of the Boghni district
in the south-west
while a Jewish origin is claimed for the Ait Bu-Yussef, dwelling
on the northern slope of the main range south of Fort National. The Ait Fraucen,
probably owing to the resemblance of their name, have been affiliated to the French,
;

and the Ait Ijermenen for the same reason to the Germans.
Amongst the latter,
who
are settled in the district between Bougie and Azeffun, many are
however,
found of a fair or ruddy complexion, and in their features bearing a marked
resemblance to the Germans.
Nevertheless the Jurjura tribes may be said on the whole to represent the old
Berber population, and amongst them are probably to be sought the purest descen-

dants of the primitive Mauritanians.
According to a national legend, they are
"
sprung of the soil," although in other traditions allusion is made to peoples

K \HYLIA.
anterior

i

\ni

the present

t<

Tliesr are d

Kaliylev
M

pagans."
applied aUo Initli to Koinaii- and
filial with refuse, whieh appear to li

In

.

similar to that

I,

"

eurrent

in

the

Altai

Chudes," relates how a deiii/en of these

si

LM, ,ted
:

hy

tin-

term Juhalu,

many pluct'8 oeeur eirnilar
human habitation*. A

<d as

region

regard in: the

holes
local

my-terious

hall'-siiliterranean dwellingH,

on falling

and feeling his end approach, sawed asunder the post supporting the
seriously
roof, then with a last effort pushing the post aside, buried himself beneath the
ill

ruins.

of Great Eabylia, with an area of 2,200 square miles,
estimated at about half a million, or over two hundred to the square mile.
this proportion maintained throughout the whole country, from the Mediter-

At present the population

may
Were

l>e

ranean to the verge of the desert, Algeria would have a population of some forty
But before the French occupation, incessant intertribal warfare pre-

millions.

vented the natural growth of the people. The Kabyles, who are grouped in at
a hundred tribes and over a hundred secondary clans, are also divided into

least

or political factions, which are

*o/f,

constantly uniting, breaking asunder, and
and passions of the

reconstituting themselves, according to the shifting interests

Warfare was

several groups.

their destiny, said the natives themselves, a curse of

Lai la Khedija having condemned them to everlasting discord. The confederations
formed from time to time against a common enemy seldom lasted long, after the
passing danger the league being dissolved and each fraction resuming its autonomy.
Nevertheless the Kabyles were conscious of the ties of kinship connecting all their

and the memory of their common origin was perpetuated by ethnical names
to the whole nation.
The term Ait is used to indicate a federal union,
not community of origin, like the Arab word Ulad, which is reserved for tribes of
tribes,

common

Semitic descent;

while Beni, also an Arab word,

is

applied to both races, but

especially to the Kabyles.
is that of the Zwawa (Igawawen), whose name has been
In Tunis it was still
used
in
a
collective sense for all the Kabyles.
frequently
recently applied to the Berber highlanders, and during the early days of the
French occupation it served, under the form of " Zouave," to designate contingents

The

chief tribal group

amongst the Kabyles. The Zwawas, numbering
thousand,
occupy on the northern slope of the Jurjura
fifty
the
whole
Sebau
basin, nearly to its confluence with the Wed Aissi.
nearly
Upper
To this family belong the Ait-Yahias, whose central village of Kuku or Kuko,
of native troops recruited chiefly

about one hundred and

Roman

was formerly regarded as a sort
of capital for the whole of Kabylia, although containing scarcely more than
sixteen hundred inhabitants.
The Ait-Fraucen are also Zwawas. and in their
occupying the

territory
of

is

Hasina,"

\\i-t

of an old

station,

situated the formerly important
so

named from

the

town of Jeniaa-es-Sahrij, or "Collection

numerous reservoirs cor.stnuted

in

this

district

Roman

In the same group are classed the Ait-Batrun, settled
epoeh.
of the 'Wed AU>i, and the brave Ait-Iraten, whose village of Ixltcnniccn has

during the
l>een

eite

replaced by Fort Nuttounl, the chief French stronghold in Great Kahylia.

In the upper Wed-Bu-Gdura basin, towards the south-west angle of these
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or Igucshdulen, who are usually identified with the
uplands, dwell the Gueshtula
differ
in many respects from the other inhabitants of
who
ancient Getuliana, and
the Jurjura district.
They are a small "bullet-headed" people, less cult u red
than the Zwawas, living in wretched hovels, and occupied chiefly in tending the

Near them are the Abids, descended of
and farther north the formerly powerful Mahacta

herds of their more powerful neighbours.

emancipated Negro

slaves,

tribe.

The West Kabyle highlands

by the Flissa-um-el-Lil, or Flissa of
Woods, descended of the warlike Issaflenses,
who maintained a long struggle against the Romans. The Flissa of the Sea,
another branch of this group, separated from their brethren by the Isser, the AitWaguennun, and other communities, were formerly noted armourers, whose swords,
are occupied

the Night, called also Flissa of the

modelled on the

name

Roman

gladium, and worn by most of the natives,

still

take the

of " flissa."

the other Kabyle groups, the most important are the Zarfawa of the
Azeffun district, the Bu-Daud at the north-east extremity of Kabylia, and the

Amongst

On

the outer flanks of the Jurjura are also some
between Akbu and Bougie ; the Illula
jM)werful tribes, such as the Ait-Ughli,
Assamer, or Illulas of the Sun, so named in contradistinction to the Illula Umalu, or

Ait-Gobri east of the Zwawas.

I

Hulas of the Shade, residing on the northern slope of the

the Ait-Mlikesh, bordering on the Beni-Mansur
villages south of the

Amarawa

people,

Wed

Sahel.

who comprise

Lastly, in the

the most diverse

marabuts,

Upper Jurjura; and

who occupy

several

Lower Sebau Valley are settled the
elements, and who long constituted

makhxen, or military tribe, in constant feud with its neighbours.
In Great Kabylia ethnologists recognise two predominant types, one distinguished by round features, prominent cheek-bones, pointed lower jaw, probably

a

representing the aborigines the other with flat, oval face, small bright eyes, nose
In general the Kabyles are of
depressed at the root, projecting upper incisors.
;

middle

size,

strong and muscular, but mostly tainted with syphilitic diseases.
different in physical appearance, all the Kabyles of the Jurjura

But however

and eastern ranges are one in speech, speaking Zwaw'ia, a Berber dialect affected
by Arab elements in the proportion of about one-third. From Arabic are usually
borrowed terms relating to mental or moral subjects, to religion, law, the arts and
sciences, and to such plants, animals, and other objects as have been introduced

Mussulman conquest.

In the same language are composed the few works
read by the cultured Kabyles, whose mother tongue is no' longer written in fact,
the only literature it possesses are some theological tractates and a few songs,

since the

;

differing

from the ordinary language of conversation by a larger infusion of

Semitic elements.

and wherever the

Thus the Kabyle gradually acquires a knowledge of Arabic,
tongues meet on common ground, the more useful tends to

rival

prevail.

The essential difference between the .two races lies in the greater love of a
nomad life shown by the Arab, the Berber everywhere preferring a fixed abode
and agricultural

pursuits.

He

betrays the same passion for the

soil

as does the

VLIA.

107

French peasant, and (hunks to this quality, tin- rugged slopes of the
strewn with -tones ,r ..\.iL i"wn with scrub, .-in- n.\\ clothed with
r

(

other u-eful plant-.
legend,

" v

i-e

man

"
t<>

What would become
Mn-t
i'or>ake me
';

Fig. 95.

tin-

formerly

olive

and

of me," cries the land in a native
I

return

So minutely

become the haunt of wild Ixast-:'"

hills,

is

to

mytir-t

-tate,

and ugain

the land (subdivided, that in

ZWAWA AMD AlT-lBATEX TEBBITOBT.
Sodel

W^m

;

.

:

UJO.OOO.

YffE*

'

3 Miles.

cases a single olive-tret!

is

shared

among

several owners.

Hence the

soil

has

tracts, the

average price
acquired an excessive value in the more densely peopled
than in the Aral)
the
in
times
hundred
from
to
a
Kahyle
being
higher
twenty
districts.

Nor

are the Berbers less distinguished for

their

industrial

than for their
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smith, which
tribes

is

have each

village
articles

on

resected, even that of the blackThe various Kabyle
the Arabs.
regarded with such contempt by
held
fairs
the
at
so that
successively in each
their

skill.

agricultural

Amongst them

labour

all

is

special industry,

may

different days during the week, buyers

obtain all manufactured

In many Zwawa tribes the women excel in
of which they stand in need.
the
in others coarse earthenware is prepared
of beautiful vases

the production

;

;

devote their attention to wood-carving;
Illiltens and Illulas of the Jurjura uplands
themselves with
the Bu-Shaib and Ait-Ijer clans in the eastern highlands occupy

with iron-work the Fenaia and Ait-Yenni with arms
weaving the Ait-Fraucen
also
and the preparation of warlike supplies of all sorts. The last mentioned are
;

;

Fig. 96.

CHIEF TRIBES OF KABYLIA.
Scale

A. Ait.
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1,290,000.

B. Beni.

___^_^__
jewellers and metal casters, melting
into necklaces, rings, or diadems.

down

0. Oiilad.

SO Miles.

the Spanish douros and converting

them

In the Kabyle districts the markets, supplied with objects of local industry and.
foreign importation, are very animated.
Usually held near the cemetery outside
the town walls, they become in
political times popular gatherings for the discussion of public topics.
but since the French

Here were formerly decided questions

of peace

and war

;

occupation politics have given place to the interests of peace-

ful intercourse.

So dense

the population in Great
Kabylia that the agricultural produce is
insufficient for the local wants.
Hence thousands yearly emigrate in search of a
livelihood

is

amongst strangers. Formerly many hired themselves out as mercenaries
"
"
to fight for the Turk, and even still most of the
Algerian Zouaves are recruited

KABYL1A.
tin

amongst

Hut most of

and hankers.

coast towns, or else pedlars

and hawkers

become associated with the Arab
acquire

tribes

in

Heni-Alln-.s have

emigrants

tin-

rural district-.

l

M

M-ttled

-eome porters

tin-

Whole

in

in

the

colonies

plains, where they gradually
-ral
Kabyle villages have sprung

on the

In this way

the land.

of

J>OS,,.V>JOM

and

Ait-Iraten

Tin-

tribes.

X\\ r.\a

Algiers as bakers

>

\

Since tinthe vicinity of (iuelina, Shershell, Aumale and other towns.
increase
of
even
the
of
tribal
cessation
warfare,
rapid
i>opulution
obliges the

up

in

to widen the h'eld of migration, and they have already begun
invade Tunisia, the oases of the desert, and Marocco. The number of temporary
or permanent emigrants has thus risen from about twelve thousand in the middle

Kabyles constantly
to

of the century to

some forty thousand

The Kabyles have

at the present time.

the sterling qualities of true peasants patience, frugality
and thrift. Extremely honest and incapable of deception, they exact from others
But notwithstanding their careful
the same probity in their mutual dealings.
all

habits and strict attention to the

main chance, they can

at times unbend,

and

However
willingly indulge in social amusements, songs, and merry-makings.
conservative of the old usages, they are less slaves to routine than the French
into their gardens, and have
vine
in
a
large way on the outer slopes of the
recently taken to cultivating the
Jurjura highlands. They are above all distinguished by their excessive love of
"
All want to be " sultans at home
all speak of their
personal independence.
honour, and have constantly on their tongue the Arabic word ;///, which properly

peasantry.

They gladly introduced the potato

;

means "nose," but which symbolises personal dignity and sensitiveness. But
The gandura is worn
their self-respect is not shown in any love of fine clothes.
till

it falls

to pieces,

national sheshia.

nor

is

it

The houses

always easy
also, in

to

detect the original colour of the

which oxen, goats and poultry have their

"

The Kabyle never dreams of sweeping
manuring his vegetable garden."*

share, are often unspeakably foul.

his

dwelling until the time comes for
The Kabyle marriage is a strictly business transaction, the wife being purchased
8 to
of her parents for from
40, according to their rank and influence, or her
"

The father eats his daughter," says the local expression,
the
sum received as her dowry." On the other hand, once
squanders
master of the bride, the husband may send her back at pleasure, in which case the
or part of
parents may again offer her for sale, on condition of returning the whole
than
form of
is
the
the purchace-money to the first husband.
simpler
Nothing
personal charms.

"when he

divorce, a single

The
repeated sufficing to dissolve the union.
a
stick
tribes
he
several
in
absolute,
by
formerly placed

word

husband's authority

is

thrice

and

the side of his bride, a formality needing no verbal interpretation.
Infidelity on
before the French occupation she was usually
her part is severely punished
condemned to be stoned, and even still most of the murdc-rs committed in Kabylia
;

are due to the secret observance of

the old law.

Nevertheless, the wife enjoys

used by her husband may even
great freedom in domestic affairs, and when badly
She also goes abroad unveiled, but never alone.
take refuge with her parents.

L

Feraud, "Revue Africaino," November, 1862.
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Numerous

cases have been recorded of

women

acquiring a predominant influence in
the tribe, cither as heroines or prophetesses, and their shrines are no less venerated
than those of the marabut saints. The widow enjoys equal rights with man before
the law, and like

him may purchase,

sell,

of the tribes a certain evolution has

or bequeath property.
in the direction of a

Already in some

new

constitution
begun
the
advice
of
their
French
under
for the family, and, acting
friends, several
communities have decided that girls shall no longer be given in marriage before
The establishment of French schools, in which the native
the age of fourteen.

women

give proof of great zeal and intelligence, has also greatly contributed to

their emancipation.

All these social changes will easily be accomplished, because, unlike the Arabs,
the Kabyles are not bound by the letter of the Koran.
They have their own laws,
or rather their traditional usages, designated by the name of kanun, or " canons,"
a term obviously borrowed from their former Byzantine rulers.
According to the

they were at one time Christians, and the old religion would seem
symbolised in the crosses tattooed on the women's faces, and even on some

local traditions,

to be

still

of the men,

and

in

some of the

of the very mosques.

tribes sculptured

But however

on the doors of the houses and

this be, their Christianity does not

appear to
After
have greatly modified their habits and ideas.
calling themselves Christians,
called
themselves
a
few
rites from Islam, but seldom
Mussulmans,
they
adopting
zeal
for
the
faith.
the
showing any
They neglect
prescribed prayers, and are far

Ramadan fast. The echo of the mountain, they say,
know whether they might eat, .replied " Eat " Scarcely a
hundred Kabyles make the yearly pilgrimage to Mecca, and then more in the
from

strict

observers of the

when consulted

to

!

character of traders than of devotees.

Most

of their ceremonies

seem inherited

from pre-Mussulman and pre-Christian times they still worship the divinities of
nature, who control the winds and the rain, who give fertility to the soil and to
;

On certain days processions are formed in honour of the ancient
the cattle.
" Bride of the
Waters," represented by a dressed-up doll. These are
goddess,
the " Rogation days," which in the course of ages have
already been adapted to
three successive cults.

The descendants

of the Arab conquerors still reside in
Kabylia without mixing
with the surrounding populations.
Such are the so-called " Marabut families,"
sometimes numerous enough to form veritable clans. Those of the
Jurjura district
claim to have come from the west, and some local names would seem to show that

the Andalusian Moors are
largely represented amongst them.
They are confined
below those of the tribe, whose liberty is thus

to special
villages, usually situated

secured from attack.

The Marabuts act as
But depending

verses from the Koran.
contributions,

they have

advisers,

and teach the children to recite

for their support partly on voluntary
acquired indolent habits, and their villages, even when

situated in fertile districts, are

mere collections of wretched hovels.
In recent times the Mussulman confraternities have made
great progress
Some of their monasteries established in the
amongst the Kabyle populations.
midst of the tribes are encircled
by a neutral zone interdicted to

all belligerents.

KABYLIA.
The most

influential

of

th.-si

communities

ivli-iuus

is

that of

I

Jen

AH

Sherif, at

on the outer slope of the eastern Jurjura uplands. The head of thin
zawya has become a sort of prince, one of the most distinguished natives in
Shellata.

Algeria.

Although greatly modified
preserves

by the French conquest, Kabyle

in its j>olitical constitution distinct feature*,

original

and remarkable of human

associations.

Sabatier,

and other observers speak of

it

the most cultured nations might learn

97.

much from

1

society

still

one of the most

Feraud, Hanoteau,
with amazement, and assure us that even

Kuru AKD SHKLULTA
Poale

rendering

it

:

Carette,

these hitherto despised high-

PASS.

12&.IKX).

Village.

Wherever military regulations or the civil administration have not
arrested the free play of the old usages, every tftc/dcrt, or village, constitutes a little
landers.

self-governed commonwealth, in which rich and poor, young and old, have all
alike their share.
At the age of fifteen the youth becomes a citizen, and, if strong
to
shoulder
his musket, has a right to vote ; only he is expected to show to
enough
his elders the respect

due

to age.

The

jeniaa, or assembly,

composed of

all the

citizens of the several kharnlHut, meets once a week, oftener in cases of

delivers sentence,

are centred

all

and appoints those who have

to give

it

effect.

powers, political, administrative, and judicial.

emergency,
In the assembly

It

hears charges
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of dishonourable act?, or of offences against the rites of
against persons accused
its sentences usually take the form of fines, which go to replenish
hospitality, and

the

communal

But whoever brings disgrace on

coffers.

his tribe

must leave

it,

the sentence of banishment being followed by the demolition of his house.
is never inflicted on any one, freedom being too precious a treasure

Imprisonment

The bastinado and blows of any sort are also
Death was restricted to
and
executioner alike.
considered as degrading offender
cases of high treason, but every citizen retained the right of inflicting personal
" Murder is a loan which must be
repaid," says the
vengeance on his enemy.
to be forfeited

even by criminals.

local proverb.

name of the jemaa, an amin is chosen,
no salary is attached to the office.
because
usually amongst the wealthier classes,
He is often even obliged to incur heavy expenses, and if he accepts the position of
a
servant, he does so on the condition of acquiring nothing but a certain
To administer the commune

in the

public

He

honourable distinction for himself and his family.

holds

office so

long as he

to give satisfaction to his fellowperforms his duty but the moment he ceases
that
the time has come for him to
of
disapproval
citizens, he sees in their attitude
;

Measures have also been
vote of censure.
resign, without waiting for a formal
devised to prevent him from favouring the interests of the soff (majority) to the
detriment of the minority. He is elected by the soff, but the minority always
nominates the treasurer, who disposes of the revenues, and thus all interests are
consulted.

and

Moreover, each

soff constitutes a sort of

in alliance with the corresponding soffs of the

commune

within the commune,

neighbouring

districts,

and even

Associations of all sorts assume a thousand forms in

of distant confederations.

Kabylia, at one time restricted to a particular branch of industry, at another

embracing several family groups, and constituting one large family analogous to

But

in all cases the responsibility of the associated members
"
"
is of a
joint character, the limited liability principle of European companies being
unknown amongst the Kabyles.

the Servian zadruga.

Thanks

to this spirit of republican solidarity, abject

Without

rence.

poverty

of rare occur-

is

sacrificing their personal dignity, those in

temporary distress
from the commune such aid as they stand in need of. Occasionally public
The builder of
repasts are held, in which rich and poor must all alike take part.
a house claims by right the assistance of the whole village
those engaged in
receive

;

manual labour, or

in harvesting their crops,

while a general conee
for themselves.

Thus

instituted to

is

all

till

may also

rely

on

their neighbours' help

the land of those no longer able to

claim and return mutual aid to

;

work

Even towards the
guiding him through

all.

Kabyle is bound to show friendship,
the storm, and giving him food when pressed by hunger.
During the terrible
winter of 1867-8, when thousands of natives perished in the French settlements,

distressed stranger the

mendicants flocked from

all

quarters towards the Jurjura highlands, where none

were allowed to starve.
It

might be supposed that a nation divided into

as

many

little

there are villages, would be powerless against foreign
aggression.

democracies as

On the contrary,

KMJYLIA.
displayed greater strength thun the little centralised Arab states, in which the
In the
.impii-li.-d or surrendered \vith him.
subjects, lol lowing one lead, i.
a
common
of
confederaej,
\\iv
formed
Iwtween
tindifiYicnt
danger
presence
it

,

and young men hastened from all part-, vowing to sacrifice their li\cs for
Before the battle the prayer for the dead was read over them
the common weal.
the
and
All recognised
marabuts,
by
they in truth seldom cared to survive defeat.
trilM-s,

the virtue of the ana {in, an Arabic word

"

meaning protection," but also used in
"the beneficent king of the Kal.yles, who

the sense of "honour," spoken of as
Should war break out between the septs, the
levies no taxes."
with placed under the joint anaya of the contending factions

women were

forth-

same way
certain roads, districts, or days were reserved by being placed under the same
collective guarantee, answering to the " truce of God," which in
Europe afforded
some respite from the everlasting feuds of Mediaeval times.

And now

that the

French

in their turn

;

in the

have proclaimed the universal anaya

amongst the tribes, they already feel themselves half assimilated to their new
masters, and religiously observe the peace.
Many are even proud of the privilege
of naturalisation, and but for the fear of being rejected, whole tribes would ask to

be enrolled as French citizens.

Primary instruction daily spreading, and already
and
in
some
communities, will soon raise the whole nation to
gratuitous
obligatory
"
the same level as many so-called " Aryan
peoples.
Assuredly a bright future
be predicted for this brave and industrious race, which, under the name of
Arabs," has already rendered an immense service to mankind by preserving and

may
"

developing in Spain the knowledge bequeathed by the Hellenic world, at a time
when all science was threatened elsewhere with extinction under the night of the

Middle Ages.

Over the heights, terraces and headlands of Great Kabylia are scattered some
fourteen hundred villages, some containing from two thousand to two thousand
four hundred inhabitants.
Although mostly forming a mere aggregate of huts
close
a
certain
order may still be detected in the distribution of
pressed
together,
the different quarters.
All persons belonging to the same family group constitute
a kharuba, whose dwellings form a distinct district, while the streets or lanes of
all the kharubas converge in the jemaa, or place of public
assembly. In the
centre of this open space an arcade between two houses serves to shelter the

benches on which are seated the elders presiding over the popular gatherings.
But even in the densely peopled Jurjura district there are no towns properly
Fort National, the military capital, is a mere collection of barracks,
magazines, taverns, and a few private houses, with promenades and gardens,
surrounded by an irregular enclosure, which follows the crest of the hill and falls
so called.

down

the steep slopes, whence a view is commanded of a
vast horizon.
The present fort was built in 1857, nearly in the geographical centre
of Great Kabylia, in the midst of the powerful confederation of the Ait-Iraten tribe,

from terrace

to terrace

whose black villages crown all the surrounding heights.
The great elevation of
Fort National (3,050 feet above the sea), giving it the military command of the
whole country, prevents it from becoming a large centre of trade and population.
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An

eminence in the Beni-Yenni

J{, in'-

Ynhnen (the Arab

territory,

towards the south-west,

lieni-el Hassen), the largest

Kabyle

is

occupied by

village in the whole of

Here are four mosques and some sixty workshops, where
the Jurjura country.
arms and jewellery are manufactured.

Tizi-Uzu

DELLYS

MENERVILLE.

In the valleys of the Sebau and its tributaries, the European settlers have
already founded several villages, such as Azazga, Freha, Mekla, and Tetnda, which
Fig. 98.

FOET NATIONAL.

Scale

1

:

R/W.

275

Yards

follow from north-east to south-west
along the line of the future route between
But at present the trade of this district is centred in the
Algiers and Bougie.

modern town
HoO

of Tizi-Uzu (the

feet to the west of

Arab

Fcj-cl-Guenduf), which lies at an altitude of

an extensive plain where the Wed Sebau and Wed Aissi
Few places in Algeria have developed more rapidly

unite their turbulent waters.

than this administrative
capital of Kabylia, whose market is frequented by thousands of natives from the
surrounding districts. In the hills to the north-west

DELLYS.
was discovered the remarkable Berber

armed with

shield

and three

ju\(

stele of Alu/ar.

n prrscntinganuked warrior

lin-.

the railway which will soon connect Tizi-U/u with
Algiers, another
intended to ascend the valley of the Wed Bu-Gdura, towards the flourishing

In Hil.-s

line is

DKLLTS.

Fig. 99.
Scale

1

:

20.000.

82 to 64
Feet.

61 Fe*t

and upward*.

560 Yard*.

village of Borj-Boghni, lying at the foot of a fortified hill.

west

About 10 miles farther

the town of Dra-et-Mizan, which although no longer classed as a military
post, occupies an important strategical position commanding the southern approach
to

lies

Great Kabylia.
In the Lower Sebau Valley, some thriving places have recently sprung up,
49

AF
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Bni*-Sarr. But Delly* or Delli*, theoutport
not at the mouth of the river, but more to the east, under a
T

including Rfhi'rnl,
of the

district, lies

l /<(/-I\'<'t/(tx/t,iii}<\

It consists of one long stn-ct
headland sheltering it from the north-west winds.
and a few lanes on the slope of a hill terminating at Dollys Point, where a break-

Fig. 100.

PALESTBO AND GOBOES OF THE ISSEB.
Scale 1
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water, intended to protect the roadstead from the north

A

and

east winds, has already

been carried some 300 feet into the bay.
school of arts and industries, one of the
chief institutions of the
of
department
Algiers, has been founded in Dellys for the
benefit of the
surrounding Kabyle population. On tha exposed coast running

PALESTRO

ISSKI: Vl

I.I.I

267

;

eastwards, the only

Mun.p. an stations arc Tikzirt, near the

and Azefun (Z

'-ailed a l-o

V

Purt

little jxirt

of Taksebt,

U union.

watn parting between the sources of the laser and the eastern
slope of
the Shelif stands the rising town of Jit-rinujhn, un important agricultural centre,
win re the French have established a model farm, a school of agriculture, and a
ar th-

rural convict station containing over a thousand

criminals.
Below the abrupt
Great Kabylia lies Palextro, a
flourishing place
founded since the opening of the road which penetrates
through the gorges of the
Since the massacre of some
river, and which is now accompanied by a railway.

bend of the Isser round the

hills of

Fig. 101.

LOWER SEBAU AND
Scale 1

3
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: a

45"

Depths.

88 to 64

to S3
Feet.

Feet.

64 to 100
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160 to 320
Feet.
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nd

upward*.

.Mil.-.

fifty

Knropeans during a revolt of the natives in 1871, Palest ro has been strength-

ened by a strong citadel commanding the surrounding district.
The plain opening north of the gorges is one of the most densely peopled in
Jirni-Anirtni, on the slopes of the hills, is followed lower down by BladAlgeria.
(liiihin

on the

the plain.

left,

Near

rendezvous for

and

Imtcrrille

near the right bunk of the Isser, in the centre of

this place is held the great

market of the Isser

tribe,

formerly
Hut the French conquest has
:

all the inhabitants of Kabylia.
modified the economic conditions of the country, while the importance of this

market has been further diminished by the foundation of Lcrj-Mi nan-/ in the
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of Azib-Zamun, officially
neighbourhood, and especially of the Alsatian colony
known as Hamsonvillers, some 6 miles farther down. Beyond this point the
Isser winds through its broad valley to the coast near Cape Jinet, a bold basaltic

headland not far from the

About 4 miles west

site of

Roman

the

of the Isser

station of Cimti.

market

lies

the broad Beni-Aisha Pass, at

of Menerville.
At this point the Tizipresent occupied by the busy little town
Uzu branch effects a junction with the main line of railway between Constantino

and Algiers.
ALGIERS.
Algiers, capital of the "African France,"
" the
Islets," derived from four reefs
Jezair, or

still

bears

its

Arabic name of El-

now connected with

the mainland.

was founded in the tenth century, on the ruins of the Roman Icosittm, in the
territory of the Beni-Mezghanna tribe, and already in the beginning of the
sixteenth century it had become powerful enough to attract the attention of the
It

Spaniards, whose occupation of the place, however, lasted only nineteen years.
The pier, constructed by the famous Kheir-ed-Din by connecting the reefs with the

mainland, created a sheltered and commodious harbour, which henceforth secured
for Algiers the first

rank amongst the towns on the exposed Mauritanian coast

between Bougie and Mers-le-Kebir. For three centuries it bid defiance to Europe,
thanks partly to the pusillanimity of some and the jealousy of others. Eleven
times besieged or threatened in vain,

it

was for the

the crescent to the British fleet under Lord

first

Exmouth

time compelled to lower

in 1816,

and was

definitely

occupied by the French in 1830.

At

present Algiers holds the foremost position in Africa, not for its population,
it is second to Cairo and
probably also to Tunis, but as a centre for the

in which

It is also unrivalled for
European culture throughout the continent.
and
a
marvellous
seaward view which
picturesque
imposing aspect, presenting

diffusion of
its

an indelible impression on the memory. Towards the crest of the hill
crowned by the citadel is seen all that remains of the old town, which from a
leaves

distance looks like a quarry of white marble strewn with irregular and rough-hewn
blocks.
But the native quarter, which formerly descended quite to the sea, now
stops half-way, being arrested

of European houses, which
South of the Arab town another

by the regular masses

develop an extensive facade above the quays.

quarter has sprung up along the slopes, consisting exclusively of modern dwellings,
whose grey walls and red roofs contrast everywhere with the deep verdure of the

surrounding gardens. Farther on the buildings are again abruptly interrupted by
a green zone of grassy ramparts and wooded mounds.
But at Mustapha, beyond
is continued by the new and more open suburbs crowning
and
every height,
affording a pleasant retreat to the English and other visitors who
come to pass the winter season in the mild climate of Algiers.

the enclosures, the city

The narrow space enclosed between the

cliffs

rising city to develop itself along the coast-line

which down

to

1830 was

still

and the sea has compelled the
on both sides of the old town,

confined to a triangular space on the hillgide, some

ALGIERS.
125 acres in extent, and commanded by the kasbah. At that time the population
scarcely exceeded forty thousand, although commonly rxtinmted at over one

The ramparts of this quarter were levelled by the French;
enclosures have in their turn become too narrow, and towards the

hundred thousand.
but the

new

" River
north-west, beyond the Bab-el-Wed, or
Gate," several suburbs, interrupted
follow
in
succession
as
far
as
the
interminable
Itue de Saintcemeteries,
by

Eugene.

AI/HEBS

Fig. 102.
Scale
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:
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Feet

32 Feet nnd

16 to 32
Feet.

upward*.
660 Yard*.

Southwards also the city

continued by the districts of Agha, Musfapha, and
Belcourt, stretching away beyond the Bab-Azun, the gate where criminals were
The united communes of Algiers, Saint-Eugene, and
crucified, dead or alive.
is

length of some 6 miles, although, at many points hemmed
in between the hills and the sea, the city is scarcely more than 200 yards broad.

Mustapha have a

total

" Place du
Gouvernement," forming
Notwithstanding this rapid expansion, the
the largest open space, has remained the chief centre of life and traffic, as it was
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Round it are grouped the
during the first period of the French occupation.
" New "
the
principal market, the Great Mosque, the
Mosque, with its town clock,
Catholic cathedral, the Governor's palace, the Hotel de Ville, and most other
Fig. 103.

ALGIEBS IN 1885.

Scale 1

:

75,000.

Depths.

Arab

Old

Oto32

32 to 64

town.

enclosure.

Feet.

Feet.

64 to 161
Feet.

160 Feet

and

upwards.

2,200 Yards.

public buildings.

Here

also converge all

this point radiate nearly all the

its

the busiest thoroughfares, and from
and the inland towns.

for the outskirts

highways
In the city the population has grouped itself in separate zones according to
The French occupy all the new quarters, while the Neapolitans,
origin.
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Spaniards, and Maltese gravitate towards the lower parts in (he w ighbourhood of
The Jews, who own about half of the shops in the
the port and the fisheries.
reside
French districts,
chiefly half-way down the slope between the Christians
Pig. 104.

STEEET VIEW IN THE OLD TOWN. ALGIERS.

and the Mussulmans, the latter being still mainly confined to the labyrinth of
slums stretching thence upwards to the kasbah. This Mussulman quarter, which
has undergone no change since the conquest, is inhabited, as in the time of the
members of the Mzab tribe, immigrant*
Deys, by a motley gathering of Kabyles,
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from the Tugurt, Wargla, and Suf oases, and Bambara, Haussa, and other Negroes
An ethnographic survey of the upper town may thus be compared
from Sudan.
journey in the interior as far as Timbuktu.

to a

Notwithstanding the lofty and somewhat imposing structures erected under
the French administration, the most interesting monuments are undoubtedly those

Fig. 10o.

MILITARY LINES OF ALGIEBS.
Scale

1

:

80,000.

Domain

Military zone.

lands.

660 Yards.

that date from the
f

Mohammedan

period.

But

of these but

few have survived.

the mosques,

now

numbering over one hundred and sixty, not more than twenty
remain, including the graceful mosque of Abd-er-Rahman Et-Tsalbi, whose

elegant minaret rises above the foliage of the

Marengo gardens near the Bab-el-

ALG1

Some

Wed.

178

Moorish houses,

all constructed on a uniform
plan, huvo been
of
the
Arab
but even tin-so have in some
quarter
preserved in the lower part
Mice lost their characteristic features, leing now arranged and fitted

fine

;

up European

One

fashion.

of the most picturesque Moorish buildings

is

the public

monument

containing the library of thirty thousand volumes, and the valuable collections of
the archaeological ami historical museum.
Amongst these are a Venus, a Neptune
in .m Shershell,

and the gruesome plaster casting of a prisoner immured alive

in

the walls of a fortress.

which has already undergone so many
further modifications, such as the removal of the

1'rora the material standpoint, Algiers,

changes, urgently
batteries

coast

calls

for

preventing

still

its

north and south, and the

natural development

Fig. 106.
Scale

SIDI-FERBUSH.
1

:

75,000.

OtoJK

64 to 160

Feet.

Feet
.2,300

180

F^t nd

upwards.

Yank.

hem it in on all sides. As
military lines, forming a zone of over 370 acres, which
a military stronghold, Algiers has lost most of its importance under the altered
The proper site of forts intended to defend the
conditions of modern warfare.
city

clearly indicated

is

by the

crests of the hills

on the

coast.

There

is

further

need of an abundant supply of good water; the streets al>o require to be properly
the drainage works should
i\><! in order to abate the dust nuisance, and
I

forthwith be completed, in order to get rid of a

still

more

offensive

and dangerous

nuisance.

The

many

port itself remains to be finished, in its present state being inferior to
harbours in the Mediterranean, although the piers already con-

artificial

N<
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structcd enclose a basin

some

i;
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2-30 acres in extent.

This space, however,

is

not yet

from the north-rust winds, during the prevalence of which
To obviate this danger it is
occasionally break from their moorings.

sufficiently sheltered

large vessels

the basin into two parts by means of another pier connecting
proposed to divide
of
islet
the
Algefna with the mainland.

Algiers is much frequented by the French navy, and periodinumber of steamers plying in the Mediterranean waters, although
cally by a large
The
not yet been established with any of the French seaports.
has
service
a daily

As

a port of

call,

local fisheries are

very productive, but owing to the defective communications with
ALGERIAN SAHEL.

Fig. 107.
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360 Feet and
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the interior the
coasting trade

is less

developed than that of Bougie or Philippe-

The approaches from the west are guarded by the fortified headland of
Sidi-Ferrvah (SMi-Fejy), where the French troops disembarked on June 14, 1830,

ville.

and where the

skirmishes with the Dey's forces were followed five days after
In the neighbourhood
Sfatceli, which opened the road to Algiers.
of Btaweli are some
megalithic remains, and here a flourishing Trappist establishfirst

by the battle of

ment has brought under cultivation some 3,000 acres of
The Sahcl, or coast district south and south-west

land.

of Algiers, has also been

PWKUAlargely reclaimed.

(llu-/

,

.

u hence

On iu
is

II

\M.\IA

*7fi

highest point stands the health- resort of

commanded an extensive view

and south-west stretches the ci-i

Near M-Him- stands the massive

of

tin-

Sahel,

of luncl and water.

crowned with

Fort de rKmj>ercur,

Li Bonzar/a

villas

South

and hamlets.

and farther south

lies J>

the chief town of the Sahel.

South-eaM of Algiers, on the route skirting the Sahel. the line of coast villages
between Ittlnxn-t and HHKX, in-ili'i/ is interrupted by the Jlnnnnn plantations, some

200 acres

in extent,

which were

luid out in

1832 for the purpose of studying the

Pig. 108.
Bcato

1.

:

88,000.

'

I

.!.

li>.

l.lOOYmrds.

acclimatisation of useful plants.

The experiment has proved most

successful,

and

even in tropical climates, can show finer avenues of palms,
But an ostrich furui attached to the gardens
magnolias, bamboos, and banyans.
has not succeeded. Near Ilamma the Negroes of Algiers celebrate their annual

few other

"

cities,

bean-feast," at

gay

which

is sacrificed

an ox crowned with chaplets and decked with

ribbons.

South and west of the capital stretches the vast semicircular plain of theMitija
This lowfor a distance of 60 miles, and varying in breadth from 1" to PJ miles.
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tract has been gradually reclaimed with great labour
lying and unhealthy swampy
risk by the European settlers, and although still partly under scrub, is now on
the whole the best cultivated district in Algeria.
Beyond Menerville, on the route

and

between Great Kabylia and the Mitija, the

first

large town

is

Alma, and in the

neighbouring Hamiz Valley the chief place is Fonduk, formerly an important station
on the route to the Upper Isser. Fonduk lies 4 miles below the vast barrage which
dams up for irrigation purposes some 500,000,000 cubic feet of water, and beyond
it the Hamiz enters the district of Ruiba, another large village with a departmental
Between the mouth of the river and Cape Matifu are the
school of agriculture.
ruins of the

Roman

city of Rusgunia,

buildings in Algiers.
In the southern district of the

and Sidi-Mussa.

which have supplied the materials

Wed

In a gorge of the

for

many

Harrash basin the chief places are Roviyo

Upper Harrash, 5 miles south

of Rovigo, are

Hammam Melwan, frequented by the surrounding
and
the
Jews
Moors of Algiers. The Maison-Carree, so named
and
even
Arabs,
by
from a Turkish barracks now used as a prison, has become the centre of a rapidly
the saline thermal springs of

increasing population in the same basin, at the point where the railway from

Like
Algiers branches off eastwards to Constantine, and westwards to Oran.
Htisscin-dey, it may be regarded as an industrial suburb of the capital, from which
it is

distant about 6 miles.

A

slight

eminence in the centre of the Mitija plain

is

occupied by Bufarik,

whose market has from remote times been frequented by the surrounding Arab
tribes.
Its fairs are still visited by thousands of natives, with whom are now
associated the

European

this malarious
Shcbli,

swampy

noted for

its

settlers,

whose patient industry has gradually converted
few miles to the east is

district into a fertile garden.

A

excellent tobacco.

B LI DA KOLE A
town in the Mitija

TlPAZA.

an ancient place, is first
in Mediaeval times, when it
appears to have borne the name of Mitija,
like the plain whose southern section it commands.
Under the Turkish rule it
became a retreat for the wealthy inhabitants of Algiers but in the earthquake of
1825 its buildings were overthrown, and half the population buried, under the ruins.
Blfda, the chief

basin, although

mentioned

;

Then came the
heap of ruins

and assaults attending the French conquest, reducing it to a
when finally occupied in 1839. Hence the new town presents a
sieges

thoroughly European aspect, preserving scarcely a single mosque and a few Arab
houses of the former epoch.
Of all Algerian towns it abounds most in orange

Thanks
groves, the mandarine variety of which is famous throughout the world.
to the abundant waters of the
-from
the
Beni-Salah
Wed-el-Kebir, flowing
hills, it
also possesses

of a railway,

Laghwat.

some mills and

factories.

Blida will soon become the starting-point

which penetrates southwards into the Shiffa valley in the direction of

BUD A KOLEA
The

Wed

TI PAZA.
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Wed-el-Krbir of Rlida, unites with the
source towards tin- smith, amid the hills

Shiffa, which, after receiving the

Jer to form the Muxafrun, hus

its

i.
the town <>i .'/
Beyond El-Afi'mi the Orun railway leaving
narrow
of
the Wed Jer, through which it rises to the
the
enters
tho plain
valley
from the Shiffu basin. North of the railway are
ridge separating the Mazafran

commanded by

situated the

Algeria.

t

famous springs of Hammam-Riijha (Rirha), the most frequented

Even during the Roman period

for invalids

and the wealthy

discovered in the district.

in

these A<i>t* ('tt/ittowere a general resort

by the inscriptions and sculptures
a
splendid establishment, surrounded by
present

classes, as attested

At

Fig. 109.
Scale

1

:

BLIDA.
46,000.

.1.100 Yanla.

of the springs, at an altitude
gardens and plantations, stands in the neighbourhood
of 2,000 feet above sea-level.

North of the Mitija, the Lower Mazafran basin is commanded by the town of
Kblea, which during the first period of the conquest possessed great strategical
the Algerian Sahel. The Moors of
importance as an advanced outpost beyond
and other foreign settlers, are
Kolea, at present far less numerous than the French
of Andalusian origin, having founded this pluce about the middle of the sixteenth
On the highest point of the neighbouring hills stands the ancient tomb
century.
a cylindrical mass with a
or " Tomb of the Christian
of

Kobr-er-Rumia,

Lady,"
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and surrounded by a graded cone over 100 feet high,
This monument has been identified
which was probably surmounted by a statue.
with that mentioned by Pomponius Mela as the common mausoleum of a royal

peristyle of sixty columns,

family, probably that of Scylax.

At

the western extremity of the Mitija stands the picturesque village of
Its fertile
Marengo, one of the chief agricultural centres of the whole district.

and gardens are irrigated by an artificial lake on the "Wed Meurad, formed by
a dam which retains about 70,000,000 cubic feet, with a discharge of nearly 100

fields

Below Marengo the Wed Meurad, after its junction with the
known as the Nador, which penetrates a gorge overlooked by the

gallons per second.

Wed

Burkika,

is

escarpments of the Shenwa,

and reaches the coast near the

Fig. 110.

little

port of Tipaza.

TOMB OF THE CHEISTIAN LADY.

This place has succeeded an ancient

Roman city, which has been partly submerged
subsidence
of
the ground, or by some phenomenon of local erosion.
by
Burkika itself is a name of fatal memory, this district
having proved the grave of

either

many unhappy exiles banished during the first years of the Second Empire. The
true name of the river, written Wed Meurad in the French official
nomenclature,
would appear

to

be Wed-el-Merdb, or the " River of Maladies."

SHERSHELL
The almost
Shelif,

isolated

TEXES

Dahra uplands,

and connected with the

rest of

BOGHARI.

skirted on the south

by the valley of the
the northern highlands by the low sill under

which passes the Algiers-Oran railway, contain only four towns, two of which.
Shershcll and Tones, lie on the coast, and a third, Miliuna, on a headland
looking the Shelif Valley. Nor are there many French settlements in a district

from which the colonists are repelled by the rugged character of the

soil

and the

deficient supply of water.

lying west of the Shenwa heights, is one of the old cities of Algeria.
by the Andalusian Moors and again by the French, it appears at
But its fame dates from
of history under the Punic appellation of lol.

S/icns/ietl,

Twice
the

restored,

dawn

Fig. 111.

ISTHMUS OF TIPAZA.
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the

Roman

gave

it

the

epoch,

name

of Shershell.

when Juba

of Ccesarco,

the capital of his kingdom, and
retains under the greatly modified form

Younger made

which

it still

it

"
This " most splendid colony of Ccosarea has left numerous monuthe thermal baths, where was found the beautiful statue known as

ments, notably
the " Venus of Shershell,"

when

the

the modern

now removed

to the

museum

of Algiers.

In 1840,

French town was built on the old ruins, a perfectly preserved

hippodrome was discovered, which has since become a mere depression
the materials having been carried off for building purposes.

in the ground,
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Zurich are still visible the
Standing between two columns on the route to
which supplied several extensive
superb remains of a triple-arched aqueduct,
the Roman epoch that has been
of
monument
is
the
which
and
cisterns,
only

museum, the most interesting object in
which is the fragment of an Egyptian statue. The port, about 5 acres in extent,
is formed by a cirque protected from the north-west winds by the islet of Joinville.
But it is exposed to the dangerous north winds, during the prevalence of which it
restored.

Shershell also possesses a small

is inaccessible to

shipping.
SHEBSHELL.

Fig. 112.
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and
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West of Shershell follow the modern settlements of Nori and Guraia, and the
ruins of the ancient Gunugi*, the latter
occupying near the mouth of the
Dahmus a much better position as a seaport than the
neighbouring Tencs. This

Wed

place, lying almost in the centre of the

Dahra coast between Tipaza and Mostaowes
its
relative
ganem,
importance rather to the iron, copper, lead, and silver
mines of the
Successor of the Roman Cartenna (or Car
surrounding district.
"
Tenna>, that is
in
Cape Tennffi,"
Berber), it consists of two quarters, the qjd town

TENES
probably occupying the

site of

IHMJHAKI.
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the old Phoenician settlement, and Tenes,
properly

mouth

so called, standing half a mile further <l<.wn at the
port, lying to the north-east,

forms an

artificial

of the

Wed

Allala.

Its

basin 60 acres in extent, well

sheltered, but inaccessible in rough weather.

Turn.

Fig. 113.

8Mb 1
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to
Feet.

If!

Foot

:(2

to v>

JV,-!

.

SO to 160
Feet
1.100

The

inhabitants of the

and

upward*.

Yanb-

Dahra uplands are mostly
and Ashashas, who

of the tribes, such as the Zeriffas

160 Feet

of Berber origin,

and some

live near the coast to the

But
recently spoke a dialect akin to that of the Eabyles.
elsewhere the speech and customs of the Arabs have long prevailed, and most of
50 AF
south-west of Tenes,

till
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In
the tribes live in tents, their love of trees alone betraying their Berber blood.
of
little
town
is
the
which
district
lies
the
in
a
the centre of
MaziDin,
pleasant

charming valley watered by streams flowing

to the Shelif.

Mazuna

is

the birth-

Mohammed Ben

Ali-es-Senusi, founder of the powerful order which
everywhere preaches a return to the pure teachings of Islam, and hatred of Turk
Farther west, the heights of Nekmaria are crowned with an
and Christian alike.

place of

Fig. 114.

GOBOES OF THE SHELIF.
Scale

.
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1
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180.000.

8'

3 Miles.

old fort, beneath

which are the

Pelissier caused the

Below

its

Uled-Riuh

stalactite caves of

tribe to be

confluence with the

unhappy memory, where, in 1845,
smoked to death.

Nahr Wassel,

the Shelif leaves the
region of
down to the longitudinal

plateaux, penetrating through the gorges of the Atlas

Near the entrance
valley which separates the Dahra from the Warsenis uplands.
of the defile stands the
village of Boyhari (Bukrari), a future station on the
projected railway between Algiers and Laghwat.

On

the crest of the neigh-

MEDEA.
bouring

hill

cereals. w(M.l.

the Mzubites have erected a Knar, as a fortified depot for the alfa,
and other priMlurr of tin- plateau.
Ni.rth-\ve>t d this market a hluil

3,300 feet high is occupied by the entrenched camp of UoyJiar, or Bug/tar, that is,
the Cave, constructed in 1839 by Abd-cl-Kuder to command the gorges of the
From the citadel the view stretches
Shi'lif, and reduced by the French in 1M41.
across the southern steppes separated

Amur

by the Jebel

from the boundless

solitudes of the Sahara.

MEDEA

MOSTAOANEM

MATAMORE.

Medea, the Midia or Lemdia of the Arabs, occupies in the Shdif basin one of
MEDEA.

Fig. 115.
Scale
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the highest points of the highlands skirting the northern side of the Mitija plain.
It stands at an altitude of over 3,000 feet, near the southern foot of Mount Nador
M. I7<>

foot),

Warsenia

whence are

to the

surrounding heights from the
former
Medea,
capital of the Titteri district,

visible the crests of all the

Jurjura highlands.
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was one of the most fiercely contested towns in Algeria during the first period of
Here is a remarkable two-arched aqueduct but few other remains
the conquest.
have been found of the Roman city which has been replaced by the modern town.
;

The

and vegetables.

district yields excellent corn, wine,

After receiving the streams flowing from the Medea and Jendel hills, the Shelif
the " Fortunate," successor of the
sweeps by the eminence occupied by Amura,
Roman Sufasar. Beyond this point it trends westwards, and near Lavarande enters
the broad low-lying plain traversed by the railway between Algiers and Oran.
North-east of Lavarande the nearly horizontal terrace of Zakkar-el-Gharbi is

Fig. 116.

MILIANA, SILL or AFFBEVILLB.
Scale
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ofi
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occupied by the town of Miliana, at an altitude of 2,460 feet. From this commanding position a view is afforded of the vast amphitheatre of blue hills stretching
The present town, rebuilt by the
beyond the sharp peaks of the "Warsenis.
recent

Arab

buildings.

The

Roman

Malliana, and very few of the more
neighbouring vineyards yield a highly esteemed

French, preserves no remains of the
wine.

West

of Affrevilk and Lavarande in the Shelif Valley follow several populous
such
as Duperre and Saint-Cyprien dcs Attaf, the latter noteworthy as the
villages,
Arab
Its members, however, are
only
community converted to Catholicism.

exclusively orphans or foundlings rescued during the famine of 1867, and brought

TIARET

MOSTAGANEM MAT A MORE.
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Farther on the railway passes by Wed Fodila, some
up aloof from their kindred.
miles below which Orleaiwril/c, capital of the Lower Shelif Valley, was founded in
1843 on the site of El-Asnam.
Here stood the church of the Opjntltim Tingitei,
dating from the fourth century, of
remain.

which a crypt and mosaic pavement

Near the confluence of the Shelif and
Inkermann, while the neighbouring
Tiaret (Tiharet,

Takdemt, or

New

Riu stands the large

village of

is

(3,580 feet)
occupied by
1843 succeeded as capital of the district to
chosen by Abd-el-Kader in 1836 as the central stronghold

Tihert),
Tiaret,

Wed

Mount Guezzul

still

which

in

Fig. 117.
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and destroyed by the French in 1841. South-west of the two
of Frenda, east of
Tiarets, and in the same basin of the Mina, lies the Berber town
"
which three northern spurs of the Jebel Akhdur, or Green Hills," are surmounted

of his kingdom,

by the

so-called jt-dars, quadrangular structures

some 60

feet high, terminating

above in step pyramids. On the neighbouring cliffs are some prehistoric sculptures
and colossal dolmens, one of whose blocks is said to be no less than 150 feet long.
Tiaret will soon be connected, by a railway already in progress, with the ancient
town of Mostaganem, which stands near the coast on a cliff over 300 feet high,
To the east is the military town of
divided by a ravine into two quarters.
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to the west

Mat a more,

Mostaganem proper, which has been almost

entirely rebuilt in

the European style.
During the sway of Kheir-ed-Din in the sixteenth century
Mostaganem was one of the great cities of Algeria, and before the opening of the

Algiers-Oran railway it formed the commercial centre of the Shelif basin. At
of a secondary town with an exposed roadstead,
present it has fallen to the position
and without railway communication with the interior. South and west are some
populous villages, of which the largest is Abukir, and the most celebrated Mazayran,
memorable for the gallant defence of its small French garrison in 1840.

Near the source

of the river

central station of the railway

Makta

lies

the

modern town

of Saida, which

is

the

running from Arzeu across the plateaux, beyond the

wastes.
Some six miles
region of the shotts, in the direction of the southern
farther south is the large village of Ain-el-Hajar, a centre of the alfa industry,

On a southern terrace of the Benipeopled almost exclusively by Spaniards.
"
Shugran uplands stands Mascara, or the permanent camp," a former capital of
Algeria, and at present one of the chief towns of an arrondissement in the province
As

of Oran.

a commercial and agricultural centre Mascara still enjoys considerAbout 12 miles to the south-west are the mineral waters of

able importance.
Titt-Hanefia,

Mascara

known

to the

district prehistoric

Homans under

the

name

of

Aquw

Sire?ises.

In the

monuments, as well as the remains of large extinct
Here were found the skeletons of the e/ep/ias

animal species, are numerous.

and of a variety of the camel, showing that this animal, which was not
found in Mauritania during the early historic period, formed part of the local fauna

atlanftctis,

at

an older geological epoch.

Perregaux, wjiich marks the spot where the Algiers-Oran and Arzeu-Saida
railways cross each other, enjoys some importance as a depot for agricultural

The district is watered by canals derived from the Habra, in whose
produce.
valley has been constructed the largest artificial lake in Algeria, containing at
times some 1,400,000,000 cubic feet of water.
Its barrage, which is 1,480 feet
long and 110 feet high, and which has occasionally given way, was constructed by
company which farms a domain of 65,000 acres in the Macta valley

a financial

below the Habra and Sig confluence. The centre of this estate
which is surrounded by extensive vineyards.

ARZEU
Notwithstanding

its

Arab name,

is

DebroussemUej

ORAN.

Sidi bel Abbes, on the banks of the

Mekerra

a modern place, dating only from the
year 1845. It is the capital
of an arrondissement and one of the most
charming and flourishing towns in
(Sig), is quite

Algeria.

North of

it

and on the same river

lies

the centre of a rich and well-cultivated district.

the

new town

Beyond

of Saint-Denis, in

this point the Macta,

formed by the junction of the Sig and Habra, reaches the coast near the little
harbour of Port aux Ponies, north-west of which is the
flourishing seaport of Arzcu,
one of the best havens on the
seaboard.
exposed Algerian
Occupying the site of

AEZEU.
th.

I!.

.man

/'

the trtmimi-

Besides

alfu,

i/

lli.-

nl'

it

{/nit*,

Arzeu bus of

i.iiluay

exjwrts

silt,

lute

which taps thr

chlmim-,

s.<l.i,

fig. 118.
Seal*

1

:

yean* acquired fresh importance a*
<l
the upland platOMlX.

;iit.i

!

;m.l utln-r chemicals, cither coll<-<

AKKU.
80,000.

O'ed

O'.e

Ot.

!:

Feet.

Feet.

04 to 180

180FHand

Feet.

upward*.

..

BO

V

.:;-.

manufactured on the banks of the saline Lake El-Melah, in which basin about two

Some Roman ruins are scattered along
million tons of salt are yearly deposited.
" Old Ar/eu."
In
the beach, at one spot numerous enough to take the name of
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the neighbourhood the largest places are Saint-Leu and Saint- Cloud, the latter
between Arzeu and Oran.
forming the intermediate station

Oran, the

Wahran

or

Guharan

Arabs and Turks,

of the

is

the

first

commercial

and population.
tenth
the
Andalusian
the
of
Moors, it soon
Founded at the beginning
century by
harbour of Mers-el-Kcbir, or the
importance, thanks to the neighbouring

mart in Algeria, and for a time rivalled Algiers

itself

in wealth

acquired
" Great
Port," sheltered by the Jebel San ton headland from the dangerous north
and north-west winds. This harbour of refuge, the Portus Divinus of the Romans,

OBAS.

Fig. 119.
Scale

1

:

90,000.

Depths.

Oto32

32 to 64
Feet.

Feet.

64 to 160
Feet.

160 Feet

and

upwards.

3 300 Yiirds.

is

encircled by steep

cliffs,

Hence Orau lies
affording no space for a large town.
where the hills disappear, leaving a wide opening

at the
extremity of the bay,

landwards.

From

the strategic point of view this breach also offers great advan-

tages, being defended by a natural fortress, adding greatly to the strength of the

enclosures.

After a Spanish occupation of
nearly three hundred years, Oran fell into the
hands of the Turks in 1708. The
Spaniards, returning in 1732, were not*finally

(RAN
expellrd till 1792, two years after the pluco had been ruined by an earthquake and
a fire. Since its occupation by the French in l*:il, the
Spanish defensive works
liavr Ixvn n-Moivd, and
>ran ivndnvd alnmM
at
an rM>nii.u'*
<

iiiijirr^nalilr,

expenditure of labour and money. At present it covers a space at least five times
more extensive than the old town, whose three thousand inhabitants were crowded
in

between the amphitheatre of hills and the headland commanded
by the now
Chateau-Neuf. Here the Ain-Ituina ravine has been

useless fortifications of the
tilled

in to connect the western
quarters with

stretching

away

The

in the direction of Arzeu.

FLAW

Fig. 120.

Scale

those of the

Karguenta suburb,

chief public buildings are
grouped

OF THE AKDALUSUUTB.
1

:

180,000.

0-5

West.ef.
Depths.

to 180
Feet.

180 Feet

nd

upward*.
8 Miles.

towards the centre of the town, on the intermediate terrace separating the marina

from the railway station.
In Oran the French, including the naturalised Jews, are still exceeded in
The
number by the Spaniards, who monopolise some of the local industries.
Mussulmans, who form a very small minority of diverse origin, are mostly confined
to the southern district of Jahli,

commonly known

" JJlark
as the
Village."

But

whatever their nationality or religion, the inhabitant* are almost exclusively
occupied with trade, although science and letters are represented by the most
important geographical and archaeological society in Algeria, besides a library
Here alfa grass, mineral
and small museum occupying a part of the town hall.
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and corn are shipped in exchange for European wares. A pier over half a
mile long, which springs from the foot of Fort Lamoune (La Moune, Mona),
advances to depths of 65 feet, enclosing a space of about 60 acres, divided by
ores,

secondary piers into secondary basins, which afford sufficient accommodation for
The great advantage of the port of Oran is its proximity to
the largest vessels.
Its total
120
miles, or eight hours by steam from Carthagena.
being only
Spain,

has doubled during the last ten years, now exceeds 1,230,000
yearly trade, which
30,000.
tons, exclusive of the local fisheries, valued at about

West

1

of the Jebel Santon stretches the so-called Plain of the Andalusians, a

at Cape Falcon, and laid out in vineyards
triangular tract terminating northwards
It takes its name from the Andalusian Moors,
dotted over with pleasant hamlets.

who

after their expulsion

from Spain

settled here in large

numbers.

Four miles

south of this point the unfinished railway branching off from the main line to
one of the chief agriAlgiers in the direction of Marocco passes by Minserghin,

Near the neighbouring sebkha, which has
follow
at
short intervals the towns of Bu-TMis,
been
drained,
partly
already
and
Rio
the
Lurmel and Et-Rahcl,
Salado, but still in the same basin,
beyond
cultural centres of the department.

Ain-Tcmmhcnt, the Timid of the Romans, on a high cliff in a rich mineral district.
South of this place are the famous onyx mines of Ain-Tckbalek, already known to
the Romans, and still the richest in the province.

TLEMCEN

In the basin of the Upper

commune

is

Isser,

NEMOURS.

an eastern branch of the Tafna, the chief

that of Lamoricierc, a future station of the railway intended to connect

Oran with Tlemcen through

Tlemcen, on a small affluent of the
Isser, at the northern foot of a rocky eminence over 2,600 feet high, ranks fifth
for population and first for historic memories of all the Algerian towns.
It is
Sidi-bel- Abbes.

pleasantly situated on a terrace planted with fruit-trees of all sorts,

Roman

colony took the

name

of Pomaria.

whence the

But the Roman settlement

lay more

remains of Agadir, or the " Ramparts."
Its materials served as a quarry to build the western town of Tagrart, now known
as Tlemcen, which became the metropolis of the great Zenata Berber confederation.

to the south-east,

where are

still

visible the

Frequently besieged, stormed, wasted with hunger and the sword, if nevertheless

power during the fifteenth century, when
thousand
families.
twenty-five

rose to great

it

was

said to contain

At

that flourishing epoch it rivalled the
great European cities as a centre of
trade, the industries, wealth, the arts and sciences; like Cordova, Seville, and

furnished a fresh proof of the
high degree of culture to which the
Berber race is capable of attaining. The minarets and cupolas of its mosques, its

Grenada,

it

carvings and mural arabesques perpetuate the renown of the Zenata artists, while
the chronicles record the artistic marvels
displayed at the Court of Tlemcen.
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Here long resided Ibn-Khaldun, the famous author

of

the " History of the

Berbers."

Tlemcen passed from the Spaniards to the Turks in lo-VJ. \\hc-n most of the
and after its occupation by the French in 1842

inhabitants emigrated to Marocco

;

TLEMCEN.

Fig. 121.
:

126.000.

H^KW
m

,

j't i\{\if't

.,'.-.

,

3 Miles.

it

was mostly

rebuilt in the

European

uniform military and municipal buildings.
still

distinguished for

its

picturesque

with regular streets and squares,
But what remains of the old town is

style,

appearance, quaint Moorish houses, and
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handsome Berber mosques.
Jig-.

Amongst
122.

its

architectural curiosities are the nave of

STBEET VIKW IN TLEMCEH.

",s

.

tlie

Great Mosque, supported on seventy-two columns, and especially that of
One of the
disposed in three sections supported on onyx columns.

A bu-'l- Hassan,

TI.K.NK I:N.

museum is the epitaph on the tomb of Boabdil, last
died here, and not, as traditionally supposed, in Murocco.
El- Eubbad, over a mile to the south-east of Tlemcen, stands the famous kubba

inscriptions collected in the

king of Grenada,

At

who

Fig. 123.

Mourn OF THE
Scale

1
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of Sidi Bu-Medin, the learned Andulusian Moor,

Spain during the twelfth century.

Other

historic

who taught
monuments

at

Bagdad and

in

of some interest are
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found at Jlnnsura, 2 miles to the south-west, including a graceful minaret over

130

feet high, half of which, built, according to the local legend,

by Christian

the portion erected by the
hands, has become detached longitudinally, leaving
faithful intact.

The European settlement
of the Isser

of Remchi, conveniently situated below the confluence

and Tafna, forms the chief station between Tlemcen and

its

natural

a badly protected harbour, does an active
outport, Bcni-Saf, which, notwithstanding

NEMOUBS.

Fig. 124.
Scale

West of Greenwich

1

:

40,000.
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80 Feet anfl

upwards.
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export trade, especially in the excellent iron ores worked by over one thousand

miners in the neighbouring metalliferous district. Over a mile from the mouth
of the Tafna lies the island of Rash
gun, the Arshgul of the Arabs, which affords
a shelter to the approaches of the river.
Near the lighthouse at the north end of
the island are the ruins of an Arab town, and other remains are strewn over the

whole seaboard.

North-east of Beni-Saf stand the vestiges of the

Roman

port of

M.MOUBS.
South of Rash gun are the wait.Te.l stones of Taktbrit, or the "Vault*,"
occupying the site of the ancient Siijn, and to the west the fragments of an ancient
enclosure not far from Capo Honcin, a name trail-formed by seafarers into that of
Camarata.

Noah.

At

this point, overlooked

by the escarpments of the Jebel Tajara, stood
the important Arab town of Jlonein, one of the outports of Tlemcen before the
conquest of Oran by the Spaniards.

Between the Tafna and the Marocco
Nemours occupies the

site

of the

r.

125.

modern French seaport of
of Jemda-cl-G/iataicat (Itazaicat), the

frontier the

Arab town

Nraiotriw.

Roman Ad Fratres. This Latin name is explained by the two
Two Brothers," which lie off the coast to the west

as the "

;

" Corsairs'
appellation of the
of pirates.

and mosque.

Mosque"

recalls the time

when

rocks,

still

known

while the Arabic

this creek

was a nest

East of the city rises the bluff on which stood the corsairs' stronghold
The port is not sufficiently sheltered to give access at all time- to

the steamers and

which place Nemours in direct communication
Spanish ports of Melilla on the Marocco coast, and

sailing-- vessels

with Orun and with the

Almeria and Malaga on the opposite Andalusian seaboard. Like the 15erl>er town of
Nedroma, lying 14 miles to the south, it is surrounded by hills, which aixtund in rich
Near the kubba of Sidi-Bnthim, to the
iron, manganese, and other miucrul ores.
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south-west, the

Arab war

of Abd-el-Kader

was brought

of independence

to a close

by the surrender

in 1847.

Compared with the coastlands and uplands

of the Tell, the southern plateaux

Sahara are very sparsely peopled, the Arab and Berber
tribes here occupying vast spaces out of all proportion to their numbers, while the
French settlers, exclusive of the naturalised Jews, numbered scarcely five thousand

and regions draining

to the

Yet the ruins of Roman towns and farmsteads in the upland
altogether in 1881.
other districts show that many of these extensive tracts
valleys of the Aures and
enjoy a

soil

and climate highly favourable

AURES
The Aures, or Auras, properly so
ing to some etymologists

is

to

European

civilisation.

BATNA.
that

called

is,

the "Cedar Mountains," accord-

comprised between the course of the Wed-el-Kantara
is inhabited exclusively by peoples of Berber

and that of the Wed-el-Arab, and

Although there has evidently been much displacement of populations since the Roman epoch, the country was never occupied by the
Turks nor reduced by the French till the year 1845. Yet the latter are already
speech, but of diverse origin.

"
Ruman," or old Roman colonists, and the
regarded as the descendants of the
and
other
local
monuments
constitute in the eyes of the natives their
inscriptions

most legitimate title to the possession of Algeria. "The Rumi, sons of the Ruman,
have only resumed the patrimony of their fathers." To these are attributed all
the ruins of the land, and especially the circular graves still scattered in hundreds
over the uplands of the Mons Aurasius.
Roman blood probably betrays itself in
the prevalent fair type, and some of the most important tribes even as far south as
the Saharian oases still bear the name of Rumaniya.
The current Berber dialect

Latin terms, such as the names of the months, bignu
(from pinm ?),
bit ini
(bonus annus}, the salutation at the New Year, and others.
"
"
Although traditionally converted to Islam by a certain Saint Sidi Abdullah,

retains

many

the cedar-tree,

before the French occupation most of the natives were

name.

But Arabic having been adopted

Mohammedans only

as the official language, both the

in

Arab

speech and religion have since been widely diffused amongst these Berber highlanders.
The indigenous dialects, Zenatia in the eastern, Tmazirt (Temazirha) in
the western districts, often take the general name of Teshawit
(vulgarly Shawia),
from the Arabic Shawi, " Shepherds," and this term is even collectively applied to
the Algerian Berbers, except the
Kabyles.
The rising French settlement of Khenshela, conveniently situated at the converging point of several fertile valleys, commands the north-eastern Aures district.
all

It occupies the site of the

Roman

M'tscula,

and numerous ruins are found, especially
Roman town of Bagai. Megalithic

towards the north in the direction of the old

monuments, such as graves surrounded by a
thousands over this region.
in the

Wed-el-Arab

circle of stones, are also scattered in

Sidi-No/i, at the south-eastern extremity of the Aures,

basin, is noted for its

handsome mosque, and in

the^

district

A

IJKS

I

I'.ATNA

are several influential xawya.s (religious communiti. -m-h as that of Khairan
in the Jebcl Sheshar, and Liana near the old Human military post of li<nl> *
,\<
.

lid (I ins).

West
to

of the

Tlziujarin

become the centre

of

p;i>->

stretches the extent \e plain which seems destined

Kuropean colonisation

pastures are meantime held

in

common by

all

in

the Aures, hut

the brunches of the

whusc

rich

Ulad-Daud

n

lupins the valley of the Wed-el-Abiad, which has a south-westerly
The nearly
course, losing itself in the Sahara below the Tranimin gorges.
tribe.

parallel

lit

Wed

Abdi Valley

is

held by the brave Ulad-Abdi tribe, whose stronghold

Fig. 126.

THE SHELIYA AND PLAIN OF MEDINA.
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f

E: L

e"f

Greenwich

150,noo.

.'.R.R.

6*35
R.R.

=

RoTmn

inii.s.

Miles.

The present

of

Nara was razed by the French

Mi

i/f/fi, which may be regarded as the central point of the Aures highlands.
Bdtna, commanding the northern districts of this region, is at once an

in 1850.

capital of the tribe is

important military station and the chief administrative centre in the southern
Tt occupies between the Aures and
portion of the province of Constantine.

Tugueur uplands a position analogous to that of Khenshela, lying in a plain
which affords direct communication in one direction with the Hummel, in another
with the Hodna basin. Here converge all the more imjxjrtant natural routes south
51

A?
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of Constantino

the

Romans

centre of

;

hence the neighbouring Lambcesis (Lambcssa), had been chosen by

as the
head-quarters of the

Numidia Miliciana.

famous Tertiu Augusta legion, and the

LAMIJESSA.

LAMBESSA.

The New LambcosiB (NouveQe

itf.

Batna was

I/imbdae), as

cannot pretend to rival the spK-nduur.s of

128.

old

tlio

at first officially called,

I/tml>.i-si s tin-

Titzzut of the

Fun KJUKTIJU.

Scmiel

Megalithic Tombs.
1,100 Yard*.

Berbers, which covered an area of several square miles, and whose remarkable
ruins are still far from having been thoroughly explored.
Here Leon Henier
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alone deciphered over one thousand inscriptions, and the great collection of
"
"
already contains over fifteen hundred from this place,
Algerian Inscriptions

The sites have been determined of two
including some of great historic value.
of all in the Roman world.
camps, one that of the Third Legion, the best preserved
stands a large portion of the Practoriura, now converted into a
museum. Of the forty triumphal arches seen by Peyssonnel in the last century,
when the city was still almost entire, four only are now standing. Most of the
other buildings, except the tombs lining the Roman way, have also been demolished

In

its

centre

still

to supply materials for the construction of barracks, houses,

Fig. 129.

ANCIENT ROMAN TOWNS
Scale
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1
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prisons.

NOBTH AUBES.

600,000.

6'SO'
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t-J

The henshir

and

Miles

of Timcgad, 12 miles east of Lambessa,

is all

that remains of the

Roman Thamugas, which was even a more magnificent

place than its neighbour. South
of this point the narrow Fum Ksantina
gorge, separating the plateaux of Bu-Driasen
and Kharruba, is crowned with circular tombs, pillars, and the remains of some

In the Batna district are also many other vestiges of the preand Roman epochs, the most remarkable of which is the Medracen (Nedyhascn), on the margin of a sebkha 18 miles north-east of Batna, and not far from
the Ain- Yakut station on the Constantino
railway. This is a sepulchral monument
large buildings.
historic

in

the same style as that of the Christian

circular mass,

580

Lady near

feet round, supporting a cone

Tipaza, consisting of a

and surrounded by sixty columns.

IH'-SADA
Tlii> wa-> evidently

by Juba near

a mausoleum of th-

lol Cacsarea.

smaller dimensions.

In

Westwards

tin-

in

801

Niiiiii<li;iii

district

kin^s, older than that erected

are several other conic tombs, but of

the direction of Selif follow several other

Vefcranonim, the present /mm and Xnrni (Xraia),
a
curious
custom-house tariff attesting the former importance of
where was found
the trade between Mauritania and Sudan.

Roman

towns, such as Diana

Fig. 130.

The present

capital of

A

NAIL ARAB WOMAN.

the extensive

Hodna

basin

is

"
Bi.~Sdda, the

Happy

Abode," a picturesque place perched on the brow of a hill in the midst of gardens
and palm- groves. Since the French occupation in 1849 its trade has been
relations now extend northwards to
considerably developed, and its commercial
South of this place the
the coast towns, southwards to the oases of the Sahara.
powerful confederation of the Nail Arabs occupies a va>t territory, strrti-hing

wot wards

to the Jebel

Amur, eastwards

to

the Xiban district.

These Arubs,
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has become the religious metropolis of the whole country, and
enclosing his tomb
one of the famous schools of Mussulman law in Algeria.

Fig. 132.

EMANCIPATED NEGRESS, BISKRA.

South-west of Biskra a numerous group of oases take the name of Zab Dahri,
Criicbli, the Southern Zab, names scarcely justified by

the Northern Zab, and Zab

their relative position to the

whole archipelago of the Zibans.

Here

also

the

STREET VIEW IN BISKKA.

Roman arms had pOMtnted, and

the capital of these oases

still

\>^<

>

;i

Kotnan

whose inhabitants have replaced the mot In a layer of earth sup]M>rting a
The palm groves of the Northern /ah yield the finest dates in
date-palms.
hut
the cultivated tracts do not suffice for the support of the
the country;
rustic,
f'e\\

inhabitants, although fre^h oases have recently been created

The
tiltcrn

mosques and a /awya

to its school of

vm

Arab jurisprudence

settlers.

is

as

many

as one thousand students.

influence also, always conciliatory towards the French,

the Tunisian frontier.

by the French

To/ya, a great religious centre, with some
more powerful than that of Sidi Okbu, attracting

capital of the archipelago

In the Lishana

oasis,

1

:

itself felt as far as

north-west of Tolgu, a few ruins

Fig. 133.- OA8B8 OF THE NoHTIIERN AXD
Scale
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the site of Zaacha, which after

its

heroic defence and destruction

by the French

in

1H49, has never been rebuilt.

South of Biskra, the Tugurt route, which will soon be accompanied by a railway,
traverses the newly created oasis of Um-el-Thiur, and after skirting the northern
bank of the Jeddi, follows the west side of the Shott Melghigh and its southern

Here the oases run north and south in the plain
prolongation, the Shott Merwun.
of the Wed High, beneath which the underground waters ure tapped at intervals
by old and modern artesian

wells.

Thanks

to the recent borings of the

French

thousand trees, while
engineers, the palm groves of Myhaier now contain some fifty
the
in
extensive tracts have been brought under cultivation
r<jltlna ami Tnnicrna
Since the middle of the century the supply of water has increased fournew oases and
fold, changing the whole aspect of the Wed High, ami causing

districts.

villages to spring

up

in all directions.
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WED

RICH

TUGURT.

The Ruagha (Rurha, Ruara), or inhabitants

numbering about
but their dark colour and

of the Righ,

thirteen thousand, belong to the Zenata Berber family
Negroid features
;

THE WED HIGH

Fig. 134.

Scale

1

:

betray a large inter-

mixture of black blood.

OASIS.

Of

late years

their material condition has greatly im-

600,000.

proved.
barley

;

They now raise large crops of
most of them have become inde-

pendent proprietors of palm groves, and
have paid off the claims of the usurers,

whom they had formerly been reduced
almost to the condition of serfs.

by

Am

Tugnrt, with

*

Rollnd

its

hundred and seventy

J

thousand palm-trees,

is

the natural capital

Wed

Righ, and the oldest oasis
in this region.
It lies below the under-

of the

ground confluence of the Wed Miya and
Igharghar, 230 feet above the sea, at the
eastern foot of a plateau rising several
hundred feet higher. Its form is that

by a broad but now
beyond which it is pro-

of an oval enclosed

Sidi

dried-up ditch,
tected by a mound from the ever-en-

croaching

sands.

occupation^ in

Since

the

French

1854 the population has

doubled, and many of the old earthen or
adobe houses have been replaced by dwell-

ing* constructed with blocks of gypsum,
with galleries and upper stories. Suburbs

have sprung up beyond the enclosures,
its trade and industries have been

and

About 8 miles to the
greatly developed.
south is the religious metropolis of Temassin, containing the

33

a branch of
but

6b

w

oTvjrcenwich

Oasis

zawya of Tamelhat,
the Ain-Mahdi confraternity,

now enjoying more

the mother-house,

its

authority than
influence being felt

as far as Senegal.
12 Miles.

Suf, the

most isolated of

gerian oases,

lies

all

the Al-

about 60 miles east of

Here the Wed Suf, whose waters are nowhere
Tugurt, on the route to Jerid.
visible on the surface, maintains a
group of ten oases, with a hundred ancl eighty

WKI> Iih.ll- TUOUBT.
thousand palms yielding dates of an excellent quality, besides other fruitsuch as tlu orange, apricot, tiur and in tin- *hade, vegetables and tobacco.
Hut like
1

,

most

Saharian oases, these gardens l)clong not to the cultivators lint to the
warlike nomads, who rlaim the larger share of the crops.
Grouped under the
oi tin

name

general

of Trud,

and associated with the Keluias

I-Vrjan>.

and other

marauders, these Arab pastors, who are said to have arrived in the district towards
the end of the fourteenth century, pitch their tents in the neighbourhood of tinoases, leaving the cultivation of the land entirely in the

hands of the industrious

Adwans.
El- Wed, the chief of the Suf oases, comprises a group of about one thousand

TUOUBT.

Fig. 135.
Scale

1

:

00,000.

2,200 yards.

houses,

and

like others in the neighbourhood, is the seat of a religious confraternity,

which maintains commercial and friendly relations with all the brotherhoods of
North Africa. Guemar and Kirinin are also populous communities but most of
;

blind, from the action of the fine sand with
which the air is frequently charged. The Suf is the only part of the Sahara in
which recent marine shells, a buccinum and a ba/aiius, have hitherto been found.

the inhabitants of

Kwinin are nearly

But most

isolated shells are not
geologists are of opinion that these
but have been brought from a distance by natural agencies.

Like the oases of the

Wed

High, those of the

Wed

now

in situ,

Jeddi belong also to the
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" inland sea,"
basin of the

if

this

term can be any longer applied

to the saline

More than half of Southern Algeria draining
depression of the Shott Melghigh.
towards the Sahnra, from the Jebel Ainur to the Tunisian frontier, forms part of
this basin, the central reservoir of

which

is at

LAOHWAT
The watercourse flowing from the

MZAB.

rising village of

A flu,

capital of the

Amur

LAOHWAT.

Fig. 136.
Scale

present almost dry.

1

:

16,000.

560 yards.

joined near

Tajowtt by a stream fed by tributaries from the
Amur valleys, and passing near Ain-Mahdi, the religious centre of the
famous Tijaniya order, founded in the
But its prosperity was
eighteenth century.
Highlanders,

is

southern

ruined by tho choice

made

of

Laghwat by the French

as the capital of the Syhurian

LAOHWAT-MZAB.
regions in the province of Algeria.
road,

Laghwat

(

Already connected with Algiers by a carriage

Kl-Aghwat) seems destined

to

future railway projected in the direction of the

an altitude <f *J.1?0

809

become the starting-point of the
oasis.
Although standing at

Twat

beyond the border ranges of the Algerian pi
from which it is separated by the valley of. the M/i, which a few miles farther
down takes the name of Jeddi. An irrigation canul derived from this stream
feet,

it lies

winding away between two

circulates through the oasis,

On

these hills are perched the houses of

hills to the plains

disposed in

beyond.

amphi theatrical

Laghwat,
Like those of other Berber towns, the inhabitants were
formerly grouped in two distinct quarters, according to their origin. In the public
assembly were equally represented the Ulad-Serghins of the west, the eastern
Ahlafs, and the southern Ulad-el-Haj-A'issa, or "Sons of the Pilgrim Aissa." One
form along the

of the present

slopes.

Laghwat confraternities belongs

famous Senusiya brotherhood.

to the

The

fifteen thousand palms of Laghwat, which yield dates of indifferent quality,
a
part of the oasis, the rest of the land being planted with European
occupy

and vegetables,
These varied
especially onions, besides some olive, lemon, and orange trees.
are
under
the
escort
of members
products
largely exported by caravans, mostly
fruits,

such

as

of the Larbaa

peaches,

pears,

apricots,

figs,

pomegranates,

Arab confederacy, who are nearly

all

affiliated

to the Tijaniya

confraternity.

Below Laghwat the Jeddi

traverses districts which in

many

cases

might be

brought under cultivation. If properly irrigated, the rich alluvial soil in the
After
depressions, several hundred feet thick, would yield abundant crops.

Demmed, flowing from the mountain gorges near the
of
Messtid
and Demnied, belonging to the Ulad-Nail tribe, the
hamlets
picturesque
Jeddi continues its intermittent course across an extensive steppe region frequented
receiving the waters of the

by nomad

pastors.

The

oases, properly so-called,

reappear in

its

lower valley

south of the Zab Dahri. Here the most populous settlement is that of the UladJellals, which comprises no less than fourteen hundred houses, each surrounded by its
palms and garden-plot, and possessing its own well sunk to the underground

The Ulad-Jelluls are separated by a feud of long standing from their
western neighbours, the inhabitants of the Sidi Khah-d oasis.

reservoir.

GHARDAYA.
South of the sandy and steppe regions frequented by the Ulad-Xail, Larbaa,
Hajej, and llara/lia tribes, the Beni-Mxab confederation occupies the eastern
*l<>l>es

of

the

cretaceous

plateaux

traversed

by the

Wed Mzab

and other

Mirfaee and

underground streams, which flow eastwards in the direction of the
Miya. Lying nearly 120 miles south of the advanced French station of
Laghwat, the religious and trading Mxubite republic endeavoured long to maintain

Wed

its

political

of France.

independence; but

it

Its capital, Gh(ird<iy<i,

was

fain, in 1850,

to recognise the

su/erainty

was sei/ed seven years afterwards by a French
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annexation was formally proclaimed, a fort erected
small
above Ghardaya receiving the
garrison which was here stationed to represent

detachment

the

;

lastly, in

1882,

its

new Government.
THE,

Mz A BITES.

of the
Although of undoubted Berber descent, and speaking the language
and rites with the
Kabyles and Tuaregs, the Mzabites are allied in dogma
of
their sect to the
the
trace
Like
"NVahabites of Arabia.
these, they
origin

towards the close of the seventh
teachings of Abd-Allah ben Ibadh, who flourished
diffused throughout Oman and other parts
were
doctrines
The
Ibadhite
century.

and thence reached Irak, Khorassan, Turkestan, and India but they
became extinct everywhere in Asia, except in the Arabian peninsula, where they
were revived under a new form by the modern reformer, Wahab. In Africa the
of Arabia,

;

Ibadhite propaganda produced more lasting results, but only amongst the Berbers,
the Nefusa highlanders in Tripolitana, the Tunisian Jarabas, and the Beni-Mzab

Fundamentally the Ibadhite teachings represent an older religious
evolution than those of the other Mohammedan sects, and in opposition to them

of Algeria.

allows some scope for the action of free will.
theories and practices, the Mzabites have

from them any information regarding their doctrines.
dint of much perseverance and tact, M. Masqueray has, nevertheless, succeeded

that

By

become

Frequently persecuted for their
" the most reticent of
men," so

it is difficult

to obtain

in getting possession of all their religious writings
of those valuable

and

historic records,

and many

Arab manuscripts have already been published.

Oppressed by the true believers, the Mzabites have been often compelled to
from place to place. Forming a branch of the Zenata Berbers, they had

shift

founded Tiaret on the upland plateau, about the middle of the eighth century, and
for nearly two hundred years they held their ground in this region of northern
Mauritania.
Vanquished by the Sanhejas, they were thence driven to take refuge
in the Sahara,

where they occupied the Ziban/Wed Righ, andSuf districts, sinking
much land under cultivation. But they

wells and with patient industry bringing

were again compelled to quit their new homes, and withdraw to the cirques and
higher mountain gorges about the headstreams of the Maya.

With every exodus
banded

all

their

the more closely

numbers were reduced, but the survivors became
together, displaying an ever-increasing zeal in the

observance of their religious practices and national usages.
Their to/bas, at once
judges, priests, and censors of the public morals, armed also with the powers of

and anathema, constitute a true priesthood, in which
the
Masqueray recognises
hierarchy of the Roman Church possibly a remnant of
the religion professed
by the Berbers before the spread of Islam. But beneath this
absolution,

purification,

Christian element traces are said to be detected of a
"
Mother of the Rain."
goddess Thanit,

Most

of the Mzabites are
clearly Berbers, as

knit frames, broad and even

flat features,

thick

still

shown
lips,

older worship, that of the

in their small stature, well-

high forehead, deep-set eyes,

THK
and

hundred

1

.\.M.\\-

hu>h\

,.

I

-ides

many

\\-dwell amongst them,

!

811

\>\\\

Negroes,

still

virtually

slaves,

eaniiot hold any land in the

ou.-i*.

some four
Naturally

of a peaceful disposition, the M/aliitrs ha\e allied them-el\ - with some Aral rlan>,
who pitch their tents near the sett lenient-, and who in i'nrnier times st-r\ed >
(

;i

mercenaries.

Amongst

the>e Arabs are

.><>me

de-e ndants of the old occupiers of

po>-.eing gardens and houses in the oa>is.
Before the annexation, each M/al> villuge formed a small independent republic,
administered by an assembly which was chosen from the heads of families with a
the land, a tew even

still

On important occasions a general assembly, formed
the community.
by delegates from the different urban bodies, consulted for the common interests
stake in

Fig. 137.

MZAB.

Scale 1: 1.100,000.

L

.

4*40'

of oreenwicK
30 Miles.

of the confederacy.
Quarrels often broke out amongst the various factions, and, as
Ghadames, the combatants fought with the heavy iron or wooden keys of their

at

doors, always

worn

at the girdle.

The head

of the family

is

absolute master, the

children lu-ing incapable of holding any proj>erty without his sanction.
The women,
who nearly always marry in their native place, are not perraitted to emigrate but
;

they are well protected from insult, any one accosting them in public being baniMied
for the offence.
They are chiefly occupied with weaving, entirely a house industry,
while the men do all the Held and garden work.

According to the census of 1882, the whole group of oases comprise about
193,000 palm.>, with a population of over thirty thousand.
Nearly all are owners

312
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in the confederation.
of a small plot, so that there are no mendicants

reduced to want are supported by their respective communities.

Those

But nowever

THE MZABITE8.
well culii\aied, the land
(.ne-third of

The

is

insufficient for the need H of all the inhabitants,

about

whom

reside abroad, chi.-Hy in Algiers. Tunis, and other coast towns.
emigrants l,. a \r their t.imilies in tin- commune, recognising as their own all

children born during their absence, however long
they may be from home. On
the other hand, most of them set up temporary establishments in the towns where

Fig. 139.

MZAB AND

Scale

they are

settled,

and on

stains contracted

1

:

METLIIJ.

ttO.Ono

by the priests from the
amongst the ungodly. The absentees are

their return get themselves purified

during their residence
pay the yearly tux, and in this way are said to contribute at the rate
of more than one-third towards the expenditure of the mother-country.
>wing to
their residence in North Algeria, most of them speak French and Arabic as well aa
still

liable to

<

52-AF
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their local Berber dialect

able at least to read

;

well instructed,
they are also otherwise relatively

and

all

write.

being
Five of the seven M/abite towns are grouped in an elongated cirque, which is
in the direction from northtraversed for a distance of 11 miles by the Wed Mzab,

west to south-east,
eminence, which
is

is

covers the slopes of an
Ghanlatja (Tayhardeik), the capital,
minaret
crowned by a mosque with a
resembling an obelisk. It

divided into three distinct quarters, each with its separate interests,

and

all

a fourth of the whole population.
jointly comprising
The fort of S/u-bka, erected to the south of Ghardaya, overawes this place as well
as the

lying

"
two neighbouring towns of Melika and Beni-Isguen. Melika the Royal,"
and in the
east of Ghardaya, was formerly the holy city of the Mzabites,

vaults of its

mosque were deposited the treasures

the confederation.

of

Beni-

little south of Melika, ranks second for population, and is also
Isguen, situated a
In the
the most commercial, and wealthiest place in the oasis.
the best

built,

extreme east of the cirque

lies El-Attcf,

the

first

place founded in the district

by

the Mzabites.

GUERARA

METLILI.

Bu-Mura, while Berrian and Guerara, completing the Heptapolis, lie
Wed Mzab basin. Berrian, on the route
beyond the cirque, and even outside the
small
a
to
from Laghwat
valley, watered by an affluent of the
Ghardaya, occupies
Wed Usa, which feeds some thirty-five thousand palms. Guerar (El-Guerara),
Near

with

still

it is

more extensive palm groves,

another tributary of the

The town

Wed

lies

over 50 miles north-east of Ghardaya on

Usa.

of Mctlili, 20 miles south of the capital,

forms no part of the Mzabite confederacy.

nomad Shaanba

tribe,

on the route

Its oasis is held

which affords protection

by

to El-Golea,

a branch of the

peasantry while approAsclepias gigantca, one of the

to the

The
priating the largest share of their labour.
of
the
'in
the Metlili Valley, which also grows
flourishes
characteristic plants
Sudan,
enormous cucumbers, about a yard in length.

WARGLA.
9

The Wargla

which

Wed

Miya, above the
underground confluence of the Mzab affluents, alone possesses more palms than the
whole group of Mzabite settlements. The town is surrounded by a dense forest of
some six hundred thousand plants stretching in a vast semicircle beyond the swampy
oasis,

tracts to the south-east.

lies

along the course of the

Wargla, which was formerly far more populous than at pre-

number of separate quarters occupied by the
and
Beni-Brahim communities, all half-caste Berbers
Beni-Sissin, Beni-Waggin,
and Negroes of dark complexion. The well-cultivated oasis of Nguca, situated
farther north on the route to
Tugurt, is peopled by the Haratins, also* a darksent,

comprises within the ramparts a

THE WED MAYA.

u

wloured Berber community, who, notwithstanding their fewer
numbers, hav.
contended for the supremacy with their more powerful
neighbours.

A

zone of artesian wells, analogous to that of the
ssions in

t35

Wargla and the surrounding

oases.

\V,,|

The

I!

,,fi.-n

igh, occupies

total supply, of

Hu-

about

cubic feet per second, has been greatly increased
by numerous freah borings
WABOLA.

Fig. 140.
Scale t

:

UJO/WO.

3 Mile*.

since 1882.

were "dying** at the rate of one every year,
of from fifteen hundred to two thousand palms.

Till recently the wells

each representing a

loss

THE WED MAYA.
Beyond Wargla and Nguea a few palm thickets are scattered over the hollows
Wed Maya. But the whole population is as nothing- to what it must have
been at a time when the ruins occurring at so many points were flourishing towns,
of the

surrounded by cultivated lands. Towards the north, the plain of Kl-Hajira, about
midway between Wargla and Tugurt, was covered with villages, while the town of
Bagdad stood on the margin of a now dried-up shott. The most remarkable place
in

the district was

Sedrata (Cfdrata,
the " Saharian

grandiloquently called

Ceddrata), which has been

Pompeii."

Under the dunes

somewhat too
rolling

away

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
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to the south-west of

Wargla

are

wood carvings, ornaments of
local tradition, the

discovered

still

all

sorts,

judge from

its

houses, with their sculptures,
wells.

According

to the

invasion coincided with the abandonment of

epoch of the Arab

this city, which, to

its

even their very

buildings,

was evidently a Berber settlement,

and is still
by the Mzabites. But vestiges even of an
older period are also numerous at the foot of the plateaux.
Along the edge of the
Stone
of
the
Wed
seen
the
are
Age, with workvillages
skirting
Maya
claimed as their property

escarpments

witness to the
shops of chipped flint implements, and many other objects bearing
relations maintained between the Saharians of that epoch and the populations

dwelling on the shores of the Indian Ocean.
Not far from Sedrata rises the old natural stronghold of Khrima, which might
From this
have served as a refuge for the Ibadhites when driven from Wargla.
citadel they

may have

again retreated towards the valley of the Wed Mzab, whence
According to an Arabic manuscript, com-

their present appellation of Mzabites.

municated

to

M. Terry by

a descendant of the old sultans of the country, as

as 125 towns existed in the thirteenth century in a region

many

where are now found

two only, Wargla and

EL-GOLEA
Although lying south of the 32nd
the Mediterranean seaboard,
this direction.

Laghwat-Mzab

Wargla

GERYVILLE.

parallel

is

and

five

degrees of latitude from

not the most advanced French station in

El-Goiea, over 540 miles nearly due south of Algiers by the
route, was first visited in 1859 by Buveyrier, who was here insulted

and threatened with death.

In 1873 a French column penetrated

to this place,

which, although no longer held by a French garrison, recognises by a tribute the
authority of the Algerian Government.

beyond the basin of the Wed Maya, and from the mound crowned
the dried-up bed of the Wed Seggwer, which is followed by
by
caravans proceeding to Twat and Timbuktu. A little to the west begins a zone of
El-Golea

lies

its castle is visible

large dunes, which correspond to the eastern

Ighargar basin. The gardens of the

oasis,

arcgs between

Ghadames and the

comprising about sixteen thousand palms,

occupy the edge of this zone, and are watered by wells andfogarats, or underground
channels.
But the sands are constantly threatening the cultivated tracts, whose

Berber inhabitants are mere

serfs in the

hands of the nomad Shaanba-Mwadhi,

and of the Ulad Sidi-esh-Sheikh marabuts.
Wargla, El-Golea, and Metlili are the three towns round which gravitate the
Shaanba (Shaamba, Shamba) pastoral tribes, who own houses and gardens in these
places, and never fail to pay them two yearly visits during the shearing and date-

While the bulk of the clan roam over the steppe with their
a few remain in the oases to look after the tribal interests.
Thus the

harvest seasons.
flocks,

Shaanbas enjoy

They

also

once the produce both of their live stock and of their gardens.
engage in trade, and act as carriers and escorts to the Mzabite merat

QOLBA

l.i.

They even occupy

chants.

embroidery, carried <m
as

111.

UMii. !.!>.

Mir

<

oi'

th

by the

their

in-.

I

\

women

dans

.

s

.i:i;\
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with some indust He-.

v, lcu

an

weaving and

Lastly, they ha\e few rival*
lab-er- Kill, or " Ureath of the W4nd,"und,

their tents.

in

are the

\ II. 1. 1;

1

"
any booty, to the \ictinis of the rax/ia it is siid.
(io,
seek the wind." The Shaanhas will make a journey of six hundred mile.. a< r. s> the
wihh-rnesx merely to avenge an insult, carrying off whole henU from their enemies,

after they have carried

oil'

Although of H< rher origin, they now sjM-uk Arabic excluand
the
religious tax regularly to the Ulad Sidi-csh-Sheikh.
piv
sively,
In Orania, or Western Algeria, the French have advanced far less southwards
the Suhariun Tuurogs.

than in the provinces of Coustantine and Algiers.

25B'

of the Jebel

Amur

and

EL-GOLEA.

Fig. 141.
Scale

West
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which runs from Teniet-el-Haad through the rising town of
Shellula to Aflu, the chief station is the important strategic town of Gerycille,
formerly El-Bio<l, which stands at an altitude of 4,100 feet, in a rich mineral
of the military route,

nine miles west of the native town of

district

Stiffen.

Numerous megalithu-

remains are scattered over the surrounding heights.
Geryville has not prospered so much as some other towns

less conveniently
on the plateau, but more favoured by the new railway running south of
in the direction of the alfu region.
This line terminates at present at

s-ituated
Xm'tlti

Mi-xliiTtii,

hut

it

is

numerous breaches

to

be continued southwards

in

the direction of one of the

in the southern ranges leading to the Sahara.
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Of

these openings the most important is Ain-Sffra, or the

"Yellow Spring,"

which, although 3,570 feet high, already lies on the Saharian slope. Its oasis
watered* by a perennial stream, flowing in the direction of the Wed Namus, or
"
Mosquito River." East of Ain-Sefra, which is the health resort for the troops of

is

South Crania, the somewhat

On

less elevated settlement of Tint is

surrounded by palm

a neighbouring rock are seen some rude representations

groves and orchards.
of men armed with bows and arrows, women, and animals, including an elephant,

Fig. 142.

THE AIN-SEFRA HIGHLANDS.
Scale

1

:

600,000.

West a* 'Greenwich

040'

12 Miles.

engraved perhaps at a time when these pachyderms may have still survived in the
district.
Similar rock-carvings also occur near the Mogher Tahteni oases, on the
upper course of the

Wed

Namus.

All the settlements in this region form so many petty republics, administered
the
local assemblies, but recognising the political suzerainty of the Hamian
by
Gharba Arabs. Those lying farther east, in the direction of Geryville Asia,
Shellalar Dehrani, Shellala Guebli,

recognise the authority of an

Arab

Bu Semghum, Upper and Lower Arba
tribe, the

also

powerful Ulad Sidi-esh-Sheikb family,

SOCIAL CONDITION OF ALGERIA.
which claims descent from the

first

culiph,

Abu

Bekr.

819

The haughty members

of

marabuts, and held in high eMiniatinii by tin- urrounding popuare fond of claiming kinship with them.
They trace their origin to a

this tribe are all

who
who lived

lations,

saint

in the

seventeenth century, and whose tomb is shown on the
This shrine, surrounded by five villages, is held in

Suharian slope south of Arba.

In
great veneration, and was formerly a great centre of sedition and fanaticism.
1881 it was razed to the ground, but afterwards rebuilt, the policy of the French

Government being

through the great feudal chiefs. The
whole region of the Sahara, from the Marocco frontier to Tripolitana, has already
been placed under the absolute authority of the chief of the powerful Sidi Sheikh
confederacy.

to control the tribes

Breznia, on the

Wed

Seggwer,

is

the chief granary of the tribe.

SOCIAL CONDITION OF ALGERIA.

In

spite of the omissions

and contradictions of the

official

returns, a general

may be accepted as certain. Before the first
estimated
at about three millions, although an
census
it was usually
summary
approximate return in 1851 gave scarcely more than two and a half millions. In
1872, after the terrible famine, which had at least decimated the population, the
increase of population in Algeria

But since that period
total scarcely exceeded two millions four hundred thousand.
the two successive censuses of 1876 and 1881 have shown a itopid annual increase
At
of about ninety thousand a year, a rate much higher than that of France.
present the Algerians exceed three and a half millions, and should this rate of
progress continue, they will number five millions before the end of the century.
In the returns, the native element is not distinguished according to its Arab or

be possible, as some assert, that the Arab race is
In the towns of Algiers, Constanreally diminishing, and the Berber increasing.
in
excess of the births among the
is
and
Oran
the
tine,
considerably
mortality

Berber origin.

Hence

it

may

But in the rural districts, where the Berber
are chiefly Arabs.
element prevails, the births greatly exceed the deaths. Hence it is evident that
"
the so-called " indigenous
population will long maintain its numerical supein the
riority, although not augmenting so rapidly as the foreign settlers, except
Moors,

who

Kabyle districts.
In 1885 the Arabs and Berbers appear

to

have been six times more numerous

than the European immigrants, the Berbers alone representing probably one-half

some increase through immigration, the
labourers from Marocco being for the most part of Kabyle or Shellala race.
By
the Berber
crossing with the natives, the Negroes also contribute to strengthen
of the total population.

They

also receive

element, for they are settled chiefly amongst the Ruaghas of the Saharian districts.
But since the suppression of the slave trade the blacks are diminishing in Algeria,
partly through absorption, partly through excess of mortality.
Since the conquest the Europeans have augmented according to a regular rate
of accelerated progression.

Beginning with a yearly increase of a few hundreds,
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it

and may now be estimated at over ten thousand.
gradually rose to some thousands,
first twenty-five years of the occupation the increase was due exclusively

For the

time the mortality, owing to various causes, was much
But the race has now struck root, so to say, in Algerian

to immigration, for at that

higher than the births.

and the theory denying the possibility of acclimatisation has been negatived
the results.
European marriages are both more frequent and more fruitful than

soil,

by

mother country, and of the present annual increase about one-fifth
excess of births over deaths.
in the

is

due

to

In the European colony the* French have a numerical superiority over all
others since the year 1851, although the difference is slight, regard being had to

Fig. 143.

GHOWTH OF THE EUEOPZAN POPULATION

ra AT.OKRIA SINCE 1830

50"

their

The Maltese, who during the first years
camp sutlers, petty dealers, and
But their place has been taken
country.
who come in ever-increasing numbers, seeking

preponderating political influence.

of the occupation arrived in
large numbers, as
gardeners, are now scarcely seen in the

by Calabrians and other Italians,
employment as builders and navvies.

who comprise

Still

more numerous are the Spanish

at present about one-fourth of all the

Europeans

settlers,

residing in Algeria,

while in the province of Oran
they are in the majority. But even here all the
European elements show a general tendency to assimilate with the preponderating

French population.

The advantages

of naturalisation

are

so

great that

many

SOCIAL
naturally seek to

and

<

in. in

<

MM.iTION OP

become French

AL<.l.i:i

Lai -

citizens.

\

numlers

:,_'!

of

Italian*, Spaniards,

ierman- have thus already changed their nationality; while tin- inmiiu
Alsace-Lorraine, ollirially returned as (iermaiiH, claim their rirht to the

title

of Freiicliinen.

The Algerian Jews, descended

for the

most

]>urt

from Andalii-ian

all naturalised in ls?0, to the ^ivat disgust of the Aral)

who

could not understand

raee.

while

the children

although now nominally

"

why

thi.s

the

of

At

and ideas

generation of Jewish settlers

On

noil

French."

forming u distinct nationality.
dress, usages, speech,

honour should

and

exile*,

\\

Berler Mii*uliiian*.

conferred on such u despised
were treated as a subject people.
Hut

nio-t of

!*

the nutive Jews ure

still

regarded 88

the same time u slow process of assimilation in

evidently going on, in this respect the second
showing a marked advance.
is

Arab Mussulmans could claim naturalisation only under
and on the condition of abandoning the precepts of the
circumstances,
exceptional
Koran. So merged is their law with their religion, that the mere application for
the other hand, the

French citizenship is looked upon by their fellow-countrymen as a sort of apostacy.
But this is not the case with the Eabyles, who have never conformed their jurisprudence with the teachings of Islam. Hence whole tribes of Berbers have already
applied for naturalisation, and but for certain administrative formalities and the
opposition of

many

functionaries, the half-million inhabitants of Kabylia

would

gladly ask for incorporation in French society.
One of the chief causes of the rapid assimilation of the various European

elements

who can

is

the adoption of French as the

already speak

it

more or

common language of intercourse. Those
may be estimated at over a million.

less fluently

Till recently the so-called Sabir served as a sort of lingua franca

inhabitants of the country.

But

this

amongst the various

was altogether a formless jargon of a

rudi-

mentary character, composed of about two hundred words, verbs in the infinitive,
nouns, adjectives, or adverbs, used without inflexions and somewhat incoherently,
the sense being eked out by a lively display of pantomime and facial expression.
Half of the words were Arabic, a fourth French or Provencal, the rest Spanish,
Italian, or Maltese ; but it is everywhere disap]>earing under the combined influences
of commercial intercourse

A

and the Franco-Arab

certain national uniformity

such unions are

still

is

also

schools.

promoted by mixed marriages, although
and the natives. Their offspring

rare between the Europeans

are seldom admitted into French society ; yet it is impossible any longer to overlook the presence of these half-castes, who remain nominal Arabs, but who become
" BeniFranco-Arab in speech and usages. To this class belong the so-called
{amasses," people of all professions, known in the Algerian jargon as Ulad-l
I

or "Children of the Piazza," because their homes are mainly the open spaces in
the towns.

FORESTS

A<.ui<

\

i.n

1:1.

Of the vast but still scantily peopled productive lands in Algeria, onl;
Most of the occupied
small portion has hitherto In-en turned to any account.

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
districts are cither grazing- grounds left in

Even

a state of nature, or subjected to a

in the Tell vast tracts are absolutely barren,

rudimentary system of tillage.
while on the plateaux argillaceous or saline wastes cover boundless spaces. Most
of the now treeless northern parts might, however, be clothed with a forest vegetation,

and thus play an important part in modifying the climate and developing

the economic conditions of the land.

the 35,000,000 acres representing the
The intermediate region
surface of the Tell, nearly 2,000,000 are under forests.
of the plateaux and shotts, with the approaches to the Sahara, comprise a further

According

wooded area

documents issued in 1885 can be
"
"
most of these so-called forests," or woods," are mere thickets and

of 220,000 acres, at least if public

But

trusted.

to the official returns, of

Fig. 144.
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scrub,

and in some places

little

more than open spaces dotted over here and there

with a few clumps of stunted shrubs. The 2,000,000 acres of forest placed, in 1884,
under Government agents yielded only 20,000, or little more than fivepence per
acre.

The only well-preserved woods are

those of East Algeria, of some parts of

Kabylia, and of Teniet-el-Haad in the uplands stretching east of the Warsenis district.
These woods, consisting chiefly of cedars, cover a space of 7,500 acres, at altitudes

varying from 4,000 to 5,600

from

feet.

In general,

forest-trees

may be

said to diminish

same proportion as. the rainfall. In the province of Connumerous, and in that of Algiers already thinly scattered,

east to west, -in the

stantine they are

still

while in Orania they have almost
disappeared.
The chief agent in the destruction of the woodlands

is fire.

In order to enlarge

FORESTS

AGRICULTURE.

their pastures, sometimes also to protect themselves

823

from the wild

beasts, the

Arab

the dry herbage without taking the necessary pivruution.s to limit
shepherds
the action of the flames.
Hence, when the wind blows, the woods are kindled,
fire

and the conflagration spreads fur and wide. In the month of August, 1865, a vast
sheet of flame, fomented by the sirocco, consumed in five days most of the forest

A

zone stretching for a breadth of from 25 to 50 miles over the Bona uplands.
In 18*1 the forests
space of over 250,000 acres was laid waste on this occasion.

about Bougie were similarly ravaged, and in 1885 Orania lost the finest remains of
old forests.
To prevent the recurrence of such disasters the severe measure has

its

been taken to hold the whole tribe responsible in whose district fires break out,
and confiscate their lands. But this barbarous process is useless to prevent the
evil, because the real culprit generally belongs to a different community from that

where the

fire

breaks out.

A more

efficacious

remedy

will be

found in the syste-

now being made

to replant the wasted lands.
If the plans elaborated
in
1885
the
Government
are
carried
several
out,
tracts,
comprising altogether
by
about 270,000 acres, will again be clothed with timber at an outlay of under

matic

efforts

700,000.

The new
village

themselves obliged to plant as well as sow. Every
its clump of trees, and on the plains the farmsteads are

settlers also find

and hamlet has now

indicated at a distance

by

clusters of eucalyptus

and other large

trees.

Many

Algerian villages already possess avenues as fine as those of the towns in the
mother country. In some places these plantations are necessary to dry up the
fever-breathing swamps and render the district inhabitable. Thus Bufarik, where
" the
atmosphere poisoned the very birds of passage," has been rendered healthy,
and the whole of the Mitija Valley covered with gardens and orchards. Nurserygrounds have been established at intervals along the railway routes and about the
as 470,000 trees were counted on the Algiers-Oran
introduced
line. Of the exotics
by Europeans, the most widespread is the eucalyptus,
of which over a hundred varieties have made their appearance since the first specistations,

and in 1884 as many

Hamma

men was

planted at

as

as 4,500 foreign species are

many

No

In the Garden of Acclimatisation at Algiers

in 1861.

other Mediterranean region

now

is

flourishing.

more

suited for the production of olive-oil

;

and some parts of the province of Constantine, the olive
and
are
groves
yield only an indifferent oil, used in Marseilles in the
neglected,
The table oils consumed in Algeria are nearly all imported
preparation of soap.

but, except in Eabylia

from France.

On

the eastern plateaux, and even in the valleys of the Jebel Aures,

many Roman

nothing is now
seen beyond a few clusters of olive-trees, which, however, yield, with those of the
Bougie district, the most highly esteemed oil in the whole of North Africa.

where the remains have been found of

so

oil-presses,

In the northern regions the most widely diffused fruit-tree is the
and which in Kabylia is almost as useful as

thrives well in stony places,

fig,

is

which

the date

on the verge of the desert. But here a still more useful plant is the cork-tree, the
bark of which, although less prized than that of Catalonia, forms an important
article of export.

If properly administered, the cork forests of Algeria should y it-Id

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
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600,000, which

an annual income of about

is

about four times more than the

derived from this source.
present revenue
In the Algerian Sahara the date-palm forms the great resource of the inhabi-

which yields them half their nutriment and
the Saharian populations could not exist in
other
the
half,
procure
tree
is tended like a member of the family :
this sand-encircled region.
Every
for this wonderful plant,

tants.

But

enables

them

to

watered, cleansed, regarded as a being
its gratitude for fostering care

endowed with

When a living palm is
by a scanty harvest,
like a child, and its murderers are moved to pity."
Mussulman

lands, as

and sentiment, showing

fruit, its

anger at neglect

"
felled," says the legend,

"

still

soul

by an abundant crop of

it

cries

Till

recently throughout all

in Marocco, international riglit,

which tolerated homicide,

never allowed a palm to be touched. In southern Algeria the palm groves
of considerably
comprise altogether about three million plants, yielding a revenue
the
Mzab
In some of the oases, and especially in
over
2,000,000.
Valley, a
single plant

is

sometimes valued as high as

32.

Roman

As
period, the chief crops in the Tell are still cereals, such as
hard wheat, barley, beshna or millet, maize, and, since the French occupation, rye,
In good seasons the yield suffices for the supply of men and
oats, and soft wheat.
in the

animals, leaving some barley, oats, and hard wheat for exportation.

In ordinary

The gardens
years the cereals represent one-fifth of all the exports from Algeria.
seaboard
of
the
also
forward
considerable
quantities
along
oranges, lemons,
bananas, and other fruits

;

and

fruit, which might be greatly
movement with the mother country.

this trade in

developed, already supports a large commercial

plants, tobacco is much favoured by the new settlers, although
have
in recent years exchanged it for viniculture.
Cotton also
many planters
came into favour during the American war, but is now seen only in a few districts

Of economic

fibre

Wed

High, w here some Sudanese varieties are grown, whose
resembles that of the United States " long silk."

of the Tell

and

in the

r

ALFA AND VINICULTURE

STOCK FARMING.

Far more important than all these cultivated plants is the alfa, or halfa, grass,
which grows wild on the plateaux, and of which a financial company has acquired

The fibre of the
the monopoly over a space of some 750,000 acres south of Saida.
to
revenue
of
from
a
which
600,000
800,000, is employed
alfa,
yearly
yields
manufacture of paper. The esparto grass of the Spanish province of
Murcia having become almost completely exhausted, the English dealers, who are
the chief purchasers of these fibres, turned their attention to the Algerian alfa.

chiefly in the

first cargo shipped at the port of Oran in 1862, the trade has acquired
an enormous development throughout the plateaux. But extensive tracts have
already been exhausted, and speculators have now begun to replace the alfa by

Since the

the dis, another fibrous plant long employed by the Arabs for
sacks and cordage.

making canvas

nil

ITLEB8.

:;jr,

In remit yrar> the \ine lias chiefly -ngaged the attention of the
peasantry.
Vineyards have been laid out throughout the Tell an<l< \. n mi th- upland plateaux,
and this industry has even hven taken in hand by tin- Mohammedan*, notwith-

standing the

of the

pnvrpN

Koran.

In 1885

tin-

vintage exceeded

J"ity-ti\.

million gallons, so thut after the great wine-growing countries such as

Spain. Italy,

and Huniriiry. Algeria ranks amongst those

l-Yan<

,

which viniculture has

in

acquired the gn-at.-t d. \< l..pmrnt. Some of the vintages, amongst others those of
Miliana, are highly esteemed, and even in the last century Shaw compared
the flavour of the wine

grown

in the Algiers district to that of

Hermitage. Large
companies have leen formed to clear the land and create vineyards many thousand
But alann has been caused by the appearance of phylloxera, in
acres in extent.
1885, at Mansura, near Tlemcen, and afterwards in the Sidi-bel-Abbes district.

A more formidable

scourge of long standing are the locusts, which are hatched

in countless myriads on the steppes,

where they are salted down and consumed as
of moderate size observed in the Medea district in

A

food by the nomads.
flight
a
formed
1874,
compact mass 15 by 2^ miles, or 40 square miles in extent,
comprising at least fifty billions of these winged pests. The invasion of 18G6,

which caused a

direct

frightful famine, during

loss of

about

which probably

was followed next year by a
hundred thousand natives perished of

'2,000,000,
five

hunger and want. Since then successful attempts have been made
by means of metallic plates disposed in such a way as to present an

to localise the evil

effective barrier to

the advance of the migratory species (acridium migratorium).
The winged variety
does little harm, being mostly blown seawards, as happened in 1865, when the dead
bodies washed ashore lined the beach to a depth of from 10 to 12 feet.

Of domestic animals, the most noteworthy is the famous Barbary horse, bred in
the nomad encampments on the upland plateaux.
According to the census of
1881, about five-sixths of the Algerian horses were still owned by the natives, who
To
possess even a larger share of the mules and asses, and almost all the camels.
the Arabs further belong most of the horned cattle, sheep, and goats and Tiaret,
On the other
the chief market for live stock in Algeria, lies in Arab territory.
hand, nearly all the swine are owned by the European settlers, although some of the
;

"

"
Kabyles breed this animal, regarded as impure by all true believers. The
stock was greatly reduced by the scarcity of fodder in 1882, when the Arabs

live
lost

over a million of animals.

THE EUROPEAN
Like most other European

SETTLERS.

colonies, Algeria can scarcely

be said to have any
which represents

peasant class, properly so called. The European
hence is produced a
about half of the immigrants, is mainly of urban origin
in
France.
In the mother
observed
is
the
of
what
reverse
phenomenon
very
rural population,
;

country the to\vn

country

is

settled

are

inhabited

by townsfolk.

hy people from the country

in Algeria the
;
the
Algerian farms are
Relatively speaking,

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
and in many places even the natives possess

better stocked than those of France,

improved ploughs.
The French are naturally the most numerous element in the rural districts.
After the loss of Alsace and Lorraine, over one thousand expatriated families were
"
ladies of France,"
the contributions raised by the
provided with land, thanks to
and fifty-six villages were founded or enlarged for their reception. Most of these

have already changed hands. The settlers become proof residing five years on the plot assigned them by the
prietors only on condition

concessions, however,

Fig. 145.
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But during the decade which follows the
colonists, about half of them sell their share to others.
State.

There

still

'

distribution

of land to the

remain to be appropriated vast tracts, which belong to the Governtitles, one of which, unfortunately, is that of sequestration pro-

ment under various

nounced against the tribes. But the
process of concession hitherto adopted not
only burdens the finances with a considerable yearly outlay, but also generally
proves more expensive to the colonists than

if

the concession had been purchased

INDUSTRIES
ut a fair \nluation.

Nor can

this

TRADE.

method of

827

colonisation foil to be affected

by the

In such cases personal recommendations arc allpowerful, for the concessions can never be claimed as a right, and always retain
the character of a favour. The concessions generally range from
to sevmtvof official favouritism.

taint

fifty

tive acres, far too

much

to be properly tilled

by one

large extent, cultivated

by the aid of native hands.

the Arab proprietors,
" tenants at fifth

who employ

as

settler

;

hence the land

The same

is,

to a

evil prevails

amongst
day labourers the wretched khamme*, or

hand."

The direct purchase of
ment of exchanges is going

State lands

is

of rare occurrence

;

but a general move-

on, tending to enlarge the estates of the settlers at the

expense of the natives, whose ignorance often places them at the mercy of
unscrupulous speculators. Men skilled in legal quibbles take advantage of their
To
superior knowledge to get unfair possession of the territory of whole tribes.
prevent these and other abuses, arising out of the uncertainty of titles, it would be
desirable to accurately survey the Arab lands, determine the limits of each
holding,

and secure

Such a survey was begun in 1873 ;
but at the end of 1884 only 1,750,000 acres, or about a twentieth part of the Tell,
had been dealt with a rate of progress which would require two centuries to comThe delay appears to be caused by the influence of a large section
plete the work.
its full

possession to the occupant.

of Algerian society, which has a direct interest in
leaving questions of proprietorand
titles in a general state of muddle.
ship

INDUSTRIES

TRADE.

European industry is limited in Algiers to the supply of a few local wants, while
that of the natives has been paralysed by the introduction of foreign wares. There
is an almost total absence of mineral coal, and the reserves of wood and other fuel
require to be

managed with the

greatest economy, while the apparatus introduced

have hitherto yielded no results of any consequence. Hence it
not likely that Algeria can ever become a great manufacturing country. Its
hides, wool, and other animal products supply the workshops of Marseilles alfa finds
its
way to England to be converted into paper cork is utilised in the French wine
to utilise solar heat

is

;

;

trade

;

the Beni-Safi and

Europe and the

Ain-Mokhra mineral

New World

;

ores are exported to the foundries of

the salines on the coast cannot compete with those of

France, while the vast salt deposits in the shotts of the plateaux are used only by
the surrounding tribes.
The mineral and thermal springs, which are scattered

abundantly over the whole region, offer efficacious remedies for the most diverse
maladies, but hitherto a few only have been frequented by European invalids.
The annual movement of trade between Algeria and other countries, France
included, already exceeds

20,000,000.

Since the year of the conquest, the

price of its produce has increased threefold,

and

its

exchanges

nearly a

mean

hundred-

But the imports have always exceeded the exports, and this relation must
continue as long as Algeria is occupied by a large army supplied from the mother
i'ltld.

N nim -WEST AFEICA.
I
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count rv,

:ui(l

months ;md years
At the same
plantations.

the colonists take

by theproduct>

of their

pay for their European wares

to

time, the relative increase in the

and Algeria already takes the eighth
exports keeps pace with that of the imports,
The ports of Bona, Philippeextent of its commerce with France.
place in the
anOran
and
amongst the most frequented in the
ville, Bougie, Algiers, Arzeu,

Western Mediterranean waters, and the annexation of Tunis has given a great
stimulus to the commercial movement with the interior. Some trade is also done
across the frontier with

Marocco

;

but

it is

mainly of a contraband character, and
Hut south of Wargla and Suf all inter-

almost entirely in the hands of the Jews.
is for the present nearly suspended.
Nevertheless,
total
after four years of
interruption, a caravan, comprising one thousand persons
course with the Saharian oases

and three thousand camels, proceeded in 1884 from the Bcn-Khelil

THERMAL
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Orania to the Gurara oases, returning in company with the Dui-Menias of
Marocco.

Nearly

all

the trade of Algeria being sea-borne, navigation has necessarily
movement of exchanges. But steamers,

increased in the same proportion as the
either

independent or subsidised

by the Government,' have entirely replaced
and the coasting trade. The general move-

sailing vessels, except in the fisheries

ment

represented by over ten thousand ships of all sizes, with a total
tonnage of about four millions. Of this France possesses about two-thirds, thanks
of navigation

to the
steamships

is

plying regularly between the French and Algerian coasts.

Next

come England, which exports most of the alfa, and Spain, which has
the advantage of position, but which mainly employs small craft.
regular service of steamers is maintained between the Algerian seaports and
to Frit nee

A

those of the

Western ^Mediterranean

average every month

basin.

About

thirty trips are

across the intervening waters

;

made on the

but in this growing

traffic

lio.M.S

small part has hitherto
cation- in tin- interior an- also well
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highways on the African continent, and the mental comparison which, he makes
with many European countries is to the advantage of the French colony

ROADS AND RAILWAYS.
In ls:JO the only roads in the regency wen- the traek* of .shepherds and their
flock-, and the 1'caten paths of caravan- almii; the >t reams and through the mountain gorges.
the French occupation, one of the chief
But during the tirst year!'

63

AP

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
works of the army was that of road-making, and Algeria may be said to have been
reduced far more by the construction of strategical routes than by force of arms.
Even still thousands of military convicts are employed on these works, jointly
with Calabrian, native, and other navvies, yet the system of main highways has not
Tunisia and Marocco a single route, running through
yet been completed. Between
Setif, the Mitija and Shelif valleys, and Tlemcen, serves to
roads
connect the lateral
branching off towards the interior, or northwards to the

Suk-Ahras, Guelma,

coast route, intended to connect La Calle with Nemours, is still internumerous
gaps, representing over one-half of the whole distance.
rupted by

The

coast.

Fig. 148.

LINES OF STEAK NAVIGATION BETWEEN MAURITANIA AND THE OPPOSITE COAST.
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Several important communes also are still accessible only on foot or on horseback,
and the important town of Jijelli still remains completely isolated for want of any
carriage roads.

Railway operations began in I860, and the

At present

first

section

was opened in 1862.

the total

development, exclusive of the single lines used for carrying
miles.
But the great central artery, between Tunis and
1,200
nearly
is
not
Marocco,
yet completed, a break occurring (1885) south of Kabylia, between
El-Ashir and Palestro, in the direction of Marocco, while the locomotive stops at

alfa,

is

-Ain-Temushent, within 60 miles of the frontier.

Several seaports, such as Nemours,

AM> KA1I.WAYS

IK'M'S

m

>,
Shershell, l)ellys, Bougie. Cnllo, and I^a ('alle.
licni-Sof, Mostagruii in, T
await the branches that an- to eonnect them with the trunk line.
These, how
ill been either
at
or
least
AH
the
In-^un
projected.
companies have re.

still
.

\

.

r.

rnment

ai<l by advances and concession of land.
Yet in certain place*, epcbetween
and
and
on
the
Blida,
Algiers
cially
IMiilipiM-ville-Constantine section, the

local traffic has already Ix-^iin

invested.

The

tariff

is

to

yield

ample returns

everywhere very high,

<>n

the capital originally

sufficient interest

on the outlay

being guaranteed by the Government to render the companies independent of the
Fig. 149.
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Cailw.tr*.

public favour.

Hence along

all

_

i- p.Miles

the lines ordinary coaches are able to compete

successfully with the locomotives.
South of the great central artery, three lines already penetrate to the plateaux
in the direct ion of the Sahara.

from Suida
to these

to Mesheria,

new means

the plateaux

In tter

One of

these runs from Constantino to Batua, another

and the third from

Sidi-bel- Abbes to Ros-el-Ma.

Thanks

may now be diffused throughout
between Aumale and Laghwat.

of communication, colonisation

than in the regions lying

continental line across the desert to the Niger,

first proposed by
the Upper laser
and
Blida
MacCarthy, will probably run from Algiers through
so on by Laghwat and the Wed Jeddi Valley to
Valley to the upland plateaux, and
But several alternative projects have been suggested,
the Sahara and Timbuktu.

The great

and several important expeditions have been undertaken

to survey the

ground
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Nevertheless the construction of a trans-Saharian line can hardly be seriously
taken in hand until the great Algerian railways are farther advanced towards
The Algerian system itself has to be farther developed in the direction
completion.
between Algiers and Timbuktu. When the
which lies about
of

midway

Twat,

desert region beyond this point has been sufficiently surveyed,
the trans-Saharian line may be pushed forward in the direction of the Niger.

unknown

almost

Other schemes have been advanced, which are intended to connect the Igharghar
Central Sahara.
Valley with the Tsad basin across

ADMINISTRATION

The administration
is

of Algeria,

TRIBAL ORGANISATION.

which

is

forces, assisted

this central

by a

power

attached to the Ministry of the Interior,
chief of the land and sea

commander in
director- general and a Government

directed by a civil governor-general,

is

brought

The

But the

council.

action of

through different channels on the natives and
enjoy the same rights as in France, whereas the

to bear

latter

the European settlers.
Arabs and Kabyles are practically at the mercy of the administration.
The Arab tribal organisation is nearly always of an aristocratic character.

Comprising a group of families which believe themselves sprung of a common
The dwar, or
stock, the clan recognises a chief at once military and religious.

encampment

established on the steppe or near the arable lands,

out of which

is

developed the group of

tribes.

is

the original unit,

In each dwar the authority is
who can boast of the noblest

vested in the heads of families, and especially those

Several dwars, united in a ferka, are administered

birth.

by a sheikh or "elder,"

when the group is large enough to constitute a whole arsh, or
a
number
of persons which may vary from five hundred to as many as
is,
The kaid is subordinate to an agha, and the latter to a bash-agha
thousand.

or even a kaid,
ry'a,

fifty

that

who are all so many absolute kinglets in their respective spheres,
uncontrolled by any elected body of advisers.
Nevertheless, a certain democratic
spirit has been fostered in the dwars, thanks to the jemaa, or assembly, constituted
"
by the heads of families, or by the kobars alone, that is, by the grandees," conor a khalifa,

of the ferka on all weighty matters.

Very different is the
communes, in which the old customs are still respected.
Amongst them the whole people form the assembly, whose authority is limited only
sulted

by the sheikh

assembly of the Berber

by

traditional usages.

Arab communities, questions of genealogy are of paramount importance.
the French governors adopted the policy of relying on the chiefs of the
warlike tribes, in order to secure the pacification of the country, neglecting no
In

At

all

first

But
them by titles, honours, the grant of fiefs and domains.
tastes and traditions of the Arab people have the fatal consequence

devices to attract

the aristocratic

Three

of engendering fierce rivalries in the
struggle for power.

distinct orders of

the juads, or sons of
nobility contend for the ascendancy amongst the tribes
chiefs, who by right or usurpation claim to be sprung from the companions of
:

Ml

SOCIAL CHANGES.

Mohammed

or the conquerors of Mauritania

roimnoii mother Fatinm, wife of
J'rophct's family; lastly

and

tin IM-

have thus accju'red

\vlio

All these

men

the

;

Mohammed, and

whose ancestor

who regard

*omc reputed

is

a sort of nobility not

stand higher than the

K/HH-/I,

wlio consequently

of

tin-

as their

-long to the

saint or maralmt.

leas respected

common ma**

1

than the others.

faithful,

and when

favoured hy circumstanct >, Mich as trihal feud", \\.ir-. ..mmotion^, or family
occurrences, are ever ready to enforce their pretensions.
The tribal groupings also are not unfreijuently modified, the followers of con-

tending parties passing from one side to the other, according to the vici.s>itud-* of
these amhitioiis rivalries.
Fragments of a single tribe have thus occasionally become
scattered throughout the whole of the Burbury States.

Hence by purchasing the

friendship of one chief or another, the French

Government has vainly hoped

secure the loyalty of the whole tribe, the

proteg

official

to

being simply replaced by
policy pursued by the French has
of
formidable
also at times simply resulted in the creation
opponents by founding
It was hoped that the work of pacification would be made
real Arab monarchies.

some more popular

rival in public favour.

The

easy by dealing with a single chief instead of with the several heads of countless
Thus it was that under French patronage Abd-el-Kuder became a sultun,
tribes.

and the chief of the Ulud-Sidi sheikhs received as a

fief

the whole of the Algerian

Sahara, while Mokhrain

assumed almost supreme power in southern Kubylia.
The lauds hitherto reserved for the commune, the widow, the orphan, and the poor,
Nevertheless the vassal
thus passed into the possession of the great feudal lords.
chiefs continued still powerful enough to revolt, and even since the French occupation have waged war with their suzerain.

SOCIAL CHANGES.

But

this

regime of the great Arab

fiefs is

The virtually
drawing to a close.
or by
French
administrators,
by

independent chiefs are being gradually replaced

Mohammedan

kadis, entrusted with the administration of justice, in accordance

Sheikhs,
with the Moslem jurisprudence accepted by the French tribunals.
French
the
from
investiture
their
authority,
kaids, aghas, and bash-aghas, receive

and yield

direct obedience to its

orders.

Their judicial functions are strictly

but they have not yet been deprived of the traditional prerogative of
on criminals a
indemnifying themselves from the proceeds of fines imposed
of injustice.
prerogative which has always proved a source of the most crying acts
limited

;

the same facilities for migrating from the uplands
nomad triU's find
to the plains, and
according as the country becomes settled, the
A continually increasing
their freedom of action more and more restricted

The dwars no longer enjoy

number

of natives are also abandoning

attaching

thcm-elx.-* to

primitive

communes,

in

tribal

organisation, and

which they constitute the

The old habits disappear, customs change, a settled life takes
the nomad state, the patriarchal yields to the communal system,

proletariat class.

the place of

the French

the
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polygamy

to

monogamy.

polygamous Mussulman

The

last

census for the city of Algiers returned five

Fig. 150.

AN ARAB FAMTLT

families,

and that of Oran not more than

or TLCTICFW.

three, so that in

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS.
this respect also the
to the usages of

The

social

Mohammedan

European n\

:i:r,

populations appear to be gradually conforming

illation.

transformation

now going on

creates a hope that all the ethnical

elements may ultimately beeome fused in one nationality, and that the prophets of
" All the*- native
"
evil may thus be belied.
must
insulations," said one of them,
die out; those

who

escape one disaster will perish by another, or become

ini

by the contagion of our blighting civilisation. Where we pass, \ i\ thing decays."
The extermination of the natives might have seemed inevitable during the first
decades of the occupation, when the country was wasted by razzias, when the Arab
" rebels " hud neither corn nor cattle when their
women, held us hostages, were
;
bartered for live stock, or sold by auction like beasts of burden ; when a price was
on heads, and human ears paid for ut the rate of two douros u pair.
In those

set

days Aruh prisoners acquitted by the courts were nevertheless executed, because
"
" it was
nor were there wunting philosophers to
necessary to make an example
;

justify

any

acts of injustice or cruelty aguinst the nutives.

the moral law," said Bodichon,

"we

" Without
violating

can fight our African enemies with powder and

the sword combined with famine, intestine feuds, brandy, corruption, and disorganisution."

No

one would now repeat such sentiments in Algeria, although muny acts of
injustice are still committed, and the conquerors continue to abuse their power
ugainst the weak.

If the natives are being

Mohammedan

crowded out in many

places, the

population
goes on increasing, slavery exists only on the verge
of the desert, and the wretched Khammes peasantry have almost everywhere cOMfld
to be true serfs, such as they were till recently on all the estates of the great
still

feudatory chiefs.
wife,

whom

The Arab has no longer the power

he fears even to maltreat,

lest

of

life

and death over his

her cries should reach the ears of some

"accursed Rumi."

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS.

For administrative purposes, Algeria is divided into two sections the
In the former, which comprises a portion of the
military territory.
officials

civil

and

Tell, the

are dependent on the Minister of the Interior, while in the latter they all
In the one, affairs are administered with the same

belong to the military class.
routine as in France
law.

In the

;

by a form of martial
Algiers, Constantine, and

in the other, the tribes are governed

civil territory the three great divisions of

Oran are designated by the name of "departments,"

like the

modern circumscriptions

in the military districts (" Territoire de Commandement ") the old
"
"
of
has been preserved.
appellation
provinces
As in the mother country, the department is divided into arrondissements

in France

;

administered by sub-prefects.

The arrondissements

are again subdivided into

"
districts,
communes, which for the most part are de plein exercice,"
that is, fully privileged, their organisation being about the same as that of the
French communes.

and these

into
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The mixed communes,
weak

to

trator,

less

numerous thun the

others, are those in

which the

prevails, and where the Europeans only form small groups, too
a
constitute
They are under the control of a civil adminismunicipality.

native element

who

is

still

required to speak Arabic or Berber.

certain circumscriptions are also called

mixed communes

In the military districts,
but here Europeans and
;

by military authority, the functions of
commander-in-chief.
exercised
the
Lastly, in the same districts a
by
mayor being
native
number of purely
communes, comprising dwars, ferkas, tribes, and even
natives alike are governed

exclusively

by officers of the regular army.
In 1881, there were altogether two hundred and nine communes enjoying full
is gradually increasing
by a process of subdivision, the
privileges, and this number
isolated towns, are controlled

section

demanding a municipal

port a separate administration.

Fig. 151.

constitution as soon as

it feels

strong enough to sup-

In 1884 there were seventy-five mixed communes in

FULLY PBIVILEQED, MIXED, AND NATIVE COMHUNES IN ALQKRIA.
Scale

1

:

9,500,000.

Meridian of Ureeo wcl">

Privileged

Communes.

Civil Territory.

____^_^_^_^

Mflit iry TerritoryIS

i

Milrs

civil, and six in the military districts, besides sixteen native communes created
the
But these so-called native communes are sometimes vast
by
military bureaux.

the

Such are those of Ghardaya, comprising
regions, several square miles in extent.
the whole of the Mzab, Metlili, and Chaanba territories, with a total area of 26,700
square miles, and of Biskra, which

is

nearly as large again, stretching from El

Kuntara for 150 miles to and beyond Tugurt and Temassin, with an area approximately estimated at about 45,000 square miles. But as a rule, the larger the

commune

the smaller the population
that of Algiers, scarcely two square miles in
extent, having at once the smallest area and the largest number of inhabitants.
:

In the European communes the municipal councils are elected by the suffrage
French citizens, while each of the three Algerian departments is represented
in Parliament
by one senator and two deputies, elected according to the 'electoral

of the

RKLKJIoN-THi: MABABITML
laws of the mother-country.
council, cleehMl in the

The departments

same way as those of

tin-

also

pomem a
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separate general

French circumseription*. awl

like

them occupied mostly with local affairs, such as the roads and forest*, public
Each delegates six of it* inrmlxT*.
buildings, education and communal rates.
eighteen altogether, to the Superior Council of Algeria, which also comprises the
three prefects, the three generals in command of the divi^on-, ami the twelve

members

of the special council

appointed to assist the governor-general. This
one
half
of
whose
members
are thus nominated by the Government, and
assembly,
the other half by the citizens indirectly, meets once a
year for a session of about
settle the

twenty days, to

yearly expenditure

is

Fig. 152.

current budget and the incidence of taxation.

estimated at about

1,600,000, besides over

RELATIVE POPCLATIOW OP THE AIOEKIAM CoioctnrzB.
Scale

CM

1

:

10.000.000.

The

2,000,000
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intervened in the appointment of religious ministers; now the mufti, the secondary
imams, and some subordinate religious agents, are selected by the governors from

amongst men
administration

of letters well disposed towards the French.

interfere

appointments, but
societies,

it

in the

also

religious

violates

according to which

it

is

affairs

of the

Not only does the

Mussulmans by these

the constant practice of all Mohammedan
forbidden to pray and teach the Koran " for

Hence strict Mussulmans hold in small account the salaried official
wa^es."
to the French imams the free marabuts who pray by the
priesthood, preferring

Fig. 153.

HOLT

CITIES

AND CHIEF RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATIONS IN ALOEBIA.
Scale

I

:

9,fiOO,000.

Confraternities ...
rShadeliya-Der-kw.YTidjaniya YTalbiya
A
Principal Ziwvns ..
o
.a
Groups of 1,000 adherents
.

TKhsmn7ya IKadnyalKaT-asly*

TA'issa
-

.

..

i.

180 Mil. s.

shrines of the saints, or the shorfa of the religious orders,
"
"
chain of teachers from the time of the
Prophet.

Although

unofficially connected

live

with the French Government, the marabuts

little

on regular alms of the

places of pilgrimage, the

whom

perpetuate the

danger to the new regime. Belonging for the most
whose genealogies go back to a remote past, accustomed to

(mardbot) are a source of
part to old families,

who

faithful, residing

marabuts are

all

well

always in the vicinity of the holy
known to the French officials, with

it is to their interest to live on the best of terms.
Many even accept service
under the Government,
themselves
to
be
allowing
appointed aghas or kaids, and
even intriguing for honours and decorations.
Amongst the marabut tribes, one

TIM:

.\i"ii

\MMI:IA\

I'hd-Sidi Sheikhs, was
formerly nearly always hostil. t,,
and thU trilw, residing n Smth Orunia, fur from the seaboard,
nutunilly

especially, that of tin

Fruir.

;

j

looked with the greatest displeasure on the advance of
conquerors to whom they
would have to surrender tin- jMilitical jiower and the right of
But
levying taxes,
on the whole, tin- marahuts n pi.-, nt primarily the e..i,ser\at i\e eleim-nt in religion

;

hent-e they tend to lean

on the

civil

authorities in

order to prevent the

development of the religious orders, which eclipse their Hunetity und diminish
their income.
They look on the indejM-ndent associations in the same light that

Roman

Catholic secular clergy formerly did the
regular clergy. Cases occur
of marabuts who close the doors of their schools to all students affiliated to a

the

religious order.

TIIK

MOHAMMEDAN BROTHERHOODS.

These orders, which have nearly all their origin in Morocco, communicating
with that region through Tlemcen and Lalla Maghnia, are very numerous in the
French possessions, and their influence has increased precisely in proportion to
the favour shown by the Government to the imams and marabuts.
The oldest is
that of Sidi Abd-el-Kader el-Jelani of Bagdad, whose zawyas are scattered from

The

the shores of Malaysia to those of Marocco.

Tijaniyas, whose chief centres

Ain-Mahdi and Temassin, were till recently the most powerful, and their
khwans extend to the banks of the Senegal. But their influence has been impaired

are

by the rise of the Scnusiya and some other foundations.
There can be no doubt that since the French occupation the number of khwans,
a term corresponding to those of fakir and derwish in Turkey and the far East,
has considerably increased throughout North Africa.
wise, for

wherever men are deprived cither of

It could scarcely

political

be other-

freedom or of national

autonomy, they endeavour to create for themselves some sphere of action impeneHere they become absorbed in religious thought,
trable to the outer world.
fostering their hatred against the infidel, and in the ecstasy of fanatical zeal at

times breaking into open insurrection.

The Rahmaniya

of

Kabylia and the

Shadelya-Derkawa of different provinces, although most frequently persecuted by
Government because of their lawless spirit, are nevertheless the two orders which
have been most rapidly developed since the complete conquest of Algeria. Nor is
severe military supervision
it
possible even now to ascertain their actual strength,

having converted them into so many partly secret societies. According to Rinn,
they comprised in 1881 altogether 170,000 members, of whom 96,000 belonged to
the Rahmaniya confraternity. All these khwans, grouped round 305 zawyas, have
the orders of some twenty chiefs.
nearly 2,000 mkaddcms, under
About one-fifth of the native population would appear to belong to one or other
number of Kabyle women are also
of the sixteen great Algerian brotherhoods.

A

said to have joined the religious societies in the quality of "sisters."
some other associations which affect a religious air, but

moreover,

Then-

arc,

which are

and
merely strolling corporations of singers, dancers, snake-charmers, acrobats,
fortune-tellers.
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of such a large section of the Mussulsight the religious organisation
man population might seem to constitute a real danger for the French supremacy.
number of writers even regard these institutions as so many societies of con-

At

first

A

banded together both by a common faith and hatred of their rulers. At
after the story-telling and recitation of poetry
night in the Moorish coffee-houses,
to draw near, and to utter in bated breath the
said
are
khwans
the
is concluded,
spirators

advent of the Mul-el-Saa, or " Lord of the
prophecies foretelling the approaching
Hour." They speak of the day when the Mussulman soil shall be cleansed from
the presence of the detested Rumi, mid mutually excite each other to hatred of the
foreigner.

Doubtless gatherings of this sort are of frequent occurrence but the religious
brotherhoods lack the unity necessary to give consistency to these conspiracies.
;

Certainly the various orders profess the purest orthodoxy, differing little from
each other except in their formulas, genuflexions, and other outward observances.
It is also true that the

members

of each association are mutually connected

by the
But the various groups are still far
compact body. Each order is itself split

strictest obligations of the confraternities.

from considering themselves as united in

up

a

into distinct sections, with nothing in

common

except the spiritual rule, and

differing from each other in the conflicting interests of their several sheikhs and
mkaddcms.
Like the marabuts, most of the latter have chiefly at heart the

accumulation of wealth and increase of their personal influence.
They seek to
stand well with the constituted authorities, and will even occasionally favour
Christians with letters of protection and diplomas of "honorary associates," entitling

them

to the support of the

community

like ordinary

members.

Insurrections are

seldom caused by religious motives, nor have the orders ever plunged bodily into a
"
holy war." All the khwans seem to bear in mind the Sufi principle forbidding

them "

death in undertakings above their strength." " Fear the French
The fear of the French is the fear of God " said a religious sheikh to his disciples
to risk

!

!

in the

Khenga

oasis.

Thus, however great their hatred of the invader, they have lost the warlike
spirit necessary to contend with him.
Compelled to absolute submission towards
their chiefs, " as towards God himself," bound to dismiss from their mind " all

argument good or bad,
being

to

impart

the ritual, the

lest

meditation lead them into error," their sole ambition

to their limbs, their voice,

and expression,, the mechanical forms of

khwans become gradually transformed

of will or
understanding.

to helpless imbeciles incapable

In reciting certain prayers the face has to be turned to

the right shoulder while uttering hi, then to the left
saying hit, then bent down
with a ha.
The omission of these mutterings and attitudes renders the prayer
inefficacious.
The history of Algeria shows that insurrectionary movements have

never acquired any real importance
amongst these degraded devotees, but only
amongst the manly tribes which have preserved the full consciousness of their
political life.

I

I

'i

Km
The French Government
endowing
natives to

tin-

Mu-ulman

vi n .\.

(

priesthood; but
l,y

it

The

tin-

sii]i]iort

bus hitherto done

The French

education.

Anih and Berber children are few

badly supported.

041

ha- emlravoured to secure

the level of Europeans

ojHMird for the

<'ATION.

in

and are frequented by a few hundred

natives.

s<

by
the

hoots specially

nundicr and for the most

mdoabtiiMi also open

Europ.-an .schools

of Islam

little to raise

to the

juirt

Mussulmans,

But the proportion of

those

receiving regular instruction is very low in a population of nearly three millions.
The zawyas, of which nearly one thousand are supposed to exist in Algeria, are
sometimes spoken of as real schools ; but they have little claim to the title, the
children
little

who

frequent them, to the

number

of about thirty thousand, being taught
except to recite verses from the Koran. Girls are seldom admitted, nor do

they enter the schools of European foundation, except in very rare cases. It could
scarcely be otherwise, so long as custom requires them to marry at an age when
European children are still playing with their dolls.
the Kabyles, instruction is more highly prized than amongst the
Arabs, and all schools opened for them by the administration or by the Catholic

Amongst

and Protestant missionaries are eagerly frequented by both sexes. All the tribal
assemblies have petitioned for French schools to be established in their communes,
readily accepting the condition of gratuitous

and obligatory

instruction.

Education

held in great honour by the Berbers of the Saharian oases, and in several
towns, notably Biskra, all the children already speak and write French.
Of the whole population, over a million now speak French, either as their

is also

mother tongue or as an acquired language. Arabic, notwithstanding the wealth of
its former literature, no
longer lends itself readily, at least in Algeria, to the
requirements of modern culture.

With

the exception of an

official

journal and a

few legal

and administrative documents, all the local periodical literature is
The only Arab works printed are translations
European, and mostly French.

made by Europeans,

or else historical records published by the learned societies ;
itself felt after half a century of French

nor has any revival of native letters made
occupation.

Amongst the European settlers, instruction is relatively more widely diffused
than in the home country. At present education is somewhat less general amongst
the Jews than amongst the French, a circumstance due to the state of degradation
But on the other
in which the race was long held by its Mohammedan oppressors.

hand, the Jews pay more attention to the instruction of their children than any
other section of the community.
Public instruction, on which the Algerian

communes spend on an average 17 per

cent, of thrir income, is organised

on the

same model as in France. According to a law of 1883, every commune is bound to
maintain one or more primary schools, open gratuitously to European and native
children.
A school for girls must also be established in all communes with over
five

hundred inhabitants.
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ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

In virtue of the capitulation of Algiers, the French Government is bound to
permit the free exercise of the native laws and usages. Nevertheless, the local

French magistrates have naturally endeavoured gradually
tion of

the

tribunals, to

Mussulman

The kadis soon

courts.

which appeal could always be made.

Io4.

Fi<r.

g

A)

ALGIERS IN 1832.

V ^c-

K^'

to restrict the jurisdic-

the rivalry of the French
At present the kadis, to the

felt

.-

./;,-i,?r..^'ft*

^4t**^
^^

j|!

,j,v|^

5-Pl^

number

of about one

hundred and

fifty,

constitute with the adels, or assistant

mahakma, or court of justice, which in every circumscription is attached
to the tribunals of first instance.
Their forensic practice, while regulated
tho

judges, a

Koran, must

still

adapt

itself to

the exigencies of the French law.

by
The instruction

given in the Medersa, or law school of Algiers, becomes daily more assimilated to
that of the French
legal schools while Mussulman society is itself brought more
within the reach of the French courts
by the appointment of justices of the peace
with a wide jurisdiction over
and natives alike. Assize courts are held
;

Europeans

in the four cities of
Algiers, Oran, Constantino, and
a court of appeal, the
highest tribunal in Algeria.

Bona

;

and

in Algiers is seated

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

Till

The army

of occupation, forming the nineteenth
corps, comprises soldiers of all
arras sent from l-Yam-.-. l>. -.ides a considerable pro]xrti<n of local r mil*.
To
<

these must be added three regiments of

Turcot, or Algerian

ritl. s,

and one for

native volunteers mainly Kabyles and Saharians.
Two n-gimcnU of
the Foreign Ix?gion are formed of >
and
other
'-Igians, Germans,

Tunis,

all

Europeans,

driven by want or the spirit of adventure to take service abroad.

Four regiment*

many volunteers, have been created in Algeria, besides three
" Chasseurs
or
of spahis,
In the army are alo
cavalry, and four of
d'Afrique."
of zouave*, including

Pig. 166.

TlARET AND TAODEMT.
Scale 1

,(

.

:

100.000

;

3,300 Yards.

included

the gendarmerie,

about a thousand

strong,

and the Arab gums, or

contingents of horse equipped by the tribal chiefs.

The old Arab and Turkish fortifications have almost everywhere disappeared.
The kasbahs or citadels of the strongholds have either been razed to the ground or
that their original form can no longer be recognised; the square
with
their graceful flanking towers, the imposing gateways on which were
bastions,
" the
spiked
gory heads of traitors," have left little but a name, like that of the
so modified

which the army of Charles V. failed to capture. Even
the ramparts raised by Abd-el-Kader have been destroyed, and the explorer finds

Bab-Azun

at Algiers,

near Tiaret scarcely a vestige of Tagdemt, at one time the central stronghold of
his empire.

On

the Saharian slope, where no European attack is to be dreaded, the French
military posts, such as those of Biskra and Laghwat, are mere fortified barracks,

or else ancient kasbahs adapted to the requirements of a French garrison.

The
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allies of the Europeans against the Arabs of the
plateaux
and of the steppes draining southwards. On the plateaux what are needed are not
fortresses but carriage roads, by means of which the swiftest nomad marauders may

Suharians are the natural

be overtaken and dispersed.

After the

good highways from the coast

fall

of

Tagdemt and the construction

to the central plateaux, the conquest of
Algeria

of

was

virtually completed.

The

limits of the military divisions coincide with those of the three department-

of Algiers, Oran,
trative

and Constantino

and military subdivisions.

;

but there arc some differences in the adminis-

In each division are seated two councils of war,

besides inferior courts which deal with minor offences against discipline.
tribunals, which formerly dependt-d on the military administration, have

The Arab
now been

placed under the direct control of the governor-general.
In the Appendix will be found a table of all the administrative divisions and
subdivisions of Algeria, with their chief towns

and communes.

CHAPTER

X.

MAROCCO.
given by Europeans to the triangular r?gion
bounded north-east on the Mediterranean by the Wed Ajerud,
south-west on the Atlantic by the Wed Nun, is taken in a far more
terra

|HK

Marocco,

by the natives, for whom Marrakesh, the Marruecos
is one only of the three states subject to the

restricted sense

of

the Spaniards,

His

completed in the north by the kingdom of
Fez, in the south-east by the Tafilelt oasis, while vast districts occupied by
numerous independent tribes are also comprised within the space usually designated on our maps by the appellation of Marocco. The inhabitants have no
Miltan-sherif.

common term

for the

and which

frontiers,

is

empire

whole of this region, which in many places has no definite
is

" Tire

vaguely designated Maghreb-el-Aksa,

Extreme

West."

But notwithstanding

its

uncertain nomenclature, Marocco constitutes none the

A certain physical unity is imparted to the
distinct geographical unit.
whole of the region comprised between Algeria and the Atlantic by the lofty Deren
ranges, with their parallel foldings, spurs, and valleys merging in the lowland

IMP a

plains which stretch on the one

hand seawards, on the other

in the direction of the

by a common faith,
while the very rivalries of foreign j>owers, esjx^cially England, France, and Spain,
serve to impart to the whole of Marocco a certain solidarity, by isolating it from
Sahara.

The absence

of political cohesion

is

also comi>cnsated

the rest of the continent.

conventional limits, as determined by diplomacy, the region defined
south-westwards by a straight line running from the Figuig oasis across the desert

Within

to the

its

mouth

of the

Wed

Draa

(I)raha),

may have

a superficial area of about

200,000 square miles, with a scant population, which in the absence of all official
The estimates vary
documents can scarcely be even approximately conjectured.
from Kloden's 2,750,000

to

Jackson's

15,000,000,

the

actual

number being,

perhaps, between eight and nine millions.
Marocco has not yet been thoroughly explored by Kurupean travellers.
three centuries

the country were

little

l'.r

more than

the published accounts
work written by tlie Arab renegade, Le<> Africans.

reproductions of the
54--AF

of

Till the
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who

penetrated into the interior were a
few missionaries sent to redeem captive Christians, some mariners wrecked on the
But in 1789 the country was traversed by
to the Sultan's court.
coast, or

end of the

last century, the

only Europeans

envoys

Ijempriere,

who was

Spaniard, Ali-Bey.

followed at the beginning of the nineteenth century by the
Since then many journeys have been made along the routes

Kg.

156.

ROUTES OF THE CHIEF EXPLOBEBS IN MAEOCCO.
Scale

1

:

9,000,000.

Depths.

to 1,600
Feet.

1,600 to 32,000

Feet.

Regions crossed in

32,000 to 64,000
Feet.

all directions

by

64,000 to 128.000
Feet.

128,000 Feet

and

upwards.
Routes of travellers

explorers.
120 Miles.

between Tangier, Fez, Meknes, and Rhat, and between Mogador and the city of
Marocco.

These itineraries indicate with tolerable accuracy the limits separating the
Bled-el-Makhzen, or settled region, from the Bled-el-Siba, or independent districts
held by tribes

who

refuse to

pay the imposts or accept military

service*.

In the

MARorro.
Illed-el-Makh/i n

am

Muropr.-iiix

their origin.

the regions occupied

tn\el in perfect safety, without U-in^

Hut they could
l>y

the independent

sixths of the territory on our

|

the

maps designated by

to

name

nuison

<f Muroeco.

to Ix-lieve

The

that the

BLED-KL-MAIHJOEK AKD
Scale 1

:

9.000,000.

~~*

A
^^ir.

Wet

Feet.

,n,jH-ll.-<l

v

inhabitants of the Bled-es-Siba have, ]M-rlmpH, gtnxl

Fig. 157.

<- (

\.nture to p-netr.i!e ..penlv into
trilic-.. reruns
comprising ulxmt five-

M-an-.

%

_

^

'

$?..

W

,

r^wa*

of brt

Feet.

1W.OOO ftot nd
upwards.

Fet.

would be followed by conquering
exploration of their domain by Christian travellers
thrown
routes
armies advancing along the
open by their peaceful forerun
visited is the IJif coast,
Amongst the districts that have hitherto been scarcely
which is nevertheless yearly skirted by thousands of ships plying ea-t of the Strait
Kven on the direct mute Vtueen l-V/ and Murocco, many hilly
of Gibraltar.
i

tracts are

known onlv from

the reports of the natives.

The

Atlas, the Anti-Atlas,
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the land draining to the desert, as far as the Algerian frontier, have
Of Caille's expedition
hitherto been traversed only by two or three Europeans.

and

all

approximate line of march

Rohlfs merely skirted on
the north the main Atlas range, which Lenz crossed at its southern extremity.
But De Foucauld, disguised as a Jew, penetrated much farther inland, surmount in<r

little is

known beyond

its

;

the Atlas at several points, discovering the Bani range, determining over forty
astronomic positions and three thousand altitudes. But a detailed account of his
the
explorations, with

maps and other documents embodying the

result of his surveys,

awaits publication.

still

THE ATLAS HIGHLANDS.
In Marocco the Atlas system attains its greatest elevation. Here the main
range runs south-west and north-east, following the axis of north-west Africa from

Cape Blanc through Cape Bojador to the headland of Algiers.
region between the mouths of the Sus and Moluya lies, so

The whole
to say,

coast

beyond the

continental mass dominated by uplands already belonging to the intermediate zone

now

pierced

by the

Strait of Gibraltar.

The range

deviates slightly from the

normal north-easterly direction, developing a sort of arc, with its convex side turned
towards the Sahara.
Excluding the subordinate ridges and those continuing the
in
it
has
a total length of about 360 miles between Cape Ghcr
system
Algeria,
north of the Sus and the Jebel A'iashin, forming its extreme north-eastern ramification.
No collective name is applied to the system by the natives, who restrict
"
Mountains," or Idraren
general term Idraren, or

the

section.

The word Deren

is

Deren, to

its

evidently the same as the Dyris or Dyrin

western

known

to

Strabo.

The Jebel
According

to

A'iashin (A'iashi) appears to be one of the loftiest chains in Marocco.

Rohlfs and

De

Foucauld, the only modern explorers

rounding crests

who have

yet

summits are distinguished from all the surtheir
whiteness.
Rohlfs even confirms the statement of
by
snowy

described this part of the Atlas,

its

Roman

the

But

general, Suetonius Paulinus, that they are covered with perpetual snows.
he visited these uplands in the month of May, and the native's questioned by

him may have spoken

of the snows

which remain in the crevasses and ravines

impenetrable to the solar rays.

But however

this be, the Jebel A'iashin, or

Magran, as

it is

also called, probably

rises to a

height of 11,600 feet, being surpassed in elevation only by a few peaks
in the main
It is composed chiefly of sandstones and schists, .and throws
range.

off

some

lateral ridges, constituting parting lines

Westward

between several river

basins..

Aian and the rocky spurs
above the plains of Fez.
To the north-east the Jebel Tamarakuit, a
branch of the Aian, follows the normal direction of the Atlas
One of its
system.
which

stretches the Ait-Ahia, continued through the

rise

flooded by the lovely alpine lake Sidi Ali Mohammed, in whose clear
waters are mirrored the wooded
The Tamarakuit
slopes of the surrounding hills.
is continued north-eastwards
by a range, which is pierced by the Moluya and

depressions

is

mi.
Sharf
It

IM

1

cliffs

rivers,

:niil

Aia-hin

AZLAfl

which U-rminah's

itM-lf falls

in

th- Tl<-mc< n

in

Algeria

ni-'untainv

rapidly northwards, trniiiiiutmg abruptly in

of the Jflx-1 Tcnicit, which

ris4-s

nearly

7, dim

f.-rt

alv-

tin-

Th

Mu|M-iul.us

the surrounding

This im{x>8ing rampart, forming the northern extremity of the whole

pliins.

fig. 168.
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which he-re appear
presents a striking contrast to the boundless plateaux,
and
the
streams
action
of
tinto have been gradually levelled by
glaciers formerly
,

uding from the Atlas.
South of the Jebel Aiashin the main range,

still

unvisited

by any European

NORTH-WEST AFIMCA.
to maintain a
explorers, seems

Foucauld, there

is

mean

altitude of over

11, GOO

feet.

According- to

not a single pass accessible to caravans for a distance of 90

mi: ui.\to the south of the hills

!'/

which

affording communication between
are the three Ti/i

851

skirt tin- northern faro of the Aiushin

Hut farther mi towards the

to Tatilelt.

important

IIH,III.\M.S

n'<

tin- l'in-i

Hawi

I

paes

on the route from

M.utli-\\.

breachen

Khia ami Iraa

U-twecn

tin-

ha-iii-v
.Irln-l

<

>l

t

In

-

liemoct

t

Anicmer and the

which an- practicable throughout the \*
South-west of tl.is depression iis,-s the imposing muss of the MIOW\

.lehel Tidili,

.lelel

Sirwa,

which is probably the culminating point of the Atlas sy>tem.
Standing somewhat
it
forms
the
main
a
axis,
link
between
the
Great and Little
connecting
beyond
and separates the

Atlas,

t\M

basins of the Sus and hraa.

The Mount

Miltsin,

by Washington, no subsequent traveller has been able to identify
which
that
name,
appears to be unknown to the natives.
by
According to Ball
miles south-east of Marrakesh, whose
and Hooker, it refers perhaps to a mountain
-iirveyed in 18'J!)

M

be about 18,200

Seen from the

capital, the chain of th<>
highest peak may
the
of
an
almost
unbroken
Atlas presents
aspect
rampart covered with snow till
to
the
mean
altitude in this section is about
the early summer.
Maw,
According

13,000

feet,

the highest peaks rising scarcely more than 600 feet above this median

Thus the Atlas

line.

feet.

is

much

for a space of at least 100 miles

extreme elevation to the Alps, although
maintains a mean height greater than that of

inferior in
it

any of the Alpine ranges.

The Tagherut

Pass, about the meridian of Marrakesh, leading southwards to the

rpjter Sus Valley, stands at a height of perhaps 11,600 feet, and is approached by
rugged gorges presenting great difficulties to pack animals. But 18 miles farther

From the summit of the
west a large breach presents an easy passage to caravans.
pyramidal Jebel Tiza, which attains an altitude of over 11,000 feet, a view is
commanded of this narrow defile, above which it towers to a height
West of this point the main range, here running perpendicularly to

of 4,000 feet.

the coast,

still

maintains an average altitude of 10,000 feet, as far as another deep gorge known
"
or " Pass," in a pre-eminent sense, which is crossed at an elevation
as the " Tizi
of 4,000 feet by the route leading from Marocco to Tarudant in the Sus Valley.
'*
This pass, which also takes the name of Bibawan and Biban, or the
Gates," has

been traversed by Lempriere, Jackson and other explorers.
Beyond it the
maritime Atlas still presents a superb aspect, with peaks exceeding 8,000 feet.

As

far as

is

known

of its geological constitution, the Atlas consists largely of

sandstones, together with old schists, limestones,

M

em

to prevail in the central parts of the

and marbles, while porphyries

Deren range.

Dioritesand basalts occur

Ball and Hooker,

forms a
and the Jebel Tiza, ascended by
mica schists. The character of
porphyry dome, which has cropped out through the
the rocks in the mum range is revealed chiefly by the debris scatten-d along its
At elevations <.f from
of glacial origin.
-lopes, and which, according to Maw, are

in several

i..

places,

tn s.onil feet,

the valleys sloping towards the Atlantic are

median, and terminal moraines, apparently
Alps.

A

series of hills

dilTerinr in

composed entirely of

I,

with

also occurs at
glacial debris

of the mountains, where they occupy a broad zone interrupted
lateral valle\

tilled

1 ..

no respect fromthoseof the
at

the foot

intervals by the
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A

similar glacial origin

is

attributed to the undulations on the great plateaux

of the orographic system in the province
stretching east of the Atlas along the axis
is
filled
of Oran.
by the shott or sebkha of Tigri, which
portion of this plateau

A

This shott does not form a single
strewn with a reddish argillaceous deposit.
into
several
is
divided
but
basin,
secondary depressions standing at different levels
is

between the altitudes of 3,700 and 3,800

feet.

of the Arias.
The declivity
greatest contrast is presented by the two slopes
and
there
with
is
covered
here
Atlantic
of
the
moist
clouds
verdure,
exposed to the
and in some places, especially towards its northern extremity, clothed with

The

facing the desert, is both much steeper
and more arid, presenting the aspect of bare rocky surfaces burnt by the parching
Yet the southern escarpments are almost
winds coming up from the sands.

But the opposite

magnificent forests.

side,

everywhere protected from these winds by a lower parallel chain, usually designated

by the name of the Little Atlas, or Anti-Atlas.

THE LITTLE ATLAS AND BANI RANGES.
In

its

Wed

western section, south of the

Sus, the Anti-Atlas, seen

by Ball and

Hooker from the summit of the Jebel Tiza, seemed to have an elevation of about
But Rohlfs, who crossed it on his journey from Tarudant to Tafilelt,
10,000 feet.
gives

it

Atlas.

a

mean

altitude of not

Towards the

east it is

more than 5,000

known

feet,

or about half that of the Great

to the natives

by the name of the Jebel

Shagherun.
A broad and apparently perfectly level zone separates the Little Atlas from
The Bani, as
another ridge running parallel with the main axis of the system.
this ridge is called, rises little
plains,

more than 500 or 600

feet above the

with a thickness of about a mile from base to base.

surrounding

The Bani. which

is

begin near Tamagurt, on the Draa, and
to run north of that river almost in a
straight line for a distance of nearly 360 miles

destitute of lateral chains or spurs, is said to

to the Atlantic.

It is pierced at intervals

by

khenegs, or defiles, usually very

narrow, above which

five or six streams converge in a single channel, through
which the waters of the Little Atlas find their way to the Draa.
One of these
is
and
here they
the
of
cradle
Berbers
as
the
their race,
khenegs
regarded by

assemble every year to offer

Throughout

its

sacrifices,

followed by feasts and dancing.
mass of the Bani range consists of

entire course the bare rocky

a sandstone, charred in appearance, and covered with a bright black incrustation.
This sandstone is probably of Devonian origin, like the blackish sandstones of the
Central Sahara, and like them

it

is

sometimes polished, sometimes striated or

grooved, effects due to the incessant action of the sands.

Between the Bani and

the Draa Valley occur here and there certain
rocky protuberances, to which the
natives give the name of " snakes," from their serpentine appearance when seen
from a distance. Like the Bani,
are all disposed in the normal direction of

they

the Atlas system, from south-west to north-east.

TIIK LITTLE

Btoi

I

XN'ed

tin

^ nith

Oran

crenellated

Mi-etches u hilly region, which

forms a continuation

.J

Some of the crate Meumc the fantastic f on
Beiween Figuig and Tafilelt, Rohlf.s
towers or pyramids.
like I'M- na\v of a ehurch flanked with its IM li'rv that fora moment
l>order ranges.

lielieved himself the victim of

West

of

direction

oi'

these,

.868

i

walls,

oliM-rved one MI
In-

l>i:i:i

ATLAS AND HANI CANOES.

an optical delusion.

Great Atlas the secondary -chains an- no longer disposed in the
<'
the main axis, but branch oil irregularly towards the eoa>t.
tlu-

the Hihawan

ut

beginning

Pass, near the western extremity of the Atlas,

attains in some of its peaks heights of over 3,300 feet, and under the name of the
" Fire
Jebel Hudid, or
Mountain," fulls down to the coast between Mogudor and

the

mouth

Wed

of the

Ten sift.

Over the

are also scattered isolated tables, like those in

and the M/ab,

between Mogador and Muroeco
Eastern Mauritania, between Ghadamos

district

the same level, and evidently the remains of an older surface

all at

layer broken into detached fragments by atmospheric agencies.
But while some rocky formations thus become weathered, others continue to
is
grow, probably under the peculiar action of rain water. The plain of Marocco
in this way covered with a crust of tufa, which fills up all the irregularities of the

surface, varying

ill

thickness from a few inches to three feet, and in

many

places

Such is its consistency, that by excavating
presenting the appearance of agate.
to form caves, or matamora*, as the
are
able
the earth beneath it, the natives
call

Spaniards

Marocco

them, in which cereals and other provisions nre preserved. On the
and volcanic ashes are also found enclosed in

coast fragments of lavas

These debris had their origin perhaps in the craters of
whence they were wafted by the trade winds across the

rocks of recent formation.
the

Canary

islands,

intervening marine

strait.

THE JEBKL AIAN AND BENI HASSAN UPLANDS.
the
branching from the Great Atlas on the Atlantic slope,
the
towards
its
loftiest and most extensive is the Jebel Aura, which takes
origin
northern extremity of the main range, and which separates the Upper Sebu from

Of the

the

lateral ridges

The Jebel Aian, which is often covered with snow,
nucleus whence ramify the various branches of these almost

Upper Um-er-Rbia

forms the central

unknown
region

is

of the heights have yet been measured, and the whole
tribute nor military
independent Berber tribes, who neither pay

uplands.

held by

Valley.

None

service to the empire.

North Marocco

On
Atlas system.
other the Moluya,
affluents a

connected with the
occupied by mountain masses indirectly
the one hand the Wed Sebu, flowing to the Atlantic, on the
of the Mediterranean, enclose with their H
a
is

tributary

the ridges are not disposed
quadangular space, in which

A

in the

normal

about 1,000
direction of the general oro-raphic system.
depression, probably
to TIeimvn, a great
on the route from
high, separates the two regions
hills of reddish argilL
lirt of the intermediate space being occupied by
'

1

formation.

/.
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All these uplands, in which the older rocks seem to prevail, descend towards
"
the Rif, that is, the
coast," developing a vast semicircle of hills frcm the Tree

Forcas headland to Point Ccuta.
Serir,

and on the coast the

The

loftiest

central

mass takes the name of Sanejat-

summits are those of

licni- Hassan,

west of

Tetuau. The Beni-IIassan, whose culminating point is over 6,000 feet, is continued
southwards through the Mezejel, the Jebel-el-Kimas, and the Zarzar, whose conic
summit rises above the town of We/zan. The whole system produces an imposing
effect,

resembling a number of Rocks of Gibraltar placed side by side on a

Fig. 160

common

THE TETUAN HIGHLANDS.
Scale

1

:

1,500,000.

Dew'hs.

Oto

1GO
Feet.

100 to 320
Feet.

to 640
Feet.

SL'O

640 to 1280
Feet.

12SO Feet

and

upward-

.

30 Miles.

IK'destal.

The running

waters, grassy tracts, wooded and cultivated slopes, render
one of the most delightful regions in Mauritania,
forming

this angle of the continent

in this respect a
striking contrast

with the arid and rugged escarpments of the Rif,

which stretches thence eastwards.

The

hills

skirting the strait over against Gibraltar,

elevation, majestic appearance,

although lacking the

and rich vegetation of the Beni-Hassan highlands,

acquire great importance from their position along this great maritime highway.

Tin:

The border chain

,ii.i;!.

the

of

llelliunesh, tin- Sierra dc

Septem

.1.1.,

I

Mullones

n

l-'rati

AI\N AM.

i.

I;I;M

||:m/

terminates

!

the ancients.

Ml

iTi.\\i>8.

northwards

the Spaniards, which

,,f

Mrot!

HASSAN

i-,

Towards

tho

in

tin- east

Jcbel
an the

identified

thi- ma--,

develops the narrow peninsula which is connected by a fortified i-thnm* with
Ccuta on the other hand it proj.cts norihu.ud- to form

isolated bluff of

;

Mu<;a headland, which

Jeb.-l

This south

A by hi

the

TII pillar,

is

the southern of the
of the

ancients,

j.

two "

1'illars of

]|<

i.

ul<

M-arcely le>> impo-in;; than

tin-

tin-

-."
tin-

even of greater height
But a nearer M' w
shows that it is a shapeless mass, a chaos of rocks, offering a retreat to wolves, wild
The term " Elephant Mountain," applied to it by Strata, is
boars, and monkey-.

Rock

of (Jibraltar,

and

is

I

.'

by the api>eanuice it presents when seen from a distance. At the same
which flourished in this region of the continent eighteen hundred

justified

time, the forests

years ago, were, according to Pliny, still frequented by elephant*.
NVest of the Mons Abyla other crests follow along the narrowest purt cf the
But beyond Cape Ciris the coast begins to trend southwards through a
strait.

one from the other by the detached headlands of the Jebel

series of curves separated

of Tangier the coast- line again abruptly turns southBeyond
Above the cape forming the north-western angle of the continent, the

Hauz.

the

wards.

cliffs

headland of Spartel, or Ishbertil, the Tarf-esh-Shakr of the natives,

rises to a height
"
of
the
ancient
Ampclousion, or Vine
promontory
Cape Spartel
Point," and this district still yields the best grapes in Marocco. The neighbouring

of 1,040 feet.

is

coat-of-arms bunches of grapes, which u man is lifting
of the caverns in Cape Spartel excavated by. the surf was

town of El-Ara'ish has for
with an

effort.

One

its

formerly dedicated to Hercules, and near it stood the tomb of Anticus. Thus was
symbolised the struggle between the blind forces of nature and the triumphant
" land's
genius of man at this
end," where vessels sailing west wards entered on the
trackless ocean.

For a distance of over 360 miles, between Cape Spartel and Mogador, the
Atlantic seaboard almost everywhere presents a low surf-beaten beach, which is
The shallow waters extend seawards for over -30
carefully avoided by mariners.
miles,

where the plummet

highest headland

is

that of

first

reaches depths of GGO feet.

Along the

coast the

Cape Cantin, whose alternating layers of grey and red

marls, limestones, and ferruginous clays, terminate here in vertical cliffs, elsewhere
in irregular step formations.
Signs of upheaval have been observed at various

and an old beach containing deposits of shells runs along the coast at a
But according to some
mean height of 65 feet above the present sea-level.
points,

authorities, the opposite

phenomenon of subsidence has been

noticed, at least at

Mogador.

RIVERS OF MAROCCO.

to

Kn joying a more copious rainfall than the rest of Mauritania. Marocco i> ahhsend seawards a larirer number of rivers, some of which, although reduced by

lower course, retain a larger volume than
evaporation and irrigation works in their

366

any in Algeria.

NORTH-WEST AFRICA.
According

to Bull

and Hooker, the mean discharge of

Ktreams flowing from the Atlas to the Atlantic

is

about 7,875 cubic

feet.

all

the

Yet none

1MVKR8 OF MABOOCO.
of the wadies an- <!
t<

Try boats of a vrry

navigation,

any

tin-

only craft plying on them being

jiriinitivc- type-.

Mediterranean -lope the cliief ri\er i> the Molnya iMulu\.i \\hieli
amid the -nous of the Aia-liin mountains, and is farther down swollen

<>n the
live

by the

.

Wed

/a and other tributaries from the

east.

The Moluya (M'luya,

is

the

Molochat, Malna, or Mal\a of the ancients.

\\h,, regarded it as the natural frontier
Mauritania Tin^itana uiitl ('a'sui-imsihiring
the Berber and Aral) epochs, down to the year !*'!<, it als<i formed the Ixumdarv
IK 'tween
Algeria und Marocco but the political frontier having been shifted east-

U'tween

two Mauritania*

tlie

.

i

I

;

.

102.

LOWEB COURSE OF THE
Scale

West

6*40-

of

1

:

6*22

Greenwich

64 Feet and

totl
K-,t

8EBU.

400.000.

K.

upwards.
6 Mile*.

wards by the treaties of Tafna and Tangier, both banks of the river are now
It* mouth is sheltered on the north-west by the
included in Marocco territory.
XatVai inc ish ts, .so called from the Beni-Jufer Berber tribe, which at some distance
from the coast form a sort of semicircular breakwater, behind which vessels ride
in

-at'ety

during the prevalence of the

fierce north-east gales.

the Kit seaboard presents nothing but small coa-t streams, such
< Mi
the Atlunt itas the Wed-esh-Sherat, which rw.-hes the sea near Tangier.

Farther

slope the

has

wot

is the \\Yd-d-Khns, which
important stream south of Cape Spart.'l
in the wrMcrn escarpments of the Beiii-Hassan highlands, ami reaches

iirst

its rise

the sea some 30 miles south of the Strait.

From

this point the moiiot.n"iis coast-
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line continues to

run in a south-westerly direction

to the

mouth

of the Scbu, the

Sebur of the Phoenicians, the largest river in Marocco, and next to the Nile the
Having a width of from 400 to 1,000 feet, and a

most copious in North Africa.

Fig. 163.

ARABS AND BERBERS OF MAGIIREB-EL-AKHA.
Scale

lierbers.

1

:

9,000,000.

Haratin, Black Berbers.

Arabs.

Depths.

to 1,000
Feet.

1,600 to 3,200
Feet.

3,200 to 6,400
Feet.

6,400 to 128,000
Feet.

128,000 Feet

and

upwards.

INI Mik->.

mean depth

of 10 feet throughout its lower course, the

able for navigation, at least for

Sebu might be made

a great part of the year.

But

avail-

at present all

passenger and goods traffic between the coast and the interior in this^part of
Marocco is carried on by land. The riverain tribes are far too restless to allow a

MAROOOO.

1M\

Ml

regular trade route t<> !> estalli>h-d along the course nf the river, which n< \-rthelf-s \\ai.-rs one of the most productive regions in II
The main stream forms
.

the natural highway of oOBimunication Ix-twecn the Atlantic HoalxNird and the
.Moluya, draining to the Mediterranean, ami in the fertile plains watered by the

Sclm

is

situated

I-Y/,

the

route from Tangier to

city in

first

Mogador

the eni]ire.

the

cross

Traveller* following the coaftt

Sebu by u ferry I*

of

at

primitive

which does not relieve them from the neeeswity of wading through the

structure,

The

mud.

tides ascend u long way up the lower course of the Sclm.
18
miles south-west of the Sclm, the Hu-Kegrag reaches the Atlantic
About

through a rocky channel excavated in the slightly elevated plateau. This river
rises, not in the Great Atlas, like the Moluya, Sebu, and Drua, but in the advanced
Fez territory on the south; and although scarcely more than

hills skirting the

120 miles long,
country

;

for

it

takes the foremost position in the political geography of the
forms the frontier line between the two kingdoms of Fez and

it

Marocco, and near
limit of the

it

Roman

stood the outpost of

The Um-er-Rbia,
its

grounds skirting
stream in Marocco.

Ad

Mercuries, which marked the utmost

province of Mauritania Tingitana.
so named
or " Mother of
Pastures,"

banks,

is

said

by Renu and Hooker

During the dry season

it is

from the rich graziugmost copious

to be the

fordable at

many

points

;

but in

the rainy season travellers are detained for weeks on its bank, waiting the subsidence of the floods to cross over. For a space of about 120 miles, between the
mouth of the Um-er-Rbia and the Tensift, no other watercourse reaches the sea.

Nor
of

is

the

Wed

Marocco

lies

Tensift itself one of the great rivers of Murocco, although the city
Here the rainfall is far less abundant than in the
in its basin.

northern provinces, and in
by the sands at low water.

The

Wed

the

mouth

of the Tensift

Sus, the Subus of the ancients, which takes

Atlas and

Anti-Atlas,

throughout

its

Lenz

summer

is

also

an intermittent

is

completely closed

its rise

stream, flooded

in

between the
winter, and

lower course almost completely dry in summer. When crossed by
some 60 miles above its mouth, it was a mere

in March, below Tarudant,

rivulet 10 or 12 feet wide

and

less

than 2 feet deep.

The

Wed

Assaka, which

skirts the southern foot of the Atlas, is also mostly dry, explorers often finding

nothing but sand in

its

bed.

Wed

Draa, by far the longest river in Marocco, is much inferior in
volume to the Moluya, Sebu, and Um-er-Rbiu, and seldom reaches the Atlantic.

Even the

Its chief headstreams rise in the snowy cirques of the Great Atlas, and for a
distance of about 180 miles, from the Idraren Deren to the Aiashin range, all the
streams on the southern slope of the main range flow towards the Draa, which
For a
the Jebel Shagherun.
escapes southwards through a series of gorges in
absorbed
volume
constantly dimini>hes,
space of 600 miles below the gorges its

and infiltration
by the arable lands along its banks, partly by evaporation
flows
at
HIM
it
southwards,
the
from
After emerging
upper gorges,
500 yards
from
skirted on both banks by a strip of palm groves, varying in breadth
to
2 miles. But after skirting the eastern extremity of the Bani range and
partly

in the sands.

nearly

NORTH-WEST AFEIOA.

800
(In-

"
parallel

snake"

ridges, the Drua, exhausted

by the

irrigation canal* branch-

ing right and left through the plantations, is no longer able to maintain a regular
It spreads out in the vast Debaya depression, which is alternately u, lake,
In low this
and a watery plain, on which crops of cereals are rai>< <!.
a
course.

swamp,

depression

it

receiving a

trends towards the south-west, here flowing between high banks, and
of intermittent torrents from the An ti- Atlas.
But when

number

these tributaries run dry, no surface water

is

lower course, although,
formerly reached the sea

left in its

according to local tradition and historic records, it
At that time crocodiles and hippothrough a broad and permanent estuary.
potami frequented its waters, and elephants roamed in herds over the riverain
forests.

The

stream, which under the

names

of

Wed

and

Zis

Wed

Guers, flows due
extremity of the Great Atlas, after watering the
Tah'lelt oases, 150 miles from its source, runs dry in the sands of the desert.
No
south

from the northern

traveller has yet ascertained

whether

its

bed

is

continued southwards across the

great dunes trending west towards the Draa, or east to the Messawara basin, or
continuing an independent course in the direction of the Niger. The Wed Guir

hydrographic system, which
immediately east of the

the numerous expeditions

and

begins

Wed

Zis, is

made

in

the last cirques of

better

known

in this direction

in

its

the

Great

Atlas

upper course, thanks to

by the French

forces,

and

to the

After receiving the streams flowing from Figuig
and from the Ish district on the Oran frontier, the Guir flows under various names
reports of pilgrims

traders.

Twat oasis. But beyond this point it is unknown whether
the
itself in a land-locked basin, or effects a
loses
Draa,
joins
junction with the
Niger towards the western extremity of its great bend towards the north.

in the direction of the
it

CLIMATE OF MAROCCO.
Morocco

but the
entirely comprised within the zone of the trade winds
normal play of the atmospheric currents is modified
the
Atlas
by
highlands, by the
is

;

position of the country at the entrance of the Mediterranean, and the neighbourhood of the Sahara.
In summer the land and sea breezes alternate

daily along
In winter, that is,
from October to February, north-west winds are
very frequent, bearing with them
a considerable amount of moisture, which is
precipitated in abundant showers on

the coast, while the
prevailing winds

come from the

south.

the slopes of the Atlas.

But throughout the southern regions the trade winds are
these
blow parallel with the axis of the main
predominant.
ranges, the aerial
current follows, so to
a
channel
created
the
say,
Atlantic slope of
already
by
Mauritania.
For about two hundred and
seventy days in the year the polar winds
from the north and north-east
prevail at Mogador; while for nearly two months,

As

usually in winter, the opposite currents from the west and south-west descend from
the higher to the lower
atmospheric regions.
Under the influence of the trade winds and marine
breezes, the climate'of the

5OMto IQOW in^

X>VWta 20,0Wtn

aver

ceo.

t* r

'PLETON

&

* M -*^rim.n

,

FLORA.
Atlantic seaboard

is

{generally

<li-tin<ruishe<l

an almost complete absence of

l>\

extn me \ariation*.

Few jic'ints on tin- suHare of the glol>e enjoy a more uniform
than
\vherethcoscillalioOi recorded during u wries <if nine
Moj^uilor,
temperature
6
exceeded
or
7 F. This remarkable equability explains tinyean scarcely
rarity

Consumption is almost unknown
continent, whose climate is also found to be highly beneficial
In the interior, whore the marine breezes are but slightly
of diseases of the chest.

in
to

this part of

European

felt,

the

invalids.

the variations of

temperature increase in proportion to the distance from the seaboard, while on the
south coast the climate is influenced by the proximity of the Sahara with its
intense heats during the day and active radiation at night.
Altogether, Morocco
in
three
climatic
zones
the
relief
and
of
the land.
In the
disposed
by
aspect

is

north the Moluya basin, the Ilif, and peninsula of Tangier, belong to the Mediterranean Tell, presenting nearly the same phenomena as the corresj)onding parts of
in the centre and south, the main Atlas range separates two distinct
Algeria
;

regions,

one

exposed to the Atlantic,

the other

the

to

Sahara atmospheric

influences.

The

rainfall is

on the whole far more abundant than

in

Eastern Mauritania, and

the Atlas highlands are often visited

by heavy snowstorms.
Everywhere along
saturated with moisture
but showers are rare on

the seaboard the atmosphere is
the southern slopes turned towards the Sahara.
visited

by

;

The coustlands are

those showers of red dust, which are

silicious animalcules

now known

also frequently

to consist

mainly of
wuftcd by the trade winds from the South American llanos

across the Atlantic.

FLORA.

To the varied climate

of

Maroeco corresponds

a

no

less diversified flora,

which,

however, belongs mainly to the Mediterranean /one. Of the 248 local genera,
all, with a solitary exception, are found in one or another of the regions border-

ing the great inland sea.
Isles and Central Europe.

Fully a third of the species occur even in the British
On the other hand, very few sjxxnes are common also

to the African floras south of the great desert.
less

than in

its

Thus

in the products of its soil,

no

physical constitution, Western Mauritania maintains

its European
in
was
Physical geography
consequently
complete harmony with the
divisions when Mauritania Tingituna was by Diocletian attached to the

character.
political

Iberian peninsula.

The vegetation

of Morocco most resembles that of Spain, although the analogy
not so complete as was at one time supjxiscd by botanists.
Of Gttl species
collected in the Atlas highlands, as many as 181 are not found in Spain, and the
divergence increases as we ascend towards the higher regions of the Atlas. The
is

contrast with the Canaries, Madeira, and the Azores

the plants

common

to the islands

is

almost complete.

Most of

and mainland are such us are elsewhere also

found diffused throughout vast regions with the most varied climates. Of the
enumerated in Morocco, not more than fifteen
%

1,0 J7 flowering plants hitherto
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Thus the

belong also to the archipelagoes.

show

that,

botanical evidence alone suffices to

notwithstanding their proximity to the mainland, the Canaries are of

independent origin.
leather more than ten of

vegetable species are altogether peculiar to Marocco,
and are mostly confined to the Atlas uplands. In this central region the few
the process of gradually adapting
indigenous species have become specialised by
Towards the summits of the Atlas have also taken
themselves to the environment.
its

in isolated groups on the crests of the
refuge the European species, which appear
is a variety of the pine, which emits a pleasant odour, and
Such
Ethiopian ranges.
On the other hand,
in the manufacture of costly cabinet pieces.
which is

employed

of the Sahara species have penetrated far northwards, being found not only
the southern slopes of the Anti-Atlas, but also in the Sus basin and along the

many
on

seaboard as far as the

Wed

Such are the gummiferous acacias and several
gums. The date-palm, which may be

Tensif t.

also yielding valuable

large euphorbia?,
included in the number of tropical species that have migrated northwards, grows in
the Tangier district on the Mediterranean coast, but bears no fruit, and even at

Mogador

the crop

is

of inferior quality.

But the dates

of the

Draa basin are

said

by the natives to be unrivalled in flavour even by those of the Jerid oasis itself.
The dwarf -palm, so common in Algeria, is somewhat rare in Marocco, being found in
Haha, round about Mogador.
most remarkable of the indigenous species is the argania sidcroxylon,
a tree which has often been compared to the olive, and which is found only in the
It grows in the most arid soil, and
southern districts beyond the Wed Tensif t.
thickets only in the province of

One

of the

needs no irrigation. All domestic animals except the horse and ass eat its berries
eagerly, while from the kernel the natives extract a peculiar oil, disagreeable to
the

European

palate.

Its

wood

is

extremely hard, and but for

its

excessively slow

growth the argania, of which mention is first made by Leo Africanus, might be
Another indigenous plant, found nowhere else,
successfully cultivated in Algeria.
"
of commerce
and described by Jackson and Leard, yields the gum " ammoniac
a resin with a pungent odour, used in Egypt and Arabia for the purpose of
fumigation.

FAUNA.

The Marocco fauna
hitherto been studied.

from that of Algeria, at least so far as it has
Large carnivora, such as the lion and panther, appear to be
differs little

confined mainly to the Eif highlands, towards the Algerian frontier.
The bear,
extinct in Algeria, has not yet disappeared
rabbits swarm in the Tangier
;

peninsula, diminishing gradually southwards to the Bu-Regrag, beyond which they
are not found.
Monkeys are rare, being restricted to the northern regions and to

the single species which survives also on the
justly dreaded by the peasantry, infest

all

Rock

of Gibraltar.

the thickets.

The

Wild

boars,

better classes have

the curious practice of keeping them in their stables, in order to conjure the evil
"
spirits, and induce them to pass from their horses into the
impure animal." In

INI!

\i-.n\NTS

the southern steppes on
also several varieties

tin-

.,1

ih.

OP MABOOCO THE

i'.i:i:i'.i:ilS.

:;;:$

verge of tin- !-. rt. tin- ostrich still ulNuind*. and here
LT.I/ Me are hunted, lens for their flenh tlian for the

so-called bczoanl, a jM-euliar concretion often found in their stomachs

and valued

as

The dead cetaceans stranded on the coast are also opened
a powerful amulet.
by
the fishermen in search of fragments of grey amber.

The upland

valleys of the Atlas range, with

well suited for breeding

all

its

almost

KurojM.Mi climate, are

our domestic animals, as well as for the cultivation of

the plants peculiar to the temperate zone.
The waters abound in turtles, and
th- river estuaries are frequented especially by the sulxal, a species of salmon,
highly
The oceanic fauna differs in other respects little
prized for its delicate flavour.

all

from that of the West Indian

the nautilus, flying-fish, and much-dreaded
hammer-headed shark being found on both sides of the Atlantic. The exploration
of the abysses off the Marocco coast, sounded to a depth of 2,800 fathoms, has
seas,

revealed to the naturalists of the Tafaman a multitude of

new

hpecies of fishes,

crustaceans, molluscs, worms, and sponges,

INHABITANTS OF MAROOTO

As

THE BERBERS.

in the rest of Mauritania, the population of

Marocco

still

remnins funda-

element having, since the time of the Phoenicians, always
mentally Berber,
maintained the preponderance.
The successive conquering races, even the Arabs,
this

who have remained

masters on the plains and in the large towns, have succeeded

only in driving the natives to the upland valleys, without acquiring a numerical
At present the proportion of Berbers is estimated at
superiority in the country.
about two-thirds of the whole population, and especially in the highland districts,
remote from the town and seaboard, they form the almost exclusive element

At

the same time this general expression, Berber, applied collectively to all the
inhabitants not of distinct!}' Semitic or Negro descent, by no means implies a
On the contrary, many different races have probably concommunity of origin.
tributed to the formation of the aborigines, and Iberian tribes are even supposed at

one time to have occupied the slopes of the Atlas. As in other parts of Barbary,
especially Tripolitana and East Algeria, megaliths have been found in various
parts of Marocco, in every respect similar to the dolmens, menhirs, cromlechs, and
The finest monolith hitherto discovered
suchlike remains in Britain and Brittany.
is

whence a view

w

over 20 feet high,

is

that of Mzora, standing on the eastern edge of a plateau,

commanded

of the

Tetuan highlands.

This menhir, which

is

known as the Uted, or " tent-pole."
The Inia/ighen, or Berbers of Marocco, who comprise several tribes or confederations bearing the same name as those of Algeria (Shawia, Beraber, Xenaga
or Saheja, Gue//ula, &c.), are divided into four perfectly distinct groups, occupyof the
ing separate territories and characterised by different tribal customs. Those
hold the Hif highlands, the peninsula of Tangier, and most of the hilly
district bounded southwards by the course of the Sebu, take the generic r.ui
north,

who
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The frontier
Kabyles," like tlie Jurjura highlanders.
distance
short
a
is
Atlas
the
of
Sefru,
town of their domain on the maritime slope
natives
of
all
is
to
applied
south of Fez. North of this place the term Akbail
Shellaha. This
Berber race, while south of it all call themselves Shleuh, Shluh, or
settled
all
the
Ima/ighen of white
latter
comprises under various forms
Akbail or Kebail, that

is

"

appellation

But in South Marocco, on both slopes
inhabit the upland Atlas valleys.
Saharian
oases, the peasantry, who resemble the
of the mountains, and in the
race

who

Fig. 164.

A

TANOIEB AEAB.

Algerian Ruaghas in the dark colour of their complexion, are also classed amongst
the Imazighen, and are collectively known by the name of Haratin.
On the southern slope of the Atlas every village presents a mixture of Shellaha

and Haratin, in which the proportion of the latter element increases gradually
from north to south that is, from the upper Moluya to the lower Draa. Owing to
their lighter complexion, the Shellaha
regard themselves as superior to the Hani tin,

and

in marriage contracts account is
of
usually taken of this difference, the price

a

INHABITANTS OF MAROCCO THE BERBEB8.
f

Yr

lx>ing

higher than that of a dark biide.

lire ol'ten
diMinjrui.,1,,.,1

ami

in

their

by their

.NYverthelr.... the

Hartaniaf

women

them hating lovely and -\pr. iv
features
combined with an extremely graceful
youth bright
of

Ix-atify. nio*t

,

-

carriage.

In the oases a Hartani is seldom elected chief of the

usually

Kabyles,

reserved for the white

many

trili.-,

this

Like the Algerian

Imazighen.

honour being
Shawm and

of the Marocco
Imazighen are distinguished by light hair and blue

Fig. 165.

V

-

AJUB WOXAS or TAHOIKB.

^

I

But

in

the central and

extremely rare, except in

southern

regions this fair

some of the southern

hilly districts.

type appears to be
It seems to be most

frequently met in the Rif, that is, the northern coastlands that have been most
Hence
frequently occupied by invaders or immigrant* from the Iberian jH-ninsula.
M Faidherbe is inclined to regard them as the more or less mixed descendants
of the race which raised the great monolithic

The Tumazight (Shluh

monuments

or Shellaha) language

is

in

North Africa,

spoken by the great majority

NORTII-WEST AFRICA.
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of tLe

Marocco Berbers.

much

It is even

better preserved in the extreme wect

than in other parts of Mauritania, and old manuscripts of the Koran transcribed
In nearly all the
in Berber characters are said still to exist in the Rif highlands.
northern tribes the

But

Arabic.

women and even

in the hills

living in secluded districts

the children understand and even speak

and oases of the Saharian slope certain communities
remote from the great trade routes speak Tamazight

employing interpreters, chiefly Jews, in their intercourse with the Arabs.
the other hand, the Beni-Hassen of the Tetuan uplands, and some other tribes

alone,

On

of undoubted Berber origin, have, completely forgotten their mother- tongue,

and

now speak Arabic exclusively.
Amongst all these Imazighen,
plexion from
types, habits,

scattered over a vast territory, varying in comand speaking different languages, a great diversity of
In some tribes the women
and customs also naturally prevails.

fair to dark,

have preserved the practice of tattooing

;

in others they cover the face with a black

but, as a
strangers, or else turn their back on the wayfarer
The practice of stuffing
rule, they walk abroad unveiled and with a bold carriage.
them
the
to
with
corpulence so much admired in
paste-balls,
give
young girls
veil at the sight of

Marocco,

common

is

;

to

most of the urban communities, and even

to

many nomad

peoples.

The
belong

is

which strangers
Usually men and women

at a distance the clan to

by their costume and arms.
woven of wool or cotton^ and attached to the shoulders
Nearly all the natives have bow legs a feature due to the

easily recognised

wear only a single

ha'ik

with clasps or knots.

way

and

dress varies with every tribe,

:

children are carried pickaback by their mothers, wrapped in a fold of the

haik.

Except the nomads that roam the plains at the foot of the Anti-Atlas and
Bani ranges, and the semi-nomads in the north and south, whose movable straw
dwellings resemble beehives, nearly
grouped in the different villages.

the Imazighen live in stone houses variously
On the southern slope of the Atlas they are

all

disposed in the form of ksurs, or strongholds, like the fortified villages of the

border ranges in South Orania.
of the

community

Elsewhere each family dwells apart, the houses

being scattered irregularly over the hillside, like those of the

Pyrenean Basques.

With

the exception of a few tribes near the large towns, the bulk of the Berber

population

may

be said to have remained practically independent, although every
from complete submission to absolute autonomy. Some

phase of transition occurs,

Imazighen pay the imposts voluntarily, but most of them do so only under
pressure, often even escaping to their allies, and leaving nothing but empty houses
in the hands of the taxgatherers.
The oppression of the Sultan's government is

of the

found on the whole more intolerable than tribal warfare and the savage freedom
enjoyed by the independent communities. Nevertheless, some of the more powerful
tribes consent to receive a kaid, that

is,

a sort of envoy from the Sultan,

who

is

The dejjendence
respected
upright, but usually merely tolerated as a stranger.
of some clans is of a
purely spiritual character, while the autonomous tribes often
if

I

THE INHABITANTS OF MAROCOO
play the

<>l

]>;irt

entering into treaties with the Emperor on

;t\\\<-.

Lastly some of

political equality.

TIIE BERBERS.

tin-

group*. -u<-h as

tin-

liiata.

tin-

footing of

who hold

tin-

on the route between Fe/ and Tlenieen, maintain no relations of any sort with
the Government.
"They have neither god nor sultan," as it is said, "but only

hills

They accept no command from sheikh or

powder."

"
chief, but act
every

man

for

himself with his gun."

Like the Jurjura Kubylcs, the Marocco Berbers regulate

all their affairs in tin

The tribes are merely so many
is, the jeraua, or public assembly.
large families, which break readily into fragments, and unite again in fresh groujw
according to their temporary interests or caprice. Even traditional codes of law
infdliz, that

are rare amongst the

communes, which,

except the decisions of the assembly

as a rule, yield obedience to nothing

when unanimously accepted by

the heads of

families.

Such is the prevailing system of government amongst the tribes occupying the
maritime slope of the Atlas.
On the opposite side the populations are more
compactly grouped, in order the better to resist the attacks of the Suhariun

Here the

nomads.

means

villages are formally confederated

of delegates act in concert for the

common

into nations,

Other

defence.

which by
tribes, less

autonomy, accept the position of vassals, recognising the supresome more powerful tribe. Some elect a temporary chief,
macy
usually for a year, and as a rule the authority of the sheikhs is always precarious.
If wealthy and of good birth, they hold their ground, but even then seldom succeed

careless of their

of a chief, or of

in neutralising the influence of the assembly,

decree on

all

issues u sovereign

weighty occasions.

The Jews generally

serve to maintain commercial relations between the tribes

in this universal state of disorganisation.

they might run the risk of being killed
not protected by

some

which meets and

But despised and hated

as they are,

at the entrance of ever}' village,

were they

commune, or by the pledged word of
Yet there are tribes which will never admit a Jew, and

the collective will of the

influential person.

he has consequently

to pass

through their territory in disguise, at the imminent

The mezrag,

or passport, corresponding to the annyn in Kubylia,
can always be had for a consideration but the payment once made, the protector
In some cases the
becomes responsible for the life and welfare of his guest.
peril of his life.

;

of a rich merchant or of a whole tribe may be purchased for a lifetime it
"
then takes the name of debiha, or sacrifice," because it was formerly the custom
of the suppliant to immolate a sheep on the threshold of the man whose patronage

mezrag

;

he sought.

might be freely carried on from one end of
Marocco to the other, but for certain marauding tribes which recognise no safeconduct. The hills in the very neighbourhood of Fez are occupied by the Guerwan

By means

of these agencies trade

who grant no mezrag, but allow travellers to JMIBS through their territory
on payment of a heavy sum exacted by armed force. The Din-Bellals of the
Berbers,

southern slope of the Atlas undertake to eaoort caravan-;
declined they lie in ambush to plunder the passing convoys.

but

if

their

oil. r

i>

If the travellers are
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poor or members of a weak tribe, they are merely stripped and sent on their way
naked but uninjured; if, on the contrary, they belong to any powerful tribe
whose vengeance might be feared, they are killed right out to prevent the news
of the attack

from spreading, the duty of vendetta being sacred amongst the

Marocco Berbers.

The Imazighen
faith they profess

dogmas and practices of the
Algerian kindred. The coast Arabs have even

are no better instructed in the

than are their

Fig. 166.

ARAB CAUEL-DBITEB.

preserved some of the observances of the hated Rumi.

The women bear the sign

of the cross tattooed

Virgin Mary.
calendar
verses

is

still

on their person, and in difficult labour invoke the aid of the
few Latin words survive in the language, and the Roman
in use concurrently with the Arab.
The marabuts who recite

A

from the Koran are mostly of Arab descent but their influence varies with
some places, in others venerated ae saints
;

the tribes,
being jealously watched in

and implicitly obeyed.

Some

of their convents are regarded as sanctuaries, in

TIIH

ARABS THE JEWS AND NEGROES.

:;i;j

which culprits find a wife refuge.

Many trilx-8 refuse to recognise tho obliV
the
to
making
Mecca, although there ure others, more zealous, who
pilgrimage
send yearly a number of (krotoM t<> visit the tomb of the Prophet.
With the
arc
also
associated
a
numlN-r
of
religious pilgrims
constantly iiu-reaMiig
emigrants,
who seek employment as labourers or harvesters in Algeria and Tunis.
of

THE ARABS.
The Arabs

of the rural districts and the

Moors of the towns,

in

whom

the

Berber, Arab, and European elements are diversely intermingled, are descended
either from the conquering tribes from Arabia or from the Moors expelled from
Spain.

Those living in the midst of the Shluhs und of the Huratins

listricts,

take the general

name

found the

finest

and

features

the

they represented the /ace in a

tribes of the southern oases are

alike for their perfectly regular

complexion. Altogether, those who may be classed as Arabs
In the towns they are in a decided majority, and all now
except the nomads of the southern districts on the verge of the

million.

lead settled lives,

Hence the

desert.

if

marauding
Amongst
women in Marocco, remarkable

fair

number over a

of Arabs, as

these

pre-eminent sense.

in the southern

contrast existing in Algeria between the Berber peasant and

Arab nomad prevails in Marocco to a very slight extent.
The Arabs of Marocco arc noted for their sociable disposition.

In almost every
assemble
in
the
building or the
village,
camping-grounds, they
tent used as a mosque, bringing each his contribution and feasting in common.
The large number of " saints " is also a remarkable feature of the Marocco Semites.

and even

Whole

in the

tribes consist of Shorfa, or descendants of the Prophet,

and

in

Marocco

have originated nearly all the religious orders of Mauritania, notably the Aissawa
Next to Arabia, Marocco is regarded by true
and Derkawa confraternities.
Mohammedans as the most illustrious of all lands. The reminiscences of its former

power and culture impart

to its inhabitants a special degree of prestige in the

While
eyes of all the inhabitants of the oases between Mauritania and Egypt.
the eastern Mussulmans pray for the Caliph of Stambul, those of the west invoke
the benedictions of Allah on the head of the Sultan of Marocco.

THE JEWS AXD NEGROES.
and Arabs, the most numerous ethnical group are the
most part from those expelled from Spain.
They call
"
Exiles from Castille," and at solemn official
themselves Guerush Castilla, or

Next

to the Berbers

Jews, descended for the

weddings the Rabbins

still

use formulas concluding

according to the usage of Castille."

"Wed Ten-it

t

still

Those

usually speak Swinish

:

" All

the M a|x>rts north of the

while those of Fez and Meknes have

most authorities, the Marocco Jews number over

adopted Arabic. According
one hundred thousand, although Rohlfs
to

settled in

with the words

is

of opinion

that this figure is

more
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than three times too high.

The handsomest women

the Jewesses of Meknes, and the term Meknasia

in

Marocco are

now

is

said to be

applied to all

women

remarkable for their personal charms.
The Negro element is also represented in every part of western Mauritania,
where, according to Rohlfs, there are as many as fifty thousand Sudanese blacks of

pure stock between Tarudant and Tangier.
the families of the upper classes in
is

partly of

But

blood.

Many

half-castes are also found in

the large towns, and the reigning family

itself

in the rural districts interminglings of this sort are

Negro
and never occur amongst the Berbers on the northern

less frequent,

slope of the

Atlas.

Bambaras, Fulahs, and other Negro populations in Marocco are
constantly recruited by the organised slave trade carried on through the caravan
Here they are usually purchased with blocks of salt, whence
traffic with Sudan.

The

Ilaussas,

to slaves

auction,

" vicious

and frecdmen.

"

bought for salt," often applied contemptuously
In the Marocco bazaars the slaves are generally sold by

the term gcmt-cl-melha, that

is,

" live
stock," the vendor guaranteeing them free of
any other
"
the
and
habits,"
buyer causing them to be examined by the veterinary
like

surgeon."

The

price varies

from sixteen or eighteen

shillings to

twenty pounds,

according to age, sex, strength, or health.

The European element

is represented by a few thousand strangers settled in the
hundred
a
few
and
French and Spanish renegades in Fez, Meknes,
seaports,
inland
and
other
towns.
Marrakesh,

TOPOGRAPHY.

A

portion of north-cast Marocco

Algeria, the town and district of

is

comprised in the hydrographic system of

Ujdu being situated in the basin of the Tafna

Ujda, which lies at the foot of the Khudriat-el-Khadra hill, in the plain of
Angad, is a mere aggregate of small houses surrounded by olive groves, doing
some trade across the border. Thanks to its proximity to the Algerian frontier, it
river.

ranks as an imperial garrison town, depending directly on the Sultan's Government.
About six miles to the west, on the banks of the Islay, a headstream of the Tafna,

was fought the famous battle of Islay, August 14, 1844, which placed the<Marocco
Government at the mercy of France, and which was followed by the treaty of
Tangier, leaving to the Sultan nearly the whole of the debated territory east of
the Moluya.

The

Moluya are partly occupied by the warlike and
independent Beni-Mgill Berber tribe, whose chief village is Bttlaynl, which lies
eastern affluents of the

over 3,000 feet above the sea on one of the torrents forming the Upper Moluya.
Lower down in the same valley is the less powerful Berber confederation of the
Aitu-Fella,

who

in

return for their recognition of the Sultan's authority are

privileged to levy a sort of black-mail

Their ksar, or chief village,

is

on travellers passing through their

Ksabi-wh-Shor/a, inhabited, as

its

name

territory.

indicates,

I

by descendants of the
lii-ani-hes

T.HDU

I'rojih

of the Moluya.

-t,

KASBAH-EL-AJUN.

;m<l

.situated

on a plain where converge the
upper

marks

.sel.i

I

tlic

linguistic parting-line Ix

t

Arahic and Berber, the latter being spoken e\clu-i\ely on one side, in tin- din
of iho Atlas, the former prevailing on the other, in the direction of the

plains.

DEBDU
The

small town of Delxlu

lies,

EASHAII-KI - A

not on the Moluya, but on an eastern affluent on

the route leading to the upland plateaux.

Fig. 167.

Immediately above the town

rises

a

UJDA, ISLT, AXD THE AXOA.D PLAIW.
Scale

vertical bluff

i

1

:

430,000.

crowned with a minaret and a dismantled

fortress.

Beyond

it

the

terraces to the plateau of Gada,
ground still rises through a series of escarped
which is clothed with one of the finest forests in Marocco. Debdu, which consist*

of about four

Jews are

hundred earthen houses,

in a majority.

is

the only place in the empire where

All are engaged

in trade,

westwards t..
nding eastwards to Tlemcen in Algeria,
the SpanMi
to
route, and down the Lower Moluya valley
(

\t(

In the neighbouring hills

is

tin-

their coniinrtvial relation
I\ /

through the

n.a*t-t..\vn

of Melilla.

bred a race of mules famous throughout \NY>t. rn

Mauritania.

West

of

Debdu

the

Moluya How- through

a series of

mountain gorges down

to
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the extensive plain of Tafrata, which,
Here the
visited by the Huara Arabs.

when

clothed with verdure in spring,
Moluya receives its chief affluent, the

is

Wed

a perennial stream fed by the Wed Sharf and other torrents from the
have their chief market,
upland plateaux south of the Tell. The riverain population
but farther east on the Angad plain, on an eminence crowned
not in the
Za, which

is

valley,

Around

this famous shrine are grouped the houses
with
of Arab and Jewish merchants trading
Ujda and Tlemcen. The village is

with the kubba of Sidi-Melluk.

usually

known by

the numerous

the

" Castle of
the Springs,"
of Kasbah-cl-Aiun, or

name

wells that have been sunk at the foot of the

from

hill.

The semi-independent Berber tribes of the district are kept in awe by a
detachment of about a hundred and fifty regular troops stationed at this frontier
Of these tribes the most powerful is that of the Beni-Iznaten (the Benioutpost.
Snassen of the neighbouring French Algerians), who comprise several clans
These irreconcilable foes of the Christians
originally from the district of Nemours.

occupy the isolated mass of

hills

between the Angad desert and the lower course of

the Moluya.

JAFERIN ISLANDS

MELILLA.

No

important town has been founded on the low-lying plain through which the
Moluya flows seawards, and here the nearest military position is that of the Jaferin
(Zuffarme, Zafrin, Shaffarinas) Islands, the Tres Insulae of the ancient geographers.
to these barren rocks is due to the shelter they

The only importance attaching

afford the shipping at anchor in the roadstead,

and

to their strategic position over

against the Moluya Valley, and not far from the Algerian frontier.
During the
first years of the conquest the French had intended to
the
occupy
archipelago ; but

when they had

finally decided on taking this step in 1849, they were anticipated
a
few
hours
by
by the Spaniards. The group is now strongly fortified, forming a
military outpost of the stronghold of Melilla, seme 30 miles farther west.

Melilla, the M/i/a of the natives, occupies the site of the Pho3nician city of

whose name

perpetuated by the neighbouring headland of Ras-ed-Deir
The town stands on a terrace
(Raseddir), the Cape Tres Forcas of the Spaniards.
at the foot of a steep cliff crowned by the Spanish fortress of Rosario, which has
Riissadir,

is

been raised on the foundations of other citadels that have here succeeded each other
for a period of three thousand years.

an

Some

shelter is afforded to the shipping

inlet penetrating to the south-west of the fortress, possibly the

work

by

of the

who constructed

similar havens at Carthage and Utica.
Melilla, whose
were half destroyed by an earthquake in 1848, has been in the
possession of the Spaniards since the year 1496, and is now connected by a regular
line of steamers with the mother
Some 30 miles off the coast stands the
country.

Phrcnicians,

fortifications

barren

islet of

Alboran, which

On the semi-circular Rif
military stations,
for over three

is also

a Spanish stronghold.

between Ras-ed-Deir and Tetuan, stand two other
Velez, which have been held by Spain
Both are little more than penal settlements, occupied

coast,

Alhucema* and Pcnon de

hundred

years.

i\

;

11

TETUAN CEUTA.
by convicts from Spain and by small
(Joinera) are the remain-

regarded as the port of

F

Roman

the

o|'

garrisons.

/ <.n

city of

Fat-ing Peiion de Vclez
/{IK/I'M,

which

the Mediterraix -an.

(

Velez de

in medi:i-\al

la

times waa

This spot would be the roost

convenient landing-place for travellers
proceeding from the Kif cotHt to the Sebu
Valley but no carriage roads have been opened across the intervening hills, which
;

Fig. 168.
Softie
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In one of the upland valleys stands
held by independent Berber tribes.
the town of Sheshawcn, surrounded by vineyards, and in the neighbourhood is the

ore

still

mother-house of the religious order of the Derkawas.

TETVAN

CEVTA,

the Mediterranean seaboard the chief city of the empire is Tctiian, the
" Pin
Titairan of tin- Moors, and the Tettaicen of the HorlxTs, that is, the

On

Springs."

The name

is fully justified

by the numerous and copious streamlets
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flowing from the surrounding amphitheatre of

gardens and orange groves.
high,

is

hills,

a citadel, and encircled

commanded by

and watering the neighbouring
terrace some 200 feet

The town, which stands on a
by a

lofty rampart flanked with

towers, within which a second enclosure contains the Mellah, or Jewish quarter.
The bar, which is accessible only to light craft, is also defended by a fortified

custom-house.

Nearly

all

the wealth of the place

is

in the hands of the Jews,

who

and who here enjoy a certain
Hence Tetuan is regarded as one of the centres of the
degree of autonomy.
all
the bazaars, and carry on an extensive trade with the
own
who
Israelites,
constitute about a fourth of the whole population,

CEUTA.

Fig. 169.
Scale 1

:

90,000.

Depths.

Oto32

32 to 80

80 to 160

160 Feet and

Feet.

Feet.

Feet.

upwards.
3,300 Yards.

,

surrounding regions, through Ceuta, Tangier, and Gibraltar.
chiefly oranges and mahaya, a kind of brandy distilled from
industries, largely in the

The exports are
The local
grapes.

hands of immigrants from Algeria,
comprise earthenware
to meet the usual wants of Mussulman
populations.

and the other wares required

Peopled to a large extent by Mudejares that is, by Moors expelled from Granada
and Castillo it has often had to resist the attacks of the
Spaniards, by whom it was
in
the
fifteenth
.A
hundred
plundered
century.
years later, its corsairs held the
surrounding waters, carrying off thousands of captives from Andalusia, 'while
In 1564 the port was
trading peacefully with the English, Dutch, and Venetians.

TANGIER.

875

and after a dn i>i\. \irtory in the nei;hlx>urhood, Tetuan
the
was again seized by
Spaniards in l*~M, but after long negotiations finally
restored to the Sultan.
destroyed by Philip

II.,

The neighbouring town

of Ceuta, however, has been held by Spain for the last

three hundred years, although on one occasion, towards the end of the M \ nti -nth
and beginning of the following century, besieged or blockaded by the natives for a
"
Although a free port," Ceuta is no
space of no less than six-and-twenty years.
longer a great centre of trade, as in Mussulman times ; the Christian stronghold,

defended by a triple line of ramparts, and bristling with guns and chrraux defrine,
is carefully avoided by traders from the interior.
Hence, from the commercial
aspect, the greatest contrast exists

between

this

" African
Gibraltar," and that on

the Spanish mainland, both of which otherwise
geological structure, their peninsular form,

A

side of the intervening strait.

fort

and

resemble each other in their

their strategical position

commands the town, but

is itself

on either

commanded

by the heights of the interior, some of which are occupied by Spanish defensive
works.
Hence, apart from the opposition of English diplomacy, it will never be
possible, except at a vast expenditure, to transform Ceuta into a really formidable
rival of Gibraltar.

TANGIER.

On

the African side of the

strait,

between Ceuta and Tangier, there arc no towns,

Kasr-es-Senr being now a mere mass of shapeless ruins. All the .trade of the
surrounding districts has been diverted to the half-European city of Tangier, which
to a height of over
already within the influence of the Atlantic tides, here rising
that is, the
eight feet. Tangier, the Tanja of the natives, is the ancient Tinge,
"
which is fabled to have sprung from the ground with Antaeus. Founded,
is

Lagoon,"

under the Romans,
according to tradition, before the dawn of history, Tinge became,
to the present northern division of
capital of Mauritania Tingitana, answering
Marocco. But at that time it does not appear to have covered a larger surface than

The so-called " Old Tangier," whose ruins are seen
was a medieval Arab town unconnected with the Roman Tinge.

at present.

to the south-east,
Its position,

on a

and offering some shelter from the

semicircular bay at the entrance of the strait,
western gales, must at all times have secured for this place a certain degree of
commercial importance. The Venetians were here long received as guests, while
to enter as conquerors, were several times repulsed.
They
the

Portuguese, wishing

and for two hundred years it remained in European hands,
the Spaniards succeeding to the Portuguese, and the English to the Spaniards.
Under the British rule no expense was spared in strengthening the fortifications
at last seized

it

in 1471,

and improving the harbour works.

But the

incessant attacks of the Moors, the

lack of supplies, the difficulty of provisioning the place, at last exhausted the
evacuated Tangier, blowing up the piers in
patience of the English, who, in 1084,

which
order to destroy the port.
Twenty years afterwards they seized Gibraltar,
not only enjoyed the same military advantages, but also presented an insular
position

more

easily defensible.
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Thus abandoned as a military station, Tangier soon began to attract traders
from every quarter, and has now become a chief centre of the exchanges with the

The

foreign envoys to the Sultan's court generally reside here,
as does also the Minister of Foreign Affairs, in order the more easily to maintain

European

seaports.

Tangier has thus become a sort of capital, as
it is fast becoming a European town, with its new houses, landing-stage, workshops,
and suburban villas.
journals, batteries, neighbouring lighthouse,
relations with the

European powers.

TANOIEB.

Fig. 170.
Scale

1

:

100,000.
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In

outward aspect Tangier bears some resemblance to Algiers, being like it
disposed in amphitheatrical form on the slope of a hill, which is crowned by the
embattled walls of a citadel. A considerable traffic is maintained in the
thoroughfares leading from the
port to the gate of the upper town.
Although the harbour
is too shallow to admit
large vessels, which are obliged to anchor in the offing, a
its

large trade
this place.

is

carried on, especially with Gibraltar,

Wool, raw and dressed

exchange for

which

is

chiefly provisioned

from

and other produce are also shipped in
cotton
hardware,
goods, tea, sugar, chandlery, and other foreign
hides,

LABA8H TAZA.
merchandise.

Invalids also resort in

health-resort, has few ri\..U.

\.

coi

!

numlM-p* to Tangier, which, aa a

n on the Mediterranean seaboard.

LA RAM

i

TAZA.

On the Atlantic coast, some 'Jl miles south
Roman city of Zili*, wliich aft. -i-ward- Kecame
Arabs,

877

of Cape Spartel, formerly stood the
the Az>ln (Ar-Zn/a, Ar-Xi/ii) of the

now amere

About

\'t

collection <f ho\-l>. interspersed with some Portuguese structure-..
miles farther south stands AY- J;Y/M//, or Lnnixli tin- first
trading-place on
t

Lurash, present capital of the province of Uhurh, dates

this count.

the ninth

at

least

from

long remained an obscure village, rising to
century, although
commercial prosperity only under the Portuguese and Spanish administration. Its
re-conquest by Sultan Mului Ismail in 1709 is one of the great events in the annals
it

The

of Marocco.

was partly exterminated, partly reduced
to slavery for a period of two years, and one hundred and eighty guns fell into the
hands of the Mussulmans. Since that time Lurush has successfully resisted the
garrison, 3,200 strong,

several naval demonstrations of the

French

in 1785, the Austrians in 1829,

and the

in 1860.

Spaniards
The entrance to the port of Lurash, which lies on the south side of the estuary
of the Wed-el-Khus (Lukkos), is obstructed by a bur inaccessible to vessels of over
a hundred and fifty or two hundred tons.

Nevertheless

it

is

much

frequented

by Portuguese fishing-smacks, and by ships, especially from Marseilles, which here
take in cargoes of wool, beans, and other locul produce, chiefly in exchange for sugar.
The Libyan, Phoenician, and Roman city, to which Lurush has succeeded, has

On u headland overgrown with brushwood, and comtwo
bends
of
river
about 2| miles east of the present town, are visible
the
manding
the remains of Phoenician walls constructed of huge blocks like those of Arad, and
not entirely disappeared.

extended by
lines,

Roman

now known

to

These are the Lix, or Lixus
the Arabs by the name of C/iet/imift/i.
In the alluvial deposits
ramparts of smaller dimensions.

of an inlet at the foot of the hill

be detected the traces of a port large
enough to accommodate a few vessels. But none of the marshy peninsulas enclosed
"
"
by the Lukkos can possibly have been the garden of the Hesperides mentioned
by the ancient writers. Tissot seeks for their site in an islet now connected with

may

still

the mainland through a winding in the bed of the river.
During the lust two
thousand years the whole form of the estuary seems to have been completely
modified.
Some menhirs and other megaliths visible farther east on the route from

Tangier

The

still more remote epoch.
"Great
or
the
famous town of Ka*r-eI-Kebir,
Castle," stands like

to

Ksar-el-Kebir date probably from a

its

outport,

La rash, on the banks of the Lukkos, in a marshy district often under wuter. The
town is surrounded by vineyurds, olive and orange groves, and the neighbouring
Kasr-elhills afford pasturage for numerous herds of cattle and flocks of sheep.
Kebir, which notwithstanding

its

name is not enclosed by ramparts,

is

built of hrirk.

and stands for the most part on ancient foundations. Here Tissot has found the
ii,
Morocco. The battle known in
only Greek inscriptions hitherto discovered
in l-'>7* put an end to the Portuguese
history as that of Alkazur-Kebir, which
50
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in Marocco, appears to have been fought, not at the place bearing its name,
but 6 miles to the south-east of Larash, on the banks of the Wed-el-Makhzen, a

power

tributary of the Lukkos.

South of Larash the monotonous seaboard follows an unbroken

mouth

line for

90 miles

In the upper part of this river basin lies the central
market town of Taza, at an altitude of 2,750 feet, and near the depression between
Thus commanding the line of commuthe Rif highlands and the Atlas system.
to the

of the Sebu.

and Moluya basins that is, between West Marocco and
Taza occupies the most important strategical position in the empire. It

nication between the Sebu

Algeria

belongs

officially to

the Sultan, although the garrison troops here maintained by
Fig. 171.
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Scale

1

:

AJO>

CHEMMISH.

75,000.

Depths.

to 32
Feet.

32 to 64
Feet.

64 Feet

and

upwards.
2,200 Yards.

ihe

Government are

mercy of the powerful Riata tribe, who hold
the town, and who are the true masters of the whole

practically at the

the hills north and south of

When Foucauld visited the place in 1883, the whole population, worn
out by the oppressive exactions of this tribe, and
hopeless of any further help from
the Sultan, " were sighing for the
when
the French would come to their
happy day
district.

rescue."

Nevertheless, a

little

trade

is

done with Fez, the coast towns, and the

Moluya district, through the intervention of the detested Riatas, who cultivate the
hemp and tobacco which supply narcotics to Taza and the other towns of North
Marocco.

FEZ.

FEZ.

most frequently visited by the Sultan, and the largest city in
the empire, occupies an advantageous geographical position about the centre of thr
It also lies on the natural
depression separating the liif from the Atlas highlands.
Fez, the capital

route which skirts the western foot of the Atlas range, so that

its

basin

is

intersected

by the two great historic highways of Western Mauritania. The district enjoys
the further advantages of a fertile and well- watered soil and pleasant scenery,
open plains and densely wooded heights. The city, encircled
of
an
hills, occupies a terrace of conglomerate about 650 feet high,
amphitheatre
by

diversified with rich

The Wed-el-Fez, rising in
divided into secondary sections by numerous ravines.
a rocky cirque a little to the south-west, and fed by innumerable springs, six miles
Fig. 172.

FEZ AND NEIOHBOUBHOOD.
Scale

1

:

300,000.

Miles.

with the Sebu, which is here spanned by one of
Seen from the bluffs crowned with ruins
the few stone bridges found in Marocco.
which encircle it on the south, north, and west,. Fez presents a charming prospect,
vast gardens."
"
like a white island above the dark green sea of ite

below the town

effects a junction

emerging

terraces rise the gilded summits of its minaret*,
irregular surface of the
the lofty walls of the citadel, and the glittering roof of the great mosque.
Fez is divided into two distinct towns, each with its single or double enclosure
or " Old Fez," still
towers and buttresses. To the west lies Fez-el-Bali,
flanked

Above the

by

urban population to the east Fez-el-Jedid, or
comprising the greater part of the
" New
and towards the north connected with
Fez," standing on the highest terrace,
east of the palace in
the old town by the redoubts of the kaabah. Immediately
the imperial
Fez-el-Jedid the river ramifies into two branches, one flowing through
;
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a series of cascades
gardens, the other falling through

where

it

down

to the lower town,

Unfortunately most of these
better than open sewers, which, uniting below the town, flow in

again ramifies into a thousand rivulets.

channels are

little

a fetid stream to the Sebu.

Hence

these

Fig. 173.

A

damp

GATEWAY

quarters are constantly a prey to
nr FEZ.

epidemics, the pallid complexion of the inhabitants sufficiently attesting the foul
atmosphere in which they live. The Mellah, or Jewish quarter, situated near the
citadel in the

new town,

is

outwardly

little

better than the Moorish districts

;

but

MKn
the houses ore cleaner inside.
trade, but are obliged

I

I

Tin-

N

1

:/_ VOUJBIU&

Jews here, as elsewhere, monopolise moat of the

to conceal their

wealth in order to escape from the exactions

of their rulers.

or the "Hutchet," has been so named,
soy* II>u-Il;ituta. from a stone
hatchet discovered in a ti-^mv ..! the soil, when the
city was founded in the year
I

</,

This was probably a Mom- \\eapmi dating from pre-historic time*, when the
In the midst of the surrounding
people were troglodytes, as they partly ctill are.
p-mlens numerous caves are found, in which the natives take refuge like wild beu*t
793.

dens.

in their

Fez had

According

to locul tradition

uml the statements of mediaeval

writers,

one time a population of four hundred thousand souls,
dwelling in ninety
thousand houses. Of its 780 mosques not more than 130 now remain, and some of
at

these are abandoned.

Two

are regarded as specially sacred, almost as holy as the
These are the mosques of Mului Dris und

sanctuaries of

Mecca and Medina.

Kara win, the

latter

possessing a famous library and a zuwya frequented by
numerous students from Murocco and Algeria, who here study theology, jurisprudence, and astronomy, in accordance with the principles handed down fi-om the
time of the Almovurides, or " murubuts." Since that epoch Fez has been in a

notwithstanding the numerous immigrants exjx'llcd from Spain.
"
"
These
were formerly powerful enough to constitute an
Andulusian Moors
faction
which
commanded
half the city.
independent
state of decadence,

As

a trading place Fez has always held a foremost position, its commercial
The locul
relations being chiefly with Tangier, Marrukesh, Rbut, and Tlemcen.

grouped in several guilds, jealous preservers of their traditions and
privileges, display a certain originality in weaving and embroidery, in leatherdressing, and the manufacture of earthenware, of enamelled vases, and damascened
industries,

arms.
for the

Its

sumptuous garments

women

yellow for the Mussulmans, black for the Jews, red
To its other industries

find a ready sale throughout the empire.

has recently been added that of brandy, distilled from dates,

The surrounding

district,

sulphur springs,

is

which contains rich deposits of

figs,

salt,

doubly holy, thanks to the efficacy of

its

and other

fruits.

besides iron ores

and

healing waters and

"
the shrines of " saints
crowning the neighbouring heights.
South of Fez the affluents of the Upper Sebu water the gardens of several small

towns and hamlets, amongst which is the delightful town of Ke/ru, on the frontier
While Fez betrays every sign of
of the territory of the Ait-Yussi Berber tribe.
decadence, Sefru, lying in one of the richest districts of Mauritania, presents the
Its wooded hills yield excellent timber, and its
aspect of the greatest prosperity.

supply vast quantities of olives, lemons, cherries, grapes for the local
consumption and for export. Excellent wines are here produced at a very low
fertile plains

price.

M EQl-

1

X EZ

VOLU BILIS.

Mekncx or MikiiaM, the Mfquinez of the Spaniards, has often been called the
" Versailles of Marocco."
Lying 36 miles west of Fez, it is still comprise! within
the Sebu basin, its district l>eing watered by affluents of the Wed Rdem. which
join the

main stream

in its lower course.

It covers a considerable space enclosed
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by well-preserved ramparts, and like other towns of the empire contains a fortified
kasbah, and a mellah, or Jewish quarter, surrounded by separate walls. These
fortifications were built by Christian captives, who when worn out by fatigue
were despatched and built into the masonry. The broad streets of Mequinez are

Fig

174.

MECXKS AXD VOLUBIUS.
:

8011.000.

3 Miles.

" the finest in the
interspersed with gardens,
world," which supply

and vegetables.

The grand gateway

horse-shoe arches, enamelled
oi Moorish architecture,

tiles,

Fez with

fruite

of the imperial castle, with its marble pillars,

and ornamental

although now much

inscriptions, is a noble

dilapidated.

The mosque

specimen
of Mulai

WK//
"

.f Marocco, U aim in a half-ruined
Utc.
Within the
mile
in
a
over
art*
laces
and graceful kioalu, a
circumference,
park,
comprised pi
stud of over a thousand high-bred mule*, beside* a labyrinth of
underground

Ismail, the "Saint-

1 >

-m-*

till recently used as
The Emperor was comix-lied to throw
granaries.
the
these
stores
terrible
famine of 1H?#, when the greater part of the
during
open

galleries

corn was found to be mouldy.

According

to popular

rumour, the palace of M. kn, ,
by three hundred Negro

also contains the imperial treasure, guarded in secret crypts
slaves dotmed never to see the light of day.

The Meknes

district is the agricultural centre of the
empire,

and on the

state

of its crops depends the whole annual trade of the country. Towards the north,
between the Kdem and Sebu Valleys, rise the Zarhun hills, where is situated the

town of like name, formerly one of the chief intellectual centres of Mauritania.
The inhabitants of / irhun, all of Arab stock, are extremely fanatical, and
entertain the emissaries of the Senusiya brotherhood.

Here

is

frequently
the original home

who yearly resort in large numbers to their zawya in Meknes, to
which they are bound to make a solemn pilgrimage every seventh year.
The kubba of Mul>ii-Edri* north of Meknes, is the most venerated spot in the

of the A'issawa,

t

Hitherto no European traveller has ventured to enter the holy place,
empire.
which occupies a savage gorge in the Zarhun hills near the zawya. During great
feasts men and women, seized with fits of frenzy, hack themselves with knives and
hatchets, while others fall with their teeth on

sheep, or goats.

devoured

any passing animal, such as dogs,
Evan human beings are said on such occasions to have been

alive.

On

a slight e;ninence over a mile north-west of Muloi-Edris stand the ruins of
Kasr Faraun, first visited and described by Windus in 1721. The name of Wulili,

borne by the neighbouring village, and the inscriptions found on the spot, identify
this place with the VolnbiK* of the Romans.
Long used as a quarry by the
builders of Meknes, Volubilis has preserved of
only, a triumphal arch
said to

and the gates of a

its

basilica.

have found their way across the Atlas

Tocolosuiti,

another

Roman

station, stood in the

past greatness two

The marbles

monument*

of this city are even

to the distant oasis of

Tufilelt.

neighbourhood of Volubilis.

WEZZAX.
Wczznn, the holy city on the northern slope of the Sebu basin, about midway
between this river and Ksar-el-Kebir, was founded towards the close of the ninth
It is still exclusively
of the Prophet
century by Mulai Tayeb, a direct descendant
veneration
in
held
who
are
throughout ihe Mussulman
great
peopled by Shorfa,

world, but

who

in the city itself are the very

humble servants of the great

the Sherif in a superlative sense, more holy than the Sultan himself.
"
the
saint," his vast wealth has made him almost a god, who, through

By

lord,

origin a
of

members

the Taibiya order, levies contributions in money and kind in almost every village in
Marocco. In return he distributes these alms with a free hand, keeping open
\-n thousands of
stores for all comers, and often entertaining hundreds anl
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pilgrims,

who come

to kiss the

hem

recognised until he has received the

of his garment.

homage

The Sultan

of the saint of

is

not fully

Wezzan, who

is

also a

"

refuge of sinners," and whose native place is a general sanctuary for culprits.
The authorities themselves would not dare to seize a suppliant at the tomb of Mulai

Tayeb, even were he pursued by the personal wrath of the Emperor.

The mosque

attached to this shrine contains, amongst other treasures, a collection of nearly a
Recent events have somewhat impaired the
thousand Arabic manuscripts.
religious influence of the Sherif.
Fig. 175.

who

is

reproached for keeping a bodyguard of

MULAI TAYEB, SHERIF OF WEZZAN.

Spanish renegades, his friendship for Europeans, his marriage with a Christian
lady, his palace in the Italian style, and his costume modelled on that of the
detested
citizen

Rumi.

In 1876 his application for the favour of being made a French

was refused.

Although the Sebu is the most populous and richest basin in the empire, the
mouth of the river is occupied by no large seaport, the ancient Mamora being
replaced by Melidiya, a mere village standing on a cliff 500 feet above the right
bank of the estuary. Leo African us was present when in 1515 the Mohammedan

anny surprised and put

to

the

sword the six or seven thousand Portuguese

8LA-BBAT.
at

tliut

time occupying Mehdiya.

fortunate, but

ill

lliSl

tin

A

year* later

liuii(ln-<l

\\.-re

\

tin-

S|mniards were more

their turn to evacuate th- fortlW.

compelled
Since then no military works guard the mouth of
pl<
ly choked with sands.
ill

tin- river,

which

in

almost com-

i

SLA
All the trade of the country has
Sii/t'/i)

und

lilidt (litiftfif),

to the south-west.

Sla,

situated

RHAT.

IM-CII

at the

diverted to the twin towns of Sta (Sa/a,
of the Itu-Rcgrag, some 18 mile-,

mouth

which stands on the right bank, preserves some traces
is not an old place, although
bearing the name of

of Portuguese architecture, but

the rim-nician city of Sala, which stood on the opposite bank, and which was
The inhabitants are mostly Andalusian
replaced by the Roman colony of Chclla.

Moors, who have kept alive the traditional hatred of their Christian persecutors
Till recently,

no non-Mussulman traveller was permitted to pass the night

in Sla,

and even during the day Christians and Jews avoided the place. Hence the trade
and industries of the district have gravitated to Rbat, on the left bank, which has
almost become a European seaport.

Above the other buildings

rises a graceful

minaret, whose form, height, and style of ornamentation recall the famous Giralda
According to Arab tradition, both of these towers, as well as the

of Seville.

Kutubia of Marocco, were constructed at the same epoch by Christian slaves, under
the direction of the same architect.
The Rbat women, heirs of the old purpledyers

who had made

the

name

of Chella famous throughout the

weave woollen carpets and rugs of durable
fade.

Owing

to its

dangerous

Roman

texture, but the colours of

bar, exjxjsed to the Atlantic surf,

world,

still

which soon

Rbat does

little

trade with Europe, regard being had to the importance of the twin towns and of
Vessels are often obliged
the river basin, of which they are the natural out ports.

open roadstead, unable to land their goods or passengers, or
Rbat has often been besieged by the independent
else pass on to Casablanca.
Berber tribes of the surrounding district, and to them must doubtless also be
to ride at anchor in the

was formerly supplied with
mounts over a hundred and sixty

attributed the destruction of the aqueduct by which

it

The kasbah, which is strongly fortified,
In it is preserved the
directed
both seawards and against these marauders.
guns,
"
"
of the city of Cordova, which during the last war with Spain was
holy key
water.

publicly exposed for several days.
Recently, the neighbouring Bcni-Hasscm (Hem-Hassan) tribe has been compelled to recognise the Sultan's authority,

and

to allow its territory to

be divided

Hut
into sixteen sections, whose respective chiefs are responsible for public order.
farther east the Zemrnur and Zaian Berbers are absolutely indejendent, allying
themselves with the Sultan on a footing of equality. Jointly with a few tribes of
and from
le
importance, thev occupy the whole space from the coast to the Atlas,

Meknes southwards

to the I'm-ei'-llbia basin.

This region, which

is at least

16,000

Government unprosquare miles in extent. N clox .d to all subjects of the central
The Xemmurs, occupying an extremely fertile district,
vided with safe-conducts.
t

are partly engaged in agriculture.

But the /aian-, who are the most powerful
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nation on the maritime slope of the Atlas, are exclusively stock-breeders, possessing

more numerous and
tribe in the empire.

finer

herds of

cattle, camels, sheep,

and goats than ant other

<

'AS A

WANCA DEMNATA.

r \xun

\\<

\-DKMNATA.

Between the mouths of the Sebu and rm-er-Rhia.
el-Seida, bettor

known under

its

Spanish form,

Catah/tn,,-,,.

^^7X

^^

/

hief settlement

tin<,

r

the "

in Dar~
White Hoiue."

'

9-fi|

Feet and
upmrd*.

SandH expmwd
at low wuti-r.
.

.

\'.-

:-

Founded in the sixteenth century by the Portuguese on the site of the mediirvul
town of Anfu, Cusablancu owes its prosperity muinly to its roadstead, which, though
It- rhief
deep enough to receive vessels of large ton nap.
exports are maize, wool, and haricot beans, besides slippers, forwarded in thousands

badly sheltered,

is
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to Alexandria.

through Gibraltar

European colony,

Notwithstanding

its

unhealthy climate, a small

chiefly French, is settled at Casablanca, which,

owing

absence of vegetation, presents an extremely dreary aspect.
In the upper Um-er-Rbia basin, the chief centre of population

is

to the total

Bu-el-Jad

a village of about two thousand inhabitants, ruled over by a sid, or religious
sovereign, whose power is recognised by all the surrounding tribes such as the

Tadlas on the south and
"
"

east,

the A'it-Seri on the west, and the Shawia on the

The saint and his kindred, nearly all of mixed blood, live on the
north-west.
"
"
No traveller can visit the country
of the faithful.
voluntary contributions
"
Son of David," lord spiritual of Buexcept under the protection of Ben Daud,
the
the
whole of this region, now a hotbed
of
the
end
At
cl-Jad.
eighth century
Moslem fanaticism, is said by Edrisi to have been peopled by Christians and
Jews, and rumour speaks of the ruins of a church still bearing a Latin inscription.
The Tadla territory, occupied by nine nomad tribes, with a collective force of
of

about twenty thousand horse, possesses a sort of common capital in the kasbah of
Et- Tadla, which stands on the Um-er-Rbia, at the foot of one of the best-constructed
fortresses in Marocco.
" the

arched bridge

The

river,

here nearly 135 feet wide,

spanned by a tenThe produce of the

is

largest in the world," say the natives.

:

exported far and wide.
The fortress of Beni-MeUal, or Bel Kttsh, lying in the Beni-Mellal territory to

neighbouring salt-mines

is

the south-east, leads to the more important town of Demnata, which
fertile

and highly productive

er-Rbia.

district

on one of the southern

Formerly a flourishing trading place,

Demnata has

is

situated in a

affluents of the

suffered

Um-

much from

its

fatal proximity to Murrakesh, from which it is distant not more than 60 miles. The
exorbitant dues levied by the Imperial Government on all merchandise entering the

town have compelled caravans
are Jews,

subjected

to seek other markets.

A

third of the inhabitants

who live intermingled with the Mohammedans, but who were recently
to much oppressive treatment, calling for the intervention of European

diplomacy.

AZEMMUR

MAZAGAN.

After collecting all the waters descending from the Atlas, the Um-er-Rbia flows
north-w estwards, between the territory of the Shaw'ia Berbers on the north and
r

the Dukkalas, mainly Arabs, on the south. The ancient town oi Azemmur (Azanwr],
that is, " the Olives," which stands on the left bank of the estuary, is often
described as a ruin, probably because seldom visited by Europeans.
its fisheries

least

and industries are

with the inland

districts.

sufficiently productive to support

The dangerous bar

at the river

Nevertheless,

an export trade at

mouth prevents

all

which is obliged to cast anchor 4 miles to the south-west, at the
" the
port of Miizagan, by the natives indifferently called El-Jedida,
New," or
" the
Fort."
El-Brija,
Although smaller than Azemmur, Mazagan has more
access to shipping,

importance for Europeans, and especially the inhabitants of the Canary Islands,

who draw

and other provisions through this outthe cliff above Azemmur stand the still

their supplies of cereals, haricots,

port of the fertile

Dukkala

plains.

On

EL-GIIAll:

>\iil.

imposing ruins of the buildings erected here by the Portuguese, who held
uud u half, down to the year 1770.

tln^

\>\n<

for over two centuries

EL-GIIAIH
South-east of

Mazagan two breaks

SAFFI.

in the roast lino,

between this town and Cape

Cantin, give access to the Walidiya lagoon, the ancient port of El-Ghatb.
to Tissot,

As

it

would be easy

in the time of Scylax,

to restore this

harbour and make

Cape Cautin, the
Fig. 178.

W-st

Mons

According

the best on the coast.

of the ancients,

is

one of the

MAZAOAX AXD AZEXXITO.
Sc

820'
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Depth*.
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K?t *nd

upward*.
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most venerated spots in the whole of Africa.

Here arc

several

zawyas and a whole

population of theologians.
the Avfi of the natives, lying south of Cape Cantin, although the nearest
SV//ft
port to Marrakcsh, is less frequented than Mogador, the surf being more dangerous
%

,

Thanks to its Portuguese fortificaabove
the houses grouped on the slopes
pinnacles rising
Its
the most picturesque place on the Atlantic seaboard.

at this point than elsewhere along the coast.
tions

and

citadel, with

of an eniinenre,

its

Saffi is

"
gardens are marvellously fertile, and the House of the Seven Brethren," outside
the town, is a holy place venerated by Moslem and Jew alike, and frequented by

multitudes of invalids of

all

religions.

Another place of pilgrimage

is

Ltillu
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"Our

Larly of the Olive," a gigantic tree with enormous branches,
unrivalled in the whole of Western Mauritania.
Gobitsta,

MAROCCO.
Morocco, or rather Marraktsh, the Tcmrakcsh of the Berbers, second capital of
the empire, is the only city in the valley of the Tensift, which reaches the coast
t

between

Saffi

Seen from without,

and Mogador.

it

presents a superb aspect,

reminding pilgrims of the Syrian Damascus. Approaching it from the north or
north-east by the banks of the Tensift, which flows within a few miles of the city, the

hundred thousand palms, interother
with
the
olive
and
fruit-trees. Seen from the Mogador
there
and
here
spersed
direction, where the route traverses a bare and stony plain, a still more imposing

traveller passes through a vast plantation of several

effect is

produced by

its

massive walls flanked with towers, the lofty minaret of

its

great mosque, and the long indented line of the Atlas, hazy below, blue and
streaked with snow towards the summit, bounding the eastern horizon. Standing at
an elevation of 1,660 feet some 30 miles from the spurs of the Atlas, Marrakesh is

abundantly supplied with water, every house possessing a separate well, every
garden irrigated with a purling stream. Its equable climate also, tempered by the
neighbouring mountains, is one of the most delightful in the world, reflected, so to
say, in the vegetation,

where plants of the temperate are intermingled with those

of the tropical regions.

Marrakesh-el-Hamra, or "the Red," was founded in the second half of the
eleventh century, some 24 miles north of the ancient city of Aghmat (Armaf), whose
The capital grew rapidly, and in the
inhabitants migrated to the new settlement.
"
"
queens of Mauritania. Although
following century it was already one of the

now dethroned and outstripped
rival,

and industries by

its

northern

regarded as an imperial capital, visited yearly by the Sultan.
Majesty is grimly heralded by the despatch of a number of
destined
to decorate the front of the palace, as a warning to unruly
heads,

Fez,

it is still

The approach

human

in population, trade,

of his

meditating revolt. About the year 1860 the Rahmennas, one of the powerful
Berber tribes in the outskirts, having broken into open rebellion, had to be forcibly

spirits

The Berber element is numerously
effected.
even
within
the
and
on
market
walls,
represented
days Tamazight is more
in
the
bazaars
than
Arabic.
The
generally spoken
Negroes are also numerous,
As in most other towns of
relatively far more so than in the northern capital.

<lislodged before

an entrance could be

Marocco, the Jews, though

now

protected

by the

confined to a mellah, or separate quarter, enclosed
cross except barefooted and with downcast eyes.

Israelitish Alliance, are still

by ramparts, which they cannot

imposing external aspect, Marrakesh presents inside the
appearance of a decayed city. The ramparts, about 7 miles in circuit, not including
the walls of the imperial park south of the city, are interrupted by wide breaches
Notwithstanding

its

;

the thoroughfares leading to the seven
gates are in many places lined moie with
ruins than with houses; more than half of the area comprised within the enclosures

MAROCCO.
it)

occupied with waste spaces and garden* often lying fallow.

.','.

The

l

street*,

wide near the gates, merge towards tin- centre in a labyrinth of narrow
Most of the houses have a mean appearance, and of
lanes encumbered with Elth.
sufficiently
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This is the mosque
the monuments, mostly in ruins, one alone can be called fine.
" the
is, of
Calligraphers," so named

of Kutubia, or rather of the Kutsubia, that

from the writers whose booths adjoin the sacred

edifice.

The lofty tower dominating

the mosque, apparently raised by the architect of the Sevillian Giralda and of the
Hassan tower at Rbat, is the finest and highest of the three. Two of the city gates,
Fig. 180.
Scale 1

MAHRAKKSU.
:

860,000.

\ Mussulman Cemetery

EC

1,100 Yards.

one leading to the palace, the other to a mosque, are said to have been
transported
block by block from Spain.

The

local industries

have greatly fallen

off.

Whole

streets,

formerly inhabited

"

" Marocco
wares formerly prepared
deserted, and the famous
the
Moors
exiled
from Cordova are no longer produced in Marrakesh. The
by

by

carriers, are

now

is now made in Fez,
although the southern capital stijl does a
trade
in
skins
with
the
southern
The Marrakesh
districts of the Atlas.
large

best leatherwork

MOGADOR.
carpets are carefully

\\

t

less

chiel occupation of the inhabitants

within

tin-

BOekMUMI

of the imperial

esteemed

:

tlnin those

grounds

is

,f

On,, of

^anlcniiiir.

i

Rbat.
tin-

M

At present the

on hards

(

..mprincd

-aid to yi-ll a yearly (T"j>of fruit*

at i','0,000.
The zone of garden* stretches for mi leu in the din -tion of the
and the hamlets occupied by horticulturists are grouped in large number*
round the rampart*. One of these towards the north-west i* exclusively inhabited

valued

<

hills,

by

a

community

wealth, with

of lepers,

its

who enjoy

self-government, forming a

little

common-

bazaar, prison, Jewish quarter, and

mosque dedicated to a patron
few vestiges of the ancient Aghmut,
which was formerly capital of the Lumtunus, better known by the name of
"
An upland valley to the east
Mrabotin, that is, the Almoravides, or murubuts."
Towards the south are

siint.

of

Murrukesh

is

still

visible a

held by the powerful confederation of the Tiffas, of Zenagu

stock.

MOGADOR.

At
to

"the Beautiful," better known
"
of Mogador, from a shrine erected to a " Saint
Mogdul

present the chief port of Marrakesh

Europeans by the

name

is Siccira,

At this point a harbour formerly
Spanish map dated 1608. But the present town, which

or Mogdul, over a mile to the south of the town.
existed, as

shown by u

ranks as a seaport next in importance to Tangier and Casablanca, was built a little
over a century ago, between the years 1760 and 1773, mainly by French prisoner*

Laid out on
captured at the time of the disastrous expedition of Larash in 1765.
a regular plan, Mogador presents a somewhat monotonous aspect, with its uniform
blocks of houses, perfect cubes in form, and painted a dull grey colour.

It stands

sandy spit stretching southwards, and Kcjwrutcd by a channel
from a fortified island, which defends the shallow and ex|M>sed roadstead. The

at the extremity of a

guns spiked at the time of the French bombardment
replaced, and the projectiles himched by the French

in

1844 have not yet been
lie strewn at the

fleet still

foot of the ramparts.

The commercial importance
not only of Marrakesh, but of

of
all

Mogador

is

due

to the fact that it is the outport

the southern Atlas districts,

its

chief exports to

Europe being such local produce as cereals, oils, fruits, hides, gums, wools, and alfa
^ras. Like that of Saffi, the coastline has here been modified either by erosion or

by a subsidence of the soil. In the middle of the present century cuttle could easily
pass at low water from the Mogador peninsula to the neighbouring island, from
which it is now separated by a navigable channel.

The

chief Arab, or at least Arabised, tribes in the

powerful Shiadma

Mogador

confederation, which, while refusing to

district In-long to tho

pay

tribute, allows free

Its villages and
passage to caravans, and recognises the suzerainty of the Sultan.
between the
Wed
Tensift
the
of
south
tract
convents are scat tend o\era large

and the advanced spurs of the Atlas.
South of Mogador, in the direction of the headland terminating the main Atlas
Here all the
range, no more towns or even scattered hamlets arc now to be seen.

.J(

!>el-el-IIadid

natives live in groups of four or five families in strong stone fortalices, generally ol

67 -AF
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with high towers, and enclosed by a ditch. The
square form, flanked at two angles
ground floor is occupied by the cattle, while the upper story, approached by a
ladder which may be removed in time of danger, is disposed in as many chambers

Such are the means devised

as there are families in the stronghold.

for their

local Haha Berbers, who are settled agriculturists exposed
nomad Saharian Arabs. They, however, in their turn occa-

mutual protection by the
to the raids of the

sionally full
territory

on passing caravans, so that traders never venture to enter their
The various Man, or clans, constituting
in small bodies.

unarmed or

Fig. 181.

MOOADOB AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.
Scale

West of Greenwich

1

:

180,000.

945

32 to 80
Feet.

160 Feet

80 to 160
Feet.

and

upwards.

3 Miles.

the

Haha

confederacy, have been estimated

by Alvarez Perez

at

ewo hundred and

"

eighty thousand souls.
The well- watered and highly productive Sus valley abounds in large villages
surrounded by palm, olive, and orange groves.
The district is entirely occupied by

an industrious peasantry free from the razzias of marauding nomads. Formerly
the well-defined basin of the Sus constituted an autonomous state, whose inhabitants

were noted in mediaeval times for their industry, learning, and enterprising spirit.
At present they are known in the Mussulman world chiefly as strolling dancers,
jugglers, and snake-charmers,

who emigrate

in large

numbers

to every part of

Mauritania, and even at times find their way to Europe.
They constitute a sort of
" Saint "
guild, placed under the patronage of a
Mohammed-ben-Musa, whose name
is

always invoked before beginning their performances.

From

the Sus country,

I

liiii;

who
aa

is

\l:u>\\T

to eertain loral

righteousness as

it is

1'arr

(

now

,|'

tin-

tilled

Wed

Sus belongs

is

earth, ami

one

who

IM

\\il:\

.

"shall

forth

till

tin-

Mahrli.

the world with

with wi.-k 'dues*."

TARMMN
Officially the

ii

Mussulman prophecies,

destined to renew the

much

\<;\in: .<\K:

i.

to the empire,

and the Sultan'K envoy- an

In

n

\idwith honour.
Nevertheless
of tin- triles an- still independent, ami
the only effect of the Murrain's intervention, who divides in order one duy to rule.
is to increase their internal feuds und foment a
perpetual state of intestine warfare.
The natives are for the most part Berbers of somewhat mixed origin, although the
m.,-t

Awanis, one of the largest confederations, cull themselves Arabs. They comprise
seven tribes occupying the southern slope of the Atlas in the immediate vicinity of
Like the Halms of the opposite declivity, they dwell in strongthe Bibawan pass.
holds erected on isolated bluffs and headland?, whence a view

is

commanded of the
The Shtuga con-

approaching enemy, or of peaceful caravans inviting attack.
federation, which holds the whole region between the Atlantic and Tarudunt,
consists exclusively of

Berber

tribes.

Tarudant, capital of the Sus basin, lies a little to the north of the river, in a vast
plain which rises gradually towards the hills occupied by the Awaras, and towards

According to Rohlfs, Tarudant covers a
but far more gardens and olive groves than groups of
habitations are comprised within its irregular enclosures flanked by earthen towers
the southern escarpments of the Atlas.
larger area than Fez

at intervals of

;

200 or 300

Towards the

feet.

centre, however, vegetation gives

streets commanded on the north-east by
place to a real town, with narrow winding
Its chief industries are leather-dressing, weaving, dyeing,
a strongly built citadel.

and

Kuka, Kano, and Timbuktu in the
This industry was originally created by the copper mines of the neigh-

markets of
especially coppcrware for the

Sudan.

bouring Atlas

hills to the

north

;

but at present nearly

all

the crude metal

is

The sugar plantations, which in the time of Leo
imported from England.
Africanus constituted the chief wealth of Tarudaut, have long ceased to exist.

AGADIR

SAKIET-EL-HAMRA.

of
natural outport of the Sus basin is Agadir, standing a little to the north
i*
inlet
The
the estuary which forms the best harbour on the Marocco seaboard.
sheltered from the east and north winds on the north-west by Cape G her i-leUI

The

Ait- Wakal), the extreme headland of the Atlas range.

At

the head of the buy

another cape, formed by a projecting lateral ridge, encloses the harbour projn r,
of this
surf.
group of huts at the foot
completely protecting it from the open

A

and the port is commanded by an
supplied with water by a copious spring,
or "Cap
Rampart." the full
agadir, or "rampart." whence Agadir-ne-Irir,
ridge

is

designation of this .seaport.
Held by the Portuguese since the beginning of r

nth

e,

nturv, and

l-\
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them re-named Santa-Cruz, Agadir rose to considerable commercial prosperity.
Even under native rule it continued for a time to flourish as the outport of the
produce brought by caravans from the Niger regions. But its distance from the
centre of the empire tempting

its

Agadir was destroyed by Sultan

inhabitants to strike for their independence,

Mohammed and

replaced by Mogador, lying
a military outpost, Agadir marked till recently the real limit of
But the foundation of a
the imperial administration on the Atlantic seaboard.
Spanish settlement in the neighbourhood has induced the Sultan to consolidate his
farther north.

power on

As

by building the new town of Tiznit on a cliff some
The village of Aglu (Agula), 18 miles south from the

this southern frontier

12 miles farther inland.

TABUDANT.

Fig. 182.
Revile 1

:

57.000.

sr
West of Greenwich

858'

9

3,300 Yards.

mouth

of the Wed-el-Ghas,

is

destined to become the outport of Tiznit.

In the

Abdtwelfth century the power of
el-Mumen is said to have had the distance carefully measured between the two
the Almohades reached

extremities of his empire, from

Barka

to the

Wed

still

farther south, and

Nun.

At

present the imperial authority ceases altogether a little south of the Sus,
filthough indicated on the maps as extending to Sakiet-el-Hamra, south of Cape
Jubi.
An uninhabited tract even forms a sort of borderland to the south of the

This is the upper valley of the
Wed-el-Ghas (Raz, Welghas), one of the best watered and most fertile in the
whole of Mauritania, but condemned to desolation by frontier warfare and
The petty states south of the Ghs are all peopled by Berbers and
diplomacy.
territory recognising the Sultan's jurisdiction.

Negroes,

who

serve as intermediaries of commercial intercourse between Marocco

1LEGH OGUUUN.
and Sudan.
to the

Most of them

Gueshtula of

:;

.7

themselves (iue//.ula, or .Jelula, a term
analogous
and possibly identical with thr Niimidian <j. tube of

call

Kaliylia,

ancient writer-.

Of

these petty maritime states the most
iinjx)rtant, although not the largest,
commonly known as "the kingdom of Sidi Ilcshum," from a recently
In virtue of
reigning-shcikh, in whose family the supreme power is still centred.

is

all

that

The proper
genealogical relations it even claims a right to the imperial crown.
name of the district is Tazzerult, which is also that of >* stream flowing from the
The natives cultivate barley and wheat, and also work
slopes of the Little Atlas.

ita

some

mines

but their chief pursuit is the breeding of camels,
partly exported,
partly employed by them in the caravan trade across the Sahara.
Every three
a
large mugar, or fair, is held near the zawya of Sidi-Ilamed-ben-Musa,
JtUH
local

;

ancestor of the reigning prince, and on these occasions as many as four or five
thousand camels are collected on the spot. The present sheikh has removed the
former interdict excluding the Jews from this market, and in order to attract trade

he even holds himself personally responsible for the public security,
indemnifying traders plundered on the route through the unsettled districts of the
Awaras and other marauders.

to his territory

ILEGH

OGULMIN.

Tazzemlt, standing, according to Lenz, at an elevation of
The army of the sheikh,
largely inhabited by Sudanese Negroes.

Ilegh, capital of

1,530

who

feet, is

is composed
entirely of slaves from every part of Sudan,
Fulahs.
As
in
some
even
Nigritia, blue garments are the prevailing
including
the
men
like
the
colour, and,
go partly veiled, while the women walk
Tuaregs,

is

himself a black,

abroad uncovered.

Towards the source

of the

Wed

Ta/xerult an isolated volcanic cone

by the impregnable stronghold of Ayadir, marking

is

crowned

the southern limit of " the king-

dom

of Sidi Ilesham," here conterminous with the territory of the

The

waters descending from the southern slope of the Anti-Atlas flow to the

Mejad Berbers.

Wed

is divided into several petty states, the chief of which near the
The natives have for centuries
takes
the name of the river itself.
coast usually
been dreaded by the fishermen from the Canaries and other mariners, all vessels

Nun, whose basin

running aground on these inhospitable shores being regarded as legitimate pri/e,
and the crews mostly enslaved.
Ogulmin, capital of the state, and usually known as Wed- Nun, stands at an
elevation of probably over 3,000 feet, too high for dates to ripen.
oasis encircling the
hills, said

town nothing

is

visible except

Beyond the

an amphitheatre of bare arid
Ogulmin is one of

by the natives to abound in silver and copper ores.

the chief trading stations between

Mogador and Timbuktu

;

but

it

is

above

all

To Mogador, besides slaves, it sends ostrich
a great depot for slaves from Sudan.
It
of good stock, and sheep.
mules
In-longs
feathers, a little gold dust, horses and
to the

Ait Hassan

tribe,

with

whom

the local

Jews are

said to live

on a footing
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of perfect equality.
arrival of the

Arabs

Jesus," they are

are probably Berbers converted to Judaism before the
" Lord
hence, having had no hand in the death of the

They
;

exempt from the load of reprobation weighing on the other

Israelites.

TIZZI

Some 24

SANTA CRUZ

IFNI.

miles farther east lies the town of Tizzi or Fum-el-IIossan, which

It stands, according to Lenz, at an altibelongs to the Maribda Arab community.
tude of 1,600 feet, in an admirable position at the mouth of a rocky gorge commanded

by pyramidal mountains. An oasis of palms follows the course of a stream, whose
waters sometimes reach the Wed Nun. On a hill to the north are some ruins attributed by the natives, apparently with good reason, to the Romans. In the district
occur other remains, such as continuous ramparts like the wall of China, high
towers with sculptured pinnacles, tombs and inscribed rocks like those found in
large numbers throughout Mauritania from Tripolitana to Marocco. These carvings

comprise inscriptions in the Tefinegh (Berber) character, besides figures of animals,
including the elephant, rhinoceros, horse, and giraffe. The human figure nowhere
occurs, although arms, garments, and other works of man are represented on these

mysterious petroglyphs.
In the region comprised between the Weds Ilegh and Nun, Spain apparently
intends to establish the centre of administration for the new territory acquired by
the treaty concluded with Marocco in 1860.

In virtue of a special

clause, the

Spanish Government reserves the right to re-occupy the port of Santa Cruz de Mar
Pcqucna (Mar Me nor or Mar C/tica), which it held for twenty years, from 1507 to
But the very site of this former conquest can no longer be determined with
1527.
certainty,

and

it is

doubtful whether any vestiges remain of the Anadir or

razed to the ground by the natives.

to

G wader

be involved in fresh

Nevertheless, fearing
complications through the incursions of hostile tribes, the Sultan's Government
reluctantly ceded a strip of land in a territory over which it exercised no jurisdiction, offering instead either a large indemnity, or the Bay of Agnas, on the Mediter-

ranean coast, over against the Zaffarine Islands, or even an extension of the Ceuta

But Spain was obdurate, and a special expedition commissioned 1o discover
the lost port of Santa Cruz has reported in favour of the Ifni inlet, 18 miles northeast of the Wed Nun estuary, near which were found 'some ruins of
Spanish or
district.

Portuguese construction. The harbour of Ifni, the choice of which was ratified by
the Sultan in 1883, has the great advantage of
proximity to the Ogulmin market,
and of easy access to the rich plains of the Wed-el-Ghas and Wed Sus and if
;

selected with a view to further conquest,

it

has also the advantage above

places in dispute of lying most to the north, that

is,

all

other

nearest to the Marocco frontier.

however, answers in no respect to the description of Santa Cruz de Mar
Pequena contained in the documents of the sixteenth century. Galiano thinks he
Ifni,

has found the true position of the old
Spanish port at Boca Grande, on the mouth
Wed Shibika and about midway between Puerto Cansado and the \\ed Draa

of the

estuarv.

T11K 1>I:\\ UASIX.

Tin.

I)K\\

I!\NI\.

This estuary exactly lares the island of Lan/arote
while the

Wed

itsell

highluiid-.

in

the

(

'.mary

An

l.i|n-lugo,

'

has

its

source at

UM(

;

milca eaut

i

f

Mnrrukoh

Tin inlial.itunts of iu buwin. cstimuted In Uohlfs
/

183.

IFM AM. Nnoiiuouiuxo

at

in the

two hundred

COAST.

9*ro.

!

Feet.

ro 990

.

.

|

|

I

Fet.

;'

H

and
here

fifty
is

M

thousands souls, urc abnost oxi-lusively of Berln-r MK-k and sjKtrh, and
triln' which has jr. -. i\,.l the MTV name of

found the Hrraber or UralxT

the race.

A

few hamlets, however, are exclusively inhabited by Shorta Arabs,
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members of the Prophet's family, while some of the Beni- Mohammed (Beni-Mahmid)
The Negroes also form small colonies in
nation are scattered over the district.
oasis,

every

and tHeir blood

Jews are represented

is

t

mixed with that

of the other inhabitants.

The

the villages as artisans, although Jewish traders
are comparatively less numerous on the southern than on the opposite slope of the
in all

Atlas.

All the oases in the Draa basin are independent, or at most yield a nominal
In many respects the natives of this
submission to the authority of the Sultan.
region appear to be more civilised than those of the western provinces. Their
dwellings especially are more elegant, adorned with terraces and turrets, provided
with balustrades and decorated with mouldings.
All the Upper Drua Valley, from the Tagherut pass to and beyond the confluence
Dades river, is occupied by the Glawa people. Their chief place is Tikirt, on

of the

the northern verge of an arid stony plain stretching southwards in the direction of
Before entering the gorge piercing this range, the Draa is joined
the
whose
banks are cultivated and lined with houses wherever sufficient
Dades,
by

the Anti- Atlas.

afforded between the torrent and its rocky walls.
Here every hamlet is
a
tower
or
40
30
feet
from
which
the
inhabitants keep up
guarded by square
high,

space

is

a constant fire whenever

war breaks out between two conterminous

clans.

These

feuds are generally due to disputes about the irrigation canals; otherwise the
people are peaceful enough, the various villages appointing their delegates to a
common jemaa or assembly, which takes measures against the hostile Ait-Attas.

The

Dades claim

have long possessed a special remedy against ophthalmia, and their eye-doctors yearly visit every part of Mauritania in the exercise of
natives of

to

their art.

Beyond the Anti- Atlas gorges both banks

of the

Draa are lined by an almost

continuous village, to the point where the river enters the desert and trends to the
south-west.
The population, chiefly Haratins, or black Berbers, have converted
the whole region for 120 miles, from the Mezquita to the Ktawa district, into a vast
garden. Their palms yield the best dates in Western Mauritania, and in such
quantities that at the time of Rohlf's visit a load of

375

Ibs.

was sold for two

francs.

Besides dates, the country yields some cereals, cabbages, onions, turnips, carrots,
tomatos, melons, and in the south liquorice-root.
In the Wed Draa the chief town is Tamagrat, on the right bank of the stream

over against the extremity of the Bani range.
It is regarded as a sort of capital,
thanks to its important market, and to the religious influence of its zawya, dedicated
to Sidi Hamed-ben-Nasser.
But a more populous place is Beiti-Sbih, chief

town of the rich Ktawa
village of Zair, in the

district

Harib

and of

the

Beni-Mohammed

nation.

The

territory, is the starting-point of caravans for the

Sudan.

TISSENT

West of

the

Upper Draa

south by the dry bed

TATTA

the quadrilateral space bounded north by the Anti-Atlas,
Lower Draa, is occupied by a few oases, such as

of the

MIMM1MA
Tiisfnakht, traversed

watered

by the

like

sMi.icki

zeal, their great

The

springs.

natives sup|N>M

selves Shcllahas, the

kaha

river of like name,

by nuiiirnius

ln-ackisji that tin-

KKUKLA.

it

Sudanese

tin-

and TiW/i/, an almost unbroken

Tissent

Kiv.-r

flows from the sea.

inhabitant* are nearly all

Nr^roes.

ambition being to

4<U

is

hut

|M-n-nnial.

no

Although culling themwho wear a blue ketth-

II a rat ins,

They

are fumed fur their
religion*

make

the pilgrimage to Mecca.
The pastoral and agricultural Berbers of the neighbouring hills
belong to the
whoso
name
bear.
Proud
of
their origin,
Zenaga
(Sanheja) family,
great
they

they keep aloof from contact with aliens, and

De Foucauld

describes

all sjjeuk

Tamazight exclusively.
as a tall thin people, athletic but ill-favoured, with a

them

deep bronze complexion. They are feared as warriors, although less so than the
Dui-Bellal Arabs of the plain, present suzerains and protectors of the Tissent oasis.
These Arabs, formerly without rivals between the Atlas and the Niger, have been
so reduced

by

tribe could

their

Arab

intestine strife, that in 1883, at the time of

speech,

handsome

they are distinguished above

West

De Foucauld's

muster no more than eighteen hundred armed men.
features, graceful carriage,

all

other

nomads

visit,

and courteous manners,

of South Marocco.

of Tisseut follows the Tutfa oasis, which has beeji almost ruined

Dui-Bellals,

who when

the

For the purity of

called in as allies remained as oppressors.

by the

Tatta

is

the

Draa and the Atlantic, but is divided into several distinct
surrounded
the
desert.
Like Akka, which lies farther west near the
by
groups
sources of the Nun, it has ceased to be one of the centres of trade between
Mogador and Timbuktu. The Jewish jewellers of Akka were formerly noted for
largest oasis between the

but arts and commerce have alike perished, and the people
now depend exclusively on the produce of their palm groves. Here was born the
Rabbi Mardochai, one of the few travellers that have described their visit to

their artistic skill

;

Timbuktu.

MUIMIMA
At present
The

Wed Draa region is Mriniinia (Rahunimia),
Wed Xeguid, a perennial stream abounding
A bd- Allah, with the shrines of his ancestors.

the chief market in the

lying south of the Beni range on the
in tish.

FERKI.A.

influential

zawya of

Sidi

forms the centre of the village, round whi h are grouped the huts of the free
Haratins and slaves. The annual fair of Mriminia, which lasts three days, is fre%

quented by traders from every part of the Draa and Sus basins, and from
It is second in importance only to that of Sidi
district.

Between the two

Ait-Yussa

lies

Hammed-ben-Musa in

Tatilelt.

the Tazzerult

the market of Suk-el-Muluk. in the territory of the

tribe.

East of the long Wed Draa oasis, the chief Berber peoples are the warlike AitSedrats and Ait-Attas, nomads on the steppe, settled agriculturists in the riverain
tracts along the Todra, /is, and other streams, which after meeting in the Tatilelt
country are lost in the desert.
a

narrow

Among

the oases of this rcri n arc

strip of cultivated land extending north

between the Great Atlas and the southern

and south

in

ranu'c. an-1 the far leas

T<-<lrn

i

7Wy/itf),

the <U-proion

extensive Ferkla,
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Some of the Ferkla palm groves belong to the
who gained a sanguinary victory over the Ait-Attas in

lower down on the same river.
powerful Ait-Mebrad

tribe,

1883.

*

THE

Zis BASIN.

Far more populous than the Todra Valley is that of the Zis, which flows southwards from the Ti/i'nt-er-Riut pass in the Great Atlas, along the historic caravan

The upper valley of the Zis (Guers), inhabited
"
been
described
as " another Italy
in the variety of
has
the
Ait-Sdig Berbers,
by
The banks of the stream form a continuous
its products and equable climate.
route between Fez and Timbuktu.

garden, dotted over with villages whose houses are built of baked earth mixed with
Farther down the palm groves form an uninterrupted plantastraw and pebbles.
tion extending

from

Mdaghra, the
generic

name

Sahara

slope,

of the groves belonging to the region comprised under the

of Tafilelt, is one of the richest

comprising about forty villages,

The

extent.

oasis to oasis as far as the desert.

first

largest

is

and most densely peopled on the
some of which are of considerable

Kasbtih-el-Kcdinta, or

" the

Old Fort," which has a

The dates, like the grapes, olives, peaches,
population of fifteen hundred souls.
fruits of Mdaghra, are all of exquisite flavour, and this oasis might
be an earthly Eden but for the rivalries of its Arab, Berber, and Jewish inhaand other
bitants.

Many

are reduced to great want, and over two-thirds are said to suffer

from various forms of ophthalmia.

TAFILELT OASIS.
South of Mdaghra, most of the natives belong to the powerful Ait-Atta confederation, which extends westwards to the Wed Draa.
According to the local
one
about
hundred
the
Ait-Attas
tradition,
expelled the Shorfa Arabs
years ago

from

this part of Tafilelt,

who go

which takes the name of Ertib or Rdeb.

Their women,

unveiled, are distinguished from most others in Marocco

by the practice of
different
of
the
of
Ertib, is probably the
tattooing
Ez-Zerigat, capital
parts
body.
largest town in the whole of Tafilelt, mustering, according to Rohlfs, over twelve
hundred armed men. At Dnera, a little lower down, the Zis runs out in the sands

in

summer, reappearing, however, in the

Tissirni oasis.

Farther on the stream

again disappears, leaving the inhabitants of South Tafilelt without surface water
till the
returning spring. Then the Zis, swollen by the melting snows of the
Atlas, overflows its banks, converting the oasis into a lake.

sebkha, which receives

all

the waters from the eastern Atlas,

The Daya-el-Daura
is also

transformed to

temporary lake during the floods.
The oasis which is specially known by the name of Tafilelt or Tafilala, is the
centre of the largest population in the whole of the Sahara, estimated by Rohlfs
a

at not less than one

and

hundred thousand

fifty ksars or villages.

.

The

district,

miles, is almost completely enclosed by
in the north
through the Zis Valley,

grouped in more than a hundred
covering an area of probably 400 square

souls,

an amphitheatre of hills, being opn only
and in the south-east towards the desert.

AMBA.
d.u.

have

floods

some

,

Ix-en

a large numlH-r of

win

a-

It,

com

the

Algeria,

Aral)s arc tliu-

it

present

i>

mix.

<l,

the Ait-

>

liuxing

tin- vil-

Fig. 184.

Morocco and

in

it-

at

l>nt

and clover are grown, whemv.r the winter
Till
copious.
recently tin- |H,|>ii| a ti.in wan almoftt

barley,

sufliciently

A. -lusivi-I\ -Arab.

IM Tatilt

wh.-at,

in

WBD Zu

AXD TAni.rtT Oj

in

in^

i

j

IK

in^ cvrrywhrrr crowded out by the

aboriginal HrrlnT race.

AMRA.
Tufilolt

scarcely
stone's

has two capitals
separated by a

throw

Er-Rixsani,

residence of the governor,
in

the north-east, and in

the south-west

Ahuam

Bu-Aam, where

the traders

chiefly resort.

The

or

latter,

the largest and wealthiest
place in the whole oasis, is
the chief market for the

Sahara between Twat and

Wed

the

Here

Draa.

all

the industries are grouped
in

separate

quarters

in

one place clothiers, in another dealers in

and soap

;

mourers,

butter,

carpenters,

and

<!!TS

oil,

elsewhere ar-

the

who

workers

sad-

leather-

were

for

centuries the glory of TaIts

lilrlt.
tilali,

famous

jild el-

v.::

an indigenous plant, doubtMi acacia, arc still forwarded
feathers,

chiefly

from Algeria, although

dealers.

As

to

some gold dust and

ostrich

pie<

|

i

or skins tanned with

tea

Fez and Tlemccn.

From Sudan

are imported

Most European wares arc introduced
continues to IK- purcha*e.l li..iu Kn^lUh

slaves.
still

in Marocco, the circulating

medium

is

almost exclusively ti\- franc

<

The governor

is

always a brother or near relation of the Sultan; but hia
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powerless against the will of the communal assemblies. He cannot
even prevent the inhabitants of his own ksar from waging war against their
authority

is

neighbours. Tafilelt, the original home of his family, is the Berber form of Filal,
a district in Arabia, whence are supposed to have come the ancestors of Mulai AliSherif, founder of the
east of

His tomb

Marocco dynasty.

is still

shown, 2| miles south-

Abuam.

West

of the present capital stretches an extensive plain, strewn with the ruins

of Anira, at least 5 miles in circumference, in the centre of which stand a minaret

and the arches of a mosque covered with exquisite arabesques as fresh as

if

sculp-

" the
tured yesterday. Amra, or Medmet-el-Aamera,
populous city," is almost
mentioned
famous
the
Sejclmansa (Sijilmatsa)
by mediaoval writers, which
certainly

geographers long sought for beyond the

oasis, until it

was shown by Walckenaer

and D'Ave/ac that the names Tafilelt and Sejelmassa are identical. It was founded
over a hundred years after the Hejira, and although frequently ruined by sieges

and wars,

it

continued to serve as the governor's residence

down

to the close of

the seventeenth century, when the present fort Er-Bissani was erected. Till the
year 1815, the mosque was a centre of Koranic studies, where five hundred students

were supported at the expense of the

state

;

and ever since the middle of the

century the public prayer for the emperor of Marocco was

still

read every

Friday.

The

although more extensive, contains a less
the
traveller
Nevertheless
volume
passing north of the great hamada
can always depend on finding a spring or stream, pastures and habitations, at every
The Sultan's forces never penetrate into this region, although his spiritual
station.
fluvial basin east of the Zis,

of water.

The country, however, has been several
suzerainty is recognised by the natives.
times traversed by French detachments in pursuit of Algerian rebels.
In 1870,
a
of
reconnoitred
the
part
Wimpffen's column
Upper Guir basin close to the
Tafilelt oasis,

and 150 miles from the Oran

frontier.

The

chief tribes inhabiting

Dui-Menias, and

this borderland of the desert are the Berabers, the Beni-Guils,

Ulad-Jerirs.

The Beni-Guil Berbers

about the headstreams of the

Weds

Menia and Ulad-Jerir Arabs, kinsmen
All are often collectively
" Confederates."

desert.

are chiefly centred on the upland pastures
Guir, Kenatsa, and Zusfana, while the Duiof the Algerian

known by

THE GUIR
The

lie

nearer to the

name

of Zegdu, or

Hamians,

the general

BASIN.
"

River," rise on the plateaux near
the headstreams of the Moluya, flowing thence in deep
gorges through the southern
of
the
hills
the
Sahara.
escarpments
Ain-Shair, the chief oasis in this
skirting
farthest sources of the Guir, that

is,

upland region, grows a few dates but, as indicated by its name, its chief source of
wealth is cereals, exported to all the lower oases.
In the Dui-Menia territory
;

beyond the mountain gorges, the bed of the Guir
of Bahariat, or

"

Little Sea."

Here

it

is

so wide that

it

takes the

name

ramifies into innumerable rivulets flowing

between forests of tamarisks, or
watering the open cultivated

tracts.

Immediately

nn: <H'IR
of

I'.ASIN.

-ion. \vhieh \\as formerly

t)

i

a lacustrine basin, the Ouir

separated from the /is basin by one of the dreariest and nut- dread
"
tin- d'
Although sometime* called tin- lamada-el- Kehir. or

:.-

1

<

I

i

t

;it

II

in

in

nni'ida,"

cannot compare in rxtmt with many other plateaux of the S
in
scarcely
(>() miles Uroad
but it i- Mr. mely ditlieidt to tra\eri, owin^ to the Htnull shaqi
it

;

stones strewn over the surface.

1%.

185.

Its ineun altitude is

EL-BAHABIAT or THE
Rede

On

:

ii,(K>0 feet,

ruan^r

WED Gun.

180.000.

Guir westwards, and fulling suddenly towurdh
the verge of the desert between Tafilelt and the Alp
cities of Ex-Sa/ieli, on the upper Guir, and A>/*,

from the banks of the
the Tufilelt oases.

I

about

Wed

frontier stand the two religious

near the soure.

.,t

the

Keuutsa.

The former is governed hy

a -i-lm-f of

d

a right to u *han- in all the ..ftVrings made to the
Kouatsa also has a zawya of the Sidi Huof the other confraternities.

of the Nassiria order,

members

Wed

who has
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Zian order, dating from the eleventh century, much revered hy the surrounding
On the route to the Boanam oasis west of Kenatsa, the Beni-Sithe
nomads.

mines in a neighbouring
Kabyles work some lead and antimony

THE FIGUIG

hill.

OASIS.

In the upper Wed Guir basin the most populous oasis is that of Figuig, about
30 miles from the conventional line accepted as the frontier between Algeria and
Fiomo

Fig. 186.
S<v>l

rr^nmiMiih ffr^^F'VniW it

L. \

r--^

- -^

-

"

x

'

1

:

OASIS.

100.000.

>ei~%ii73ev\!

oT
4,400 Yards.

Marocco.

Amur

tribe,

The

fifteen

thousand inhabitants of Figuig, nearly

all

members

of the

bear a great reputation for prowess throughout the Sahara, due to the
with the French they must have remained victorious,

belief that in the conflicts

seeing that thr oasis has not yet been seized by France.

M'l!!"\ 01 M
Figuig, which stands ;it a m :m elevation ,,f
on the plateau from <>00 to
..

hills rising irregularly
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\

,,\.-r

l,:tn<

'J.HiO

feet, is

al*vc

feet

A river, or rather a waterrour^e, \\ ith a few
on the plain.
winds north of (ho oasis, sweeping round west and south to

jxtols
it-

m.

in-l.-l

by
palm grove*
here and there,
tin-

junction with the

Zusfana, one of the main branehesof the Guir. At 1'i^ui^ it i> known a- the \\Y<1el-llalluf, hut this name changes from gorge to gorge, and from confluence to
confluence.

Figuig, which still produces excellent dates, stands on the natural limit bet wen
the region of the plateaux and the Sahara, where alfa grass begins to be replaced
by drin, the characteristic plant of the desert. The largest village within the
common enclosure of the oases lies at the south-west angle, and bears the name of
Zfiiaga, recalling the ancient confederation

members

of the Zenagas or Sanhejas, whose

are scattered over North Africa from Tunis to Senegal.

So precious

is

water in this oasis that a kharruba, that is, the right to a third of a spring twice a
month for an hour each time, costs 24 in Zenaga.

The

natives are distinguished by their handsome features and dignified bearing.
Amongst them, as amongst so many other Berber communities, light hair and blue

eyes are by no means rure.
Beyond the enclosure they hold two other villages,
Tarla and Beni-Unif, lying to the south, while numerous groups of tents are
scattered over the slopes of the hills.
All the jalit, or outer oases, belong to the

Zenagas, who, being unable to cultivate
third year.

all their plantations,

The whole group

allow them to remain

of oases, containing about

unproductive every
two hundred thousand palms, constitutes a little commonwealth, whose affairs are
administered by a general assembly of all the villages, which usually meets four
times a year.
Every village has its mosque and school, frequented by students from
far

and wide.

Lying

close to the Algerian frontier,

and serving as a refuge

for

rebels and deserters, Figuig has naturally a political importance out of all proThe natives emigrate in large numbers.
portion with its size and population.

They

are said to be excellent builders and skilful miners, and their- women occupy

themselves with dyeing, weaving, and embroidering cotton and woollen textiles. A
"
few Jews reside in the oases, but they are forbidden, under pain of death," either
to lend

money

Figuig
point

is

lies

or acquire land or houses.
near one of the future highways of the Sahara.

But here the

vital

Guir and Zusfana, whose united waters form the
at the confluence forms an indispensable caravan station,

lyli, at the junction of the

\Vcd Saura.

The

oasis

where converge the main routes from Algeria, Marocco, and Twat. Igli is inhabited
Between it and Figuig
by members of the Dui-Meni and Ulad Sidi Sheikh tribes.
the largest palm groves of the Zusfana Valley contain about one hundred thousand
dates belonging to the rich

Beni-Gumi

tribe, vassals of the

Dui-Menias.

SOCIAL CONDITION OF MAROCCO.
It is impossible, says

Marocco.

It

enjoys

all

Hooker, to speak too highly of the natural resources of
the advantages of a mild climate, abundant water, fertile
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soil,

happy commercial position between two seas at the angle
Although under the same latitude as Algeria, it far exceeds that

varied products, and

of a continent.

With

the exception of a few tropical
all plants useful to man, while its mountains are
species, Marocco might cultivate
Yet how little does this favoured
us rich as those of Spain in mineral deposits.
region in

its

general physical prerogatives.

But in few other countries are the
land count in the general balance of nations
inhabitants more enslaved by a Government with boundless arbitrary power.
Fortunately most of the inland Berber tribes have been able to maintain their
!

independence, while in the seaports the Sultan's officials are held in check by the
Thus is explained the fact that the Government, although
European consuls.
at times aided

by drought,

locusts,

and cholera, has hitherto

failed to transform the

country to a desert.
Nevertheless it would be unfair to repeat with many writers that this " African
"
The reports of travellers show that during
China is barred from all progress.
the last half -century great changes have taken place.
Europeans traverse without
risk the whole of the settled parts ; they easily find teachers of Arabic, and the

former fanatical hatred of strangers has in

many

districts

given place to more

If it is still dangerous to travel among the Berber tribes,
friendly sentiments.
this is due not to their jealousy of the foreigner, but to their mistrust of all visitors,

regarded by them as

Marocco

spies.

being gradually brought within the sphere of European influences.
Every seaport has its little colony of traders, and in Fez there are no less than five
hundred Spaniards, for the most part, however, renegades or deserters. Politically
is

protected by the mutual rivalry of the

Western Powers, Marocco

is being
gradually
not
a
Berber
in
the
Atlas or
conquered by
village
the southern regions bordering on the Sahara in which the tea introduced by the
English from China has not found a market.

international trade.

There

AGRICULTURE

is

INDUSTRIES

TRADE.

Agriculture, oldest of industries and the slowest to change, has been but little
The exportation of wheat and barley being
modified in its traditional methods.
forbidden, the cultivation of these cereals so well suited especially to the province
of Gharb,

makes

little

progress, while the area under maize, pulse,

and other grains

whose export is permitted, continually increases. But no vegetable species has
nor has any effort been made to introduce European
recently been acclimatised
The export of horned cattle is
animals, or improve the native breeds by crossings.
;

limited to a few thousands to each of the

and horses

is still

The native

West European

states,

while that of sheep

rigorously interdicted.

by the Government, have been better
Mohammedan country. The carpets, textiles, Marocco

industries, specially protected

preserved than in any other

ware, arms, glazed faience, are still produced according to the traditional processes,
and some of these products, such as the white haiks with silken warp ahd fine

woollen weft, are extremely beautiful.

But

the heavy duty of 10 per cent,

is

not

INDUSTRIES THAI
sufficient

to exclude

#x)d* from the Maroooo markets.
The line* of
steamers plying on the seaboard, the
pj obtaining their Mipplivs in the
interior, all tend to 1'urther the industrial revolution in
progress throughout the
Far more rapid must
the hai.ges as soon an the
empire.
country is .|H n.d up
by a regular system of communications. At present the ambassador*
!

!

j

from Tangier to Fez usually take twelve to fourteen days to
accomplish this
and although the projected railway from Fez to
journey of 120 miles
;

I

.alia

Maghnia has been arrested by diplomatic difficulties, the barrier of seclusion along
the Algerian frontier must soon yield to outward
pressure.

The two

nations that have developed the most extensive commercial relations
Fig. 187.

A SCHOOL

i

FEZ.

with Marocco are England and France, the former absorbing about half of the
whole foreign trade of the country. But to the share of France should also be
traffic that has sprung up between Tlemcen and the
In virtue of the Madrid Convention, signed in 1880, the right of all

added the brisk contraband
borderlands.

Hut the purchase of land can only
foreigners to hold property is fully recognised.
be made with the preliminary consent of the Government, a consent which is never
granted.

Except in the towns where foreigners are settled, the changes effected in the
habits and ideas of the people are not sufficiently pronounced to reveal themseh
The schools of the interior still continue to teach little
the local institutions.
68

AF
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beyond the chanting of verses from the Koran, although the standard of public
instruction is gradually rising, thanks to the increasing relations with strangers,
temporary emigration, the pilgrimage to Mecca, and the example set by the Jewish
schools established in some of the large towns since 1862.
In 1884 these were

Fig. 188.

FBONTIEBS OF ALQEEIA AND MAEOOCO.
scale

i

:

attended altogether by eleven hundred and fifty students, receiving
their education in French, which
has become the cultured language
of Jewish and European society.

660,000.

No

papers however are yet pub-

lished anywhere, nor are works

any

longer composed in Arabic.
Polygamy is as rare as

in

grandees,
position

who

are obliged

bride

by

their

large harem.
has hundreds of

to keep a

The Emperor
wives,,

the

amongst

except

Algeria,

and every Friday a new

is

said to enter his household.

The old forms

of slavery

exist ;

still

and although the traffic in white
captives was formally abolished in
1777, the stream of Negro slaves
still continues to flow from the

Sudan across the Sahara

to

the

very gates of the European conTheir public

sulates in Tangier.

sale is officially interdicted,
late years the trade

doubled,

and

children

is

the

still

but of

has more than
mutilation of

practised

by

all

the dignitaries of the empire.

GOVERNMENT
The

ADMINISTRATION.

sovereign, a

member of

the

Tafilelt Shorfa family, whence the
title of "his Sherif Majesty," is
US Miles.

absolute master, as far as permitted
Even of
the Koranic law.

by

the interpreter, being at once temporal ruler and spiritual guide
of his subjects.
His imperial will is thus the only law. He may condescend
to take counsel and act
through agents ; but he has no ministers, in the strict sense
of the word.
Nevertheless he need but turn his gaze towards Tangier to
this

law he

is

<;<>\T.I:

understand

how

\MI.NT

greatly his power
Fig. 189.

foreign consuls.

is

FM
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henceforth limited by the mere presence of the

QAXXWAT or

The Portuguese order

of

nu

the

ILupuit.

Tower and Sword

"

still

reminds
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the natives that the conquest of Fez and its towers continues to be the goal of their
northern neighbours. The empire is even already invaded by Spain, which possesses
strongholds on the seaboard and has secured a firm footing at the Mediterranean

On the Algerian side the frontier is well defined, at least
northern section, nor -does France hold any enclare within the Marocco

entrance of the Strait.

along

its

borders.

But

this

conventional line, coinciding with no natural, strategic, or

ethnical limits, has already been repeatedly violated

by French detachments

in

pursuit of hostile tribes, such as the Amurs, Beni-Iznatens, or Sidi-Sheikhs.
England also has in her turn played the part of a protecting power, often subsidising
the imperial Government, and in 1860 even preventing the victorious Spanish
The very treaties of commerce have been
army from advancing against Tangier.
dictated, so to say, clause

by clause, and the Cape Spartel lighthouse, at the threshold
by the foreigner and is maintained by the European

of the empire, has been built

The Sultan is well aware that he has no longer the strength to withstand
the will of Europe, and that the best security for the permanence of his rule lies in
the mutual rivalries of the Great Powers.

consuls.

The consular

jurisdiction is at times extended to the

Mohammedans

themselves.

Natives in litigation with a European must plead before the protecting consul,
and abide by his decision. On the other hand, foreigners under like circumstances appeal to the cadi but if dissatisfied with his judgment, they
may bring
;

their suit before the emperor, that

But the

is,

indirectly before their respective ambassadors.

local administration of justice is a

much more summary

The

affair.

sentences, or rather judicial acts of vengeance, are incredibly barbarous and cruel.
If the penalty of death is
suffer all the more,
rarely inflicted, the victims

only

being

reserved for a slow physical agony.
In the State prisons they are often confined
with the neck passed through an iron collar
obliging them to maintain a standing
of
these
position day and night.
are
Many
prisons are foul dens where

they

Thieves have sometimes their hands closed
forgotten and left to perish of hunger.
for ever, the nails
penetrating the live flesh through slits made with a knife, and a
fresh skin gradually
spreading until the hand grows to a stump. More ordinary
are
the
bastinado and fines, always imposed
punishments
by the cadi, from whom
there

is

no appeal.

The supreme judge

of the empire is the Cadi of Fez,
generally

member of the imperial family appointed by
cadis, who in their turn nominate those of
a

the Sultan.
the

f

various

He

selects the district

tribes

or communes,

without reference to their superiors.

ARMY.
The army is recruited somewhat at haphazard. In
principle, each tribe forming
makhzen or military section of the population is bound to
supply one man for
every hearth. But in practice the ka'ids called on to furnish
seize all
the

troops
within their reach,
sending them in chains to the ranks, where they remain for
life unless redeemed
by a substitute. The forces thus raised form a total of
25,000 men, of whom 7,000 are
but in time of war the Sultan coulcl raise
infantry
probably 40,000 infantry and an equal number of horse. The so-called gui&h, or
;

FINANCK
nu.-lrus of tin-
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army. nniipriMW a body ..f about II.IMIO, at miri- p-tid:irmM, Hold.. r.
official*.
The most fnnnidahli- of tin-wan- tin- Al.i.l Si.li-l;.,khari.

and Government

"Slaves of the Bokhara Lonl," M.-ralK-d because at

wm-

tin- tinu-

.f

tli.jr

format:.

placed under the invocation of a Bokhariot "saint."

This corps,
constituted
till
sort
a
of
Pnutorian Guard, a menace
exclusively Negroes,
recently
to the sultans themselves; and, although now dispersed
throughout the pmvince*,
they

'.

hold nearly

M

the high military post*.
They are largely employed
The guides, when
tax-gatherers, hence are everywhere the terror of the natives.
asked by travellers in abandoned districts the cause of the desolation, reply laconicstill

they

"The

ally,

all

locusts or the makhzcni."

commanded, and without
brave under

soldiers,

fire,

Badly clothed,

badly cquip])cd, badly

discipline, the native troops are, nevertheless, excellent

sober, patient, industrious

drilled at Gibraltar at the cost of the British

and

Government,

A

intelligent.
is

battalion

reserved to parade on

State occasions, and impress the foreign envoys with a feeling of respect for the

native army.

FINANCE
Marocco

is

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS.

one of the few countries which have no public debt, or which have

amply sufficient for all requirements. But strictly speaking
is known
what
no budget,
by this name being simply the emperor's private
"
His income is derived not only from his domains and the " presents of

at least a revenue

there

is

purse.

sovereign or protector by the towns, tribes, and communes,
but also from the regular taxes levied on the land and live stock, the judicial fines,
all sorts offered to their

The
the custom-house duties, the profits of the tobacco and other monopolies.
the
the
and
amounts
court, scarcely
army
expenditure, almost wholly absorbed by
to half the receipts, so

sum remains

that a large annual

to

the credit of the

treasury.

After the Spanish war, Marocco undertook to pay an indemnity of
4,000,000
ransom of Tetuan. To meet this charge, half of the customs, averaging
about
280,000, were assigned to Spain, whose agents are armed with the right
for the

of inspecting the imperial custom-houses.

A

fourth of the same dues

is

secured to

served to negotiate the treaty of peace with Spain
the English bankers,
the remaining fourth goes absolutely to the Sultan.

who

The only
that

is,

lastly

a small copper piece valued at
But the ordinary medium of exchange is the douro,

national coin minted in Marocco

about a third of a farthing.

;

is

the five-franc piece.

For administrative purposes the empire is divided into amalat or districts
The vassal tribes also receive a representative of
governed by amils, or katdn.
t

the Sultan, either as master or envoy, according to the degree of submission to which
In 1880, at the time of Lena's visit, Marocco was divided into
are reduced.

they

were in Fez and Marrakehh, and nine in
forty-four amalate, of which thirty-three
the Wed Sus and Tafilelt regions. According to Erckmann, the more or less inde-

hundred and thirty kinds.
pendent tribes are administered by three

CHAPTER

XI.

THE SAHARA.

HE

term Sahara (Sah'ra) meaning a vast plain, waste, or wilderness,
It is a geographical expresappears to have no very precise value.
sion applied by various writers to an aggregate of regions to which

In its general accepvery different superficial areas are assigned.
it comprises the almost waterless and
very sparsely inhabited
the
Barka
and
the
Mauritanian
zone which separates
plateaux
uplands from the
countries watered by the Senegal, the Niger, the affluents of Lake Tsad, and the
tation

But where are we to draw the line of separation
"
"
"
between the Greater Africa and the region which has been called the Lesser
"
Africa ?
According to some writers, its northern limit skirting the foot of the
headstreams of the White Nile.

Atlas merges eastwards in the shores of the Syrtes, thus embracing the whole of
But
Tripolitana and coinciding at one point with the Mediterranean seaboard'.

more usually taken of the political frontiers traced to the south of the
Barbary States, and many tracts which in their physical aspect and climate present
features common to both zones,, are thus excluded from the Sahara and comprised

account

is

in the Mediterranean basin.

EXTENT
The natural

POPULATION.

limits of the Sahara are indicated both

by the nature

of the soil and

the shifting phenomena of its climate.
Wherever regular rains cease to fall, the
desert begins.
But no fixed barriers can be assigned to the movement of the

moisture-bearing clouds.

In

their relation to the arid zone they advance to a

greater or less distance, gaining or losing ground according to the cycles of years
or centuries.
Where no precise boundaries are laid down by mountain ranges such

by river valleys such as the Nile, the transition from the Sahara to
the surrounding regions is effected
through intervening zones of varying breadth.
Nor have all the frontier lands yet been accurately explored, so that its outlines
as the Atlas, or

can only be approximately indicated on the maps.
In its widest extent the Sahara covers an area almost as large as Europe, itself.
From east to west, that is, from the banks of the Nile to the Atlantic seaboard, it
stretches for a distance of 3,000 miles, with a

mean breadth

of perhaps

900 or

PROGRESS OF DISCOVERT.
1,000 mi!4 north and south, fnun
paratively short as

is

tin-

the journey in
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foot of the Atla* to the Sudan.

how

this clirM-ti.m,

lalxrinuM

Yet, com-

and

full

of

dangers for caravans slowly advancing under a hVn-e sun, in the midst of blinding

by the glittering mirage, tormented by the four of finding dricd-up
at
the
next
springs
watering station ! Excluding the oases of Barka and Kufra.
sands, beguiled

Tripolitana and Fezzan, the sinaller "Saharas" of Tunisia, Algeria, and Marocoo,
together with the grassy zone skirting the fertile regions of the Sudan, the superficial

area of the Great Desert

miles.

The whole population

may

be roughly estimated at 2,480,000 square

of the various oases, isolated uplands and

depressions scattered over this vast extent

thousand

is

humid

supposed not to exceed five hundred

souls.

PROGRESS OF DISCOVERY.

As

and Strabo, the journey across the Sahara is
always a laborious undertaking, probably even more so now than at that epoch, the
ground having become more arid, rivers having dried-up, and forest* disappeared
in the days of Herodotus

two thousand years. The descriptions of the old writers are doubtexaggerated, as they needs must be at a time when explorers were unaided by

during the
less

last

from mouth to mouth, at
last merged in fable.
Libya, south of the Mediterranean, was regarded as a land of
uninhabitable
fire,
by men, beasts, or plants, where the very soil was calcined.
scientific instruments,

and when their

rejwrts, passing

Nevertheless, journeys of exploration and military expedition* made it-evident that
"
Herodotus relates the adventures of
these " torrid
regions were not inaccessible.
the desert in the direction of the
into
ventured
who
had
Nasomons
the five

young

the country of the
days' journey reached a city in
But whether this was the Niger at its great
Blacks, situated on a great river.
bend in the Timbuktu district, or Lake Tsad, near the mouth of the Komadugu,

zephyr, and who

after

many

or some other affluent, cannot

now be determined.

In any

case, these

Libyan

by the direction followed by
pioneers had crossed the Sahara, judging
with crocodiles and
them, and the detailed account they give of the river peopled
at least

flowing from west to

east.

Without getting so far, the Roman captains had also penetrated far to the
the remains of their monument*, and
south, for Cydamus and Garama still preserve

Suetonius Paulinus had surveyed the valley of the Wed Guir, probably a tributary
But how many other armies, how many
of the stream reached by the Nasomons.

consumed by the burning sun, like
caravans, were long ago lost in the wilderness,
the running waters gradually absorbed in their sandy beds !
of
Since the close of the last century, when the Society for the Exploration
across the Sahara
Africa was founded in England, the routes of European travellers
Arab trad, rs
and
Jewish
have been carefully traced on the map. Even those of

have been followed and attached

to the

network of

scientific

exploration.

several points from north

Sahara has already been traversed at
traveller has yet made the complete journey

banks of the Nile

to the shores

in the direction of its K-ngth

of the Atlantic.

The reader

The

to south; but no

will

from the

renumber the
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expedition of Rohlfs and his associates, who after vainly attempting to perform
the first stage of this route from the Dakhal to the Kufra oasis, were compiled

and turn northwards between

dunes leading to the
Siwah oasis.
Even the coast of the Sahara between Capes l><>jador and Blanco is
one of the least known on the African seaboard, although now annexed to the
to stop short

tin-

parallel lines of

possessions of a European power.

The few meshes
extend of

we

Sahara,

of the

network traversed by explorers occupy altogether an

over 200,000 square miles.
Consequently when we speak of the
"
How small is the earth " While
cannot exclaim with Columbus,

little

!

elsewhere the world grows less, subdued by steam while highways are everywhere
being constructed and the transport service accelerated, the Sahara remains as
;

If the ocean links opposing continents,

formidable as ever.

difficult of access, as

the desert almost completely separates the neighbouring lands.

North and south

and vegetable kingdoms differ specifically,
and the races of mankind present the sharpest contrasts in their origin, appearance
On the Mediterranean seaboard, as in Europe, the populations have
and usages.
of the intervening sands, the animal

been frequently renewed by great waves of migration
Vandals have come from
the west after making the circuit of a continent Arabs have penetrated from the
east after skirting the shores of the Inland Sea; but across the Sahara from north
:

;

to

south

have been no great movements of population,

there

conquests by a single military expedition.

Here the modifications

nor even any
of type, insti-

and customs have been effected by a slower process of penetration between
The slaves imported from Sudan have

tutions,

the northern and southern borderlands.

modified the Berber type in Mauritania, giving rise to the Haratins of the Marocco
The Arab
oases, the Atryas of Twat and Ghadames, the Ruaghas of Algeria.
traders and niissionaries have in their turn changed the religion and government of
the Sudanese populations.

PHYSICAL ASPECT.

The Sahara
the nature of

now

are.

not a dried- up marine basin, as was supposed by geologists before
soil and the inequalities of its relief were' as well understood as
they

is

its

Even

the low-lying tracts stretching south of the French possessions,

where some of the depressions are actually below the Mediterranean

level,

have

certainly Ixvn dry land throughout the Quaternary epoch.
Beyond this Berber
section of the desert no remains of marine
have
origin
anywhere been found. The

chalk and sandstone formations,

cropping out on

its

action of sun, wind,

the

rugged surface

and

granites,

show no

gneiss,

porphyries, and

traces except of weathering

basalte

by the

rains.

Throughout its whole extent the Sahara is a continental region, presenting
marked contrasts in its physical aspect, and containing considerable tracts
which the term desert can scarcely be properly applied. Like the other parts of

certain
to

Africa, the Sahara has its highlands, its vallexs. and

running waters, although
mainly consisting of vast uniform plateaux, stony wastes and long ranges of dunes
rolling

away beyond

the horizon, like the billows of a shoreless sea.

Here

is

the

PllYsir.M. ASl'BCT.
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true wilderness, a region destitute of flowering plant*
butterflies.

r\joed only

t> the

Mind

forces of heat

ami

..r

without

-lirulm,

winds.

tin-

l>ini

According

or
to

summary climate, the hori/.mtal and ravincd plateaux oceiipy aln.nt half of JIN
whole extent a ninth is covered with sands, while the rent in shared by the nn-kv

a

;

highlands, stcpjies, eroded depressions, oases, and strips of cultivated borderlands.
Xittel estimates its mean elevation alx>ve thr sea at 1,1<K) fft.

Notwithstanding the differences of relief, a eharueter of unity is imparted to
itft whole extent,
chiefly by the scarcity or complete absence
of water everywhere except in the hilly districts, where the higher summits penethe Sahara throughout

For the origin of the Sahara has

trate to the up|x>r atmospheric currents.

sought, not in the ground

itself,

but in the aerial regions above.

to he

Its creation

must

evidently be traced to the same causes that have given rise to analogous desert
wastes in the Asiatic continent. It is, in fact, merely a western prolongation of the

almost treeless tracts which traverse Mongolia, Kashgaria, Turkestan, Irunia, and
Arabia, interrupted at long intervals by watercourses fringed with trees, or by

mountain ranges and verdant upland valleys.
To the prevailing dry winds is due this long desert

/.one

with

its jmrallel strips

of bordering steppelandft, obliquely crossing the eastern hemisphere for a space
To these Asiatic and African wastes Humboldt has
of some 7,000 or 8,000 miles.
"
given the collective name of track of the polar winds," as if the aerial currents

which in the tropics become the trade winds regularly followed the line traced in
white sands across the two continents. This view, however, is not quite correct.

The general atmospheric movement from the North. Pole towards

the equatorial

here indicated.

as is
regions does not follow such an oblique direction
of
the globe,
the
rotation
by

deflected towards the south-west

it

is

far

Although
from being

of the Sahara, parallel with
always regularly directed east and west along the axis
The meteorological observations made in the Sahara itself and on its
the

equator.
borders show that the normal direction

Except in the eastern

parts,

and

in the

is

from the Mediterranean southwards.

Tuareg

are
territory, where, however, they

not those which come from the east or
very variable, the prevailing winds are
north-east after losing nearly all their moisture- on the long journey across the

Nevertheless the direction of the prevailing currents in the
Sahara sufficiently explains its arid character. In Asia the polar winds, whose
moisture has been precipitated on the Altai, Tian-Slmn, Turkestan, and Anatolian
Asiatic continent.

For the same
east China, Irania, and Arabia.
highlands, bring little or no rain to
short
the
reason the dry winds from Kurojx? are unable, during
passage across the
the African
Mediterranean, to take up a sufficient quantity of vajwur to supply
store is exhausted on the northern uplands, leaving little
continent.
Their
slight

for the southern regions of the Sahara,

where scarcely any rain

month of August, when the sun is at its zenith.
The general aspect of the desert bears evidence
da. only to the action of water.

now

except in the

of great changes, which can be

Large wudies with their bunks and

the record of running streams in these
in

falls

arid regions.

IWp

flats

preserve

gorges

the rocky plateaux also speak of the erosions caused by torrents and

t

reams,
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which have carried away the

Then

plains.

flourished

soil, distributing it in thick alluvial deposits over the
the forests whose petrified stems are still visible in

parts of the desert ; then lived the elephant and rhinoceros figured on the
sculptured rocks in the Fezzan, Algerian, and Marocco highlands then the caravan

many

;

The
routes were slowly traversed by pack oxen, since replaced by the camel.
rivers frequented by the crocodile are now dry, and all the large fauna have disappeared with the forests which afforded them a refuge.
Nothing remains except a few flowing springs, and to obtain water, wells must
be sunk in likely spots well known to the skilled eye of the nomad. But even this

water

is

traveller.

mostly brackish and disagreeable to the unaccustomed palate of the
On arriving at the Dibbela wells, the first on the route from Lake Tsad

Fezzan, the people coming from the south, where good waters abound, always fall
ill.
But arriving from the north, after they have gradually become habituated to
The same
the taste of the desert waters, those of Dibbela seem well flavoured.
to

phenomena

of desiccation observed in the steppes

and deserts of Central Asia and

South Russia, have taken place in the regions south of the Atlas, only here the
zone of regular rains appears, perhaps by a process of compensation, to have been
enlarged at least in the southern districts of the Sahara.

THE DUNES.
But however

this be, the

changes now going on are due almost exclusively to

the action of sun and winds, and to the alternating temperatures.
The great
result of
the
dunes
is
rock
transformation
of
solid
to
geological
entirely
shifting
meteoric agencies.
As soon as the softer rocks present an aperture through which
the outer air can penetrate, the work of disintegration has begun.
Dolomites,
to
sand or
and
are
sandstones
and
to
crumble,
gypsums,
slowly changed
begin
corroded, leaving here and there the
harder core, which thus develops into pyramids or pillars standing out in the
midst of the sands. The argillaceous strata are attacked in the same way, everydust, the surface of the rock gradually

where crumbling away except where preserved by the binding action of the roots
of tamarisks and other shrubs.

Once

disintegrated, all this debris,

clay origin, immediately begins to

whether of gypsum, limestone, silicious, or
Wafted far and wide by the winds, it

move.

contributes to form in the depressions those argillaceous deposits which resemble
the " yellow earth " of China, but which, for lack of the vivifying waters, are

unable to yield the rich crops of that region. The particles of quartz, varying in
size, are also borne from station to station, and deposited in the form of dunes,

which are incessantly modified and displaced by the diverse action of the aerial
currents.
Thus the dunes are obviouslv of recent or contemporary formation, due
to the peculiar influences of the Saharian climatic conditions.

The hypothesis has been advanced

being formed by the disjntegration of the rocks, the dunes remain on the
They certainly do not travel as
spot.
rapidly as might be supposed by those who have seen how they are at times blown
that, after

Till:

ERGS IOUIDI.
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about by tin- storm, tilling the atmosphere with dense clouds thut d:.rk.ij the MUL
In the presence of these sandstorms, almost a> <\.n\x> rou as thosv of *now, tin
tra\

of caravans and

artniM swallowed up by the
advancing billows of sand. Hut after the stonn ha* pas-mi the general import of the
landscape is found to have undergone little change. The hillocks are still in their
But a
places, ;ind seem to have been scarcely modified in their main outlines.
Hi r

i.

.

;ill>

tln>

I-

single day counts for

_:<

lids

little

in

\\\t\<-

the history of the earth, and even during the
show that if most of the sand-

contemporary period examples ure not wanting to

remain or reform in the same place, others occasionally get shifted.
The
to
often
hillocks
site
the
of
some
former
guides
point
occupying
depression along
the caravan route. That such displacements must take place is evident, unless we
hill-

suppose a perfect equilibrium of the atmospheric currents. But such an equilibrium does not exist, because the winds blowing from the Mediterranean are

known to predominate in the Sahara. In many districts the exposed spaces reveal
a rocky ground, evidently of different geological origin from that of the surface
sands.
Thus the chalk plateau south of the Mzub territory is covered here and
East of
there with dunes brought from the great western reservoir of Hands.
30
miles
two
such
about
El-Golea M. Holland recognised
long, with
shifting ridges
a

mean breadth of over 2 miles.
But such formations cannot be developed

in all places, the direction of the sands

being necessarily influenced by the relief of the plateaux, the valleys and depressions, the aerial currents.
Shifting from dune to dune under the action of the
wind, the fine particles of dust are at times swept into heaps, like the drift snow
in sheltered spots.

But elsewhere

sandhills are

met which have been permanently

bound together by the roots of trailing plant*, and near the oases it might
be possible to arrest the progress of the dunes by planting drin and other species
fixed or

which

flourish in such a soil;

THE ERGS

IOUIDI.

between the Egyptian
principal sandy regions are the great Libyan desert,
" veins " of the Berber Sahara,
or
two
the
oases and the Tibcsti highlands,
Ergs,

The

the Edeyens of the Tuareg territory, the Iguidi, west of the Wed Saura, the
and Adafer dunes, and others surrounding the Juf, north- west of

Maghtir
Timbuktu.

is the eastern Erg,
sandy regions, the best known
basin and the Red II am ad a, which has
comprised between the Wed Igharghur
been several 'times traversed by European travellers proceeding to Ghadamea.
Here the slow progress of the dunes lies in the direction from north-west to south-

east, as

Of

all

these

shown by the present

centres of disintegration.
In the western Erg the

Wed

High and

north-west to

According

to

the great ridges relatively to the original
position of

movement

is

eastwards to the chalk plateaux

;

in the

in Iguidi, mainly from the
Wargla, northwards to the oases
of the oceanic monsoons.
influence
the south-east, under the
in

M. Duveyrier, the normal

;

direction

for the

whole of the Sahara
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would appear

to

be from the north-east

general course of the trade winds.
In the eastern Erg some of the

to the south-west, in

accordance with the

much higher than

crests are

those of the

The Ghurd El-Khadem, measured by MM.
French dunes on the Gascony coast.
Largeau, Say, and Lemay, has a height of 450 feet, and others are said to reach
490

feet,

" Lake of
within 40 of that measured by Vogel near the
Fig. 190.

Worms,"

in
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Duveyrier saw sandhills in the eastern Erg over 660 feet high, and
Largeau speaks of one attaining a vertical elevation of 1,650 feet. But their
extreme altitude cannot be determined until the Sahara has been more completely
Seen from the neighbouring hills, those of the Erg present the appearsurveyed.
Fezzan.

ance of enormous ocean waves suddenly solidified.
,
Besides the troughs between the sandhills, in several places deep depressions
have been developed, resembling the craters of volcanic cones. Such is the Ain-

'II
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Tuibu cavity, about 60 fWt dn-p. \\ith a circuit of from 500 to 600 feet, uhirl,
flooded and f ringed with sedge.
In the vicinity is a Kitnilur formation partly
i

choked with sand.

In several places stony concretions ore found, attesting the
former presence of mineral spring which have long
But among the
disapi>cared.
stones scattered over certain regions of the Sahara there are
many the origin of

which has not yet been explained.

Such arc the crystals in the form of pyramids,
or crosses, the chaplets, " fish scales," and blackish nodules varying in size
from a cherry to a hen's egg, hollow inside or filled with sand. Such also are
stars,

those vitrified silicious tubes usually about 12 inches long and terminating in a
sort of hard core.
They occur in such large numlters in the southern jwirts of the

Air
is

district that

they cannot be regarded as of meteoric origin.

The Sahara

altogether a vast field in which geologists have still many things to discover.
In the Iguidi and certain parts of the Krg districts the phenomenon of the

"singing sands"

is

not (infrequently heard, as on the S!OJKS of the Serbal in the

The deejx'st silence is often
Sinai highlands, and elsewhere in the Asiatic deserts.
suddenly broken by a vibrating sound like that of a distant trumpet, lasting a few
This is no
seconds, then dying away, and again breaking out in another direction.
of
whom, ignorant of
hallucination, for it is heard by animals us well us men, many
" music of the sands."
The
the cause, are stricken with fear by this mysterious
effect is evidently

due

to the

crumbling or

friction of

myriads of molecules from
remains to be explained why

time to time yielding to upward pressure. But it still
the phenomenon is not heard in all parts of the sandy regions, but restricted to
certain districts.
This, again, may perhaps be due to the different constitution or
crystallographic nature of the vibrating particles.

CLIMATE OF THE SAHARA.
These vast sandy

the extreme dryness of the
Sahara is the south of the world,"

tracts are the best evidence of

"

The
observed by Carl Hitter,
and although Muscat, Aden,
although situated entirely north of the equator,
on the surface of the globe have a higher average
Tajura, and some other s]X)ts
characteristic feature of its climate is the enormous oscillation
temperature.
between the extremes of heat and cold. While the sands are heated to a temperaand even 190 F. in the sun, or from 136 F. to 140 F. in the
ture of 170

climate.

As

A

F.,

to 26 or 28, that is, from four to
shade, the radiation at night lowers the glass
Such is the intense dryness of the atmosphere
six degrees below freezing-point.
on the
that fogs are almost unknown, although a slight dew gathers occasionally
of
the
or during any abrupt lowering
plants about sunrise, either after rainy days
In this atmosphere destitute of humidity, arms never rust and flesh
temiwroture.
the Tuareg
never becomes putrescent. Heavy showers arc extremely rare, and in
and
vegetation
ten or twelve years pass before the watercourses are flushed

country

renewed by a tropical downpour.
Limited north and south by two zones of regular
no fixed laws for the recurrence of

its

Sahara present*
It forms a sort
meteorological phenomena.
rainfall, the
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of neutral zone, in which the normal succession of the aerial currents

One of the most dreaded winds

is

is suspended.
the sirocco, which blows from the south, often

accompanied by whirlwinds of sand. These dense volumes of reddish dust sweep
over the desert like sheets of flame and with the velocity of tornadoes, now rising
into the upper regions,

now grazing

the surface of the ground.

THE CARAVAN ROUTES.
The moving

the long stony hamadas, the torrid heats followed by
sudden returns of cold, the pestiferous winds, the dust-storms, the " cloudless skies
sands,

and shadeless earth," the vast

at
distances, the long intervals between the wells
hostile
tribes
all
tend
to
held
enhance
the
of
the
times dried up, at times
by
perils
route, and to explain the solemn earnestness with which caravans equip themselves
for the journey across the wilderness.

The profession

of guide, hereditary in certain

hands not only
themselves
to
his
life,
committing
guidance. At the
he
meets
with
on its
of
the
caravan
with
entreaties
departure
homage, mingled
safe arrival he is overwhelmed with thanks.
In the most monotonous regions he
families, constitutes a sort of priesthood, for this person holds in his

his

own

but that of

all

;

is

familiar with the slightest landmarks indicating the route

to

follow.

The

smallest plant, traces on the sands invisible to others, the atmospheric currents,

all

He
right track or warn him of impending danger.
consults the fleecy cloudlet, and in the neighbourhood of the oases follows with the
Even unaided by
eye the long flight of the swallow and other birds of passage.
help to direct

him along the

sun and

he knows the right direction, and unerringly points

stars,

to the precise

quarter of the horizon leading to the wayside stations, and to the habitations of
the verge of the desert. When he belongs to a race with complexion grey
as the sands, or red as the soil of the hamada, he lays his garments aside and rolls

man on

naked on the ground, the better in this disguise to reconnoitre passing strangers
and ascertain whether they be friend or foe. He knows the exact position of every
oasis, of

every pool or puddle, of every spring or well

;

the path along the trackless

memory from station to station, and when compelled to
follow a new route experience must aid him in determining the right course.
It happens at times that well-known highways become lost, either by the

desert is traced in his

by hostile hordes seizing the stations along
the route.
Then the memory of the abandoned tract gradually fades into vague
Thus was
tradition, and in the popular imagination it becomes an earthly Eden.
invading sands

filling

up the

" Little
pictured the

Wau,"

Arab

explorer,

Mahommed

wells, or

before this long-lost oasis was rediscovered by the
The natives of Tibesti have
Tarhoni of Zella.

followed by their forefathers across the Libyan desert to Egypt, and
still speak of some
delightful intervening oasis, where the sparkling waters murmur
beneath the shade of the palm groves.

lost the route

On

the other hand, the caravans of "Wadai struck out fresh trade routes, towards

Tripolitana in the years 1811 and 1813, although these highways have remained
But even were the journey across the Sahara everynoglected for many decades.

NATUEAL DIVISIONS ENNEDI WAJANOA.
where
since

less laborious, the desert
tlir

trade of

route* must Ix-con

Europe has begun
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year leas frequented,

to penetrate into the interior of

tin-

>ntinent

by the great arteries of the Senegal and Niger. By these changes the desert must,
so to soy, remain outflanked until the Twut ousis becomes attached to the
projected
railway system between the French possessions on the Mediterranean and Atlantic
seaboards.
At present the total yearly traffic across the Sahara can scarcely exceed
80,000.

However shrewd and
camels, disasters are

path

A

is lost.

still

careful the guides,

unfortunately fur

prey to hunger and the

however patient and enduring the
rare.
Whoever strays from the

from

still

more

terrible thirst,

he

is

presently

by some master-thought overriding all reflection; in his hallucination he
fancies himself at the bottom of some dark pit, or ceaselessly climbing some steep
hillside. "When at last he lies down, his
eyes are closed in death, and his body, around
sci/cd

which
the

rises a little

members

dune, becomes rapidly dried up.

of the caravan

must keep

To ensure

their

mutual safety,
and

close together, or at least within sight

hearing of each other. Any lagging behind may prove instantly fatal, as was
shown in such a terrible way during the second expedition sent by the French
to

for the purpose of surveying the route of the future trans-Saharian

Wargla

According to the customs and institutions of the various tribes
inhabiting the oases and confines of the desert, this necessary sense of solidarity in
In many Berber clans, accustomed to selfthe caravan is differently understood.
trunk

line.

government and recognising no master, the group of travellers constitutes a common
jemaa or assembly, in which each gives his advice and fulfils his special function
But the Arab convoy is ruled despotically. Here the
for the common good.

Under his orders are the &hau*h who
must obey.
"
keeps the log," a
interpret his will, the slntnf who watch the land, a khoja who
crier who announces all decrees, a muezzin who calls to prayer, and a priest who
khebir

is

master, and

all

" reads the service."

NATURAL DIVISIONS

EXXEDI

WAJAXOA.

Desert are indicated by such mountain
Were there a suffithe Jebel Ahaggar.
ranges or uplands as Tibesti, Tassili, and
constitute
would
water-partings for so many
ciently heavy rainfall, these highlands
distinct fluvial basins draining to the Nile, to the Syrtes, to the Atlantic or the
natural divisions of the Great

The

Niger.

The

eastern basin, specially designated by the name of the Libyan desert, has
some isolated sandstone rocks ind sandhills, such as
no

probably

uplands except

those lying along the route of travellers between the great bend of the Nile and
been detected on the distant western
Kordofan. No mountains have

anywhere
found indicating the presence of high
any watercourses been
attract ruin-bearing clouds.
Judging from the natural incline of

horizon, nor have

ranges likely to
on our mui*,
the borderlands round the margin of this vast basin left still a blank
the
of
direction
the
in
F.^yptian oaaes.
it would appear to slope gently northwards
But the Dar-For highlands, many of whose crests exceed 3,500 feet, are con-
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tinm-d towards the north-west by a low ridge separating the Nile basin from the
Here begins the line of hills and
waters flowing in the direction of Lake Tsad.
plateaux which crosses the desert obliquely for a distance of about 1,200 miles, as
far as the

A first

Twat

oases

and the

group of rocks

and

Wed

Saura.

hills constitutes

the land of Ennedi,

other names to the Arab and native travellers.

Its valleys,

known

which give

also

by

rise to

a

few wadies, are inhabited by members of the formerly powerful Zoghawa nation,
who also roam the steppes of North Dar-For, and who in the twelfth century ruled
over the whole region comprised between the Nile Valley and the highway from
few thousands of the Dar-For Baele or Bideyat people also
Fezzan to Bornu.
occupy several of the Ennedi valleys, where some Tibbu tribes from the north-west

A

But no European traveller has yet peneknown only from the reports of native traders.

are tolerated by the rulers of the land.
trated to Ennedi, which

is

North-westwards the

line of

uplands

is

prolonged in the direction of the axis of

(Wanjanga, Wanja, Onja) oasis, which has
by any European explorer. It is known from the accounts

the Sahara, enclosing the \Vajanga

also not yet been visited
of traders that the surrounding hills are quarried for the rock-salt contained in

them.

From

the \Vajanga oasis the tableland slopes gently northwards in the

direction of the

palm groves

of Kufra.

TIBESTI

The range

of mountains

known

BORKU.

to the natives

by the name

of Tu, that

is,

the

"

Rocks," and usually called Tibesti by the Arab travellers, to the inhabitants of
the southern plains of Borku presents the appearance of a regular rocky cliff
bounding the northern horizon. This range, which is about 300 miles long, or 420
its less elevated offshoots, was known only by name till the
year 1869,
when Nachtigal undertook a dangerous journey to its northern district The
attempt which he subsequently made to approach it from another direction, and

including

there

more accurately determine

He however came

its physical constitution, proved unsuccessful.
within sight of the mountains, and was at least able from a

distance to survey some of their chief crests.
In southern Tibesti the principal mountain group

is

Kussi, which, according to

He was informed by
Nachtigal, probably exceeds 8,300 feet in absolute elevation.
the natives that here the water freezes almost every year, and that the local breed
of camels are covered with a thick coat, like those of the Mediterranean seaboard.

The dominating summit

is a cone of volcanic appearance, and, following the
" natron
of
his
informers, Nachtigal speaks of a
descriptions
grotto," which also

contains large deposits of sulphur.
the mountain.

Two

thermal springs also flow at the foot of

The Tarso, a northern group of hills traversed by Nachtigal, certainly contains
a large number of volcanoes.
In this district Tibesti rises above the surrounding
plains in the form of

abroad tableland about 3,300 feet high, and of very eafy access,
hills, some isolated, others disposed in

above which are scattered numerous cmi, -or
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in

All are eruptive cones, which have risen above the crevasse* of the platan
while covering the original sedimentary roeks with lavas and ashes. Orer the

ranges.

slopes

is

strewn a fine layer of

walk on as the sandy path-

grit, as pleasant to

garden.

Mount

Tussideh, the culminating cone in this district, rifling to an elevation of
over 8,300 feet, shows on one of its slopes a secondary cone which formerly emitted
Fig. 191.

ROUTES or THE CHIEF EXPLORERS
Scale
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:

smoke.

Near the southern

.

S00

Feet

and

upward*.

:

talus,

THE EAVTBBV RAIUEA.

-

to 3,200
1

a

:,000,u*X

about

1

mouth
,000 feet below the summit, lies the
" three or four
of
a
circumference
has

of a crater, which according to Nachtigal

the level surface of the ground at its
mouth the fall is sudden at first, then diminishing gradually towards the bottom.
circumference to the centre are separated
Ridges of black lava converging from the

hours," with a depth of over 160

feet.

From

from each other by intervening lines of saline
of snow in the crevasses of a mountain cirque.
l,y

.-

M.K.H

v,,lr:ii,ic

called

69

AF

cone,

"natron"

which

efflorescence,

The

centre

resembling
.,f

also terminates in a basin

by the Tibbus.

the crater
tilled

Chfl
is

>t

m -cupied

with a whiti.sh
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The volcano and the

crater at its foot are not the only indications of former

igneous action in the district, now almost quiescent since the disappearance of the
thermal spring,
ancient inland waters that washed the western foot of the hills.
famous throughout the eastern Sahara, flows in a ravine east of the main range,

A

to the south of Bardai, the chief oasis in Tibesti.

some thirty miles

known

"
as the Yerikch, or
Fountain," in a pre-eminent sense,

is

This spring,
said to be so hot,

cannot be approached. Tho
heard
in
the midst of the vapours.
also
are
of
incessantly
explosions
reports
Nachtigal was not permitted to visit this hot spring, which was described by the

and

to emit such continuous jets of steam, that

Fig. 192.

NORTHERN

Scale
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it

TIBESTI.

S.000,000.

60 Miles.

natives as their " only wealth."
They doubtless feared he might obtain by magic
art the gold mines supposed to be concealed by the
jins in the neighbouring rocks.

The

immediate vicinity are filled with deposits of sulphur.
the
breadth
of the Tibesti range cannot yet be determined, it seems
Although
certain that towards the central part it shows a development of over 60 miles
On the
transversely to its axis, from the plain of Borku to the Libyan desert.
cavities in the

Here
whole, the southern slopes are less abrupt than those on the opposite side.
the
the
broad
in
incline
which
stretches
without
begins
plain
away
perceptible
Kufra

Towards the north-west the range is interrupted by
wide depressions, separating from each other some groups of steep or even inacces-

direction of the

sible rocks.

blocks,

One

oases.

of these, to the north-west of Tarso, is

which assume the most varied architectural forms

composed of sandstone

Roman

amphitheatres,

more regular
Byzantine churches, frowning
Interspersed among
which
have a mean elevation of about 200 feet, are the fantastic outlines
structures,
fortresses.

of

men and

animals.

these

.

Farther on, along the same north- westerly prolongation of the Tibesti range,
rise the mountains of Abo, 1,830 feet
high, followed successively by those of Afafi,

CLIMATE FLORA FAUN A.
whose highest peaks
standing

at

ahout

humada interacted

attain an altit.rle of V

tinl.y

NIIIK-

-.

1

;U1 ,1,

1 ;|

,,1 V>

tnote o f Tumrao,

The last-named, however, form

elevation.

j7

rather a

watercourses, than a group of mountain* in the strict noise

of the term.

Tummo, which merges in

the southern plateau of Fezzan, constitutes a limestone
tableland, overlaid by u layer of blackish sandstone.
It is furrowed in all direct i<.n*.
and cut up into separate blocks, which assume the
appearance of towers. The
tabular surface of the plateau, covered here and there with a
layer of clay and
shingle, is almost perfectly level, with a slight general incline in the direction from
"
north-east to south-west.
Through the Biban, or Gates," one of the depressions
in the Tummo uplands, runs the most frequented trade route across the desert,

leading from

Murzuk in Fez/an

to

Kuka on

the west shore of

Luke Tsad.

Caravans

coming from the south usually spend several days in this delightful spot, where all
find abundance of pure fresh water, springing in five streams from the foot of a
sandstone cliff. The steep sides of the rocks are here covered with names and
inscriptions, and round about the camping-grounds have been accumulated vast
quantities of camel droppings, yielding an inexhaustible supply of fuel for the

passing convoys.
Towards the west the Tibesti hills

But in
gradually down to the plains.
the south-west the surface is broken by sandstone heights of fantastic form, leading
to the deep valleys of Borku, whose main axis runs parallel with that of the Tibesti
fall

The lowest parts of these longitudinal depressions stand at an absolutehighlands.
elevation of scarcely COO feet.
They are separated by intervening white, red, or
violet limestone rocks from the Bahr-el-Ghazal, or "Sea of Gazelles," till recently
a vast lacustrine basin, but

now

Even some

dried up.

parts of

Borku belong

to

which communicated through a narrow channel with Lake Tsad,
forming between the river basins draining towards the sea, the Nile, Niger, and
Congo, the true centre of the African continent. Sweet or brackish waters bubble
this depression,

up

in the hollows of the

visible

Borku

on the surface, which

but some of the valleys have no springs
often covered with alum.
The oases are also

district
is

;

threatened by some ranges of sandhills, formed by the disintegration of the surrounding sandstone rocks.

CLIMATE
Most of these rocks ore bare and

FLORA
arid,

FAUXA.

without scrub or mosses.

But for the

rain that yearly falls the whole country would be absolutely uninhabitable.
of August : consequently Tibesti belongs in
chiefly in the month
in summer
respect of its climate to the Sudanese zone, the slight rainfall occurring
when the sun is at the zenith. Rains of a few hours' duration suffice completely to

little

The clouds gather

narrow rocky valleys, where nothing is lost by infiltration. The torrent
born of a shower rushes wildly down the slopes, in its impetuous course sweeping
flood the

After it has
the domestic animals, goats, sheep, at times even the camel.
the pure water is retained in the fissure*
passed, the valley again becomes dry, but
of the rocks and in deep caverns, around which are grouped the habitations of man

away
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and his

cattle.

A

little

grass and a few shrubs spring up in the hollows, wherever
acacias also of various species, and one or two other
;

the moisture can be stored

and there a few thickets of stunted growth. In Tibesti is
"
found the northern limit of the higlik, or " elephant tree
(balanitc* ^Egyptiaca),
and of the bifurcating dum-palm. The date grows in a few favoured ravines, but
plants, develop here

an indifferent

yields

fruit,

never in sufficient abundance for the local requirements.
soil is covered with a little
vegetable humus, the

In a few places where the rocky

natives cultivate wheat, the Egyptian durra, and the

The poverty

dukhn

of Kordofan.

of the Tibesti fauna corresponds with that of its flora.

wild animals are the hyaena, jackal, fox, sable, the

wadan and other

The only
antelopes,

some cynocephali, who feed on the acacia, and are respected by the Tibbu
" bewitched human
hunters, believing them to be
beings." The ostrich has become
besides

rare

;

but above the hilltops

still

Borku.

hover the vulture and raven, while flocks of doves

Swarms

whirl round the bare rocks.

But domestic animals are

of pigeons also frequent the thickets of

necessarily rare in a region

habitations are scattered over a vast area.

where the few human

these oxen appear to have

Amongst

been formerly included, for Nachtigal discovered sculptures representing them led
by bridles twined round their horns. Now, however, the ox has entirely disappeared, and only a few horses still survive in the Domar Valley, south of the
main range.
There is an excellent breed of camels, resembling those of the

Ahaggar Tuaregs, with long legs, swift and surefooted
more difficult to feed than those on the Mediterranean

in climbing rocky hills, but

coastlands.

They

are well

cared for by the Tibbus, who also possess a hardy breed of asses, some slughihounds, and short-haired goats of good stock. The broad-tailed sheep of Egypt
and eastern Mauritania is unknown in Tibesti, where it is replaced by a magnificent
species with long legs
their skins the natives

and

covered with a thick coat of black fleecy wool.
splendid winter robes.

tail,

make

INHABITANTS OF TIBESTI

THE

Of

TIBBUS.

The Tibbus, or rather Tubus, according to Nachtigal, are the " Men of Tu,"
that is, of the rocks, and their Arab name, Tubu Reshadeh, is merely a repetition
same designation, Reshad having the meaning of " rock," or " mountain."
The Tibbus, called also Tedas in the north, are in fact essentially rock-dwellers, and
of the

a large number are even troglodytes, inhabiting natural caverns, or else spaces amid
the boulders roofed in with branches of the palm or acacia.
a vast extent of the Eastern Sahara, where they are the
dominant race from the southern part of the Kebabo oasis in Kufra to Fezzan, and

The Tibbus range over

from Wajanga to Kawar, on the route between Murzuk and Kuka.

Their domain

thus exceeds 200,000 square miles in extent. The race appears to have undergone
a general displacement in the direction from north to south.
At least they formerly
possessed the Kufra oases, where they now hold only a few poor tributary villages;
their settlements have also become rare in Fezzan, whereas in the south their

emigrants have established themselves in large numbers in

Kanem and Bornu.

IMIM'.II \\

But ever

since the

name

have been the mountains of

li;i>

,11.1.

1..-.

HI

n known

Tiln-sti, the

Mil.

to the

Arabs,

country of

they have dwelt probably from the remotest times,

11IWUS.
tin-

rocks."
f,, r

centre of their power
In these highland*

no warlike expcdit

penetrate b> these isolated
deserts of ditlieult access,

out

Here they are surrounded on all *ides
uplands.
by
far removed from all the great curuvan routes, and
holding

little attraction to

aggressive or marauding tribe*.
For any other people suddenly transiwrled to these barren highlands existence
would be absolutely impossible, so deficient is the country in supplies. Even for
the natives, certain valleys, amongst others those opening towards the north- west,
In this arid region scarcity is the normal condition for

are quite uninhabitable.

months together.

After the summer rains the goats find the necessary pasture, and

then yield in abundance the milk which forms the staple food of the Tedas. They
also gather the berries of certain plants, raise a few crops, and collect the fruit of
the dum-palm, elsewhere held in small account.
Nor is even the coloquintida
which
mixed
with various ingredients to remove its bitterness, is ground
despised,
to a flour

and kneaded with

in this

dates,

form constituting one of their chief

During the date season the Tedas resort to the palm groves
"
to gather the
fallings," which are the commrfn property of all, or to purchase
alimentary resources.

provisions in exchange for animals, arms, and

woven goods. Meat they rarely eat,
but then the
diseased, or wounded

never killing their animals except when old,
whole carcass is consumed. After being dried in the sun, it is pounded with stones
The very skins are eaten, and
so as to crush the bones and soften the sinews.
;

during Nachtigal's

some daring

visit the shoes stolen

thieves.

frugality, the

Condemned by

from him while asleep served

the scarcity of supplies to a

life

to regale

of extreme

Tedas can nevertheless occasionally consume enormous quantities of

but such gastronomic exploits are censured by
food without any inconvenience
who pride themselves on their good manners.
;

all

Almost constantly living on such a frugal diet, the natives of Tibesti are
The
robust and surprisingly agile.
naturally far from stout nevertheless all are
with
the
and keeping jwce
stranger is amazed to sec them bounding along,
;

swiftest camels during forced

Mostly of middle

marches of several days.

size,

they

are perfectly proportioned in all their limbs, except the hands and feet, which seem
The complexion is lighter than that of the blacks of the southern
rather too small.
features present the flat nose, thick lips, or other marked
do
their
plains, nor
The hair is longer and less crisp, and the beard
characteristics of the true Negro.
fuller

than that of the Sudanese peoples.

the bloom of youth, unrivalled amongst

Their

women

charming while still in
North Africa for their

are

their sisters of

physical beauty, pliant and graceful figures.
Guinea worm, the
Amongst these hardy highlumlers diseases are rare, the
affections of the
the
the Arabs,
Abyssinian tenia, the leprosy so common amongst
-o dreaded
liver so prevalent in most hot countries, infectious fevers and dysentery,
disorders almost unknown in Tibcsti.
They are
(.n the African coast
also

lands, being
from
syphilis, scrofula,
exempt

Without being absolutely unknown,

rickets,

and

all

epidemics except small-pox.

disease* of the chest are at all events extremely
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probably more so than amongst any other people, thanks to their forced
The Tedas resist
sobriety and life of hardship, passed mostly in the open air.
rare,

for days together

hunger

when

;

without food or water, they pass
If they come upon the bone of a

lost in the desert

the day in the shade, travelling only at night.
camel it is pounded to a sort of paste, which they

mix with blood drawn from

the

Their last resource, when the stupor of hunger begins to
is
to
lash
themselves firmly to the back of the animal and trust to
over
them,
creep
its instinct to discover the nearest camping-ground.
veins of their mounts.

No

remarkable than their physical strength and beauty is the shrewdness
Necessity, the great educator, has developed their
mental faculties while sharpening their senses. They find their way across the
less

and intelligence of the Tibbus.
trackless wilderness

and in

all

by a

sort of inspiration quite unintelligible to the

ordinary transactions they display surprising tact and

skill,

European,

combined

with great eloquence, cunning, and invention. Those who settle as traders in the
surrounding oases easily get the better of their Negro or Arab competitors. Even
their characteristic personal vanity never leads

The

main chance.

them

so far as to lose sight of the

them harsh, greedy,
and suspicious, sentiments reflected in their hard features and cruel expression.
"
Everyone for himself," seems to be stamped on the countenance of the Tibbu,

who

severe struggle for existence has rendered

seldom seen to laugh or unbend with his associates. The national feasts are
not, like the Negro merrymakings, enlivened with song and dance, but serve rather
is

as the pretext for rival extempore recitations

and verbal contention.

The Tibbu

is

always distrustful hence, meeting a fellow-countryman in the desert, he is careful
At sight of each other both generally
not to draw near without due precaution.
then
stop suddenly
crouching and throwing the litzam over the lower part of the
;

;

face in

Tuareg fashion, they grasp the inseparable spear in

their right,

and the

After these preliminaries they
begin to interchange compliments, inquiring after each other's health and family
connections, receiving every answer with expressions of thanksgiving to Allah.

shangermangor, or bill-hook, in their left hand.

some minutes, during which time they take the
mutual appearance, and considering the safest course

These formalities usually

last

opportunity of studying their
to be adopted towards each other.

In

their usages the Tibbus betray the various influences of the different races

whom

they come in contact. Like the Shilluks of
the White Nile, they mark the temple with a few scars like the Tuaregs, they
wear the veil, in any case required by an existence passed in the dusty and parching

with

Negroes, Arabs, Tuaregs

;

atmosphere of the desert lastly, with the religion of the Arabs they have also
adopted many customs of that race. But fundamentally they seem very probably
;

belong to the true Negro stock. They are the kinsmen of the Dazas,
farther south in Borku and in the districts bordering on Lake Tsad.
to

who dwell
The two

languages are related, and also closely allied to that of the Kanuri, who occupy the
western shores of the lake, constituting a distinct linguistic family, of which the
dialects of the Baeles* and Zoghawas on the Dar-For frontier are outlying members.

Of

this

group the oldest and most archaic appears

to be that

spoken by the Tedas,

INHAIUi
or northern Tibbus.
tives of the race.

A
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who may
consequently be regarded

In any rase
they an-

tin- 1,,,M

as the lypiY;.!
repr<*entamixed, the inhabitants ,,f Tiberf

being perfectly homogeneous, and entirely free from intcrraixtun with Arab
or
Berber immigrants.
But this remarkable race, one of the most
important in North
Africa, at least for the extent of its domain, and
altogether one of the most
characteristic groups in the

cant on the continent.

human

numerically one of the most insignifiNachtigal, the whole nation can

family,

According

to

is

comprise more than twenty-eight thousand souls, of
thousand are scattered over the extensive Tibesti

scarcely

whom

not more than twelve

uplands.

Fig. 193.
Scale

1

:

BORXU.
2,300,000.

Springs.

The Dazas
Tibesti,

of

Borku are even

still

less

numerous than the kindred Tedas of

Xachtigal
although their territory might support a far larger population.
them at five thousand at the utmost, while the nomads of the same region,

estimates

mostly belonging to the Bulgeda nation, may number, perhaps, from five thousand
to seven thousand.
Partly agriculturists, partly stockbreeders, the Dazas and
Like them they are thin,
from the Tibesti highlanders.
differ
little
Bulgeda

exempt from disease, but less favoured with
In this respect they form, from the ethnological standpoint, the
physical beauty.
transition between the Tibbus and the true Negroes bordering on Lake Tsad.
Their speech also rescmlilrs that of the Tibbus, Xoghuwus, and other branches of
energetic,

and

this group.

intelligent, usually

The Dazas

score

the

temples with two vertical incisions scarcely
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from those used by the neighbouring peoples, yet sufficient
The Dazas have also
for the experienced eye to recognise their true origin.
the custom of removing the uvula and the first incisors from their children at a
differing in appearance

very early age.
Both Tibbus and Dazas are supposed to have been converted to Mohammedanism
about two or three centuries ago. They are very zealous Mussulmans, and recite

At the time of Nachtigal's visit in 1869,
the daily prayers with great regularity.
they had already been brought under the influence of the Senusiya, and some of
journey to the Wau oasis in order to visit the
branch of the order there stationed, consult them on questions of dogma, and appeal
If the Dazas are frequently described as pagans
to their decision on points of law.

them had undertaken the

difficult

because under this term of reproach the
good followers of the Prophet feel themselves justified in plundering them without
remorse and reducing them to slavery. At the same time there can be no doubt

by the neighbouring

tribes, the

that a few superstitions
persist amongst them.

that

Thus

reason

is to

is

say,

sacrifices

some survivals of the older
continue to be

made

religions

still

in honour of the

springs ; spells, also, of pagan origin, besides verses from the Koran and amulets
derived from their Semitic neighbours, are still in use ; while many of their religious

observances resemble those practised by the heathen populations of Sudan. The
blacksmiths are much dreaded as potent magicians, and at the same time regarded
as outcasts.
No Tibbu with any sense of self-respect would ever give his daughter

marriage to a worker in iron, or even condescend to treat him as a friend. The
word "smith" is one of the most insulting in the language; but it is never
applied to those following this industry, the people being careful not to abuse
in

them
The Tibbu

or offend

in

any way through fear of some supernatural vengeance.
system is not based on the principle of equality.

social

village has its dardai, or chiefs, its maina, or nobles,

and

its

common

Every

folk.

At

the same time, the upper classes have practically very little power, the unwritten
law of custom being the true sovereign. They neither keep any troops to enforce
their decrees, nor maintain any system of taxation
by which they might surround

themselves with sycophantic retainers. But they act as judges in all cases not
requiring to be settled by the law of vendetta they also discuss questions of peace
and war, and their counsel is generally received with respect. The only privilege
;

of the nobles over their inferiors
"
to boast of their
blue blood."

enjoyed by

many

is

the

empty glory

of being able

Nor is the family governed more despotically than the community. The wife,
who is generally distinguished for the domestic virtues of order, cleanliness, good
management, and fidelity, is held as an equal by her husband. Even the polygamy
authorised by Islam is seldom practised, although temporary
emigrants usually
contract a second alliance in foreign lands.
is
Marriage
commonly preceded by a

long period of betrothal, which is held to be as binding as the marriage tie itself.
At the death of the groom the betrothed is united to his brother or nearest relative.

As amongst

the Kafirs and several other African peoples, the change of state
produced by marriage is an event of such importance that all must keep the secret,

TOPOGRAPHY.

i:;:t

the wife especially Kein^ forbidden by social etiquette to nmkc the remotest allusion
She neither addresses lu-r huslMind in public, nor eats with him;

to the subject.

nor has he on his part any longer the right to let hia glance fall on his father-inlaw or mother-in-law. In fact, he ignores his wife's relations, and is even
required
to

change his name,

like those guilty of murder.

TOPOOEAPHT.

The

chief centre of population in Tibesti

Bardai, situated in a valley on the
north-cast slope of the mountains, about the middle course of an fmifri, or wodv,
is

which after receiving several tributaries flows northwards in the direction of Wou.
The thermal waters of the famous Yerikrh, or " Fountain," belong to the basin of
this torrent.
Around Bardui stretch the most extensive palm groves in Tibesti
;

hence this

district is visited

frequent the surrounding
commercial relations with

by nearly
hills

all

the Tedas in search of dates.

with their

Murzuk

and most of their traders hold

flocks,

in Fexzan.

They

also

Others migrate to the southern

Borku and the neighbouring territories but they have lost the route to
the mysterious Wadiknr ousis, which lay five days' journey to the south-west
of Kufra, and which is described in legend as abounding in a rich vegetation.
oases of

Like

;

all

the oases the route to which has

been

forgotten,

it

is

a " paradise

lost."

In Borku, oases fed by sweet or brackish waters
yield better dates than those of Tibesti.

fill

The duni-palm

all

the depressions, and

also flourishes,

and several

But at the time of
Sudanese plants might here be successfully cultivated.
Nachtigal's visit the gardens were mostly abandoned, the palm groves in many
places invaded by the sands, the villages forsaken by their inhabitants, and their
huts

made

The Aulad-Slimans, and
Mahamids of Wadav, JMIV regular

of matting overturned by the wild beasts.

even the Tuaregs of the western steppes and the

these oases, plundering the granaries, capturing women and children,
Thus deprived of all their effect*, the
all who resist their attacks.

visits to

slaying

DUM

work again, or else take to marauding in their turn in order to collect
enough money to ransom their enslaved families, whom fresh razzia* may presently

either set to

again sweep into bondage.

Their existence

by hunters.
In Borku the largest and best-defended

is

that of wild beasts beset on all sides

oasis is

Wan, which

lies in

one of the

southern river valleys draining through the Bahr-el-Ghazal basin to Lake Tsad.
of little-knowu oases stretching away
At the
groves of Wun begins a line

palm

between two parallel mountain ranges towards the north-west.

THE OASES ALONG THE FEZZAN AND LAKE TSAD Rorre.
The great caravan

route between

Mur/uk and Lake Tsad, which must sooner T

be replaced by the locomotive, is the most impM-tant of all highways crossing
Here the space between the tu.. cultivated
the Sahara from north to south.
later
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not only shorter than in any other part of tlu> dcM-i-t, l'Y//an being distant less
than 600 miles from Kanem, but it is also occupied by several oases, such as the
Kawar group, following in succession along the route. Hence this commercial
is

highway forms a natural parting line between the eastern section of the desert, of
which Tibesti is the central mass, and the western division, occupied by the heights
of Air.
Nor is the ethnological limit between the Tibbu and Tuareg populations
far

removed from

this chain of oases.

It oscillates a little to the west, shifting to

and fro with the vicissitudes of the chronic warfare maintained by the

hostile

border tribes.
"
After crossing the " Gates
leading southwards from the southern plateaux of
a
reddish
enter
the
caravans
Fezzan,
plain, which slopes imperceptibly in the
direction of the south. The Gates stand at an elevation of about 2,160 feet, or 1,250

above Lake Tsad (910
line,

and which

is

feet),

unequally distributed.
plateaux,

it

gradually

towards which the trade route runs almost in a straight

But this absolute incline of l,2oO
Relatively more considerable in the northern part

distant

570

falls

miles.

of the

almost to a dead level in the central region of the desert,

where a uniform altitude of from 1,170
degrees of latitude.

feet is

to 1,330

The undulating plateau

feet is

rolls

away

maintained across four
in great billows, above

which appear on the horizon regular tables of sandstone and limestone formation.
Here and there in the dreary waste are seen a few groups of arid cliffs, which seem
burning, so fiercely are the solar rays reflected from the glowing
The few hollows occurring in the rocky or argillaceous ground between
or sandhills contain somewhat more moisture than the surrounding

burnt up or
surface.

the

cliffs

spaces,

still

and here are found the only permanent or temporary wells occurring along

the track of the caravan route.

The

by a few oases, such as that of
"
the Arabs Suhiya, or the
joyful," which runs east and west for a

largest of these depressions are occupied

Yat, called by

distance of 12 miles, and nearly 2 north and outh.
The traveller arriving from
the vast plains absolutely destitute of vegetation might be tempted to speak of Yat
as a " forest," so striking

is the contrast presented
by its thickets of wild dates,
and
with
the
sands.
The dum-palm also grows
acacias,
grassy glades
surrounding
in great abundance in this oasis, where it reaches its northern limit in this direction.
The Yeggeba oasis south-west of Yat is much smaller and less peopled, while

was no longer inhabited at the time of
1870. But that of Jebado, situated to the north-west, is occupied,

that of Siggedim, although abounding in dates,

Nachtigal's
like Yat,

visit in

with Teda and Kanuri communities.

European in 1862, when

this last station of the

It has been once only visited

by a

Tedas and their Kanuri kinsmen in

the direction of the west was traversed by Beurmann.

KAWAR.
Kawnr, separated by a stony hamada from Yeggeba, stretches in the direction
from north to south for a distance of about 50 miles.
The caravan route traverses
it from end to end between a
long avenue of palms interrupted here and there by

KAWAB.
sands und rocks.

and

Kawar

in

Immediately
some places rising

take-

it>

Ti-du

IKillie

t..

the east

t,,

a height of

st,,

t.

.:

h,

^ u
nx-ky ridge panillel with tho
u ,p H from thin
l

uf Klltleri Tllgheh, ur the "

\

.,11,

v

,,|

Itot-kH."

M

the twelve hamlets dotted over tho dopresMoii belong to tho Tibbus.

stand

at

1%.

They

KAWAB OAU.

194.

HmU 1

the foot of a cundstonc block

:

UWO.OOO.

with vertical walls, which serves as a
place of refuge in case of sudden attack.

The stronghold

is

.

r
.

pierced with gulleries

and underground chambers used us
stores for provisions.

Cisterns ure ulso

excavated in the live rock, und a sort
of stairs or inclined plune formed with

trunks of palms gives access on tho
outside to the

The

summit

of tho citadel.

villages, inhubited chiefly

by

Kanuri immigrants, are built in tho

same munner

us the

towns of Huussa,

l>eing regulurly luid out with houses

lining tho

straight streets,

und the

whole surrounded by n common enclosure. Thus was constructed, probubly
in the eleventh century, the town of
Dirki or Dirko, cnpitul of the entire

Garu, a more populous place

oasis.

at the southern extremity of
ulso built in the style of the

towns, and most of
of

Kanuri

its

Kawar,

is

Sudanese

inhabitants are

origin.

The beauty

of the

Todu

tyjHj

*A

r&lr

bus

not been impaired by crossings. In
the Kawar oasis the women are distinguished by the same regular features
und well-balanced forms as their Tibesti
sisters

;

but they huvo over und ubove

u graceful

carriage, soft

expression,

and charming smile. The fcusts are
more cheerfully celebrated, the proces-

13*

L

*

of

Grnwich
-

V

15*30
,

'

.

und cuvulcades more sumptuous than in tho eastern highlands. Nor are the
customs the same along this great curuvun route a in the more sterile and secluded
sions

native hills of the ruce. The durdui, who more frequently takes the title of mui, or
"
Hut he finda a rival power in
king," exercises real authority over his subjects.
the person of the mkuddem of the Seiiusiyaa, who resides at the e<
/,

not far from the capital.
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Kawar are also subject to
Aulad-Sliman Arabs, who after long sojourning on
The

have sought other pastures and other

coast,

of

inhabitants of

Kawar

the steppes of the Tripoli tana
plunder in the neighbourhood

Hereditary foes of the Tibbus, they often suddenly sweep down on

Lake Tsad.

the

fields of

other masters, the redoubtable

men, carrying off women and children, and retiring
villages remain unpeopled for a time, but a short period of

oases, slaying the

The

laden with booty.

peace suffices for fresh immigrants to come and occupy the empty houses.

At

the time

of Nachtigal's visit the dwellings scattered over various parts of the oasis would
have afforded homes for a population of six thousand ; but all the inhabitants

numbered no more than two thousand three hundred.

THE BILMA SALT

PANS.

It cannot be said that immigrants are attracted to the oasis

by

its fertile soil

or

of poor quality, and the inhabiBut the
field operations.
themselves
with
tants scarcely venture to occupy
advantages derived from the transit trade through this important station, midway

abundant

The

crops.

dates of

its

palm groves are

between Murzuk and Kuka, are sufficient inducement to settlers, notwithstanding
Kawar also possesses a local treasure,
the dangers they run from Arab marauders.
which secures it customers from a large part of the Sudan. These are its saline

which surround the

of

many

lakes,

of which swarms with "

worms

But the most productive

capital towards the centre of the oasis

"
(artemia

ffrfweyt )

Bahr-el-Daud in Fezzan.

like the

salines are those situated in the

and one

Bilma

district, that

is,

the

northern part of the oases, in which is situated the town of Garu. Here the salt
basins are very shallow, and divided into compartments by clay walls, like the
" bosses " in the French saline
lagoons.
Through the effect of evaporation, crystals
are formed on the surface of the water, which mingling with the sand and dust

brought by the winds, soon constitute a greyish incrustation differing little in appearance from the surrounding soil. On the bottom is precipitated another layer of salt,

which

is

collected

and animals.
of which

is

according to its quality, for the use of men
fashioned into blocks of various forms, a camel-load

and divided into

Afterwards

it is

lots

bartered for about four shillings' worth of corn.

In the Sudan markets

this price is increased at least
thirtyfold.

No

Sudan

doubt, in the various regions of

of certain plants

and by several other

salt

can be procured by the combustion

processes.

But they

are all so tedious and

difficult, and the yield is of such a poor quality, that the chief supply naturally
comes from the desert.
No region of the Sahara contains larger deposits of

excellent salt than the

and wide.

Bilma

district,

salt

over their clothes, as

'

According

!

Tuareg

animals.

if to

"
say,

women
The

receive

from far

them by

best of the land for

thousand camels come every year for
and some of the salt caravans, such as* those

to Nachtigal, seventy

their load of salt at the

of the

attracts buyers

In order to welcome the strangers, the native

throwing handfuls of

you

which accordingly

Bilma

salines,

traders with Haussa, comprise as

The Tedas have a monopoly

many

as three thousand pack

of the transport between the

Kawar

oasis
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and the Tibesti country, while the trade with Kancm and Bornu
the kindred
sujijilinl liy

J);i/;i

the

Hut

tribes.

all tin-

mm-hanK who

Tuareg curu van

in tin-

is

region* wrst and north- wivst of
xt-rcise

hands of

Kuwar are

a sort of *uz4*ruinty over

them to cultivate wheat, in order to
them
always dqxmdent on themselves for this indispensable commodity.
keep
.-t and west of Kawar caravan stations and settlements occur
only at long
intervals.
The first villages of Tibesti lie 240 miles to the east the distance is
tin-

inhabitants of the oasis, even forbidding

I

;

and 420

Agades in the Air district. On
which traverses a stony and waterless hamada, the

oOO miles

to lihat in the north-west

to

the difficult route to this place,
chief station is the Aflram oasis, an outpost of the Tibbus towards the west.

Rut

immigrants from Bornu also share the narrow settlement in the desert with them.

DIBHEI.A

AGADEM.

The region intervening between Kuwar and the border zone of Sudan is one of
the most desolate in the Sahara.
Here dune follows dune, rolling away in great
waves some 50

MOM

disposed from east to west, that is, in the
direction as the regular winds of the desert.
The boundless waste of shifting
" Isolated Rock."
sands is interrupted only at one point by the Kau Tilo, or
After
the small oasis of Zau, the caravan again enters the limitless
feet high,

and

all

passing
are continually ascendregion of dunes, where for a space of 60 miles the convoys
Here esjwcially the
sandhills.
ing and descending the interminable series of
camel, constantly appearing and disappearing, like a storm-tossed vessel, may best
The southern limit of this region of dunes is
be called the " ship of the desert."

marked by the rocks
traveller

now

of Dibbela,

where the English explorer Warrington perished.

so called, and the
beyond the limits of the Sahara properly
northern
the
enters the zone of steppes everywhere skirting
verge of

This point already

lies

Here grass grows in abundance, at first in the
of
the land, then on the rising grounds themdepressions between the undulations
The grey or yellowish tints of the desert give place to the verdant hues
selves.
of vegetation, and in the Agatlem oasis is met the first tree which is neither a
iU
palm nor an acacia. This is the tundub (rap/mri* sodada), distinguished by
the well- watered Sudanese regions.

twisted and gnarled trunk and its widespread hanging branches.
Few regions in the world more abound in animal life than

Saharian steppe lands.

Here

hundreds, and in

places

many

might

a vast park well stocked with domestic animals.
crossed the desert.

JKHEI.

this rone of

the gazelles graze together in flocks of tens and
the traveller
fancy himself in the midst of

He

fe< Is

that he hat already

AHAGGAR AND SURROUNDING PLATEAU (\ORTH TUAREG DOMAIN).

"
"
and north-west of the Gates traversed by the route between Fczean
and Lake Tsad, the main axis of the Sahara is prolonged through a line of rugged
The ravin.-d
rise to heights of from 4,000 to 5,000 feet
rocks, which
U'est

gradually
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plateau thus developed is probably the region described by the mediaeval Arab
South of Rhat a narrow breach in
writers under the name of the Jebel Tan tana.

the plateau opens a way for travellers proceeding in the direction of Air. Nowhere
does nature assume a more forbidding and inhospitable aspect than in these wild
mountain gorges. The absolute nakedness of these escarpments, the sombre glitter
of the blackish sandstone rocks, the fantastic outlines of the heights, without a

blade of grass or tuft of moss, all forms a picture of desolation producing on the
the endless waste of sands themwayfarer a sense of awe far more impressive than
selves.

In the midst of these jagged cliffs, and especially in the Janet district, lying
west of the breach, a few cavities are filled with water, and according to native
South of the plateau the route descends
report several of them harbour crocodiles.
inclines flanked at
rapidly towards the plain through a series of dangerous
sandstone walls, and farther south by granite cliffs.

first

by

RECENT EXPEDITIONS.
"West of the breach, which was traversed by Barth and his associates, the

mountains and plateau are scarcely known except from the reports of the natives.
Nevertheless the northern outskirts of this region have been visited by Duveyrier,

and

memorable exploration

since his

commanded by

Flatters.

Laing

of 1860,

also skirted the

at the time of his journey across the

Sahara

to

by the two peaceful expeditions
same highlands in the year 1822,
Timbuktu.

But

his journal

was

and none of his observations ever reached Europe. Rohlfs travelled over
nearly the same ground as the English explorer, but from the opposite direction,
lost,

between Twat and Ghadames.

The unfortunate events attending the two expeditions
under the direction of Flatters, which were equipped

to the

Tuareg country
from north

to cross the desert

memory. The first, organised at Wargla in 1880,
deviated from the route laid down beforehand, and ended by taking the road to Rhat,
Worn out by the dilatory negotiations
without, however, reaching that oasis.
to south, are still fresh in the

with the Tuareg chiefs, and finding

all their

supplies and

money exhausted

at this

members of the expedition were obliged to return.
second mission, composed partly of the same officers, started the following year
in the direction of the desert.
It penetrated farther south, beyond the district of

early stage of the journey, the

A

North

Tassili

;

but

it

ended in

disaster.

The caravan, divided

into detached

groups, following each other at intervals of several miles, had been secretly
pursued to the west by a constantly increasing horde of Tuaregs traitors had
insinuated themselves into the presence of the leaders, offering to serve as guides,
;

and every preliminary measure was taken for a preconcerted attack. At the fatal
moment Flatters, overtaken while almost alone, is killed with one of his companions, the camel-drivers
'

make

off,

and the whole body of Tuaregs

fall

upon the

The fifty-nine survivors of the first
convoy approaching from a distance.
were
to
break
the
onslaught
compelled
camp during the night, and begin their
up

NORTH TASSIU AND TAI'l.MMT
it

in tin- direction of

following

tin-

chain of

\\<

of o\(-r

480

Warjjla, 4X!) miles distant in a straight lino, and 720
All tin- l-'mu-h iiM-mluT* of tin- rx]N-<litioii M rished
|

IN.

men

in this disastrous rctrrat, and thirteen

march

fl'I.ANI'S.

only n

two months, during which they hud

a. -h

d Wargla, afu-r a fearful

at times nothing to drink but

Nevertheless the fact that thr
blood, und nothing to cat except human flrsh.
fugitives were able to fight some successful engagements along the route, and gain
stations before being

overwhelmed, is a sufficient proof of the
an
conducting
expedition successfully across the Tuareg territory.

many

Fig. 195.

possibility of

A

ROUTES OF THE CHIEF EXPLORERS BETWEEJC ALOEBIA AXD THE TCAHEO TEJUUTOBT.
Scale

1

:

S.000,000.

and keeping carefully on its guard, might
properly supplied with provisions,
from end to end. Those whom circumstances had
certainly traverse the country
in the presence of
turned "into traitors and marauders would remain faithful
superior forces.

NORTH TASSIU AND TADF.MAIT UPLANDS.
the Janet mountain range, is known
plateau in which is gradually merged
the aspect of t
by the nani,. of Tassili, a Berber word accurately indicating
i
as
Northern," or of the Azjars," to distinguish
This

The

Tassili, qualified

of Ahaggar, consists of extmm-ly
lying to the south
in the direction from south-east to north-west, along
uplands, whose main axis runs

oth.T plateaux
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the line of the system beginning in Tibesti. The escarpment of the plateau, limited
TO the south-west by the quaternary alluvia which constitutes the Saharian
plains,

seems to be continued in the same normal orographic direction.

Towards the centre
so

many

of this escarpment rises a

others in this region,

eminent sense.

group of heights, designated,

name of Adrar, or " the Mountains,"
Duveyrier, Mount In-Esokal, culminating

by the

According to

the system, and rising to a height of over 5,000 feet,

Fig. 196.

is

like

in a pre-

point of
certainly a volcanic crest,

GEOLOGY OP THE SAHARA SOUTH OF ALGERIA.
Scale

1

:

13,000,000.

5 4*::::::::::::::r:::;:::^-

Dunes and Quaternary
Hands.

alluvia.

Miocene

Upper

Middle

formations.

chalk.

chalk.

Devonian. Granite, gneiss, Basalt.
and mica schists.
3W> Miles.

whose lavas have spread over the underlying Devonian formations of the plateau.
Towards the west the Tassili is cut up into isles and islets, while on the north side
the depressions of the wadies penetrate like
gulfs and inlets into the mountain mass.
The plateau h thus divided into a number of fragments, each of which is known

by a separate name

to the local

Tuareg

tribes.

Egueleh, the block lying nearest to the
north, and west by the Edeyen, or "Sands."
the

first

Wed

Righ,

is

encircled on thi east,

The Khanfusa eminence (1,940

Devonian rock occurring on the route from Tugurt

to Ideles,

feet),

in the

.ir.r.r.i.

Ahaggar highlands,

is

AHAOOAB.
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aim a fragment

of thin broken
West of the
plateau.
inns through which formerly flowed th,- waters of the
I^harghar rirer
ii, other
rugged plateaux helot!- ,, the same Devonian formation hut they
an- no longer disposed in the flireetioti of the Ka.st Sahara
Tin- Mmlir,
highland*.
whic-h forms the wuterparting between the Wed
and the rit-er* of
depr.

t

;

Igharghar

develops a long triangular mass in the direction of the west.

extremity of this plateau

rises the Ifettessen
peak,

'I

Towards the eastern

which, like the great crest of the

Adrar system, is supposed by Duveyrier to be a volcanic cone.
North of the Devonian plateaux, which follow successively from the
neighbourhood of Rhat to and beyond Insalah, all the rocky formations
above the
rising

which are not covered by the sands,
belong to the chalk systems.
Such is the Tinghert plateau, that is, the "Limestone," a long Lamadu, which forms
the western and south-western prolongation of the " Red Ilamada " of
tana.

alluvial plains, or

Tripoli

Such

is

also the Tademait,

north side of the Twat oases,

which develops a sort of circular
rampart round the
and unites with the plateau of El-Golea in the Algerian

Towards the south and west the Tademait terminates

Sahara.

in bold headlands
an
effectual
barrier
to
the
Hut on
presenting
encroaching sands.
the opposite declivity the hamuda slopes towards the north-east, and is here
furrowed with ravines, which are occasionally flooded with torrents flowing to the

and steep

cliffs,

Wed

Miya. In this direction the zone of rocky uplands has in many places been
invaded by the advancing dunes. Altogether the cretaceous formations in the
regions to the south of Algeria are disposed in the form of a vast horseshoe,

sweeping round the basins of the

Wed Miya

and Lower Igharghar.

JEKKL AHACJGAR.

The chalk formations of Tinghert and Tademait and the Devonian plateaux of
Muidur and the Northern Tassili are followed in the south by the crystalline rocks
of the

Ahaggar system,

Towards the

enclosed by isolated rocky groups of the same origin.
whose highest peaks, from 5,000 to over

east rise the Antief hills,

were observed by Barth during his journey from Rhat to Agades in
the north the Eguereh plateau, where the normal granite rocks show fault* of
" crest " of Ahenet, which is
volcanic
in the north-west the baltn, or
6,000

;

feet,

origin

;

continued in the direction of the Twat oases.
as a whole, the central group, of circular form, presents a circumference
of over 360 miles, consisting of superimposed plateaux, which rise in succearive
feet to over 6,600 feet above sea- level in the
stages from altitudes of 1,600 or 1,800

Viewed

most part a
According to our maps, which are for the
region of winter snows.
the Targui sheikh, Othraan, for hi*
reproduction of that traced on the sands by
friend Duveyrier, the Ahaggar is dominated in the centre by the culminating
the twin Watellau and Hikena peaks.
plateau of Atakor, crowned by
The whole system terminates northwards in the Tifedest headland, whose last
" Nose of
of Udan, by the natives commonly called the
spur, the volcanic cone

Ahaggar,"
60

AF

rises

alluvial formations.
abruptly above the surrounding Quaternary
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including perhaps the two culminating peaks, are probably
For
of volcanic origin, lavas and ashes spread over the underlying granite rocks.
a long time the belief, based on the reports of the Tuaregs, prevailed that the

Other summits

also,

"

Ahaggar also contained deposits of black stones that burn," that is to
But those burning stones would appear to be certain porous lavas, which
with

oil

and

lit

up

say, coal.

are filled

like lamps.

The southern Ahaggar has not yet been visited by any European explorers, and
remains as little known as the plateau bordering it on the south, which is
indicated on our maps by the name of the Southern Tassili, or Tassili of the
Ahaggars. From the reports of the Tuaregs it is known to be a rocky region,
still

and destitute of vegetation, carefully avoided by the caravans and nomads.
The camels which stray into these desolate uplands are said by the natives to perish
of want, or else revert to the wild state, for no one will expose his life by going in
waterless,

search of them.

THE AHAGGAR WATERPARTING.
Lying

in the very centre of the Sahara, the Jebel

Ahaggar would

waterparting for the surrounding fluvial basins, if the rainfall

constitute a

were copious enough

to develop perennial streams

beyond the limits of these highlands. Nevertheless
there can be no doubt that the running waters descending from the Ahaggar
Mountains lose themselves beyond the upland valleys in sandy beds, which, under
different climatic conditions,

formed the channels of large rivers draining in various

Northwards flowed the

Wed

Igharghar to the south
were collected all the streams which, through the common bed of the Tafassasset,
the western valleys of the Tighehert,
went to swell the volume of the Niger

directions.

affluents of the

;

;

Tarhit, and other rivers belonged to the Messaura hydrographic system.
It is still uncertain whether the basin of the Messaura drained to the Atlantic,
as was supposed by Duveyrier, making its way to the Wed Draa through all the

by the dunes of Iguidi, or else is a tributary of the Tighehert and
Niger, as might seem more probable from recent information regarding the general
But according to the barometric measurements taken by Rohlfs
slope of the land.

obstacles opposed

in the

Twat

oasis,

the Tighehert or Teghazert could never at any time have reached

To do so its waters would have to ascend o\'er 330 feet in a space of
the Niger.
about 480 miles. At the same time the data supplied by a traveller, whose rapid
observations cannot be compared with those of other explorers, can scarcely be
The problem of the drainage
accepted as offering a final solution of the question.
of the

Messaura basin, one of the most important in African geography, cannot

therefore be regarded as yet solved.

THE IGHARGHAR
Even the Igharghar

BASIN.

basin, although already explored

known

by numerous

travellers,

insufficiently
yet be said with certainty to belong
There can be no doubt that a
altogether to the system of the Algerian shotts.
Wed Igharghar takes its rise on the northern declivity of the Jebel Ahaggar,

is itself still

;

nor can

it

LAKE

MIIIABO.
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flowing as a perennial stream round the eastern foot of the
alt. r

rrc -iving

some

Udan

Then,
plateau.
from the Kguereh district, its course in continual
und the Iruwcn Mountains down to the ulluvial plain*

affluents

between the Northern

T.i--ili

which stretch north of the Devonian plateaux. So fur its course is quite clear, and
its slope perfectly regular.
Near the Tcmassinin zuwya, at the southern foot of
the zone of chalk formations, its bed stands at an absolute altitude of 1,200 feet.

Here

it

is

if not by the waters, at least by the
formerly flooded valleys,
their source in the central depressions of the Northern TuKitili plateau.

joined,

which have

The main

outlines of these utHuents of the Ighurghur, the

and Issawun, are

clearly indicated

serpentine meanderings

Weds Ighurgharen

by chains of dunes, high banks, windings, and

in the sands.

Further north

is

also distinctly seen a breach

But further on the incline
or gorge traversing the region of cretaceous formations.
It becomes uncertain whether its course is continued
soon becomes indistinct.
impossible to say in what direction the wuter would flow were
Nor in this section of the Wed Ighurghur has any
the depressions again flooded.
What ut first seems to look like a rivercurrent been seen in the memory of man.

northwards, and

it is

bed running between bunks, with a breadth varying from 1 to
miles, becomes
It is a
further on completely merged in the surface of the surrounding desert.
the
mere succession of hollows interrupted by sandhills, und in many places
valley
has been entirely closed by the shifting sands.
junction of the Ighurgharen and Ighurghar
flowing beneath the dunes.

is

According to Duveyrier, the
by an underground channel

effected

LAKE Mi HA no.
Numerous lakes
and in the outer

are scattered over the cavities in the Northern Tassili district,
cirques,

where the torrents take their

rise.

Duveyrier has

of extinct volcanoes, where the waters
suggested that these lakes are old cruters
at all events be the case with the meres
cannot
this
have gradually collected. But

"
of " Luke
Mihuro, und even by the natives spoken
usually designated by the name
These flooded depressions, which were visited in the year
of as bahr, or " seas."
under the escort of a Tuareg from Rhat, ure nothing more than
Von
1876

by

Bury

the
the hollows in the channel of a wady, where the water remains throughout
When it flows in sufficient abundance from the hillside, these pools become

year.

united in one basin, which during the dry season

is

again broken up into a number

of separate ponds.

some gaseous springs, which the natives have named
"
the bubbles incessantly rising from the
Sebarhburh, or the
Gurglings," from
of these
bottom and bursting on the surface. According to Von Bary, the water
is
the
slightly
Tuaregs,
the boiling-point, as asserted by
springs, without reaching
saw
German
F.
The
'200
explorer
h,-rmul, with a normal temperature exceeding
In the vicinity

rise

t

of their
no crocodiles in the Miharo ponds, but detected very distinct traces
do
These saurians, which are much dreaded by the surrounding nomads,
presence.
at least from the imprint of
not appear to exceed 6 or 8 feet in length, judging
their feet.
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LAKE MENGHUG.
the north-west, and on the same slope of the plateau, in the valley of the
" Lake"
Mcnghug,
Tijujelt belonging to the Ighargharen basin, is situated

To

Wed

which was visited by the first expedition under Flatters in the year 1880. This is
a pond, which in average seasons has a length of about 1,100 yards, with a breadth

and a depth of 12 or 13 feet. But in the dry season it falls about
then
becomes a simple spring resembling the Sebarhbarh.
and
After
feet,
heavy rains it again rises, flooding a vast cirque of dunes and watering the roots of

of over 300 feet,

10

the surrounding tamarisks.

.The French officers saw no crocodiles here, but they captured some very large
belonging to species which are also found in the waters of the Nile and

fishes, all

Niger.

Further evidence

humid climate than now

is

thus afforded of the former existence of a

prevails.

Large rivers flowed across vast

much more

tracts

which

at

the aquatic animals passed from river basin to river
basin, whereas now they are confined to narrow limits, and threatened with
total extinction should the waters become evaporised during exceptionally dry

present are sandy wastes

;

seasons.

THE AMADGHOR

SALINE.

On

the opposite slope of the Tassili, between that plateau and the Ahaggar
highlands properly so called, is situated an extensive sebkha, which was formerly
The overflow of the lake drained either south-eastwards
a great lacustrine basin.

Wed

This saline
Tafassasset, or northwards to the Wed Igharghar.
almost
on
the
line
of
the
Mediterranean
between
depression
exactly
waterparting
and the Niger basin. The Amadghor, as it is called, was visited for the first time

through the

lies

by Europeans during the second expedition commanded by Flatters. But the fatal
end of that mission has deprived geographical science of the maps and reports
relating to this part of the route.

plain

is

very extensive, a

march

It is

known, however, that the Amadghor

of five days being required to traverse

it.

The saline, being fed by the streams flowing from the Eguereh valleys and
from the Jebel Ahaggar, probably receives a considerable quantity of water. The
here deposited is of excellent quality, and sufficient might be procured to
supply a population of many millions. But the exploitation of the saline has had
salt

to

be abandoned, in consequence of the incessant tribal warfare carried on by the

surrounding Ahaggar and Azjar peoples. For the same reason the great fair
formerly held in this district has been replaced by that of Rhat. There can be no
doubt, however, that the restoration of peace in these regions would have the effect
of restoring its commercial importance to the
Amadghor sebkha, and again constitute
it

a centre of trade and market for the caravans
journeying between the Sahara

and Sudan.

FLORA AND FAUNA.
The

relative

abundance of water in the Jebel Ahaggar naturally imparts a
In the better watered valleys the

considerable variety to the flora of this
region.

TIIK
acacias, especially those yielding
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aruhic and other essences,
develop veritable

In the neighbourhood of Lake Mihuro, Von
Bary even found thicket* of
matted together by ererjinr plants in a cl,-n>,- niavs of iinjH-netrable verdure.
The leant shower suffices in a few hours to clothe the naked *oil with a eurju-t of
ton-Ms.

trees

Duveyrier tells us that ho aaw vast arid tracts thus
with
the softest herbage after a rainy night.
Within
day
"
seven days the young grass, called " spring
by the Tuaregs, is already advanced
enough to supply fodder for the herds.

rich grassy vegetation.

(vered

in u single

Amongst

the

common

plants of the district mention

is

made

of the falczlez, a

whose toxic properties increase in direct relation to the altitude
of the ground on which it grows.
Almost harmless in the low-lying valleys, it
becomes dangerous on the lower terraces, and a deadly poison on the highlands,
species of henbane,

but not for ruminating animals.
fatal to the horse, ass,

prises a very limited

and four kinds of

The

camel and goat, but is
The cultivated flora of the Tuaregs com-

Its foliage fattens the

dog, and man.

number

cereals,

of species

:

two

trees only, the date

wheat, barley, sorgho, and

lion does not appear to survive in the

and

fig; the vine,

millet.

Ahaggar uplands, which

are also

from the presence of the panther, wild boar,

buffalo, rhinoceros, and hippoOn
potamus but the Tuaregs are familiar with the sight of wolf and hyaena.
the plateaux and in the plains surrounding the Jebel Aliaggar antelopes are

free

;

numerous, while herds of wild asses are met on the north Tassili uplands. They
arc too swift to be followed in the chase, but a few are occasionally captured by

means

The wild

of snares.

ass is said to attack

and

kill

the domestic species.

THE MEIIAKI CAMEL.
The margins

of the sebkhas

and the wooded depressions are enlivened by the

belonging to a very limited number of species. The
traveller may journey for a whole week in certain districts of the Sahara without
a single winged creature. The Tuaregs have for domestic animals the

flight of a

few rare

birds,

meeting

horse, ass, sheep, goat, slughi

greyhound, and even the ostrich.

one of these tame ostriches, which was tethered

like

cattle left

Duveyrier aaw

on the grazing

the camel, their most beloved com-

But
grounds.
whose aid they would find it impossible to support existence in the
without
panion,
vast arid spaces stretching across the Sahara from the Wed High to the Niger.
to the camel that the Targui has adopted a nomad in preference to an
It is
the Tuaregs' special care

is

owing

agricultural

life.

inhabitants might

camel finds

of the upland valleys in the Ahaggar highlands, the
be able to live on the produce of the land. But the owner of a

In

many

down in one place. He is compelled, according
move about in search of the pasturage most suitable

impossible to settle

it

and

to the seasons

rainfall, to

for his camels.

The herds
for rapid

consist especially of pack animals,

marauding and other

stitute a special variety, the

expeditions.

which are occoMnnally wjuij

But those intended

so-called mrhnri, in

for speed con-

Berber arhelam, which

is distin-
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great height, the grace and elegance of neck and legs, remarkable
Even when suffering pain, the mehari utters
swiftness, and amazing endurance.

guished by

its

no cry, for fear of betraying his master. In summer, when on the march and
in winter he remains two
loaded, he can hold out without food for seven days
months on the grazing-grounds without requiring to be watered. While the pack
;

animal usually advances at the rate of from 2 to 3 miles an hour, or about 15 miles
for a day's march, the mehari easily gets over the same number of leagues in the

same time.

Foureau mentions the case of an Insalah sheikh who covered a

distance of about 180 miles in two days,

mounted on one of these mehari.

The breeding of camels occupies such a large portion of the life of the Targui,
that dozens of terms have been developed to designate the mehari at all ages, in
every condition of health or disease, every shade of colour, every state of work or
The animal

repose.

is

trained with the most sedulous care both for

course, and there are few

war and the

more beautiful

sights than that of a troop of mehari
equipped for an expedition, or drawn up in order of battle. The animal with outstretched neck and his rider with upraised spear seem at a little distance

form a single living being of strange and formidable appearance.
The
mehari reserved for the use of the women are taught to amble to the sound of
to

music.

When

the Tuareg

women came

to salute the

members

of Flatters' mission,

one of them played some of the national airs on a kind of mandolin, while her
mount accompanied the cadence with regular steps executed with surprising
accuracy.

The Targui always
feet.

directs the

movements

of the animal

by means

of his bare

Seated on the high saddle, his back resting against the support, his legs
pummel, he presses the camel's neck to the right

crossed round a sort of cruciform

or left with his feet, thus keeping both arms free to handle his
weapons. Hence
in battle his aim is always directed against his opponent's feet.
These once
the
animal
no
and
ceases
to
act
in
concert
with
his rider.
maimed,
obeys
longer,

Formidable in war, and indispensable for all purposes of transport, the camel
contributes also to the support of the natives.
Its milk is almost the only nutriment of the family during the grazing season its hair is used to make cordage ;
;

its

droppings serve as manure for the palms, or

fuel.

else,

when

dried, as a valuable

It is also at times led to the shambles, its flesh being reserved for the enter-

tainment of distinguished guests.
for the manufacture of

is utilised

one of the very best of its kind,
trappings, harness, and household fittings.

Lastly
tents,

its skin,

For the Targui, the camels are thus a source of inestimable wealth. But they are
relatively far from numerous, the most opulent of these highlanders rarely owning
a herd of more than fifty head.

THE TUAREG BERBERS.
In the country of the Tuaregs, as well as in Tripolitana, Fezzan, and the
Algerian Sahara, stone implements, and other objects dating from prehistoric times,
have
been found. Travellers have also discovered ancient burial-places,
frequently
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which him- l..u n^M-atnlly ritli-d l,y tn asuri-lmnti-rs.
Hut it i-an U- no
longer
to what
populations arc to be uttrihuti-d tl,,-- rvmuin* of bygone
times.
I'n.iu time out of mind the Central Sahara ha*
,1 l, v the
ulwuy* !>
who
were
Tuareg lu.rbers,
certainly in possession of the land when the Arab*
di-termiiu-d

pene-

westwards

and found themselves for the firnt time face to
face with these children of the desert.
It was the Arabs who
gave them the name
t

rat i-d

of Tuareg, thut

to Mauritania,

is to

"

Forsaken

of God," in
Abandoned,"
consequence, My
the resistance long offered
by these "Salxean or fetish
"
to the progress of Islam.
peoples

the

Arab

say,

writers, of

The Tuuregs, wLo did

not accept the teachings of the
Prophet till the third
of
the
cull
themselves
Hegiru,
century
Imohagh, Imoshurb, Imujirhen, according
to the various dialects.
The term is identical with thut of the Amzighs of the

Jurjura highlands in Algeria, and of the Imu/ighen of Murocco, all these form*
being derived from u common root involving the idea of freedom, proud independence of all control. Their origin, however, is manifold, for they are " mingled
together and interwoven like the tissue of u tent-cloth, in which camel hair and
sheep's wool are so combined in one texture, thut the exjH-rt alone can distinguish
between the huir and the wool." Thus speaks Sheikh Bruhim Uld Sidi, reputed
the most learned of

By

ull

Tuuregs.

their alliances, the great Berber families of the Cent nil Sahara, perhaps

may claim the title of Arabs, and even of Shorfu, being
connected
with
the
pedigree of the Prophet. The Imohughs are divided
indirectly
tribe's
into a vast number of
grouped in four great confederation* the Azjars
and Ahaggurs or Hoggars in the north the Kel-Owi and Awellimiden in the
originally of Sanheja stock,

;

and
south.
Collectively the Tuareg race occupies about one half of the Sahara,
the Temahag (Tcmusheg, Tamuzight), us the national language is culled, is spread
over a fourth part of the continent, from the oasis of Jupiter Ammon (Siwah) to
This term Temahag is itself probably to be identified
the shores of the Atlantic.

with that of the Tamahu people mentioned on the old Egyptian monuments of
Edfu.

THE A/JAR CONFEDERATION.
the four confederations, that of the A/jars, occupying the north-eastern
section of the vast Tuareg domain between Fezzun and Algeria, takes the foremost

Of

culture and refinement,
rank, not in numerical superiority or wealth, but in general
Thanks to the
it offers to international trade.
the
as shown

by

encouragement

travellers huve been able to penetrate
friendly influence of the Axjars, Kuro]>cun
of that
into the interior of the Sahara, and study the physical and social conditions
Of all Tuareg peoples, the Azjars show the greatest tendency to abandon
region.
the nomad for a settled life. One of their tribes, the TuvAlkums, called Tizilkuiu
their residence in some oases cultivated
by Richardson, have even already taken up

and of Khat.
neighbourhood of Murzuk
"
of the Iniununn, or Sultans,"
that
was
Formerly the most powerful Azjar tribe
of all the northern
so-called because to them belonged the amanokal, or sovereign
by theniM'lves

in the
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But

at present the dominant tribe is that of the Oraghens, whose
the
The
valleys of the Wed Ighargharen, Miharo, and Janet.
territory comprises
most civilised appear to be the Ifoghas, who are specially regarded as the allies of

Tuareg peoples.

France, owing to the protection they extend to all European travellers in their
Sheikh Othman, a member of this tribe, was the person who accomcountry.
and collected his papers. On three other occasions the
panied Laing to Insalah,
Fig. 197.

same sheikh escorted French
Duveyrier, to
physical and

whom we

TABQUI TYPE.

travellers

amongst others
much valuable information on the

through his

are indebted for so

social condition of this region.

territory,

He was

also the first

man

of his

make

a journey to Europe.
The Ifoghas enjoy
great influence in their character of marabuts and dealers in amulets ; in this

nation to leave the desert and

capacity they are

met

The confederation

in all the northern regions of the

of the Ahaggars, the

Hoggars

Tuareg country.
of the Arabs, is far

more

THE AZJAR CONFEDERATION.
warlike and
consequently

much more
Fig.

dr,,ul,,l

198.-TuAw6 os

than that of the
Azjars.
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Inhabiting

A

a mountainous region, whither no one dares to pursue them, their tribes take
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refuge in these inaccessible recesses, where they defend themselves as in a stronghold, and whence they can conveniently sweep down on the surrounding districts.

Ahaggars are the Kel- Rhelas, who occupy the central parts
The authority of its
the
of the plateau,
rallying-place of the whole confederation.
amghar, or chief, is also acknowledged by all the other tribes throughout these

The ruling

tribe of the

highlands.

THE NORTHERN IMOHAGHS.
Nearly all the Ahaggars are pastors, a very small number occupying themselves
with agriculture. Duveyrier estimates at thirty thousand at the utmost all the
northern Tuaregs, or a little over a thousand persons per tribe. The territory

roamed over by them has a

superficial area of about 400,000 square miles, being in
the proportion of one square mile to every thirteen persons.
Most of the Tuaregs are of tall stature, with slim figures and robust constitu-

Naturally of fair complexion, they acquire a bronze tint in the sun. But
although differing little from southern Europeans in colour and the regularity of
their features, they can always be distinguished by their slow but somewhat jerky
tion.

Duveyrier compares their
long stride, and haughty carriage of the head.
or
the
and
attributes
it to the habit of conof
attitude to that of the ostrich
camel,
gait,

stantly carrying a lance.

Some

of the

Tuaregs have blue eyes, and amongst the

women

this colour of the

considered a great mark of beauty.
Amongst the Imohaghs no sickly
the
those
The
are
met.
infirm,
feeble,
subject to rickets and other conpersons
iris is

stitutional ailments, are soon carried off, while
fittest" those
resist the

who remain

of " the survival of the

are the better able to endure a life of hardship and

ravages of disease.

The Tuaregs

them.

by the law

Hence centenarians are by no means

rare

amongst

are doubtless indebted to their extremely temperate habits for

other terms of reproach they heap upon the
Arabs is that of being great eaters." While on the march they themselves take
one meal only during the day, and two while sojourning under the tents. Corn,
their excellent health.

Amongst

"

the berry of the salvculom persica, some herbs, and a little meat,
form their frugal fare. By traditional usage they are forbidden the use of birds

dates,

or

and

fish,

figs,

the flesh of these animals being reserved for the exclusive enjoyment of

the marabuts.

Their most ordinary complaints are rheumatic affections and

ophthalmia, disorders easily explained by the habit of sleeping on the sands during
the night, and by their constant exposure to the action of the solar rays reflected

from the dunes.

Amongst

the populations of the desert, the features connected

with the organ of vision differ from those characteristic of the inhabitants of the
oases.
Extremely dense eyebrows overshadow the ball of the eye, which is small
,

and deeply sunk in the socket, with very long lashes, a whitish circle separating
the cornea from the sclerotic.
The whole presents a slightly reddish tint, due to
the suffused state of the blood-vessels.

In order

to protect the
sight

from the glare of the

solar rays,

and

at the

same

time guard against the dust
constantly rising from the sands, the Tuaregs have
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s-.l

the habit of viling th,- f .-.-.
The eiM,m has at last become a sort of
religion*
rite amongst the men, who do not
lay a>ide the veil even during the ni-ht.
:1

wason

tin

give for this rust,, in

-y

nourishment

is

that

(ho mouth, the organ

t:

received into the body, should be conceal.
Like the Tibbus and
most of the other Saharian peoples,
huve
from
time
immemorial
been deagthey
nated by their Arub neighbours us the Ahl-el-Litzam, or " Veiled
People."
nobles and wealthy classes
usually wear a black veil, while those of the lower

amongst

castes,

Thus

is

1

whom Xegro

in the eyes of the

and the "Whites," and
would have to be made
never

blood sometimes prevails, have made choice of white.
is divided into two chutes, the " Block*"

Arabs the nation

this distinction is
precisely the reverse of that
if

based on the natural colour of the skin.

which

The women

except as a mark of respect in the presence of strangers.
Like the Arabs, the northern Tuaregs shave the hair, retaining from the fore-

head

veil the face,

to the

nape a sort of

crest,

which helps

to support the veil at a sufficient
height

When old enough to curry arms,
wear
a
bracelet
of
begin
green serpentine on the right arm, in order, as
they say, to give greater power to the biceps in dealing a blow with the sword.
The Targui also never lay aside the long dagger, which is fixed by a leathern strap
to allow the air free circulation round the head.

the

men

to

to the left fore-arm.

The

usual weapons are the lance and the sword, although

"
they now also make use of the rifle, stigmatised as the
weapon of treason."
The face is never tattooed, but hands, arms, and countenance arc dyed blue by
means of powdered indigo. The rest of the body is clothed in the same colour by the
blue cotton blouse and breeches, a costume very much like that of the ancient Gauls.
The women in their turn paint themselves yellow with ochre. Thus, although
naturally white, the Tuareg men seem to be of a blue and the women of a yellow
colour.

No

one washes, water being supposed to render the skin more sensitive to

The ablutions prescribed by the Koran are
the sudden changes of teinperature.
with
a little sand or a pebble.
in
a
manner
performed
perfunctory

The moral character of
who

colours by Duveyrier,

the Tuaregs has been described perhaps in too flattering
naturally felt grateful for the loyal assistance afforded

him by

the trusty Sheikh Othman, one of the chiefs of the Ifogha tribe.
other hand, the disastrous termination of Flatters' expedition and the

attending

it

have induced

all

public opinion to look

on

all

On

the

horrors

Imohaghs indiscriminately

But it would be unfair
as a cruel, grasping, depraved race of cowards and traitors.
It is certain
to involve all alike in the censure perhaps justly applied to some.
are
Tuaregs are endowed with many bigh qualities. They
the pledged word given to Mohammedans like themselves,

that, as a nation, the

brave, faithful to

tenacious of the honour of their friends.

The Targui marauder, who

will

make

ft

from some

off the cattle
journey of ten days on his mchari camel in order to earn'
hostile tribe, will refrain from touching any deposits made by caravans along the

trade routes.

The debtor and

his heirs never forget their obligations, just as the

to avenge the outn.
injured persons and their children never neglect
northern
Mill
are
state
The traditions of the matriarchal
preserved amount the

Tuaregs.

According

to the unwritten

o>.l.

called by the

Arabs the Beni-l'minia,
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" Mother's
or law of the
Son," the eldest son of the eldest daughter is always
At the death of a family chief, whether
privileged in the transmission of property.
his
effects
are divided into two parts, the
or
serf,
noble, marabut, tributary,
"
"
property of injustice,"
property of justice," acquired by labour, and the
The former is equally distributed amongst all the
obtained by armed force.

the latter reverts entirely to the eldest
this ingenious arrangement the power of the great

children without distinction of age or sex

son of the eldest daughter.
feudal families

When

is

By

;

safeguarded.

a conquered territory has to be distributed amongst the tribes, it is
"
"
dowager ladies of the nobility. Such is the traditional law,

assigned to the

the Sanheja communities in North
Africa before the Mohammedan conquest, and which has also been preserved by
several other Berber peoples, as well as by the Tuaregs.
Amongst the Imohaghs

which appears

have been followed by

to

all

the child always follows in the maternal line, their traditional law being inspired
'
by the sentiment embodied in the familiar saying, It is a wise child that knows
its

own

father."

The son

of

an enslaved father and mother of noble rank

the son of a noble father and female slave

is

is

noble;

a slave.

In other respects in the ordinary social relations, the woman is man's equal, and
She disposes of her own hand, the parents intervening
in many cases his superior.

She administers her personal fortune without being
only to prevent misalliances.
called upon to contribute to the household expenses, hence is generally more
wealthy than her husband she brings up and controls the children ; in all festive
;

ceded to her, and at table for her are reserved
But custom forbids her to take tea or coffee, delicacies set apart

gatherings the place of honour
the choice pieces.
for the

men.

She

is

is

often admitted to the discussions of the tribal council, and at

times even exercises the functions of sheikh, in this position enjoying double

honours as chief and wife.
In spite of the Koran, the Tuareg women have set their faces against polygamy,
and no instance has been recorded of a noble or warrior who has ventured to take
a second wife.

Divorce

is

permitted, but the

new

bride will never cross the

husband's threshold until the fate of the repudiated wife has been formally disPremature marriages, such as prevail amongst the Arabs, are unknown,
posed of.

and when the Targui woman takes to herself a husband, usually at about the age of
twenty, she fully knows her own mind and knows how to make her rights be
Like her husband, she may mount the mehari and journey across the
desert to visit kindred and friends, without being called upon to account for her
movements to anyone. But she rarely abuses this absolute freedom of action for
respected.

;

"
according to Duveyrier's expression, the Targui woman,
very tenacious of her
Nevertheless, infanticide, consequent
rights, is equally mindful of her duties."

upon

illicit

intercourse,

by no means an unknown crime in the
Nor are the Tuareg ladies at all prohibited by custom

would appear

to be

neighbourhood of Rhat.
from having, like the chatelaines of mediaeval times, devoted admirers of the
At the
opposite sex, in whose honour they embroider veils or compose ditties.
entertainments they give of an evening, singing and accompanying themselves on

THE NORTI

MOHAGHS.

1 :,:',

the tobol or drum, and rebaza, a kind of fiddle, they reserve a place of honour for
those they wish to favour, un<l in this matter no one will evi T venture to question
tlu-ir choice.
The Imanun women, di.stin^uMie.l by the title of
Ibiyal," are the

most noted throughout the Tuareg country for their musical talent and poetic
elegance of their improvisations. Hence the men, arrayed in their finest bravery,
are attracted from far and wide to the entertainment* given by these dames,
musical

When

feasts.

know no

greater pleasure than that derived from their
vanquished in battle, the lust insult hurled at them in that

to warfare, the Tuaregs

they will no longer be welcomed by the songs of their women.
Besides cultivating the national poetry and music, the Tuareg

women have

also

preserved the treasure of science. Amongst the Azjars nearly all can read and
write, while scarcely one-third of the mule population have acquired these rudi-

mentary accomplishments.

To

the

women

belongs also the task of giving instruc-

grammar, language, and the national Tefinagh characters, which
from those found iuscrilted on the Thugga stone, a monument as old

tion in

differ

little

us the

Carthaginian epoch. Nearly always travelling at night, the men are perfectly
familiar with the form and motions of the heavenly bodies.
They are also past
masters in the subject of local topography but beyond these branches of know;

ledge they

know

little,

and leave

all

other studies to the women.

When

Duveyrier brought Hanoteau's Tcinaxlisk Grammar into the country, a
All the ladies were eager to
perfect ferment was created in the feminine world.
which
this
marvellous
and
work,
see, handle,
glorified their" language, and
study

moreover contained collections of

fables, poetry,

and

histories,

with some of which

they were unacquainted. This grammar, with some other works of the same class,
and fragments of the Bible published in London, constitute at present the whole

body of Temahag

literature.

The Berber

translation of the

Koran which was

by Ibn-Khaldun to have been destroyed
formerly completed
in order to prevent the word of Allah from being subjected to human criticism and
All the writings possessed by the Tuaregs are in Arabic, in which
in Marocco, is stated

interpretations.

all spells and incantations composed.
language all correspondence is carried on, and
Like the kindred Kabyles of the Jurjura highlands, the Imohaghs of the

Tassili

and Ahaggar countries show

little zeal

for the

Mohammedan

faith.

The

and few amongst them are ever found
duty of prayer they leave to the marabuts,
But, on the other hand, many rites
the least religious observance.
who
practise

of Islam have held their ground amongst
dating from times anterior to the spread
them. The cross is in the eyes of the Imohaghs a sacml emblem, and the CftWrial
them.
beings are still called atigclun by
He is careful not to
and spirits
fear of
entertains
The

great

Targui

weep

for the dead, lest his tears

ghosts

may bring them back

the tents are struck and the encampment
between the living and the dead.
as
possible

to life.

After the interment,

much space
not given t. the

as
changed, in order to put

The

father's

name

is

with the man who bore it. The murubuts
son, as it is by the Arabs, but dies
to the Arabs, have ad..pu-d their
alone, who have been assimilated in religion
But their silent and unconscious influence, as might be
in this
practice

respect.
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naturally tending to spread Arab ideas and usages amongst the Tuareg
When the marabuts are appealed to as judges or umpires, their
populations.
but the internal
decisions are framed in conformity with Koranic principles

expected,

is

;

administration of the tribes and families
Fig. 199.

organised

exclusively according to

ISSAWAN VALLEY.
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the national traditions.

The sentences pronounced by the sheikhs are usually
and the bastinado, imprisonment and capital punishment never being legally
In cases of personal injury, the duty of blood vengeance devolves on
imposed.
fines

the outraged party.

THE TWAT

OASES.

,

Twat, properly so called, is merely a narrow plain skirting the east side of the
Saura (Messaura, Messaud) river valley above the point where this stream is lost

EFLQBAinOM OF TWAT.
in the
in

s;,

n .U or mountain

HerlMT means

tin-

gnrifi-s.
<

>

;

is

.

(

s ,"

Hut
is

The Qunmi

ordinary language,

upplii-d c..l|.-<-ti\-ly

scattered over the desert between the

western dunes.

in

i.-.-

district,

to

tin- t.-ru

all

tin-

| !.i, 1,

palm groves

Tuareg country and the region <>f the great
round the north side of which these sandhill*

develop a vast amphitheatre, thus forms part of Twut, as does aim tfct atrip of land
supplied with moisture by the underground waters of the Suura between Karzas

and Tuurirt.

Lastly, the Tidikelt oases, constituting the most extensive group of
cultivated territory in the whole region, is included in the same
country of Twat.
It may be stated in a general
that
Twut
the
whole region of
way
comprises

Quaternary alluvia which sweeps in crescent form round the west and south sides of
the extensive cretaceous Tadcmuit plateau.
Its natural limits on the north side are
formed by the dunes of the Western Erg on the west, beyond the Wed Suuru,
by
the Iguidi sands on the south by the Devonian plateau of Muidir.
The plain*
;

;

thus limited are, however, divided into isolated cultivable tracts by
intervening
stony humadus and ranges of sandhills.

EXPLORATION op TWAT.

The commercial

relations are so frequent between Mauritania

and Twat, the

natural centre of trade of the western Sahara, that the fullest details regarding this
Hut
region have easily been obtained through the reports of the native trader*.
hitherto very few European travellers have penetrated to these isolated Mussulman
communities. Under the escort of the Ifoghu Sheikh Uthman, Idling visited Twat
in the year 1S2G, at a time

when

its

inhabitants had not yet any grounds for fearing

In 186*1
that their territory might possibly be occupied by any Euroj>ean Power.
the French officers Colonieu and Hurin, while traversing the zone of great dunes

Hut

south of the province of Oran, entere.l the Gurara district
in this direction

wards

was barred, and they were compiled

all

farther advance

to retrace their stops north-

without accomplishing their mission.

Gerhard Rohlfs was somewhat more

successful,

having managed

in

186*4 to

spend over a month in the Twat oases, disguised, however, us it Mussulman, and
envoy of the Sherif of We/zan. He had also taken the precaution of giving
himself an illustrious genealogy, tracing his descent back to the royal race of the
Abassides.
The faithful accordingly assembled to kiss the hem of his garment, and

He was even reported to have
spread abroad the fame of his miraculous cures.
Ten years afterwards,
SoleiHet, coming from
restored their sight to the blind.
but being neither one of the
the north, also presented himself before Insulah

M

;

Abassides, nor yet a follower of the Prophet, he sought in vain for )>erinission to
enter the oases, and was fain to return with his four companions to El-Golea. Three
Roman Catholic missionaries, who followed the same route in the year 187G, were

murdered on the way, before getting so far us Twat.
itself presents but few phy*
Apart from the hostility of the natives, the route
From El-Golca to Timimun in the Gururu district, the traveller need
difficulties.
but follow the beaten truck between the region of great dune** and the western
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escarpment of the cretaceous plateau, along the depression of the Wed Meguiden,
occupied by the Quaternary alluvia of the Saharian formations. Even along the
direct route across the plateaux from El-Golea to Tidikelt he meets wells, planta-

No

dunes occur on the

day's march
south of El-Golea, except for a short distance of 2| miles, and the tracks across the
hamadas and other wastes destitute of vegetation are all carefully indicated by a

tions,

and pasturages

at stated intervals.

first

For a great part of the way, the Mejebel, that is,
regular system of landmarks.
the main caravan routes, are kept clear of stones and other obstructions for a normal
width of from 20 to 30

feet.

All the pebbles, shingle, and boulders that formerly

strewed the ground have been carefully removed and disposed in rough walls right
and left of the highway. This great work, which must have required a vast amount
of labour, dates

from an unknown epoch.

a mythical being

when Twat was

named Ben Buur, who

still

By
is

the Shaanba tribe

it is

attributed to

supposed to have flourished at a time

uninhabited.

FLORA, FAUNA, AND INHABITANTS OF TWAT.

The products of Twat differ in no respect from those of the other districts in
the Central Sahara lying at the same altitude and under the same climatic condiIn all these oases, as in those of Marocco and Eastern Mauritania, the datetions.
palm

is

the characteristic plant

;

but with the exception of a few choice varieties,
Suf and Tufilelt districts.
But

it yields a fruit of inferior quality to that of the

although the palms of Twat are generally of small size, the wood is better and more
In the shade of their tufted foliage
durable than that of the western plantations.
the natives cultivate wheat, barley, and beshna, the latter yielding two crops in the
In the orchards are also grown pomegranates and some grapes, but in small
year.
quantity, these fruits being generally dried

maturity.
The inhabitants of

Twat

up by the sun before arriving

at

also raise various kinds of vegetables in their well-

watered gardens. But the yearly produce is insufficient for the local wants, so that
the natives have to supplement their stores with supplies of various kinds from the

A

districts.
part of the land is also reserved for the cultivation of industrial plants, such as cotton, henna
(Lawsonia iiiennis), and korunka

Algerian agricultural

(caMropis procera), a shrub, the wood of which supplies the charcoal employed in
the manufacture of gunpowder.
Opium, which the natives of Twat smoke with
avidity, is cultivated especially in the northern districts, while tobacco is one of the

chief products in those of the south.

The domestic animals are the same as in the other oases, but less numerous. In
Twat the camel is man's chief associate, both as a pack-animal and for riding.
Horses, fed like the asses, on

dates, are very rare, while horned cattle
like the goats with a coat of hair,
covered
sheep,
resemble those of Tibesti, and full-grown poultry are no bigger than the chickens

are completely absent.

of

damaged

The

Western Europe.
According

to Rohlfs, the first inhabitants of

Twat would appear

to

have been

Till.

OURARA AM> TIMIMUN

the Tuaregs, as is still attested l.y
are all in the Temahag language.

tin-

names of

Like

tin-

tin-

OASIS.
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different species of date*,

which

highlaiidiT* of the Aure*

and Ahaggar
iiiHucnco of Koman and

Tuaregs had boon brought under fluleast from the lin-al n
By/antine civilisation, judging
an- all the same as those of the Imtin calendar.
In Twut there
regions, these

t

>

month-*, which

are, nion

found some Tuareg communities of pure stock, speaking the national Berber
language
exclusively, and dwelling in palm huts or under the tent.
I.

von

Berbers.

who

themselves Arabs, some are undoubtedly
Such are the Kel-Mellels, who are settled in Insalah, and who through a

among

the natives

call

sentiment of vanity cluim to be descended from the family of the Prophet.
Other
to
the Shluh branch of
Berbers, who like most of those living in Marocco belong
the race, constitute the substratum of the population in the various oases, and still
speak a dialect differing little from the Berber language current throughout

Western Mauritania.

The Arabs also are represented in Twat by various marabut and other tribes.
But Arabs and Berbers have all alike a strong strain of Negro blood. Few persons
are met with fair or even swarthy complexion, nearly all being very dark or black,
with broad features, but pleasant smile and soft expression. The women, who do
not go veiled, like their Mussulman sisters in the Tell districts, are very graceful
and converse freely with the men.
The people of Twat have the kindly disposition of the Negro, and are generally
esteemed for their commercial probity, respect for strangers, love of peace, and
other good qualities of the heart.

But they are

fanatics of an extremely

narrow

that of all other Mohammedan populations in
type, their religious zeal exceeding
the
Africa.
North
Notwithstanding
poverty of the country, as much a* 4^,000 is
said to be yearly collected as pious offerings for the emissaries of the Shorif of
Wezzan, besides considerable sums contributed to other marubuts for religious

purposes.

Twat

oases.

The Senusiya order has recently established
This region

is,

settlements in several of the

on the other hand, closed for the present

to the

French,

not only on political grounds, but also because they belong to the hated Christian
SIM

'T

.

THE GURARA AND TIMIMUN

OASIS.

the northern division of
Qurara, in Berber Tigurarin or Tijurann, comprises
matters
depend* most on the
Twat, consequently the district which in commercial
In a geographical sense, it forms even a direct
neighbouring colony of Algeria.
underfor the waters of its oases are derived by
southern extension of that
region,

The various rivers flowing in the
ground channels from the Geryville uplands.
the Wed-el-Gharbi, the U ,-d
direction of the desert, such as the Wed-en-Namus,
the
and all the intermediate affluent*, disappear beneath
Seggwer, the Wed Zergun,
subtern.n
flow in
sands of the Erg desert but the streams continue to
du
The ga/dleof
that
of
lifting
south
region
again coming to the surface
rive,
the*taken
valleys,
by
hunters and Shaanbu marauders, studying the direction
;

61

-A.F
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have discovered at intervals certain

ground passage of the waters.
The overflow of moisture oozes

or cavities, corresponding with the under-

feij,

up

an extensive sebkha, or saline depression,

in

which takes the form of a crescent in a southern gulf of the sea of sands. At times
travellers find some difficulty in traversing this saline plain, owing to the soft or

Round about the sebkha, which stretches north and
of the ground.
south for a distance of some 60 miles, are disposed the oases and erected the fortified

boggy nature
ksurs, to the
still

number

more numerous,

of about eighty.
for here

They appear

to

have been formerly even

and there are met the vestiges of ruined villages in

Fig. 200.

GURARA AND
Rtvile

1

:

WED

SAURA.

2.000.000.

Villages

'..'

30 Miles.

the midst of now-abandoned plantations, which

still

yield a few dates without

artificial irrigation.

The

inhabitants of Gurara, a

name by which

is

more

specially understood the

north and east of the sebkha, belong for the most part to the Zenata
branch of the Berber race.
The Meharsa tribe, however, which occupies the

district lying

northern oasis of Tin-er-Kuk,

is

of

Arab

descent,

and families of the Ulad Sidi

Sheikh confederacy frequently pitch their tents in this oasis round about the palm
groves of the town of Tabelkma.

In the Sherwin
its

oasis,

which

lies

west of the sebkha, the population, noted for
The whole group of oases encircling the

valour, is also to a large extent Arab.

Tin-:

iii:.\i:\

AM- TIMIMUN

depression contains altogether several

million

thousand ln-ing eoinpiUed

in

tin-

>e\en k-ur*

Smth

of

tin-

sel.kha

to the X\va tul..
ith

.

the shade of

The gardens

tin-

OASIS.

palm-trees,
/i,

..f

/,//,

over eight

hundred

or />./>{, which
belong

roud runs almoHt uninterruptedlv
\t or !<
mile*.

tin-

o\i-rhanj;ing foliage for u distance of

of Gururu ure not wutered by waters flowing <m the surface, Imt hv

fogarats (fcggaguir), that

is to say, galleries

and Afghanistan.

to those of Persia

To

the.

tapped at intervals by wells analogous
numerous ttcbkhas scattered over the

plain round the margin of the principal depression, are probably mainly due the
much dreaded fevers which prevail in the oases during the summer months.

These marsh fevers, unknown in the

rest of the

Twat country, are by the

native*

called ik/irnd, or " exterminating malady."

The
Here

chief oasis skirting the east side of the great sebkha

stands, surrounded

that of Tiinimnn.

is

crenellated walls, the most populous town in Gurara.

by

whole region. It is usually regarded as the capital of Twat, and
A neighthe resident sheikh is one of the most powerful persons in the country.

and even

in the

bouring convent belonging to the Tijaniya order also enjoys considerable influence
over the surrounding populations. Timimun is one of the three great marts of
Twat, and is more frequented than any other by caravans from Algeria. Never-

town does not appear destined to lie on the route of the future TransThe sandy waste which stretches to the north of the Gurara
sahariun railway.
theless this

Oaoon obliges travellers to

make

a detour, either to the east through El-Golea, or to

the west through Beni- Abbas, Kur/as and the valley of the
Bem-Abba, an important centre of the caravan trade,

Wed

Saura below

Igli

Wed
is

Saura.

the

first

oasis of the

the confluence of the upper tributaries. The village,
of six hundred souls, is almost buried amid the

and

which has a permanent population

Nowhere else in the whole Mussulman world can a more
surrounding dunes.
Five
of the religious confraternities.
striking example be found of the power
different orders are here represented, all claiming and receiving contributions from
the faithful.

One
down.

of these orders has

its

mother-house at

Situated on the left bank of the

Kana

t

some

(JO

miles farther

Wed

Saura, in the narrow valley formed
wastes of Erg to the east and the

between the two sandy
like Beni-Abbas, an indisjiensable
Iguidi dunes to the west, Karzas constitutes,
the higher valleys of the upper
from
station for travellers and caravans descending

by

this watercourse

lower Twat oases.
basin in Morocco and Algeria, or returning northwards from the
to
Thus lying on the great highway of the desert, Karzas would be exposed
the
town
neutral
of
sort
by
attacks from every quarter, had it not been created a
of defence i
incapable
Being
unanimous consent of the surrounding populations.
no walls, it welcomes as guests all
Encircled
is

never attack. -d

l.y

anyone.

by

few of
presenting tlu-niM-hes at the convent gates,

whom, however,

arrive empty-

handed.

The marabuts

from their pk
of Karzas not only enjoy the rexenu.-> derived
hirh
Wed Saura, and
yield dates of
a vast
along the

tions wl,i,.h develop
ilent quality,

garden

found nowhere cU-, but they also keep
including one variety
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large herds, which graze freely on the surrounding steppes and dunes, the animals
marked as the property of the order being respected by all. The confraternity
also derives large profits from trade, its members being the chief agents in main-

taining the commercial

relations

between Algeria and Twat.

Nearly all the
Kar/as marabuts marry before the age of fifteen. The direction of the community
is not a hereditary office, as in all other monastic establishments.
The dignity is
not transmitted from father to son, but passes by right to the doyen, or oldest

member

of the establishment.

ULAD-RAFFA, TSABIT, AND TAMEXTIT.
the centres of population which follow in succession beyond Karzas
in the Saura basin, one of the most important is Ulad-Rajfa, which is quite as

Amongst

by a branch of the Ghenenma, or
Ghenanema tribe, the Rlnema of Rohlfs, a Mussulman community noted for its
indifferent observance of the prescribed rites. The Rhamadan fast is kept by them
populous as the marabut town.

not in their

own

persons, but

It is inhabited

by proxy, the custom being

to hire substitutes

willing to mortify the flesh on their behalf for a consideration.

Most

of

them are

wretchedly poor, largely supporting themselves by plunder, for nearly all the
cultivated tracts in this valley are in the hands of a few opulent owners.
The
in
is
of
the
land
domains
the
curse
of
these
of
as
so
oases,
great
absorption
many

more

civilised regions.

The area
is visible

of arable land

might here be greatly enlarged,

for although little water

in the channel of the Saura, the central parts are at least always moist,

and the underground reservoirs might easily be tapped by sinking wells a few feet
Even below Ulad-Raffa, the sandstone hills hemming in the
deep along its bed.
stream, and whose base forms a sort of barrage, drive the water to the surface. In
this defile, says Fum-el-Khink, are situated some gueltas, or permanent meres,

always flooded with a

fluid,

which although somewhat brackish

is

nevertheless

drinkable.

South of the gorge some fogarats, fed by the subterranean waters, have been
successfully sunk in several places, and vast marshy tracts occupy the depressions

between the sandhills lying to the west of the
is

commanded by

and Zenata

tribes.

another sebkha

is

Wed

Saura.

One

of these sebkhas

by branches of the Beraber
Farther west, about midway between Wed Saura and Tafilelt,
skirted by an oasis containing five or six thousand palms, dotted

the fortress of El- Ugwarta, peopled

with the hamlets of

Tabelbelt.

South of the great Gurara sebkha, the oases are grouped more closely together
between the western escarpments of the .plateau and course of the Wed Saura,

which here

takes

the

name

of Messaud.

Here the Augwerut

(Wagwerut,

Ugwerut) oasis, inhabited by the Kenafra and the Ulad Abd-el-Mulat tribes,
stretches for about 18 miles along the foot of a range of heights pieroed with
underground

galleries

and

wells.

The

S/uirefand the zawya of Sufi Aoinar.

chief

town comprises two

distinct quarters,

TILI.ri.IN

The

Tsabit

TIDIKELT

INBALAH.

j,,i

although loss
xt.-nsive, enjoys greater commercial and
thanks
to its situation on the great caravan route.
strategic importance,
1,
capital, is still one of the most (wpuloiM towns u Twat, although in the
year 1848.
during a civil war between the oases it lost half of its inhabitants and palm grove*.
Towards the south follow in succession the oases of Sba, Buda, and Timmi.
At
the time of Rohlf' visit, the
of
hnmlets
group
twenty
constituting Timmi was
the most flourishing in the whole of Twat.
AJrar, its capital, which
a
oasis,

i

poaseaaea

jMTinanent market, enjoys this advantage in common with Timimun in the Gurara
district, and the town of Tamentit, which lies (> miles further south, at the farther
side of a saline depression

where no water

is

ever collected.

Tamentit, the largest town in Twat, forms an independent republic, administered
a
by
jemaa, or assembly of notables, and a sheikh. The population is not only
Mussulman, but mainly compiMed of a Taibiya confraternity, which sends its
regularly to the Sherif of Wezzan in Marocco.
Nevertheless, the
inhabitants of Tamentit are of Jewish descent, like those of several other dis-

offerings

tricts in

Twat.

Forcibly converted into fierce Mohammedan fanatics, and almost
Negro type by the intermixture of races, they have at least

assimilated to the

preserved their Hebrew origin, the characteristic qualities of tact in the administration of affairs, and much skill in the exercise of all the industries.
Their jewellers,
armourers, locksmiths, boot and shoe makers, and

TlLI.t

UN

TlDIKKI.T

have opened workshops
no respect to that of their

tailors,

and the quality of their ware yields
brethren in the large towns of Algeria and Marocco.

in the bazaar,

in

IXSALAH.

In the courtyard of the citadel at Tamentit the natives show with pride ft
u stone fallen from
heaven," a black polished block, which is probably a meteorite.

According to the local tradition, it was formerly a mass of solid silver, but was
afterwards changed to iron, doubtless in consequence of the depravity of mankind.
South of Tamentit, where the oases take the name of Twat in a more s|>ccial sense,
the plantations are grouped under the general denominations of BladSaliund Blad
Reggan. They are continued southwards along the course of the Wed Messaud us
far as Tilhtlhi

and

Tniin'rf, at

the confluence of another

wed descending from the

eastern plateaux. This district is one of the most densely inhabited in the whole
But farther on all cultivation gives place to the desert, in
region of palm groves.
the midst of which the river disappears, either absorbed in a saline depression, as

gorge through which it
effects a junction with the Teghazert, another stream flowing from the southern
IJohlfs

was assured by the natives of Twat, or

else in a

slopes of the

Ahaggar highlands.
to MM. Pouyanne and
number of the inhabitants, this

According

large
sandhills which

may

IK-

who have

collected reports from a

watercourse, interrupted only by a range of
traversed in less than two hour*, would app-:ir to In-long to

the fluvial basin of the Mirer,
succession of

Sabatier,

its

confluence with that

marshy depressions alternately dry and

riv.-r

flooded.

l-inir

Hut

through a

in this direc-
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no more human habitations, nothing being met except at long
camping-grounds of the Tuareg nomads. Such are Inzize, Timissau

tion there are

intervals the

and some other

places,

where a

little

water can be had.

of oases, however, begin again east of the Twat district properly so
an
called, beyond
intervening stony tract about 7 miles broad. Here arc grouped
the settlements of Tidikelt, Aulaf, Titt, and Akebli, the last-named noted throughout

The groups

the whole of the Sahara as a market for black slaves, and as a general rendezvous for

and caravans proceeding southwards to the Sudan. In the neighbourhood are some alum mines, worked by the natives.
In this district the most important palm groves are those of ImaJah (the Aintravellers

" Fountain of Peace " of the
Salah, or
Arabs), which lie in the northern part of
Here several villages follow from north to south along the
the Tidikelt oasis.

Fig. 201.

TWAT AND

Scale

1

:

TIDIKELT.

3,000,000.

Villages

60 Miles.

margin of a sebkha
the saline.

An

range of sandhills, which skirts the east side of
channel
underground
tapped by wells, in which is collected the
at the foot of a

water oozing through the sands, yields a sufficient supply for the plantations. The
area of cultivated land has even recently been greatly extended at the expense of.
the sebkha and of some unproductive thickets of shrubs.

In Twat, as in the rest of the Sahara, the land belongs to whoever sinks a well,
"
"
the soil:
But works of this sort can be underkeeps it in repair, and
quickens
taken only by the whole tribe acting in concert, or by the more powerful chiefs, who
can employ forced or voluntary labour. In the Insalah oasis the system of great
domains generally prevails. The sheikh and other members of his family own
severally many thousands of palms, and surround themselves with hundreds of
retainers,

who

eat their bread

and champion

their cause.

In Twat, however, there
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are also some small holdings, which anhighly cultivate!, and u* thriftily administered as the arable lands in tinYang-tst-Kiang
vnlli-y.

In tho northern part >f tin- InsiL!,
M^liana, to which M. Soleillet penetrated in the

situati-d th- village of

)-ear

But the

1873.

of population, Ksar-el-Arab, or Ksor-el-Arb, lies farther south.

Mrlian

i-hi.-f

Here

,

,

ntn-

n-id.-. the

sheikh, a very potent personage, thanks to his great wealth, to the heroic tradition*
Bujudu family, of which he is the representative, to the patronage he is able to
exercise over the neighbouring
Tuareg tribes, and to the protection he afford* to
caravans.
passing
of the

AIR, AND COUNTRY OF TIIK AWELUMIDF.N BKRHF.RS.

In the centre of the region stretching from the Tibesti highlands westwards to
the great bend of the Niger, rise the uplands of Air (in Arabic Ahir*), surrounded
on all sides by sandy wastes and rocky plateaux, and forming a distinct orographic

main axis disposed in the direction from north to south. This
the
Asben or Absen of the Negroes and undoubtedly the Agesimba
rugged region,
system, with

its

Ptolemy, has hitherto been visited only by one European expedition, that
conducted by Richardson, Barth, and Overweg in the year ItfoO. These explorers,
advancing southwards from Rhat, had crossed the central crest of the Sahara by
of

the jagged Azjar plateau and the gorge of Egueri.
Then leaving the region of
sandstone formations, they entered that of the granites, taking a south-westerly
and southern direction in order to reach the wells of Asiu, one of the most important watering-places in

the desert.

Here converge

all

the

main routes from

Ghadames, Tibesti, Twat, and Agades. On the level plain are sunk four wells,
yielding an abundant supply of water, but ferruginous and of a disagreeable flavour.

Two

of these wells belong to the Axjar Tuaregs, while the two others are regarded

According to an intertribal convention,
the
no
which, however,
respective owners of the waters are
longer observed,
bound to refrain from all acts of hostility beyond the limits of their own territories
as the property of the natives of Air.
is

It

was south of the

line of demarcation, consequently in the

Air domain, that

Barth and his fellow-travellers, although under the protection of Mohammedan
terms of
escorts, were attacked and plundered by the Azjars, in violation of the
this agreement.

The Air highlands cover

a considerable extent of ground.

From

the Tidik

of the northern group of hills, like a moat encirValley, opening to the north-west
southern limit of tho whole
cling a citadel, as far as the Baghsen mquntains,
From east to west the
line is about K'O mile*.
region, the distance in a straight
breadth varies from 40 to GO miles, while the superficial arei of the whole system

may

be estimated at 0,000 square miles.

Granite appears to be the prevailing

formation, although Barth and his companions also noticed some sandstones, and
in these highlands, as well as in those of Tibesti, some basalt rocks also occur.

the midst of the Saharian plains, which hi -re lie at a mean elrvution
of from 1,600 to 2,000 feet above sea-lev.-!, the heights of Air exceed, in some of
Iti.sing in

Ahir, incorrectly but designedly for the rwaon giron by Ruth,

i.

p. 336.

ED.
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an absolute altitude of 5,000

their crests,

feet.

The

loftiest peak,

towering in

pyramidal form towards the north-western extremity of the system, is Mount
Tengik or Timge, to which Barth assigns an estimated height of from 5,500 to
6,000

Towards the centre

feet.

4,400 feet

;

the same elevation.

Doghem

is

Mount

Eghellat, with an altitude of perhaps

and the two terminal groups of Doghem and Baghsen attain

rocks,

While traversing a deep gorge along the

Barth at

first

at least

foot of the basaltic

supposed that this mountain was even the culminating

point of the whole orographic system.
In the interior and round the contour of the Air highlands there nowhere

occur any upland valleys comparable to those of the European Alpine regions.
They are for the most part savage gorges and ravines developing a sort of shebka,
or " thread," like the beds of the torrents in the Mzab country.
But these

which are flushed by foaming waters after the heavy rainfalls of September
and October, do not form river basins lower down. They either disappear, absorbed
ravines,

in the vast sandy wastes or in the surrounding hamadas, or else

end abruptly in

where the rain water, collected in temporary

lakes, gradually

some rocky

cirque,

evaporates.

Taken

Air uplands present the general aspect of mountain
masses which the running waters have not yet cut into a regular range, with its
lateral ridges, offshoots, and transverse valleys.
Hence, as in Fezzan, the deprescollectively, the

sions are the only spaces available for cultivation, the intermediate cliffs presenting

nothing but arid escarpments.

FLORA, FAUNA, AND INHABITANTS OF AIR.

In their vegetation the Air highlands are not an exclusively Saharian region,

some of the plants here flourishing already attesting the proximity of Sudan. The
more fertile hollows are clothed with veritable forests, in which varieties of the

mimosa family form the prevailing feature.
common, while the grazing-grounds are

Thickets of the d urn-palm are also
sufficiently extensive to enable the

inhabitants to occupy themselves with the breeding not only of camels but also of
On all the grassy
zebus, which are used both as mounts and as beasts of burden.

heights goats browse in multitudes

;

but there are no' sheep, and horses are

extremely rare.

Most

of the villages have their cluster of date-trees

and

their fields of millet

(pennisetum typh&ideum) ; but the tracts brought under cultivation are far less
extensive than might be the case.
While in Sudan the ground is carefully tilled
with the hoe and weeded, the few natives of Air who occupy themselves with
The great majority of the " Asbenava,"
agriculture still make use of the plough.
as they are called, devote themselves to stock-breeding and to trade, relying to a
great extent on the inhabitants of

The

Sudan

for the necessary supply of cereals.

have disappeared from the eastern highlands of the
It
is
still
Sahara,
frequently met in Absen, and occasionally even in packs.
belongs apparently to a different species from that of Senegal, being destitute of
lion,

which seems

to

FLORA, FAUNA,
mane,

like the variety

less nimiiinn, is

AND INHABITANTS OF

AIR.

surviving in Western India. Tho leopard, although
more feared by the native*.
Hyenas are rery ran-, while tinstill

jackal prowls in numerous packs round
has its lair in the thickets, and
monkeys
in close proximity to the

human

all

the

cam pi 113- ground*.

Tho wild boor

boldly venture amid the clump* of

trw

habitations.

Various species of

antelopes, tome indigenous in Northern Sahara, some
from
Sudan, roam over the surrounding plains, and penetrate into the
originally
mountain gorges. The feathered tribe is represented
only by a small number of
but
each
of
individuals.
Of the specie* the most
species,
species by myriads
common are the turtle-dove and guinea-fowl. Although relatively to the rest of

the Sahara, the Air uplands may be said to abound in animal life,
they might be
almost described as a lifeless region compared with the southern zone of

steppes

bordering on the Sudan, and separated from Asben by the bare and arid Abadarjen
These steppes, says Barth, are the true home of the giraffe, and of the
plateau.
beautiful long-horned Icucoryx antelope
here the ostrich is met in large flocks,
and the ground burrowed in long galleries by the earth-hog (oryrtero/tu* trlliiopicwt),
an animal which never leaves its hole in the daytime, and is consequently rarely
;

i.s

seen by the natives.

Like

and fauna, the native population of Air gives evidence of the
constant struggle and crossing of species between the Sahara and Sudan.
In thi*
debatable land between the two regions, the Berber and Negro races have long
contended for the supremacy. The ancient Goberawa, who are traditionally
said to have been its former masters, would appear to have been black Berbers,
its flora

Those
constituting one of the aristocratic families of the Negro Haussa nation.
seem to have been followed by other conquerors of Berber origin, descending from
the northern highlands. Such were the Kel-Ghcres, that is to say, " People of
Gheres," and the Itissan, who arc classed by
the powerful Sanheja confederation.
But all these former invaders are

I

bn-Khaldun amongst the

now ranked amongst

the vanquished.

tribes of

Driven

from the Air highlands during the first half of the present century, they withdrew
in the direction of the western and south-western plains, here occupying a territory
ceded to them by the Awcllimiden confederacy. The Kel-Gheres and Itissun tribes
are distinguished amongst the Berber peoples especially for their strength, beauty,
comparatively shaking fair, and they
have also a great reputation
pride themselves on the purity of their blood. They
for courage, and although far less numerous than the present occupants of the
Asben uplands, they enjoy the advantage of being nearly all horsemen, whereas
Warriors mounted
their hereditary foes mostly employ camels in the battlefield.

and graceful

carriage.

The complexion

is

on horses have naturally much greater freedom of action, and can mancpuvre far
"
more rapidly than those using the clumsy ship of the desert"
The present rulers of Air, or Asben, called Asbenava (Asbenawa) by the
"

Sudanese peoples, give themselves the designation of Kel-Owi,. that is, Men of
O\vi," from a place supposed to be the cradle of their race, but the site of which has
not yet been determined by the historian. They are undoubtedly of Berber origin,
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and their home

lies

somewhere

to the

north of Air.

They even form part

of the

"

in a prefamous Auraghen nation, and might almost claim to be " Africans
that
the
name of
eminent sense, if it be true, as many learned authorities suppose,
the continent has been taken from these Auraghen, or Aurighas.*

But, however this be, the Auraghen are not of pure Berber stock. According
to the local tradition, the Kel-Owi undertook at the time of the conquest, about the

year 1740, to spare the lives of the black natives an alliance was even contracted
with them, the Berber chief engaging for himself and his posterity that the head
Most of his followers did
of the new dynasty should always marry a black wife.
the same, and at present the Kel-Owi, while remaining Awellimiden, or " veiled,"
;

like the other Tuaregs,

have for the most part a very dark complexion. In their
marked resemblance

features also, as well as in their moral qualities, they betray a

Haussa Negroes of Sudan. Like them they are of a bright cheerful disThe race of slaves has mingled with that
position, kind and friendly to strangers.
to the

who have preserved the purity of their
" Slaves."
opprobrious name of Ikelan, or

of freemen, say the Tuaregs,

give to the

Kel-Owi the

blood,

and who

The Auraghiye, or old Berber language, spoken by them, has also been
corrupted by a mixture of Haussa words and expressions, and most of the Kel-Owi

Some amongst

these Berbers have even forgotten
the
Such are
people of Agades, in the region
altogether their mother-tongue.
south-west from Air, who are comprised within the zone of Songhai (Sonhrai)

even speak both languages.

speech, the

On

Negro language current

in

Timbuktu.

the other hand, the old matriarchal customs have been preserved amongst
In Asben the husband does not lead the bride to his home,

the Kel-Owi Berbers.

but follows her to that of her parents.
Property also and power are transmitted
not from father to son, but in the female line from the uncle to the sister's son.

Analogous customs are retained amongst some other Berber
the

Negro populations

tribes, as well as

amongst

of Sudan.

TOPOGRAPHY OF AIR.
Selnfiat

and Tintaghoda, the two northern villages of Air, inhabited by
mere collections of hovels covered with the foKage of the d urn-palm,

marabuts, are

which has here

its

northern limit.

Although the residence of a secondary

an altitude of 1,920
feet on a wed by which the Timge mountains are completely separated from the
southern Boundai group.
In the neighbourhood dwell the noblest families of the
amanokal,

Tintellust is little better in appearance.

It lies at

Kel-Owi nation.

The Tintellust valley is described by Barth as a broad sandy
At the time'
channel, bare of herbage and only lined with bushes along its border.
of his visit it was the residence of the powerful chief Annur, and a little farther
south stands the sandhill selected as the camping- ground of the English expedition.
Doubtless this sandhill will ever be memorable in the annals of the Asbenaw^a as

the "English Hill," or the "Hill of the Christians." t
"
*
Carette,
Origine et Migration des principales tribus de 1'Afrique."
t Banth, " Travels," i. p. ai.

TOPOGRAPHY OF
Tintcllust
cast

Ti(ti<l,t,

a

AIR.

101

surpassed in population by two uthrr plan-, in Air: to tin- southgroup of three village*. on- of which in the residence of a |-

is

en joying a
high reputation for sanctity; ami to the Mouth-went *4mert, which U
said to have been
formerly a very large town, containing about a thouxand hooMt
and seven mosques.
At present scarcely more than eighty of it* hotues are
inhabited.
Fig. SOS.

Node

1

:

AIR.

t.OOMHk

,

M

..-

the imposing Mount TehereU,
South of this place the caravan route passes
route then skirts the wwt
whose steep slopes terminate in a double cone. The
the beautiful
it
which
penetrate* into
of the lofty Doghera escarpments, beyond
Africa
I
(Viitr.,!
\u,Was vallry. pn-Uiblv the most southern ph.,-,- iii
I

plough

is

used.

Here Barth saw thm-

ibM

x-Ul

to a

plough

a nd
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oxen by their master.

To

the north of the gorge leading from the valley, a gloomy
by a famous msid, or place of prayer, a pre-eminently

cirque of rocks is occupied

holy spot, founded to commemorate the conversion of the pagan Haussa people to
The sacred enclosure consists of stones regularly disposed
the faith of Islam.

round a space about 65 feet long, within which a shady acacia marks the place
where the imaum raises his hand in prayer. No good Mussulman coming from the
north ever neglects to offer his thanks to Allah when passing by this msid or
makam, which is known throughout the Sahara under the name of makam esh"
Kerim, the Shrine of Sheikh ben Abd the Gracious."
Formerly the capital of Asben was Tinshamun, a city of learned men and
Its trade and population
merchants, now mentioned only as a village in ruins.

Abd

S/ieikh ben

cl

have been shifted some 24 miles farther south, to the famous town of Agades, the
most populous in the whole of the Sahara. According to the local tradition, this
place had formerly as

many

ments have shown that the
contain as

many

The epoch

inhabitants as Tunis, and Earth's careful measure-

superficial area of the ancient city

was large enough

to

as fifty thousand souls.

of the great prosperity of

Agades was about the beginning

of the

was the chief mart of the Saharian border zone,
with
Timbuktu
and all the principal towns of the Sudan.
trading directly
Destroyed by the Tuaregs at the end of the last century, it has again risen from
sixteenth century, at which time

its ruins,

hundred

and

it

at the time of Earth's visit contained

inhabited

The

from

six

hundred

to seven

present about seven
thousand, including the family chiefs and traders, and others visiting the place on
business.
Foreign merchants are also settled at Agades, especially natives of
houses.

total

population

is

at

Twat, the most skilful dealers in the Sahara.

They are engaged exclusively in
the retail trade, and as brokers in connection with the importation of cereals from
the Sudan.
The diverse origin of its inhabitants and their varied commercial

have made Agades a polyglot city, where
are currently spoken the Aurighiye
(Berber), Haussa, and Songhai languages.
Arabic is scarcely understood, except by the lettered classes, who form here a
relations with all the surrounding lands

Nearly three hundred children attend the mosques, where
mainly confined to the recitation of verses^ from the Koran.

numerous corporation.
their instruction is

an altitude of about 25,000 feet, on the edge of a sandstone and
whose
waters, springing from great depths, yield a certain quantity
granite plateau,
of salt.
In several quarters the town presents the aspect of a heap of ruins,
mounds consisting exclusively of refuse and debris surrounding many of the

Agades

lies at

inhabited houses.

The only remarkable monument

in the place

is

the " Tower,"

pre-eminently so-called, about 95 feet high, and serving the double purpose of a
minaret and a watch-tower.
The shaft bulges out towards the centre, like the

trunk of a deleb palm-tree, and gradually tapers towards the summit, where
not more than about 8 feet in width. Like most of the houses in Agades,
built entirely of clay,,

a material,

its

and

in order to

four walls are united

crossing the whole, tower in

strengthen a building so lofty and of

by

its entire

it is

it is

so'soft

thirteen layers of boards of the dum-tree,

length and width, and projecting on each

ADOHAOH.
-idti)

from

'I

to

4

feet,

while at the same time affording the
only moan* of getting

the top.

Agades has but few industries, and
do ull the leather work and

these are mostly
.

1

ih

MI--,

The

highly pri/ed throughout the Sahara.

the

left to

women.

They

ami the eheeae made by them

local

trade

in

still

M

very ariive, the

transport of suit especially forming an important brunch of the busineM of tinplace.
By the Kel-Oheres and other Berber tribes of the district are organised

the curavuns, which huve to proceed to Bilma for the
supply and afterward*
it to the Sudan, where it is sold at the rate of from
convey
forty thousand to sixty
all

thousand cowries per camel-loud.
The salt caravan never numbers less than throe
thousand camels. At the time of Burth's visit the medium of exchange in the

Agades market was neither gold nor silver, nor shells nor bales of cloth, but only
the grains of millet (penniwtuin).
But forty years have elapsed since the great
traversed
this
and
explorer
region,
forty years often see many changes in the
customs and institutions of a people.

ADOHAOH.

West

of Air, and beyond the steppes inhabited by the Kel-Gheres and Iti
a
Berbers,
region of uplands, never yet visited by a single European traveller,
Its very name of
occupies a superficial area of at least 80,000 square miles.
Adghagh, or Adrar, makes it probable that this vast tract does not consist of a
series of level or uniform plateaux, but that it must be intersected by lofty

These heights, forming a group of highlands comparable to
those of Ahaggar and Tibesti, rise to the north and north-east of the great bend
described by the course of the Niger west of the deep sandy valley, through which

mountain ranges.

percolate the waters of the

Basso in

its

Wed

lower course, near

The southern
zone of regular

Tafassasset,

known by

the

name

of the Bullul

confluence with the Niger.

already comprised within the
Here the moisture-bearing south winds, arrested by the

slope of the
rainfall.

its

Adghagh highlands

is

mountain ranges, precipitate a considerable quantity of water, often in the form of
The Adghagh orographic system thus belongs in its
hail, on the upland valleys.
lower slopes to the Sahara.
higher regions to the Sudan, in its
The whole district abounding in pasture lands and forest vegetation along the
"
not only for camelmight become an African Switzerland," adapted
of an industrious
thousands
of
Hundreds
but also for cattle- farming.

river valleys,

breeding,

in cultivating the alluvial tract* at the

peasantry might also find employment
mouth of all the mountain gorges.*

But at present the country
tribes are

is

in the possession of the Tuaregs, whose various
and who,
designation of Awellimiden,

comprised under the general

came originally from the region of the Seharian
according to the national tradition,
the wr-h-rn plains, interTheir ancestors appear to have roamod over
Sahel.
Pouyanne,
bouctou."

" Note

wr

1'eUbu-einent d*

b

ourU de

U

r*gion oompri*
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mingled with the Ulad-Deliifl nation, 'with whom they had contracted numerous
After making themselves masters of the Adghagh highlands and of
alliances.
the surrounding plains, they united with other Berber or with Nigritian tribes
then breaking away from their mountain fastnesses, and crossing the Niger, they
;

penetrated far into the Sudan, where they reduced more than one

But they have been partly subdued

Negro kingdom.

in their turn, at least in an ethnological

and

Many have been assimilated in physical appearance to the
linguistic
while
their Berber speech has been largely affected by words and
Haussa Negroes,
expressions borrowed from the Nigritian languages of Sudan.
sense.

Travellers speak vaguely of communities not yet converted to the Mohammedan
faith, who are supposed to occupy the Adghagh uplands, interspersed amongst the

These aborigines take the name of Daggatun, and speak the
Tuaregs but their complexion is lighter, and they
No Targui, however poor, would ever
marry exclusively amongst themselves.

Awellimiden

tribes.

same Berber

dialect as the

;

consent to give his daughter in marriage to the wealthiest heir of the Daggatuns.
These pagans have no rights except through the mediation of some Targui
" shield."
But
patron, who in return for their tribute consents to become their
on
a
or
warlike
sets
out
the
when the tribe
marauding
expedition,
Daggatuns

According to the Jewish
being always placed in front.
these
retainers
of
the
Awellimiden
are Jews, if not in religion
traveller, Mardochai,
at least by descent, and like their kindred elsewhere, occupy themselves chiefly

become the

with the

shield,

retail traffic.

Being animated by little zeal for the faith, and remiss in the observance of the
prescribed prayers and fasts, the Awellimiden have neither schools nor mosques.
Their religious centre

Timbuktu,

to

whom

interpretation of the

is

in

Sudan, their marabuts being the Bakkai of

the

they remit their offerings, and from

Koran and

all

new

institutions.

whom

they receive the

Thus the ancient matri-

archal custom, according to which the inherita-nce passes to the sister's sons, has

now been

abolished

among

the marabuts of the Awellimiden, surviving only in

In other respects the usages of the southern Tuaregs differ
from those of their northern kindred. Like them they dwell in leather tents

the civil population.
little

or under matting, and the nation
caste of enslaved workers.

occupation
stock,

is

is

divided into a noble class, and the imrhad, or

Manual labour

is

held in contempt, and their chief

incessant warfare with their neighbours, whether these be of kindred

like the

Kel-Gheres and Itissan

populations of the Niger Valley.

tribes, or of alien race, like the riverain

CHAPTER

XII.

WESTERN SAHARA.

EST

of the transverse depression which extends from the aouthern

limits of the province of
its

Oran southwards

entire

to the Niger,

and which

throughout
length
probably occupied by the driedbed
of
the
the
Sahara
nowhere presents any promiMessaura,
up
nent mountain ranges constituting a distinct
physical
is

region.

whole extent

this vast tract,

comprising a superficial area of over
800,000 square miles, presents nothing but an everlasting succession of dunes.
depressions, slightly elevated humadas, rocky ridges or low ranges scarcely any-

Throughout

its

where exceeding 1,(500 feet above sea-level. To the whole of this western section of
the Sahara, which nevertheless has a breadth of over GOO miles, the inhabitant- of
the "Wed Suura basin apply the general designation of Sahel, or " coast land," as if
it were a mere inland extension of the Atlantic seaboard.

The northern

division of this Saharian region

is

mainly occupied with low

plateaux or level tracts and dunes, the hills forming unim{x>rtant groups, lost, as it
South of the Wed Droa
were, like islets in the midst of a boundless sea of sands.
the caravan routes running in the direction of Timbuktu
but hamadas with a mean elevation of from l,2oO to 1,300

at tirst traverse
feet,

nothing

and separated from

each other by river gorges, all inclined towards the west. The surface of the
plateaux consists almost everywhere of jxaleoxoic formations underlying more recent
rocks,
walls,

which by erosion have been cut up into the appearance of towers, crenellated
and other fantastic forms. Some of the serirs are paved, as it were, with a

mosaic

floor consisting of

myriads of

little

quart*, agate, opal,

and chalcedory

pebbles.

THE

loriDi

DUXES

JI-F

ADKAK.

South of these plateaux stretches, like a marine inlet, the great erg of Iguidi.
which is <lisjx>sed in the direction of the Atlas range, that is, from south-west to
north-east, and which begins in sight of Twat, on the left side of the Wed Suura
At the point where the traveller, I/enz, cross* d the chain, of dunes east of
basin.

the famous Bel- Abbas well, the general movement of the >and- lies in the direction
to south-east.
Such, at least, appears to be the trend, judging

from north-west
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from the normal disposition of the dunes, whose long incline slopes towards the
marine wind, while the more abrupt declivity

is

turned in the direction of the

continent.
The prevailing atmospheric current in this region is a sea-breeze
derived from the deviation of the regular trade-winds.
The mean height of the

Iguidi dunes ranges from 300 to 350 feet, although numerous crests rise to a
Fig. 203.

ROUTES OF THE CHIEF EXPLOEEES IN THE WESTERN SAHARA.
Scale

1

:

22.000.000.

Depths.

to 8,200

3,200 to 6,400

Feet.

Feet.

6,400 Feet

and

upwards.

60 Miles.

greater elevation.
Throughout the sands are disseminated
or
rather
particles,
crystals, derived from the disintegrated rocks.
still

little

black

South of the chain of sandhills follow the El-Eglab mountains,
consisting of
and
which
rise
to
granite
porphyry masses,
heights of from 1,000 to 1,300 feet
above the plains
uniformity

of

heights which appear prodigious in contrast with the dead
the surrounding waste.
Farther east stretches to an unknown

distance the dangerous Tanezruft region, so much dreaded
by the caravans
to the general absence of water. But towards the south winds the bed of a

owing

tonent,

which bears the name of the
which occasionally presents

Wed

Sus, like the river on the

Marocco

frontier,

to the traveller's gaze a slender
liquid streak.

and
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;
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Su-. other dreary wastes hav-

-till

to U- travi-mcd,

forming a vast sea of sands, which

is prolonged for hundred* of mile*, in theThis region is indicated on the maps by the name of .Inf. or
"
Depression," although Len/ heard no mention of this term, except a* applied
a ravine or small watercourse known as the \Ved-el-Juf.
Possibly the Juf may be

direction of the west.

less elevated

towards the west, but there

where below the

is

no reason

level of the Atlantic.

suppose that it falls anyHence the project put forward by the
to

English speculator, Donald Mackenzie, of cutting a canal in order to create in this
" inland
sea," with an estimated su])crticial area of 225,000,000 acres, or
region an
nearly twice the size of France, is based on a flight of the imagination destitute of
the least geographical foundation.*

The region

of the Juf is the least

known

desert in the extreme east,

Western Sahara, and

section of the

remains a blank space on our
Libyan
maps. This vast wilderness, covering an extent of over 1 'JO, 000 square miles,
has hitherto been traversed by no European explorer, nor crossed by any caravan
like the

it still

route.

West
desert

of the Juf and of the dreaded

broken by a group

is

Mughter dunes, the monotony of the
which the general name of Adrur

of rocky heights, to

as to so many similar eminences
(Aderer), or the "Mountain," has been applied,
"
But this " mountain of the Western Sahara, which is
in the Berber country.

cannot be compared with the
specially known by the designation of Temar,
It is in fact
other Adrars of Mauritania and the central regions of the desert.

more
little

more than a mere stony

tract connected towards its southern extremity with

the rugged plateaux of Tagant, and rising here and there to heights of from 250
to 300 feet above the surrounding sandy wastes.
According to the statement made
"a
to M. Masqueray by three young pilgrims from Adrar, it is
long island hemmed
in

between sandy

surface rolls

away

which present the apj>earunce of a sea, and whose restless
But these sandy sjwces, above which
the ocean waves." t

plains,
like

"mountain," would seem

rises the

to stand at a considerable altitude, at

leus-t if

the

statement can be credited that at the declivity of the El-Aksabi plateau, to the

north of Adrar, the outer escarpments present elevations of from 1,350 to 1,<>50 feet.
the descent down these abrupt inclines, the camels often stumble, and

During

the foot of the cliff.
rolling over, get killed at
are
Several other eminences, either isolated or developing continuous ranges,
of
remarkable
most
The
scattered to the north and west of the Adrar heights.
rock*
the
are
these eminences, which are composed mainly of stratified sandstones,
"
"
about
situated
or
Archways,"
of El-Guenater, that is to say, the
Bridges

midway between Adrar and

the

Wed

Draa Valley.

between which huge blocks remain suspended,

like

They

consist of basalt cliffs,

the keystones of

immense

vaulted roofs or arches.

"

MounAdrar the highest group is the so-called Adrar Set tuf, or Shell
the Saharian coastround which is developed the most advanced section of

West
tain,"

of

Donald Ma.-k.-i./i>. "The Flooding of the Sahara."
S-ri, ty."
f " Bulletin of tin- 1'arU Commercial Geograi hi.-il
62

AF

Mm-

li

and Apn.,

II
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line

The

between Cape Berbas and Cape Blanc.

slightly elevated

cliffs,

also containing

many

coast itself is here

fossil shells

formed of

belonging for the

most part

to species which still survive in the surrounding waters.
North of Adrar Settuf stretch the vast plains of Tiris, forming a kind of granite
" which serve
as observatories for men
floor pierced here and there by sharp rocks,

The sand which is formed by the decomposition of the granite
an
aromatic
vegetation affording excellent pasturage for camels.
supports

and moufflons."

RIVERS OF THE WESTERN SAHARA.

for

The neighbourhood of the sea and of the zone of regular tropical rains secures
the Western Sahara a sufficient quantity of water to prevent this region from

being entirely destitute, if not of a fully developed hydrographic system, at least
South of the Wed Draa, which
of some intermittent streams and watercourses.
receives a considerable

number

of lateral affluents, another torrent drains in the

mouth between the cliffs, which
named the Boca Grande by the fishermen from the Canary Islands

direction of the Atlantic, terminating in a large

has been

frequenting this coast. This is the Wed Shibica of the Arabs, and here probably
stood the ancient Spanish settlement of Santa-Cruz de Mar-Pequena.
At this
point Mackenzie proposed to begin cutting the canal which was to convey the
Atlantic Ocean across the intermediate waterparting into the imaginary depression
of the Juf,

and thus

About 180 or 200 miles from the sea there
a watershed running parallel with the coast, whence the rain

certainly exists

flood the Sahara.

waters flow in one direction through independent channels seawards, in the other
descend towards the south-east. In this direction they disappear beneath the
Iguidi dunes, beyond which they again come to the surface in the form of springs

and

little guetfas,

that

is

to say, small

meres and saline basins.

South of the Boca Grande, the only river valley of any great extent is the
" Red
Sakiet-el-Homra, or
Watercourse," which has sometimes been designated
as the official limit of Marocco, although really lying
true frontier of the empire.

The Adrar heights themselves

also possess

some 300 miles beyond the

an independent hydrographic system,

although certainly of very limited extent. The chain of hills skirting the east side
of this group of eminences sends down supplies sufficient to feed two rivers, both

which flow in the direction from north-east to south-west, that is, parallel with
the main axis of Adrar.
The northern stream comes to an end in a depression

of

where

waters spread out and evaporate yet it seems to be continued by the
southern stream, both having their origin in the same valley.
This watercourse,
its

;

on whose banks are concentrated nearly all the inhabitants of Adrar, escapes
from the region of highlands, ultimately losing itself in a marsh lying farther
south in the desert.

THE ATLA> TIC SEABOARD.
T

The

coast,

which

streams between

is

its cliffs

broken at intervals to admit a passage for the inland
and dunes, is one of the most dangerous in the whole of

TIIK

ATLANTir 8EABOABD.
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Africa.

Its forbidding
us, M -rt naturally m-jur,,! t, rn, r in (he
of the fifteenth rrntury, wh,-i,
ro,n|H 11,-d J,y th,-ir i.Mru,

seaboard, which

had already been
sight,.! l.-fun- th,
-h navigators from
v
DirpjK-.
Cape Nun, .. r

aeafarers, playing

l,y

th-

1'hamidan. and

w named,

on the word, because the sea eclux-d

IN

West,

.

Portuguese mariner*

ud thew

N

fcn DB Oao.

of

I5*.o-

Otol6
1,,'

attempting to round the point.

,,

.

I-

|

According

rt4

t

FeC

'

^

to another legend, those white

who sailed beyond it into the southern waters had
From this dreaded headland to Cape Juby, from
all

Bojador, and thence

F*t

...!

returned

mar

1>1

Cujx' Jul.y

t..

1'archel or

Cape liianeo, the aspect of the coast changes little for
The projecting promontorit* are in<li-tinrtly
total distance of about 7'20 miles.
to

marked on the horizon, while the inland h
monotonous appearance of uniform tablelands

i^lits

present everywhere the Mine

or sandy

low brown beach, almost umlistin^uishablr from

tin-

hills.

muddy

The grey dunes and

surf, scarcely

anywhere
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present a patch of verdure to relieve the gaze, or suggest the presence of man.
The sea breaks several miles from the coast, and when the west wind blows, the
first

white crests of foam are formed in 50 feet of water.

From October to April sailors carefully avoid these surf- beaten shores, where
not a single lighthouse has yet been erected, where the land is almost perpetually
wrapped in dense fog, and where a few hours suffice for the gale to lash the waters
For sailing vessels the most dangerous part of the
the section lying between Boca Grande and Cape
Juby. The
ocean stream skirting the continent from north to south, usually at some distance
from the mainland, and which is most felt some 6 miles seawards, also sets directly
into billows of monstrous size.

Saharian coast

in shore.

is

Hence

vessels here often drift helplessly towards the
inhospitable beach,

which has been the scene of many shipwrecks. The current, which has a normal
velocity of little over half a mile, acquires more than double that rate of speed
near Cape Juby, probably owing to the neighbourhood of the Canary Islands
confining it to a narrower compass.

On
about

the exposed Saharian seaboard,

little shelter is

afforded to shipping, although

midway between Cape Bojador and Cape Blanco a long

inlet

runs parallel

This is the
sea, here penetrating through a break in the line of cliffs.
"
de
or
River
of
Rio
Oro,
Gold," so named because in the year 1442 the Portua
obtained
here
little
guese
gold-dust by barter.
They thought they had discovered
the golden " Pactolus," which was reported to form a branch of the Nile in the
interior of the continent.
The approach is difficult, and sailors penetrating into

with the

the river in foul weather run the risk of perishing of hunger, because the bar
prevents their return and the land yields nothing.

FLORA, FAUNA, AND INHABITANTS OF THE WESTERN SAHARA.
Receiving a share of the regular tropical

rains,

Western Sahara

destitute of vegetation, and, like other regions of the desert,
oases.

Even

in the midst of the

and there with

tufts of herbage,

dunes the

little saline

it

is

not entirely

contains some few

swamps

are covered here

which supply fodder for the herdsmen's camels.

alfa, are known by
the designation of El-Miraia, or " the Mirror," doubtless owing to the shifting play
of dull colours and silvery tints, as the sea of alfa grass waves in the breeze.

In the southern parts of the Juf, extensive tracts clothed wiih

These alfa plains indicate the neighbourhood of the steppe region, which with its
forests of acacias and mimosas, follows farther south between the desert and the
Sudan.
Adrar, which already belongs to this intermediate zone, is overgrown with gum" the
trees, in some places so numerous that
gum would be given for nothing to

anyone wishing to come and fetch it."*
In these regions the zebra begins to make
monest animals

is

appearance, and one of the comthe ostrich, which suffers so much from the heat that it is easily
its

run down by the hunter mounted on an ordinary horse.
*

E. Mugqucray,

loc. cit.

On

the seacoast the

fishermen of

tin-

Had

refresh themselves

I'.u-Sha triU- lie in wait
tin-

by baiting

f., r

ihi-M- bird*

wat.-r with tin ir wing*.

when they come

to

Th.-n -tiMling Ix-hind

m

the dunes they suddenly spring up raising loud eries.
!,), ,,
ji,H \\ ,o<trirhes that they rush deeper into the sea, and *o are
captured one by one.
Like Murocco and the other
Barbury State*, the Western Sahara U divided
'tween the autochthonous Berbers and the
The Ait-Atta*.
intruding Aruha.
t

,

t

1 1.

Dui-Menia*, Berabers, Dui-Bcllals, and other tribes encamp on the HhpjMit,
changing their quarters according to the state of the grazing-groumU, and at time*

undertaking long journeys, either for the purposes of trade, or on mi*uon of
The Arab horsemen of the Sahel are said by
vengeance or plunder.
Duveyrier to
push their marauding expedition! us fur as the route between InKuluh and Timbuktu
in order to pillage passing caravans.

These raids are accompanied by camels ludcn
They ure fed on the suet as long us it holds out, and then
killed to supply food for man and beast.
Some of these expeditions last for several
with water und

months

suet.

at a time.

The caravans equipped

in the regions south of

Tufilelt, or in the oases skirting the great

Murocco are organised either

bend of the

Wed

in

I)rua, or else in the

One of their rendezvous is the Tekna oasis,
petty Berber states on the coast.
situated in the basin of the " lied Watercourse."
Hut a more favourite stution i
town of Tendff, founded during the present century exclusively for trading
It forms u group of over a hundred houses of beaten earth, encircled
purposes.
by
the

little

a few palms, and situated on a wed flowing towards the Drau basin. The town in
inhabited bv the Taiakant
Berbers, who *yield obedience to an Arab chief of the
9
If

Maribda

tribe.

This market does a considerable trade not only with Murocco und

Sudan, but also with Twut und Arabia.

Once a

year, about

December or Junuury,

"
the Tujakants assemble here to form the Kufilu-el-Kebir, or " Great Caravan
of
and
thousands
of
hundred
which
several
cumeU.
Timbuktu,
persons
comprises

During

his visit to this place,

Lenz was informed that the

caravan trade averaged about ."10,000.
May or June.

Owing

to the

devotion of

its

total value of the yearly

The return journey

inhabitants

to tnule,

usually takes place in

Tenduf enjoys absolute

and better
]>cople are also fur more enlightened
to all the
teachers
tribes.
educated than most of the other Suhuriun
They supply
religious tolerance.

The Tajakant

The vnrious tribes of this district are regarded as
hence even in Algeria many of the Berber
noble
a
lineage
belonging to specially
clans claim with pride to have come originally from the Si.kiet-el-Hamra country.
surrounding communities.

;

TOPOGRAPHY.
the route from Tenduf to Timbuktu, which runs due south-west along th<
line of hani.Hla* and sands, the only centres of population that am be calh-d town*
The former, lying near the Wed Till, in a low-',
aiv Tuin/.-ni'and Ariunin.

On

an important tatinn for caravans, wh:rh hen- find
part of the Juf depression, is
But the chief resource of the place arc ite deposit* of
water in abundance.
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which supply a large part of Western Sudan. The miners hew out
blocks over three feet long weighing about seventy pounds, and of these four make a
mineral

salt,

In the vicinity are seen the remains of some former cultivated lands,
and even abandoned villages. But the present inhabitants of Taudeni, a half-caste
camel-load.

Arab and Negro

people, occupy themselves exclusively with the salt-works.

They

themselves Drawi, implying that they came originally from the Wed Draa
But having ceased to keep up their relations with the mother-country,
district.

call

they depend now on the Berabish Arabs and on the merchants of Timbuktu. They
lead a miserable existence, drinking a brackish water, which they endeavour to
Those engaged in the saltcorrect with curdled milk and other ingredients.

When the heat becomes excessive,
quarries live part of their time as troglodytes.
they take refuge in the artificial caves excavated in the tufa hills skirting the

Wed

used instruments of serpentine in the saltworks, and these stone implements have become an article of export to Timbuktu,
the Sudanese women employing them for grinding the corn.
Till recently

Teli.

they

still

Arawan, lying near the southern margin of the desert, is the outpost of
It forms a converging point for caravans, corresponding to Tenduf at
Timbuktu.

Although lying at a short distance to the north of the
grassy steppes and mimosa forests, and abounding in water, which flows in an underground channel under the very houses, Arawan is one of the most wretched-looking

the other side of the Sahara.

places in the whole of the Sahara.

Nothing is anywhere to be seen except dunes,
a
or
a
The houses,
tree,
by single
patch of verdure for the camels.
scattered about irregularly to the number of about a hundred, form quadrangular
masses with only a ground floor. The beaten-earth walls are pierced with a single
unrelieved

opening for a low door enframed in ornamental work, occupying the whole height
of the wall.

house

is

built

Clay mouldings also embellish the edge of the terraced roof. The
round an inner court, which however is seldom occupied, owing to

the sand filling the atmosphere, and the dense swarms of

brought with every
fresh convoy.
Being an exclusively commercial town, troubling itself little with
the religion of its visitors, Arawan is inhabited only by traders from Timbuktu,
their retainers, and the Haratin, or free
Negroes, who attend to the caravans,
flies

watering, loading, and harnessing the camels.

The Barabish

tribe,

who

act as escorts, defending the convoys

from

their here-

Tuareg enemies, levy a tax on all travellers passing through their territory.
Notwithstanding their name, which would appear to be of Berber origin, the

ditary

Berabish are, according to Lenz, of genuine Arab extraction. At the time of Lenz's
visit, the tribal chief had in his possession most of the objects found on the body
of Laing,

when

that explorer

to native report, his

was

killed in the desert in the year 1826.

death was due to the failure of his medicines.

According

Two

patients

whom

he had treated died one after the other; so it was feared that he was
In the same region of the Sahara, ten
distributing poison or had the evil eye.
days'

march

traveller

to the north

*

Laing.

of Taudeni, is situated

was murdered by the Haribs ten years

Sukaya, where the English
after the assassination of

1

A

few other towns have

About 00 miles

i

inhabited by Negroes,

who

important place

which was

founded on the southern frontier of the desert

Arawan, on the route of (be mm-abandoned K-Suk. fttand
M,-l,nth,,) and .)/,////. both near ih,
.it desert, ami Uth

,,f

,.;,>(

the towns of Mnl.rnl;

A more

Wn
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is

acknowledge the >uprema.-y of
Waluta, which is said to be as

al.so

tb,.

-rahi-h Arabs.

]'

large as Timbuktu, and

18GO by the Senegalese officer, Alium Sal.
It lies alx.t;
miles to the south-west of Arawan, north of the El-Hodh
plateau, covering a space
of nearly half a square mile in an arid district bare of all
like
visited iu

Hence,

vegetation.

Arawan, it depends for its supplies on passing caravans, but has nevertheless
become a great centre of trade between the Senegal tribes and Tajakants of Tenduf.
ABA WAN unt MABBUK.

Fig. 205.

Scale
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A

is the
special local industry

1'Ver.d.ip

(7

.

ofCre,^

Miles.

manufacture of sacks and tobacco-boxes sold

in

every

ruins, the habitations of a

now-

market of the Sudan.

In the neighbourhood are seen numerous
vanished people.

But

towards the north-west, in the direction of Adrar, follow

of the Kounta tribe. The
amongst others that of TMit, capital
of the Sahara is
town contains about six hundred stone houses. This borderland
Ulad-Embarek
roamed over by several Arab tribes, such as the Ulad-Mahmud,
a Negro peoj^
are
oases
the
Azers,
of
Ulad-en-Nacer; but the settled population
river.
of Mandingo stock originally from beyond the Senegal
but
no
are
towns,
only a few m.
In the sahel or coastlands there
several oases,

camping-grounds.
tribe,

south of the

TemnuwM, lying in the territory of the Keguibat
Wed Jnia, is now little more than a group

/"'"""' "! <'""' '"' ll
of rorn.
surrounding Arabs ke,-p their supply
u
Sakiet-el-Homra and Juf basins, although figunng
parting between the

1
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on our maps, are mere encampments of tents set up in the glens where flourish a
few mimosas. The nomads of these districts belong to various races. The Ulad
" Sons of the
Lion," Arabs by extraction, are slave-dealers and much
Bu-Sba, or
dreaded marauders.
their neighbours

by

The Sherguins,
their

of Berber stock, are distinguished

round short features, small nose, prominent

from

ears,

all

high

forehead, and small stature.
Tidrarins, also Berbers, keep generally near the seacoast, where they
with the fishermen from the Canary Islands, exchanging milk for fish and
The Tidrarins fish only with the line or net, and have no skin
other produce.

The

traffic

had been stated by some travellers before Panet's expedition. They
belong to the powerful Ulad-Delim confederation, whose tribes are scattered over
the coastlauds from the "Wed Draa estuary to the plains bordering on the Adrar
boats, as

uplands.

THE ADRAR NOMADS.
Trarza and Brakna tribes on the right bank of the
Senegal, are like them a branch of the Zenagas, largely intermingled with the
Arabs, but much less so with Negroes.
They also speak a Berber dialect, differ-

These nomads,

ing

little

allied to the

Their

from the Tamazight language.

feature so highly

Ulad-Delim are always on the
given to strike

women
show

are remarkably handsome,

tendency to obesity, a
esteemed amongst the other peoples of the Western Sahara. The

to the roving habits of the

and owing

tribes,

less

alert for attack or retreat,

their tents, half

an hour

suffices to

and when the order

collect the herds,

pack

is

all

movables, and start for the next camping- ground.

The Uiad-Delim, Ulad Bu-Sba, and Yahia Ben-Othman

tribes are also

met on

the margin of the great saline of Ijil (Ishil) 7 although the produce of the sebkha
not to them, but to the Kounta people, whose territory lies to the south-

belongs

They require payment in camels for permission to extract the salt
and an export duty. No town has been founded on the shores of the sebkha,
although a considerable traffic is carried on in the camps about the salt-works,
and all operations
especially after the rainy season, when the depression is flooded
east of Adrar.

The

arrested.

salt is cut in slabs,

the same size as those of Taudeni, the total

annual quantity forwarded from Ijil to the Sudan being, according to Vincent,
The chief market for
twenty thousand camel-loads, or about four thousand tons.
.

the produce

people of

is

in the Tishit oasis

Sudan bring gangs

amongst the owners of the

of slaves,

who

are bartered for the

saline.
salt,

Here the

three slabs of

which represent the average price of a man.
Although rulers of Adrar, the Yahia Ben-Othmans do not reside in
district,

this

but keep moving about from place to .place collecting the taxes imposed on
The settled
tribes.
comprising altogether about seven

the subject

populations,

thousand persons, besides the slaves, are of Berber extraction, far less mingled
The current speech is
with foreign elements than the neighbouring "Moors."
also usually

the Zenaga Berber dialect.

banks of the streams that take their

They dwell

for the

rise in the interior of

most part on the
El-Gucdim, or

Adrar.
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Waittm, fonii.-rly the lar-.-M mil m..>t fl.,uri*hing in thwas also the most learned, whence it* nmu-, uhirh in Arabic moans

It

Rivers," thut

is

to say, according to the local
interpretation, tho

of Dates and the River of Science."

During the

first

"River

half of the sixteenth
century

Portuguese had hero a factory, which, however, they were compelled to
abandon, owing to its great distance from the Atlantic seaboard.
the

At

the time of Vincent's
journey the capital of the district was Shinguiti,
in the midst of the dunes to the south-west of Wodan.
Yet

which stood

although

was said to have contained as
many a* eight hundred
houses, with a population of from three thousand to four thousand souls.
Attar,
the present residence of the chief, and Ujcf, are ako
populous villages.
lost

the sands,

among

it

Altogether the Adrar oases contain al>out sixty thousand date-tree*, and beside*
these plantations the natives also cultivate wheat,
barley, and some other grains.
Panct, the dowry of the bride is in reality merely the price set upon
According
her head, usually fixed at thirteen ells of cotton. Should she fail to
please her
husband, she may be divorced by receiving back the piece of goods. Hut should
to

she on' her part be dissatisfied with her husband, she
the condition of returning the dowry.

TIIK

MARABUTS

may resume

her liberty on

ECROPKAX IxFLi"Exn.

All the inhabitants of Adrar are marabuU, recognising the supremacy of a

who
Sumo of

spiritual chief

authority.

El-Ouadim, and who also enjoys a certain tnnjKir.il
the natives belong to religious confraternities, whose head-

resides at

In most Mussulnnn lands the
quarters are in Marocco, Algeria, and Tripolitairi.
marabuts are revered by the warlike classes; but in this frontier region of the

Sahara they arc hold in little esteem. They certainly occupy a higher position
than the serfs and slaves, who are designated by the term lahmfh, that is to say,
" flesh
good to cat

"

but the resj>ect paid to them

is of a
purely formal character,
celebration
of
the
the
rites.
On these occasions
religious
except perhaps during
set
cleared
of it* scrub
up in a space
they take their stand on a mound or a rock

and

;

which is applied the title of mosque, like the stored edifices erected
Here the prayers are recited in a loud voice by the marabut*. prostrat-

stones, to

in towns.

Ik'ing
ing themselves in concert with all the congregation of tribal warrior*.
meek disposition, the
mostly absorbed in mystic contemplation and generally <>f
marabuts of Adrar and neighbouring districts submit uncomplainingly to the

At the
caste.
oppressive exactions imposed on them by the Moors of the military
of
a
satisfaction
with
would
government.
change
time, they
probably accept

same

seem at
by which they miirht acquire a greater share of influence than they
it to
Hence it is through their co-operation that the Fn-nch of the
_-,il

enjoy.
settlement* havr

factories that

\

.

r.il

times

have now been abandoned

<-n<l

to re-establish the

for nearly four

hundred years.

Portuguese

'
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also to their support, the Spaniards have become, since the end of the
nominal masters of the entire strip of coastlands which stretch for
the
year 1884,
a space of about 480 miles, between Capes Bojador and Blanco.
Through their

Thanks

influence Spain hopes perhaps to be able to penetrate into the interior,
attract the caravan trade towards

its

new

and thus

settlements on the Atlantic seaboard.

have already been founded on this coast, one at Villa Cisneros, in the
Erguibats peninsula, another farther east on the shore of the Rio do Oro inlet, and
one each on the Cintra and Del Oeste creeks. But hitherto all these Spanish

Four

stations

little more than obscure
fishing villages, less important
similar
establishments
founded
were
in the same districts by
even than
formerly
At that time the waters were crowded with
the fishermen of the Canary Islands.

settlements have remained

of
fishing smacks in the neighbourhood
" Roach
dos Ruyvos, or
Bay."

Cape Bojador, and especially about Angra

A1TKNDIX.
STATISTICAL TABLES.

T1UPOL1TAXA.
Area, including the Kufra Oasis
and Wagner
Population, according to Behin
Area of Barka, excluding the southern oaaes
Approximate population, according to Camperio
.

4M,OOOcq.
1,010,000

.

J40.000
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ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS OP TRIPOLITANA
Provinces.

continued.
Chief Towns.

District*.

Bu-Njeim
Sokna

Bu-Njeim
Jofra

Zella

Zella

FEZZAN

Wady
Fogha

Wady

Brak

Shiuti

........

Lajal (Sebha)

Hofra

RHAT
Export of cattle from Cyrenaica to Alexandria (1882),
Trade of Benghazi (1862), 41.000 1871. 467,000.

Fogha
Jedid

Murzuk
Rhat

14,000.

;

Shipping of Benghazi (1878), 511 steamers, 891 sailing vessels; tonnage 300,417.
Sponge fisheries of Benghazi yearly value, 80.000.
Trade of Tripoli (1880); imports, 714,200; exports, 603,900 total,
1,318,100.
1,600
Export of alfa from Tripoli in 1870, 1,022 tons value
:

;

;

1875, 33,590

94,900

,,

SHIPPING OF TRIPOLI (1880).
Steamers, 510; sailing vessels, 1,414; tonnage, 433,405

FEZZAN.
Area, 120,000 square miles

:

population, according to Rohlfs, 200,000.

TOWNS OF FEZZAN, WITH APPROXIMATE POPULATIONS.
WADI SHIATI.
Semnu

1,500

.

Brak

Zighen

1,000

Ederi

800

WADI

,

1,000

.

6.50C

HOFEA.

LAJAL.

Murzuk and

outskirts

Traghen

.

Zuila

Tekertiba

.

.

.

1,000

1,500

.

1,000

.

600

Temissa

800

Ugraefe
Ubari
Jedid

1.200
1,500

Fogha

.

1.000

Karda
Temenhint

1,000

Gatrun

.

1,500

800

Tejerri

.

800

.

OTHER

OASES.

TUNISIA.
Area, according to

Behm and Wagner

.

Approximate population

,.

EUROPEANS IN TUNISIA

(1881), 35,987.

PALM GROVES OF THE TUNISIAN
Oasis of Tozer

.

Nafta
El-Udian

El-Hamma

,,

Mussulmans
Christians

.

OASES.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

46,550 sq. miles
1,500,000

.

.

.

313,000 palms
240,000

18&000
80,000

API
I--.

M mm

TOTAL BmrrtMn or Trxmu f!882)
>...
*, 3,641 toraiMgv.
,

;

TOTAL

Tiui.r.

198J.
-rtH.

.

t*,

Total

1711,260
436,420

Import.
I

-

x
!

I

S48.0

....

,

.
.

,

,,*247,ei*

TRACK or Tvwu AXD TRIPOLI wrrn
I

1,478.000.

or Ttnrnu.

to Great Britain
(IMS),

430,320

;

OWAT

import* to

Gnat

BMTAIX
Britain (1882),

184.310.

BITDOBT or TtrjrniA (1884).
Income, 4*22,670; expenditure, 479,8:0.

Debt of the Bey of Tunw
(1849)
"
(1869)

UAILWAYB
Railway^ (1883)
French Kail way* (1884)

ADXI.VISTRATIVK

;

800.000
11,000.000

AJTD

TJUUunu.

....

niilmge 200
133

..;-,.
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MEAN ANNUAL TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL ON THE ALGERIAN
Mean

Oran

61

Algiers

63
63
65

....
.

Philippeville

LaCalle

.

.

.

.

COAST.

Mean rainfall.

temperature.

Fahr.

...
...
.

.

.

.

.

.

12 inches

28
34
37

,,

AKKA AND POPULATION OP KABYLIA WITHOUT PALESTBO AND BENI MANSUR
Great Kabylia (Arrondissement of Tizi-Uzu)
Bougie)
Kabylia (

Little

POPULATION OF OEAN

.

.

417,012

.

200,615

1,392,000

.

.

1,211,000

.

(1881).

French and Jews

22,070

..........

Foreigners

Mohammedans

(1881).

Area in Acres.

Population.

Total

28,223
9,084

59,377

.

.

POPULATION OF THE ALGERIAN CLOSED BASINS AND ALGERIAN SAHARA

French

(1881).

3,589

.

.*

.

Naturalised Jews

1,101

1,784

Foreigners
Total

6,474

'.

.

PROGRESS OF THE POPULATION OF ALGERIA SINCE 1851.
Census of

,,

185152

.

.

.

.

.

2,554,121

1872

2,416,225

:

Decrease, 137,896

1878
1881

2,857,626

:

Increase, 451,401

3,310,412

:

442,786

.

;.

.

.

VITAL STATISTICS OF THE EUROPEAN POPULATION OF ALGERIA (1830
Province of Algeria

Oran

.

.

.

11,755

13,692

.

7,734

12,097

Constantino

,,

VITAL STATISTICS FOR THE WHOLE OF ALGERIA
Births, 91,562; deaths, 82.296.

.

.

.

French;

.

.

.

.

.

.

1881

3,483

,,

48,274
66,050

,,

195,418

*

1851

,,

(1882).

Increase, 9,266.

FRENCH AND F REIONERS IN ALGERIA SINCE

...

1833
1845

1833.

Foreigners,

.

4,329

61,126
65,233
189,944

,,

POPULATION OF ALGERIA ACCORDING TO NATIONALITIES
Natives (Arabs and Berbers)

1853.)

25,411 births, 34,979 deaths.

.

(1881).

2,842,497

.

'

French

195,419

.

Naturalised Jews

35,663
112,047

Spaniards
Italians

31,865

Maltese and other British subjects

15,149

Germans

3,738

Other Europeans

18,535

Total

MEAN DISCHARGE
Macta
Shelif

Seybouse

.

.

3,254,913

OF THE THREE CHIEF RIVERS IN ALGERIA.
Area of Basin.
Discharge in Cubic Feet.
28,000
4,280 sq. miles
.
50,000
15,300
.

4,000

.

35,000

,

WELLS SUNK BETWEEN THE YEAES 18561883.
Total depth
Total y*eld

27,000 yards.
3,850,000,000 cubic feet per annum.

AITI:V.IX

WED Rio.

......

tuber of oases

Number

of

wvUn

.

.

.

,

Yield per second
NiiinlH r of
date-palms
NuiiiUT nf iithi-r fruit >tn-ii

Valu,-

,,f

pn>du.v
Population
.

WILD

....
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ALOEBU DURING THE EIOBT TEAM r*ox

Lions. liomiMcn, and win]]*

Hywnas

..........

;

.

90009

40,000

.

G.000

REACTS SILLED IN

Panthers

6IH 000

.100,000

......
......
.

(

Mt (!)

M0gk..

1872 to 1880.

.

.181

.

.

.

MM

CORAL FUBEHIEB ox THE LA CALLK COAJT.

Men

18-Jl.

1882-

employed, 2,600; yield, 892 cwtn

tonnage, 612,709

;

(1883).

value of cargoes,

;

TRADK AND Sinm.xo or PHILIPPEVILLE WITH STOBA
Veael, 1,581 tonnage, 849,984 value of cargoes,
;

100,000.

49,000.

TRADE AXO Siiirnxu OF BOXA
Veaaek, 1,231

value,

;

4.SO

1,054

..

;

2.400,000.
(1883).

26,000.

OP COLLO (1883).
709

tonnage, 130,896.

;

SHIPPING OP JUKLLI (1883).
Vowel*, 4o4 tonnage, 178,372.
;

BONA

SIIIPPIXO OP

469

(1883).

tonnage, 213,900.

;

TRADE AND SHIPPING OP ALOIERS

(1883).

Entered, 582 vessels; tonnage, 156,290. Cleared, 750 veawk; tonnage, 2 1 5*. 162.
total tonnage, 371,452.
VALUE or CABOOBS.

ImportM
Export*

............
............
....

Total
SIIIPPIXO or

1.332

4,656,000
1,634,000

0,190,000

(1883.)

tonnage, 61,026. Cleared, 161 vemeU tonnage, 63,168.- Total, 298 rants;
Total, with coaatora, 458 vernel* tonnage, 198,190.

Entered, 137 vessels
tonnage, 124,194.

MOSTAOAXEV

ToUlvMKb.

;

;

;

SHIPPING or ARZEU (1883).
801 veMola; binnagts 299,752.

SHIPPING or ORAN AND

HERS EL-KEBIR.

Entered (1875), 323.450 tonnage. Entered (1884), 067,728 tonnage.
vessels
Fishing nnacka, 173 value of the fUheries,
1,231,024 tonnage.
;

;

Total

hipping (188J), 4,094

29,000.

SHIPPING or BEKI-SAT (1883).
643 vessels tonnage, 386,546.
;

SHIPPIXO or NEMOtTss (1883).
300 vessels; tonnage, 66,281.

GENERAL TRADE or ALGERIA.

EjrlL

Imports.
'

1831

1882

!...*.

.

.

260,000

.

69,000

16,478,000

.

22,478,000

ToUl.
.

SHIPPING (1882).
\cssels; tonnage 1,940,465
1,931.1'.:

Total
10.889
Fishing smacks (1884) 1,060

3,871,662

.

;

tonnage, 3,687

;

crews, 4,44.

319,000
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FOREIGN SHIPPING ENTERED
French
English
Spanish

513

,,

404,377

1,747

,.

137,794

647

75,928

5,167

1,844,706

Italian

Total

(1882).

tonnage 1,226,607

vessels, 2,260;

TRADE OF ALGERIA WITH GREAT BRITAIN.
Imports from
Gieat Britain.

Exports to Great
Britain.

1878
1882

.

.

CIVIL

IN THE

......

Suk-Ahras
Tebessa

COMMUNES

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

357,352

168,971

695,224

317,432

MEJERDA BASIN.
Population (1881).
5,961, of whom 3,740 Europeans

3,048

1,009

,,

CHIEF CIVIL COMMUNES IN THE NORTH -EAST AND SEBOUSE BASIN.
Population (1881).

Bona

La

whom

28,536 of

with Um-Thebul
Guelma, with Ain-Tuta
Wed Zenati, with Ain Regada
Randon, with Wed Besbes

6,495

Duzerville

Calle,

.

Ain Mokhra

....

.

.

i

.

20,515 Europeans
4,826

6,396

2,453

8,581

3,353

405
505
505

2,612

1,495

5,478

CHIKF CIVIL COMMUNES OF THE SAFSAF AND WED-EL-KEBIR BASIN, WITH NEIGHBOURING COASTLANDS
Constantino
Philippeville

....
....

.....

Conde-Smendu
Bizot

El-Khrub

.

Population (1881).

42,721 of

whom

18,326

24,820 Europeans
16,444

10,992

508

6,936

241

6,941

521

6^685

Wed Atmenia

5,339

Robertville

4,875

336
418
355
636

4,648

1,268

4,431

Mila
Ruffash

Jijelli

Hamma

6,533

....
.....

Saint-Arnaud
El-Harrush

3,952
3,352

257
366
620

Ulad Rah mini

3,389
2,819

303

2,731

271

.

Gastonville

Duquesne
El-Kantur
Sidi

Merwan

Saint-Charles

Ain-Smara

....
....
....
....
....
....
.

.

Collo

CIVIL

.

'

299

2,725

183

2,531

437

2,481

2,234

276
136

2,106

660

COMMUNES OF GREAT KABYLIA.
Population (1881).

Tixi-Uzu

23,638 of

whom

1,101

13,010

1,678

7,2W

304

6,161

295

l>ra-el-Mizan

2,41!)

Fort National

236

691
236

Dellys
Bois-Sacre
.

Rebeval

.

Europeans

...

Cam dm.

Gmatmnm

or TBI

....
....

Iwenraio

A. 782

Minorrille
Palaitro

AJTD

MITIJA WITH

>0 |4

....
....
.......

IXBAMTAXT*.

whom 60,667

I1,jj|

.,

11,643

8,868

,,

6,614

\

Saint-Eugene
Huasein-dey
Algiera, with outekirto

Rorigo
L'Arba
Kolea

i

om 3,000

70,747 of

.

Buaarea, El-Biar

Tonduk

M

i

.......
...
...

MuMtapha

Bufarik

J (UH).
416

whoa

of

i,m

COMMUNES or TUB SABKL

Blida

BAO*.

6,704

IWj-Menaiel

Algiers

LBD

93,171

.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
......
......
.......
.......
......
......
.....

68,814

22,844

7,680

.

9,231

4,919

7.0J6

1,057

6,173

487

6,960

1,677

6,439.

,,

2,764

,,

Man-ngo

4,000

,,

1,868

,,

Muzaiavilk-

3,873

Duera

Suma
L'Alnw
Sheraga
Rivet

3,492

Maison-Carrcc

:

3,477

609
829

,.

3,430

2,292

3,196

.....

.

1,108

3,166

,.

400

3,031

,.

1,703

CHIEF CIVIL COMJCUXW or THE DAHBA DIOTRICT.

.......
......

Quraia
ShereheU
Tenes
.
Montenotte

PopoUtioo (1WI).
236 Enropeuu
23.865 of whom
*

....
.

.

7,786

2,174

-." 4 *

>. 643

CHICT COMMTTXES or THE SIIELIF
DKFIBTMBST or ALOIEM -

Medea

......
.......
......
....
......
......
......

.

.

.

16,391 of

Orlcaiwville

Miliana

.

.

Boghari

DBPARTHKKT or

2,686

,Wl

2,812

3,0*4

.

M*

Affreville

Boghar

8,242

6,710

Duperre
Teniet-el-Haad

Saint-Cyprien de Attaf

PopuhllBI (Mil)
6,128

whom

ti

2,110

OA

M<mtaganem

.

.

.

.

13,422

.

.....

PontduShelif
Abukir

........

CUIEF COMMC.XES OF TH1

S. 663

-M

W*tOMM

TxLL.
i

....
'

Tl.mcen
Ain-Temunhtnt

69,377 of

W*
*.

Beni-Saf

.:.-..

who

M2

Mi-erghin
1

Nexnoura
v

88

*F

749

.

'20

-

Nedroma

--:

47,2l

.

.

.

463
'

'

,
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COMMUNES AND CHIEF TOWNS OF AURES, HODNA, THE ORAN PLATEAUX, AND ALGERIAN SAHARA.
PROVIKCK or CossTAUxniB

Biskra

Batna
Msila

Tugurt

/El-Wed
Guemar

Suf District

<

Kuinin

(

....
....
....
....
....
....
....

Population (1881).

7,085 of

whom

324 Europeans

3,846

1,235

2,845

26

6,000

9,000
4,440

2,890

PROVIXCR OF ALGIERS

Bu-Sada (mixed commune)

whom

5,112 of

....

75 Europeans

'

Jelfa

Laghwat
r

Mzab

District

>
'

842

175

3,808

87

.

,,

,,

Ghardaya (mixed commune) 10,428
Beni-Isguen
Berrian
Guerara
Melika
El-Atef

4,695

,,

,,

4,440

,,

2,940
1,760
1,670

Bu-Nura
Wargla

....

El-Golea

.

1,190

2,000

PROVINCE OF OKAS

Geryville (mixed

commune)

POPULATION OF THE THREE PROVINCIAL CAPITALS
Algiers

.

Oran

.

.

.

\

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(1881).

65,227

.

.

53,500

...

'

Constantino

.

.

.

.

.

RETURNS OF THE GENEVESE COLONISATION COMPANY, SETIF
Domain, 39,000 acres, of which 2,750 fallow.
Value of the estate, 220, OOQ.
Revenue for the year 1884, 17,580.
Population, 2^982 Natives

265 Europeans

,

(1884).

total, 3,247.

,

..........

RETURNS FOR THE TLEMCEN DISTRICT
Orange groves

(1830).

Olive

.

Gardens and orchards

.

.

.

.

Vineyards
Total under cultivation

.

.

'.

....

RETURNS FOB THE WARGLA OASIS
Palm groves (number of trees)
Palms yielding fruit

33,450

.

30 acres
1,170

1,625

,,

1,135

,,

3,960 acres

(1880).

.........
....
.....
.

-

.

.

Native artesian wells

454,306
160,000
395

Ordinary wells
Yearly yield of dates (tons)

EXTENT OF FORESTS

IN

THE TELL DISTRICT

(1884).

3,506,000 acres

State forests

Communal and
Private forests

tribal forests
.

.

v

.

.

.

.

-.

.

.

.

.

-.

Total State forests hi Algeria
Olives grafted

by Europeans (1877)

....

natives

.

730,000

-

748,000
4,315,000

.

600,000
1,200,000

Oil imported (1882)

exported

600
7,000

3,000 quintals

360

,,

Cork exported

(1881), 3,850 tons; value,

185,000.

ORANGE GROVES OF BLIDA.
1,000 acres

;

average yield, 40,000,000 oranges

;

value,

32,000.

,,

AITENDDL

i

MIXIJTO Imxnmrr.
*

open (1882), 37 hands employed. 3,080.
Yield of the Beni-Saf mine* (1883) : 264.804 tons of iron
;

DA-K PALMS

Hodna

is

ALOKMA

20,000

Kl-Kantara
/ilxm
Hiskim

Wod

Righ
Tugurt
Suf

.

.

.

.

.

.*

(1880-1884.)

W.iyla
Laghwat and Mzi
.

.

76,000

.

446,000
160,000

WedJeddi

402,000

MeUiU
KM;.

-

....

Mab

170,000
180,000

.
-

.

i.

South

i

16.000

.

Onm

Total revenue of the palm groves

1

Land under crops
Total yearly value (about)

GRA,

CHIEFLY TO ENOLAXV.
10,500 metric quintal*

1869

90,000

1870
1885

800,000

370,000

VlXICCLTOB.
2,000 acn*

1850

Vincviird*,

;

Yield,

1

,500,060

18G4

29,000

1876
1882

42,000

55,000,000

100,000

170,000,000

150,000

224,000,000

1885

250,000

o'JS.OOO.OOO

Europeans employed on the Vineyards (1882)
Natives

10,368
"12,736

,

EXPORT OF ANIMALS AND ANIMAL PRODCCB
546,983

Sheep

&c

34,531

Wool
Skins, hides,

Conl

&c

..

Other product*

gdbM

16,000,000

1884

Fish

120,000

1,100,000

*">''

Cattle,

,

8,750,000

EXPORT OF ALFA
1

.,,

,

(1882.)

Value,

437,000

.;
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EUEOPEAN COLONISATION.
Lands granted

to settlers (1871 to 1882), 1,190,000 acres.

whom 3,886

Resident settlers (1882), 24,455, of

were immigrants.

....

PUECHASE OP RURAL LOTS (1877
Land bought by Europeans from natives
natives from Europeans
,,

to 1882).

holdings per head

size of

.

32,000

,,

470,000

,,

2,702,000
18

,,

....

Total
Total lands owned by Europeans (1881)

Average

438,000 acres

.

.

.

.

.

LIVE STOCK CAPTURED FEOM THE NATIVES (1830 1845).
.
.
.
'.
.
18,720,000
Sheep
.

Horned

.

.

cattle

3,605,000

Camels

917,320
Total

.

.

23,241,320

.

ROADS AND RAILWAYS.
Carriage roads open (1882), 6,300 miles
Railways open (1885)

1,080 miles

Capital invested
.

.

.

.

.

.

TELEGRAPH SYSTEM
Mileage, 3,645

.

Civil

Commune8

f
(

,,

(1882).

^^ fuU

Mixed Communes

Military Department

ri

^hts

mixed.

,,

624,000

.

wires, 8,678 miles.

;

COMMUNAL DIVISIONS OF ALGERIA
Department

18,000,000

'

Receipts (1882)

Civil

2,800,000.

outlay,

;

(1884).

Area in acres.
4,788,000

'

21,860,000

.

.

901,689
1,869,178

7,770,000

47,292

87,290,000

436,773

122,508,000

3,254,932

.

.

Population.

(

(Native
Total

.

.

.

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTORS

REPRESENTATION

....
....

Department of Algiers
Constantine

Oran
Total

(1885).

22,338 of

...

whom

14,985 voted

17,478

11,700

18,521

11,876

58,337

38,561

,,

MUNICIPAL ELECTORS (ALGIERS), 1884.
French

20,686

.

Mohammedans

.

18,046

.

.

.

38,732

FINANCE.
1,530,000

Receipts (1883)

Communal Budget

(1880)

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

720,000

PUBLIC WORSHIP.

Roman

Catholics,

Mohammedans,

310,000;

2,842,497

Primary Schools

;

36,800.

expenditure,

expenditure,

Protestants,

7,500;

expenditure,

Total, 3,160,997; expenditure,

8,650.

48,750.

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION (1882).
.
726, of which 542 secular, 151 religious

in civil territory

.

Franco- Arab schools
Jewish schools

.

21
8

Total

.

.~765

ATTENDANCE AT THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
Girls.

TotaL

12,653

14,095

26,648

5,906

4,633

10,539

6,617

6,670

13,307

Boya.

French
Jews
Foreigners

Mohammedans
Total

2,814

27,890

358

25J56~

3,172

53,666

3,300.

AITI.N;
ATTEMDAMCM AT THK PBIMABY Snoot*Franoo-Arab chool

in th>

military dirimotu

Mussulman
Infant asylums

4.4M
.
.

Ti>Ul

.

r-7
~6T

HIOBEB SCHOOLS AXD COLUURS.

-:
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ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS OF ALGERIA, WITH THE CHIEF TOWNS OF COMMUNES HAVING OVER

THOUSAND INHABITANTS.
Communes.

Arrondissemeiitx.

Departments.

Bona
CONSTANTINE

Bougie
Batna

:

7 Arrondissements

66 Civil

Mixed

7

Native

I

(

Guelma
^

.

Philippeville
Setif

La

Constantine,

Philippeville, Stora,
Setif, Borj,

Medea
Miliana

4 Native

Duera,

Miliana,

Teniet - el - Haad,

Affre

-

Tenes

Orleansville

Orleansville,

Tizi-uzu

.

Tizi-uzu, Dellys

Mascara

.

Mascara, Frenda
Mostaganem, Relizane
Oran, Saint-Denis-du-Sig, Ain-Temu-

:

Communes

Native

Aumale,

Medea, Boghari
.

Mostaganem

5 Arrondissements

3

Marengo,

ville

/

23 Mixed

Saint-Eugene,
Kolea,
Maison-Carree,

Sherahell,

Arba

82 Civil Communes
29 Mixed

63 Civil

Jemmapes, Collo

Mustapha,
Bufarit,

Hussein-dey,

ORAN

Condc-

Bu-Arrerig, Saint- Arnaud

Menerville,

Algiers

|

5 Arrondissements

Tebessa,

Guelma, Suk-Ahras

Blida,
:

Mila,

Smendu

Algiers,

ALGIERS

Calle

Bougie, Jijelli
Batna, Biskra

./

Constantino

Communes

32

Bona,

,,
,,

<
-

ONE

All

I

.\I IX.

TRADE AND SHIPPING or
Veasrl-. 140

tonnage, 26,619

;

TRADE
Veawb, 69

ANI.

;

47,000.

value of oargoaa,

Umnag.

;

value of carguea,

SHIPPING or RMAT.&LA (1888).
89,000.

TRADE AND

SHIPPING or CASABLAJTCA (1883).
Vessels, 125; tonnage, 68,169; value of cargoes, 268,000.

TRADE AND SHIPPING or MAZAOAX
Vessels, 116; tonnage, 66,236

TRADE AXD SHIPPING or Aan
Vessels, 60

;

tonnage, 34,004

;

TRADE or MAROCCO

87,260.

(1883).

value of cargoea,

;

912,000.

(1883).

value of oargoea,

TRADE AND SHIPPING or MOOADOR
62; tonnage, 42,999

(1883).

value of cargoes,

;

220.150.

(1883).

Export-

H06,000
694,000

.

Total

TRADE OF MAROCCO WITH FRANCE

.

.11,400,000

.

(1884).

Imports

280,000
111,000

.

Exports'.

.

Total

391.000

.

.

TRADE OF MAROCCO WITH GREAT BRITAIN.
Export* in
Great Britain.

I n> port

.n

it

from

linuui.

1878

391,369

191,292

1879
1880
1881

164,270

246,037

350,564
246,051

246,684
270.292

277,465

210,686

1882

.

SHIPPING OF MAROCCO (1883).
1,130 Vessels; tonnage, 322,625.

LIVE STOCK (Approximate Kxtimate).
Goats.
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VASSAL OB INDEPENDENT STATES.
Amalat.

INDEX.
Abd-en-Nur, 249

Ain Sraara, 249

Abdi, 297

Taiba, 420, 421
Tekbalck, 290
TumiiMhent, 290
Tuta, 242
Yakut, 300
Air Aliii 463
Aiasawa, 136
Ait -A it. i. 401
Bu-Yumef, 254
Fraucen, 254, 258
Ijer, 258
Ijennenen, 254
Iraten, 257, 259
Mebrad, 402
Mlikewh, 256
Sdig, 402
Sedrat, 401
Ughli, 256

Abeidate, 10

Abid, 256
Absen, 463
Abuam, 403
Atmkir, 986
Abu Nairn Oasis, 56
Abyla, Mount, 355
Addar, Cape, 105, 123
A.l.T.-r, 473
Ad Fratres, 295
Adghagh, 469
Ad Piscinam, 303
Adrar, 97, 209, 440, 471
Adrar Settuf, 473
Adrar (Tamili), 439

Adrar (Twat), 461

A t.iti Mountains, 426

Angra dea

Rujnroa, 482
Anhef, 441
Annuna, 240
Anti-Ada*. 347, 362, 400
Anti-Pyrgoa, 13
10, 51, 130, 369.

.

448

Arawan, 477
Arba, 318
Arl-l. Mount, 10

Amh-8huf, 84
Anunoc, 19
Arzou, 286
AnU-n, 463

4f

Abenara,
AjH, 389
Ajila, 318
\

,

.

I

r

.

.

Affreville, 284

Waguennun, 256

AJMT, 10
Aodi t 467

Aflu, 806

Yahia, 255
Ycnni, 258

Atakor, 441
AUiui Mountaina, 96, 348

Yumi, 381

Atrijra,

Agadem

Oasis, 437
Agadeu, 463, 468
Agadir (Wed Sus), 395
Aga<lir, Rock of, 395

Agadir (Tlemcen), 290
Agail, 19
Agha, 269

Aghelad, 91

Aghmat, 390
Aglu, 396

Agram

Oasis, 437

Ahaggar, 212
Ahlaf. 309

Ain-Abetwa, 252
Barbar, 244
Beida, 212, 240
Beseem, 252
hi .I. mi. 188
Ain-r>h-Sh,la<l, 16
Ain-fl-FiTs. 4
Ain-.-1-Hajiir, 286
Ain-efl-Sultan, 302
K. 'lii-it, .'.'{
K.THIH, 249

Mahdi, 306
Mini, 219
Mokhra, 245, 327
Kmi.a,

>,

AjiTun River, 213

210

Augwerut, 460

AJim. 143
Akabah-el-Soloum, 5
AkakuH Mountain*, 93
Akarit River, 118
Akbail. 364
Akbu, 252
Akcbli, 462

A>Ld>AlL

Akka, 401
Aknabi, 473
AlU.ran, 372

Atunale, 252

Algeria, 197
Algiere, 268

Aulad-Khrw.

61. 147

AuUd-Sliraan, 61, 77, 433
Aulad Yiwcf. 63
Aujila Oada, 28

596
Aurea, Auraa lluuntaina, 296
'

\

Awaghira, 10
\,
M.I.I.II.

Amadghor, 444

\

Auianiru, 230

\

Aimrawa, 256
Anuna*<lara, ISO

Amur

10

AuLuLHt-Ua. 60
Aula.l-ltu-S.-if. 52

Aurarbi,4
A unuuuc, Mima,

Alhuccmas, 372
Alma, 276
Altkirch, 249

MountaiuH, 09, 210

117. 468

......
-

:

.;.

Axib-Zamua, 166
\

.

\

.

.

Ainuri

.

Arapeluition, 355
Amra, 403, 404

-JHU

Sefra, 318
Shair, 404

86

Attar, 481

Ajal'ia, 22

;,

A., l.ilu-, 100,

Anfa
Angad, 370

117

135

Rab-el-Jrtira, 170
\l
.

:

44T

INDEX.
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Badis, 373

424
Bagai, 296
Baghsen, 464
Bahariat, 404
Bahira, Lake, 110, 169
Bahira (el), 110, 112
T5aela,

Biban Mountains, 210, 351
Biban, Lake, 130
Bibawan, 351

Camarata, 296Canea, 15

Bideyat, 424
Bilma, 436
Bir-en-Nsof, 117
Bir-Meshru, 81

Capsa, 148
Cartennse, 280

Bahiret-el-Biban, 119, 139

Rabalu, 252

Bahr-el-Dud, 71, 436
Bahr-el-Ghazal, 427
Bahr-el-Trunia, 71
Bahr-Tahtani, 220
Bani Mountains, 352
Barakat, 92
Bararus, 152
Bardai, 426, 433
Bardo, 174
Barka, 1, 19
Barka-el-Beida, 6
Barka-el-Hamra, 6
Barral, 242
Batna, 297
Mountains, 297
Batofl, 25
Beguira, 206

Rassam, 23

Beja, 185
Beja, River, 110
Bejaia, 253
Bel Abbas, 471
Bel Khush, 388
Belcourt, 269
Beled-el-Jerid, 126
Ben-Afien, 70
Ali Sherif, 261

Benghazi, 10, 19
Beni-Abbas, 459
Abbes, 259
Aisha, 268
Amran, 267
Brahim, 314
Gumi, 407
Guil, 404
Hassan, 353
Hassan Mountains, 354
Hessem, 385
Isguen, 314
Iznaten, 372, 412
Jafer, 357
Mansur, 252
Mellal, 388
Mezghanna, 268
Mgill, 370
Mohammed, 400
Mii(;a Mountains, 206
Mzab, 50, 309
Ramasses, 244
Saf 294
Shugran Mountains, 208
Sissin, 314
Sliman, 202
Smir, Mount, 210
Ulid, 59
,

Ummia, 92, 451
Waggin, 314
Wasit, 87
Yahsen, 264
Yenni, 264
Zid, 133, 145
Beraber, 363, 399
Berabish, 479
Berasa, 10
Berbas, 474
Berbers, 49, 130

Biskra, 303
Biskri, '300
Bizerta, 185

Bizerta Lake, 107, 129
Bizot, 249

Blandan, 242
Blad Guitun, 267
Bled-el-Makhzen, 346
Bled-es-Seba, 346
Blida, 276
Boanimi, 406
Boca-Grande, 398, 474
Boghar, 213, 283
Boghari, 282
Bograra, 149
Bois-Sacre, 266
Boiador, 348, 475
Bokalta, 154
Bomba, Gulf, 5, 13
Bon, Cape, 123
Bona, 240, 242
Borj-Boghni, 265
Borj-el-Bab, 120
Borj-el-Kantara, 120
Borj--el-Zenzela, 185
Jedid, 143, 187
Menaiel, 267
Borku, 424, 431
Bornu, 437
Bougie, 253
Brahim, 314
Braiga, 36, 57
Brak, 79

Brakna, 480
Brezina, 215, 319
Brinken, 461
Bu-Arrerij, 252
Bu-Daud, 256

Cantiri, Cape, 389

Carthage, 22, 167, 176
Casablanca, 387
Cedrata, 314
Ceuta, 354, 375
Chateaudun, 249
Chella, 385
Chemmish, 377
Cilius, Mons, 40
Cintra, 482
Cirta, 245
Cissi,

268

Clauzel, 241
Cleopatris, 19
Collo, 250

Combes, 242
Conde-Smendu, 249
Constantino, '245
Coulmiers, 249
Cudiat, 249
Cydamus, 82

Cyrenaica, ^99
Gyrene, 215

Dades, River, 400
Daggetun, 470
Dahra, 206, 213, 278
Dakhla, 97, 109, 215
Dakhelat, 105, 165
Damremont, 249
Dar-el-Beida, 387
Dar-el-Bey, 162
Dar-For, 423
Darnis, 14

Daura, 402
Daya, 215
Mount, 206
Daza, 430
Debaya, 360
Debdu, 371
Debrousseville, 286
Dedmaka, 132

Bu-Derga, 210
Bu-el-Jad, 388
Bu-Gadir, 16

Demmed, 309

Bu-Ghanen, 128

Demnata, 388

Bu-Hanefia, 286

Denhaja, 229
Derga, 210
Derj Oasis, 89
Deren, 351
Derid, J32
Derna, 10, 14
Diana Veteranorum, 301

Bu-Hedma, 106, 126
Bu-Kumein, 104, 117
Bu-Merzug, 213, 245
Bu-Njeim, 59
Bu-Nura, 314
Bu-Regrag, 359
Bu-Rejid, 153
Bu-Sada, 301
Bu-Shaib, 258
Bu-Tlelis, 290
Bufarik, 275
Bughar, 283
Bujema, 242
Bulayul, 370
Burk'ika, 278
Buseima, 29
Buzarea, 275

Deldul, 459
Dellys, 265, 266

Dibbela, 418, 437
Dimas, Cape, 122
Dirka, 435
Doghem, 464
Domar, 428

Draa, River, 353, 399
Drael-Mizan, 1M.3
Drawi, 478
Drid, 132

Berenice, 8, 19

Cabes, Gulf, 82, 115, 143
Cjesurea, 279

Duar-esh-Shott, 176
Duera, 402
Dui-BeUal, 401, 477
Dui-Menia, 404, 477
Dukkala, 388
Duperrc, 284
Duquesne, 252
Duvivier, 242

Berriuii, 314

Calle, 239

Duz, 145

Berwaghia, 267

Calaina, 242

Duzerville, 242

Berberu Mountains, 104

Byrsa, 176
Byzacense, 142

.

INI

1

%

Dwcra, 276

IM

F-l-Jedid, 379

Dwirat, 41

-

I. //,,,.

Flffoig Owii*, 560, 406
M.
li,

F.-li

419, 440
M..mit. 210, 244

Hat,

M.^ImtU^

245

Ederi, 79

Mount, 464

t2t, 240

IM. 164

IM

I

204
Flinna-um-.-l-Lil, 256

100

l-'iUi:iii-n. M..iint.
1

i

Eirliri-. 'JOJ
:.ih.

F..ii.luk,

440

Ml

Fort-National, 255,
Frmiihi*h, 133
Fn-lia. 264
Fiun-cl-HoflMn, 398
Fum-el-Kliink, 460

Ill, 463
EI-Al.i.Nl, -246
.

Ki-Afrim. 277
Kl-Araish, 377
El- Annum, 285
El-Attef, 314
El-BarkHt, 92

Fum

El-K-ida, 11
El-Biar, 275, 303
El-Biban, 139
El-Bio<l, 317

Garama, 79

F.l-Uhaib, 389
El-Golea, 316
El-Gut>dim, 480
El-Guenater, 473
El-Guerara, 314
El-Guerru, 249
El-Gucttar Oasis, 149
El-Hajira, 314

El-Hamma, 1'26
El-Hammam, 180
El-Harrush, 249

El-Hodh, 479
El-Istat, 29
El-Jedida, 388
El-Jem, 152
El-Kantara, 336
El-Kantur, 249
El-Kef, 180
El-Kessera, 191
El-Melah, Lake, 118, 287
El-Miraia, 476
El-Udian, 147
El-Wed, 307
Enfida Domain, 164
Ennedi, 423
Er-Rahel, 290
Erbehna Oasis, 32
Erff, 419
Kr-Hisaani, 403
Ertib. 402
^herb, 115
I-Mi-Sherkiya, 73
K-hteh, 1-23
K-k.'l. 106
iheli, 404
Es-Suk, 479
19

tun, 106
F.in-dkrhii <>a-i-.

.'.

11

Faretf Kivi-r. 2:5
F, j-i-l-Moktha, 239
.

Cap.l.-. 210

F- '-iana
I

,

i

<

I.IM-,

rkla, 401

1

rnana, 189

,

148

jan, 307

!',

Garamantes, 82
Garde, Cap de, 210
Garu, 435
Gatrun, 80
GertxMla, 24
Gt-ry>nlle,

Fez-el-Bali, 379

II

A Mod,

ST. 78

Ghariu-fl -< tharbiy a, 59
Ghana -i-1-Slu-rkiya, 59

Ghat, 441
Gheneunia, 460
Gher, Cajx?, 395
(i I. Han iy... 160

HMri, 89
II

Huran, 70
Htluinolu, 242
Herbillon, 244
HcrgU, 162

Hperu.

H..fra. 72. 74

Hnfri,
Hn. 59

72

Gt>letta, 98, 172, 176

(rrana, 137
Great Atlas, 201

Babor. 209
Kubylia, 208, 254
SyrtiH, 34

Gnma, 479
Guam, 328,

456

Guelma, 213, 242, 330
Gucmar, 307
Guera-el-Hut, 214
Guera-el-Mflah, 214
Gufra-el-Ulxira, 214
Guemra, 11 ; 314
(tticrwan, 367
(iuettar. 239
Gue/.zula. 363
Guraia. 280
(iunia, 137

Gwadi-r, 398

447

Ope, 295

llmicin.

Hiimt-Siik. 143
-y,

.

Glawa. 400
Goborawa, 465

Groat

19

lli|.|... \M, 238, 242
Hippo- Diarrfaytu*. 185
Hodna, 211

Giethis," 149

Godva Oai,

470

Hikt-na. 441

Ghanlaya, 309
Ghardimau. 108

276

92
268
440

1.-..-.IUIII
I.I.

-.

1.

MounUina, 93

I.l.-n.-n.

Idran-n,

'.'7

iK-n-n, 359

Km.

398

Ifo^huA, 448

IL'HWHWCH, 255
lirliaivbar. 82. 113, 215, 441

Itrhaivhan-n, 443
IjriMi. 251
Ik'li. 407
I-ui.li. 419. 471

480

Ik.-lan.
II.

92

n. n.

Ih.ij.
liil.

4M

eh. 397

258

Illili.-ii.

Illula

2M

AMunnxT.

Iiii.in in.

453

Inui/i>rli-n. 254,

800

Imohatrb. 447, 450
Iiii.li.irli. 447
In- F.- .k.,1. 440
It.k'-nm'"-'. 2H5

Hadruiiu'tum, 154

IbiwUh, 448,401

Haha, 394

In/i/.

Haidra, 180
Ilai/er, 207
H.j.u-.-1-KhanK*. 241
Soda, 148
Halk cl-Miiifrpl. 112

H

Mount, 104

.Ink.

Hamammn.

133
H.imuin, 404

11 mini

!.

I

I-.W.M, 454
i,

465, 470

Jafrrin Wanda. 871
Jahli. 289

Jam
i

462

l-l.il. 4HO
Liberal wen. 255
Ular. 370

1

II,:

.

NhU-rtil. 354

icla--l-Honira. 3>
Hamada-i-l-K.-l.ir. 40.)

/are, Lake, 214, 244

379

317

Gha'damfi*, 20, 82, 311
Ghaddar, 123

Habru, Rirer, 213

Ez-Zerigat, 402

104. 135, 217

Harmbi, 10
Hararu, 240
Harmttn, 314, 364

Haruj Ilaribm,
Tfiir-, 10

Gafaa Oari*. 106, 148

KL-Egiab Mountains, 472
El-Kinamen, 89
El-Eiibbad, 293

HanmAi.

Kruiitinu, 800

Gabon, 143

El-Brija, 38S

Eiheperide,

276
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